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Sexualities in the Social World

Sex usually occurs in private and is seen as deeply personal, yet it is also profoundly social. Cultural norms and social institutions such as religion, education, mass media, law, and the military all affect what we do sexually with whom. These social forces also affect what is seen as beyond the bounds of legitimacy. Indeed, contemporary politics are full of contentious debates about abortion, sex education, same-sex marriage, pornography, sex work, sexual harassment, systematic rape as a weapon in wars, and female genital cutting. Given the importance of sexuality in people's lives, and its relevance to many areas of sociology, I selected it as the theme for the 2015 annual meeting of the ASA. Let us gather to discuss a broad set of questions, including the following:

- Why has there been more progress toward gender equality in education and jobs than in heterosexual relations, where men still typically propose marriage, and women are more stigmatized than men for casual sex?
- How are race and class inequalities affected by marriage markets in which preferences and segregation steer us toward intimate relationships, and thus economic sharing, with partners similar to ourselves?
- Why have nonmarital births increased for 50 years, as much in good economic times as in the hard times that make men less marriageable?
- To what extent is bias against gay men and lesbians really a bias against gender nonconformity?
- Why has public opinion on gay marriage shifted so quickly?
- Why do typical parents believe that their own children are sexually naïve but that other children are hypersexual?
- How are notions of sexual propriety marshaled in social movements, anti-colonial revolutions, state formation, and ethnic cleansing?
- How are cultural schema about sexuality reflected in the design of consumer goods such as movies, music, clothing, and drugs for sexual performance?
- Has concern about the dangers of sex kept researchers from studying sexual pleasure as a stratification outcome?
- How do patterns of the transmission of HIV illuminate network principles?
- How do gene/environment interactions affect sexual behavior?
- What new data collection do we need for research on sexualities?
- What theoretical perspectives are most useful in making sense of sexuality?
- Can studying sexuality inform general social theories?
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Annual Meeting Schedule

The official days of the 2015 ASA Annual Meeting are Saturday to Tuesday, August 22-25, 2015. Program sessions are scheduled on all four days of the meeting at the Hilton Chicago and Palmer House Hilton. There are also pre-meeting activities scheduled on Friday, August 21, and the meeting will officially begin with the Opening Plenary Session and Welcoming Reception that evening.

Most daytime program sessions are 1 hour and 40 minutes in length, followed by a 20-minute break. Exceptions are clearly noted in the detailed program schedule. The turnover schedule is as follows:

8:30 am-10:10 am
10:30 am-12:10 pm
12:30 pm-2:10 pm
2:30 pm-4:10 pm
4:30 pm-6:10 pm

The 6:30 pm evening time slot is normally allocated for Section receptions, member-sponsored activities, and meetings of other groups. All sessions end by 4:10 pm on the fourth day.

Please refer to the Program Schedule for a daily listing of all sessions, meetings, and social events. Session presiders and committee chairs are requested to see that sessions and meetings end on time to avoid conflicts with subsequent activities scheduled into the same room and to allow participants time to transit between facilities.

Ethical Conduct during the Annual Meeting:
It is unethical in any professional setting, including the Annual Meeting of the American Sociological Association, for sociologists to use the inequalities of power which characterize many professional relationships to obtain personal, sexual, economic or professional advantages.

Sexual, sexual identity or racial/ethnic harassment is also unethical behavior under the American Sociological Association Code of Ethics.

Attendees are encouraged to immediately report instances of harassment during the Annual Meeting to the ASA Executive Officer at Hillsman@asanet.org or through the ASA Annual Meeting Office.

To read the American Sociological Association Code of Ethics in its entirety, visit www.ASAnet.org and follow the link to “Ethics.”
Greetings from the ASA President

Dear Colleagues:

Our program, “Sexualities in the Social World,” recognizes the deeply social nature of sexuality, celebrates scholars who have sometimes risked their careers to do ground-breaking research on sexualities, and showcases diverse research. Here are some highlights of the program:

Abortion, Contraception, Nonmarital Births:
- Our Friday, August 21 opening plenary at 7:00pm features an address by Dr. Willie Parker, M.D., the only doctor left performing abortions in Mississippi. He is joined for discussion by sociologists Phil Morgan, Zakiya Luna, and Sarah Cowan.
- A 10:30am Saturday, August 22, Presidential Panel on Birth Control in America features economist Martha Bailey and sociologists Kathryn Edin and Jennifer Barber.
- At a 12:30pm plenary on Monday, August 24, Larry Wu, Andrew Cherlin, and Marcia Carlson discuss “The Rise of Nonmarital Births” and their causes and consequences.

Mating and Dating Today:
- Saturday, August 22, at 8:00pm our Plenary gathers smart, entertaining voices from outside the academy to talk about “Modern Romance.” Sociologist Eric Klinenberg presides over a session showcasing comedian Aziz Ansari, the OK Cupid founder Christian Rudder, and psychologist and popular author Helen Fisher.
- Monday, August 24, 8:00pm Plenary, Elizabeth Bruch, Jennifer Lundquist, and Michael Rosenfeld present research on “Internet Dating.”

Same-sex and Heterosexual Marriages:
- Our Saturday, August 22, 12:30pm plenary grapples with the politics of same-sex marriage. Gregory Lewis and Brian Powell will dissect public opinion, Verta Taylor analyzes social movements for and against same-sex marriage, and Michael Dorf of Cornell Law School provides an up-to-the-minute report on court decisions.
- A Presidential Panel on Monday, August 24 at 2:30pm considers the controversial claim that heterosexual couples eschew female superiority and even eroticize traditional roles; economist Marianne Bertrand and sociologists Sabino Kornrich and Christine Schwartz engage in the debate.

Black Lives Matter: Policing, DuBois, Voting Rights, Sexualities:
- Events in the world made it imperative to organize sessions regarding police violence in black communities; I highlight these and other sessions on race here.
  - A Special Session Monday, August 24, at 8:30am, “Race and Policing Post-Ferguson,” features psychologist Jennifer Eberhardt and sociologists Lawrence Sherman and Nikki Jones.
  - Putting Chicago in the spotlight; “Policing De-Industrial Chicago: Racial Violence and the Struggle for Police Accountability” has presentations by Simon Balto, Peter Pihos, and John Hagedorn.
  - On Monday, August 24, at 8:30am, a Special Session on the 50th Anniversary of the Voting Rights Act presents analysis by Francis Piven, Ellen Katz, Kareem Crayton, and Pamela Karlan.
  - The lineup for a Thematic Session on “Sex and Sexuality in Black Communities” is Averil Clarke, Celeste Watkins-Hayes, Jeffrey McCune, and Mignon Moore.

There’s much more on many sociological topics. I hope you’ll find sessions intellectually stimulating and I trust that others will benefit from the unique ideas you bring to the meetings.

Save some time for seeing Chicago and relaxing with old and new friends! Wonderful tours of the historic Bronzeville neighborhood and the Hull House were organized by Local Arrangements Chair, Bill Bielby. Bill and his band, Thin Vitae, will play at the Welcome Reception at 9:00pm following Friday night’s Opening Plenary. Rumor has it that other sociologists will perform as well, and that your president may be invited to move from the dance floor to the microphone to sing at one point. I hope to see you there.

Paula England
ASA President
Chair, 2015 Program Committee
New York University
General Information

This listing provides information about many of the services and activities available to you during the Annual Meeting. The 110th ASA Annual Meeting is being held at the Hilton Chicago and Palmer House Hilton. ASA Services including Registration, the ASA Employment Service, ASA Exhibits, ASA Bookstore, and ASA Child Care are located at the Hilton Chicago.

Location of Services

The locations of ASA services are shown below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Accessibility Resources</th>
<th>Lower Level Foyer Hilton</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ASA Information</td>
<td>Lower Level Foyer Hilton (Meeting Info. &amp; Housing Desk)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASA Office</td>
<td>Boulevard Room A Hilton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bookstore</td>
<td>Stevens Salon D Hilton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child Care</td>
<td>Mobley Room Hilton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comfort Zone</td>
<td>PDR 7 Hilton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment Service</td>
<td>Stevens Salon C Hilton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exhibits</td>
<td>Stevens Salon D Hilton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Film Screenings</td>
<td>PDR 5 Hilton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Membership</td>
<td>Stevens Salon C Hilton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meeting Information</td>
<td>Lower Level Foyer Hilton (Meeting Info. &amp; Housing Desk)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preregistration</td>
<td>Stevens Salon C Hilton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Press Office</td>
<td>Boulevard Room B Hilton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration</td>
<td>Stevens Salon C Hilton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restrooms,</td>
<td>Third Floor Hilton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender-neutral</td>
<td>Third Floor Palmer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section Tables</td>
<td>Stevens Salon C Hilton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Situations</td>
<td>Stevens Salon C Hilton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Table Space</td>
<td>Stevens Salon C Hilton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Hub/Cybercafé</td>
<td>Stevens Salon D Hilton</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Registration Services

Continuing our commitment to a more environmentally sustainable meeting, we no longer print and mail confirmations to those who registered online. Please save the e-mailed confirmation as your record. Those who registered via fax and mail should have received a printed confirmation by mail. Attendees who sent materials after the July 8 deadline will find their paperwork held for registration processing at the ASA Situations counter in Stevens Salon C on the lower level of the Hilton Chicago.

Preregistration Pickup. Attendees who preregistered may pick up badges, program materials, and special tickets at the “Preregistration” counter in Stevens Salon C on the lower level of the Hilton Chicago. See registration service hours below.

On-Site Registration. Those who missed the July 8 preregistration deadline should go to the “On-Site Registration” counter in Stevens Salon C on the lower level of the Hilton Chicago for the meeting.

Registration Services Hours:

- Friday, August 21 1:30-7:00 pm
- Saturday, August 22 8:00 am-6:00 pm
- Sunday, August 23 8:00 am-5:30 pm
- Monday, August 24 8:00 am-5:30 pm
- Tuesday, August 25 8:00 am-1:00 pm

On-Site Fees. Rates for Members and Non-members are shown below. Forms are available in the ASA Registration area. Registration for the Annual Meeting is on a flat fee basis; no “day rates” are available.

Rates for Members:
- Regular/Associate $260
- Student $150
- Retired sociologist $150
- Unemployed sociologist $150
- Secondary school teacher $150

Rates for Non-Members:
- General $470
- Outside the U.S. $260
- Non-sociologist $260
- Student $190
- Secondary school teacher $150

Name Badges. Your name badge is required for admission to all convention functions including entry to the ASA Exhibits, Employment Service, and Child Care Service areas. Attendance at events which require fee payment (e.g., Courses, Chair Conference, Director of Graduate Studies Conference, TEF/Just Desserts, MFP Benefit, Tours) is restricted to meeting registrants.

A general registrant may sign up for one guest pass ($60 onsite) to provide a courtesy badge for a spouse, partner, family member, or other guest. This guest pass provides only a name badge; the Final Program materials are not supplied. Information printed on a guest badge is restricted to the name of the guest; affiliations will not be printed. Individuals attending the meeting in a professional capacity are expected to register in one of the full registration categories listed above.

Refunds/Cancellations. All registration-related fees are non-refundable as of July 8, 2015. Unfortunately, under no circumstances can ASA issue refunds for no-shows. Program participant registration fees are non-refundable; cancellations will not be accepted nor refunds issued.
Tickets for Events and Services

Registrants already signed up for courses, tours, employment, child care services, and/or special events should have received tickets with their meeting packets. Those who did not make advance reservations may check at the ASA On-Site registration counters in Stevens Salon C on the lower level of the Hilton Chicago for ticket availability.

Event tickets are non-refundable and cancellations cannot be accepted. You may, however, sell your ticket to someone else if you are unable to attend.

Membership Desk

Information on ASA membership and subscriptions will be provided at the Membership tables in Stevens Salon C on the lower level of the Hilton Chicago. The Membership desk will be staffed by ASA Executive Office personnel and will be open during the same hours as ASA Registration. Attendees may learn about current membership benefits and join the Association, sign up for Section memberships, and subscribe to ASA journals. Display copies of current journals will be available for reference.

Section Information

Looking for information about the ASA Sections and sections-in-formation, or copies of 2015 section newsletters? Check the Section Display Tables near the ASA Membership desk in Stevens Salon C on the lower level of the Hilton Chicago.

Every Section was invited to designate representatives to staff the display table during each meeting day and provide information on special section activities. Staff from the ASA Executive Office will be nearby at the Membership Desk to answer questions about joining any and all sections.

Staying Connected during the Annual Meeting!

The ASA Annual Meeting App includes the full program schedule; note-taking features allowing users to save and send notes to a preferred e-mail account; maps and floor plans for the facilities, information on hours and locations for various Annual Meeting services. Corrections that were received too late for the printed Final Program are reflected in the online program schedule and the Annual Meeting App. Both of these offerings include the most current updates to the program listings. The online program schedule and Annual Meeting App replace the paper copy of the Convention Bulletin handed out onsite at previous Annual Meetings.

Complimentary WiFi Access at the Meeting

ASA provides 40MBps bandwidth WiFi in all ASA meeting rooms, both at the Hilton Chicago and the Palmer House Hilton. The WiFi access facilitates the full use of the online program schedule, the Annual Meeting App and webcasting of the plenary sessions and the connections among attendees. Please Note: Requests for hard-wired Internet lines in session rooms for presentations will not be honored. For those of you considering streaming videos in your presentations, the bandwidth is sufficient to allow web browsing and email. However, streaming data on the network is not advised.

The “Hub” and Social Media Lounge

Since 2012, the ASA has offered “The Hub,” a social media lounge and resource center, to Annual Meeting attendees. But what’s The Hub? It is a social media networking space located in the ASA Exhibit Hall. While tweeting and blogging can be done throughout the ASA-held meeting spaces (with complimentary WiFi access), this particular area offers seating areas and power outlets for charging electronic devices. The complex includes the ASA Bookstore; a series of computer terminals available for meeting attendees, and social media and tech-issue demos led by ASA Executive Office personnel with significant experience working in that area.

ASA Council Policy Statement on Social Media during the Annual Meeting:

In ASA sessions, some members of the audience may use twitter or other forms of social media to share the results of papers presented. In rare instances people will record sessions; if you prefer that audio recordings or video recordings not occur, please share your request with the audience. ASA encourages all program participants to be sensitive to the requests of others.

During the Annual Meeting, the ASA Press Office shares results from the meeting with the media. ASA encourages presenters to notify their university press offices to ask them to share sociological research results which they believe are newsworthy.
ASA Bookstore

The ASA Bookstore features works published by the Association. Located in Stevens Salon D of the Hilton Chicago, the Bookstore will be staffed by ASA Executive Office personnel and open throughout the four days of the Annual Meeting (see page 45).

All attendees are welcome to browse through this area filled with recent journal issues, teaching resources and syllabi sets, career publications, sociological practice materials, directories, and reference volumes. The online ASA Bookstore will be available at a kiosk located in the Bookstore to complete online orders for those who’d rather not purchase and carry materials home. Items purchased through the online ASA Bookstore will be shipped after the Annual Meeting.

Exhibits

ASA Exhibits are located in Stevens Salon D on the lower level of the Hilton Chicago. Exhibits will be open to meeting registrants on all four days of the meeting.

ASA Exhibit Hours:
- Saturday, August 22: 2:00 - 6:00 pm
- Sunday, August 23: 9:00 am - 4:00 pm
- Monday, August 24: 9:00 am - 5:00 pm
- Tuesday, August 25: 9:00 am - 1:00 pm

The location of the Exhibits offers excellent accessibility to meeting attendees, due to its close proximity to the Hub and the ASA Bookstore. Always one of the most popular activities at the Annual Meeting, Exhibits offer variety, convenience, and an opportunity to discover current trends in sociological publishing, information processing, and services.

Meeting attendees are encouraged to schedule several visits to the Exhibit area so that ample time can be given to exploring the many offerings. Browse through the latest sociological publications, explore current computer software, chat with representatives of statistical resources and informational literature, and meet the editor of your next publication!

See the Directory of Exhibitors in this Program for the names and booth numbers of all exhibitors. Don’t forget to look through the Program for special ads too.

All persons wishing access to ASA Exhibits must be paid registrants for the Annual Meeting; badges are required for entrance into this area.

Employment Service

The annual ASA Employment Service assists sociologists and prospective employers by providing convenient opportunities for employers and job seekers to meet in a neutral, monitored environment for initial short interviews during the Annual Meeting.

Employers and preregistered job seekers are able to enter their information in an online module and use an interactive scheduling calendar to set up interview appointments during the Annual Meeting.

All service users were urged to preregister by July 8 in order to take full advantage of the pre-convention communication opportunities that the online Employment Service (ES) offers. Interviewers and candidates were also encouraged to bring their own laptops (equipped with wireless capability) and tablets with them so that they can more easily maintain communications during the Annual Meeting. The on-site Employment Service areas will provide a few computer terminals for use by registered ES users.

Location and Hours. The Employment Service will be open in Stevens Salon C of the Hilton Chicago during the hours listed below.

- Friday, August 21: 1:30 – 6:30 pm
- Saturday, August 22: 8:00 am – 5:30 pm
- Sunday, August 23: 8:00 am – 5:30 pm
- Monday, August 24: 8:00 am – 5:30 pm
- Tuesday, August 25: 8:00 am – 1:00 pm

Preregistrants should first pick up their ASA badges in Stevens Salon C of the Hilton Chicago before proceeding to the Employment Service areas.

Employers. Employers (organizations) enter the online ES to pay the registration fee and post job listings. All individuals conducting interviews on-site must be registered for the Annual Meeting and subsequently designated as interviewers by their employers in order to use the online service to search candidate information and set up interview appointments.

Candidates. Those who are looking for positions should have preregistered for the Annual Meeting and for the Employment Service before the July 8 preregistration deadline. Those who preregistered may log into the online ES module and fill out the Candidate Information Form, upload a full resume, view jobs posted by Employers, mark their ES calendars to show their availability for interviews, and respond to interview invitations.

Interview Scheduling. All initial interview appointments are to be scheduled through the online Employment Service. Interviewers and candidates are encouraged to bring their own laptops (equipped with wireless capability) with them so that they can more easily maintain communications about interview appointments during the Annual Meeting. The Interview Room provides one table per employer where designated interviewers may meet with candidates at the agreed-upon appointment times. On-site staff will assist with reminders of the 20-minute appointment intervals so that appointment schedules stay on-time throughout the day.
On-Site Registration. Individuals who did not preregister and now want to use the Employment Service, whether as Candidate or Interviewer, must first register for the Annual Meeting. Please see “Registration Services” for on-site registration rates. Fees for candidates to use the Employment Service, which may be paid during your meeting registration process at the On-Site Registration desks, are $55 for ASA members, $90 for non-members. There is no additional service fee for Interviewers. Employers may go directly online to pay the registration fee ($300), post their job listings, and designate the on-site interviewers.

When fully registered, your next step is to visit the Employment Service help desks in Stevens Salon C of the Hilton Chicago, where you will be given a brief orientation to the service procedures and issued a pass permitting your entrance to the Interview Room. No one will be admitted without a pass; “browsing” by non-registered attendees is not permitted.

After the Meeting. The online Employment Service site will remain open after the Annual Meeting is over to permit registered candidates and interviewers to reference information posted there. Users may download files of job listings or candidate resumes for future reference, if they wish. The online 2015 Employment Service will close to registered users at the end of September 2015.

Child Care

ASA is continuing the tradition of providing an innovative program of activities for children of Annual Meeting registrants. Arrangements have again been made with KiddieCorp to offer a full childcare program during daytime session hours for preregistered children between the ages of 6 months to 12 years.

KiddieCorp is dedicated to providing quality childcare services across the nation for meeting attendees. Staffing is based on a 1:2 ratio for children 6 months to 1 year, 1:3 ratios for children 1-2 years of age and a 1:5 ratio for children 3-12 years of age. The program includes a customized hourly schedule of creative and educational activities, age-appropriate toys and games, popular arts and crafts projects, and child-pleasing movies and cartoon videos.

The Child Care Service is located in the Mobley Room on the lower level of the Hilton Chicago. This service is available to preregistrants only. The non-refundable preregistration deposit of $55 per child will be applied to the daily usage fees on-site. Daily use fees per preregistered child are $55 per full day, $35 per half day. For children using the service for shorter periods, the half-day fee will apply to encourage stable populations. Fees include on-site activities and snacks; lunch is not included but meal arrangements can be made through the hotel.

Service hours are 8:00 am – 6:30 pm on Saturday-Monday, August 22-24, and 8:00 am – 4:30 pm on Tuesday, August 25. Parents/guardians using these services must be registrants for the Annual Meeting.

There is no guarantee that non-preregistered families can be accommodated on-site. Child care providers reserve the right to refuse admittance to non-preregistrants. If there are any openings, fees for children who were not preregistered will be $75 per day per child. No half-day rates are available for non-preregistered children; no exceptions.

Access for All: Accessibility Resources and Services

The ASA offers several services and oversight arrangements to facilitate attendance at the Annual Meeting. ASA staff at the Meeting Information & Housing Desk will coordinate resources during the meeting week for registrants with physical disabilities who are attending the Annual Meeting. Special services, which were arranged in advance, may be verified with ASA staff to ensure that you receive the assistance you need. Should you encounter any problems during the meeting or need any additional information while at the Annual Meeting, please contact Meeting Services staff on-site at the Meeting Information & Housing Desk located in the foyer on the lower level of the Hilton Chicago.

Comfort Zone. Attendees coping with illness, meeting fatigue, or stress may use the small room set aside by ASA as a “safe haven” to escape briefly from the noise and bustle of meeting activities. The designated Comfort Zone is located in PDR 7 on the third floor of the Hilton Chicago.

Nursing Facilities. Families with lactation/nursing needs should stop by the ASA Office in Boulevard Room A on the second floor of the Hilton Chicago for access to the private facilities.

Gender-neutral/Companion Care Restrooms. The ASA has designated the restroom facilities on the Third Floor of the Hilton Chicago and the Third Floor in the Palmer House Hilton as “gender-neutral.”

Plenary Sessions. All Plenary Sessions are available as live simulcasts over the web. In addition, the webcast will allow users to access real-time transcription of the plenary session delivered through their mobile device.

Arrangements for sign language interpreters, in-person real-time captioners (CART) may be provided for meeting registrants who have requested these services for plenary sessions in advance of the meeting.

Sessions. ASA has made arrangements for sign language interpreters, sighted guides, and other communication avenues for meeting registrants who provided information in advance of the meeting.
Other Services. Registrants who did not make advance arrangements for services or equipment are requested to contact staff at the Meeting Information & Housing Desk in the foyer on the lower level of the Hilton Chicago. Every reasonable effort will be made to assist registrants on-site. However, if you have a physical disability and need special services, equipment, or accommodations, and did not notify ASA in advance of your arrival at the meeting site, ASA may not be able to provide appropriate services due to the limited availability of some equipment and services.

For more than twenty years, ASA has provided special services and arrangements to facilitate attendance at the Annual Meeting. For an overview, please read the article on “Committee and Executive Office Collaborate to Make Annual Meeting Accessible,” published in the April 2007 issue of ASA's newsletter Footnotes.

Making an Impact in Chicago

ASA has partnered with Bin Donated to provide hygiene products and school supplies to over 200 charities. To participate in this opportunity, drop off any of the following products in the designated bins located near the Meeting Services & Housing Desk in the foyer on the lower level of the Hilton Chicago.

Hygiene Products:
- Soap (including soap from your hotel room as long as it is not unwrapped)
- Toothpaste
- Toothbrushes
- Dental Floss
- Mouthwash
- Lotion (including from your hotel room)
- Shampoo/Conditioner (including from your hotel room)
- Deodorant
- Shaving Cream & Shaving Razors
- Tampons/Sanitary Napkins
- Hair Brush
- Hair Comb
- Nail Clippers & Nail Files
- Cotton Swabs
- Tweezers
- Wet Wipes
- Diapers
- Shower Cap
- Toilet Paper

School Supplies:
- Pencils & Colored Pencils
- Pens (black & red)
- Highlighters
- Erasers
- Pencil Sharpeners
- Notebook Wide Ruled Paper
- Ruler
- Safety Scissors
- Pocket Folders
- Glue Sticks
- Hand Sanitizer
- 1” Spiral Notebooks
- 1” binders
- Crayons
- Sticky Notes
- Index Cards
- Graph Paper
- Flash Drive

Bin Donated is non-profit (501c3) social enterprise that focuses on helping other non-profits reduce program costs.

Bin Donated partners with Chicago hotels, residential and commercial buildings, businesses and foundations, to collect and distribute in-kind donations for local non-profits. From hygiene products, books, school supplies, winter coats, toys among other valuable items that would have been thrown away, Bin Donated helps other organizations put them to good use. By enabling the reuse of items, Bin Donated helps sustain our environment as well as save operating costs for area non-profits.

Press Office

Press and media representatives are invited to check in at the on-site ASA Press Office for program information and interview assistance. The Press Office is located in Boulevard Room B on the second floor of the Hilton Chicago. Office hours are 5:00-7:00 pm on August 21, 8:00 am-5:00 pm on August 22-24, and 8:00 am-1:00 pm on August 25.

Meeting attendees are also encouraged to drop by the on-site Press Office and provide information on their availability to discuss their work with the media while in Chicago.

Meeting Information & Housing Desk

The desk is staffed with key ASA Meeting Services staff and representatives from Connections Housing (ASA’s official housing vendor for the Annual Meeting) who are available to assist if you have questions about a session’s A/V equipment or room setup; need help with guestroom matter; or any issue related to meeting arrangements. The Meeting Information & Housing Desk is located in the foyer on the lower level of the Hilton Chicago.
ASA “Onsite” Executive Office

To support general ASA activities, there will be an ASA Office staffed with Executive Office personnel at the Hilton Chicago in Boulevard Room A on the second floor; this on-site office will be open at 1:30-7:00 pm on August 21, and 8:00 am-6:00 pm on August 22-25.

Hotel Information

The 110th ASA Annual Meeting is located at the Hilton Chicago and Palmer House Hilton. Blocks of sleeping rooms at special convention rates were arranged at the hotel. For the convenience of meeting attendees, a list of facilities is given below where registrants will be staying for the ASA Annual Meeting, and for meetings of sister associations and societies.

American Sociological Association (ASA)
Hilton Chicago
720 South Michigan Avenue
(312) 922-4400
Palmer House Hilton
17 East Monroe Street
(312) 726-7500

Association for the Sociology of Religion (ASR)
August 20-22, 2015
Renaissance Blackstone Chicago Hotel
636 South Michigan Avenue
(312) 447-0955

Association of Black Sociologists (ABS)
August 20-22, 2015
Millennium Knickerbocker Hotel
163 East Walton Place
(312) 751-8100

Society for the Study of Social Problems (SSSP)
August 21-23, 2015
Radisson Blu Aqua Hotel
221 N. Columbus Drive
(312) 565-5258

Society for the Study of Symbolic Interaction (SSSI)
August 21-23, 2015
Public Chicago Hotel
1301 North State Parkway
(312) 787-3700

Sociologists for Women in Society (SWS)
August 22-25, 2015
Palmer House Hilton
17 East Monroe Street
(312) 726-7500

Emergency Information

To report an emergency in the headquarters hotels:
Hilton Chicago – dial 55
Palmer House Hilton – dial 5565

Hospital:
Northwestern Memorial Hospital
51 East Huron Street
(312) 926-2000
(2.1 miles from the Hilton Chicago)

Nearest Pharmacy:
Walgreens
2 East Roosevelt Road
(312) 212-1583
(0.5 miles from the Hilton Chicago)

Chicago’s “Summer” Climate

Chicago’s climate on a typical summer day, humidity is usually moderately high and temperatures ordinarily reach anywhere between 78 and 92°F (26 and 33°C). Overnight temperatures in the summer usually drop to around 65–70°F (18–21°C), although even in July and August there are usually several nights where the temperature drops below 60°F (16°C). Conversely, on the other extreme, temperatures can, on a rare basis, remain above 80°F (27 °C) overnight. Chicago’s yearly precipitation comes in at an average of about 36 inches (910 mm), but during the summer, rain arises from short-lived hit-or-miss rain rather than actual prolonged rainfalls, and thunderstorms also occur with regularity at night. Summer is both the rainiest and sunniest season here; only the three months of June thru August experience more than 65% of possible sunshine. Visitors are most comfortable with a light jacket or in a suit. An all-weather coat will keep the chill off on cool evenings. Lightweight summer clothes and an umbrella are seldom practical in Chicago. Comfortable walking shoes are also a wise fashion choice.
Airport & Transportation

O’Hare International Airport (ORD). ORD is located 17 miles south of Chicago. It is the largest hub of United Airlines and the second-largest hub of American Airlines. <www.airport-ohare.com>

Chicago Midway International Airport (MDW). Midway Airport is smaller than ORD and is dominated by low-cost carrier Southwest Airlines. Both the Stevenson Expressway and Chicago Transit Authority’s Orange Line provide passengers access to downtown Chicago. <www.airport-midway.com>

Ground Transportation

Taxi: Expect to spend approximately $35 to $40 for a taxicab ride to downtown Chicago.

Shuttle: Expect to spend approximately $15 to $25 for a one-way ride to/from downtown Chicago.

There is ‘L’ (train) service directly from both O’Hare and Midway airports. The CTA Blue Line provides service directly into O’Hare Airport. The fully-accessible O’Hare station is situated in the lower level concourse, which connects Airline Terminals 1, 2 and 3, and is conveniently accessed from Terminal 5 by free, frequent airport shuttle trains. The CTA Orange Line provides service directly to Midway Airport.

The fully-accessible Midway station is right next to the airport terminal building, and connected by an enclosed walkway.

ASA Business Meeting

The ASA Business Meeting is an opportunity for members of the Association to discuss important issues facing the discipline and profession. Members are encouraged to attend this meeting convened by the ASA President Paula England.

Summary reports on the Association and its key activities this year will be given by President Paula England, Secretary Mary Romero, and Executive Officer Sally T. Hillsman. The meeting concludes with the traditional transfer of the gavel, marking the transition of duties from President Paula England to incoming President Ruth Milkman.

This open forum is an opportunity for members to share their insights, reactions, and suggestions. Please consult the flyer in your convention tote bag for details on the Business Meeting agenda.

As noted in the May/June issue of Footnotes and the posting of meeting information on the ASA website, members seeking to present formal resolutions should be prepared to provide background materials on the issue to be discussed. Members who missed the July 10 submission deadline may bring their resolutions and supporting background documentation to the ASA Office in Boulevard Room A on the second floor of the Hilton Chicago by 3:00 pm on Monday, August 24.

All meeting attendees are invited to join ASA officers, Council members, and staff for continental breakfast and discussion at the ASA Business Meeting on Tuesday, August 25, 7:00-8:15am, in the Grand Ballroom on the second floor of the Hilton Chicago.

ASA Executive Office Staff

Nicole V. Amaya, Research
Jamie Arca, Meeting Services
Redante Asuncion-Reed, Webmaster
Janet L. Astner, Deputy Executive Officer for Administration & Technology
Les Briggs, Finance
John W. Curtis, Research
Karen Gray Edwards, Publications & Membership
Girma Hirpassa Efa, Business Office
Elizabeth Floyd, Minority Affairs
Dan Fowler, Media Relations
Jaime Hecht, Academic & Professional Affairs
Sally T. Hillsman, Executive Officer
Kareem D. Jenkins, Meeting Services
Michael Kisielewski, Research
Justin Lini, Sections & Governance
David Matthews, General Services
Brandon McCain, Membership & Customer Service
Michael Murphy, Governance & Information Services
Johanna Olexy, Footnotes & Social Media
Jamie Panzarella, Publications
Rachel Pines, Publications
Valerie Pines, Executive Assistant
Jordan Robison, Sections & Governance
Craig Schaar, Membership & Customer Service
Jean Shin, Minority Affairs
Bradley Smith, Public Affairs & Public Information
Margaret Weigers Vitullo, Academic & Professional Affairs
Major Plenary Sessions

The Annual Meeting theme of “Sexualities in the Social World” is being addressed from the Opening Plenary Session on August 21 to the final Plenary on August 24. Access live webcasts (with real-time transcription) of the Plenary Sessions via the app.

Abortion in America: A Discussion with the Only Doctor Providing Abortions in Mississippi and Three Sociologists
Session 13, Friday August 21, 7:00-9:00pm
Hilton Chicago, International Ballroom North, Second Floor

Session Organizer and Presider: Paula England, New York University
Panelists: Willie Parker, M.D., Jackson Women’s Health Organization
S. Philip Morgan, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
Zakiya T. Luna, University of California-Santa Barbara
Sarah K. Cowan, New York University

Abortion was enshrined as a legal right with the Supreme Court’s 1973 decision. Yet legislatures pass and courts permit some restrictions, large geographical areas have no abortion providers, and political conflict rages. After a brief introduction to relevant trends by demographer Phil Morgan, the featured speaker will be Dr. Willie Parker, the only doctor providing abortions in Mississippi. He will discuss the struggles entailed in doing this work, and what he has learned about the lives of the women that seek abortions. Following his talk, two sociologists will provide brief accounts of their relevant research. Zakiya Luna will discuss the reproductive justice movement, which engages in cross-movement organizing to achieve a world where people have access to abortion as well as support for having children and parenting with dignity. Sarah K. Cowan will highlight how abortions are discussed—or kept secret—in social networks, and how this can affect political opinion. Audience members will then join in a discussion with Dr. Parker and the panelists.

The Politics of Same-Sex Marriage: Public Opinion and the Courts
Session 71, Saturday August 22, 12:30-2:10pm
Hilton Chicago, International Ballroom North, Second Floor

Session Organizer and Presider: Paula England, New York University
Panelists: Gregory B. Lewis, Georgia State University
Brian Powell, Indiana University-Bloomington
Verta A. Taylor, University of California-Santa Barbara
Michael C. Dorf, Cornell University

For better or worse, same-sex marriage has dominated discussions of gay rights in recent years. Public opinion has shifted in a direction favorable to marriage equality, significant social movement resources have focused on preventing or attaining the right of same-sex couples to marry, and an avalanche of court decisions have come down. Panelists will consider public opinion shifts, which social groups favor and oppose same-sex marriage, how social movements have mobilized for and against same sex marriage, and the import of recent court decisions.

Modern Romance: Dating, Mating, and Marriage
Session 136, Saturday August 22, 8:00-9:30pm
Hilton Chicago, International Ballroom North, Second Floor

Session Organizer and Presider: Eric Klinenberg, New York University
Panelists: Aziz Ansari, Actor and Comedian
Christian Rudder, OK Cupid
Helen Fisher, State University of New Jersey-Rutgers
Eli Finkel, Northwestern University

When American sociologists initially studied modern romance about a century ago, they discovered that most people were fiercely parochial. Americans generally dated and mated within their hometowns, and in big cities they often married someone who lived within a few blocks. This session explores the transformation of modern romance over the past century, paying particular attention to recent changes related to the Internet, globalization, the rising status of women, the acceptance of non-conventional sexual relationships, and the search for a soul mate. The panelists, who come from inside and outside the academy, will assess how singles manage the expanded options available to them today, and examine emerging attitudes about and experiences in committed relationships and marriages.
The Rise of Nonmarital Births  
Session 397, Monday August 24, 12:30-2:10pm  
Hilton Chicago, International Ballroom North, Second Floor

Session Organizer and Presider: Paula England, New York University  
Panelists: Lawrence L. Wu, New York University  
Andrew J. Cherlin, Johns Hopkins University  
Marcia J. Carlson, University of Wisconsin-Madison  

An increasing proportion of American women and men have their first child, and sometimes subsequent children, outside of marriage. The upward trend began more than a half century ago, and is more pronounced among those who are less privileged. For example, there is almost no such trend among white college graduates. Nonmarital births are typically to couples in relationships or cohabiting unions that break up within a few years, leading to substantial complexity and instability in family patterns. Panelists will consider the trends, social forces encouraging nonmarital births, and their consequences for adults and children.

Internet Dating  
Session 482, Monday August 24, 8:00-9:30pm  
Hilton Chicago, International Ballroom North, Second Floor

Session Organizer and Presider: Paula England, New York University  
Panelists: Elizabeth Bruch, University of Michigan  
Jennifer Hickes Lundquist, University of Massachusetts-Amherst  
Michael J. Rosenfeld, Stanford University  

Using internet dating sites to find partners is now completely mainstream. Panelists will consider the sociology of how this system works. Two panelists will use their access to data from internet dating sites revealing what groups are on the site and who contacts and responds to whom. One panelist will show how race affects who is contacted or responded to among those seeking same-sex or other-sex partners. Another panelist will use new methods to uncover what people are looking for in partners, and how market constraints shape people’s search and contact strategies. Another panelist will report on a survey ascertaining which groups are more likely to have used the internet to find partners, and will put internet dating into a broader historical perspective focusing on macrosocial trends affecting mate choice and family formation.

Address by Paula England and ASA Awards Ceremony

The Presidential Plenary featuring the formal address of ASA President Paula England will be held on Sunday, August 23, at 4:30 pm. The ASA Awards Ceremony, conferring the 2015 major ASA awards, will open this session. All registrants are invited to attend this plenary session and the Honorary Reception afterwards to honor President Paula England and the award recipients.

ASA Awards Ceremony and Presidential Address  
Session 308, Sunday, August 23, 4:30–6:10pm  
Hilton Chicago, International Ballroom North, Second Floor  
Presider: Jane Sell, Texas A&M University

Awards Ceremony
2015 Dissertation Award  
Christopher Michael Muller, Harvard University

2015 Jessie Bernard Award  
Nancy Naples, University of Connecticut

2015 Award for Public Understanding of Sociology  
Katherine Shelley Newman, University of Massachusetts-Amherst

2015 Cox-Johnson-Frazier Award*  
Howard Winant, University of California-Santa Barbara

2015 Excellence in the Reporting of Social Issues  
Bill Moyers, Broadcast Journalist

2015 Distinguished Career Award for the Practice of Sociology  
Eleanor Lyon, University of Connecticut

2015 Distinguished Contributions to Teaching Award  
Gwen Sharp, Nevada State College  
Lisa Wade, Occidental College

2015 Distinguished Book Award  
Paying for the Party: How College Maintains Inequality, Elizabeth A. Armstrong, University of Michigan and Laura T. Hamilton, University of California-Merced

2015 W.E.B DuBois Award for Distinguished Scholarship**  
John W. Meyer, Stanford University

* In conjunction with the renaming of the Association’s general career award in 2007 to honor W.E.B. DuBois, the ASA membership voted to rename the DuBois-Johnson-Frazier award as the Cox-Johnson-Frazier award to honor Oliver Cox for his important work as an African-American scholar.

** By vote of the ASA membership in 2007, the name of the Association’s general career award was changed to the W.E.B. DuBois Distinguished Career in Sociology Award in acknowledgment of DuBois’ lifetime of scholarly research and his important contributions to the development of sociology.

Presidential Address
Introduction: Cecilia Menjivar, Arizona State University  
Presidential Address: Sometimes the Social Becomes Personal: Gender, Class, and Sexualities, Paula England, New York University
President Panel

Birth Control in America
Session 39, Saturday, August 22, 10:30am-12:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom A, Lobby Level
Session Organizer: Paula England, New York University
Presider: Sarah R. Hayford, Arizona State University
Panelists: Jennifer S. Barber, University of Michigan
Kathryn J. Edin, Johns Hopkins University
Martha Bailey, University of Michigan
Prior to the 1960s, neither abortion nor hormonal contraception was available in the U.S. for most women. Changes in state laws and US Supreme Court decisions brought greater availability, though unevenly by state and year. Today most women have access to and have used birth control, yet nearly half of pregnancies are unintended according to the women. Unintended pregnancies are concentrated among women with low income and education. Bailey considers the effects that the availability of birth control has had on women’s education and careers since the 1960s—and, by implication, on gender inequality. Barber shares findings from a survey that elicited weekly reports from women 18-21 years of age on their relationship status, desire to have or avoid a pregnancy, and contraceptive use, considering which young single women want a pregnancy, and what predicts getting pregnant whether or not it is wanted. Edin explores how cultural meanings of babies, condoms, abortion, and pregnancy testing affect contraception and pregnancy among poor women.

Do Heterosexual Couples Avoid Female Superiority and Eroticize Traditionally?
Session 398, Monday August 24, 2:30-4:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom A, Lobby Level
Session Organizer: Maria Charles, University of California-Santa Barbara
Presider: Marianne Bertrand, University of Chicago
Sabina Kornrich, Emory University
Christien Renee Schwartz, University of Wisconsin-Madison
The gender revolution has arguably degendered education and careers more than family roles and sexuality. Three panelists present differing views on whether, among heterosexuals, more egalitarian or more traditional gender arrangements encourage couples to get married, stay together, and have more frequent sex. What is the evidence that partners do gender by avoiding marriages in which women earn more, and divorcing when women’s relative status is too high? How do egalitarian or traditional roles affect how often married couples have sex? Is all this changing as women’s superior educational attainment leads more and more couples to feature a wife who is better educated than her husband?

Women on the Battlefield: Integrating Women into the U.S. Military
Session 72, Saturday August 22, 2:30-4:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom A, Lobby Level
Session Organizer and Presider: David R. Segal, University of Maryland
Keynote Address: General Robert Cone, United States Army (retired)
The armed forces have been the only sector of the economy that has been allowed to exclude women from occupations and positions solely on the basis of gender. Two years before the Secretary of Defense instructed the services to gender integrate combat units, General Cone started the

Army down that road, and oversaw the process of developing valid and gender-free standards for assignment until his retirement last year. General Cone is a graduate of West Point (where he also served on the faculty), holds an M.A. in Sociology from the University of Texas, and has spent his career in command and staff positions, the latter largely in the area of education and training. In this session, General Cone will make a presentation on the process of gender integration in the military, and answer questions from the audience.

Thematic Sessions
The 2015 Program Committee developed a set of invited sessions to explore aspects of this year’s meeting theme. These 64 sessions delve into important social and political issues, explore international and comparative viewpoints, and discuss the importance of sociological contributions.

A summary of Thematic Session topics, organizers, and locations is outlined below (alphabetically by session title); please refer to the body of the Program Schedule for complete details.

Adolescent Sexualities in Context
Session 309, Monday, August 24, 8:30-10:10am
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom A, Lobby Level
Session Organizer and Presider: Peggy C. Giordano, Bowling Green State University

Aging and Sexuality
Session 353, Monday, August 24, 10:30am-12:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom A, Lobby Level
Session Organizer: Linda J. Waite, University of Chicago

At the Frontier of Knowledge about Sexuality
Session 40, Saturday, August 22, 10:30am-12:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Waldorf Room, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Guillermina Jasso, New York University

Biology and Sexual Behavior
Session 73, Saturday, August 22, 2:30-4:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Williford C, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Paula England, New York University

Children and Sexuality
Session 14, Saturday, August 22, 8:30-10:10am
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom A, Lobby Level
Session Organizer and Presider: Karin A. Martin, University of Michigan

Cohabitation
Session 354, Monday, August 24, 10:30am-12:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom B, Lobby Level
Session Organizer and Presider: Wendy Diane Manning, Bowling Green State University
Comparative-Historical Approaches to Sexuality  
Session 399, Monday, August 24, 2:30-4:10pm  
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom B, Lobby Level  
Session Organizer and Presider: Greggor Mattson, Oberlin College

Consensual Non-Monogamies  
Session 439, Monday, August 24, 4:30-6:10pm  
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom B, Lobby Level  
Session Organizer: Elisabeth Sheff, Sheff Consulting Group

Contemporary Gender/Sexual Politics in Latin America  
Session 266, Sunday, August 23, 2:30-4:10pm  
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom B, Lobby Level  
Session Organizer: Barbara Sutton, State University of New York-Albany

Counting the LGBT Population in Federal Statistical Systems  
Session 179, Sunday, August 23, 10:30am-12:10pm  
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom B, Lobby Level  
Session Organizer and Presider: Irma T. Elo, University of Pennsylvania

Feminist Debates about Sexuality: “Hooking Up” as Capitulation or Empowerment?  
Session 267, Sunday, August 23, 2:30-4:10pm  
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom C, Lobby Level  
Session Organizer: Barbara J. Risman, University of Illinois at Chicago

Feminist Debates about Sexuality: Body Modifications as Capitulation or Empowerment?  
Session 180, Sunday, August 23, 10:30am-12:10pm  
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom C, Lobby Level  
Session Organizer: Barbara J. Risman, University of Illinois at Chicago

Fighting Sexual Harassment and Sexual Assault on Campus: Then and Now (co-sponsored with the Committee on the Status of Women)  
Session 516, Tuesday, August 25, 10:30am-12:10pm  
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom A, Lobby Level  
Session Organizers: Linda M. Blum, Northeastern University and Alexandra Kalev, Tel Aviv University

Former ASA Presidents Reflect on the Study of Sexuality  
Session 400, Monday, August 24, 2:30-4:10pm  
Hilton Chicago, Waldorf Room, Third Floor  
Session Organizer and Presider: Jerry A. Jacobs, University of Pennsylvania

Gender and Sexuality in East Asia  
Session 440, Monday, August 24, 4:30-6:10pm  
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom C, Lobby Level  
Session Organizer and Presider: Travis Kong, University of Hong Kong

HIV/AIDS, Politics, and Social Movements  
Session 268, Sunday, August 23, 2:30-4:10pm  
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom A, Lobby Level  
Session Organizer: Celeste M. Watkins-Hayes, Northwestern University

Housing Instability, Gender and Sexuality  
Session 483, Tuesday, August 25, 8:30-10:10am  
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom A, Lobby Level  
Session Organizer and Presider: Melody L. Boyd, State University of New York-Brockport

How Race Affects Finding Partners for Sex, Romance, or Marriage  
Session 549, Tuesday, August 25, 12:30-2:10pm  
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom C, Lobby Level  
Session Organizer: Paula England, New York University

Ideologies, Sexualities, and Reproduction in the Global South  
Session 221, Sunday, August 23, 12:30-2:10pm  
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom C, Lobby Level  
Session Organizer and Presider: Victor Agadjanian, Arizona State University

Masculinities and Sexuality  
Session 41, Saturday, August 22, 10:30am-12:10pm  
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom C, Lobby Level  
Session Organizer and Presider: Tristan Bridges, State University of New York-Brockport

Networks and Sexual Behaviors  
Session 74, Saturday, August 22, 2:30-4:10pm  
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom C, Lobby Level  
Session Organizer and Presider: M. Giovanna Merli, Duke University

No Sex, Just a Baby: Birth without Sex  
Session 137, Sunday, August 23, 8:30-10:10am  
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom C, Lobby Level  
Session Organizer: Julia McQuillan, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
Organizational Responsibility, Culpability and Gender Inequality
Session 15, Saturday, August 22, 8:30-10:10am
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom C, Lobby Level
Session Organizer and Presider: Vincent J. Roscigno, The Ohio State University

Pioneers in the Sociological Study of Sexuality
Session 106, Saturday, August 22, 4:30-6:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom C, Lobby Level
Session Organizer and Presider: John D. Delamater, University of Wisconsin-Madison

Pornography and Sexualities
Session 484, Tuesday, August 25, 8:30-10:10am
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom C, Lobby Level
Session Organizer: Celeste M. Watkins-Hayes, Northwestern University

Queer Theory (co-sponsored with the Caucus on Transnational Approaches to Gender and Sexuality)
Session 107, Saturday, August 22, 4:30-6:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom B, Lobby Level
Session Organizer and Presider: Stephen Valocchi, Trinity College

Race, Class, Gender, and Sexuality in College
Session 222, Sunday, August 23, 12:30-2:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom B, Lobby Level
Session Organizer and Presider: Sinikka Elliott, North Carolina State University

Religion and Race in America (co-sponsored with the Association for the Sociology of Religion)
Session 9, Friday, August 21, 2:45-4:15pm
The Renaissance Blackstone Chicago Hotel, Crystal Ballroom
Session Organizer and Presider: Melissa J. Wilde, University of Pennsylvania

Religion and Sexuality (co-sponsored with the Association for the Sociology of Religion)
Session 108, Saturday, August 22, 4:30-6:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Williford C, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Richard L. Wood, University of New Mexico

Sex and Political Regimes
Session 517, Tuesday, August 25, 10:30am-12:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom C, Lobby Level
Session Organizer and Presider: Lynne Allison Haney, New York University

Sex and Sexuality in Black Communities
Session 42, Saturday, August 22, 10:30am-12:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom B, Lobby Level
Session Organizer and Presider: Mignon R. Moore, Columbia University

Sex Scandals and their Consequences: Changing Sheets and Changing Paths
Session 75, Saturday, August 22, 2:30-4:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom B, Lobby Level
Session Organizer: Gary Alan Fine, Northwestern University

Sex Work and Regulation
Session 181, Sunday, August 23, 10:30am-12:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom A, Lobby Level
Session Organizer and Presider: Rhacel Salazar Parrenas, University of Southern California

Sexual Fields
Session 441, Monday, August 24, 4:30-6:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom A, Lobby Level
Session Organizer and Presider: Adam Isaiah Green, University of Toronto

Sexual Fluidity
Session 16, Saturday, August 22, 8:30-10:10am
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom B, Lobby Level
Session Organizer and Presider: Verta A. Taylor, University of California-Santa Barbara

Sexual Harassment in the Social World
Session 223, Sunday, August 23, 12:30-2:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom A, Lobby Level
Session Organizer: Elizabeth A. Hoffmann, Purdue University

Sexual Minority Intimate Relationships and Health
Session 138, Sunday, August 23, 8:30-10:10am
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom B, Lobby Level
Session Organizer and Presider: Corinne Reczek, The Ohio State University

Sexual Orientation in the Workplace: How Much Discrimination is There?
Session 550, Tuesday, August 25, 12:30-2:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom C, Lobby Level
Session Organizer and Presider: András Tilcsik, University of Toronto

Sexual Practices and Sexual Pleasures
Session 581, Tuesday, August 25, 2:30-4:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom C, Lobby Level
Session Organizer and Presider: Laura M. Carpenter, Vanderbilt University
Sexual Practices and their Regulations: The Long Historical View  
Session 139, Sunday, August 23, 8:30-10:10am  
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom A, Lobby Level  
Session Organizer and Presider: Estelle Freedman, Stanford University

Sexual Privilege  
Session 582, Tuesday, August 25, 2:30-4:10pm  
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom B, Lobby Level  
Session Organizer and Presider: Laura Theresa Hamilton, University of California-Merced

Sexual Violence  
Session 518, Tuesday, August 25, 10:30am-12:10pm  
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom B, Lobby Level  
Session Organizer: Michael Kimmel, State University of New York-Stony Brook

Sexualities and Popular Culture  
Session 551, Tuesday, August 25, 12:30-2:10pm  
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom B, Lobby Level  
Session Organizer and Presider: Joshua Gamson, University of San Francisco

Sexualities in the Penal World  
Session 310, Monday, August 24, 8:30-10:10am  
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom B, Lobby Level  
Session Organizer and Presider: Megan Lee Comfort, RTI International

Sexuality and Body Size  
Session 485, Tuesday, August 25, 8:30-10:10am  
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom B, Lobby Level  
Session Organizer: Abigail C. Saguy, University of California-Los Angeles

Sexuality and Religion  
Session 401, Monday, August 24, 2:30-4:10pm  
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom C, Lobby Level  
Session Organizer: Elizabeth A. Armstrong, University of Michigan

Sexuality and Space or Place  
Session 311, Monday, August 24, 8:30-10:10am  
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom C, Lobby Level  
Session Organizer: Amy L. Stone, Trinity University

Sexuality Citizenship and Disability  
Session 355, Monday, August 24, 10:30am-12:10pm  
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom C, Lobby Level  
Session Organizer and Presider: Allison C. Carey, Shippensburg University

Sexuality in an Insecure Society  
Session 583, Tuesday, August 25, 2:30-4:10pm  
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom A, Lobby Level  
Session Organizer and Presider: Elizabeth A. Armstrong, University of Michigan

Sexuality in the Workplace  
Session 43, Saturday, August 22, 10:30am-12:10pm  
Hilton Chicago, Williford C, Third Floor  
Session Organizer: Christine L. Williams, University of Texas-Austin

Sexuality Movements  
Session 140, Sunday, August 23, 8:30-10:10am  
Hilton Chicago, Williford C, Third Floor  
Session Organizer: Melanie Heath, McMaster University

Sexuality Research on U.S. Latinas and Latinos  
Session 224, Sunday, August 23, 12:30-2:10pm  
Hilton Chicago, Williford C, Third Floor  
Session Organizer: Gloria Gonzalez-Lopez, University of Texas-Austin

Sexuality, Politics, and Education: Imagining New Conversations  
Session 182, Sunday, August 23, 10:30am-12:10pm  
Hilton Chicago, Williford C, Third Floor  
Session Organizer and Presider: Jessica Fields, San Francisco State University

Social Class and Sexuality  
Session 552, Tuesday, August 25, 12:30-2:10pm  
Hilton Chicago, Williford C, Third Floor  
Session Organizer: Elizabeth A. Armstrong, University of Michigan

Social Movements and the Politics of Reproductive Justice  
Session 17, Saturday, August 22, 8:30-10:10am  
Hilton Chicago, Williford C, Third Floor  
Session Organizer and Presider: Zakiya T. Luna, University of California-Santa Barbara

Social Psychology, Emotions, and Sexuality  
Session 269, Sunday, August 23, 2:30-4:10pm  
Hilton Chicago, Williford C, Third Floor  
Session Organizer and Presider: Robin W. Simon, Wake Forest University

The Career Consequences of Studying Sexuality  
Session 486, Tuesday, August 25, 8:30-10:10am  
Hilton Chicago, Williford C, Third Floor  
Session Organizer: Elizabeth A. Armstrong, University of Michigan
The Impact of Agnes: Reflections on Garfinkel’s Notion of the Managed Achievement of Sex and Gender
Session 442, Monday, August 24, 4:30-6:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Waldorf Room, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Thomas DeGloma, City University of New York-Hunter College

The Medicalization and Demedicalization of Sexuality
Session 109, Saturday, August 22, 4:30-6:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom A, Lobby Level
Session Organizer: Rose Weitz, Arizona State University

The Military and Sexuality
Session 18, Saturday, August 22, 8:30-10:10am
Hilton Chicago, Waldorf Room, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: David R. Segal, University of Maryland

The Scripting of Sexuality: Developments and Prospects
Session 519, Tuesday, August 25, 10:30am-12:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Williford C, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Anthony Paik, University of Massachusetts-Amherst

Transgendering Sexual Rights: Lessons from Latin America
Session 356, Monday, August 24, 10:30am-12:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Williford C, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Salvador Vidal-Ortiz, American University

Transnational Sexual Diversity Politics
Session 584, Tuesday, August 25, 2:30-4:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Williford C, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Ashley Currier, University of Cincinnati

Where is the Sex in Sexuality Studies?
Session 312, Monday, August 24, 8:30-10:10am
Hilton Chicago, Williford C, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Juan J. Battle, City University of New York-Graduate Center

Regional Spotlight: Chicago

Chicago is one of the most populous cities in the United States and it is the most populous city in both the state of Illinois and the Midwestern United States. Its metropolitan area is sometimes called “Chicagoland.”

Chicago was incorporated as a city in 1837, near a portage between the Great Lakes and the Mississippi River watershed, and experienced rapid growth in the mid-19th century. Today, the city is an international hub for finance, commerce, industry, technology, telecommunications, and transportation, with O’Hare International Airport being one of the busiest airports in the world; it also has the largest number of U.S. highways and railroad freight entering its region.

There are a million places to visit and things to do in Chicago: Explore the depths of the ocean at the Shedd Aquarium, catch a flyball at Wrigley Field, take in a show at The Chicago Theatre, or ride the Ferris Wheel at Navy Pier. Chicago boasts some of the best cuisine, attractions, and entertainment in the United States, including several of the top 100 restaurants in the country, and one of the best orchestras in the world in the Chicago Symphony Orchestra. From shopaholics and sports enthusiasts to thrill seekers and foodies, Chicago has something for everyone. What U.S. city is known as both the birthplace of deep dish pizza and much of American Sociology? You guessed it! Chicago, a “sociologist’s Mecca.”

This year’s program features an exciting roster of local arrangements representing the work of members from the Chicago and greater Chicagoland-area. The local arrangements committee, chaired by William T. Bielby (University of Illinois at Chicago), has developed a timely, stimulating, and vibrant roster of regional spotlight sessions, tours, and articles for Footnotes.
Spotlight Sessions:

A summary of Regional Spotlight Session topics, organizers, and locations is outlined below (alphabetically by session title); please refer to the body of the Program Schedule for complete details.

City on the Remake? Gentrification and Urban Change in Chicago
Session 188, Sunday, August 23, 10:30am-12:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Astoria Room, Third Floor
Session Organizers: Robert J. Sampson and Jackelyn Hwang, Harvard University

Latinos in the Midwest: Incorporation, Mobilization, and Persisting Challenges
Session 403, Monday, August 24, 2:30-4:10pm
Hilton Chicago, PDR 2, Third Floor
Session Organizers: Maura I. Toro-Morn, Illinois State University and Marta Maria Maldonado, Oregon State University

Policing De-Industrial Chicago: Racial Violence and the Struggle for Police Accountability
Session 361, Monday, August 24, 10:30am-12:10pm
Hilton Chicago, PDR 2, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Andrew Baer, Northwestern University

Public Education in Chicago in the Neoliberal Era
Session 229, Sunday, August 23, 12:30-2:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Williford B, Third Floor
Session Organizers: Christopher Poulos and William T. Bielby, University of Illinois at Chicago

Social Inequality, Racial Isolation and the Windy City
Session 47, Saturday, August 22, 10:30am-12:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Marquette Room, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Black Hawk Hancock and Roberta T. Garner, DePaul University

Urban Culture and Public Life in Chicago
Session 444, Monday, August 24, 4:30-6:10pm
Hilton Chicago, PDR 2, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: David Grazian, University of Pennsylvania

Spotlight Tours

One of the best ways to see the Chicago area through sociological lenses is to take advantage of one or more of this year’s local tours. The schedule of tours is provided below, with descriptions and capacity limits. Reservations were mandatory. Those who are already enrolled in tours should have received their tickets in their badge envelopes.

Tours that have already sold out are shown below. If you wish to buy tickets for one of the remaining tours or check on the status of a tour, please stop by ASA On-Site Registration in Stevens Salon C of the Hilton Chicago.

Every effort has been made to ensure the tours are accessible to those with disabilities. Participants on “walking tours” who might require assistance may opt to use a motorized scooter provided by the ASA. If assistance is needed, contact the on-site ASA Office in Boulevard Room A on the second floor of the Hilton Chicago at least 24 hours in advance of the scheduled tour departure.

Fees are noted with the descriptions below and include all entrance fees. All fees go toward tour handling, entrance fees, handouts (if any), and group transportation costs. Tour fees are non-refundable.

The type of transportation involved is noted with each tour description. Attendees who opt to use an alternate mode of transportation, e.g., taking a cab instead of using the subway, will be completely responsible for the cost of transportation.

Attendees are advised to arrive promptly in the departure areas; there are no refunds for missing the group departures coordinated by the tour leaders.

Keep in mind that the arrival times back are estimates only and may vary somewhat due to traffic conditions.

Saturday, August 22, 10:30am-1:00pm
Departure Area: Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon C
Fee: $35
Tour Leader: José Guerro
At Museum, there will be a 45 minute guided tour of the permanent exhibit, “Our Stories.” This will be followed by a 60-minute long mural walk in the historic Pilsen neighborhood. Our guide is Jose Guerrero. The Mural Tour will feature murals that honor African American and Latino history including slavery and the immigration experience.
Regional Spotlight Tour 02. The Hull House Museum  
(co-sponsored with Society for the Study of Social Problems)  
Saturday, August 22, 2:00-5:00pm  
Departure Area: Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon C  
Fee: $35  
Tour Leader: Amy Terpstra, Heartland Alliance  
During the tour, visitors will learn about the conditions immigrants faced in the 19th Ward of Chicago, the unique work of the Hull-House residents, the life and work of Jane Addams, and the lasting impact of the Hull-House Settlement.

Regional Spotlight Tour 03. Baseball Game: Atlanta Braves vs. Chicago Cubs  
Saturday, August 22, 2:00-7:00pm  
Departure Area: Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon C  
Fee: $99  
Tour Organizers & Leaders: James J. Gramlich, William Rainey Harper College  
The Atlanta Braves come to historic Wrigley Field to play the Chicago Cubs. The Cubs were 73-89 last season (fifth place in NL Central). The Braves were 79-83 (tied for second place in the NL East). Sports writers are favorably impressed by Cubs' off-season trades and by new manager Joe Maddon. Could this be the year the Cubs take it all? Does it really matter? After all, the game is being played at the friendly confines of one of the last old-school ballparks in the major leagues.

Regional Spotlight Tour 04. Urban Gorillas: A Tour of the Regenstein Center for African Apes at Lincoln Park Zoo (co-sponsored with Society for the Study of Social Problems)  
Sunday, August 23, 9:30am-12:30pm  
Departure Area: Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon C  
Fee: $35  
Tour Organizer & Leader: Christina Nippert-Eng, Illinois Institute of Technology  
The Regenstein Center for African Apes is one of the world's leading centers for primate research. The 29,000 square foot center, which opened in 2004, is a living space designed to incorporate natural features of the habitats of two species of African apes—the common chimpanzee and the western lowland gorilla. The tour will be conducted by sociologist Christena Nippert-Eng of the Illinois Institute of Technology. Nippert-Eng teaches a course on behavioral observation in which students study and design for LPZ's gorillas. She is the author of two books based on this course, to be published in 2015: an exercise-based methods book with Oxford University Press, Watching Closely: A Guide to Ethnographic Observation and Gorillas Up Close (Henry Holt Books for Young Readers), a middle grade picture book on the social structure, individual biographies, and daily lives of these gorillas, co-authored with former students.

Regional Spotlight Tour 05. The Bronzeville Historical Tour: The Underground Railroad Tour (co-sponsored with Society for the Study of Social Problems)  
Sunday, August 23, 12:30-4:00pm  
Departure Area: Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon C  
Fee: $35  
Tour Leader: Sherry Williams, Bronzeville Historical Society  
The tour will include narration of architectural highlights of buildings, churches, and gravesites. Narratives will include efforts of abolitionists, union soldiers, and citizens from Chicago. Quilts, photographs, maps, and biographies will be displayed at selected Underground Railroad sites. Profiles of heroic freedom seekers will be presented by our trained tour guides.

Book Panels  
Author Meets Critics sessions are designed to bring authors of recent books deemed to be important contributions to the discipline together with discussants chosen to provide different viewpoints. The 2015 Program Committee selected 18 books to be featured on this year’s program:

Session 521, Tuesday, August 25, 10:30am-12:10pm  
Hilton Chicago, Williford B, Third Floor  
Session Organizer: Mary Romero, Arizona State University  
Critics: Joyce M. Bell, University of Pittsburgh  
Wendy Leo Moore, Texas A&M University  
Sharon M. Collins, University of Illinois at Chicago  
Author: John Skrentny, University of California-San Diego

Amigas y Amantes: Sexually Nonconforming Latinas Negotiate Family (Rutgers University Press, 2013) by Katie L. Acosta  
Session 487, Tuesday, August 25, 8:30-10:10am  
Hilton Chicago, Williford B, Third Floor  
Session Organizer: Verta A. Taylor, University of California-Santa Barbara  
Critics: Mignon R. Moore, Columbia University  
Amy T. Schalet, University of Massachusetts-Amherst  
Salvador Vidal-Ortiz, American University  
Author: Katie Linette Acosta, Georgia State University
Ancestors and Antiretrovirals: The Bio-Politics of HIV/AIDS in Post-Apartheid South Africa (University of Chicago, 2013) by Claire Decoteau

Session 186, Sunday, August 23, 10:30am-12:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Williford A, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Celeste M. Watkins-Hayes, Northwestern University
Critics: Sanyu A. Mojola, University of Colorado-Boulder
Ann Swidler, University of California-Berkeley
Judith D. Auerbach, University of California-San Francisco
Author: Claire Laurier Decoteau, University of Illinois at Chicago


Session 77, Saturday, August 22, 2:30-4:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Williford A, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Lee Clarke, State University of New Jersey-Rutgers
Critics: Natalia Sarkisian, Boston College
Andrew Mary Doucet, Brock University
Jennifer Hamer, University of Kansas
Authors: William Marsiglio, University of Florida and Kevin Michael Roy, University of Maryland-College Park

Black Citymakers: How the Philadelphia Negro Changed Urban America (Oxford University Press, 2013) by Marcus Anthony Hunter

Session 553, Tuesday, August 25, 12:30-2:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Williford B, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Celeste M. Watkins-Hayes, Northwestern University
Critics: Howard Winant, University of California-Santa Barbara
Rachael A. Woldoff, West Virginia University
Alford A. Young, University of Michigan
Author: Marcus Anthony Hunter, University of California-Los Angeles

Caring for Our Own: Why There is No Political Demand for New American Social Welfare Rights (Oxford University Press, 2014) by Sandra R. Levitsky

Session 143, Sunday, August 23, 8:30-10:10am
Hilton Chicago, Williford A, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Brian Steensland, Indiana University-Purdue University-Indianapolis
Critics: Francesca Polletta, University of California-Irvine
Robin Stryker, University of Arizona
Andrew J. Perrin, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
Author: Sandra R. Levitsky, University of Michigan

Children of the Prison Boom: Mass Incarceration and the Future of American Inequality (Oxford University Press, 2013) by Sara Wakefield and Christopher Wildeman

Session 273, Sunday, August 23, 2:30-4:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Williford A, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Becky Pettit, University of Texas
Critics: Amanda Geller, New York University
Patrick T. Sharkey, New York University
Julie Poelhmann-Tynan, University of Wisconsin
Authors: Sara Wakefield, State University of New Jersey-Rutgers and Christopher Wildeman, Cornell University

Culling the Masses: The Democratic Origins of Racist Immigration Policy in the Americas (Harvard University Press, 2014) by David Scott FitzGerald and David Cook-Martin

Session 45, Saturday, August 22, 10:30am-12:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Williford A, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Min Zhou, Nanyang Technological University
Critics: Florencia Torche, New York University
Miguel Centeno, Princeton University
Silvia Pedraza, University of Michigan
Jeffrey G. Reitz, University of Toronto
Authors: David Cook-Martin, Grinnell College and David Scott FitzGerald, University of California-San Diego

Expulsions: Brutality and Complexity in the Global Economy (Harvard University Press, 2014) by Saskia Sassen

Session 228, Sunday, August 23, 12:30-2:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Williford A, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Patricia Fernandez-Kelly, Princeton University
Critics: Michaeline Chichlow, Duke University
Joseph Raphael Blasi, State University of New Jersey-Rutgers
Alejandro Portes, University of Miami and Princeton University
Author: Saskia Sassen, Columbia University

God's Gangs: Barrio Ministry, Masculinity, and Gang Recovery (New York University Press, 2014) by Edward Orozco Flores

Session 585, Tuesday, August 25, 2:30-4:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Williford B, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Victor M. Rios, University of California-Santa Barbara
Critics: Nikki Jones, University of California-Berkeley
Andrew V. Papachristos, Yale University
Author: Edward Orozco Flores, University of California-Merced
In Defense of Disciplines: Interdisciplinarity and Specialization in the Research University (University of Chicago Press, 2013) by Jerry A. Jacobs
Session 113, Saturday, August 22, 4:30-6:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Williford A, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Mitchell L. Stevens, Stanford University
Critics: Karin D. Knorr Cetina, University of Chicago
Michele Lamont, Harvard University
Author: Jerry A. Jacobs, University of Pennsylvania

Making Hispanics: How Activists, Bureaucrats and Media Constructed a New America (University of Chicago Press, 2014) by G. Cristina Mora
Session 317, Monday, August 24, 8:30-10:10am
Hilton Chicago, Williford A, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Tomas R. Jimenez, Stanford University
Critics: Dina G. Okamoto, Indiana University-Bloomington
Edward E. Telles, Princeton University
John Strentny, University of California-San Diego
Author: G. Cristina Mora, University of California-Berkeley

Queering Marriage: Challenging Family Formation in the United States (Rutgers University Press, 2013) by Katrina E. Kimport
Session 402, Monday, August 24, 2:30-4:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Williford A, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Mary Bernstein, University of Connecticut
Critics: Adam Isaiah Green, University of Toronto
Kathleen E. Hull, University of Minnesota
Stephen Valocchi, Trinity College
Author: Katrina E. Kimport, University of California-San Francisco

Social Democratic America (Oxford University Press, 2014) by Lane Kenworthy
Session 443, Monday, August 24, 4:30-6:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Williford A, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Michael Hout, New York University
Critics: Jeff Manza, New York University
Monica Prasad, Northwestern University
Philip Mehretens, Max Planck Institute for the Study of Societies
Author: Lane Kenworthy, University of California-San Diego

The American Non-Dilemma (Russell Sage Foundation, 2013) by Nancy DiTomaso
Session 187, Sunday, August 23, 10:30am-12:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Williford B, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Alexandra Kalev, Tel Aviv University
Critics: Chris Tilly, University of California-Los Angeles
Rhonda F. Levine, Colgate University
Lawrence Johnson, City University of New York-Brooklyn College
Author: Nancy DiTomaso, State University of New Jersey-Rutgers

There Goes the Gayborhood (Princeton University Press, 2014) by Amin Ghaziani
Session 359, Monday, August 24, 10:30am-12:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Williford A, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Verta A. Taylor, University of California-Santa Barbara
Presider: Harvey L. Molotch, New York University
Critics: Andrew Deener, University of Connecticut
Iddo Tavory, New York University
Mary E. Pattillo, Northwestern University
Author: Amin Ghaziani, University of British Columbia

What Unions No Longer Do (Harvard University Press, 2014) by Jake Rosenfeld
Session 360, Monday, August 24, 10:30am-12:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Williford B, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: David Brady, WZB Berlin Social Science Research Center
Critics: Evelyn Nakano Glenn, University of California-Berkeley
Arne L. Kalleberg, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
Kim Voss, University of California-Berkeley
David Brady, WZB Berlin Social Science Research Center
Author: Jake Rosenfeld, University of Washington

Women and War (Oxford University Press, 2013) by Jocelyn S. Viterna
Session 46, Saturday, August 22, 10:30am-12:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Williford B, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: James M. Jasper, City University of New York-Graduate Center
Critics: Kenneth T. Andrews, City University of New York-Graduate Center
Jocelyn S. Viterna, Harvard University

Research Support Forum
Now entering its 23rd year, the annual ASA Research Support Forum features discussion of science policy issues, research funding information and guidance, and updates on data resources throughout the Annual Meeting. The forum is designed to provide invaluable help, access, and consideration of important substantive and policy issues for new researchers and more experienced scholars. From the opening professional workshop on Saturday to the closing academic workshop on Tuesday, attendees can count on plentiful access to funding experts and data sources. Highlights of all the sessions included in this year’s Forum are given below in chronological order. For complete information on all these sessions, please refer to the full session listings in the body of the Program Schedule.
ASA Science Policy. Capitol Hill and Executive Branch Fellowships: Bringing Sociology Expertise to the Policy Arena
Special Session 183, Sunday, August 23, 10:30am-12:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Boulevard C, Second Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Brad Smith, American Sociological Association

CARI Grant
Special Session 111, Saturday, August 22, 4:30-6:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Astoria Room, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Brad Smith, American Sociological Association

Conducting Community-Based Participatory Research (CBPR) to Address Health Inequities
Policy and Research Workshop 318, Monday, August 24, 8:30-10:10am
Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4A, Fourth Floor
Session Organizer: Ethel G. Nicado, University of the Pacific

Discovering How to Get Research Used in the Policy Process
Policy and Research Workshop 116, Saturday, August 22, 4:30-6:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4A, Fourth Floor
Session Organizer: Patricia E. White, National Science Foundation

Getting a Grant When You Study Diversity-Related Topics
Minority Fellowship Program Professional Development Workshop 320, Monday, August 24, 8:30-10:10am
Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4K, Fourth Floor
Session Organizers: Jean H. Shin and Beth Floyd, American Sociological Association

Grant Writing for Sociology Students: Disciplinary and Interdisciplinary Opportunities and Strategies
Policy and Research Workshop 406, Monday, August 24, 2:30-4:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4A, Fourth Floor
Session Organizer and Leader: Dana M. Britton, State University of New Jersey-Rutgers

How to Write a Successful Fund for the Advancement of the Discipline (FAD) Proposal
Policy and Research Workshop 364, Monday, August 24, 10:30am-12:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4K, Fourth Floor
Session Organizer: Nicole V. Amaya, American Sociological Association

Interdisciplinary Research and Funding Opportunities and “Big Data” Social Science Opportunities at the National Science Foundation
Policy and Research Workshop 49, Saturday, August 22, 10:30am-12:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4A, Fourth Floor
Session Organizer and Leader: Kevin T. Leicht, University of Iowa

Introduction to the German Socio-Economic Panel Study (SOEP) – Practice, Problems and Analytical Potentials of Longitudinal Household Surveys
Policy and Research Workshop 446, Monday, August 24, 4:30-6:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4A, Fourth Floor
Session Organizers: Marco Gisselmann and Juergen Schupp, German Institute for Economic Research

NSF Funding Opportunities Merit Review Criteria and Proposal Preparation for Professional Sociologists and Graduate Students
Policy and Research Workshop 78, Saturday, August 22, 2:30-4:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4A, Fourth Floor
Session Organizer and Leader: Patricia E. White, National Science Foundation

Panel Study of Income Dynamics Workshop
Policy and Research Workshop 523, Tuesday, August 25, 10:30am-12:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4A, Fourth Floor
Session Organizer: Fabian T. Pfeffer, University of Michigan

Research Opportunities Using the Medical Expenditure Panel Survey (MEPS)
Policy and Research Workshop 555, Tuesday, August 25, 12:30-2:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4A, Fourth Floor
Session Organizer and Leader: Jeffrey Rhoades, Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality

Using the Add Health Longitudinal Data Set: The Largest, Most Comprehensive Longitudinal Study of Adolescent Ever Undertaken
Policy and Research Workshop 587, Tuesday, August 25, 2:30-4:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4A, Fourth Floor
Session Organizer and Leader: Kathleen Mullan Harris, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
Research Funding Opportunities and Data Resources
Informational Poster Session 265, Sunday, August 23, 
1:00-4:00pm
Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon B, Lower Level
Session Organizer: Nicole V. Amaya, American Sociological 
Association
This poster/exhibit session provides a unique occasion to meet rep-
resentatives of major research funding institutions and principal investiga-
tors, researchers, and managers of large-scale datasets that are publicly 
available for use. Each display by a funding institution provides a visual 
overview of research funding and the application process, materials for 
distribution, and time for direct individual discussion. Data resource repre-
sentatives are available to talk about the featured datasets, their analytic 
potential, and issues relating to access and use, including state-of-the-art 
Internet services to access datasets. This is an opportunity for meeting 
attendees to learn about these datasets and their potential for research 
and teaching. All meeting participants, including students, are encouraged 
to attend.
Participating institutions and their poster numbers are shown in the 
full session listing in the body of the Program Schedule. For additional 
information, please refer to the poster abstracts at the end of the daily 
schedule.

Special Sessions
The category of "Special Sessions" encompasses many 
of the suggestions submitted by ASA members for invited 
panels. These sessions may be on topics that further inves-
tigate the meeting theme, contribute to the review of the 
discipline, or focus attention on other timely and important 
issues. More than 24 sessions were constituted, includ-
ing a set of sessions co-sponsored with sister sociological 
associations/organizations.
A summary of Special Session topics, organizers, and 
locations is compiled below (alphabetically by session title/ 
topic); please refer to the body of the Program Schedule for 
complete details.

Alpha Kappa Delta (AKD) Distinguished Lecture
Session 110, Saturday, August 22, 4:30-6:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Marquette Room, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Bethany Titus, Le Moyne College

ASA Science Policy. Capitol Hill and Executive Branch 
Fellowships: Bringing Sociology Expertise to the 
Policy Arena
Session 183, Sunday, August 23, 10:30am-12:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Boulevard C, Second Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Brad Smith, American Sociological 
Association

Audits and Field Experiments
Session 313, Monday, August 24, 8:30-10:10am
Hilton Chicago, PDR 2, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: S. Michael Gaddis, University of 
Michigan

CARI Grant
Session 111, Saturday, August 22, 4:30-6:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Astoria Room, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Brad Smith, American Sociological Association

Crossing the Scholar-Activist Line
Session 357, Monday, August 24, 10:30am-12:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Waldorf Room, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Jose Zapata Calderon, Pitzer College

Framing Success: Immigrants and the New Second 
Generation
Session 225, Sunday, August 23, 12:30-2:10pm
Palmer House Hilton, Wabash, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Jennifer Lee, University of California-Irvine

Gender Equality at Work: Persistent Barriers and 
Potential Solutions
Session 520, Tuesday, August 25, 10:30am-12:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-5, Lower Level
Session Organizer and Presider: Shelley J. Correll, Stanford 
University

Gender, Family, and Sexuality in Comparative 
Perspective
Session 358, Monday, August 24, 10:30am-12:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-5, Lower Level
Session Organizer: Janeen H. Baxter, University of Queensland

Gender, Migration and Nation-Building
Session 184, Sunday, August 23, 10:30am-12:10pm
Palmer House Hilton, Wabash, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Cinzia Solaria, University of 
Massachusetts-Boston

Guns: Sociological Approaches to an American Problem
Session 270, Sunday, August 23, 2:30-4:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Williford B, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Harel Shapira, University of 
Texas-Austin

Impact of the Affordable Care Act on Mixed-Status 
Immigrant Families
Session 185, Sunday, August 23, 10:30am-12:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Waldorf Room, Third Floor
Session Organizers: Tiffany D. Joseph, State University of New York-
Stony Brook and Helen B. Marrow, Tufts University

Is Social Mobility Declining?
Session 44, Saturday, August 22, 10:30am-12:10pm
Palmer House Hilton, Wabash, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Yu Xie, University of Michigan
New Developments in Residential Income Segregation
Session 226, Sunday, August 23, 12:30-2:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Astoria Room, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Kendra Bischoff, Cornell University

No Fracking Way! Risk, Resistance, and the Mobilization of Protest against Hydraulic Fracking in U.S. Shale Regions
Session 76, Saturday, August 22, 2:30-4:10pm
Palmer House Hilton, Adams Ballroom, Sixth Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Anthony E. Ladd, Loyola University-New Orleans

Open Forum on the Shifting Landscape of Higher Education: Envisioning Effective Responses at Individual, Department and Disciplinary Levels (sponsored by the ASA Task Force on Liberal Learning)
Session 112, Saturday, August 22, 4:30-6:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4M, Fourth Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Margaret Weigers Vitullo, American Sociological Association

Patriarchy Revisited
Session 314, Monday, August 24, 8:30-10:10am
Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-5, Lower Level
Session Organizer: Paula England, New York University

Race and Policing Post-Ferguson
Session 315, Monday, August 24, 8:30-10:10am
Hilton Chicago, Marquette Room, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Devah Pager, Harvard University

Recent Trends in Mass Incarceration
Session 141, Sunday, August 23, 8:30-10:10am
Hilton Chicago, Williford B, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Becky Pettit, University of Texas

The 50th Anniversary of the Voting Rights Act and the Future of American Democracy
Session 316, Monday, August 24, 8:30-10:10am
Hilton Chicago, Waldorf Room, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Jeff Manza, New York University

The Complex Relationships between Gender and Economic Inequality
Session 19, Saturday, August 22, 8:30-10:10am
Hilton Chicago, Williford A, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Stephanie Coontz, Evergreen State College

The Cosmopolitan Nation: The Politics of Cultural Representation in a Global World
Session 271, Sunday, August 23, 2:30-4:10pm
Palmer House Hilton, Wabash, Third Floor
Session Organizers and Presiders: Peggy Levitt, Wellesley College and Harvard University; and Genevieve Zubrzycki, University of Michigan

The Impact of Katrina
Session 142, Sunday, August 23, 8:30-10:10am
Hilton Chicago, Waldorf Room, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Aldon D. Morris, Northwestern University

The Sociology of W.E.B. DuBois
Session 227, Sunday, August 23, 12:30-2:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Waldorf Room, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Kai Erikson, Yale University

Vaccinations: An Emerging Area of Sociological and Cross-Disciplinary Inquiry
Session 272, Sunday, August 23, 2:30-4:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Waldorf Room, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Richard M. Carpiano, University of British Columbia

Co-sponsored Sessions
The 2015 Program Committee accepted proposals from ASA editors and committee chairs; from sister sociological associations and other related organizations, for a number of special co-sponsored sessions, as shown below.

Fighting Sexual Harassment and Sexual Assault on Campus: Then and Now (co-sponsored with the Committee on the Status of Women)
Thematic Session 516, Tuesday, August 25, 10:30am-12:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom A, Lobby Level
Session Organizers: Linda M. Blum, Northeastern University and Alexandra Kalev, Tel Aviv University

Queer Theory (co-sponsored with the Caucus on Transnational Approaches to Gender and Sexuality)
Thematic Session 107, Saturday, August 22, 4:30-6:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom B, Lobby Level
Session Organizer and Presider: Stephen Valocchi, Trinity College
Religion and Race in America (co-sponsored with the Association for the Sociology of Religion)
Thematic Session 9, Friday, August 21, 2:45-4:15pm
The Renaissance Blackstone Chicago Hotel, Crystal Ballroom
Session Organizer and Presider: Melissa J. Wilde, University of Pennsylvania

Religion and Sexuality (co-sponsored with the Association for the Sociology of Religion)
Thematic Session 108, Saturday, August 22, 4:30-6:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Williford C, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Richard L. Wood, University of New Mexico

Regular Sessions
Regular Sessions are comprised of research papers submitted in response to the 2015 Call for Papers. The 2015 Program Committee appointed organizers for 125 general Regular Session topics and announced that topics were open to submissions from ASA members. Paper submissions were due in mid-January 2015.

Regular Session organizers received anywhere from 0 to 300 submissions for review. A total of 192 formal paper sessions were organized from over 2,400 papers submitted to Regular Session topics. Please refer to the Program Schedule for details on each Regular Session.

Be sure to check the ASA website this fall for information on making your paper submission for next year’s Annual Meeting. The paper submission deadline will be January 6, 2016.

Informal Discussion Roundtables
This popular program component is designed to bring together small groups of people interested in discussing specific topics. Informal roundtables offer opportunities for those who share conceptual, methodological, professional, or policy concerns to meet one another and to initiate and expand networks. These discussion tables also are particularly valuable for those who are developing new ideas or formulating issues in new ways and who would like to explore these ideas or issues with colleagues who have similar interests.

An Informal Discussion Roundtable Session is comprised of 15-20 tables, with a different discussion topic assigned to each table. Discussion proceeds simultaneously at all tables listed on each session. At each table the discussion leader will introduce the topic and facilitate discussion among all the participants at the table. No formal papers are to be presented, and neither audio-visual equipment nor recording devices may be used.

Amy Blackstone (University of Maine) was invited to review the discussion topics and organize sessions. One informal roundtable session was created from the 28 proposals submitted in January by ASA members. Time and location of the discussion roundtables are noted below; please see the full session listing in the body of the Program Schedule for complete details.

Poster Sessions
This program component features a series of display presentations that allow face-to-face conversation between authors and viewers. By facilitating informal discussions between presenters and “browsers,” Poster Sessions provide a more direct forum for information exchange than do formal paper presentations.

This year attendees are welcome to browse through the Research Poster area throughout the Annual Meeting. This year the poster sessions are conveniently located in the Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon B on the Lower Level, which permits more exposure for poster displays. Authors will be present to answer questions about the research displayed on their posters only during the formally designated Research Poster session times.
Informational poster presentations provide information on resources, materials, and opportunities. The annual Research Support Forum includes a major poster session also located in Stevens Salon B to highlight research funding opportunities and data resources. As part of the Graduate Education focus, a resource poster area will be open for browsing in the Stevens Salon B and there is one designated time when attendees can expect to meet representatives from participating graduate departments of sociology. The varied roster of display presentations includes something of interest for every meeting attendee. Be sure to include some time in your schedule to visit this year’s poster displays.

Graduate Programs in Sociology
Informational Poster Session 81
Saturday, August 22, 2:30-4:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon B, Lower Level
Organizers: Margaret Weigers Vitullo and Jaime Hecht, American Sociological Association

Research Funding Opportunities and Data Resources (part of the Research Support Forum)
Informational Poster Session 265
Sunday, August 23, 1:00-4:00pm
Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon B, Lower Level
Session Organizer: Nicole V. Amaya, American Sociological Association

Visual Media Poster Presentation
Research Poster Session 408
Monday, August 24, 2:30-4:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon B, Lower Level
Organizer: Christopher Uggen, University of Minnesota

Courses
This educational component provides opportunities for attendees to get in-depth training in special subject areas. Intensive four- to six-hour courses are held pre-convention and led by expert faculty who have prepared a comprehensive curriculum to engage participants on all levels. Registrants will receive certificates documenting their participation and completion of these courses.

Attendance at Course #2 is limited to 15 registrants. Prepaid registration is required; fees are $75. Reservations for the course were accepted in order of receipt in the ASA Executive Office.

Attendees who preregistered should have received their tickets with their name badges when they picked up their program packets as ASA Preregistration. Course fees were non-refundable after July 8.

Affect Control Theory: Empirical Quantitative Approaches to Studying Emotions—CANCELLED
Course 1, Friday, August 21, 10:00am-5:30pm

Taking Sociological Research Public: How to Become a News Source (and When Not To)
Course 2, Friday, August 21, 1:30-5:30pm
Hilton Chicago, PDR 4, Third Floor
Ticket required for admission; limited to 15 registrants
Session Organizer and Leader: Stephanie Coontz, Evergreen State College

This 4-hour course offers hands-on interactive training in how to frame work for a general audience, write for the larger public, and deal with the press and media. I will discuss how to become a news source (and when not to be one), how to get quoted, and how to minimize the chances of being misquoted.

Participants will work on identifying what parts of their work will most interest a broader audience (this is often not what interests fellow specialists). We will practice developing clear take-away points and constructing a clear narrative frame. We will also discuss how to find broader news hooks for people’s research results and how to pitch a story to a journalist.

For this course we will pay particular attention to crafting op ed pieces, which are an excellent way to carry scholarly research into the public arena and establish a scholar or researcher as a news source. But we will also examine the differing needs and constraints of print media, radio shows, and television, and explore strategies for staying on message in each venue. I will offer tips on how to pass the secret audition lurking behind every pre-interview, how to answer questions effectively, and the importance of body language (even over the phone). I will also pose questions to course participants, record their answers, and ask the group as a whole to help each member figure out how to answer them more persuasively.

Workshops
One of the strengths of the educational component of the Annual Meeting is the breadth and variety of workshops offered. These sessions provide opportunities for attendees to update their knowledge and skills in a variety of professional areas. For 2015, workshop topics focus on careers and professional growth, academic department strategies, research skills and major datasets, teaching challenges, funding opportunities and grant writing skills, and enhanced teaching of courses, publishing advice, and more.

All workshops emphasize interaction between leaders and audience, and attendees are encouraged to bring questions or problems for discussion. Every workshop is open to all meeting registrants.

An overview of workshop topics is listed below. Please see the full session listings in the body of the Program Schedule for details.

Hone a skill, push your career to the next level, strengthen your repertoire of teaching strategies, and increase your knowledge: It’s all part of the learning curve at the Annual Meeting!
Departmental Management and Leadership

Adjunct and Part-Time Faculty: Working Toward Organizational Structures that Support Instructors and Student Success
Departmental Management and Leadership Workshop 114, Saturday, August 22, 4:30-6:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4K, Fourth Floor
Session Organizer and Leader: Ann Coburn-Collins, Saginaw Valley State University

Getting Your Dean’s Attention: AKD as a Tool for Helping Your Department Thrive and Survive
Departmental Management and Leadership Workshop 274, Sunday, August 23, 2:30-4:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4C, Fourth Floor
Session Organizer and Leader: Jeffrey Chin, Le Moyne College

Lessons for Departments and Faculty from the Bachelors and Beyond Surveys: Suggestions for Enhancing Labor Market and Non-Labor Market Outcomes
Departmental Management and Leadership Workshop 404, Monday, August 24, 2:30-4:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4K, Fourth Floor
Session Organizer and Leader: Mary Scheuer Senter, Central Michigan University

Use VALUE Rubrics, Backward Design, and Curriculum Maps to Define, Assess, and Improve Sociology Programs
Departmental Management and Leadership Workshop 586, Tuesday, August 25, 2:30-4:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4C, Fourth Floor
Session Organizer and Leader: Amy Liu, California State University-Sacramento

Policy and Research

Conducting Community-Based Participatory Research (CBPR) to Address Health Inequities
Policy and Research Workshop 318, Monday, August 24, 8:30-10:10am
Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4A, Fourth Floor
Session Organizer and Leader: Ethel G. Nicado, University of the Pacific

Discovering How to Get Research Used in the Policy Process
Policy and Research Workshop 116, Saturday, August 22, 4:30-6:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4A, Fourth Floor
Session Organizer: Patricia E. White, National Science Foundation

Grant Writing for Sociology Students: Disciplinary and Interdisciplinary Opportunities and Strategies
Policy and Research Workshop 406, Monday, August 24, 2:30-4:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4A, Fourth Floor
Session Organizer and Leader: Dana M. Britton, State University of New Jersey-Rutgers

How to Write a Successful Fund for the Advancement of the Discipline (FAD)
Policy and Research Workshop 364, Monday, August 24, 10:30am-12:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4K, Fourth Floor
Session Organizer: Nicole V. Amaya, American Sociological Association

Interdisciplinary Research and Funding Opportunities and “Big Data” Social Science Opportunities at the National Science Foundation
Policy and Research Workshop 49, Saturday, August 22, 10:30am-12:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4A, Fourth Floor
Session Organizer and Leader: Kevin T. Leicht, University of Iowa

Introduction to the German Socio-Economic Panel Study (SOEP) – Practice, Problems and Analytical Potentials of Longitudinal Household Surveys
Policy and Research Workshop 446, Monday, August 24, 4:30-6:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4A, Fourth Floor
Session Organizer and Leader: Marco Giesselmann, German Institute for Economic Research

Advancing Sexual Self-Advocacy for People with Disabilities
Policy and Research Workshop 20, Saturday, August 22, 8:30-10:10am
Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4K, Fourth Floor
Session Organizer: Thomas P. Horejes, DEAF, Inc.
Navigating IRB Approval for Studies of Vulnerable Populations: The Case of Children and Youth
Policy and Research Workshop 144, Sunday, August 23, 8:30-10:10am
Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4C, Fourth Floor
Session Organizer and Leader: Allison Pugh, University of Virginia

NSF Funding Opportunities Merit Review Criteria and Proposal Preparation for Professional Sociologists and Graduate Students
Policy and Research Workshop 78, Saturday, August 22, 2:30-4:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4A, Fourth Floor
Session Organizer and Leader: Patricia E. White, National Science Foundation

Panel Study of Income Dynamics Workshop
Policy and Research Workshop 523, Tuesday, August 25, 10:30am-12:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4A, Fourth Floor
Session Organizer: Fabian T. Pfeffer, University of Michigan

Research Opportunities Using the Medical Expenditure Panel Survey (MEPS)
Policy and Research Workshop 555, Tuesday, August 25, 12:30-2:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4A, Fourth Floor
Session Organizer and Leader: Jeffrey Rhoades, Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality

Scraping the Web: Promises and Pitfalls of “Alternative” Data Sources on Career Outcomes
Policy and Research Workshop 79, Saturday, August 22, 2:30-4:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4K, Fourth Floor
Session Organizer and Leader: John W. Curtis, American Sociological Association

The Wisconsin Longitudinal Study: Over 50 Years of Social Data Combined with Genetic and Microbiome Data
Policy and Research Workshop 488, Tuesday, August 25, 8:30-10:10am
Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4A, Fourth Floor
Session Organizer: Carol Lynn Road, University of Wisconsin-Madison

Using the Add Health Longitudinal Data Set: The Largest, Most Comprehensive Longitudinal Study of Adolescents Ever Undertaken
Policy and Research Workshop 587, Tuesday, August 25, 2:30-4:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4A, Fourth Floor
Session Organizer and Leader: Kathleen Mullan Harris, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill

Professional Development

Applying for a Faculty Position in a Teaching Oriented Institution
Professional Development Workshop 189, Sunday, August 23, 10:30am-12:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4C, Fourth Floor
Session Organizer and Leader: Kathleen Piker-King, University of Mount Union

Applying Sociology to Careers Outside Academia: Association, Government, and Non-Profit Opportunities (Job Fair)
Professional Development Workshop 554, Tuesday, August 25, 12:30-2:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4C, Fourth Floor
Session Organizer and Leader: Margaret Weigers Vitullo, American Sociological Association

Applying Sociology to Careers Outside Academia: Association, Government, and Non-Profit Opportunities (Panel Discussion)
Professional Development Workshop 522, Tuesday, August 25, 10:30am-12:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4C, Fourth Floor
Session Organizer and Leader: Margaret Weigers Vitullo, American Sociological Association

Before and After Retirement
Professional Development Workshop 445, Monday, August 24, 4:30-6:10pm
Hilton Chicago, PDR 1, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Scott G. McNall, California State University-Chico

From Dissertation to Book
Professional Development Workshop 115, Saturday, August 22, 4:30-6:10pm
Hilton Chicago, PDR 1, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Leader: Gayle A. Sulik, State University of New York-Albany
Navigating Your First Academic Job: Flourishing in the Early Years
Professional Development Workshop 48,
Saturday, August 22, 10:30am-12:10pm
Hilton Chicago, PDR 1, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Leader: Kate Linnenberg, Beloit College

Promoting Social Science with Social Media
Social Media Workshop 363,
Monday, August 24, 10:30am-12:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4M, Fourth Floor
Session Organizer and Leader: Dustin Kidd, Temple University

Reviewing for Medical Sociology and Mental Health Journals
Professional Development Workshop 362,
Monday, August 24, 10:30am-12:10pm
Hilton Chicago, PDR 1, Third Floor
Session Organizers: Susan E. Bell, Bowdoin College and Virginia Aldige Hiday, North Carolina State University

Thriving at Teaching Focused Institutions
Professional Development Workshop 230,
Sunday, August 23, 12:30-2:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4C, Fourth Floor
Session Organizer and Leader: Alison S. Better, City University of New York-Kingsborough Community College

Teaching

A Little Sex: Teaching about Sexualities Across the Curriculum
Teaching Workshop 447, Monday, August 24, 4:30-6:10pm
Hilton Chicago, PDR 3, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Leader: Rebecca F. Plante, Ithaca College

Ethical Issues in Teaching
Teaching Workshop 80, Saturday, August 22, 2:30-4:10pm
Hilton Chicago, PDR 3, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Leader: Thomas L. Van Valey, Western Michigan University

GIFTS: Good Ideas for Teaching Sociology and for Publishing in TRAILS
Teaching Workshop 50, Saturday, August 22, 10:30am-12:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4K, Fourth Floor
Session Organizer and Leader: Diane L. Pike, Augsburg College

Incorporating Disability in Intersectional Pedagogy
Teaching Workshop 319, Monday, August 24, 8:30-10:10am
Hilton Chicago, PDR 3, Third Floor
Session Organizers: Heather Powers Albanesi and Abby L. Ferber, University of Colorado-Colorado Springs

Teaching about Religion and Sexuality: Online Teaching Resources at theARDA.com
Teaching Workshop 117, Saturday, August 22, 4:30-6:10pm
Hilton Chicago, PDR 3, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Leader: Roger Finke, Pennsylvania State University

Teaching Bodies and Embodiment: New Approaches to Fat Studies, Gendered Embodiment, and the Body throughout the Life Course
Teaching Workshop 231, Sunday, August 23, 12:30-2:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4A, Fourth Floor
Session Organizer and Leader: Sharon Preves, Hamline University

Teaching Ethnomethodology and Conversation Analysis
Teaching Workshop 190, Sunday, August 23, 10:30am-12:10pm
Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4A, Fourth Floor
Session Organizer and Leader: Virginia Teas Gill, Illinois State University

Teaching Introductory Sociology for New Instructors
Teaching Workshop 21, Saturday, August 22, 8:30-10:10am
Hilton Chicago, PDR 1, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Leader: Nancy A. Greenwood, Indiana University-Kokomo

Teaching Introductory Sociology to Premeds: Moving from “Is it on the MCAT®?” to Developing the Sociological Imagination
Teaching Workshop 489, Tuesday, August 25, 8:30-10:10am
Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4D, Fourth Floor
Session Organizer and Leader: Edward L. Kain, Southwestern University

Teaching Race, Gender, and Colonialism within Environmental Sociology
Teaching Workshop 365, Monday, August 24, 10:30am-12:10pm
Hilton Chicago, PDR 3, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Leader: Kari Marie Norgaard, University of Oregon
Teaching Sexuality: Beyond Fundamental Issues  
Teaching Workshop 407, Monday, August 24, 2:30-4:10pm  
Hilton Chicago, PDR 3, Third Floor  
Session Organizers Amanda May Jungels, United States Army and Elroi J. Windsor, Salem College

Teaching Students How (Not) to Lie with Statistics: Quantitative Literacy throughout the Curriculum  
Teaching Workshop 275, Sunday, August 23, 2:30-4:10pm  
Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4A, Fourth Floor  
Session Organizer and Leader: Lynette F. Hoelter, University of Michigan

Why Won’t They Talk? Using Discussion and Active Engagement to Facilitate Student Learning  
Teaching Workshop 145, Sunday, August 23, 8:30-10:10am  
Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4A, Fourth Floor  
Session Organizer and Leader: Jay R. Howard, Butler University

Section Activities

Looking for a way to find colleagues with similar research interests? Section activities offer one convenient avenue for connecting with like-minded scholars. These specialized sessions range in format from formal paper presentations to panels and discussion roundtables. Section-sponsored sessions are open to all meeting registrants.

Sections promote ongoing communication among their members by publishing newsletters, supporting cooperative research ventures, recognizing outstanding work by professionals and students in their specialties, and sponsoring program activities at each Annual Meeting. ASA members with interests in specialized areas of sociological inquiry may join any Section of the Association. Stop by the ASA Membership table in Stevens Salon C of the Hilton Chicago to browse through recent section newsletters and pick up section membership information. Of course, if you join a section before September 30, your membership will help support that section’s program allocation for next year’s Annual Meeting.

The number of sessions allocated to each Section is based on the size of the Section membership. For the 52 sections there are a total of 221 sessions/meetings scheduled. Section activities are summarized on the next page for quick reference.
Meeting days are Saturday, August 22; Sunday, August 23; Monday, August 24; and Tuesday, August 25. Check the daily schedule for reception locations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SECTION</th>
<th>PRIMARY DAY</th>
<th>COUNCIL BUSINESS SESSIONS</th>
<th>RECEPTIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aging &amp; the Life Course</td>
<td>Tuesday</td>
<td>Mon., 7:00am 3:30pm</td>
<td>418, 460, 499, 531, 567, 596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol, Tobacco, and Drugs</td>
<td>Sunday</td>
<td>3:30pm</td>
<td>251, 296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Altruism, Morality, and Social Solidarity</td>
<td>Tuesday</td>
<td>1:30pm</td>
<td>500, 532, 568, 597</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Animals and Society</td>
<td>Monday</td>
<td>5:30pm</td>
<td>419, 461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia and Asian America</td>
<td>Tuesday</td>
<td>Tues., 12:30pm 1:30pm</td>
<td>501, 533, 598</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body and Embodiment</td>
<td>Monday</td>
<td>Mon., 7:00am 9:30am</td>
<td>336, 380, 420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children and Youth</td>
<td>Tuesday</td>
<td>Mon., 7:00am</td>
<td>462, 502, 534, 569, 599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collective Behavior and Social Movements</td>
<td>Monday</td>
<td>5:30pm</td>
<td>337, 381, 421, 463, 503, 535</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication &amp; Information Technologies</td>
<td>Monday</td>
<td>9:30am</td>
<td>338, 422, 464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community and Urban Sociology</td>
<td>Saturday</td>
<td>3:30pm</td>
<td>31, 62, 95, 127, 166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparative &amp; Historical Sociology</td>
<td>Sunday</td>
<td>3:30pm</td>
<td>167, 209, 252, 297, 339, 382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumers and Consumption</td>
<td>Monday</td>
<td>Mon., 7:00am</td>
<td>340, 383, 465</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crime, Law, and Deviance</td>
<td>Tuesday</td>
<td>Tues., 8:30am</td>
<td>423, 536, 570, 600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture, Sociology of</td>
<td>Tuesday</td>
<td>Mon., 7:00am</td>
<td>348, 392, 433, 476, 512, 545, 579, 607</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development, Sociology of</td>
<td>Monday</td>
<td>11:30am</td>
<td>349, 393, 434, 477</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disability and Society</td>
<td>Sunday</td>
<td>Sun., 7:00am</td>
<td>168, 210, 253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic Sociology</td>
<td>Tuesday</td>
<td>1:30pm</td>
<td>384, 424, 466, 504, 537, 571, 601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education, Sociology of</td>
<td>Monday</td>
<td>3:30pm</td>
<td>350, 394, 435, 478, 513, 546</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotions, Sociology of</td>
<td>Monday</td>
<td>3:30pm</td>
<td>436, 479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment &amp; Technology</td>
<td>Sunday</td>
<td>Sun., 7:00am</td>
<td>169, 211, 254, 298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnomethodology &amp; Conversation Analysis</td>
<td>Saturday</td>
<td>11:30am</td>
<td>63, 96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evolution, Biology, and Society</td>
<td>Monday</td>
<td>Mon., 2:30pm</td>
<td>467</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family, Sociology of the</td>
<td>Sunday</td>
<td>11:30am</td>
<td>178, 220, 264, 307, 395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global and Transnational Sociology</td>
<td>Tuesday</td>
<td>9:30am</td>
<td>425, 468, 505, 538, 572, 602</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History of Sociology</td>
<td>Saturday</td>
<td>Sat., 2:30pm</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Rights</td>
<td>Saturday</td>
<td>Sat., 7:00am</td>
<td>97, 128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inequality, Poverty, and Mobility</td>
<td>Sunday</td>
<td>Sun., 7:00am</td>
<td>170, 212, 255, 299, 341, 385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Migration</td>
<td>Monday</td>
<td>5:30pm</td>
<td>342, 386, 426, 469, 506</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labor &amp; Labor Movements</td>
<td>Tuesday</td>
<td>Mon., 7:00am</td>
<td>470, 507, 539, 573, 603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latina/Latino Sociology</td>
<td>Saturday</td>
<td>5:30pm</td>
<td>32, 65, 98, 129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Law, Sociology of</td>
<td>Saturday</td>
<td>Sat., 4:30pm</td>
<td>36, 69, 103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marxist Sociology</td>
<td>Tuesday</td>
<td>9:30am</td>
<td>508, 540, 574, 604</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathematical Sociology</td>
<td>Saturday</td>
<td>5:30pm</td>
<td>99, 130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical Sociology</td>
<td>Monday</td>
<td>Mon., 7:00am</td>
<td>343, 387, 427, 471, 509, 541, 575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental Health, Sociology of</td>
<td>Saturday</td>
<td>Sat., 7:00am</td>
<td>37, 104, 134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methodology</td>
<td>Tuesday</td>
<td>Mon., 7:00am</td>
<td>428, 472, 542, 576, 605</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizations, Occupations, &amp; Work</td>
<td>Sunday</td>
<td>1:30pm</td>
<td>171, 213, 256, 300, 344, 388, 429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peace, War, &amp; Social Conflict</td>
<td>Sunday</td>
<td>Sun., 7:30am</td>
<td>172, 214, 257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Economy of the World System</td>
<td>Monday</td>
<td>5:30pm</td>
<td>345, 389, 430, 473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Sociology</td>
<td>Saturday</td>
<td>Sat., 7:00am</td>
<td>33, 66, 100, 131, 173, 215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population, Sociology of</td>
<td>Saturday</td>
<td>9:30am</td>
<td>38, 70, 105, 135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race, Gender, &amp; Class</td>
<td>Monday</td>
<td>11:30am</td>
<td>346, 390, 431, 474, 510, 543, 577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Racial &amp; Ethnic Minorities</td>
<td>Sunday</td>
<td>9:30am</td>
<td>174, 216, 258, 301, 347, 391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rationality &amp; Society</td>
<td>Sunday</td>
<td>3:30pm</td>
<td>259, 302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religion, Sociology of</td>
<td>Saturday</td>
<td>Sun., 7:00am</td>
<td>176, 218, 262, 305, 351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science, Knowledge, &amp; Technology</td>
<td>Saturday</td>
<td>11:30am</td>
<td>34, 67, 101, 132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex &amp; Gender</td>
<td>Saturday</td>
<td>Sat., 7:00am</td>
<td>35, 68, 102, 133, 175, 260, 303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexualities, Sociology of</td>
<td>Sunday</td>
<td>3:30pm</td>
<td>177, 219, 263, 306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Psychology</td>
<td>Tuesday</td>
<td>11:30am</td>
<td>432, 475, 511, 544, 578, 606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sociological Practice &amp; Public Sociology</td>
<td>Sunday</td>
<td>11:30am</td>
<td>217, 261, 304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching &amp; Learning in Sociology</td>
<td>Tuesday</td>
<td>3:30pm</td>
<td>437, 480, 514, 547, 580</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theory</td>
<td>Monday</td>
<td>9:30pm</td>
<td>352, 396, 438, 481, 515, 548</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Section Council Meetings

The total formal allocation of space for each section is comprised of two parts: (a) one “business” slot for holding a one-hour Council meeting followed by a 40-minute Business meeting; and (b) the earned program session allocation. ASA Council does permit Sections to use their Council meeting time (one hour) for other purposes. However, a Section that chooses to use this option forfeits the services of the ASA Office in the arrangement of an alternate Council meeting time and location. The Council meetings listed below are the extent of the information available at press time. Check at the ASA Meeting Information Desk in the foyer on the lower level of the Hilton Chicago for any updates provided by section chairs during the course of the convention.

Aging and the Life Course—Monday, August 24, 7:00am-8:15am—Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4J, Fourth Floor
Asia and Asian America—Tuesday, August 25, 12:30-2:10pm—Palmer House Hilton, Water Tower Parlor, Sixth Floor
Body and Embodiment—Monday, August 24, 7:00-8:15am—Palmer House Hilton, Congress, Third Floor
Children and Youth—Monday, August 24, 7:00-8:15am—Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4I, Fourth Floor
Consumers and Consumption—Monday, August 24, 7:00-8:15am—Palmer House Hilton, Ashland, Third Floor
Crime, Law and Deviance—Tuesday, August 25, 8:30-10:10am—Palmer House Hilton, Spire Parlor, Sixth Floor
Disability and Society—Sunday, August 23, 7:00-8:15am—Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4E, Fourth Floor
Environment and Technology—Sunday, August 23, 7:00-8:15am—Palmer House Hilton, Harvard, Third Floor
Evolution, Biology and Society—Monday, August 24, 2:30-4:10pm—Palmer House Hilton, Spire Parlor, Sixth Floor
History of Sociology—Saturday, August 22, 2:30pm-4:10—Palmer House Hilton, Salon 1, Third Floor
Human Rights—Saturday, August 22, 7:00-8:15am—Palmer House Hilton, Ashland, Third Floor
Inequality, Poverty and Mobility—Sunday, August 23, 7:00-8:15am—Palmer House Hilton, Ashland, Third Floor
Labor and Labor Movements—Monday, August 24, 7:00-8:15am—Palmer House Hilton, Indiana Room, Third Floor
Medical Sociology—Monday, August 24, 7:00-8:15am—Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4L, Fourth Floor
Methodology—Monday, August 24, 7:00-8:15am—Palmer House Hilton, Harvard, Third Floor
Peace, War and Social Conflict—Sunday, August 23, 7:00-8:15am—Palmer House Hilton, Congress, Third Floor
Political Sociology—Saturday, August 22, 7:00-8:15am—Off-site Location, Contact Section Chair for Location
Sex and Gender—Saturday, August 22, 7:00-8:15am—Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4J, Fourth Floor

Section Receptions

In addition to sponsoring substantive program sessions, ASA Sections often host receptions for their section members during the Annual Meeting. These informal social events are primarily held in the evenings on the first and third days of the meeting, and all members of the sponsoring section are welcome to attend. Sometimes several sections will co-host a joint reception.

Look for the following Section receptions during this Annual Meeting.

Saturday, August 22, 6:30 pm

Joint Reception: Section on Alcohol, Drugs and Tobacco and Society for the Study of Social Problems (SSSP)—Off-site Location, Fado Irish Pub, 100 West Grand Avenue
Joint Reception: Section on Evolution, Biology and Society; Section on Rationality and Society; Section on Mathematical Sociology—Palmer House Hilton, Wabash, Third Floor
Joint Reception: Section on Sociology of Culture and Section on Inequality, Poverty and Mobility—Palmer House Hilton, Crystal, Third Floor
Joint Reception: Section on Sociology of Religion and Association for the Sociology of Religion—Palmer House Hilton, Salons 3, Third Floor
Joint Reception: Section on the Sociology of the Family and Section on Sociology of Population—Off-site Location, The Gage, 24 South Michigan Avenue
Joint Reception: Theory Section and Section on History of Sociology—Off-site Location, Roosevelt University, Room 418, Wabash Building, 425 South Wabash Avenue
Section on Community and Urban Sociology Reception—Off-site Location, Chicago Architecture Foundation, 224 South Michigan Avenue
Section on Disability and Society Reception—Off-site Location, Access Living of Metropolitan Chicago, 115 West Chicago Avenue
Section on Environment and Technology Reception—Palmer House Hilton, Salon 1, Third Floor
Section on Ethnomethodology and Conversation Analysis Reception—Off-site Location, Pazzo’s Bar & Grill, 23 East Jackson Blvd
Section on Organizations, Occupations and Work Reception—Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-2, Lower Level

Sociology of Culture—Monday, August 24, 7:00-8:15am—Palmer House Hilton, Cresthill, Third Floor
Sociology of Law—Saturday, August 22, 4:30-6:10pm—Hilton Chicago, Lake Huron, Eighth Floor
Sociology of Mental Health—Saturday, August 22, 7:00-8:15am—Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4I, Fourth Floor
Sociology of Religion—Sunday, August 23, 7:00-8:15am—Palmer House Hilton, Cresthill, Third Floor
Section on Peace, War and Social Conflict Reception—Off-site Location, The Grillroom Chophouse and Wine Bar, 33 West Monroe Street
Section on Science, Knowledge and Technology Reception—Off-site Location, Exchequer Pub, 226 South Wabash Avenue
Section on Sociological Practice and Public Sociology Reception—Palmer House Hilton, Salon 7, Third Floor
Section on Sociology of Law Reception—Off-site Location, The Berghoff, 17 West Adams Street

**Saturday, August 22, 7:30 pm**

Joint Reception: Section on Sociology of Religion and Association for the Sociology of Religion—Palmer House Hilton, Salon 3, Third Floor

**Sunday, August 23, 7:30 pm**

Joint Reception: Section on Comparative-Historical Sociology; Section on Sociology of Development; Section on Global and Transnational Sociology; and Section on Human Rights—Off-site Location, Alhambra Palace, 1240 West Randolph
Joint Reception: Section on Racial and Ethnic Minorities and Section on Latino/a Sociology (Offsite; Location TBD) — Contact Section Chair for Location
Joint Reception: Section on Sex and Gender and Section on Race, Gender and Class—Off-site Location, Petterino’s, 150 North Dearborn
Joint Reception: Section on Social Psychology, Section on Sociology of Emotions, and Section on Altruism, Morality and Social Solidarity—Off-site Location, The Bar Below, 127 South State Street, Lower Level

**Monday, August 24, 6:30 pm**

Joint Reception: Section on Communication and Information Technologies and Section on Children and Youth—Off-site Location, The Gage, 24 South Michigan Avenue
Joint Reception: Section on Marxist Sociology and Section on Political Economy of the World-System—Palmer House Hilton, Crystal, Third Floor
Joint Reception: Section on Medical Sociology and Section on Sociology of Mental Health—Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-1, Lower Level
Joint Reception: Section on Political Sociology and Section on Economic Sociology—Hilton Chicago, Normandie Lounge, Second Floor
Joint Reception: Section on Sociology of Sexualities and Section on Body and Embodiment—Off-site Location, Exchequer Pub, 226 South Wabash Avenue
Joint Reception: Section on Teaching and Learning in Sociology and Alpha Kappa Delta (AKD) —Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-3, Lower Level

Section on Aging and the Life Course Reception. (Advance Ticket Purchase is Required; Contact Janet Wilmoth, salc-mentor@maxwell.syr.edu) —Off-site Location, The Berghoff, 17 West Adams Street. (Advance Ticket Purchase is Required; Contact Janet Wilmoth, salc-mentor@maxwell.syr.edu)
Section on Animals and Society Reception—Palmer House Hilton, Salon 7, Third Floor
Section on Asia and Asian America Reception (Offsite; Location TBD) — Contact Section Chair for Location
Section on Collective Behavior and Social Movements Reception—Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-2, Lower Level
Section on Consumers and Consumption Reception—Off-site Location, The Marq, 60 West Adams Street
Section on Crime, Law and Deviance Reception—Off-site Location, Buddy Guy’s Legends, 700 South Wabash Avenue
Section on International Migration Reception—Off-site Location, Quartino, 626 North State Street
Section on Labor and Labor Movements Reception—Off-site Location, ROC United/Food Chain Workers Alliance Offices, 77 West Washington, Suite 1507
Section on Methodology Reception—Palmer House Hilton, Salon 8, Third Floor
Section on Sociology of Education Reception—Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-5, Lower Level

**22nd Annual ASA Chair Conference**

**Sex and Gender in Sociology Departments: Policy and Management Issues in the Context of Intimate Relationships and Core Identities**

2015 ASA President Paula England begins her Annual Meeting theme in this way:

Sex usually occurs in private and is seen as deeply personal, yet it is also profoundly social. Cultural norms and social institutions such as religion, education, mass media, law, and the military all affect what we do sexually with whom. These social forces also affect what is seen as beyond the bounds of legitimacy. Indeed, contemporary politics are full of contentious debates about abortion, sex education, same-sex marriage, pornography, sex work, sexual harassment, systematic rape as a weapon in wars, and female genital cutting. Given the importance of sexuality in people’s lives, and its relevance to many areas of sociology, I selected it as the theme for the 2015 annual meeting of the ASA.

Contentious debates around sex, sexuality and gender take place within sociology departments as well as society more generally, and raise profound questions for department chairs. Does it matter if faculty members close their office doors when meeting with students? Should there be a policy on faculty dating students? When/how should a chair respond to a rumored faculty-student liaison? Do faculty know what to do if a student discloses sexual assault?
Do department practices support faculty who are pregnant or have young children? What about graduate students? Are there policies and practices regarding trailing spouses—same-sex or otherwise—in faculty hires? How best to handle service requirements for faculty who commute long distances in order live in urban areas they see as more conducive to finding a life partner, or distant suburbs perceived to be more affordable and family friendly? Do LGBTI faculty and students feel safe and welcomed in the department? What about young women in burqas?

This year the ASA Department Chairs Conference will examine these and related questions, helping participants think through a potentially fraught terrain in order to develop policies and practices that support student, faculty, and department success. Participants will also learn new skills to support their work in core areas of responsibility such as department budgeting, assessment and essential learning outcomes, curriculum development, responding to MCAT 2015, strategies for improving department climate, course scheduling and completion ladders, supporting scholarly success for assistant professors, evaluating non-traditional scholarship, assuring quality in online courses and programs, connecting majors to employment, and time management for department chairs. Concurrent roundtable sessions during the conference are designed to allow Chairs from the full range of academic institutions—from PhD-granting to BA-liberal arts—to find topics in each session that respond to their context.

The entire conference will take place on Friday August 21, 8:00am-5:00pm. The conference will be held in Stevens Salon A-3 on the lower level of the Hilton Chicago.

Preregistration and fee payments are required. Chair Conference attendees must preregister for the Annual Meeting in order to register for this conference. Fees for the Chair Conference are $150 for Chairs of Department Affiliates and $180 for chairs from non-Affiliate departments. The Chair Conference fee includes all Chair Conference materials, continental breakfast and lunch.

Directors of Graduate Study
When Just ‘Doing the Right Thing’ Isn’t Enough: Confronting Ethical Challenges in Graduate Education

The ASA Director of Graduate Studies (DGS) Conference is designed to help new and continuing Directors of Graduate Studies Programs gain insights and knowledge that will help them respond to the day-to-day responsibilities of their position, as well as the broader challenges of the changing higher education landscape.

You know it’s a difficult day in the life of a DGS when:

- A promising graduate student’s term paper includes three paragraphs from a published article.
- A colleague complains about “these millennials’ overblown sense of entitlement,” explaining that when he told a research assistant on his project that he would include a detailed footnote acknowledging her role in the work she replied by saying she should be a co-author.
- You learn that a graduate student has hired a data analyst to “run the numbers” for his dissertation research.
- A graduate student complains that her advisor is not reading her dissertation chapters; you know the advisor is suffering from severe depression.
- The dean has stated that all departments will be required to demonstrate how their curricula satisfies the Council of Graduate Schools recommendation that programs provide comprehensive training in research and scholarly integrity. You know the faculty who teach the graduate methods sequence talk about research ethics and IRBs and your colleagues are all decent people and good role models; beyond that, you are not sure what to say.

Using a scenario-based approach, this year’s DGS Conference will give participants the chance to collaborate with peers in thinking through ethical challenges that can arise in contexts such as advising, facilitating students’ committees, and evaluating satisfactory academic progress. It will also examine the place of responsible conduct of research (RCR) and IRB training in the graduate curriculum. The relevant parts of the ASA Code of Ethics will be highlighted, unpacking what is for many a rarely (if ever) consulted document and highlighting elements that can provide helpful guidance for professional training and administration of graduate programs.

The conference will include plenary presentations, panel discussions, and roundtable sessions, and will give DGS from all department types the opportunity to gather with peers from similar departments, with ample time for discussion among participants. Additionally, participants will gain insights on handling the regular business of being the DGS, from time management to administration of exams and grad student socialization to career advising.

Directors of Graduate Study (DGS) are important leaders in shaping department policies and opportunities for effective graduate programs. To assist sociologists in the DGS role, the ASA Academic and Professional Affairs Program has planned a series of events on Friday afternoon, August 21.
Fees are $60 for chairs from Department Affiliate departments, and $80 for Chairs from non-affiliate departments. DGS attendees had to preregister for the Annual Meeting in order to register for this conference. The DGS registration fee includes an afternoon beverage break and DGS meeting materials. Only departments that are renewed for the 2014-2015 Academic year are eligible for the Affiliate price. The DGS events begin at 1:30 pm in Stevens Salon A-4 on the lower level of the Hilton Chicago.

Undergraduate Advisers & Students
Visit the Graduate Programs Poster Area

This dedicated display area features exhibits on graduate training from 40 graduate programs. Participating institutions will display information and provide handouts describing their programs, special emphases, financial aid and admissions criteria, and opportunities to work with faculty researchers and instructors. Information and displays will be available in Stevens Salon B located on the lower level of the Hilton Chicago throughout the Annual Meeting.

Department representatives will be available to answer questions 2:30-4:10 pm on Saturday, August 22. This is an excellent opportunity for undergraduate advisors, undergraduate students, and MA-level students to see displays on graduate programs and meet directly with representatives.

Graduate departments that responded to the invitations issued by the ASA Academic and Affairs Program are listed in the program schedule under Informational Poster Session #81.

Student Forum

The ASA welcomes undergraduate and graduate students at the Annual Meeting. All students who join ASA as student members automatically become members of the Student Forum. Special arrangements for students include discounted registration fees, workshops oriented to issues of interest to students, student paper and roundtable sessions, a reception for students, and admission to the book give-away at the end of the meeting.

Graduate Programs in Sociology Displays. At 2:30-4:10 pm on Saturday, August 22, representatives from graduate departments will be available in the Graduate Programs in Sociology Resource area of Stevens Salon B on the lower level of the Hilton Chicago to talk with students and undergraduate advisers. See the listing for Session 81 to find out which schools are participating. The resource area will be available for browsing throughout the meeting.

Data Resources and Funding Sessions. Be sure to attend poster session 265 and familiarize yourself with the various funding opportunities and data resources which can advance your work in sociology.

Student Book Give-Away. All students registered to attend the Annual Meeting will receive a ticket to the special book give-away sponsored by ASA exhibitors on Tuesday, August 25, after the exhibit hall has closed.

Student Sessions. The Program Committee allocates up to five session slots each year for student sessions. This year, two paper sessions, two workshops and one roundtable session were organized under Student Forum auspices. For details on these student sessions, locate the listings for sessions 22, 84, 321, 448, and 588, in the Program Schedule.

Whether you are planning to attend graduate school, or are further along and look to employment in sociological practice or the academy, please take a look at the career, professional, and teaching workshops.

Don't let the huge program overwhelm you. Start by looking at the Student Forum sessions noted above and then check the Session Topic Index to identify other sessions in your particular areas of interest.

ASA Opportunities in Retirement Network

This new ASA network for pre-retired and retired sociologists was launched followed action by ASA Council in March 2014. ASA emeritus/retired members are
automatically part of the network and may vote in its elections; others interested in the experiences and challenges of retirement are invited to participate in activities and to help shape its future development.

The Opportunities in Retirement Network (ORN) maintains a list of retirement resources including an opt-in listserv. ORN produces a semi-annual electronic newsletter, and will have regular features on retirement issues in editions of Footnotes.

Beginning in 2015, at each Annual Meeting, the Opportunities in Retirement Network will host a Regular Session as part of the Call for Papers; a workshop on retirement planning; and “A Life in Sociology” guest lecture to be presented by an eminent retired sociologist.

An overview of this year’s program is listed below. Please see the full session listings in the body of the Program Schedule for details

ASA Opportunities in Retirement Network: Pre- and Post-Retirement Experiences and Issues

Regular Session 276, Sunday, August 23, 2:30-4:10pm
Hilton Chicago, PDR1, Third Floor
Session Organizers: Susan B. Prager, City University of New York-Brooklyn College Emeritus; and Jon Darling, University of Pittsburgh

Before and After Retirement.
Professional Development Workshop 445,
Monday, August 24, 4:30-6:10pm
Hilton Chicago, PDR1, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Scott G. McNall, California State University-Chico Leaders: Thomas L. Van Valey, Western Michigan University; Scott G. McNall, California State University-Chico; and Susan B. Prager, City University of New York-Brooklyn College Emeritus

Monday, August 24, 6:30-8:15pm—Hilton Chicago, Joliet Foyer & Room, Third Floor

Film/Video Screenings

Sixteen films have been selected for inclusion in the 2015 film screenings, organized by Jaime Hecht of ASA’s Academic and Professional Affairs Program. The films and videos were selected based on their relevance to sociology as well their potential a teaching resource for sociology classes. All selected films are closed captioned and no longer than 80 minutes. The Film/Video Room is located in PDR 5 of the Hilton Chicago on the Third Floor.

Films and Videos to be shown in the daily screening schedule include:

The Age of Love
The Age of Love follows the humorous and poignant adventures of thirty seniors in Rochester, NY who sign up for a first-of-its-kind speed dating event exclusively for 70- to 90-year-olds. From anxious anticipation through the dates that follow, it’s an unexpected tale of intrepid seniors who lay their hearts on the line, and discover how dreams and desires change—or don’t change—from first love to the far reaches of life.
Sociology Concepts: Marriage and Family, Gerontology, Sexuality, Sex and Gender
78 minutes

American Revolutionary: The Evolution of Grace Lee Boggs
What does it mean to be an American revolutionary today? This film traces the life of Grace Lee Boggs, a 98-year-old Chinese American woman from Detroit whose vision of revolution will surprise you. A writer, activist, and philosopher rooted for more than 70 years in the African American movement, she has devoted her life to an evolving revolution that encompasses the contradictions of America's past and its potentially radical future. The film plunges us into Boggs’s lifetime of vital thinking and action, traversing the major U.S. social movements of the last century; from labor to civil rights, to Black Power, feminism, the Asian American and environmental justice movements and beyond. The film's website offers a classroom discussion guide.
80 minutes

Code Black
In his vivid and thought-provoking filmmaking debut, physician Ryan McGarry gives us unprecedented access to America's busiest Emergency Department. Amidst real life-and-death situations, McGarry follows a dedicated team of charismatic, young doctors-in-training as they wrestle openly with both their ideals and with the realities of saving lives in a complex and overburdened system. Their training ground and source of inspiration is “C-Booth,” Los Angeles County Hospital’s legendary trauma bay, the birthplace of Emergency Medicine, where “more people have died and more people have been saved than in any other square footage in the United States.”
Sociology Concepts: Medical Sociology, Urban Sociology, Occupations and Work, Race and Ethnicity, Inequality
80 minutes

Consumerism & the Limits to Imagination
Consumer capitalism dominates our economy, our politics, and our culture, even though a growing body of research suggests it may be well past its sell-by date. In this illustrated presentation based on his latest critically acclaimed book, media scholar Justin Lewis makes a compelling case that consumer capitalism can no longer deliver on its promise of enhancing quality of life, and argues that changing direction will require changing our media system and our cultural environment. After showing how consumer capitalism has become economically and environmentally unsustainable, Lewis explores how our cultural and information industries make it difficult to envision other forms of human progress by limiting critical thinking and keeping us locked in a cycle of consumption. And he argues that change will only be possible if we take culture seriously and transform the very way we organize our media and communications systems.
Sociology Concepts: Media and Society, Sociology of Culture, Consumerism and Consumption, Social Theory, Communications
43 minutes
Earth Water Woman
This film tells the inspiring story of a sustainable agro-forestry community in Trinidad & Tobago West Indies, called Fondes Amandes, led by a charismatic Rastafarian woman, Akilah Jaramogi. Three decades ago Akilah settled on a barren, deforested hillside, blighted with floods in the rainy season and fires in the dry season. Together with her late husband, Tacuma, they started a family and reforested over 125 acres, restoring health to the hills and the watershed just outside the capital city of Port-of-Spain. When her husband died, Akilah continued this great work, initiating the Fondes Amandes Community Reforestation Project (FACRP), training community members as stewards of the forests and waters. Today Fondes Amandes is a thriving village atop a flourishing forest where residents have planted over 60,000 seedlings during the past thirty years. The community is regularly visited by international dignitaries and Akilah is heralded as the Wangari Maathai of Trinidad & Tobago.
Sociology Concepts: Environmental Sociology, Community and Rural Sociology, South American/Caribbean Studies, Social Movements
23 minutes

Fire in the Blood
An intricate tale of “medicine, monopoly and malice,” this film tells the story of how Western pharmaceutical companies and governments aggressively blocked access to low-cost AIDS drugs for the countries of Africa and the global south in the years after 1996 (causing ten million or more unnecessary deaths) and the improbable group of people who decided to fight back. Shot on four continents and including contributions from global figures such as Bill Clinton, Desmond Tutu and Joseph Stiglitz, Fire in the Blood is the never-before-told true story of the remarkable coalition which came together to stop these crimes and save millions of lives in the process.
60 minutes

Groundswell Rising: Protecting our Children’s Air and Water
Brings us into the lives of people from all walks of life and all sides of the political spectrum who are dedicating themselves to resisting, slowing down or stopping fracking. We meet parents, scientists, artists, teachers, clergy, community organizers and business leaders who are convinced that this unproven form of gas extraction is a serious health and environmental risk. Driven by a deep moral conviction, we see how they are standing up to one of the world’s most powerful industries.
Sociology Concepts: Environmental Sociology, Social Movements, Human Rights
52 minutes

The Homestretch
Follows three homeless teens as they fight to stay in school, graduate, and build a future. Each of these smart, ambitious teenagers will surprise, inspire, and challenge audiences to rethink stereotypes of homelessness as they work to complete their education while facing the trauma of being alone and abandoned at an early age. As their stories unfold, the film connects us deeply with larger issues of poverty, race, juvenile justice, immigration, foster care and LGBTQ rights.
Sociology Concepts: Homelessness, Children and Youth, Urban Sociology, Poverty and Inequality
53 minutes

In Our Son’s Name: A Documentary about Reconciliation *Special Screening and Discussion with Orlando Rodriguez and Filmmaker*
In Our Son’s Name follows Phyllis and Orlando Rodriguez over more a decade as they struggle with grief and search for meaning after their son, Greg, is killed in the World Trade Center on September 11, 2001. Their remarkable transformative journey challenges conventional concepts of justice and healing. Dr. Rodriguez and filmmaker, Gayla Jamison, will be present for the screening.
Sociology Concepts: Social problems, Public Policy, Peace, War and Social Conflict, Criminology, Criminal Justice
64 minutes

Pornland: How the Porn Industry has Hijacked Our Sexuality
Pornography has moved from the margins of society into the very mainstream of American culture. From Internet pornography to MTV, pop culture industries bombard us with sexualized images of idealized women and men that jump off the screen and into our lives, shaping our gender identities, our body image, and especially our intimate relationships. In this multimedia presentation based on her acclaimed book, leading anti-porn feminist and scholar Gail Dines argues that the dominant images and stories disseminated by the multibillion-dollar pornography industry produce and reproduce a gender system that undermines equality and encourages violence against women.
Sociology Concepts: Sexuality, Sex and Gender, Media and Society, Feminist Theory, Sociology of Culture

Romeo Romeo
All Lexy has ever wanted is to be a mother. After meeting the woman of her dreams and having a big white wedding, Lexy and her new wife Jessica decide to spend their life savings to buy sperm on line. But having a baby becomes a complicated, heartrending quest for Lexy and Jessica. Over six and a half million American women struggle with infertility. Lexy and Jessica’s story echoes that of so many couples - both gay and straight - who are grappling with the medical, financial, physical, and emotional challenges of infertility. Romeo Romeo is an intimate portrait of a modern marriage. Their struggle is at once heartbreaking and funny, landing them in circumstances they never could have imagined. The outcome surprises us all.
Sociology Concepts: Sexuality, Marriage and Family, Sex and Gender, LGBT Studies, Medical Sociology
75 minutes

STRONG!
Cheryl Haworth is an Olympic weightlifter who has competed in three Olympic Games, winning the bronze medal in Sydney in 2000. She held the title of National Champion for 11 consecutive years. Weighing close to 300 pounds, Cheryl uses her size to her competitive advantage in a sport that has traditionally been the province of men. STRONG! is the story of Cheryl’s weightlifting career, the rigors of training for competition, and her personal experience of being big in a culture that values women who are small.
Sociology Concepts: Sociology of the Body, Sociology of Sport and Leisure, Sex and Gender, Feminist Theory, Sociology of Culture
75 minutes

Tough Guise 2: Violence, Manhood and American Culture
In this highly anticipated update of the influential and widely acclaimed Tough Guise, pioneering anti-violence educator and cultural theorist Jackson Katz argues that the ongoing epidemic of men’s violence in America is rooted in our inability as a society to move beyond outmoded ideals of manhood. In a sweeping analysis that cuts across racial, ethnic, and class lines, Katz examines mass shootings, day-to-day gun violence, violence against women, bullying, gay-bashing, and American militarism against the backdrop of a culture that has normalized violent and regressive forms of masculinity in the face of challenges to traditional male power and authority. Along the way, the film provides a stunning look at the violent, sexist, and homophobic messages boys and young men routinely receive from virtually every corner of the culture, from television, movies, video games, and advertising to pornography, the sports culture, and U.S. political culture.
Sociology Concepts: Sex and Gender, Men and Masculinities, Criminology, Media and Society, Introduction to Sociology
Study guide available on Media Education Foundation website
78 minutes
Wounded Places: Confronting Childhood PTSD in America’s Shell Shocked Cities

PTSD isn’t only about combat vets and survivors of natural disasters. Many of our children, especially children of color living in neighborhoods of concentrated poverty, show the effects of unrelenting structural racism, street violence, domestic instability and other adversities. And their symptoms look a lot like post-traumatic stress disorder. Except for many, there is no “post.” This film looks not at “what’s wrong with you” but “what happened to you” and “How can traumatized children and neighborhoods heal?”

Sociology Concepts: Mental Health, Community and Urban Sociology, Children and Youth, Homelessness, Inequality, Public Health

42 minutes

Viewing Schedule:

Saturday, August 22
8:30-10:10am The Age of Love
10:30am-12:10pm Consumerism and the Limits to Imagination
2:30-4:10pm The Homestretch
4:30-6:10pm American Revolutionary: The Evolution of Grace Lee Boggs

Sunday, August 23
8:30-10:10am Pornland: How the Porn Industry has Hijacked Our Sexuality
10:30am-12:10pm Code Black
12:30-2:10pm Groundswell Rising: Protecting our Children’s Air and Water
2:30-4:10 pm STRONG!

Monday, August 24
8:30-10:10am Romeo Romeo
10:30am-12:10pm In Our Son’s Name (Screening with Filmmaker)
2:30-4:10pm Tough Guise 2: Violence, Manhood and American Culture
4:30-6:10pm Fire in the Blood

Tuesday, August 25
8:30-10:10am Earth Water Woman
10:30am-12:10pm Wounded Places: Confronting Childhood PTSD in America’s Shell Shocked Cities

Special Events

Welcoming Reception

All meeting registrants are invited to the Welcoming Reception on Friday, August 21, 9:00–10:30 pm, in the International Ballroom South, on the Second Floor of the Hilton Chicago to celebrate the opening of the 110th Annual Meeting. This social hour kicks off at the conclusion of the Opening Plenary and provides opportunities to renew past acquaintances, chat with old friends, and find a newcomer to befriend. New members and first-time meeting attendees are particularly encouraged to come and have fun!

Orientation for First-Time Attendees

If this is the first time you have attended an ASA Annual Meeting, please plan to attend an orientation session at 10:30 am–12:10 pm on Saturday, August 22, prior to the mid-day Plenary on the first full day of program sessions. This special orientation hour provides the opportunity to meet Association officers and staff and begin networking with professional colleagues. Advice from ASA Officers and experienced attendees will help you chart a course through the myriad activities and substantive attractions.

ASA Secretary Mary Romero and Executive Officer Sally T. Hillsman host this orientation in the Grand Ballroom on the Second Floor of the Hilton Chicago. Pointers on navigating the Annual Meeting will be shared in an informal round-table discussion. First-time attendees who pre-registered should look for a reminder ticket in their badge envelopes as soon as they pick up their program packets and come prepared to ask “What makes it work?”

Student Reception

ASA welcomes the attendance of undergraduate and graduate students at the Annual Meeting. All students registered to attend the Annual Meeting are invited to the Student Reception on Saturday, August 22, at 6:30-7:30 pm, in Stevens Salon B on the lower level of the Hilton Chicago.

Reception for Scholars with International Research & Teaching Interests

All meeting participants interested in international scholarly collaborations, or in meeting colleagues from other countries and learning about sociology globally, are invited to attend a reception in honor of our international colleagues on Saturday, August 22 at 7:00-8:00 pm in the Normandie Lounge on the Second Floor of the Hilton Chicago.
Departmental Alumni Night (DAN)

The Departmental Alumni Night (DAN), now in its 42nd year, is a social event held after the first full day of sessions, where attendees can connect with friends and colleagues to reminisce about graduate school days, create new coalitions, and catch up on the latest news.

This traditional gathering will begin at 9:30 pm on Saturday, August 22, in the Normandie Lounge on the Second Floor of the Hilton Chicago. All meeting attendees are invited to attend this event.

Each graduate department of sociology in the United States and Canada was given the opportunity to sponsor a table to attract alumni and friends. Participating schools are listed below. Tables will also be provided for sociologists in business and industry as well as for international scholars and guests.

Participating departments are:

- Cornell University
- University of Minnesota
- University of Nebraska
- Northeastern University
- State University of New Jersey-Rutgers
- Yale University

Community College Faculty Breakfast

Colleagues teaching in community colleges are invited to a special bagel breakfast at 7:00 am on Sunday, August 23, in the Normandie Lounge on the Second Floor of the Hilton Chicago. Join colleagues in a series of ice breaker activities and a conversation. Mark your calendar for this early bird event where you can meet other colleagues teaching at community colleges.

In Remembrance

At the beginning of the Presidential Plenary (Sunday, August 23, 4:30-6:30 pm), there will be a Moment of Remembrance to honor those members of the profession, and those close to them, who died during the past year. Names submitted to Footnotes since last year’s Annual Meeting are listed below. If you know of others who should be on this list but whose names do not appear below, please contact ASA staff at the Meeting Information & Housing Desk in foyer on the lower level at the Hilton Chicago by 5:00 pm on Friday, August 21.

Scott R. Eliason
Ulrich Beck
Susan Schwartz Danziger
Borchert
Elaine M. Brody
JoAnn Carmin
Albert K. Cohen
Homer C. Cooper
Howard J. Erlich
Walter Firey
Daniel Aaron Foss
Peter Freund
Don C. Gibbons
Llewellyn Z. Gross
Joseph Gusfield
Randy Hodson
Jan Hullum
Anthony J. Lemelle, Jr.
David Leonard
Adeline “Addie” Levine
Donald N. Levine

Linda Majka
Elizabeth Warren Markson
Harvey Huston Marshall
Jack K Martin
James B. McKee
Norman Miller
JoAnn Miller
Robert K. Miller, Jr.
Leonard I. Pearlin
Gerald M. Platt
Bruce R. Roberts
Lillian B. Rubin
C.U. Smith
Richard Suzman
Ralph H. Turner
Eugene S. Uyeki
Hernán Vera
Samuel E. Wallace
Hans Zetterberg

Honorary Reception

After the conclusion of the 2015 Presidential Address, all meeting attendees are invited to attend the Honorary Reception at 6:30 pm, Sunday, August 23, in the International Ballroom South on the Second Floor of the Hilton Chicago to express appreciation and congratulations to President Paula England and the major ASA award recipients.

Since 1984, social science departments, publishers and regional societies have joined the American Sociological Association in co-sponsoring the annual Honorary Reception. The Association is pleased to acknowledge the following co-hosts of the Honorary Reception.

University of California-Santa Barbara
University of Connecticut
Harvard University
University of Massachusetts-Amherst
University of Michigan
SAGE Publications Ltd., Sexualities
Stanford University
MFP Benefit Reception

Set aside time on Sunday evening, August 23, to join good friends and supporters of the ASA’s Minority Fellowship Program (MFP). Plan to relax after dinner, meet current Fellows and MFP alumni, and reaffirm your commitment to the MFP Program.

Sunday, August 23
9:30-11:30pm
Hilton Chicago
Normandie Lounge
(Second Floor)

$25 donor, $50 sponsor, $100 benefactor

Admission is by ticket only. Proceeds from each ticket will go to the Minority Fellowship Program, which supports predoctoral training for students of color.

Those who enrolled in advance should have received their tickets with their name badges. Others may buy tickets at ASA On-Site Registration in Stevens Salon C of the Hilton Chicago until 5:00 pm on Saturday, August 22.

Just Desserts!

A Carla B. Howery Teaching Enhancement Grant Program Fundraiser

Looking to escape the pressures of presenting papers, searching book displays, and participating in committee meetings? Come and relax with friends at this benefit event, “Just Desserts.” As the name implies, you should bring your sweet tooth along to enjoy special desserts, good coffee, stimulating conversation, and smile that all of this pleasure goes to a good cause.

Sunday, August 23
8:00-9:30 pm
Hilton Chicago, ASA Hospitality Suite
$25 donor, $50 sponsor, $100 benefactor

Admission is by ticket only. Proceeds from each ticket will go toward supporting the Teaching Enhancement Fund, a small grants program designed to support teaching-related projects that have long lasting and transferable impact.

Those who enrolled in advance should have received their tickets with their name badges. Others may purchase tickets in Stevens Salon C of the Hilton Chicago until 5:00 pm on Saturday, August 22.

Activities of Other Groups

The wide-ranging interests of ASA members generate meetings of special interest groups during each year's Annual Meeting. Space is assigned as available to these groups to hold their meetings and/or sessions in evening time slots when no formal program sessions or other ASA activities are scheduled.

Some groups will also have membership information and publications on display in the Stevens Salon B of the Hilton Chicago.

Alpha Kappa Delta (AKD) Council Meeting (Bethany Titus)—Friday, August 21, 8:00am-4:30pm—Hilton Chicago, Lake Michigan, Eighth Floor

Association of Korean Sociologists in America (ChangHwan Kim)—Friday, August 21, 2:00pm-6:30pm—Hilton Chicago, Lake Ontario, Eighth Floor

Commission on the Accreditation of Programs in Applied and Clinical Sociology (CAPACS) (Michael S. Fleischer)—Saturday, August 22, 6:30pm-10:30pm—Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4E, Fourth Floor

Factorial Survey Design (Thomas Hinz)—Saturday, August 22, 6:30pm-8:15pm—Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4H, Fourth Floor

How to Get Your Published Work Read and Cited (Joshua Tufts)—Monday, August 24, 6:30pm-8:15pm—Hilton Chicago, PDR 4, Third Floor

Hurricane Katrina Discussion #1 (Dana Greene)—Saturday, August 22, 6:30pm-8:15pm—Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4A, Fourth Floor

Hurricane Katrina Discussion #2 (Dana Greene)—Monday, August 24, 6:30pm-8:15pm—Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4A, Fourth Floor

International Marxist-Humanist (Kevin B. Anderson)—Saturday, August 22, 6:30pm-8:15pm—Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4K, Fourth Floor

Japan Sociologists Network (Patricia Steinhoff)—Saturday, August 22, 6:30pm-8:15pm—Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4M, Fourth Floor

Manuscript Workshop: City of Smoke & Mirrors: Race in the Making of an American City (Christopher Mele)—Monday August 24, 6:30-8:15pm—Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4D, Fourth Floor

Memorial Gathering in Honor of Leonard Pearlin (Jason Schnittker)—Saturday, August 22, 6:30pm-8:15pm—Hilton Chicago, Marquette Room, Third Floor

Memorial Gathering in Honor of Randy Hodson (Vincent J. Roscigno)—Sunday, August 23, 8:00pm-10:00pm—Hilton Chicago, Astoria Room, Third Floor

Mind, Self, and Society-University of Chicago Press (Lauren Salas)—Monday, August 24, 6:30pm-8:15pm—Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4K, Fourth Floor

New York University Department of Sociology Reception (Mike
Meetings of ASA Council & Committees, Editorial Boards, Program Advisory Panels & Related Groups, and Task Forces

ASA COUNCIL AND COMMITTEES:

2014-15 ASA Council

- Full Meeting — Tuesday, August 25, 2:30-6:00pm — Hilton Chicago, Waldorf Room, Third Floor
- Members-at-Large only — Tuesday, August 25, 8:30am-12:10pm — Hilton Chicago, Waldorf Room, Third Floor

2015-16 ASA Council

- Full Meeting — Wednesday, August 26, 8:30am-4:30pm — Hilton Chicago, Boulevard B-C, Second Floor
- Orientation for New Members — Monday, August 24, 2:30-5:30pm — Hilton Chicago, Boulevard C, Second Floor
- Award Selection Committee Chairs with the Committee on Awards — Monday, August 24, 2:30-4:10pm — Hilton Chicago, McCormick Boardroom, Fourth Floor
- Awards, Committee on — Monday, August 24, 4:30pm-6:10pm — Hilton Chicago, McCormick Boardroom, Fourth Floor
- Committees, Committee on — Sunday, August 23, 8:30am-4:10pm — Hilton Chicago, Joliet Foyer & Room, Third Floor
- Cox-Johnson-Frazier Award 2016 Selection Committee — Saturday, August 22, 10:30am-12:10pm — Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 5H, Fifth Floor
- Dissertation Award 2016 Selection Committee — Saturday, August 22, 8:30-10:10am — Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 5H, Fifth Floor
- Distinguished Book Award 2016 Selection Committee — Saturday, August 22, 10:30am-12:10pm — Hilton Chicago, McCormick Boardroom, Fourth Floor
- Distinguished Career Award for the Practice of Sociology Award 2016 Selection Committee — Saturday, August 22, 2:30-4:10pm — Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 5H, Fifth Floor
- Distinguished Contributions to Teaching Award 2016 Selection Committee — Saturday, August 22, 2:30-4:10pm — Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 5H, Fifth Floor
- Excellence in Reporting on Social Issues Award 2016 Selection Committee — Saturday, August 22, 2:30-4:10pm — Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 5H, Fifth Floor
- Jessie Bernard Award 2016 Selection Committee — Saturday, August 22, 2:30-4:10pm — Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 5H, Fifth Floor
- Nominations, Committee on — Saturday, August 22, 2:30-4:10pm — Hilton Chicago, Boulevard C, Second Floor
Professional Ethics, Committee on
Saturday, August 22, 4:30-6:10pm—Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4E, Fourth Floor
ASA Code of Ethics Revision Committee
Sunday, August 23, 10:30am-12:10pm—Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4I, Fourth Floor
2016 Program Committee
Monday, August 24, 8:00-11:00am—Hilton Chicago, Boulevard C, Second Floor
2017 Program Committee
Monday, August 24, 10:30am-12:10pm—Hilton Chicago, Pullman Boardroom, Fourth Floor
Public Understanding of Sociology Award 2016 Selection Committee
Monday, August 24, 8:30-10:10am—Hilton Chicago, Pullman Boardroom, Fourth Floor
Publications, Committee on
Sunday, August 23, 8:30am-4:10pm—Hilton Chicago, Marquette Foyer & Room, Third Floor
Section Officers Orientation for New Officers— Monday, August 24, 8:30-10:10am—Hilton Chicago, Astoria Room, Third Floor
Section Chairs with the Committee on Sections— Monday, August 24, 10:30am-12:10pm—Hilton Chicago, Astoria Room, Third Floor
Sections, Committee on
Monday, August 24, 2:30-4:10pm—Hilton Chicago, Pullman Boardroom, Fourth Floor
State, Regional, and Aligned Sociological Association Officers
Tuesday, August 25, 8:30-10:10am—Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4E, Fourth Floor
Status of Persons with Disabilities in Sociology, Committee on the Saturday, August 22, 2:30pm-4:10pm—Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4C, Fourth Floor
Status of Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, and Transgendered Persons in Sociology, Committee on the Monday, August 24, 8:30-10:10am—Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4H, Fourth Floor
Status of Racial and Ethnic Minorities in Sociology, Committee on the Monday, August 24, 2:30pm-4:10pm—Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4H, Fourth Floor
Status of Women in Sociology, Committee on the Monday, August 24, 2:30pm-4:10pm—Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4H, Fourth Floor
W.E.B. DuBois Award for Distinguished Scholarship 2016 Selection Committee
Monday, August 24, 8:30am-10:10am—Hilton Chicago, McCormick Boardroom, Fourth Floor

ASA Editorial Board Meetings

American Sociological Review Editorial Board
Monday, August 24, 8:30-10:10am—Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4C, Fourth Floor
Contemporary Sociology Editorial Board
Saturday, August 22, 8:30-10:10am—Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4C, Fourth Floor

Contexts Editorial Board
Saturday, August 22, 2:30-4:10pm—Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4B, Fourth Floor
Editors of ASA Publications
Saturday, August 22, 2:30-4:10pm—Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4J, Fourth Floor
Journal of Health and Social Behavior Editorial Board
Saturday, August 22, 8:30-10:10am—Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4F, Fourth Floor
Rose Series in Sociology Editorial Board
Monday, August 24, 8:30-10:10am—Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4F, Fourth Floor
Social Psychology Quarterly Editorial Board
Sunday, August 23, 8:30-10:10am—Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4F, Fourth Floor
Sociological Methodology Editorial Board
Monday, August 24, 8:30-10:10am—Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4G, Fourth Floor
Sociological Theory Editorial Board
Saturday, August 22, 8:30-10:10am—Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4G, Fourth Floor
Sociology of Education Editorial Board
Saturday, August 22, 8:30-10:10am—Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4B, Fourth Floor
Socius Editors Meeting
Sunday, August 23, 8:30am-10:10am—Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4G, Fourth Floor
Teaching Sociology Editorial Board
Monday, August 24, 8:30-10:10am—Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4B, Fourth Floor

ASA Program Advisory Panels and Related Meetings

Department Resources Group
Advisory Board – Monday, August 24, 3:30-4:10pm—Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4D, Fourth Floor
Business Meeting – Monday, August 24, 2:30-3:30pm—Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4D, Fourth Floor
Training: Monday, August 24, 8:30-12:10pm—Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4D, Fourth Floor
Fund for the Advancement of the Discipline (FAD)
Saturday, August 22, 10:30am-12:10pm—Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4E, Fourth Floor
High School Sociology Planning Program Advisory Panel
Monday, August 24, 4:30-6:10pm—Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4J, Fourth Floor
Honors Program
Advisory Panel—Tuesday, August 25, 10:30am-12:10pm—Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4E, Fourth Floor
Careers Briefing—Sunday, August 23, 2:30-4:10pm—Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4K, Fourth Floor
Discussion Tables— Saturday, August 22, 10:30am-12:10pm—Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-2, Lower Level
Graduate School Briefing—Monday, August 24, 4:30pm-6:10pm—Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4K, Fourth Floor
Kickoff— Saturday, August 22, 8:30-10:10am—Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-2, Lower Level
Orientation – Friday, August 21, 4:00-6:00pm—Hilton Chicago, Astoria Room, Third Floor
Wrap-up – Tuesday, August 25, 8:30-10:10am—Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4C, Fourth Floor

Minority Fellowship Program (MFP)
Advisory Panel—Monday, August 24, 10:30am-12:10pm—Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4J, Fourth Floor
Current MFP Fellows—Saturday, August 22, 8:30-10:10am—Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4D, Fourth Floor
Orientation for 1st Year Fellows—Friday, August 21, 9:00am-4:00pm—Hilton Chicago, PDR 2, Third Floor

Spivack Program in Applied Social Research
Advisory Panel—Saturday, August 22, 2:30-4:10pm—Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4E, Fourth Floor

Student Forum
Advisory Panel—Sunday, August 23, 8:30-10:10am—Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4I, Fourth Floor
Business Meeting—Sunday, August 23, 12:30-2:10pm—Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4D, Fourth Floor

TRAILS
Area Editors—Sunday, August 23, 2:30-4:10pm—Hilton Chicago, McCormick Boardroom, Fourth Floor

ASA TASK FORCES:
Open Meeting. Introducing Climate Change and Society: Sociological Perspectives (Oxford University Press, 2015)- Report of the ASA Task Force on Sociology and Global Climate Change
Sunday, August 23, 10:30am-12:10pm—Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4B, Fourth Floor

Task Force on Engaging Sociology
Monday, August 24, 5:30pm-7:30pm—Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4M, Fourth Floor

Task Force on Engaging Sociology, Subcommittee on Promoting Research through Social Media (PRSM)
Saturday, August 22, 8:30am-12:10pm—Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4M, Fourth Floor

Task Force on Engaging Sociology, Subcommittee on Social Media Toolkit
Saturday, August 22, 2:30pm-4:10pm—Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4H, Fourth Floor

Task Force on Engaging Sociology, Subcommittee on Standards for Evaluating Public Sociology (SEPS)
Sunday, August 23, 8:30am-4:10pm—Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4H, Fourth Floor

Task Force on Liberal Learning and the Sociology Major
Sunday, August 23, 8:30am-10:10am—Hilton Chicago, McCormick Boardroom, Fourth Floor

Task Force on the Community College Faculty in Sociology
Saturday, August 22, 8:30am-10:10am—Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4H, Fourth Floor

Task Force on the Post Doctorate in Sociology
Saturday, August 22, 10:30am-12:10pm—Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4H, Fourth Floor

Working Group on Annual Meeting Timing, Location and Cost
Tuesday, August 25, 12:30pm-2:10pm—Hilton Chicago, Waldorf Room, Third Floor
The 2015 Exhibits will be located in Stevens Salon D of the Hilton Chicago. Exhibitors are listed below by company name, with booth numbers shown in parentheses. Exhibit hours are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Hours</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Saturday, August 22</td>
<td>2:00-6:00 pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monday, August 24</td>
<td>9:00 am-5:00 pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunday, August 23</td>
<td>9:00 am-4:00 pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuesday, August 25</td>
<td>9:00 am-1:00 pm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exhibitor</th>
<th>Booth Number(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AAAS Science &amp; Technology Policy Fellowship</td>
<td>(510)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Association Book Exhibit</td>
<td>(314)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brill</td>
<td>(417)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambridge University Press</td>
<td>(517)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canadian Scholars’ Press/Women’s Press</td>
<td>(515)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cengage Learning</td>
<td>(419)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognella Academic Publishing</td>
<td>(519)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connect for Education</td>
<td>(610)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornell University Press</td>
<td>(600)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duke University Press</td>
<td>(316)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emerald Group Publishing</td>
<td>(508)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harvard University Press</td>
<td>(405)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haymarket Books</td>
<td>(505)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICPSR, University of Michigan</td>
<td>(310)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana University Press</td>
<td>(403)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inside Higher Education</td>
<td>(308)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knopf Doubleday Publishing</td>
<td>(414)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leibniz Institute for Educational Trajectories</td>
<td>(608)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexington Books</td>
<td>(506)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line-in Publishing</td>
<td>(318)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynne Rienner Publishers</td>
<td>(407)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macmillan</td>
<td>(108/110)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan Retirement Research Center</td>
<td>(209)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan State University Press</td>
<td>(315)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPC Data Projects</td>
<td>(500)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Longitudinal Surveys</td>
<td>(602)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NORC at the University of Chicago</td>
<td>(211)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York University Press</td>
<td>(604/606)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxford University Press</td>
<td>(409/411/413)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palgrave Macmillan</td>
<td>(313)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel Study of Income Dynamics</td>
<td>(102)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penguin Group (USA)</td>
<td>(412)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polity</td>
<td>(410)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Princeton University Press</td>
<td>(104)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Management Institute</td>
<td>(311)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roper Center for Public Opinion Research</td>
<td>(518)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Routledge</td>
<td>(512/514/516)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rowman &amp; Littlefield</td>
<td>(502/404)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russell Sage Foundation</td>
<td>(401)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rutgers University Press</td>
<td>(400)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAGE</td>
<td>(205/207/304/306)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Springer</td>
<td>(616/618)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stanford University Press</td>
<td>(416/418)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StataCorp LP</td>
<td>(402/404/406)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temple University Press</td>
<td>(415)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transaction Publishers</td>
<td>(501)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of California Press</td>
<td>(301/303)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Chicago Press</td>
<td>(507/509/511)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Minnesota Press</td>
<td>(513)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Texas Press</td>
<td>(612)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Toronto Press</td>
<td>(305)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanderbilt University Press</td>
<td>(408)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VERBI Software GmbH/ MAXQDA</td>
<td>(503)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W.W. Norton</td>
<td>(319/317)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westview Press</td>
<td>(320/322)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wiley</td>
<td>(307/309)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Exhibit Floor Plan
Stevens Salon D, Hilton Chicago
ASA is pleased to acknowledge the sponsoring partners of the 110th Annual Meeting.

Please make a special effort to visit the booths of sponsors who are also exhibitors at the 110th Annual Meeting:

**Platinum Sponsor**
SAGE – 306/304/207/205

[Image of SAGE logo]

**Silver Sponsor**
DuBois Review: Social Science Research on Race

**Wireless Internet Partner**
Pearson
Program Schedule

Friday, August 21

Conferences

Department Chairs Conference. Sex and Gender in Sociology Departments: Policy and Management Issues in the Context of Intimate Relationships and Core Identities (8:00am-5:00pm; ticket required for admission) -- Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-3, Lower Level

Directors of Graduate Study Conference. When Just ’Doing the Right Thing’ Isn’t Enough: Confronting Ethical Challenges in Graduate Education (1:30-5:30pm; ticket required for admission) -- Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-4, Lower Level

Other Groups

Alpha Kappa Delta (AKD) Council Meeting (8:00am-4:30pm) -- Hilton Chicago, Lake Michigan, Eighth Floor

Association of Korean Sociologists in America (2:00-6:30pm) -- Hilton Chicago, Lake Ontario, Eighth Floor

North American Chinese Sociologists Association (8:00am-6:00pm) -- Hilton Chicago, Lake Erie, Eighth Floor

Section on Teaching and Learning Pre-conference Workshop on Teaching: Active Learning Strategies for Classes Large and Small (8:00am-5:00pm) -- Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4D, Fourth Floor

Writing Workshop: Gender Science and Organizations (8:00am-5:00pm) -- Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4C, Fourth Floor

Meetings

Orientation for 1st Year Minority Fellowship Program (9:00am-4:30pm) Fellows -- Hilton Chicago, PDR 2, Third Floor

Honors Program Orientation (4:00-6:00pm) -- Hilton Chicago, Astoria Room, Third Floor

10:00 am   Conferences

1. ASA Social Media Pre-Conference Workshop 1. The Integrative Use of Social Media to Reach Publics

Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-1, Lower Level
Session Organizer: Dustin Kidd, Temple University
Leader: Lester H. Andrist, University of Maryland
This workshop will examine how to use multiple social media sites in a more integrated fashion. The workshop would include simple points about how to simultaneously post onto multiple social media sites, as well as tips on how to encourage your audience to find and follow you on all your platforms. A second point worth making is what type of content can be posted (images, videos, quotes, etc.). Finally, a more interesting part of the workshop would examine why it is important to have multiple social media sites. 1) There is an issue of format to consider. Different sites are simply better suited for displaying different types of media. 2) Different sites are better suited for dispersing different types of media. The fact that different algorithms are utilized by different social media platforms means that there is no single type of post that will go viral. 3) Different audiences use different social media platforms, so it is necessary to use multiple platforms to engage different publics.

2. ASA Social Media Pre-Conference Workshop 2. Sociological Blogs on WordPress

Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-2, Lower Level
Session Organizer: Dustin Kidd, Temple University
Leader: Nathan Scott Palmer, Georgia Southern University
This workshop takes academic attendees through the basic steps of establishing a blog — an online space to highlight their research and accomplishments. Participants will consider the merits of various free plug-and-play blogging platforms like WordPress.com and Tumblr. While each has its merits, we’ll delve into WordPress.com during this session, including the following skills: • Creating a WordPress.com account • Writing a post, title and excerpt for each entry • Uploading and/or embedding media (photographs and PDFs) • Hyperlinking to your work • Changing design themes; and updating or editing posts (Space is limited to 20 participants.)

3. ASA Social Media Pre-Conference Workshop 3. Facebook Groups and Pages for Research and Teaching

Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-5, Lower Level
Session Organizer: Dustin Kidd, Temple University
Leader: Tristan Bridges, State University of New York-Brockport
This workshop explores how we can better integrate Facebook into our sociological practice. It is the most widely used social media platform by far. In this workshop, we will explore the merits of using Facebook Group for sharing research and teaching, Facebook personal profiles, Facebook organizational profiles, and Facebook book pages. These Facebook services can be incorporated into learning environments and collaborative research.

10:00 am   Courses

Friday, August 21, 12:30 pm

5. ASA Social Media Pre-Conference Workshop 4.
Generating and Engaging an Audience
Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-1, Lower Level
Session Organizer and Leader: Dustin Kidd, Temple University
How do you get people to pay attention to your posts? Good content is key but there is more to it than that. This workshop explores the best methods for reaching a wide audience that includes journalists, social activists, and policy makers. We will discuss the role that following others plays in building your own following, and the appropriate ways to create interaction with others through social media.

6. ASA Social Media Pre-Conference Workshop 5.
Sharing Sociology with Pinterest
Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-2, Lower Level
Session Organizer: Dustin Kidd, Temple University
Co-Leaders: Lester H. Andrist, University of Maryland
Valerie L. Chepp, Hamline University
How can we teach and share sociology through Pinterest? This workshop will briefly cover how to navigate the technical features Pinterest offers. It will also discuss best practices in terms of building and participating in a sociological community with Pinterest. There are downsides and competencies that the platform offers, all of which will be discussed.

7. ASA Social Media Pre-Conference Workshop 6.
Twitter for Academics
Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-5, Lower Level
Session Organizer: Dustin Kidd, Temple University
Leader: Jessie Daniels, City University of New York-Graduate Center
In this hands-on workshop, we'll work with Twitter, taking the steps necessary to establish your academic brand presence on this social media platform. We'll explore the following skills: • Selecting an appropriate user ID or "handle" • Creating a useful Twitter profile • Writing style when limited to 140 characters • Following other Twitter personalities • Retweeting tweets and direct messaging • Integrating your Twitter presence into your WordPress.com blog

1:30 pm Courses

8. Course. Taking Sociological Research Public: How to Become a News Source (and When Not To)
Hilton Chicago, PDR 4, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Leader: Stephanie Coontz, Evergreen State College
This 4-hour course offers hands-on interactive training in how to frame work for a general audience, write for the larger public, and deal with the press and media. I will discuss how to become a news source (and when not to be one), how to get quoted, and how to minimize the chances of being misquoted. Participants will work on identifying what parts of their work will most interest a broader audience (this is often not what interests fellow specialists). We will practice developing clear take-away points and constructing a clear narrative frame. We will also discuss how to find broader news hooks for people's research results and how to pitch a story to a journalist. For this course we will pay particular attention to crafting op-eds, which are an excellent way to carry scholarly research into the public arena and establish a scholar or researcher as a news source. But we will also examine the differing needs and constraints of print media, radio shows, and television, and explore strategies for staying on message in each venue. I will offer tips on how to pass the secret audition lurking behind every pre-interview, how to answer questions effectively, and the importance of body language (even over the phone). I will also pose questions to course participants, record their answers, and ask the group as a whole to help each member figure out how to answer them more persuasively.

2:45 pm Sessions

9. Thematic Session. Religion and Race in America (co-sponsored with the Association for the Sociology of Religion)
The Renaissance Blackstone Chicago Hotel, Crystal Ballroom
Session Organizer and Presider: Melissa J. Wilde, University of Pennsylvania
The Effect of Religion and Race on Support for Humanitarian Aid for Undocumented Migrants Crossing the U.S.-Mexico Border. Kraig Beyerlein, University of Notre Dame
Constructing Ethnic Boundaries within American Islam. Pamela Prickett, University of California-Los Angeles
Discussant: Korie L. Edwards, The Ohio State University

3:00 pm Conferences

10. ASA Social Media Pre-Conference Workshop 7.
Collaborative Blogging
Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-1, Lower Level
Session Organizer: Dustin Kidd, Temple University
Leader: Tristan Bridges, State University of New York-Brockport
A number of academics now collaborate in blogging communities. In this workshop, Tristan Bridges will share his experiences with both Girl with Pen and Feminist Reflections. How do you set up and manage an online blogging community? Who is the audience for these communities and how to effectively reach that audience.

11. ASA Social Media Pre-Conference Workshop 8.
Social Media Practices in the Classroom
Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-2, Lower Level
Session Organizer and Leader: Dustin Kidd, Temple University
This workshop focuses on the pedagogy of social media with a focus on the issue of digital literacy. Despite claims to the contrary, evidence shows that our students are not digital natives. How can we teach them the best practices for effectively communicating through social media? How can social media impact their studies, their social activism, and their careers? We will focus on Twitter, Tumblr, Pinterest, and LinkedIn.
12. ASA Social Media Pre-Conference Workshop

9. Framing Sociological Research for Social Media

Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-5, Lower Level

Session Organizer: Dustin Kidd, Temple University
Leader: Nathan Scott Palmer, Georgia Southern University

This workshop explores the process of telling stories with our data that the public wants to read and can easily understand. This workshop presents the best practices identified in the literature (for instance see Pinker’s (2014) The Sense of Style). Any professional academic can learn how to tweet, but learning how to translate your research written in academese into a human readable format is exceptionally hard. This style of writing is not taught in grad school and opportunities for this style of writing are not structured into most academic careers.

7:00 pm  Sessions

13. Opening Plenary Session. Abortion in America: A Discussion with the Only Doctor Providing Abortions in Mississippi and Three Sociologists

Hilton Chicago, International Ballroom North, Second Floor

Session Organizer and Presider: Paula England, New York University
Panel: Willie Parker, M.D., Jackson Women’s Health Organization
S. Philip Morgan, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
Zakiya T. Luna, University of California-Santa Barbara
Sarah K. Cowan, New York University

Abortion was enshrined as a legal right with the Supreme Court’s 1973 decision. Yet legislatures pass and courts permit some restrictions, large geographical areas have no abortion providers, and political conflict rages. After a brief introduction to relevant trends by demographer Phil Morgan, the featured speaker will be Dr. Willie Parker, the only doctor providing abortions in Mississippi. He will discuss the struggles entailed in doing this work, and what he has learned about the lives of the women that seek abortions. Following his talk, two sociologists will provide brief accounts of their relevant research. Zakiya Luna will discuss the reproductive justice movement, which engages in cross-movement organizing to achieve a world where people have access to abortion as well as support for having children and parenting with dignity. Sarah K. Cowan will highlight how abortions are discussed—or kept secret—in social networks, and how this can affect political opinion. Audience members will then join in a discussion with Dr. Parker and the panelists.

9:00 pm  Receptions

Welcome Reception -- Hilton Chicago, International Ballroom South, Second Floor

All meeting registrants are invited to the Welcoming Reception, which follows the Opening Plenary Session on Friday evening, August 21, and celebrate the opening of the 110th Annual Meeting.
The Value of Homelessness
Managing Surplus Life in the United States
Craig Willse
$27.00 paper | $94.50 cloth
232 pages | Difference Incorporated Series | Available September 2015

Language, Madness, and Desire
On Literature
Michel Foucault
Edited by Philippe Artières, Jean-François Bert, Mathieu Patte-Bonneville, and Judith Revel
Translated by Robert Bononno
$29.95 hardcover | 176 pages

Making Other Worlds Possible
Performing Diverse Economies
Gerda Roelvink, Kevin St. Martin, and J. K. Gibson-Graham, editors
$35.00 paper | $122.50 cloth | 376 pages

Tongzhi Living
Men Attracted to Men in Postsocialist China
Tiantian Zheng
$27.00 paper | $94.50 cloth | 272 pages
Available October 2015

Wastelanding
Legacies of Uranium Mining in Navajo Country
Traci Brynne Voyles
$25.00 paper | $87.50 cloth
312 pages

Landscape of Discontent
Urban Sustainability in Immigrant Paris
Andrew Newman
$30.00 paper | $105.00 cloth | 304 pages
A Quadrant Book

Roots of Our Renewal
Ethnobotany and Cherokee Environmental Governance
Clint Carroll
$25.00 paper | $87.50 cloth | 272 pages
First Peoples: New Directions in Indigenous Studies Series

Death beyond Disavowal
The Impossible Politics of Difference
Grace Kyungwon Hong
$25.00 paper | $87.50 cloth | 200 pages
Difference Incorporated Series | Available October 2015

Slaves of the State
Black Incarceration from the Chain Gang to the Penitentiary
Dennis Childs
$22.50 paper | $79.00 cloth | 272 pages

HIV Exceptionalism
Development through Disease in Sierra Leone
Adia Benton
$22.50 paper | $79.00 cloth | 192 pages
A Quadrant Book

A Shadow over Palestine
The Imperial Life of Race in America
Keith P. Feldman
$24.95 hardcover | 328 pages

Players and Their Pets
Gaming Communities from Beta to Sunset
Mia Consalvo and Jason Begy
$20.00 paper | $70.00 cloth | 168 pages

Leverage of the Weak
Labor and Environmental Movements in Taiwan and South Korea
Hwa-Jen Liu
$27.50 paper | $82.50 cloth | 248 pages

A Good Investment?
Philanthropy and the Marketing of Race in an Urban Public School
Amy Brown
$23.00 paper | $87.50 cloth | 296 pages
Available November 2015

Peace Corps Fantasies
How Development Shaped the Global Sixties
Molly Geidel
$30.00 paper | $105.00 cloth | 320 pages | Critical American Studies Series | Available September 2015

Zoo Renewal
White Flight and the Animal Ghetto
Lisa Uddin
$28.00 paper | $98.00 cloth | 296 pages
A Quadrant Book

Last Project Standing
Civics and Sympathy in Post-Welfare Chicago
Catherine Fennell
$27.00 paper | $94.50 cloth | 320 pages | A Quadrant Book
Available November 2015

Genetic Geographies
The Trouble with Ancestry
Catherine Nash
$25.00 paper | $87.50 cloth | 248 pages

Coin-Operated Americans
Rebooting Boyhood at the Video Game Arcade
Carly A. Kocurek
$22.95 paper | $80.50 cloth | 272 pages
Available September 2015

The Straight Line
How the Fringe Science of Ex-Gay Therapy Reoriented Sexuality
Tom Waidzunas
$27.00 paper | $94.50 cloth | 336 pages | Available November 2015

Security in the Bubble
Navigating Crime in Urban South Africa
Christine Hentschel
$25.00 paper | $105.00 cloth | 184 pages
Globalization and Community Series, vol. 24 | Available August 2015

Civil Resistance
Comparative Perspectives on Nonviolent Struggle
Kurt Schock
$30.00 paper | $105.00 cloth | 360 pages
Social Movements, Protest, and Contention Series, vol. 43 | Available August 2015

The Beginning and End of Rape
Confronting Sexual Violence in Native America
Sarah Deer
$22.95 paper | $80.50 cloth | 232 pages
Available November 2015

Elusive Jannah
The Somali Diaspora and a Borderless Muslim Identity
Cawo M. Abdi
$27.00 paper | $94.50 cloth | 304 pages
Available August 2015
NEW

NEW IMAGINARIES
Youthful Reinvention of Ukraine’s Cultural Paradigm
Marian J. Rubchak [Ed.]
328 pages • Hardback

NARRATING THE CITY
Histories, Space and the Everyday
Wladimir Fischer-Nebmaier, Matthew P. Berg, and Anastasia Christou [Eds.]
256 pages • Hardback

OBJECTS AND IMAGINATION
Perspectives on Materialization and Meaning
Øivind Fuglerud and Leon Wainwright [Eds.]
270 pages • Paperback

THE POWER OF DEATH
Contemporary Reflections on Death in Western Society
Maria-José Blanco and Ricarda Vidal [Eds.]
272 pages • Hardback

THE EVENT OF CHARLIE HEBDO
Imaginaries of Freedom and Control
Alessandro Zagato [Ed.]
124 pages • Pocket Size

SOCIAL BONDS AS FREEDOM
Revisiting the Dichotomy of the Universal and the Particular
Paul Dumouchel and Reiko Gotoh [Eds.]
296 pages • Hardback

SOCIAL QUALITY THEORY
A New Perspective on Social Development
Ka Lin and Peter Herrmann [Eds.]
240 pages • Hardback

MILITANT AROUND THE CLOCK?
Left-Wing Youth Politics, Leisure, and Sexuality in Post-Dictatorship Greece
Nikolaos Papadogiannis
342 pages • Hardcover

FORTHCOMING

TOURISM AND INFORMAL ENCOUNTERS IN CUBA
Valerio Simoni
292 pages • Hardcover

WHAT WE NOW KNOW ABOUT RACE AND ETHNICITY
Michael Banton
204 pages • Paperback

NEW IN PAPERBACK

AMBIGUOUS PLEASURES
Sexuality and Middle Class Self-Perceptions in Nairobi
Rachel Spronk
322 pages • Paperback

MAPPING DIFFERENCE
The Many Faces of Women in Contemporary Ukraine
Marian J. Rubchak [Ed.]
240 pages • Paperback

ETHICAL CONSUMPTION
Social Value and Economic Practice
James G. Carrier and Peter G. Luetchford [Eds.]
246 pages • Paperback

THE SOCIAL LIFE OF WATER
John Richard Wagner [Ed.]
326 pages • Paperback

TUFF CITY
Urban Change and Contested Space in Central Naples
Nick Dines
364 pages • Paperback

A DURKHEIMIAN QUEST
Solidarity and the Sacred
William Watts Miller
278 pages • Paperback

berghahn journals

NEW IN 2015

BOYHOOD STUDIES
An Interdisciplinary Journal
Editor: Diederik F. Janssen

GIRLHOOD STUDIES
An Interdisciplinary Journal
Editor-in-Chief: Claudia Mitchell

ENVIRONMENT AND SOCIETY
Advances in Research
Editors: Paige West and Dan Brockington

RELIGION AND SOCIETY
Advances in Research
Editors: Simon Coleman, Ramon Sarró, and Ruy Llera Blanes

DURKHEIMIAN STUDIES
Études Durkheimiennes
Editor: W. Watts Miller

INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF SOCIAL QUALITY
Editor: Ka Lin

REGIONS AND COHESION
Regiones y Cohesión / Régions et Cohésion
Editors: Harlan Koff and Carmen Maganda

SOCIAL ANALYSIS
The International Journal of Social and Cultural Practice
Editor-in-Chief: Bruce Kapferer

TRANFERS
Interdisciplinary Journal of Mobility Studies
Chief Editor: Gijs Mom

Order online (use code ASA15) and receive a 25% discount!

www.berghahnbooks.com
Exciting new editions and classic bestsellers

**Research Methods in the Social Sciences**
Eighth Edition  
Chava Frankort Nachmias, University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee  
David Nachmias, Interdisplinary Center, Israel  
Jack DeWaard, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities

With its clear presentation and integration of detailed real-world examples, the acclaimed *Research Methods in the Social Sciences* accessibly illustrates the relevance of social science research without sacrificing key content. The 8th edition includes engaging new research studies, new study questions, a new feature assisting students with reading and writing research reports, and new coverage of conducting qualitative research and collecting data in our digital age.

**Race, Class, and Gender in the United States**
An Integrated Study  
Tenth Edition  
Paula S. Rothenberg

Like no other text, this best-selling anthology effectively introduces students to the complexity of race, class, gender, and sexuality in the United States and illustrates how these categories operate and interact in society. The combination of thoughtfully selected readings, deftly written introductions, and careful organization make *Race, Class, and Gender in the United States*, Tenth Edition, the most engaging and balanced presentation of these issues available.

**White Privilege**
Fifth Edition  
Paula S. Rothenberg

Vital, eye-opening, and powerful, this unique anthology expertly presents the significance and complexity of whiteness today and illuminates the nature of privilege and power in our society. *White Privilege* leads students through the ubiquity and corresponding invisibility of whiteness; the historical development of whiteness and its role in race relations over time; the real everyday effects of privilege and its opposite, oppression; and finally, how our system of privilege can be changed.

**Hollywood Goes to High School**
Second Edition  
Robert C. Bulman (Saint Mary’s College of California)

What do films such as *The Breakfast Club*, *Dead Poet’s Society*, and *Freedom Writers* have to teach us about American culture? Skillfully blending sociological theory and film analysis, Robert Bulman takes the reader on a fascinating journey through the high school film genre. Suitable for the beginning and advanced student, *Hollywood Goes to High School* is an essential piece of reading for a variety of courses in sociology, education, communication, anthropology, American studies, and film studies.
Sociology at SESYNC

Sociologists are uniquely positioned to examine the deeply interconnected relationships between humans and the ecosystems in which they live. The sociological perspective provides insights into how social institutions and cultural practices influence behavior, environmental quality, and human well-being.

SESYNC supports synthesis efforts that address fundamental questions on the social, political-economic, and cultural processes that underlie society’s most critical environmental problems. Examples of SESYNC projects include:

- A first-of-its-kind quantitative analysis linking a nationwide inventory of toxic releases and the socio-economic status of surrounding communities, revealing disproportionate distributions of environmental harm that have implications for environmental justice.
- An investigation of the institutional drivers and governance conditions of virtual freshwater appropriation associated with large-scale global land acquisitions.
- Research on how the structure and dynamics of inter-organizational networks affect policy change, and how the structure and dynamics of belief networks affect behavioral change.

Postdoctoral Fellowships

SESYNC’s postdoctoral fellowship program builds the capacity of outstanding early career researchers to conduct socio-environmental synthesis research. Our fellows undertake independent synthesis projects and engage with a vibrant community of postdoctoral researchers, visiting scholars, and staff scientists. SESYNC also supports fellows through the coordination of outreach and instructional opportunities, as well as a specialized professional development program.

We accept proposals for independent postdoctoral fellowships each fall. Visit http://sesync.us/fellow for details.

Team-Based Research Projects

SESYNC supports new interdisciplinary collaborations that pursue data-driven solutions to pressing socio-environmental problems. Our center features a range of services from project inception through results dissemination, including supporting the team science process, meeting planning and facilitation, travel and logistical support, and cyberinfrastructure resources.

We accept proposals for collaborative and interdisciplinary team-based research projects under two programs (Pursuits and Workshops) biannually. Visit http://sesync.us/team for details.
The Snowden Reader
Edited by David P. Fidler
Foreword by Sumit Ganguly

Marrying Out
Keren R. McGinity

Sex and Unisex
Jo B. Paoletti

Youth Politics in Putin’s Russia
Julie Hemment

Islam and Politics in the Middle East
Mark Tessler

Group Conflict and Political Mobilization in Bahrain and the Arab Gulf
Justin Gengler

Jaffa Shared and Shattered
Daniel Monterescu

Namibia’s Rainbow Project
Robert Lorway

Transition Magazine
Edited by Alejandro de la Fuente
Transition is a unique forum for the freshest, most compelling ideas from and about the black world.
Published triannually
jstor.org/r/iupress
RENÉ GIRARD’S
MIMETIC THEORY

STUDIES IN VIOLENCE, MIMESIS, AND CULTURE is dedicated to the exploration, criticism, and development of René Girard’s mimetic model of the relationship between violence and religion in the genesis and maintenance of culture.

BREAKTHROUGHS IN MIMETIC THEORY features short monographs, initiating new connections among mimetic theory, models of human behavior, and other disciplines.

All titles are available as eBooks

THE AMBIVALENCE OF SCARCITY AND OTHER ESSAYS
Paul Dumouchel
9781611861327 • $29.95

ANOREXIA AND MIMETIC DESIRE
René Girard
9781611860870 • $14.95

THE BARREN SACRIFICE
An Essay on Political Violence
Paul Dumouchel, translated by Mary Baker
9781611861830 • $24.95

BATTLING TO THE END
Conversations with Benoît Chantre
René Girard
9780870138775 • $24.95

BENEATH THE VEIL OF THE STRANGE VERSES
Reading Scandalous Texts
Jeremiah L. Alberg
9781611860764 • $19.95

CAN WE SURVIVE OUR ORIGINS?
Readings in René Girard’s Theory of Violence and the Sacred
Edited by Pierpaulo Antonello and Paul Gifford
9781611861149 • $24.95

ECONOMY AND THE FUTURE
A Crisis of Faith
Jean-Pierre Dupuy, translated by M. B. DeBevoise
9781611861464 • $19.95

FLESH BECOMES WORD
A Lexicography of the Scapegoat or, the History of an Idea
David Dawson
9781611860634 • $19.95

FOR RENÉ GIRARD
Essays in Friendship and in Truth
Edited by Sandor Goodhart, Jørgen Jørgensen, Tom Ryba, and James Williams.
9780870138621 • $24.95

THE GENESIS OF DESIRE
Jean-Michel Oughourlián
9780870138768 • $24.95

A GOD TORN TO PIECES
The Nietzsche Case
Giuseppe Fornari
9781611861013 • $24.95

THE HEAD BENEATH THE ALTAR
Hindu Mythology and the Critique of Sacrifice
Brian Collins
9781611861167 • $24.95

HOW WE BECAME HUMAN
Mimetic Theory and the Science of Evolutionary Origins
Edited by Pierpaulo Antonello and Paul Gifford
9781611861730 • $29.95

INTIMATE DOMAIN
Desire, Trauma, and Mimetic Theory
Martha J. Reineke
9781611861280 • $29.95

MACHADO DE ASSIS
Toward a Poetics of Emulation
João Cezar de Castro Rocha, translated by Flora Thomson-DeVeaux
9781611861815 • $24.95

MESMISM AND SCIENCE
Empirical Research on Imitation and the Mimetic Theory of Culture and Religion
Edited by Scott R. Garrels
9781611860238 • $24.95

MIMESIS, DESIRE, AND THE NOVEL
René Girard and Literary Criticism
Edited by Pierpaulo Antonello and Heather Webb
9781611861655 • $29.95

MIMETIC POLITICS
Dyadic Patterns in Global Politics
Roberto Farneti
9781611861488 • $19.95

THE ONE BY WHOM SCANDAL COMES
René Girard
9781611861099 • $19.95

THE PHANTOM OF THE EGO
Modernism and the Mimetic Unconscious
Nidesh Lawtoo
9781611860962 • $29.95

POLITICS AND APOCALYPSE
Edited by Robert Hamerton-Kelly
9780870138119 • $19.95

THE PROPHETIC LAW
Essays in Judaism, Girardianism, Literary Studies, and the Ethical
Sandor Goodhart
9781611861242 • $24.95

PSYCHOPOLITICS
Conversations with Trevor Cribben Merrill
Jean-Michel Oughourlián, translated by Trevor Cribben Merrill
9781611860535 • $19.95

A REFUGE OF LIES
Reflections on Faith and Fiction
Cesáreo Bandera
9781611860887 • $19.95

RENÉ GIRARD’S MIMETIC THEORY
Wolfgang Palaver
9781611860771 • $29.95

RESURRECTION FROM THE UNDERGROUND
Feodor Dostoevsky
René Girard
9781611860375 • $24.95

RESENTMENT
Reflections on Mimetic Desire and Society
Stefano Tomelleri
9781611861846 • $19.95

SACRIFICE
René Girard
9780870139925 • $14.95

THE SACRIFICE OF SOCRATES
Athens, Plato, Girard
Wm. Blake Tyrrell
9781611860542 • $29.95

A SHORT TREATISE ON THE METAPHYSICS OF TSUNAMIS
Jean-Pierre Dupuy, translated by M. B. DeBevoise
9781611861853 • $19.95

WHEN THESE THINGS BEGIN
Conversations with Michel Treguer
René Girard, translated by Trevor Cribben Merrill
9781611861105 • $19.95

ALSO AVAILABLE:

Contagion: Journal of Violence, Mimesis, and Culture
ROWMAN & LITTLEFIELD

STOP BY BOOTH #502–504 FOR A 30% CONFERENCE DISCOUNT

Rowman & Littlefield’s textbook program is growing. Visit our booth to find out more!

FORTHCOMING

**DEMOGRAPHY**
THE SCIENCE OF POPULATION
Second Edition
By Jay Weinstein and Vijayan K. Pillai

**PROVOCATEUR**
IMAGES OF WOMEN AND MINORITIES IN ADVERTISING
Fourth Edition
By Anthony J. Cortese

**SOCIOLOGY OF RELIGION**
CONTEMPORARY DEVELOPMENTS
Third Edition
By Kevin J. Christiano, William H. Swatos, Jr., and Peter Kivisto

**EMERGING FROM TURBULENCE**
BOEING AND STORIES OF THE AMERICAN WORKPLACE TODAY
By Leon Grunberg and Sarah Moore

**AFRICAN INDEPENDENCE**
HOW AFRICA SHAPES THE WORLD
By Tukufu Zuberi

**CLASSICAL SOCIAL THEORY AND MODERN SOCIETY**
MARX, DURKHEIM, WEBER
By Edward Royce

**OUR UNSYSTEMATIC HEALTH CARE SYSTEM**
Fourth Edition
By Grace Budrys

**POVERTY AND POWER**
The Problem of Structural Inequality
Second Edition
By Edward Royce

**TYLER PERRY’S AMERICA**
INSIDE HIS FILMS
By Shayne Lee

**AMERICAN SWASTIKA**
INSIDE THE WHITE POWER MOVEMENT’S HIDDEN SPACES OF HATE
Second Edition
By Pete Simi and Robert Futrell

**CLASS, RACE, GENDER, AND CRIME**
The Social Realities of Justice in America
Fourth Edition
By Gregg Barak, Paul Leighton, and Allison Cotton

**MASCULINITIES IN THE MAKING**
FROM THE LOCAL TO THE GLOBAL
By James W. Messerschmidt

**WOMEN IN LATE LIFE**
CRITICAL PERSPECTIVES ON GENDER AND AGE
By Martha Holstein

**SO MANY CHRISTIANS, SO FEW LIONS**
IS THERE CHRISTIANOPHOBIA IN THE UNITED STATES?
By George Yancey and David A. Williamson

**DEATH ON DEMAND**
JACK KEVORKIAN AND THE RIGHT-TO-DIE MOVEMENT
By Michael DeCesare

**GLOBALIZATION AND CULTURE**
GLOBAL MÉLANGE
Third Edition
By Jan Nederveen Pieterse

**NEW IN PAPER**

**AFRICAN AMERICAN FAMILIES TODAY**
MYTHS AND REALITIES
By Angela J. Hattery and Earl Smith

**AMERICAN EVANGELICALS TODAY**
By Corwin E. Smidt

WWW.ROWMAN.COM
The Dynamics of Radicalization  
A Relational and Comparative Perspective  
EITAN Y. ALIMI, CHARES DEMETRIOU, and LORENZO BOSI

Violence at the Urban Margins  
Edited by JAVIER AUYERO, PHILIPPE BOURGOIS, and NANCY SCHEPER-HUGHES  
(Global and Comparative Ethnography)

Boom, Bust, Exodus  
The Rust Belt, the Maquilas, and a Tale of Two Cities  
CHAD BROUGHTON

Citizen-Protectors  
The Everyday Politics of Guns in an Age of Decline  
JENNIFER CARLSON

Climate Change and Society  
Sociological Perspectives  
Produced by ASA’s Task Force on Sociology and Global Climate Change  
Edited by RILEY E. DUNLAP and ROBERT J. BRULLE

Rule by Aesthetics  
World-Class City Making in Delhi  
D. ASHER GHERTNER

The Occupiers  
The Making of the 99 Percent Movement  
MICHAE LA. GOULD-WARTOF SKY

The Long Defeat  
Cultural Trauma, Memory, and Identity in Japan  
AKIKO HASHIMOTO

Do-It-Yourself Democracy  
The Rise of the Public Engagement Industry  
CAROLINE W. LEE

Some Men  
Feminist Allies and the Movement to End Violence against Women  
MICHAEL A. MESSNER, MAX A. GREENBERG, and TAL PERETZ  
(Oxford Studies in Culture and Politics)

Nonviolent Struggle  
Theories, Strategies, and Dynamics  
SHARON NEPSTAD

The Human Right to Dominate  
NICOLA PERUGINI and NEVE GORDON  
(Oxford Studies in Culture and Politics)

The Tumbleweed Society  
Working and Caring in an Age of Insecurity  
ALLISON J. PUGH

The Politics of Consolation  
Memory and the Meaning of September 11  
CHRISTINA SIMKO

Ensuring Inequality  
The Structural Transformation of the African-American Family  
Revised Edition  
DONNA L. FRANKLIN and ANGELA D. JAMES

Sex, Politics, and Putin  
Political Legitimacy in Russia  
VALERIE SPERLING  
(Oxford Studies in Culture and Politics)

The Power of the Past  
Understanding Cross-Class Marriages  
JESSI STREIB

Contentious Politics  
Second Edition  
CHARLES TILLY and SIDNEY TARROW

Hidden in Plain Sight  
The Social Structure of Irrelevance  
EVIATAR ZERUBAVEL

Visit us at BOOTH 409/411/413 in the exhibit hall to explore these and other exciting books, journals, and online resources.
Visit us at **BOOTH 409/411/413** in the exhibit hall to explore these and other exciting books, journals, and online resources.
NEW from NORTON

Visit us in booth 317 and follow us on Twitter @WWNSOC

Coming October 2015

Introduction to Sociology
Tenth Edition
ANTHONY GIDDENS
MITCHELL DUNEIER
RICHARD P. APPELBAUM
DEBORAH CARR
978-0-393-26431-9

Race in America
MATTHEW DESMOND
MUSTAFA EMIRBAYER
978-0-393-93765-7

The Family
DIVERSITY, INEQUALITY, AND SOCIAL CHANGE
PHILIP N. COHEN
978-0-393-93395-6

Coming January 2016

The Real World
AN INTRODUCTION TO SOCIOLOGY
Fifth Edition
KERRY FERRIS
JILL STEIN
978-0-393-26430-2

Gender
IDEAS, INTERACTIONS, INSTITUTIONS
LISA WADE
MYRA MARX FERREE
978-0-393-93107-5

Families as They Really Are
Second Edition
BARBARA J. RISMAN
VIRGINIA E. RUTTER
978-0-393-93767-1
Saturday, August 22

The length of each daytime session/meeting activity is one hour and forty minutes, unless noted otherwise. The usual turnover is as follows:

- 8:30am-10:10am
- 10:30am-12:10pm
- 12:30pm-2:10pm
- 2:30pm-4:10pm
- 4:30pm-6:10pm

Session presiders and committee chairs are requested to see that sessions and meetings end on time to avoid conflicts with subsequent activities scheduled into the same room.

7:00 am Meetings

- Section on Human Rights Council Meeting (to 8:15am) -- Palmer House Hilton, Ashland, Third Floor
- Section on Political Sociology Council Meeting (to 8:15am) -- Offsite Location, (Contact Section Chair for Location)
- Section on Sex and Gender Council Meeting (to 8:15am) -- Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4J, Fourth Floor
- Section on Sociology of Mental Health Council Meeting (to 8:15am) -- Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4I, Fourth Floor

7:00 am Other Groups

- Society and Mental Health Editorial Board (to 8:15am) -- Palmer House Hilton, Salon 3, Third Floor

8:30 am Meetings

- 2016 Dissertation Award Selection Committee -- Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 5H, Fifth Floor
- Committee on Nominations (to 12:10pm) -- Hilton Chicago, Boulevard C, Second Floor
- Contemporary Sociology Editorial Board -- Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4C, Fourth Floor
- Current Minority Fellowship Program (MFP) Fellows -- Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4D, Fourth Floor
- Film/Video Screening, The Age of Love -- Hilton Chicago, PDR 5, Third Floor
- Honors Program Kickoff -- Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-2, Lower Level
- Journal of Health and Social Behavior Editorial Board -- Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4F, Fourth Floor
- Sociological Theory Editorial Board -- Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4G, Fourth Floor
- Sociology of Education Editorial Board -- Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4B, Fourth Floor
- Task Force on Engaging Sociology, Subcommittee on Promoting Research through Social Media (PRSM) (to 12:10pm) -- Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4M, Fourth Floor
- Task Force on the Community College Faculty in Sociology -- Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4H, Fourth Floor

8:30 am Sessions

14. Thematic Session. Children and Sexuality
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom A, Lobby Level
Session Organizer and Presider: Karin A. Martin, University of Michigan
Panel: Karin A. Martin, University of Michigan
C. Shawn McGuffey, Boston College
Amy T. Schalet, University of Massachusetts-Amherst
While the study of sexuality is a robust field, the sociological study of the relationship of children to sexuality is small. In this session, presenters explore three areas of research in childhood sexuality. C. Shawn McGuffey will examine how gender, sexuality, and race shape parental responses to child sexual abuse and discuss findings from his forthcoming book, Blaming Mothers: Gender, Race, and Male Child Sexual Abuse. Amy Schalet will examine how culture shapes children's sexuality. Karin Martin has studied gender and sexuality in childhood for nearly two decades. She has established a line of scholarship on young children's sexual socialization and will discuss understandings of sexuality among preschoolers.

15. Thematic Session. Organizational Responsibility, Culpability and Gender Inequality
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom C, Lobby Level
Session Organizer and Presider: Vincent J. Roscigno, The Ohio State University
Panel: Laura Beth Nielsen, American Bar Foundation and Northwestern University
Robin J. Ely, Harvard University
Reginald Anthony Byron, Southwestern University
Alexandra Kalev, Tel Aviv University
From high visibility sexual harassment and abuse scandals in higher education and the military, to ongoing gender discrimination in workplaces, to efforts aimed at negotiating a more reasonable and fair work-family balance, it is clear that social science accounts require much more attention to the ways in which organizational structures and processes often play a pivotal role in exacerbating or mitigating gender power differentials and inequalities. This session brings together four leading scholars who have undertaken important and cutting-edge theoretical and empirical work on gender and organizational dynamics with implications across a host of institutional domains. Building on their own work, they will discuss the ways in which organizations themselves are actors in the making or undoing of hierarchical gender relations.
16. Thematic Session. Sexual Fluidity
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom B, Lobby Level
Session Organizer and Presider: Verta A. Taylor, University of California-Santa Barbara
Panel: Lisa Diamond, University of Utah
Leila J. Rupp, University of California-Santa Barbara
E. Patrick Johnson, Northwestern University
Jane Ward, University of California-Riverside
For a sizable number of people, love, desire, and sexual behavior are not rigidly homosexual or heterosexual but fluid, changing as they move through different stages of life, various social groups, and, most important, intimate relationships. Panels will discuss gendered and racialized forms of sexual fluidity and the relationship between sexual fluidity and non-binary sexual identities, such as bisexual, bi-curious, heteroflexible, and queer.

17. Thematic Session. Social Movements and the Politics of Reproductive Justice
Hilton Chicago, Williford C, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Zakiya T. Luna, University of California-Santa Barbara
Panelists: Emily S. Mann, University of South Carolina
Sujatha Jesudason, University of California-San Francisco and CoreAlign
Dorothy E. Roberts, University of Pennsylvania
Zakiya T. Luna, University of California-Santa Barbara
How does considering the interactional effects of race, age, class, sexuality, and ability shift our understanding of reproduction? Continuing political and legal attacks on reproductive rights have myriad effects and responses besides those most visible in the media. This panel will examine how the historically constraining legal and social movement emphasis on reproductive rights and health is shifting to a holistic reproductive justice, which draws on multiple social justice movements and centers intersecting inequalities. Panels will highlight various examples of communities innovatively challenging reproductive inequality and the meaning for the future of reproductive rights, health and justice.

18. Thematic Session. The Military and Sexuality
Hilton Chicago, Waldorf Room, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: David R. Segal, University of Maryland
Life Course Perspectives on Military Serve, Gender, and Extramarital Sex. Andrew S. London and Janet M. Wilmeth, Syracuse University
Sexual Assault Reporting at United States Service Academies. Judith E. Rosenstein, United States Naval Academy; Karin Modesto De Angelis, United States Air Force Academy
Open Gender Transition in the U.S. Military: A Revelatory Case Study. James E. Parco, Colorado College; David A. Levy, United States Air Force Academy; Sarah R. Spears, American Civil Liberties Union
Same Sex Families in the United States Military. Karin Modesto De Angelis, United States Air Force Academy; David Smith, United States Naval Academy
Some issues at the intersection of the military and sexuality have been longstanding, such as infidelity among deployed troops and their spouses. Others are in the current news almost daily, such as sexual assault (particularly at the service academies) and the integration of women in combat units (which is the subject of a separate presidential session). There is an emerging literature on the impact of the recent lifting of the ban on gays serving openly, but there remain unresolved issues, such as the adaptation of the military to same sex families.

19. Special Session. The Complex Relationships between Gender and Economic Inequality
Hilton Chicago, Williford A, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Stephanie Coontz, Evergreen State College
Panel: Philip N. Cohen, University of Maryland-College Park
John Schmitt, Center for Economic and Policy Research
Leslie McCall, Northwestern University
Shawn Fremstad, Center for American Progress
This session investigates the interaction and interplay between gender and economic inequality. Sociologist Philip Cohen examines trends in the 50 largest labor markets to see how changes in overall earnings inequality affect changes in inequality between men and women. Economist John Schmitt discusses how the fall in employment rates for men and rise for women are related to different treatment of men and women by such institutions as the military, incarceration, the EITC, AFDC/TANF, and post-secondary education. Sociologist Leslie McCall discusses class and racial differences in marriage benefits and marriage burdens for women. Economist Shawn Fremstad investigates the interactions between gender and class changes in their impact on family structure, stability and child outcomes.

20. Policy and Research Workshop. Advancing Sexual Self-Advocacy for People with Disabilities
Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4K, Fourth Floor
Session Organizer: Thomas P. Horejes, DEAF Inc.
Co-Leaders: Katie Arnold and Linda Sandman, University of Illinois at Chicago; Cathy Saunders, Illinois Imagines
Many people with disabilities experience profound marginalization in multiple human rights domains, including disparities in sexual and reproductive health. There are a number of ethical considerations that have shaped how the sexuality of people with disabilities has been viewed. This workshop, in collaboration between the Sexuality & Disability Consortium of the Institute on Disability and Human Development (IDHD) and the University of Illinois at Chicago, will address the rights to sexual citizenship of people with disabilities and ways to advance sexual self-advocacy. Sexual citizenship is a concept that challenges us to expand our idea of sexuality to include marginalized and disenfranchised groups. While the United States has a strong tradition of disability rights, existing sexual policies and practices with regards to people with disabilities remain inadequate, underfunded and under researched. There are four goals for this workshop: 1) To understand the concept of sexual citizenship and how it applies to the disability community, 2) to identify unique barriers that marginalize people with disabilities regarding their sexual health, 3) to identify strategies to empower people with disabilities through sexual self-advocacy and to begin breaking down barriers such as stigma and oppression, and 4) to identify at least three resources for promoting sexual health among people with disabilities that can be incorporated into an action plan developed by participants.
Hilton Chicago, PDR 1, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Leader: Nancy A. Greenwood, Indiana University-Kokomo
Co-Leader: Stephanie Medley-Rath, Indiana University-Kokomo
The goal of this workshop is to help new instructors who are teaching introductory sociology explore ways of designing and adapting this course to better fit with student needs, their school’s sociology program goals, as well as the ASA recommended Learning Goals for the Major. We will discuss ideas from the SoTL literature about both content and pedagogies for this course. We will examine how introductory sociology can function as a course in the general education core, as a diversity course, and as an introduction to the major in sociology. We will also discuss course design and fit with instructor and program course goals as well as assessment of student learning. Participants are encouraged to share and bring issues or questions they would like to discuss.

Hilton Chicago, PDR 2, Third Floor
Session Organizers: Nicole MacInnis, University of Manitoba and Maria D. Duenas, University of South Florida
Identity and Repertoires: From Sources to Resources. Scott Beck, New School for Social Research
Migration as a Distinct System: Intersectionality of Wife Abuse in the Chinese Migration Context. Tuen Yi Chiu, Chinese University of Hong Kong
Our Own Way: Determinants of New Forms of Social Protest among College Students. Jerome M Hendricks, Anna Colaner, Jenny Calero, Rosemarie Dominguez, and Sherren Lewis, University of Illinois at Chicago
What is Science? Exploring Middle School Perceptions of the Nature of Science and Science Identity. Kayla D Smith and Patricia Wonch Hill, University of Nebraska-Lincoln

23. Regular Session. Black and African Americans
Hilton Chicago, Lake Erie, Eighth Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Sharon M. Collins, University of Illinois at Chicago
Accident, Opportunity, or Intention? New African Immigrants’ Entry into the United States Black Middle Class. Mindelyn R. Buford, Northeastern University
Broken Bridges: Slurs between African Americans and Africans and the Impact on Identity Formation. Onoso Ikphem Imaogene, University of Pennsylvania
Gender Differences in Trends and Sources of the Racial Pay Gap, 1970-2010. Hadas Mandel and Moshe Semyonov, Tel Aviv University
The Racism-Race Reification Process and the Political Economy of Racial Health Disparities. Abigail A. Sewell, Emory University

24. Regular Session. Correcting the History of Sociology: Du Bois, Odum, Parsons, and Merton
Palmer House Hilton, Wabash, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Marcus Anthony Hunter, University of California-Los Angeles
Why and How the Sociological Canon Excludes W.E.B. DuBois and the Atlanta Sociological Laboratory. Earl Wright, University of Cincinnati
Feeling Knowledge: Howard Odum’s Journal of Social Forces in an Orthodox South. David M. Ferguson, University of Chicago
The Mysterious Disappearance of an Action System in Parsons and Elsewhere. Michael E. Bare, University of Chicago

Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-1, Lower Level
Session Organizer: Richard Swedberg, Cornell University
Presider: Jens Beckert, Max Planck Institute for the Study of Societies
The Price of Legitimacy: Regulation, Risk, and Uncertainty in Legal Marijuana Markets. Cyrus Dioun and Heather A. Haveman, University of California-Berkeley
The Resurgence of the Locavore: The Growth of Local Food Markets in the United States. Ion Bogdan Vasi, University of Iowa
Who’s Going to be Liable for Your Claims? The Rise of Private Halal-Certification Organizations. Aisalkyn Botoeva, Brown University

26. Regular Session. Family and Kinship
Palmer House Hilton, Salon 2, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Elizabeth C. Cooksey, The Ohio State University
Cohabitation, Family Transitions, and Young Children’s Cognitive Development. Julie E. Artsi, DePaul University; Kristen Schultz Lee, State University of New York-Buffalo
Redefining Family: The Conceptualization and Closeness of Kin Networks. Youngmin Yi, Cornell University
Educational and Racial Differences in Extended Kin Counts in the United States. Jonathan Dow, University of Alabama-Birmingham; Ashton M. Verder, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill; Rachel Margolis, University of Western Ontario
Discussant: Wendy Diane Manning, Bowling Green State University
27. Regular Session. Global Islam
Palmer House Hilton, Adams Ballroom, Sixth Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Michele Dillon, University of New Hampshire
Cross-National Analysis of Religious Fundamentalism: Findings From Values Surveys in Seven Middle Eastern Countries. Mansoor Moaddel, University of Maryland; Stuart Karabenick, University of Michigan
Mapping the Civic Infrastructure of Islamist Groups in Lahore. Laila Bushra, Lahore University of Management Sciences
Muslim Time and American Citizenship: Temporality, Authenticity, Belonging. Mucahit Bilici, City University of New York-John Jay College
Radical Islamic Social Movements in Latin America: Al-Qaeda Infiltrates Brazil. Gordon James Knowles, Hawaii Pacific University
Discussant: Pamela Irving Jackson, Rhode Island College

28. Regular Session. Marriage, Civil Unions, and Cohabitation
Hilton Chicago, Marquette Room, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Kristen S. Harknett, University of Pennsylvania
From Norms to Feelings: Reconsidering Same-Sex Marriage as a Case of Deinstitutionalization. Abigail Ruth Ocoboek, University of Chicago
The Gender of Breakup in Heterosexual Couples. Michael J. Rosenfeld, Stanford University
The Link Between Partnership and Mental Well-Being: When Cohabitation is Common, Does Marriage Still Matter? Brienna Perelli-Harris and Marta Stycy, University of Southampton
Discussant: Daniel J. Schneider, University of California-Berkeley

29. Regular Session. Multiracial Classification/Identity
Hilton Chicago, Joliet Room, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Aliya Saperstein, Stanford University
Race as an Open Field: Exploring Identity beyond Fixed Choices. Paul R. Croll, Augustana College; Joseph H. Gerteis, University of Minnesota
Neither Black nor White? Pardos and the Brazilian Racial Puzzle. Luciana de Souza Leao, Columbia University; Graziella Moraes D. Silva, Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro
Color-Blind or Color-Bound: Asian-White and Black-White Multiracials Speak on Racism. Hephzibah Virginia Strmic-Pawl, Coastal Carolina University
Reevaluation of the Influence of Phenotype and Reflected Appraisals for Mixed Race Identity. Jennifer Patrice Sims, University of Wisconsin-River Falls
Discussant: Aaron Olaf Gullickson, University of Oregon

Palmer House Hilton, Chicago Room, Fifth Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Steven Vallas, Northeastern University
Delegitimizing Management: Embeddedness, Organizational Demography, and Meanings. Paul Carruth, The Ohio State University
The Potential for Empowerment in Autonomous Self-Commodification: The Case of Lifestyle Bloggers. Kelcie Vercel, University of Notre Dame
Good Jobs or Bad Jobs? Youth Retail Workers and the Service Economy. Joya Misra and Kyla Walters, University of Massachusetts-Amherst
Discipline and Vanish: The Politics of Visibility in Retail Work. Eileen M. Otis, University of Oregon; Zheng Zhao, State University of New York-Stony Brook

31. Section on Community and Urban Sociology
Paper Session. Housing
Hilton Chicago, Lake Ontario, Eighth Floor
Session Organizer: Rachael A. Woldoff, West Virginia University
Presider: Waverly Duck, University of Pittsburgh
Seeing the Impact of Residential Immobility in New York City. Jerome Krase, City University of New York-Brooklyn College
The Enduring Dream: Status Attainment, Residential Choice and Financial Promise of Owning a Home. Brian James McCabe, Georgetown University
This is How We Behave: Landlord-Tenant Relations and the New Paternalism. Eva Rosen, Harvard University; Philip M.E. Garboden, Johns Hopkins University

32. Section on Latino/a Sociology Paper Session.
Criminalization, Violence, and Social Harm Affecting Latino Communities
Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-3, Lower Level
Session Organizer: Julie A. Dowling, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Presider: David Luis Glisch-Sanchez, University of Texas-Austin
(Collective) Memory of Racial Violence and the Social Construction of the Hispanic Category among Houston Hispanics. Elizabeth Korver-Glenn, Rice University
Disciplining Space: Racism, Illegality, and the Regulation of Informal Labor. Juan Carlos Herrera, University of California-Los Angeles
Service Provision, Latina Immigrant Mothers, and Insecuritization in Williamsburg, Virginia. Jennifer Bickham Mendez, College of William & Mary
Discussant: Cecilia Menjivar, Arizona State University
33. Section on Political Sociology Paper Session. Political Discourse
Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-4, Lower Level
Session Organizer and Presider: Lisa Stampnitzky, Harvard University
Apartheid Nostalgia: The Politics of Longing and Frustration in Contemporary South Africa. Marcel Paret, University of Utah
Authenticity Caught on Tape: An Analysis of Three American Political Gaffes. Ian Sheinheit, State University of New York-Albany; Cynthia J. Bogard, Hofstra University

34. Section on Science, Knowledge and Technology Paper Session. Bodies and Sexualities in Science and Technology Studies (co-sponsored by the Section on Body and Embodiment)
Palmer House Hilton, Salon 12, Third Floor
Session Organizers: Katie Ann Hasson, University of Southern California and Elise Paradis, University of Toronto
Presider: Elise Paradis, University of Toronto
The Making of Bio-political Knowledge: Fertility Studies in Early Cold War Taiwan. Yu-Ling Huang, National Taiwan University
Regulatory Scripting: Embodied, Scientific, and Medical Knowledges on Vaginal Mesh. Shelley K. White, Worcester State University; Valerie R. Leiter, Simmons College
Safety and Scarcity in the Production and Distribution of Banked Donor Milk. Krista Mary Smith Sigurdson, University of California-San Francisco; Adele E. Clarke, University of California-San Francisco
The Maternal Body as Environment in Autism Science. Martine Danielle Lappe, University of California-Los Angeles
Respectable Promiscuity and Cybercarnality: Never Show Your Face on Pictures with Your Naughty Bits. Jody Ahlm, University of Illinois at Chicago

35. Section on Sex and Gender Roundtable Session and Business Meeting
Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-5, Lower Level
8:30-9:30am, Roundtables:
Session Organizers: Jennifer Beggs Weber, University of West Georgia and Nathaniel Burke, University of Southern California

Table 1. Economies of Sex and Gender
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Meaning and Exchange in Sugar Arrangements</td>
<td>Carmen Rowe, Boston University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young Women in the Sex Economy: Counter Narratives to Entry Pathways</td>
<td>Laurie Schaffner, University of Illinois at Chicago</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Media/Film
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Approaching Limits: Exhaustion and Recovery of a Film Genre</td>
<td>Archibaldo Silva, University of North Texas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reproduction of Hegemonic Masculinity in Top Selling Video Games</td>
<td>Phoenicia Nicole Fares, University of California-Riverside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationship between Latino/a High School Video Game Players and Rape Myth Acceptance</td>
<td>Ana Noa Toledo and Ariana Medrano, University of Illinois at Chicago</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Violence and Masculinity
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beyond Fraternities and Football: An Exploration of College Sexual Assault without Traditional Hyper-Masculine Institutions</td>
<td>Nicole Bedera, University of Maryland-College Park</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reproduction of Hegemonic Masculinity in Top Selling Video Games</td>
<td>Phoenicia Nicole Fares, University of California-Riverside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationship between Latino/a High School Video Game Players and Rape Myth Acceptance</td>
<td>Ana Noa Toledo and Ariana Medrano, University of Illinois at Chicago</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Work and Family
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Child Support Queens and Disappointing Dads: Gender and Child Support Compliance</td>
<td>Elizabeth Cozzolino and Christine L. Williams, University of Texas-Austin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women’s Self-Employment Cross-Nationally: Work-Family Balance, Avoiding the Mommy Track, or Opting Back In?</td>
<td>Michelle J. Budig and Misun Lim, University of Massachusetts-Amherst; Irene S. Boeckmann, WZB Berlin Social Science Research Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paid Leaves as Buffer Zones: Policy Contexts and Work-Life Balance among Canadian Mothers</td>
<td>Karen L. Christopher, University of Louisville</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Embodiment
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creating the Pole Body and Giving it Meaning</td>
<td>Dana Fennell, University of Southern Mississippi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk, Gender, and Fire Arts: Expanding the Sociological Understanding of Flow</td>
<td>Kathryn Hendricks, University of Chicago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Relationships among Gender, Sport Participation, and Adolescents’ Appearance Evaluation</td>
<td>Laken Pruitt and Heather McLaughlin, Oklahoma State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black Women Run: A Life Story Study</td>
<td>Alicia Smith, Case Western Reserve University</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 6. Gender and Identity
Table Presider: Amelia Meredythe Blume, University of Arizona
From Consensus to Division: Shifting Images of and
Identities among American Catholic Women, 1950-
1980. Maureen Kelley Day, Graduate Theological
Union
The Role of Gender in Understanding How Cancer Shapes
the Self and Identity of Survivors. Laura E. Rogers,
University of California-San Diego

Table 7. Medical/Mental Health
Table Presider: Katherine Mason, Miami University
Within Gender Differences in the Lived Experiences of
BRCA-positive Mutation Males. Sharlene J. Hesse-Biber
and Chen An, Boston College
Gender Variations in the Relationship between Work
Arrangements, Sense of Control, and Depression. Anna
Weller Jacobs and C. Andre Christie-Mizell, Vanderbilt
University

Table 8. Education
Table Presider: Christine Min Wotipka, Stanford University
Gendering Intelligence: On the Misuse of Biological
Determinism in Explaining Gender Inequalities in
Education. Neil Schuldiner, City University of New York-
Brooklyn College
Is there really a Female Advantage in Higher Education?
Reconceptualizing the Boy Crisis in Education. Juan
Ramon Portillo-Soto, University of Texas-Austin
Mean Girls and Troublemaking Boys: An Examination of
Gender and Power in a Preschool Classroom. Heidi
Gansen, University of Michigan

Table 9. Masculinizing the Feminine
Table Presider: Travis Dean Speice, University of Cincinnati
Maintaining Boundaries: Masculinizing Fatherhood in
the Feminine Province of Parenting. Orlee Hauser,
University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh
Men, Mothering and Masculinity: Is There Room for Fathers
In Parenthood? Jessica Rizk, McMaster University
They Will Worship You and Call You the Man: Constructions
of Masculinity in Men's Cookbooks. Jason Andrew
Nolen, University of Wisconsin-Madison

Table 10. Trans Identities
Trans Men and the Materiality of Masculinity. Sofia Aboim,
University of Lisbon - Institute of Social Sciences; Pedro
Vasco de Almeida, University Institute-Lisbon
You Aren't From Around Here: Race, Masculinity, and Rural
Transgender Men. Miriam J. Abelson, Portland State
University
Making Every Trans Count. J. Michael Ryan, American
University-Cairo
Hetero-cis-normativity and the Gendering of Transphobia.
Meredith Gwynne Fair Worthen, University of Oklahoma

Table 11. Queering Spaces
Table Presider: Travis Dean Speice, University of
Cincinnati
Who's Horny in the House Tonight? Drag Queens and the
Construction of Queer Spaces. Harry Barbee, Florida State
University
Making Queer Spaces within Women's Roller Derby: Rolling
Forward but Never Straight. Suzanne R. Becker, University of
Nevada-Las Vegas
The Queer Borderlands: The Place of Freedom and Belonging.
Kym Bradley, Georgia State University

Table 12. Hookup Culture
Table Presider: Chris M. Smith, University of
Massachusetts-Amherst
Normative Contexts and the Hookup Culture: Strategies,
Behaviors, and Contraceptive Risk-Taking. Laurie
Elizabeth Hawkins, University of Colorado-Boulder
Sexual Privilege: The Effect of Private and Elite Campuses
on the College Hookup Scene. Joshua Mausolf,
University of Chicago
It's Always a Little Awkward: Hooking Up and Committed
Relationships on a College Campus. Jitse Jonne
Schuurmans, University of Amsterdam
Dude, Where's My Orgasm? Gender and Post-feminism
in College Hookup Culture. Jess Butler, Butler
University

Table 13. Leisure Groups and Gender
Table Presider: Johanna Quinn, University of
Wisconsin-Madison
Just for Fun? Learning and Doing Gender in Salsa Schools.
Kara Leiko Takasaki, University of Texas-Austin
Macro-level Gender Equality and Gender Differences in
Book Reading and Sport Spectatorship. Susan Lagaert
and Henk Roose, Ghent University
Not Just a Book Club: Gendered Sexual Identity through
the Lens of Women's Book Clubs. Christy Craig,
University of Kansas
Women Onlyness: The Cultural Production of a Gender
Regime. Michele Kathryn Donnelly, Syracuse
University

Table 14. Youth and Sexuality
Table Presider: Emily V.M. Jones, University of
Kansas
Is Social Status Related to Internet Pornography use?
Evidence from the Early 2000’s United States. Xiaozhao
Yousef Yang, Purdue University
Mixed Messages: Influence of Identity on Student
Experiences of In-School Sex Education. Cameron
Michels, San Francisco State University
I'm Not Gonna Not Have Sex: The Male Peer Group and
Men's Sexual Decision-Making. Rachel Kalish, State
University of New York-Stony Brook
Session 35, continued

Table 15. Mothering Choices
Table Presider: Se Hwa Lee, State University of New York-Albany
Scientific Mothering, Morality and Peer Milk Sharing: Milk Sharers’ Responses to a Scientific Study. Shannon K. Carter and Beatriz Reyes-Foster, University of Central Florida
Unwanted Pregnancy among Zanzibari Women. Maryam Hemed, African Union Commission; John B. Casterline, The Ohio State University

Table 16. Work and Ethics
Table Presider: Vrushali Patil, Florida International University
A Gendered Approach to Science Ethics for United States and United Kingdom Physicists. Di Di, Rice University
Teamsport Hegemony and Gender Inequality in Sport-Based Employment Hiring Practices. Lauren J. Joseph, Pennsylvania State University-Schuylkill

Table 17. Identities and Attitudes
Table Presider: Jaime Hartless, University of Virginia
Insider or Outsider? Issues of Power & Habitus during Life History Interviews with Menopausal Iranian Women. Elham Amini, Durham University
The Multidimensional Nature of Gender Attitudes. Joanna Pepin, University of Maryland
Checking Privilege at the Door: Men’s Disruption of Hegemonic Masculinity in Women’s and Gender Studies Courses. Rachel Marie Schmitz and Elizabeth Anne Richardson, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
Femininity, Masculinity, and Feminist Identity: Variation by Race-Ethnicity. Ann M. Beutel Barbara Ann Borden and Stephanie Woodham Burge, University of Oklahoma

Table 18. Resistance
Table Presider: Julia A McReynolds-Pérez, University of Wisconsin-La Crosse
Gendered Transitions to Old Age and Identity Work in the New Nativist Movement. Jennifer Lynn Johnson, Kenyon College
Queer Economics, Postcoloniality, and the Lesbian Enclave in Eresos: A Subaltern Perspective on Alternative Economics. Marina Karides, University of Hawaii-Hilo
The Gender Revolution Marches On! A Latent Class Analysis on Gender Attitudes, 1977-2012. Ray Sin, University of Illinois at Chicago
The Revolution Will Be Feminized: Discourse on Women’s Participation in Chávez’s Venezuela. Jennifer Triplett, Tulane University

Table 19. Work and Inequality
Clients’ Gendered Expectations and the Gender Pay Gap. Adilia E.E. James, University of Chicago
Fashioning Gender: Work-The Gendered Organization of Culture Industry Careers. Allyson Stokes, University of Texas-Austin
Gender and Age Discrimination at Work: Intersecting Inequalities across the Life Course. Catherine E. Harnois, Wake Forest University

Table 20. Masculinized Spaces
Table Presider: Lauren Ashley Diamond-Brown, Boston College
Managing Femininity to Manage Success: How Women Thrive in Academic Medicine and Basic Science. Emily V.M. Jones, University of Kansas
Revisiting Gender Inequality: Women in Masculinized Spaces. J.A. Carter, Miami University-Hamilton
Talk Like a Man, Walk Like a Man, My Son: Straight-Identified Individuals’ Experiences of Homophobia. Travis Beaver, Colgate University

9:30-10:10am, Section on Sex and Gender Business Meeting

36. Section on Sociology of Law Paper Session. Legal Mobilization and Institutional Politics
Hilton Chicago, Lake Huron, Eighth Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Ellen Berrey, State University of New York-Buffalo
Neoconservative Causes and the Courts: Explaining Homeschooling Litigation Trends, 1972-2007. Regina E. Werum, University of Nebraska-Lincoln; Steven A. Boutcher, University of Massachusetts-Amherst
When Institutional Reform Litigation Backfires: The Case of Prison Overcrowding. Josh Guetzkow, Hebrew University; Eric W. Schoon, University of Arizona
Legal Mobilization and Institution-Building for Local Governance in the Early American Republic, 1820-1850. Mary E. Vogel, University of Manchester
Legal Complex and Democratization: The Case of Taiwan. Chinsou Wang, National Cheng Kung University
Discussant: Calvin Morrill, University of California-Berkeley

37. Section on Sociology of Mental Health Paper Session. Mental Health Services: Contexts and Consequences
Hilton Chicago, Lake Michigan, Eighth Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Christian Ritter, Northeast Ohio Medical University
Mental Health Resource Utilization among Graduate Students. Rachel La Touche, Rebecca K. Grady, Kristina Fasteson Simacek, Alyssa A. Powers and Jamie Lynn Oslawsli-Lopez, Indiana University
Public Community Mental Health Care in Nonprofit Organizations.  
*Kerry Michael Dobransky*, James Madison University

The ADHD Diagnostic Label and Academic Achievement in Two Longitudinal, Nationally-Representative U.S. Samples.  
*Jayanti Johanna Owens, Heide Jackson, and Angela Forgues*, University of Wisconsin-Madison

When Do Substance Abuse and Psychiatric Problems Lead to Help Seeking?  
*Russell K. Schutt* and *Kristina Jensen*, University of Massachusetts-Boston; *Marsha Ellison*, University of Massachusetts and Veterans Administration

Discussant: *Natalie Bonfine*, Northeast Ohio Medical University

---

38. **Section on Sociology of Population Roundtable Session and Business Meeting**

Palmer House Hilton, Crystal, Third Floor

8:30-9:30am, Roundtables:

Session Organizer: *Irma T. Elo*, University of Pennsylvania

**Table 1. Health and Education among Hispanics**

Table Presider: *Chenoa Flippen*, University of Pennsylvania


Harmful or Helpful? School Composition as an Explanation for Dropout among Mexican Origin Youth. *Elizabeth Ackert*, University of Washington

Revisiting the Role of Acculturation and Selection: Infant Low Birth Weight among Hispanics. *Daesung Choi*, University of Texas-San Antonio; *Jeannie M. Hahl*, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor

**Table 2. Predictors of Fertility in Low Fertility Contexts**

Table Presider: *Karen Guzzo*, Bowling Green State University

Ideal and Actual Number of Children: Have Preferences Changed in the United States? *Danielle Ely*, Pennsylvania State University

Job Quality, Gender Roles, and Fertility Intentions in a Stable Low Fertility Context. *Laura Bernardi*, University of Lausanne; *Doris Hanappi*, University of California-Berkeley; *Valérie-Anne Ryser*, University of Lausanne

Pronatalist Policies and European Attitudes towards Childbearing. *Cara M Davies*, Indiana University

**Table 3. Making the Most of a Multidisciplinary Postdoctoral Experience**

Table Presiders: *Sarah Burgard*, University of Michigan; *Kyle Crowder*, University of Washington

**Table 4. How to Prepare Yourself for the Job Market**

Table Presider: *Debra Umberson*, University of Texas

---

**Table 5. Demographic and Socioeconomic Associations with Physical and Mental Health**

Table Presider: *Kathleen A. Cagney*, University of Chicago

Health Selection into Marriage among Cohabiting Couples. *Brandon G. Wagner*, Princeton University


Sexual Orientation, Stress and Health. *Virginia S. Cain*, Centers for Disease and Control Prevention

**Table 6. Life Course Events and Health in China**

Table Presider: *Emily Carroll Hannum*, University of Pennsylvania

Age at Marriage of Migrant Workers in China. *Renling Zhang*, Cornell University

Leisure Travel and Subjective Well-Being of Older Adults in China. *Haiyan Zhu*, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University

Childhood Adversity and Age Trajectories of Frailty in China: A Life Course Approach. *Zhenhua Xu*, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill

**Table 7. Abortion, Pregnancy and Childbearing Preferences**

Table Presider: *Abigail Aiken*, Princeton University

Abortion Access and State Variation in Measured Unintended Pregnancy. *Amanda Jean Stevenson* and *Joseph E. Potter*, University of Texas


Revisiting Measures of Childbearing Preferences – Discussion about Ideals, Desires and Expectations. *Anna Rybinska*, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill

**Table 8. Health Outcomes in Less Developed Countries**

Table Presider: *Heeju Sohn*, University of Pennsylvania

Spatial Analysis of Childhood Malnutrition in Bangladesh. *Bhumika Piya*, Vanderbilt University

The Mental Well-being of Central American Transmigrants in Mexico. *Claire E. Altman* and *Sergio Chavez*, Rice University

**Table 9. Family and Population Studies in Asia**

Table Presider: *Wei-Jun Jean Yeung*, National University-Singapore

**Table 10. Strategies for Demographers at Colleges and Universities without a Population Research Center**

Table Presider: *Jason N. Houle*, Dartmouth College

9:30-10:10am, Section on Sociology of Population Business Meeting
9:30 am Meetings

Section on Sex and Gender Business Meeting (to 10:10am) -- Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-5, Lower Level
Section on Sociology of Population Business Meeting (to 10:10am) -- Palmer House Hilton, Crystal, Third Floor

10:30 am Meetings

2016 Cox-Johnson-Frazier Award Selection Committee -- Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 5H, Fifth Floor
Film/Video Screening. Consumerism and the Limits to Imagination -- Hilton Chicago, PDR 5, Third Floor
First Time Attendees Orientation -- Hilton Chicago, Grand Ballroom, Second Floor
Fund for the Advancement of the Discipline (FAD) Advisory Panel -- Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4E, Fourth Floor
Honors Program Discussion Tables -- Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-2, Lower Level
Task Force on the Post Doctorate in Sociology -- Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4H, Fourth Floor

10:30 am Sessions

39. Presidential Panel. Birth Control in America
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom A, Lobby Level
Session Organizer: Paula England, New York University
Presider: Sarah R. Hayford, Arizona State University
Panel: Jennifer S. Barber, University of Michigan
Kathryn J. Edin, Johns Hopkins University
Martha Bailey, University of Michigan
Prior to the 1960s, neither abortion nor hormonal contraception was available in the U.S. for most women. Changes in state laws and US Supreme Court decisions brought greater availability, though unevenly by state and year. Today most women have access to and have used birth control, yet nearly half of pregnancies are unintended according to the women. Unintended pregnancies are concentrated among women with low income and education. Bailey considers the effects that the availability of birth control has had on women's education and careers since the 1960s—and, by implication, on gender inequality. Barber shares findings from a survey that elicited weekly reports from women 18-21 years of age on their relationship status, desire to have or avoid a pregnancy, and contraceptive use, considering which young single women want a pregnancy, and what predicts getting pregnant whether or not it is wanted. Edin explores how cultural meanings of babies, condoms, abortion, and pregnancy testing affect contraception and pregnancy among poor women.

40. Thematic Session. At the Frontier of Knowledge about Sexuality
Hilton Chicago, Waldorf Room, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Guillermina Jasso, New York University
Panel: Elizabeth A. Armstrong, University of Michigan
David F. Greenberg and Guillermina Jasso, New York University
This panel examines foundational questions about human sexuality, exploring not only the questions themselves but also the obstacles to theoretical development and empirical testing together with new ways to overcome the obstacles. The questions considered include: What shapes sexual desires, sex drive, sexual behavior, and what is their connection to human development, social inequality, and social development? What are the sources of norms of sexual behavior? And what accounts for variability in all these things across persons and societies as well as within persons and societies over time? The obstacles to the advancement of knowledge about sexuality include: the focus on risk and demographic concerns, the social identities of sexuality researchers, and data deficiencies. New ways to overcome the obstacles include new kinds of data and new models of human sexuality.

41. Thematic Session. Masculinities and Sexuality
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom C, Lobby Level
Session Organizer and Presider: Tristan Bridges, State University of New York-Brockport
Bros, Bronies, and Bullies: Contemporary Relationships between Masculinity and Homophobia. C.J. Pascoe, University of Oregon
Average Frustrated Chumps: The Nexus of Misogyny and Male Suffering in the Global Pickup Artist Industry. Jane Ward, University of California-Riverside
Manning Up to Being Gay: Considering Gay Masculinities Intersectionally. Anthony Christian Ocampo, California State Polytechnic University
Discussant: Peter M. Hennen, The Ohio State University
Research and theory continue to investigate the ways that sexual identities, behaviors, desires, and discourses are mobilized in constructing masculine gender identities and in shaping contemporary systems of power and inequality. Conversely, research also considers the ways that masculinities are relied upon to enact sexual identities, behaviors, desires, and embodiments. This panel will address the new research and cutting-edge theoretical approaches to understanding the complex interplay between masculinity and sexuality. Panelists will address the interrelated processes by which gender and sexuality reciprocally reproduce one another, with a focus on masculinity. The topic is intentionally broad, allowing us to consider scholars working on vastly different projects, but whose work draws on new theoretical frameworks outside of existing sociological investigations of masculinity.
42. Thematic Session. Sex and Sexuality in Black Communities
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom B, Lobby Level
Session Organizer and Presider: Mignon R. Moore, Columbia University
Panel: Averil Y. Clarke, Suffolk University
Celeste M. Watkins-Hayes, Northwestern University
Jeffrey McCune, Washington University-St. Louis
Mignon R. Moore, Columbia University
Sex and sexuality are used to represent multiple images and ideologies of African Americans. Issues of respectability, racial stereotyping, risk-taking and taboo behavior all rise to the fore when analyzing perceptions of and experiences with black sexuality and sexual behavior. The papers in this session examine some of the ways sexuality is understood by individuals and social groups in African American communities. Averil Clarke presents on female sexuality and male gender performance in heterosexual relationships; Celeste Watkins-Hayes analyzes the ways early adulthood relationship experiences of black women shape HIV risk; Jeffrey McCune explores how black men negotiate traditional codes of masculinity while engaging in virtual spaces of same-sex desire, and Mignon Moore examines the intersection of race and gender in the historical development of black LGBT social spaces.

43. Thematic Session. Sexuality in the Workplace
Hilton Chicago, Williford C, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Christine L. Williams, University of Texas-Austin
Panelists: Adia M. Harvey Wingfield, Georgia State University
Kristen Schilt, University of Chicago
Catherine Connell, Boston University
The workplace is a key site for the reproduction of sexual identities and sexual inequalities. Through routine social interactions, managers as well as workers police the boundaries of acceptable sexual expression. This panel will bring together scholars studying sexuality in a variety of employment settings to explore: how sexual identities and sexual inequalities are created in a variety of work organizations; how gender, race, and class inflect the sexual norms of workplaces; and how increasing legal protections for LGBT people is transforming work organizations.

44. Special Session. Is Social Mobility Declining?
Palmer House Hilton, Wabash, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Yu Xie, University of Michigan
Panelists: Raj Chetty, Harvard University
Joseph Ferrie, Northwestern University
Pablo Andres Mitnik, Stanford University
Bruce Western, Harvard University
Yu Xie, University of Michigan
There are growing concerns that social mobility may be declining as economic inequality increases and as deindustrialization and the Great Recession hollow out the middle class by reducing demand for skilled manufacturing jobs. As the number of skilled middle-class jobs decline, opportunities for upward mobility for those from low social origins may decline as well. Have these and other developments indeed led to a decline in social mobility? Or are the fears trumped up? A panel of distinguished sociologists and economists present the latest evidence.

45. Author Meets Critics Session. Culling the Masses: The Democratic Origins of Racist Immigration Policy in the Americas (Harvard University Press, 2014) by David FitzGerald and David Cook
Hilton Chicago, Williford A, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Min Zhou, Nanyang Technological University
Critics: Florencia Torche, New York University
Miguel Centeno, Princeton University
Silvia Pedraza, University of Michigan
Jeffrey G. Reitz, University of Toronto
Authors: David Cook-Martin, Grinnell College
David Scott FitzGerald, University of California-San Diego

46. Author Meets Critics Session. Women and War (Oxford University Press, 2013) by Jocelyn Viterna
Hilton Chicago, Williford B, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: James M. Jasper, City University of New York-Graduate Center
Critics: Kenneth T. Andrews, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
Kathleen M. Blee, University of Pittsburgh
Author: Jocelyn S. Viterna, Harvard University

47. Regional Spotlight Session. Social Inequality, Racial Isolation and the Windy City
Hilton Chicago, Marquette Room, Third Floor
Session Organizers: Black Hawk Hancock and Roberta T. Garner, DePaul University
Presider: Black Hawk Hancock, DePaul University
Presenters: Eric Klinenberg, New York University
Mario Luis Small, Harvard University
Bryan L. Sykes, University of California-Irvine
Douglas S. Massey, Princeton University
Discussant: Sudhir A. Venkatesh, Columbia University
How are we to think about the social inequality and racial isolation that has refined the topography of Chicago in the last 30-40 years? What can empirical research (quantitative data, selected urban case studies, ethnographic, and meso- and micro-level research) tell us about these dynamics and how can theory organize these empirical findings? This session explores these questions through a multiplicity of perspectives—immigration, growing cultural diversity, gentrification of the central zones of the city, residential shifts in housing, exacerbating levels of racial and economic isolation, and new modes of policing and social control. While patterns of social inequality and racial isolation are taking place in other cities, panelists will discuss their work and ideas on how the Chicago experience teaches us broader lessons about social inequality relating to continuity and change.
48. Professional Development Workshop.
   Navigating Your First Academic Job:
   Flourishing in the Early Years
Hilton Chicago, PDR 1, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Leader: Kate Linnenberg, Beloit College
Panel: Celso M. Villegas, Kenyon College
   Marina Zaloznaya, University of Iowa
Graduate school concentrates on preparing us to be researchers. However, when you begin that first job, you realize that there’s a lot more to getting tenure than just publishing. How do you balance research with teaching? What are expectations about service and college citizenship? How do you demonstrate that you are an effective advisor? How can you suss out what it means to be a “productive scholar” and an “effective teacher” at your place of work? Questions abound about how to achieve success, and it doesn’t make it easier that expectations in areas of evaluation vary by institutional type, and even by institution. In this workshop, panelists will share insights and give advice on figuring out how to flourish in a first job. We will also leave plenty of time for questions from the audience.

49. Policy and Research Workshop.
   Interdisciplinary Research and Funding Opportunities and “Big Data” Social Science Opportunities at the National Science Foundation
Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4A, Fourth Floor
Session Organizer and Leader: Kevin T. Leicht, University of Iowa
Co-Leaders: Katherine Meyer and R. Saylor Breckenridge, National Science Foundation
This workshop targets graduate students, faculty, and researchers who are interested in interdisciplinary and/or methodologically innovative proposals involving “Big Data.” Representatives from the National Science Foundation (NSF), its research review committees, and grantees will discuss current and new interdisciplinary initiatives at NSF as well as new initiatives for dealing with new data sources popularly associated with the concept of “Big Data.” During the workshop we will also discuss the proposal development process for these initiatives, elements of a competitive proposal, proposal submission and review, and funding opportunities that are especially relevant for sociologists thinking about or conducting interdisciplinary work. The format will be interactive, allowing for audience questions and participation. Attend the Research Opportunities and Data Resources poster session for one-on-one discussions with NSF Program Officers.

50. Teaching Workshop. GIFTS: Good Ideas for Teaching Sociology and for Publishing in TRAILS
Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4K, Fourth Floor
Session Organizer and Leader: Diane L. Pike, Augsburg College
Co-Leaders: Margaret Weigers Vitullo and Jaime Hecht, American Sociological Association
Join TRAILS staff for a workshop experience designed to help deepen participants’ appreciation of the value of publishing in TRAILS for both professional development and improved teaching practice. Walk away with new concrete ideas. Drawing from the expertise of TRAILS authors and subject Area Editors, advice will be shared on how to construct a strong submission—that is, a submission more likely to be published as a resource with relatively little revision. Participants will then collaborate to apply this advice to their particular teaching activities and pedagogical ideas. We hope to spur your follow through with trial subscriptions and specific guidance.

51. Regular Session. Economic Sociology. Law and Regulation in Economic Life
Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-1, Lower Level
Session Organizer: Richard Swedberg, Cornell University
Presider: Bruce G. Carruthers, Northwestern University
Be Careful What You Regulate: Sarbanes-Oxley and Banks’ Growing Appetite for Risky Derivatives. Kim Pernell-Gallagher, Harvard University; Jiwook Jung, National University-Singapore; Frank Dobbin, Harvard University
Cultivating Industrial Society: A New England Case Study. Laura Ford, State University of New York-Buffalo
Long-term Accounting and the Persistence of Delhi’s Informal Scrap Economy. Dana Kornberg, University of Michigan
Recursivity in Production of Market Rules: A Case of Regulation NMS. Bo Hee Min, University of Wisconsin-Madison

52. Regular Session. Education and Gender:
   Gendered Transitions out of High School
Hilton Chicago, PDR 2, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Ireen R. Beattie, University of California-Merced
Training for Blue-Collar Jobs in Blue-Collar Communities: Leaving Girls Behind? April Sutton, Amanda Bosky, and Chandra Muller, University of Texas-Austin
Setting the Tone: Sex of the First Child and Educational Outcomes of Subsequent Siblings. Limor Gabay-Egozi, Bar-Ilan University; Natalie S. Nitsche, Vienna Institute of Demography; Lloyd D. Grieger, Yale University
Initial Education, Gender Role Attitude and Occupational Sex Segregation Effects on Adult Men’s Educational Trajectories. Cheryl Elman, University of Akron; Jenny Chesters, University of Canberra
Gender Differences in the Relationship between Course Failure and Bachelor Degree Completion. Tanya Sanabria, University of California-Irvine
What is a Woman? Trans Inclusion Narratives at Women’s Colleges in the United States. Megan Nanney and David L. Brunsma, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
53. Regular Session. Ethnic Conflict
Hilton Chicago, Joliet Room, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Andres Villarreal, University of Maryland-College Park
Contested Boundaries: Explaining Where Ethno-Racial Diversity Provokes Neighborhood Conflict. Joscha Legewie, New York University; Merlin Schaeffer, WZB Berlin Social Science Research Center
Migration as an Adaptive Response to Ethnonationalism in Russia. Michelle Lynn O’Brien, University of Washington
Ethnic Conflict and Electoral Preferences in Turkey. Cem Emrence, State University of New York-Binghamton; Aysegul Aydin, University of Colorado-Boulder
When Peace Fails: Conditions for Recurrence of Civil Wars. Mehri Ghazanjani, McGill University

54. Regular Session. Health Behavior, Family, and Mortality
Palmer House Hilton, Salon 10, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Isaac W. Eberstein, Florida State University
Presider: Michael McFarland, Florida State University
Health Behaviors, Chronic Stress, and Mortality for Black, White, and Mexican Americans in the United States. Janet A Weeks, Florida State University
Racial Differences in How the Family Life Cycle Shapes Women’s Mortality. Melissa Hardy and Adriana Marie Reyes, Pennsylvania State University; Eliza K. Pavalko, Indiana University
Is Living with Both Parents in Childhood Beneficial? Effects on Mortality by Later Marital Status. Min-Ah Lee, Chung-Ang University; Jibum Kim, Sungkyunkwan University; Jeong-han Kang, Yonsei University
Discussant: Michael McFarland, Florida State University

55. Regular Session. Health Policy
Hilton Chicago, Lake Erie, Eighth Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Elizabeth Chiarello, Saint Louis University
No Crystal Stair: the African-American Struggle for Health Equality. Drew Halfmann, University of California-Davis
Genetic Medicine, Race, and Health Disparities: The Relative Roles of Culture, Policy, and Institutions. Susan Markens, City University of New York-Lehman College
Electronic Messaging with Health Care Providers: A Means to Cope with Health-Related Stigma Threat? Celeste Campos-Castillo, Daniel Bartholomay, and Elisabeth F. Callahan, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee; Denise L. Anthony, Dartmouth College
Rapidly Changing Marijuana Policy and Its Impact on Communities and Stakeholders. Aukje Lamonica, Southern Connecticut State University; Miriam W. Boeri and Tim Anderson, Bentley University
Discussant: Dorothy E. Roberts, University of Pennsylvania

56. Regular Session. Labor: Beyond the Workplace
Palmer House Hilton, Salon 1, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Gay W. Seidman, University of Wisconsin-Madison
Presider: Steven H. Lopez, The Ohio State University
Community Organizing, Welfare Rights Activism, and the Origins of New Labor. Mary Ann Clawson, Wesleyan University
New Challenges, New Alliances: Union Politicization in a Post-NAFTA Era. Tamara Kay, University of New Mexico
Organizing the Precariat: Overcoming the Obstacles Facing Union-Worker Center Collaborations. Gabriel Bodin Hetland, University of California-Berkeley
Overcoming Bureaucratic Rigidities: Fostering a Mobilizing Culture in Membership Organizations. Maite Tapia, Michigan State University
Discussant: Steven H. Lopez, The Ohio State University

57. Regular Session. Military
Hilton Chicago, PDR 4, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Wilbur J. Scott, U.S. Air Force Academy
How Family Structures and Processes Interrelate: The Impact on Adolescent Outcomes in Military Families. Mallory Lucier-Greer, Florida State University; Amy Laura Arnold, Jay Mancini, and K.A.S. Wickrama, University of Georgia
Race and Class in the Iraq-Era Armed Forces. Alair MacLean, Washington State University-Vancouver
Residential Segregation and Military Enlistment. Amy Kate Bailey and Allison Suppan Helmuth, University of Illinois at Chicago
Sexualities in the Military: Comparisons of Attitudes toward Gay and Transgendered People in the Armed Services. David E. Rohall, Missouri State University
Why Combat Soldiers’ Job Satisfaction and Performance Don’t Correlate. Morten Braender, Aarhus University

58. Regular Session. Organizations: Networks and Innovation
Hilton Chicago, PDR 3, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Emily A. Barman, Boston University
Presider: Laurel Smith-Doerr, University of Massachusetts
A Multi-Level Network Theory of Organizational Innovation in Large Biopharmaceutical Firms, 1990-2006. Eric C. Dahlin, Brigham Young University
Effect of Spouse Tie On Its Entrepreneurial Performance. Arum Yang, Yonsei University
Discussant: Laurel Smith-Doerr, University of Massachusetts-Amherst
59. Regular Session. Religion
Palmer House Hilton, Adams Ballroom, Sixth Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Michele Dillon, University of New Hampshire
Authority in the Face of Moral Ambiguity: How Religious People View Human Embryonic Stem Cell Research. Esther Chan, Yale University; Alexa Solazzo, Rice University
Religion, Secular Humanism, and Atheism: Multi-Institutional Politics and the USAFA Cadet Freethinkers Group. Mary Ellen Konieczny and Megan Rogers, University of Notre Dame
The Politics of Religious Prejudice. Evan Stewart, University of Minnesota; Penny Edgell and Jack Delehanity, University of Minnesota
The Social Origins of Evangelical Protestants’ Opposition to Environmental Spending. Philip Schwadel, University of Nebraska-Lincoln; Erik W. Johnson, Washington State University
Discussant: Michele Dillon, University of New Hampshire

60. Regular Session. School Choice and Educational Inequality
Hilton Chicago, Astoria Room, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Thurston A. Domina, University of California-Irvine
How Do School Composition and School Segregation Shape Student Achievement? Disentangling Complexities. Ann Owens, University of Southern California
Parent Preferences and Constraints: Evidence from School Choice in Denver Public Schools. Patrick Anthony Denice, University of Washington
School Racial Composition and School Choice: Evidence from a New Survey of U.S. Parents. Chase Michael Billingham, Wichita State University; Matthew O. Hunt, Northeastern University
The Revolving Door: The Effect of Race on Charter School Closures. Rebecca L. Boylan, University of Georgia; Maria T. Paino, Oakland University; Linda Renzulli, University of Georgia
No One Was Marketing To Us: Cultural Coding, School Choice and Parent Involvement. Mira Catherine Debs, Yale University

61. Regular Session. Sociology of Middle East and Muslim Societies
Palmer House Hilton, Chicago Room, Fifth Floor
Session Organizer: Nazi Kibria, Boston University
Presider: Saher Faroq Selod, Simmons College
Gendering the Costs and Benefits of the Arab Uprisings in Tunisia and Egypt. Rania Salem, University of Toronto-Scarborough
Responses of U.S. Based Muslim Organizations to Being Stereotyped as Terrorist. Hakim Zainiddinov, State University of New Jersey-Rutgers
The Convergence Paradox of Islamic Finance: A Reinterpretation, with Insights for Proponents of Alternative Economies. Aaron Z. Pitluck, Illinois State University
Discussant: Saher Faroq Selod, Simmons College

62. Section on Community and Urban Sociology Paper Session. Urban Theory
Hilton Chicago, Lake Ontario, Eighth Floor
Session Organizer: Ryan Centner, London School of Economics and Political Science
Presider: Ray Hutchison, University of Wisconsin-Green Bay
Cyborg Spaces: City and Nature from Binary to Imbrication. Kevin P. Loughran, Northwestern University
Future Perfect: Visualising the Urban in Time. Adam Kaasa, Royal College of Art
The Cappuccino City. Derek S. Hyra, American University
The Location of Critical Urban Theory. Judit Bodnar, Central European University
The Right to Urban Theory. Ray Hutchison, University of Wisconsin-Green Bay; João Pedro Nunes, Nova University-Lisbon
Discussant: Ryan Centner, London School of Economics and Political Science

Hilton Chicago, Lake Michigan, Eighth Floor
Session Organizer: Christian Greiffenhagen, Loughborough University
Air Traffic Communications in Routine and Emergency Contexts: A Case Study of Flight 1549. Angela Cora Garcia, Bentley University
Automating Chat. Erik Vinkhuyzen, Palo Alto Research Center
Respecifying Epistemics as Analytical Work. Michael Lynch, Cornell University
11:30am-12:10pm, Section on Ethnomethodology and Conversation Analysis Business Meeting

Palmer House Hilton, Salon 2, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Neil L. Gross, University of British Columbia
Presider: Iddo Tavory, New York University
Critics: Randall Collins, University of Pennsylvania
Gary Alan Fine, Northwestern University
Natalia Ruiz-Junco, Auburn University
Author: Daniel Robert Huebner, University of North Carolina-Greensboro
65. Section on Latino/a Sociology Paper Session. 
Latinidades: Intersectional Identities in the 21st Century 

Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-3, Lower Level 

Session Organizer and Presider: Julie A. Dowling, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 
Mexican Americans’ Immigration Attitudes: A Generational and Cohort-based Examination. Irene I. Vega and Vilma Ortiz, University of California-Los Angeles 
UndocuActivism: Activism among Undocumented Immigrant Young Adults in the United States. Joanna Perez, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 
Discussant: Nicholas Vargas, University of Texas-Dallas

66. Section on Political Sociology Roundtable 
Session and Business Meeting 
Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-5, Lower Level 

10:30-11:30am, Roundtables: 

Session Organizer: Gianpaolo Baiocchi, New York University 

Table 1. Social Movements 
Table Presider: Defne Over, Cornell University 
Clustering Opposition: A Data Driven Analysis of Gezi Park Protestors. Defne Over, Cornell University; Ceyhun Eksin, University of Pennsylvania 
Tunisia’s Arab Spring: The Local Process of Revolution. Nicholas E. Reith, University of Texas-Austin 

Table 2. Citizenship and Inclusion 
Globalization and Nationalism: Complex Reconfigurations of Space, Place, Identity, and Inclusiveness. Autumn Mathias, Northeastern University 
Immigration or Welfare? The Progressive’s Dilemma Reconsidered. Joakim Kulin and Maureen A. Eger, Stockholm University; Mikael Hjerm, Umeå University 
Roma as both European Minority and Outsider Par Excellence? Interactions between Inclusionary and Exclusionary Frames. Chloë Delcour, Ghent University 
Subject of Domination, Object of Desire: Immigration Restrictionists’ and Expansionists’ Analyses of Global Inequality. Emine Fidan Elicioglu, University of California-Berkeley 
The Consequences of Political Inclusion of Regional Language Movements in India: A Regression Discontinuity Analysis. Rajiv Krishnan Kozhikode, Simon Fraser University; Jiatao Li, Hong Kong University of Science and Technology; Rekha Krishnan, Simon Fraser University
Session 66, continued
Table 7. Opinion
Table Presider: Hanning Wang, University of Victoria
An Alternative State-Centric Explanation of Chinese Citizens’ Preference of the Xinfang System. Hanning Wang, University of Victoria
Change Over Time in Attitudes about Abortion Laws Relative to Recent Restrictions in Texas. Chelsea Smith, University of Texas-Austin

Table 8. Political Economy
Table Presider: Jensen Karl Sass, Yale University
Survey Research and the Politics of Old Age Welfare in a Period of System Crisis. Irene Padavic, Florida State University; William R. Earnest, Independent Scholar

Table 9. The Politics of Policy
Table Presider: Fithawee Tzeggai, University of California-Berkeley
Desegregation Policy and the Hidden History of Chicago’s Neoliberal Education System. Fithawee Tzeggai, University of California-Berkeley
Federal Funding for Syringe Exchange: The More Things Change, the More They Stay the Same. David Showalter, University of California-Berkeley
The Enactment of Market-based Higher Education Programs in Texas, California, and New York. Jennifer Marie Nations, University of California-San Diego
The Rise of the Environmental Litigation in Taiwan. Chin-Shou Wang, National Cheng Kung University
Economic Growth, Social Welfare and Poor People’s Satisfaction with Local Government. Zhonglu Li, Hong Kong University of Science and Technology

11:30am-12:10pm, Section on Political Sociology Business Meeting

67. Section on Science, Knowledge and Technology
Roundtable Session and Business Meeting
Palmer House Hilton, Crystal, Third Floor
10:30-11:30am, Roundtables:
Session Organizer: Catherine Bliss, University of California-Santa Cruz

Table 1. Structures of Science
Prestige, Sponsorship, and Institutional Type Matching in the Academic Labor Market. Diogo Lemieszek Pinheiro, Savannah State University; Julia Melkers and Sunni Newton, Georgia Institute of Technology
The Stratified Knowledge Society: Hierarchical Relations and Technological Determinants. Connie L. McNeely, George Mason University
In the Club: Authorship Norms and Collaboration Structures in Science. John P. Walsh and Sahra Jabbehdaari, Georgia Institute of Technology

Table 2. Science and Governance
Table Presider: Elif Kale-Lostuvali, University of California A Gift to the Millennium? The NIH Doubling Period and Scientific Advance. Ashton M. Verdery, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
Academic Science and the Public Good in the Age of Climate Change. Elif Kale-Lostuvali, University of California
Governing Knowledge: Governmentality, Citizenship and Higher Education in Brazil. Frederico Oliveira, The New School University

Table 3. Classification Work
Table Presider: Drew Michael Foster, University of Michigan
Acting on the Actions ofClinicians: The Canadian Obesity’s Network Invitation to Care. Patricia Thille, University of Calgary
Online Health Communities: On the Collaborative Construction of Lay Knowledge. Drew Michael Foster, University of Michigan
Technoscientific Knowledge Tensions of Mental Health Care Work: Negotiating Theoretical Orientations and Therapeutic Standardization. Amber D. Nelson, Marian University
The DSM in Practice: Research, Clinical and Institutional Perspectives. Michael Allan Halpin, University of Wisconsin-Madison

Table 4. Paradigms and People
Table Presider: David Peterson, Northwestern University
Biologists, Sociologists and the Language of Scientific Knowledge: A Content Analysis. Brian Derek Walker, Boston College
Global Knowledge Structures: International Patterns of Language Adoption in Political Science. Charles Jonathan Gomez and Daniel A. McFarland, Stanford University
Open or Closed? The Ethics, Pragmatics, and Logics of Competing Evidential Cultures in Social Psychology. David Peterson, Northwestern University
Sustainable Energy Debate as Public Drama. Charles de Souza, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
Table 5. Constructing Nature
Table Presider: Megan S. Albaugh Bonham, Northwestern University
Micro-Interactions of Cosmic Proportions: Mediating Human-Cosmos Relationships in the Planetarium. Megan S. Albaugh Bonham, Northwestern University
Ecologies Of and As Explanation: Ecological Thinking in the Disciplines. Zoe Nyssa, Harvard University
Exploring the Ecosystem Services Concept in Interdisciplinary Social Science Research. Katrina Running, Yolonda Youngs, James Stoudenborough, Robert Edsall, Joshua Eppley, Donna Lybecker, Mark McBeth, Marsh, and Nicholas Pelikan, Idaho State University
Gender and Sexuality in Contemporary World. Lejla Mušić, University of Sarajevo

Table 6. Legitimizing Knowledge
Table Presider: Mikhail Teplitskiy, University of Chicago
Herbert Spencer and the Politics of Standardization in England and the United States. Hector Vera, Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México
The Precarious Legitimacy of Legal Standardization: A Case Study of Four Model Public Health Laws. Arielle Woloshin Tolman, Northwestern University

Table 7. Mobilizing Expertise
Table Presider: Timothy L O’Brien, University of Evansville
Judging Expertise: Gender and Expert Authority in Courts. Timothy L O’Brien, University of Evansville
The Legitimation Practices of Science and Technology-based Agencies: A Comparative Analysis of EFSA, EMO and EPO. Janus Hansen, University of Copenhagen

Table 8. Interdisciplinary Research
Table Presider: David Jeremy McBee, University of Arizona
New Directions, New Challenges: The Trials and Tribulations of Interdisciplinary Research. David Jeremy McBee and Erin Leahey, University of Arizona
Placing Collaborative Circles within Fields. Ugo Corte, Uppsala University; John Nathaniel Parker, Arizona State University
The Extra-Territorial Translational Research Team: A Sociological Conceptualization. Joseph A. Kotarba, Texas State University

Table 9. Metaphors in Science and Society
Table Presider: Jordan Colosi, University of Wisconsin-Madison
Raise the World with a Laboratory? Give Me Instead a Despised People’s Cultural Image. Jordan Colosi, University of Wisconsin-Madison
The Instrumentalist Construction of Human Diversity. Santiago José Molina, University of California-Berkeley
The Kids are All Right? How French and American Queer Families are Studied and Debated. Michael Stambolis-Ruhstorfer, University of California-Los Angeles
Trust in Scientists on Climate Change and Vaccines. Lawrence C. Hamilton, University of New Hampshire; Joel Hartter, University of Colorado; Kei Saito, University of New Hampshire

11:30am-12:10pm, Section on Science, Knowledge and Technology Business Meeting

68. Section on Sex and Gender Invited Session.
Conversations on Feminist Theory
Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-4, Lower Level
Session Organizers: Fareen Parvez and Cassandra Rodriguez, University of Massachusetts-Amherst
Presider: Fareen Parvez, University of Massachusetts-Amherst
Still Facing Challenges to Intersectional Organizing: Seeking Racial and Gender Justice after Hurricane Katrina. Rachel E. Luft, Seattle University
Presenter: Nazanin Shahrokni, Harvard University
Discussant: Rachel A. Rinaldo, University of Virginia

69. Section on Sociology of Law Paper Session.
Promises and Problems of Sociology, Law, and Technology
Hilton Chicago, Lake Huron, Eighth Floor
Session Organizer: Karen Levy, New York University
Presider: Aaron C. Smyth, University of California-Berkeley
Genetic Data and Civil Rights: Genomic Privacy and Employment Discrimination in the Age of Big Data. Ifeoma Yvonne Ajunwa, Columbia University
Lens and Mangle: Surveillance Technologies and the Co-Production of Mexico’s Security State. Keith W. Guzik, University of Colorado-Denver
 Undoing Difference: Risk Classification and Gender Discrimination in Insurance Markets. Greta R. Krippner and Daniel Hirschman, University of Michigan
Crime and Society 2.0: Police and Social Networking. Christopher J. Schneider, Wilfrid Laurier University
Discussant: Aaron C. Smyth, University of California-Berkeley
70. Section on Sociology of Population Paper Session. LGBT Health Disparities

Palmer House Hilton, Salon 12, Third Floor

Session Organizer: Kyler James Sherman-Wilkins, Pennsylvania State University

Activity Limitation Disparities by Sexuality, Gender, and Union Status. Russell Leroy Spiker, University of Cincinnati; Hui Liu, Michigan State University

Homophily, Close Friendship, and Life Satisfaction among Gay, Lesbian, Heterosexual, and Bisexual Men and Women. Brian Joseph Gillespie, Sonoma State University; David Frederick, Chapman University; Lexi Harari, California State University-Channel Islands; Christian Grov, City University of New-York-Hunter and National Development and Research Institutes, Inc.

Mental Health among Inner City Non-Heterosexuals: The Role of Risk Factors, Protective Factors and Place. Charlotte Woodhead, University College London; Billy Gazzard, Institute of Psychiatry; Qazi Rahman, Katharine Rimes, and Stephani Hatch, King's College London

Discussant: Kate H. Averett, University of Texas-Austin

11:30 am Meetings

Section on Ethnomethodology and Conversation Analysis Business Meeting (to 12:10pm) -- Hilton Chicago, Lake Michigan, Eighth Floor

Section on Political Sociology Business Meeting (to 12:10pm) -- Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-5, Lower Level

Section on Science, Knowledge and Technology Business Meeting (to 12:10pm) -- Palmer House Hilton, Crystal, Third Floor

12:30 pm Sessions

71. Plenary Session. The Politics of Same-Sex Marriage: Public Opinion and the Courts

Hilton Chicago, International Ballroom North, Second Floor

Session Organizer and Presider: Paula England, New York University

Panel: Gregory B. Lewis, Georgia State University
Brian Powell, Indiana University
Verta A. Taylor, University of California-Santa Barbara
Michael C. Dorf, Cornell University

For better or worse, same-sex marriage has dominated discussions of gay rights in recent years. Public opinion has shifted in a direction favorable to marriage equality, significant social movement resources have focused on preventing or attaining the right of same-sex couples to marry, and an avalanche of court decisions have come down. Panelists will consider public opinion shifts, which social groups favor and oppose same-sex marriage, how social movements have mobilized for and against same-sex marriage, and the import of recent court decisions.

2:30 pm Meetings

2016 Distinguished Contributions to Teaching Award Selection Committee -- Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 5G, Fifth Floor

2016 Jessie Bernard Award Selection Committee -- Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 5H, Fifth Floor

Committee on Nominations (2:30-6:10pm), continued -- Hilton Chicago, Boulevard C, Second Floor

Committee on the Status of Persons with Disabilities in Sociology -- Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4C, Fourth Floor

Contexts Editorial Board -- Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4B, Fourth Floor

Editors of ASA Publications -- Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4J, Fourth Floor

Film/Video Screening. The Homestretch -- Hilton Chicago, PDR 5, Third Floor

Section on History of Sociology Council and Business Meeting -- Palmer House Hilton, Salon 1, Third Floor

Spivack Program in Applied Social Research Advisory Panel -- Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4E, Fourth Floor

Task Force on Engaging Sociology, Subcommittee on Social Media Toolkit -- Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4H, Fourth Floor

2:30 pm Sessions

72. Presidential Panel. Women on the Battlefield: Integrating Women into the U.S. Military

Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom A, Lobby Level

Session Organizer and Presider: David R. Segal, University of Maryland

Panelist: General Robert Cone, United States Army (retired)

The armed forces have been the only sector of the economy that has been allowed to exclude women from occupations and positions solely on the basis of gender. Two years before the Secretary of Defense instructed the services to gender integrate combat units, General Cone started the Army down that road, and oversaw the process of developing valid and gender-free standards for assignment until his retirement last year. General Cone is a graduate of West Point (where he also served on the faculty), holds an M.A. in Sociology from the University of Texas, and has spent his career in command and staff positions, the latter largely in the area of education and training. In this session, General Cone will make a presentation on the process of gender integration in the military, and answer questions from the audience.

73. Thematic Session. Biology and Sexual Behavior

Hilton Chicago, Williford C, Third Floor

Session Organizer: Paula England, New York University

Presider: Guang Guo, University of North Carolina

Panel: Guang Guo, University of North Carolina
Martha McClintock, University of Chicago
Lisa Diamond, University of Utah

Sociologists are increasingly learning from and engaged in debates with biologists. Drawing on recent advances in molecular genetics relevant
to human sexuality, Guo will review findings and views of geneticists regarding sexual behaviors of males and females, sex differences, and sexual orientation. McClintock will distinguish five distinct components of sexual motivation: sensorimotor function, sexual attractiveness, sexual salience, sexual receptivity and proactive sexual desire. The roles of biology and social context are different for each. Diamond will take a social neuroendocrinological approach, reviewing research on estrogen-related menstrual cycle changes in desires for same-sex and other-sex partners, and discuss how it offers a new perspective on biological aspects of female sexual orientation.

74. Thematic Session. Networks and Sexual Behaviors
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom C, Lobby Level
Session Organizer and Presider: M. Giovanna Merli, Duke University
Interdependent Effects of Cohesion and Concurrency for Epidemic Potential. James Moody, Duke University; Richard Benton, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Measuring Sexual Networks using Sampled Data. Tyler McCormick, University of Washington
Discussant: Andrew V. Papachristos, Yale University
Sociologists have been developing novel approaches to studying the relationship between social networks and sexual behaviors. These efforts have spanned topics as varied as partnership networks and disease diffusion, statistical models leveraging social network structure to understand sexual behaviors, network-based approaches to recruit samples of hidden and marginalized at-risk populations, and the uses of the internet to collect and analyze social networks data to understand the multiple forms patterns of sexual behaviors. Participants in this session will present cutting-edge research and innovative approaches in the measurement, collection and modeling of social network data to better understand the transmission of STIs and HIV, partnership formation, adolescent sexual behaviors and the study of sexuality in the digital age.

75. Thematic Session. Sex Scandals and their Consequences: Changing Sheets and Changing Paths
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom B, Lobby Level
Session Organizer: Gary Alan Fine, Northwestern University
President: Thomas DeGloMa, City University of New York-Hunter College
Weiners Galore: Notes on Scandals in the Age of Sexting. Joshua Gamson, University of San Francisco
Explaining the Scandal Stream. Michael Schudson, Columbia University
Politics, Finance, Scandals - and Sex. Mark D. Jacobs, George Mason University
Signaling Perversion: The Politics of Euphemism and Dysphemism. Gary Alan Fine and Clare Forstie, Northwestern University
Sex Scandals, both those recent (Monicagate) and those distant (the scandalous Queen Catherine), have the capacity to shape the direction of history. They may redirect the paths on which social order is assumed to operate. When the hidden becomes known, deviance must be tamed in the name of consensual morality. In this session, we examine how sexual scandals, both at the national political level and at more local levels, change discourse, reveal faultlines in society, and potentially alter social arrangements. Even though sexual actions might seem to be private matters, once publicized they have the potential for the reconceiving social and political relations.

76. Special Session. No Fracking Way! Risk, Resistance, and the Mobilization of Protest against Hydraulic Fracking in U.S. Shale Regions
Palmer House Hilton, Adams Ballroom, Sixth Floor
Session Organizer and President: Anthony E. Ladd, Loyola University-New Orleans
Mobilizing Against Fracking: The Origins and Maintenance of Marcellus Shale Protest in Pittsburgh. Suzanne Staggenborg, University of Pittsburgh
Fracking as a Double-Edged Sword: Differential Responses to Unconventional Energy Development in the Haynesville and Tuscaloosa Shale Communities. Anthony E. Ladd, Loyola University-New Orleans
Fracking on Public Lands: Trickle-Down Neoliberalism in the Utica Shale Region. Sherry Cable, University of Tennessee
The rapid development of unconventional shale oil and natural gas reserves in the U.S. involving horizontal drilling and hydraulic fracturing ("fracking") has ignited a growing anti-fracking movement that has gained political and cultural clout nationwide since 2008. In shale regions across the country, citizens have mobilized to protest the negative socio-environmental impacts of fracking on their communities, particularly its threats to ground and surface water, roads, air quality, farms, and public health. This thematic session features current research on local resistance, as well as adaptation, to hydraulic fracking in three prominent shale regions of the U.S.

Hilton Chicago, Williford A, Third Floor
Session Organizer and President: Lee Clarke, State University of New Jersey-Rutgers
Critics: Natalia Sarkisian, Boston College
Andrea Mary Doucet, Brock University
Jennifer Hamer, University of Kansas
Authors: William Marsiglio, University of Florida and Kevin Michael Roy, University of Maryland-College Park
78. Policy and Research Workshop. NSF Funding Opportunities Merit Review Criteria and Proposal Preparation for Professional Sociologists and Graduate Students
Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4A, Fourth Floor
Session Organizer and Leader: Patricia E. White, National Science Foundation
Co-Leaders: R. Saylor Breckenridge, National Science Foundation
Jennifer Earl, University of Arizona
Kevin T. Leicht, University of Iowa
This workshop targets graduate students, faculty, and researchers who are new at proposal writing and submission. Representatives from the National Science Foundation (NSF), its research review committees, and grantees will discuss the proposal development process, elements of a competitive proposal, proposal submission and review, and funding opportunities for sociological research. The format will be interactive, allowing for audience questions and participation. Time is allotted for providing advice on how to prepare competitive doctoral dissertation proposals. Attend the Research Opportunities and Data Resources poster session for one-on-one discussions with NSF Program Officers.

79. Policy and Research Workshop. Scraping the Web: Promises and Pitfalls of “Alternative” Data Sources on Career Outcomes
Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4K, Fourth Floor
Session Organizer and Leader: John W. Curtis, American Sociological Association
Panel: Hannah Brueckner, New York University-Abu Dhabi and Monica Gaughan, Arizona State University

80. Teaching Workshop. Ethical Issues in Teaching
Hilton Chicago, PDR 3, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Leader: Thomas L. Van Valey, Western Michigan University
Co-Leader: Lissa J. Yogan, Valparaiso University
The basic assumption of this Teaching Workshop is that many sociologists have far more experience with the subject of research ethics than they do the ethics of teaching. Indeed, the ASA Code of Ethics does not have a great deal to say directly about teaching. In contrast, the Society for Teaching and Learning in Higher Education (from Canada) does have a nice statement on the ethics of teaching – “Ethical Principles in University Teaching.” Many American sociologists are not likely to be aware of it. The presenters, Tom Van Valey (Western Michigan University) and Lissa Yogan (Valparaiso University), will compare the two statements as a starting point for discussion. In addition, some cases dealing with specific ethical issues in teaching will be presented for examination. Other examples from the participants are welcome. Participants should expect an active session plus resources for further exploration.

81. Graduate Programs in Sociology
Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon B, Lower Level
Session Organizers: Margaret Weigers Vitullo and Jaime Hecht, American Sociological Association
As part of the Graduate Education focus, a resource poster area will be open for browsing in the of the Hilton Chicago. This poster area will be accessible throughout the Annual Meeting. Attendees can expect to meet representatives from the following participating graduate departments of sociology during this designated time:
1. Ball State University
2. Baylor University
3. Brown University
4. California State University-Los Angeles
5. Fayetteville State University
6. George Mason University
7. Illinois State University
8. Kent State University
9. Loyola University-Chicago
10. Middle Tennessee State University
11. Pennsylvania State University
12. Stat University of New York-Albany
13. South Dakota State University
14. Tel Aviv University
15. The Ohio State University
16. Tulane University
17. University of California-Santa Cruz
18. University of Central Florida
19. University of Cincinnati
20. University of Colorado-Colorado Springs
21. University of Colorado-Boulder
22. University of Hawaii-Manoa
23. University of Illinois-Chicago
24. University of Kentucky
25. University of Massachusetts-Boston
26. University of Miami
27. University of Minnesota
28. University of Nebraska-Lincoln
29. University of Nevada-Reno
30. University of Nevada-Las Vegas
31. University of New Hampshire
32. University of North Carolina-Charlotte
33. University of North Carolina-Wilmington
34. University of Notre Dame
35. University of Oklahoma
36. Valdosta State University
37. Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
38. Washington State University
39. Wayne State University
40. West Virginia University

82. Open Refereed Roundtable Session
Hilton Chicago, Grand Ballroom, Second Floor
Session Organizer: J. Scott Carter, University of Central Florida

Table 1. Cultural Sociology
Table Presider: Steven W. Sherlock, Saginaw Valley State University
Coming of Age in Online Media Fandom: Young Women’s Romantic and Sexual Expectations. Carrie Clarady, University of Maryland-College Park; Jessica Paula Wiederspan, University of Michigan
Revisiting the Cultural Contradictions of Capitalism. Steven W. Sherlock, Saginaw Valley State University
Ray Rice, Adrian Peterson, and Michael Sam: Challenges to Football as Symbol, Practice, and Institutional Power. Joseph G. A. Trumino, St. John's University

Table 2. Criminology/Deviance
Table Presider: Ann Fefferman, University of California-Irvine
Negotiating Heterogeneous Logics: A Challenge for Criminal Justice Programs with Social Welfare Objectives. Cheyney Cooper Dobson, University of Michigan
Taking the Conservative Protestant Thesis across the Atlantic: Violence and Religion in Rural Netherlands. Don Weenink, University of Amsterdam
Violence in Marriage: Risk Factors and Protection Barriers. Ann Fefferman, University of California-Irvine
CNN of the Ghetto? Analyzing Black Girls and Violence as Entertainment on WorldStarHipHop Video Website. Brooklyn K Hitchens, State University of New Jersey at Rutgers-New Brunswick

Table 3. Economic Sociology
Table Presider: Pat L. Lauderdale, Arizona State University
Non-governmental Organizations and the Impact of Religious Identity. Katherine Comeau, University of Notre Dame
Real Utopias in a Dystopian Futurity: Queering Alternative Economies. Finn McLafferty Bell, University of Michigan
The World System According to Andre Gunder Frank: Hegemony and Domination. Pat L. Lauderdale, Arizona State University
Actor-Based Approach to Invariance of Conception of Control Despite Economic Crisis and Policy Reform. JungMyung Kim, Yonsei University

Table 4. Education I
Table Presider: Molly J. Dingel, University of Minnesota-Rochester
Dimensions of Difference, Sense of Belonging, and Fitting In. Molly J. Dingel and Starr Sage, University of Minnesota-Rochester
The Books or the Ballgame: Investigating Student-Athletes' Experiences of Athletics and Academia. Dinur Blum, University of California-Riverside; Adam G. Sanford, California State University-Dominguez Hills
Thinking about Tomorrow: Associations between Academic Aspirations and Involvement in Aggression. Alicia Raia-Hawrylak, State University of New Jersey-Rutgers

Table 5. Education II
Table Presider: Robert Wayne Ressler, University of Texas-Austin
Do Law School Outcomes Follow the Legal Myth of Thirds? Michael W. Raphael and Tanesha A. Thomas, City University of New York-Graduate Center
Research Collaboration in the Chemical Sciences: A Study of How Institutions Shape Research Networks. Timothy Sacco and Laurel Smith-Doerr, University of Massachusetts-Amherst; Jennifer L. Croissant, University of Arizona
Measuring the Impact of Nonprofits on Early Childhood Educational Attainment with Linear Regression. Robert Wayne Ressler, University of Texas-Austin

Table 6. Education III
Table Presider: Stacey Houston, Vanderbilt University
Drinking Mothers, Schooling Kids: The Effects of Maternal Alcohol Consumption on Later Educational Attainment. Stacey Houston, Vanderbilt University

Table 7. Education IV
Table Presider: Joanna Marie Pinto-Coelho, University of Pennsylvania
Human and Cultural Capital Cultivation By Race and Class: Students at Elite Colleges and Universities. Joanna Marie Pinto-Coelho, University of Pennsylvania
Inequality in College: Do Cultural Capital, Social Capital, and Habitus Matter? Blake Silver, University of Virginia
The Effect of Education on Society Reconsidered. Keiko Nakao, Tokyo Metropolitan University

Table 8. Educational Attainment
Table Presider: Daniel Rudel, Indiana University
A Gender Gap in College Expectations? The Role of Family Structure and Parental Education. Daniel Rudel, Indiana University
Cross-National Patterns of Student Engagement and Academic Achievement: An Analysis of TIMSS 2011. Izumi Mori, Rikkyo University
Delayed Enrollment and Student Involvement: Linkages to College Degree Attainment. Benjamin Andrews, The Ohio State University
Table 9. Latino Education
Table Presider: Katherine Barahona-López, University of California-Santa Cruz
A Matter of Degrees: High School Context and Latino Postsecondary Attainment. Andrew Hoyt, University of Notre Dame
Academic Resilience in Mexican American High School Students from Single Mother Households. Daisy Tlatenchi, Oscar Ramses Parada Campos, and Jennifer Juarez, University of Illinois at Chicago
Affective Categories: Labeling Latina/o Students English Language Learners. Katherine Barahona-López, University of California-Santa Cruz
Fear and Resistance to College: Behavioral Factors in Mexican American Students Withdrawal from College. Pamela Limon, Samuel Solano, and Erik Hernandez, University of Illinois at Chicago

Table 10. Environmental Sociology
Table Presider: Jessica Eckhardt, University of Utah
Environmental Inequality in “Fracking” Communities: Socioeconomic and Racial Disparities in Unconventional Gas Drilling Communities. Jessica Eckhardt, University of Utah
Seeing and Believing: The Emergent Nature of Extreme Weather Perceptions. Matthew John Cutler, University of New Hampshire
The Keystone XL Pipeline and At-Risk Communities in Nebraska. James Patrick Ordner, University of Kansas
Environmental Participation as a Gateway to Civic Engagement? The Case of the Watershed Stewards Academies. William Adam Yagatich and Dana R. Fisher, University of Maryland-College Park

Table 11. Ethnomethodology
Table Presider: Matthew Peter Fox, University of California-Los Angeles
Being Good Jurors: Invoking the Law as a Resource in Jury Deliberations. Matthew Peter Fox, University of California-Los Angeles
Reflections on Fieldwork: Toward a More Scientific, Creative, and Ambitious Ethnography. Christena Nippert-Eng, Illinois Institute of Technology
Repairing Computers and (Re)producing Hierarchy: An Ethnography of Support Work and Organizational Status. Jessica Lotus Seeley, University of Michigan

Table 12. Family I
Table Presider: Angie C. Henderson, University of Northern Colorado
The Price Mothers Pay, Even When They Aren’t Buying It: Mental Health Consequences of Idealized Motherhood. Angie C. Henderson, Sandra M. Harmon, and Harmony Danyelle Newman, University of Northern Colorado
Unraveling Contemporary Parenting Challenges. Mel Moore, University of Northern Colorado; Tunisha Hairston-Brown, Denver Public Schools
How is Early Adult Family Formation Related to Co-parenting in Mid-life? Comparing First-time and Stepfamilies. Anette Eva Fasang, Humboldt University-Berlin; Eric Widmer, University of Lausanne

Table 13. Family II
Table Presider: Carolyn Robbins, Emory University
Parents, Geographic Mobility and Interracial Relationship and Union Formation in Young Adulthood. Xing Zhang, Cornell University
The Complexities of Family Health: Predicting Women’s Employment. Jessica A. Carson, University of New Hampshire

Table 14. Family III
The Dynamics of Transgender Members and the Family. Lacey Langlois, Florida Atlantic University
Maternal Age and Birth Weight: Examining the Interplay between Biological and Social Factors. Samuel Fishman, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill

Table 15. Gender and Sexuality
Table Presider: Betsie Garner, University of Pennsylvania
They Just Don’t Get It: Gender Performance, Self Perception, and Roller Derby. Veronica Rene Ferreira, University of Iowa
The Vulcans Have It Right: Comparative Perceptions of Gender/Sexuality by Individuals With/Without Neuropsychological Disorders. Justine Egner, University of South Florida; Patricia Maloney, Texas Tech University
The Medicalization of Menstruation in Seventeen. Lacey Bobier, University of Michigan
Table 16. Race and Sexuality
Table Presider: William R. Rothwell, Rice University
Dynamics of Subalternity: Diasporic Masculinities and Racialized Otherness. Sofia Aboim and Pedro Vasconcelos, University Institute-Lisbon
Examining Connectedness to the LGBT Community by Race. William R. Rothwell, Rice University
LGBTQ Minority High School Athletes in Chicago: LGBTQ Student Athlete Experiences and Teammate Perceptions. Emmanuel Navarro, Brandom Villa, and William Joslyn Scarborough, University of Illinois at Chicago

Table 17. Identity
Table Presider: John Bliss, University of California-Berkeley
Class, Consumption, and Appearance in College Sorority Life. Kathleen Ellen Krueger, Anne Arundel Community College
Craft Brewed: Identity Work in Emerging Markets. Christopher Shane Elliott, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
What the Good Girls Got: Social Class, Identity, and the Transition to Adulthood. Synde G. Knight, Hanover College
Sustaining the Integrated Self: Pushing Back Against Thin Professional Identity in Law School. John Bliss, University of California-Berkeley

Table 18. Inequality
Table Presider: Robert F. Szafran, Stephen F. Austin State University
The Poor Consumer: Flawed, Exploited or Empowered? Wendy Wiedenhoft Murphy, John Carroll University
Age-Adjusted Poverty Rates at the National, State, and County Level. Robert F. Szafran, Stephen F. Austin State University

Table 19. International Sociology
Table Presider: Shengwei Sun, University of Maryland-College Park
Disaster, Social Fairness, and Social Status: Damage and Social Consciousness after the Great East Japan Earthquake. Yoichi Murase, Rikkyo University; W. Lawrence Neuman, University of Wisconsin-Whitewater
International Professors in China: The Quest for Employment, Career Improvement and Adventure. Esther Chihe Ye Kim, University of Wisconsin-Madison
Cohort Differences in Women's Employment Patterns in Urban China, 2003-2012. Shengwei Sun, University of Maryland-College Park

Table 20. International Economic Sociology I
Table Presider: HuiGuo Liu, Indiana University
First-Generation Immigrant Chinese and Taiwanese Women Faculty and Work-Family Conflicts. Yun Ling Li, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
Intertwined Network between Capital and Politics in China. Hsin Fei Tu, University of Massachusetts-Amherst
Awakening before Developing: Nationalism, Capitalist Class and Industrial Development in Early Twentieth Century China. Yibing Shen, Brown University

Table 21. International Economic Sociology II
Table Presider: Esha Chatterjee, University of Maryland-College Park
Female Entrepreneurs and Corporate Society in Japan: A Preliminary Study. Kuniko Ishiguro, Bunkyo Gakuin University
Gender Relations and Division of Labour: Changing Masculinities in Contemporary Chile. Lucia Saldaña and Inti Fuica, University of Concepción

Table 22. International Economic Sociology III
Table Presider: HuiGuo Liu, Indiana University
Food Allocation Biases towards Pregnant Women in India: Matched Analysis of Intrahousehold Female Pairs. Jasmine Fledderjohann, Oxford University; Sutapa Agrawal and Sukumar Vellakkal, Public Health Foundation of India; David Stuckler, Oxford University
Tracing Sources of Legitimacy Spillovers: A Study of Chinese Companies Listing on U.S. Exchanges. HuiGuo Liu, Indiana University
Social Support Patterns and Their Determinants in Contemporary Korean Society. Jae-Woo Kim, Chonbuk National University

Table 23. Medical/Health I
Table Presider: Andrea Tilstra, University of Colorado-Boulder
Caregiving and HIV: Accounts of Resisting Individualism, Privatization, and Cuts in Social Spending. Suzan Walters, State University of New York-Stony Brook
The Rising Level of Health for Elderly with Public Health Insurance. Andrea Tilstra, University of Colorado-Boulder
Can Greater Skin in the Game Reduce United States Health Care Costs? Claudia N. Chaufan, University of California-San Francisco; Robin Chang, York University
**Session 82, continued**

Table 24. Medical/Health II

**Table Presider:** Rachael Lee, Northeastern University

- Difficult Times and Changes in the Habitus. Susan Miller and Daniel Dohan, University of California-Santa Cruz
- Interorganizational Collaboration in Healthcare Networks: The Referral Process on a Psychiatric Service. Matthew E. Archibald, Colby College
- Job Satisfaction of Home Health Aides: Profit Status and Management Models of Agencies. Tina Wu, University of Pennsylvania
- The Spatial Distribution of Swine CAFOs in North Carolina: Implications for Environmental Justice. Rachael Lee, Northeastern University

---

Table 25. Race and Health

- Race and Ethnic Differences in Reconstructing Childhood Health. Connor Sheehan and Mark D. Hayward, University of Texas-Austin
- Racial Discrimination, BMI, and Perceived Body Weight among Black Americans. Andrea Henderson, University of Texas-Austin; Juanita J. Chinn, Princeton University
- Sexual Preferences, Knowledge Attitude and Practice Regarding AIDS/HIV among Pakistani Women: An Analysis of PHDS. Kamran Hanif Khan, University of Lahore; Rubeena Zakar, University of Punjab

---

**83. Minority Fellowship Program (MFP) Research Session. Issues in Inequality, Race, and Social Structure**

**Hilton Chicago, PDR 1, Third Floor**

Session Organizers: Jean H. Shin, American Sociological Association

Beth Floyd, American Sociological Association

Presider: William T. Trent, University of Illinois

**I Just Heard It's Good: Student Perceptions of the Higher Education Status Hierarchy and College Choice. Shani Adia Evans,** University of Pennsylvania

The Residential Mobility of Mixed-Race Couples between Poor and Non-Poor Neighborhoods. Ryan Gabriel, University of Washington


---

**84. Student Forum Roundtable Session**

**Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-5, Lower Level**

Session Organizers: Nicole MacInnis, University of Manitoba and Maria D. Duenas, University of South Florida

---

**Table 1.**

**Table Presider:** Isabel Sousa-Rodriguez, City University of New York-Graduate Center

- Comparative Analysis of Sexual Violence Victimization and Risks between College Students in United States and China. Zhihang Dong, Pennsylvania State University
- Hispanic Female Body Perception: High School Athletes versus Nonathletes in Chicago. Evaristo Torres, Fernando Govea, and Benjamin Cordova, University of Illinois at Chicago
- Identity Embodiment and Navigation: Conflating Sex Category and Gender in Binary Paradigms. Hannah Rachel Carl, City University of New York-Brooklyn College
- The Influence of Religion on Gender Role Attitudes: A Twenty-Year Comparison. Laraine McDonell, University of Hawai'i

---

**Table 2.**

**Table Presider:** Denise N. Cook, University of Nevada-Las Vegas

- Agency and growth: Do Latinos Need to Learn English to succeed? Daniel Corral, Beloit College
- Beyond Occupy? Grievance Politics and the Articulation of the Nation in the other South Africa. Tawanda Sydesky Nyawasha, University of Hong Kong
- Opportunity Constraint and Religious Life. Christopher Michael Grazul, University of Chicago
- The Curse of Black Liquid Gold: A Foucauldian Discourse Analysis of the Niger-Delta Oil Spill Disaster. Onyekachi Nnamdi Nwoke, York University
- Work in the Early History of the United States. Denise N. Cook, University of Nevada-Las Vegas

---

**Table 3.**

**Table Presider:** Bethany Coston, Albion College

- Condom Openess and Condom Use: An Investigation of Adolescents' and Young Adults' Attitudes and Behaviors. Eowna Young Harrison, University of Maryland
- Korean Male College Student Identity Development in Post Compulsory Military Service. Jihye Kam, University of Wisconsin-Madison
- Military Service and Aging Baby Boomers: A Life Course Approach to Aging Vietnam Veterans. Miles Marsala, Brigham Young University
- The Re-defined Identity of Asian-American College Students on Facebook. Jenny Yoo-Jo Oh, New York University
87. Regular Session. Education and Gender: Gendered STEM Education
Hilton Chicago, PDR 2, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Irene R. Beattie, University of California-Merced
Presider: Benjamin G. Gibbs, Brigham Young University
Advanced Math and Science Course-Taking among Sexual Minority High School Students. Jennifer Pearson, Wichita State University; Lindsey Wilkinson, Portland State University; Michael Gottfried, University of California-Santa Barbara
Gender Beliefs and College Major Choice: Longitudinal Evidence from Students and Parents in Taiwan. Tony Tam, Chinese University of Hong Kong and Academia Sinica; Koit Hung, Chinese University of Hong Kong
Pipeline Dreams? Gender Differences in Occupational Plans and STEM Major among U.S. College Entrants. Kim Weeden and Dafna Gelpgiser, Cornell University; Stephen L. Morgan, Johns Hopkins University
Gender and Academic Identity Negotiation among Hypospecializing College Students. Richard N. Pitt, Vanderbilt University; Josh Packard, University of Northern Colorado
Habitus and Social Capital in STEM Fields: Perspectives for Women's Major and Career Decisions. Ian Peacock, Benjamin G. Gibbs, and Maika Malualelagi Tuala, Brigham Young University

88. Regular Session. Family, Work, and Careers
Hilton Chicago, PDR 4, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: David J. Maume, University of Cincinnati
Mothers’ Long-Term Employment Patterns. Alexandra A. Killewald and Xiaolin Zhuo, Harvard University
Similarity in Different-Sex Couples’ Joint Employment Pathways after the Transition to Parenthood. Irene S. Boeckmann, WZB Berlin Social Science Research Center
Paternity Leave, Religion, and Father Involvement with Children. Richard J. Petts, Ball State University
Parental Leave Usage among Disadvantaged Fathers. Brianne Pragg, Pennsylvania State University; Chris Knoester, The Ohio State University
Discussant: Jeremy E. Reynolds, University of Georgia

89. Regular Session. Multiple Facets of the Social and Physical Environment on Health
Hilton Chicago, Lake Erie, Eighth Floor
Session Organizer: David T. Takeuchi, Boston College
Presider: Gilbert C. Gee, University of California-Los Angeles
The Relationship between Ethnic Enclaves and Inadequate Prenatal Care Utilization among Mexican-origin Mothers. Aggie Jooyoung Noah, Pennsylvania State University
Session 89, continued
Effects of Duration and Timing of Childhood Exposure to Neighborhood Disadvantage on Obesity in Adulthood. Nicole Dolores Kravitz-Wirtz, University of Washington

90. Regular Session. Parenthood
Hilton Chicago, Astoria Room, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Valarie King, Pennsylvania State University
Presider: Lisa Marie Boyd, Pennsylvania State University
Clarifying the Association Between Mother-Father Relationship Aggression and Parenting. Kei Nomaguchi, Wendi Leigh Johnson, Mallory Minter, and Lindsey Aldrich, Bowling Green State University
Financing Children’s Futures: Economic Strategies and Attitudes towards Postsecondary Education among Middle Income Families. Patricia Tevington, University of Pennsylvania; Laura J. Napolitano, State University of New Jersey at Rutgers-Camden; Frank F. Furstenberg, University of Pennsylvania
In Thoughts, Words, and Deeds: Social Class Differences in Parental Involvement across Racial/Ethnic and Immigrant Groups. Hua-Yu Sebastian Cherng, New York University; Phoebe Ho, University of Pennsylvania
Managing Without Moms: Gay Fathers’ Collective Responses to Heteronormative Assumptions in Everyday Life. Megan Carroll, University of Southern California
How Foster Parents Continue Fostering? A Role-Taking Approach. Yuri Sonoi, Kwassui Women’s University

91. Regular Session. Patient-Provider Interaction
Hilton Chicago, Joliet Room, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Susan Roxburgh, Kent State University
Presider: Clare L. Stacey, Kent State University
Family Members as Team Members in Intensive Care. Jason Rodriguez, University of Missouri-Columbia
Nurses’ Borderwork between Caring, Professional Prestige, and Servitude in a Hospital Cardiology Unit. John William Kaiser, University of California-Berkeley
The Color of Care: Race, Skin Tone and Health Interactions. Mary Elizabeth Campbell, Texas A&M University

92. Regular Session. Political, Legal, and Scientific Contexts of Occupations
Hilton Chicago, Lake Ontario, Eighth Floor
Session Organizer: Amy S. Wharton, Washington State University
Presider: Michael Strand, Bowling Green State University
An Organizational Perspective on the Expansion of Professional Certification: Are Associations Aligned with Their Members? Kyle W. Albert, Cornell University
Chef’s Whites and Lab Coats: Embodied and Formalized Expertise in the Culinary Arts. Chad R. Borkenhagen, University of Chicago
Doctors of Osteopathic Medicine and the California Merger: The Death and Revival of a Profession. Gawin Tsai, University of Chicago
Sumptuary Labor: On Privatized Governance and Those Who Do It. Jeffrey J. Sallaz, University of Arizona; Chi Phoenix Wang, Harvard University
Discussant: Michael Strand, Bowling Green State University

93. Regular Session. Poverty
Palmer House Hilton, Salon 10, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Silvia Dominguez, Northeastern University
Do Birds of a Feather Flock Together? Relationships and Identity during the Transition Out of Homelessness. Kristen Ann Desjarlais-deKlerk, University of Calgary
I Stay to Myself: Avoidance of Social Ties among the Poor. Joan Maya Mazelis, State University of New Jersey at Rutgers-Camden
Discussant: Louis Esparza, California State University-Los Angeles

94. Regular Session. Sociology of Culture
1: Evolving Meanings and Messages in Organizational Settings
Palmer House Hilton, Wabash, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Shyon S. Baumann, University of Toronto
Analogical Dissensus: The Cognitive Underpinnings of Organizational Inertia. Kim de Laat, University of Toronto
The Rhythm of Communicative Styles: Advocacy Organizations, Social Media, and Mass Persuasion. Christopher A. Bail, Duke University
Discussant: Clayton Childress, University of Toronto

95. Section on Community and Urban Roundtable Session and Business Meeting
Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-2, Lower Level
2:30-3:30pm, Roundtables:
Session Organizer: Rachel E. Dwyer, The Ohio State University
Table 1. Neighborhood Context
Table Presider: Eileen E.S. Bjornstrom, University of Missouri
Age of Independence or Same as it Ever Was? Young Adulthood and Neighborhood Race-Ethnic Context. Aaron J. Howell, State University of New York
Towards an Understanding of the Continuity of Neighborhood Racial Context from Youth to Adulthood. Pat Rubio Goldsmith, Texas A&M University; William Velez and Maureen E. Pylman, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Neighborhood Structural and Social Stressors and Mental Health: Urban Slums of Ghana. Meredith Greif, Johns Hopkins University; F. Nii-Amoo Dodoo, Pennsylvania State University
Evaluation of Concentrated Disadvantage Index: A Latent Variable Model Approach. Sage Kim, University of Illinois at Chicago; Yamile Molina, University of Washington; Elizabeth Calhoun, University of Arizona

Table 2. Sociability and Collective Efficacy
Table Presider: Jennifer A. Ailshire, University of Southern California
Trust Thy Neighbour: When, Where and Why Do Neighbourhood Characteristics Affect Trust? Joran Laméris and Jochem Tolsma, Radboud University
Nashville Neighborhoods Project: Manufactured Order and Collective Efficacy in the Gulch. Sungeun Bae, Elizabeth Kathryn Barna, Thomas Randall Moore, and Christopher Aaron Wold, Vanderbilt University
Playing One’s Trump: Street Sociability Patterns and Neighbourhood-use in a Lisbon Suburb. João Pedro Nunes, Nova University-Lisbon
Built Environment and its Effects on Social Cohesion and Adolescent Alcohol Use. Andrea Garber Krieg and Jessica Ann Ziegler, Bowling Green State University

Table 3. Conceptualizing Spatial Units
Table Presider: Michael D.M. Bader, American University
Non-Neighborhoods: Beyond the Neighborhood Construct. Jackelyn Hwang and Jessica T. Simes, Harvard University
Street Level: Reconsidering Urban Sociology’s Regional Bias with Observations from Metro Atlanta’s Rockdale County. Betsie Garner, University of Pennsylvania

Table 4. Residential Segregation
Table Presider: Barrett Lee, Pennsylvania State University
Foreclosed Homes, Foreclosed Neighborhoods? Segregation as a Function of Metropolitan Foreclosure Rates. Lora A. Phillips Lassus, The Ohio State University
Upward Neighborhood Succession and Class Segregation from 1970 to 2009. Zawadi Rucks-Ahidiana, University of California-Berkeley

Table 5. Urban Culture, Arts, and Heritage
Table Presider:莱恩德里Vannart, Vassar College
Assembling the Creative City: Creative Anchors and Art District Sustainability. Samuel Shaw, Vanderbilt University
Avoiding the SoHo Effect: Neighborhood Revitalization and Social Inclusion in a Baltimore Arts District. Meghan Ashlin Rich, University of Scranton; William Tsitsos, Towson University
Distinction and Urban Redevelopment in Buenos Aires: Understanding Culture as Resource in Urban Restructuring. Jacob H. Lederman, City University of New York-Graduate Center

Table 6. Culture and Place Identity
Table Presider: Leonard Nevarez, Vassar College
Nostalgia for the Future: Diversity Branding and the Creation of the Now South. Sara F. Mason, University of North Georgia
Reinventing Manhattan’s Koreatown as a Transclave for Nation Branding: Typology of Transnational Entrepreneurs. Jinwon Kim, City University of New York-Graduate Center
China Dream or Local Language in Cosmopolitan Shanghai: State Policies and Place-bound Identity. Fang Xu, City University of New York-Graduate Center

Table 7. Consumption and the City
Table Presider: Joel P. Stillerman, Grand Valley State University
Welcome to Main Street: Selling the Work and Worth of an Urban Neighborhood. Taylor Cain, Boston University
Where is Fun on the Farm Found? How Structural Factors Effect Agritourism Location in Michigan. Katherine Dentzman, Michigan State University
Battered Boot Leather and Real Country Soul: Honky Tonk Night and Creative Consumption. Alessandra Lembo, University of Chicago
Taming a Chaotic Concept: Gentrification and Segmented Consumption in Brooklyn, 2002-2012. Michael Owen Benediktsson, City University of New York-Hunter College

Table 8. Residential Mobility
Table Presider: Robert M. Adelman, State University of New York-Buffalo
Between Leaving and Staying Migration Decisions of Individuals in a Socioeconomically Deprived Area. Markus Hadler, Macquarie University; Lindsay Heinemann, Marshall University
Spatial Politics and School Context in the Integration of Suburban Low-Income Housing Residents. Len Albright, Northeastern University
The Next Great Migration: African-American Out Migration and Residential Mobility from Large Northern and Midwestern Cities. Nora E. Taplin, University of Chicago
Session 95, continued

Table 9. Urban Decline and Development
We're Garbage People: Austerity, Possibility, and the Daily Routines of Detroit’s Submerged Workers. Paul Joseph Draus and Juliette Roddy, University of Michigan-Dearborn; Anthony McDuffie, Wayne State University
Re-visiting NIMBY as Conflict of Valuations and Interests. Veikko Eranti, University of Helsinki

Table 10. Civic Associations and Civil Life
Table Presider: Michael McQuarrie, London School of Economics and Political Science
Collaborative Counties: Questioning the Role of Civil Society. Joseph T. Campbell and Linda Lobao, The Ohio State University
The Differential Impact of Civic Associations’ Strategies on the Well-Being of Neighborhoods and Cities. Bryant Crabbaugh, University of Notre Dame
White Resistance to School Choice: Racial Alliance and Conflict in Community Movements for Neighborhood Schools. Hava Rachel Gordon, University of Denver

Table 11. Transportation and Spatial Mismatch
Table Presider: Brian Scott McKenzie, U.S. Census Bureau
Spatial Mismatch: Beyond Black and White. Janeria Alexis Easley, Princeton University

Table 12. Public Spaces
Table Presider: Robin Bartram, Northwestern University
Exploring the World’s Great Public Spaces: Campo Santa Margherita. Ray Hutchison, University of Wisconsin-Green Bay
Vital Streets and Virtuous Food: Food Carts and Urban Space in North America. Amy Hanser, University of British Columbia

Table 13. Urban Environments
Table Presider: Kevin T Smiley, Rice University
From A to B with LEED-ND: Negotiating Sustainable Urban Development. Aaron Passell, Barnard College

Table 14. Community Development and Civic Life
Table Presider: Miranda J. Martinez, The Ohio State University
Community Development Financial Institutions and the Rhetoric of Financial Sustainability. Miranda J. Martinez and Matt Brenn, The Ohio State University
Progress And Perfectability: Model Cities and the Struggle for Solidarity in East Orange, New Jersey. Amy C. Foerster, Pace University

Table 15. Suburbs
Table Presider: Alexandra K. Murphy, University of Michigan
Analyzing Segregation in Mature and Developing Suburbs in the United States. Katrin B. Anacker, George Mason University; Christopher Niedt, Hofstra University; Chang Kwon, George Mason University
Mediterranean Style Gated Communities Around the World: Architecture, Globalization and Transnational Elites. Albert S. Fu, Kutztown University
The Suburbanization of Poverty: Implications for Low-Income Immigrants. Daniela Carrillo, University of California-Berkeley
Eminent Domain and the Foreclosure Crisis: Local Action and Social Movements in Suburbs of Color. Christopher Niedt, Hofstra University; Brett Christophers, Uppsala University

Table 16. Gentrification
Table Presider: Emily Helen Yen, University of California-Los Angeles
Examining the Portability of the Concept of Gentrification: The Case of London and Shanghai. Emily Helen Yen, University of California-Los Angeles
How Neighbors Don’t Become Friends: Dimensions of Inequality in a Gentrifying Toronto Neighborhood. Mervyn Horgan, University of Guelph
Urban Revival: Good for the Neighbors or the Neighborhood? Ad Coenen and Bart Van de Putte, Ghent University
Waiting for Bobos: Active Displacement and Fitful Gentrification in a Midwestern City. Chase Michael Billingham, Wichita State University
Hilton Chicago, Lake Michigan, Eighth Floor
Session Organizer: Danielle Pillet-Shore, University of New Hampshire
Are Apologies Proportional to the Offenses they Address? John Heritage and Chase Wesley Raymond, University of California-Los Angeles
Normative Orientations in Sentential Construction of Procedural Instructions in Massage Therapy. Aug Nishizaka, Chiba University
Proposals for Collaboration in Children's Peer Interaction. Tanya Stivers, University of California-Los Angeles; Jack Sidnell, University of Toronto
The Implications for Large-collection CA Research of a Mode-free Structure in a Device of Argumentation. Edward John Reynolds, University of Queensland

7. Section on Human Rights Roundtable Session and Business Meeting
Palmer House Hilton, Crystal, Third Floor
2:30-3:30pm, Roundtables:
Session Organizer: Manisha Desai, University of Connecticut

Table 1. Rights and Empowerment
Table Presider: Cecilia MacDowell Santos, University of San Francisco
Are Corporations Taking Over the Development Agenda? The Human Rights Paradoxes of Nike's Girl Empowerment Programs. Maria Elizabeth Hengeveld, Columbia University

Table 2. Queering Rights
Table Presiders: Susan C. Pearce, East Carolina University and Joachim J. Savelberg, University of Minnesota
Combative Integration: A Solution to the Tolerance Trap. Jamie Marie Sommer, State University of New York-Stony Brook
Queer Pathways: Identity and Belonging Among LGBTQ Forced Migrants not Claiming Sexuality-Based Asylum. Brenna Harvey and Kamryn Danielle Warren, University of Connecticut

Table 3. Rights and Migration
Table Presider: David G. Embrick, Loyola University-Chicago
A Critical History of Deportation Reliefs: Competing Notions of Membership and Illegality. Talia Shiff, Northwestern University
Because Deportation is Violence against Women: State Responsibility, Gendered Violence and the Right to Have Rights. Salina Abji, University of Toronto
Session 97, continued

Table 4. Human Rights in Colonial/Neocolonial Contexts
Table Presiders: LaDawn Haglund, Arizona State University and Manisha Desai, University of Connecticut
Resource Extraction, Neoliberalism, Free Trade and Violations of First Nations’ Human Rights across Canada. Shana Siegel, Rochester Institute of Technology
Oppression, Colonization, and Capitalism: Conditions of Possibility and limitation within Human Rights and Human Rights Education. Danielle Aldawood, Arizona State University

Table 5. Human Rights and Gendered Violence
Table Presider: Manisha Desai, University of Connecticut
Lacking a Human Rights Framework: Sexual Assault on U.S. College Campuses. Allison Nobles, University of Minnesota
Making Mass Rape Legible: Specialized Post-Rape Care and Medical Documentation in Humanitarian Emergencies. Jaimie Morse, Northwestern University
South Korea’s Sex Trade Law: Conflicting Movements and Contested Rhetoric. Chelle Jones, University of Michigan

Table 6. Rights and Race
Table Presider: Rebecca S. Powers, East Carolina University
The Dangers of Immigration Myths. Jeffrey R Oliver, Michigan State University

Table 7. Rights, Constitution, and World Polity
Table Presiders: Wade M. Cole, University of Utah and Kiyoteru Tsutsui, University of Michigan
Human Rights through the Lens of World Polity Theory. Jennifer Ann Cheek, Michigan State University

Table 8. Child Rights
Table Presider: Brian Gran, Case Western Reserve University
Child Rights as Gendered Rights in the United States of America. Yvonne M. Vissing, Salem State University

3:30-4:10pm, Section on Human Rights Business Meeting

98. Section on Latino/a Sociology Paper Session.
Latina/o Civic and Political Participation
Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-3, Lower Level
Session Organizer and Presider: Julie A. Dowling, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Legal Status, Civic Associations, and the Political Participation of Latino Young Adults. Veronica Terrizquez, University of Southern California
Opportunity and Threat: Political Opportunity Structures and the Place of Immigrant Politics. Samuel Gregory Prieto, University of San Diego

99. Section on Mathematical Sociology Paper Session. Open Topic on Mathematical Sociology
Palmer House Hilton, Salon 2, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Delia Baldassarri, New York University
Presider: Kinga Reka Makovi, Columbia University
A Network Approach to Social Learning: An Application to Decision-Making in a Socio-Environmental System. Lorien Jasny, University of Maryland
Audience Structure and Status Multiplicity. Balazs Kovacs, University of Lugano; Chengwei Liu, Warwick Business School
Inferring Affective Perceptions from Text using Natural Language Processing, Bayesian Inference and Affect Control Theory. Kenneth Joseph and Kathleen M. Carley, Carnegie Mellon University
Promiscuous Inventions: Modeling Cultural Evolution with Multiple Inheritance. Jacob Gates Foster, University of California-Los Angeles; James A. Evans, University of Chicago

100. Section on Political Sociology Invited Session. The State in the Twenty-First Century
Hilton Chicago, Williford B, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Isaac William Martin, University of California-San Diego
Panel: Julian Go, Boston University
Mara Loveman, University of California-Berkeley
Ann Shola Orloff, Northwestern University

101. Section on Science, Knowledge and Technology Invited Session. The Politics of Knowledge: Technoscientific Dimensions of Political Life
Palmer House Hilton, Chicago Room, Fifth Floor
Session Organizer: Steven Epstein, Northwestern University
Presider: Janet K. Shim, University of California-San Francisco
Water, Technoscience, and Regimes of Governance in California. Patrick Eamonn Carroll, University of California-Davis
Janus DNA: Race and Reconciliation after the Genome. Alondra Nelson, Columbia University
Wellness and the Embodied Normalization of Neoliberalism. Kelly Moore, Loyola University-Chicago
Pressed for Time: How Technological Acceleration Came to Signify the Zeitgeist. Judy Wajcman, London School of Economics and Political Science
Discussant: Scott Frickel, Brown University

102. Section on Sex and Gender Paper Session. Straight Sexualities: Critical Perspectives (co-sponsored with Section on Sexualities)
Hilton Chicago, Waldorf Room, Third Floor
Session Organizers and Presiders: James Joseph Dean, Sonoma State University and Alison R. Moss, University of Illinois at Chicago
Straight Up Confusing: Heterosexuality, Homophobia, and Sexual Pleasure. Lauren Charles Stewart, University of Oregon
Exploring Gender Differences in Heterosexual Marking. Laurel R. Davis-Delano and Elizabeth M. Morgan, Springfield College
Helpin’ Buddies: Perceptions of Identity Among Rural Straight Men That Have Sex With Each Other. Tony Silva, Southern Illinois University-Carbondale
Pony is for Sexual Bronies and the Discursive Construction of Abject Masculinity Online. John Bailey, State University of New Jersey-Rutgers
Discussants: Alison R. Moss, University of Illinois at Chicago and James Joseph Dean, Sonoma State University

103. Section on Sociology of Law Invited Session. Re-thinking Measures of Race and Justice from an Empirical/Critical Race Theory Perspective (with a Spotlight on Implicit Bias)
Hilton Chicago, Lake Huron, Eighth Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Osagie Obasogie, University of California
Suspicion Cascades: Implicit Bias, Masculinity Threat, and Stereotype Threat in Criminal Law. L. Song Richardson, University of California-Irvine
Beyond Ancestry: Examining Multiple Cues in Racial Perception and Categorization. Destiny Peery, Northwestern University
Community Matters: Uncovering Patterns in Workplace Inequality. Flannery G. Stevens, University of Utah
Discussant: Victor Quintanilla, Indiana University

104. Section on Sociology of Mental Health Paper Session. New Dimensions of Difference: Underexplored Variation in Mental Health
Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-4, Lower Level
Session Organizer and Presider: Ning Hsieh, University of Chicago
Depression in Same-Gender Couples. Miek Beth Thomeer, University of Alabama-Birmingham
Parents Under Pressure: The Social Dynamics Surrounding Blame for Suicide Deaths in a Privileged Community. Anna Strassmann Mueller and Seth Abrutyn, University of Memphis
The Childhood Family Income Effects on Early Adulthood Depression. Kiwoong Park, State University of New York-Albany
Immigration, Subjective Social Status, and Mental Health among Latinos and Asian Americans. Anastasia S. Vogt Yuan, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
Discussant: Brea Louise Perry, Indiana University

105. Section on Sociology of Population Paper Session. Spatial Stratification
Palmer House Hilton, Salon 12, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Kyle Crowder, University of Washington
How Social Ties Shape Residential Migration and Mobility Outcomes for Low-Income Families. Asad L. Asad, Harvard University
Do Normative State Behaviors in BMI Play a Role in Subjective Weight Assessment? Robbee Wedow and Jason D. Boardman, University of Colorado-Boulder
Racial Separation at Home and Work: Patterns of Segregation in Residential and Workplace Contexts. Matthew Hall, Cornell University; John Iceland, Pennsylvania State University; Youngmin Yi, Cornell University
Spatial Boundaries and the Local Context of Residential Segregation. Elizabeth Roberto, Yale University
Discussant: Jeremy Pais, University of Connecticut

3:30 pm Meetings
Section on Community and Urban Sociology Business Meeting (to 4:10pm) -- Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-2, Lower Level
Section on Human Rights Business Meeting (to 4:10pm) -- Palmer House Hilton, Crystal, Third Floor

4:30 pm Meetings
2016 Distinguished Career Award for the Practice of Sociology -- Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 5G, Fifth Floor
2016 Excellence in Reporting on Social Issues Award Selection Committee -- Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 5H, Fifth Floor
Committee on Professional Ethics -- Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4E, Fourth Floor
Film/Video Screening. American Revolutionary: The Evolution of Grace Lee Boggs -- Hilton Chicago, PDR 5, Third Floor
Section on Sociology of Law Council and Business Meeting -- Hilton Chicago, Lake Huron, Eighth Floor
4:30 pm  

**106. Thematic Session. Pioneers in the Sociological Study of Sexuality**

**Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom C, Lobby Level**

Session Organizer and Presider: John D. DeLamater, University of Wisconsin-Madison

Panel: John D. DeLamater, University of Wisconsin-Madison

- Edward O. Laumann, University of Chicago
- Ira L. Reiss, University of Minnesota
- Pepper J. Schwartz, University of Washington
- Martin S. Weinberg, Indiana University

This panel explores the ways in which queer theory has been taken up by sociologists in the study of sexuality. While sociologists have been quick to incorporate insights about the normative and non-normative alignments of sex, gender, and sexuality from queer theory into their work, we still seem reluctant to seriously engage other aspects of the queer theoretical framework such as the discursive nature of power and its relationship to identity and social subjectivity. At the same time, sociologists of sexuality and gender have challenged queer theory for its inattention to materiality and its silences about race, ethnicity, and transnational processes. The panelists will discuss the ways they have actually utilized queer theory in their work and how it nourishes as well as limits their understandings of the sociological study of sexuality moving in the near future.

**107. Thematic Session. Queer Theory (co-sponsored with the Caucus on Transnational Approaches to Gender and Sexuality)**

**Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom B, Lobby Level**

Session Organizer and Presider: Stephen Valocchi, Trinity College

Panel: Roderick A. Ferguson, University of Minnesota

- Evren Savci, San Francisco State University
- Jyoti Puri, Simmons College
- Dawne Moon, Marquette University

This panel explores the ways in which queer theory has been taken up by sociologists in the study of sexuality. While sociologists have been quick to incorporate insights about the normative and non-normative alignments of sex, gender, and sexuality from queer theory into their work, we still seem reluctant to seriously engage other aspects of the queer theoretical framework such as the discursive nature of power and its relationship to identity and social subjectivity. At the same time, sociologists of sexuality and gender have challenged queer theory for its inattention to materiality and its silences about race, ethnicity, and transnational processes. The panelists will discuss the ways they have actually utilized queer theory in their work and how it nourishes as well as limits their understandings of sexuality, anatomical sex, social gender, and other axes of difference.

**108. Thematic Session. Does God Care about Sex? (co-sponsored with the Association for the Sociology of Religion)**

**Hilton Chicago, Williford C, Third Floor**

Session Organizer and Presider: Richard L. Wood, University of New Mexico

Investigating the Roles of Religion and Development in Shaping Public Opinion about and the Discourse Surrounding Homosexuality across Nations. Amy Adamczyk, City University of New York-John Jay College and Graduate Center

Is God Bad for Sex? Orit Avishai, Fordham University; Kelsy Burke, St. Norbert College

**109. Thematic Session. The Medicalization and Demedicalization of Sexuality**

**Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom A, Lobby Level**

Session Organizer: Rose Weitz, Arizona State University

Presider: Ophra Leyser-Whalen, University of Texas-El Paso

The Proliferation of Sexual Health: Beyond Medicalization? Steven Epstein, Northwestern University

The Sexualization and Desexualization of Cancer Risk and Prevention. Laura Mamo, San Francisco State University

The Medicalization, Demedicalization, and Remedicalization of Intersex and Transgender: A Historical Comparative Approach. Sharon Preves, Hamline University

Sex Hormones, Aging, and the Medicalization of Menopausal Women. Jennifer R Fishman, McGill University

Over the last several decades, cultural battles over sexuality increasingly have been fought in the health care realm. Drug manufacturers, doctors, consumers, and others now “sell” medical diagnoses such as Testosterone Deficit Syndrome and Premenstrual Dysphoric Disorder and medical interventions such as HPV vaccination and circumcision. Others, meanwhile, fight to demedicalize these and other behaviors and conditions. This panel explores the sources, nature, and consequences of the medicalization and demedicalization of sexuality.

**110. Special Session. Alpha Kappa Delta (AKD) Distinguished Lecture**

**Hilton Chicago, Marquette Room, Third Floor**

Session Organizer: Bethany Titus, Le Moyne College

Changing Counts, Counting Change: Toward a More Inclusive Definition of Family. Brian Powell, University of Indiana-Bloomington

**111. Special Session. CARI Grant**

**Hilton Chicago, Astoria Room, Third Floor**

Session Organizer: Brad Smith, American Sociological Association

Presider: Ashley Rondini, Franklin and Marshall College

Panel: Tony Cheng, Yale University

Brad Smith, American Sociological Association
Rebecca Lorraine Som Castellano, Boise State University
Claudia N. Chaufan, University of California-San Francisco

For over 20 years the ASA has sponsored the Community Action Research Initiative (CARI) grant. This small grant encourages sociologists to undertake community action projects that bring social science knowledge, methods, and expertise to bear in addressing community-identified issues and concerns. During this session CARI grant research and the influence it has had on the local communities will be presented.
112. Special Session. Open Forum on the Shifting Landscape of Higher Education: Envisioning Effective Responses at Individual, Department and Disciplinary Levels (sponsored by the ASA Task Force on Liberal Learning)

Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4M, Fourth Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Margaret Weigers Vitullo, American Sociological Association
Panel: Jeffrey Chin, Le Moyne College
Susan J. Ferguson, Grinnell College
Melinda Jo Messineo, Ball State University
The higher education environment is undergoing a period of rapid change along multiple dimensions. Three specific contextual changes are examined in this workshop: the proliferation of online courses and programs; the increasing scrutiny of employment outcomes in the liberal arts; and the pressure to establish shared essential learning outcomes for undergraduate majors. Developing effective responses to this shifting landscape is vital for institutional well-being and future of the discipline. This open forum will provide an overview of these trends by members of the Liberal Learning Task Force, followed by an active discussion with participants regarding how faculty, departments, and professional associations are currently, or could in the future, address these issues. At the end of the workshop we will have generated lists of potential responses to these changes that will be transcribed and shared with forum participants, as well as help inform the work of the Liberal Learning Task Force.


Hilton Chicago, Williford A, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Mitchell L. Stevens, Stanford University
Critics: Karin D. Knorr Cetina, University of Chicago
Michele Lamont, Harvard University
Author: Jerry A. Jacobs, University of Pennsylvania

114. Departmental Management and Leadership Workshop. Adjunct and Part-Time Faculty: Working Toward Organizational Structures that Support Instructors and Student Success

Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4K, Fourth Floor
Session Organizer and Leader: Ann Coburn-Collins, Saginaw Valley State University
This workshop will focus on strategies departments can employ to support their adjunct faculty. By the end of the workshop, participants will be familiar with research on adjunct faculty and student success. They will also discover how best to support adjunct faculty to ensure student success and begin to develop their own plans for departmental support. These plans could involve techniques for onboarding, mentoring, departmental inclusion, creation of faculty liaison positions, awards/ recognition, etc.

115. Professional Development Workshop. From Dissertation to Book

Hilton Chicago, PDR 1, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Leader: Gayle A. Sulik, State University of New York-Albany
Co-Leaders: Dawn R. Norris, University of Wisconsin-La Crosse
Tristan Bridges, State University of New York-Brockport
In writing an unpublished dissertation, graduate students use a clear methodology to learn about a topic and explain it in a way that advisers will understand and validate. The purpose is to demonstrate skills and abilities to a specific scholarly community. A published book is different. It needs to tell the story of research differently, with fresh insight, clarity, and a new readership in mind. This workshop focuses on how to do that. It outlines: (1) the differences between the dissertation and the book manuscript; (2) the intermediate stages in transforming dissertation research into a full-length manuscript; (3) common barriers to this transformation and strategies to overcome them; and (4) elements of a book prospectus. The workshop will provide informational materials and will include audience Q&A and breakout discussion.

116. Policy and Research Workshop. Discovering How to Get Research Used in the Policy Process

Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4A, Fourth Floor
Session Organizer: Patricia E. White, National Science Foundation
Co-Leaders: Roberta M. Spalter-Roth, American Sociological Association
Amy L. Best, George Mason University
Kelly A. Joyce, Drexel University
How does evidence-based sociological research influence policy-making either directly or indirectly? A recent New York Times article remarking on the overall importance of social science research in the policy process noted, “most striking is the poor showing of sociology, whose relevance to policy makers appears to be minimal, even though it focuses on many of our most pressing problems, including families, crime, education, aging, religion, community, inequality and poverty.” According to the study cited in the article, over the last decade, economists were cited in the Congressional Record, 4.7 thousand times, historians 2.6 thousand times, psychologists 996 times, and sociologist 233 times. Despite this limited identified numerical indicator of the influence of sociologists in the policy realm, many sociologists conduct research that has direct policy relevance and are committed to using that research to inform solutions to societal problems. A 2014 National Science Foundation-sponsored Workshop on Social Science Research and Public Policy organized by George Mason and Drexel Universities explored the contexts, networks, and strategies that can result in the use of social science research in the policy arena. Workshop co-leaders will present a conceptual framework of research utilization and the relationships that facilitate social science research usage in both policy and practice. They will also discuss the pathways that lead to the use of social science research in the policy process, the conditions which enable and constrain the use of social science research, the networks that aid in policy use, and the dissemination strategies that are necessary. The intent of the workshop discussion is present a more realistic interactive model of research use by answering the following questions: 1. What are the usages of social science research in the policy process? 2. Through what strategies, relationships, contexts, or processes does social science research enter the public policy and practice? and 3. Are there relational strategies that are effective in communicating policy-relevant findings?
117. Teaching Workshop. Teaching about Religion and Sexuality: Online Teaching Resources at theARDA.com
Hilton Chicago, PDR 3, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Leader: Roger Finke, Pennsylvania State University
Used by thousands of students each year, theARDA.com has a long list of online features and data files that have been customized for educators and their students (free of charge). The features reviewed in this workshop will include online International Maps and Profiles, GIS services, the Measurement Wizard, QuickLists and QuickStats, and the many features in theARDA.com’s Teaching Tools center. Initially designed as a data archive for researchers studying religion (and still disseminating 50,000+ data files each year), the Association of Religion Data Archives (theARDA.com) is now readily available to a general audience and gives immediate access to the GSS, NES and a long list of other national surveys. TheARDA.com is housed in the Social Science Research Institute at Penn State University, is supported by the Lilly Endowment and the John Templeton Foundation, and was selected by a division of the American Library Association as one of the 30 Best Free Reference Websites in 2010.

118. Regular Session. Arab Refugees and Political Participation
Hilton Chicago, PDR 2, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Kristine J. Ajrouch, Eastern Michigan University
Presider: Rita Stephan, U.S. Department of State
A Health Profile of Iraqi Refugees in Michigan. Florence J. Dallo and Andrew Kurecka, Oakland University; Julie Ruterbusch and Kendra Schwartz, Wayne State University; Madiha Tariq, ACCESS; Melissa Reznar, Oakland University
The Politics of Refugee Belonging: Street-level Contested Meanings of “Iraqi Deservingsness” in the U.S. Fatima Sattar, Boston College
The Arab Spring and Change in Willingness to Participate in Political Action in the Middle East. Anne M. Price, Valdosta State University; Katherine Meyer, The Ohio State University; Helen M. Rizzo, American University-Cairo
Only God Knows: Family Movement Politics Against State Violence in Libya. Amina Zarrugh, University of Texas-Austin

119. Regular Session. Corporate Power, Politics and the Environment
Palmer House Hilton, Adams Ballroom, Sixth Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Leslie C. Gates, State University of New York-Binghamton
Power Disproportionalities: Linking Emissions Extremes to Social Forces. Anya Mikael Galli and Mary B. Collins, University of Maryland-College Park
The Cultural Politics of Coal Production in Central Appalachia. Philip George Lewin, Florida Atlantic University
Energy Sovereignty in the Age of Fracking: Rethinking Power in Globalizing Lithuania. Diana Mincyte, City University of New York; Aiste Bartkiene and Leonardas Rinkevicius, Lithuanian University of Health Sciences
People Can’t Live There Unless There is Economic Activity: Structural Impediments to Groundwater Sustainability. Matthew R. Sanderson, Kansas State University; R. Scott Frey, University of Tennessee
Discussant: Paul K. Gellert, University of Tennessee

120. Regular Session. Disability and Social Life
Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4D, Fourth Floor
Session Organizer: Thomas P. Horejes, DEAF Inc.
It Takes a Village: Communication and Management in Care for Adults with Autism. Benjamin DiCicco-Bloom, Hamilton College
Productive Possibilities: Disability Studies and STS. Aleksa Owen, University of Illinois at Chicago
Serious Psychological Distress, Disability, Sex and Unmet Mental Health Care Services. Allison Houston, Anne-Marie Gomes, and Toni Naccarato, State University of New York-Albany
Volunteering among Adults with Functional Limitations and Work Disability in the United States. Carrie L. Shandra, State University of New York-Stony Brook

121. Regular Session. Ethics and Science
Hilton Chicago, Joliet Room, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Rachel S. Washburn, Loyola Marymount University
Ethical Ambiguity in Science. David R. Johnson, Rice University
Countervailing Values and Countervailing Norms: The Case of Abortion and Directive Genetic Counseling. Matthew Lawrence Kearney, University of Wisconsin-Madison
Do Ethical Principles of Community-Engaged Research Apply to Translational Science? Dmitry Khodyakov, RAND Corporation; Lisa Mikesell, State University of New Jersey-Rutgers; Booth Marika, RAND Corporation; Elizabeth Bromley, University of California-Los Angeles
Research Ethics in the Belly of the Beast: Studying Prison Arts Programs. Laura Pecenoc, University of California-San Diego

122. Regular Session. Ethnomethodology
Hilton Chicago, Lake Michigan, Eighth Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Michael Lynch, Cornell University
Explicating Soldierly Work. Michael Mair, University of Liverpool; Paul V. Smith, University of Manchester; Patrick G. Watson, University of Waterloo; Christopher Elsey, Cardiff University
Race and Trust as Factors in Police Interrogations and False Confessions. Gary C. David, Bentley University
Recommend ing Cessation of Treatment in an Oncology Clinic: Is it Bad News? Dagoberto Cortez, Douglas W. Maynard, and Toby Campbell, University of Wisconsin-Madison
Discussant: Michael Lynch, Cornell University
123. Regular Session. Family and Kinship 2: The Importance of Gender
Hilton Chicago, PDR 4, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Elizabeth C. Cooksey, The Ohio State University
Choosing Children’s Surnames: The Impact of Sexuality, Marriage and Gendered Power. Jo Lindsay, School of Social Sciences; Deborah Dempsey, Swinburne University of Technology
Disempowered by Whom? Gender vs. Generation in Family Decision Making. Reeve Vanneman, Mitali Sen, and Sonya Rastogi, University of Maryland
Single Fathers’ Narratives of Success and Struggle as Primary Caregivers. Jennifer Turchi, Castleton State College
Variation in Women’s Economic Responses to Men’s Incarceration. Angela Bruns, University of Washington
Discussant: Corinne Reczek, The Ohio State University

124. Regular Session. Illness Experience and Health Care Delivery in Hospitals: Insights from Ethnographic Research
Hilton Chicago, Lake Erie, Eighth Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Susan Roxburgh, Kent State University
Revisiting Awareness Contexts in the 21st Century Hospital. Clare L. Stacey, Manacy Pai, and Meghan Aileen Novisky, Kent State University; Steven Radwany, Summa Health Systems
Theorizing Heterogeneity in Rationalization: The Effects of Shift Work on Obstetrician Decision-Making in Childbirth. Lauren Ashley Diamond-Brown, Boston College
It’s Time She Stopped Torturing Herself: Structural Constraints to Decision-Making about Life-Sustaining Treatment by Medical Trainees. Tania M. Jenkins, Brown University
Discussant: Stefan Timmermans, University of California-Los Angeles

125. Regular Session. Poverty and the Modern American Welfare State
Palmer House Hilton, Salon 10, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Scott W. Allard, University of Washington
Presider: Alexandra K. Murphy, University of Michigan
A Whole Bunch of Combustibles: Welfare Rules and Barriers to Compliance. Jessica Hausauer, Syracuse University
Mainstream Values, the Perpetuation of Poverty, and Poor and Blacks Women in the United States. Patrick Aaron Levine, Florida Atlantic University
I Don’t Agree with Giving Cash: A Survey Experiment Examining Support for Public Assistance. Colin Campbell, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill; S. Michael Gaddis, University of Michigan
Discussant: Scott W. Allard, University of Washington

126. Regular Session. Race, Class, and Gender: Domestic and International Intersections
Hilton Chicago, Lake Ontario, Eighth Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Katrina Bell McDonald, Johns Hopkins University
Ethnicity and Social Mobility in Britain. Yaojun Li, Manchester University
Love, Marriage and Race: On the Birth of Biopolitics in Modern Japan. Shuichi Kato, Meiji Gakuin University
Moving Inequalities: How Public Transportation Reproduces Unequal Spaces. Gwendolyn Purfoye, Kent State University-Stark
Rape and the Trans/national Geographies of Discourse, Emotion and Affect in two World Newspapers. Vrushali Patil, Florida International University; Bandana Purkayastha, University of Connecticut
Discussant: Katrina Bell McDonald, Johns Hopkins University

127. Section on Community and Urban Sociology Paper Session. Neighborhood/Residential Inequalities
Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-3, Lower Level
Session Organizer and Presider: Jeffrey M. Timberlake, University of Cincinnati
Neighborhood Context and Social Networks in a National Sample of Older Adults. Erin York Cornwell and Rachel Leigh Behler, Cornell University
Minority Competition as a Predictor of African American Food Deserts. Jarrett Alan Thibodeaux, Vanderbilt University
The Oz Behind the Curtain: Cross-National Comparison of the Neighborhood Level Mechanisms Impacting Socioeconomic Mobility. Junia Lee Howell, Rice University
Ecological Networks and Neighborhood Social Organization. Christopher B. Browning, The Ohio State University; Aubrey L. Jackson, University of New Mexico; Bethany Boettner, The Ohio State University

Palmer House Hilton, Salon 2, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Lindsey P. Peterson, Mississippi State University
The Developmental Consequences of Democracy and Human Rights, 1980 to 2010. Wade M. Cole, University of Utah
Understanding Funding for Gender Justice Work with Men and Boys. Cliff Leek, State University of New York-Stony Brook
129. Section on Latino/a Sociology Roundtables
Session and Business Meeting
Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-5, Lower Level
4:30-5:30pm, Roundtables:
Session Organizers: Maria Aysa-Lastra, Winthrop University and Juan José Bustamante, University of Arkansas

1. Latino Social Movements and Civic Engagement
   Table Presider: Phillip B. Gonzales, University of New Mexico
   Immigration-Induced Diversity and its Effects on Civic Engagement and Social Trust. William Estuardo Rosales, University of California-Los Angeles
   The Dynamics of Immigration Rights Protest in Illinois, 2005-2014. Simon Weffer-Elizondo and Sara Biseno, Northern Illinois University
   Rural Community Disaster Resiliency. Fernando I. Rivera and Naim Kapucu, University of Central Florida
   The New Civics of Belonging: Undocumented Youth Mobilization and Community Embeddedness. Edelina M. Burciaga, University of California-Irvine

2. Acculturation and Construction of Latino Identity
   Table Presider: William Velez, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
   Contextual Construction of Latinidad. Jean Nava, Princeton University
   Linguistic Distance or Difference? Bringing Linguistics into the Study of Immigrants English Language Proficiency. Aaron Ponce, Indiana University

3. Latino Family Dynamics
   Table Presider: Juan José Bustamante, University of Arkansas
   Linking Familism and the (Mis)alignment of Preferences with Identity Theory. Nicole Perez, University of Notre Dame
   Ever Changing Patterns of Courtship and Marriage among Three Generations of Dominican and Dominican American Women. Stefan Bosworth, City University of New York-Bronx Community College; Rosie M. Soy, Hudson County Community College
   Mothering at the Intersection of Immigrant Illegality. Betsabeth Monica Lugo, University of Texas-Austin

4. Latino Mortality and Morbidity Patterns
   Table Presider: Marc Anthony Garcia, University of Texas-Austin
   Mortality from Breast Cancer by Hispanic Ethnicity: Evidence from the U.S. National Longitudinal Mortality Study. Julie A. Collins-Dogru, Whittier College; Augustine J. Kposowa, University of California-Riverside

5. Latinos in the Labor Market
   Table Presider: Dolores Trevizo, Occidental College
   Residential Segregation and Business Outcomes: Mexican Immigrant Entrepreneurs in Los Angeles County. Dolores Trevizo and Mary J. Lopez, Occidental College
   Emerging Elite: Latino “Pioneering” in a New Immigrant Destination. Samantha L. Perez, Vanderbilt University

6. Rituals and Religion among Latinos
   Table Presider: Christian Ramirez, Michigan State University
   Roots of Routes: Mexican Migration from the Veracruz Contact Zone. Christian Ramirez, Michigan State University

7. Latinos and Agriculture
   Latina/o Immigrant Organic Farmers: The Role of a Local Farmer Training Program in Salinas, California. Hortencia Jimenez, Hartnell College
   Neoregulation and Agrarian Class Structures: The Case of Argentina’s “Soyization” from a Food Regime Perspective. Efe Can Gurcan, Simon Fraser University

5:30-6:10pm, Section on Latino/a Sociology Business Meeting

130. Section on Mathematical Sociology Invited Session. Coleman Award Address and Business Meeting
Palmer House Hilton, Wabash, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Phillip Bonacich, University of California-Los Angeles
Panelist: Phillip Bonacich, University of California-Los Angeles

5:30-6:10pm, Section on Mathematical Sociology Business Meeting

131. Section on Political Sociology Paper Session. Inequality and Representation
Hilton Chicago, Williford B, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Sandra R. Levitsky, University of Michigan
Presider: Edward T. Walker, University of California-Los Angeles
Why African-Americans Vote More: Local Context and Political Participation. Hana Brown, Wake Forest University; Daniel Laurison, London School of Economics and Political Science; William Qiu, Stanford University
Nonelected Neighborhood Representatives: Community-Based Organizations and the Political Representation of the Urban Poor. Jeremy R. Levine, Harvard University

Between Democracy and Technocracy: Revisiting the Problem of Expertise in Post-Fukushima Japan. Hiro Saito, Singapore Management University; Sang-hyoun Pahk, University of Hawaii-Manoa

How Bureaucracy Affects Inequality in Post-Authoritarian Indonesia and the Philippines. Rahardhika Arista Utama, Northwestern University

Discussant: Edward T. Walker, University of California-Los Angeles

132. Section on Science, Knowledge and Technology Paper Session. Topics in Science, Knowledge and Technology Studies
Palmer House Hilton, Chicago Room, Fifth Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Jill A. Fisher, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill

Risky Science? Assessing and Negotiating Risks in University Bioscience. Dilshani Sarathchandra, University of Idaho

Psychiatry's Little Other: DSM-5 and Debates over Psychiatric Science. Claire Laurier Decoteau and Paige Lenore Sweet, University of Illinois at Chicago

New Ways to Die in the Age of Biomedicalization: Changes in Cause of Death Classification Rules. Bryce J. Bartlett, Duke University

Too Much of a Good Thing? American Midwives and the Positive Side of Strategic Ignorance. Kellie Owens, Northwestern University


133. Section on Sex and Gender Paper Session. Intersectional Approaches to Trans Studies (co-sponsored with LGBT Caucus)
Hilton Chicago, Waldorf Room, Third Floor
Session Organizers: Angela Jones, State University of New York-Farmingdale College and Shantel Gabriell Buggs, University of Texas-Austin
Presider: Angela Jones, State University of New York-Farmingdale College

Rethinking At-Risk Narratives: Trans Youths’ Stories about Embodiment and Intelligibility. Julia Sinclair-Palm, York University

Theorizing Gender Ideologies Through Experiences of Misgendering. Sonny M. Nordmarken, University of Massachusetts-Amherst

Trans*Parenting: Family as a Site of Queer World-Making. Laura Victoria Heston, University of Massachusetts-Amherst
Discussant: Laurel Westbrook, Grand Valley State University

134. Section on Sociology of Mental Health Invited Session. Award Ceremony and Business Meeting
Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-4, Lower Level
Session Organizer and Presider: Jason Schnittker, University of Pennsylvania

5:30-6:10pm, Section on Sociology of Mental Health Business Meeting

135. Section on Sociology of Population Paper Session. Race/Ethnicity and Population Dynamics
Palmer House Hilton, Salon 12, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Matthew Hall, Cornell University
Presider: Julie Park, University of Maryland-College Park

The New Immigration and High School Performance. Michael J. White and Zhen Liu, Brown University

Marrying Out and Beyond: Explaining National and Immigrant Boundaries among Latin American Immigrants in Canada. Claudia Patricia Masferrer Leon, Celine Le Bourdais, and Zoua M. Vang, McGill University

Are Military Veterans More Racially Integrated? An Analysis of Homeowners in 98 United States Metro Areas. Jacob S. Rugh, Brigham Young University; Mary J. Fischer, University of Connecticut

White-Latino Residential Attainments and Segregation in Six Cities: Assessing the Role of Micro-Level Factors. Amber Fox Crowell and Mark Fossett, Texas A&M University

Discussants: Tod G. Hamilton, Princeton University
Ann Owens, University of Southern California

5:30 pm Meetings
Section on Latino/a Sociology Business Meeting (to 6:10pm) -- Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-5, Lower Level
Section on Mathematical Sociology Business Meeting (to 6:10pm) -- Palmer House Hilton, Wabash, Third Floor
Section on Sociology of Mental Health Business Meeting (to 6:10pm) -- Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-4, Lower Level

6:30 pm Receptions
Joint Reception: Section on Alcohol, Drugs and Tobacco and Society for the Study of Social Problems (SSSP) -- Off-site Location, Fado Irish Pub, 100 West Grand Avenue

Joint Reception: Section on Evolution, Biology and Society; Section on Rationality and Society; Section on Mathematical Sociology -- Palmer House Hilton, Wabash, Third Floor

Joint Reception: Section on Sociology of Culture and Section on Inequality, Poverty and Mobility -- Palmer House Hilton, Crystal, Third Floor
Joint Reception: Section on the Sociology of the Family and Section on Sociology of Population -- Off-site Location, The Gage, 24 South Michigan Avenue
Joint Reception: Theory Section and Section on History of Sociology -- Off-site Location, Roosevelt University, Room 418, Wabash Building, 425 South Wabash Avenue
Section on Community and Urban Sociology Reception -- Off-site Location, Chicago Architecture Foundation, 224 South Michigan Avenue
Section on Disability and Society Reception -- Off-site Location, Access Living of Metropolitan Chicago, 115 West Chicago Avenue
Section on Environment and Technology Reception -- Palmer House Hilton, Salon 1, Third Floor
Section on Ethnomethodology and Conversation Analysis Reception -- Off-site Location, Pazzo’s Bar & Grill, 23 East Jackson Blvd
Section on Organizations, Occupations and Work Reception -- Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-2, Lower Level
Section on Peace, War and Social Conflict Reception -- Off-site Location, The Grillroom Chophouse and Wine Bar, 33 West Monroe Street
Section on Science, Knowledge and Technology Reception -- Off-site Location, Exchequer Pub, 226 South Wabash Avenue
Section on Sociological Practice and Public Sociology Reception -- Palmer House Hilton, Salon 7, Third Floor
Section on Sociology of Law Reception -- Off-site Location, The Berghoff (17 W. Adams St., East Room)
Student Reception -- Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon B, Lower Level

6:30 pm Other Groups

Commission on the Accreditation of Programs in Applied and Clinical Sociology (CAPACS) (Michael S. Fleischer) -- Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4E, Fourth Floor
Factorial Survey Design (Thomas Hinz) -- Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4H, Fourth Floor
Hurrican Katrina Discussion #1 (Dana Greene) -- Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4A, Fourth Floor
International Marxist-Humanist (Kevin B. Anderson) -- Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4A, Fourth Floor
Japan Sociologists Network (Patricia Steinhoff) -- Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4M, Fourth Floor
Memorial Gathering in Honor of Leonard Pearlin (Jason Schnittker) -- Hilton Chicago, Marquette Room, Third Floor
Sociological Focus (Annulla Linders) -- Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4L, Fourth Floor
Sociologists AIDS Network (Carrie Foote) -- Hilton Chicago, PDR 1, Third Floor
U.S. Constitution Update (Judith Blau) -- Hilton Chicago, PDR 4, Third Floor
URBAN Activists Scholars Network (Jose Zapata Calderon) -- Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4D, Fourth Floor

7:00 pm Receptions
Reception for Scholars with International Research and Teaching Interests -- Hilton Chicago, Normandie Lounge, Second Floor

7:30 pm Receptions
Joint Reception: Section on Sociology of Religion and Association for the Sociology of Religion -- Palmer House Hilton, Salon 3, Third Floor

8:00 pm Sessions

136. Plenary Session. Modern Romance: Dating, Mating, and Marriage
Hilton Chicago, International Ballroom North, Second Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Eric Klinenberg, New York University
Panel: Aziz Ansari, Actor and Comedian
Christian Rudder, OK Cupid
Helen Fisher, State University of New Jersey-Rutgers
Eli Finkel, Northwestern University
When American sociologists initially studied modern romance about a century ago, they discovered that most people were fiercely parochial. Americans generally dated and mated within their hometowns, and in big cities they often married someone who lived within a few blocks. This session explores the transformation of modern romance over the past century, paying particular attention to recent changes related to the Internet, globalization, the rising status of women, the acceptance of non-conventional sexual relationships, and the search for a soul mate. The panelists, who come from inside and outside the academy, will assess how singles manage the expanded options available to them today, and examine emerging attitudes about and experiences in committed relationships and marriages.

9:30 pm Receptions
Departmental Alumni Night (DAN) -- Hilton Chicago, Normandie Lounge, Second Floor
China Under Mao
A Revolution Derailed
Andrew G. Walder
$49.95

The Cultural Matrix
Understanding Black Youth
Edited by Orlando Patterson
With Ethan Fosse
$45.00

Grounds for Difference
Rogers Brubaker
$39.95

The Economics of Race in the United States
Brendan O’Flaherty
$49.95

The Cross-Border Connection
Immigrants, Emigrants, and Their Homelands
Roger Waldinger
$29.95

The End Game
How Inequality Shapes Our Final Years
Corey M. Abramson
$39.95

Social Neuroscience
Brain, Mind, and Society
Edited by Russell K. Schutt, Larry J. Seidman, and Matcheri S. Keshavan
$49.95

The Rise of the Right to Know
Politics and the Culture of Transparency, 1945–1975
Michael Schudson
$29.95

Why Muslim Integration Fails in Christian-Heritage Societies
Claire L. Adida
David D. Laitin
Marie-Anne Valfort
$45.00

Inequality
What Can Be Done?
Anthony B. Atkinson
$29.95
THE LONG SHADOW
Family Background, Disadvantaged Urban Youth, and the Transition to Adulthood
Karl Alexander, Doris Entwisle, and Linda Olson
“A fitting capstone for the efforts of a remarkable team of collaborators and their longitudinal study of working class children growing up in Baltimore.”
— Greg J. Duncan, University of California, Irvine
$35.00 | Paperback

NURTURING DADS
Social Initiatives for Contemporary Fatherhood
William Marsiglio and Kevin Roy
“Nurturing Dads makes it abundantly clear that it is time to jettison narrow definitions of manhood and develop social policies that reach well beyond the limited model of fathers as only breadwinners.”
— Kathleen Gerson, New York University
$35.00 | Paperback

FAMILY CONSEQUENCES OF CHILDREN’S DISABILITIES
Dennis P. Hogan
“A ground-breaking study of the consequences that raising a child with a disability has for family life...his analyses are rigorous and insightful.”
— Valerie Leiter, Simmons College
$27.50 | Paperback

AMERICAN MEMORIES
Atrocities and the Law
Joachim J. Savelsberg and Ryan D. King
“The most insightful account to date of the relationships between collective memory and law, atrocity and institutional response.”
— Philip Smith, Yale University
$37.50 | Paperback

GOOD JOBS, BAD JOBS
The Rise of Polarized and Precarious Employment in the United States, 1970s to 2000s
Arne L. Kalleberg
“Essential reading for anyone interested in understanding the situation of workers in twenty-first-century America.”
— Ruth Milkman, CUNY Graduate Center
$24.95 | Paperback

SOCIAL MOVEMENTS IN THE WORLD-SYSTEM
The Politics of Crisis and Transformation
Jackie Smith and Dawn West
“A much-needed analytic integration of the realities of worldwide social movements and their theorization.”
— Immanuel Wallerstein, Yale University
$39.95 | Paperback

FORTHCOMING FROM THE ROSE SERIES

FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS ACROSS THE GENERATIONS
Judith A. Seltzer, Emily Wiemers, and Suzanne M. Bianchi

DESEGREGATING OPPORTUNITY
The Unfulfilled Promise of Affirmative Action for Black Americans
Deirdre Royster

A POUND OF FLESH
Criminal Debt as a Permanent Punishment for Poor People
Alexes Harris

INTERRacial ROMANCE AND FRIENDSHIP IN ADOLESCENCE AND ADULTHOOD
Grace Kao, Kara Joyner, and Kelly Stamper Balisteri

URBANIZATION’S CHANGING NATURE
Industrial Hazards, Systemic Risk, and the Remaking of American Cities
Scott Frickel and James R. Elliott

GOLDEN YEARS?
Social Inequalities in Later Life
Deborah Carr

RUSSELL SAGE FOUNDATION
Visit Us in Booth 401
russellsage.org/publications
Call toll-free to order (800) 524-6401
New from Princeton

White Backlash
Immigration, Race, and American Politics
Marisa Abrajano & Zoltan L. Hajnal
Cloth $29.95

Strangers No More
Immigration and the Challenges of Integration in North America and Western Europe
Richard Alba & Nancy Foner
Cloth $35.00

In Harm's Way
The Dynamics of Urban Violence
Javier Auyero & María Fernanda Berti
Cloth $35.00

Terrified
How Anti-Muslim Fringe Organizations Became Mainstream
Christopher Bail
Cloth $35.00

Locus of Authority
The Evolution of Faculty Roles in the Governance of Higher Education
William G. Bowen & Eugene M. Tobin
Copublished with ITHAKA
Cloth $29.95

The Social Life of Money
Nigel Dodd
Cloth $35.00

The Hero's Fight
African Americans in West Baltimore and the Shadow of the State
Patricia Fernández-Kelly
Cloth $35.00

Caught
The Prison State and the Lockdown of American Politics
Marie Gottschalk
Cloth $35.00

American Zoo
A Sociological Safari
David Graizian
Cloth $35.00

Pedigree
How Elite Students Get Elite Jobs
Lauren A. Rivera
Cloth $35.00

Madness in Civilization
A Cultural History of Insanity, from the Bible to Freud, from the Madhouse to Modern Medicine
Andrew Scull
Cloth $39.50

In the Blood
Understanding America’s Farm Families
Robert Wuthnow
Cloth $35.00

New in the series
Princeton Studies in Cultural Sociology
Paul J. DiMaggio, Michele Lamont, Robert J. Wuthnow, and Viviana A. Zelizer, Series Editors

The Battle for Yellowstone
Morality and the Sacred Roots of Environmental Conflict
Justin Farrell
Cloth $39.50

Magazines and the Making of America
Modernization, Community, and Print Culture, 1741–1860
Heather A. Haveman
Cloth $45.00

New in Paper
Winner of ASA's 2013 Max Weber Book Award
Winner of ASA's 2013 Pierre Bourdieu Award for Best Book

Creating the Market University
How Academic Science Became an Economic Engine
Elizabeth Popp Berman
Paper $24.95

Small-Town America
Finding Community, Shaping the Future
Robert Wuthnow
Paper $27.95

Coming of Age in Second Life
An Anthropologist Explores the Virtually Human
Tom Boellstorff
With a new preface by the author
Paper $24.95

The Son Also Rises
Surnames and the History of Social Mobility
Gregory Clark
With Neil Cummins, Yu Hao & Daniel Diaz Vidal
The Princeton Economic History of the Western World
Paper $19.95

Meeting at Grand Central
Understanding the Social and Evolutionary Roots of Cooperation
Lee Cronk & Beth L. Leech
Paper $22.95

The Org
The Underlying Logic of the Office
Updated Edition
Ray Fisman & Tim Sullivan
With a new preface by the authors
Paper $17.95

The New York Nobody Knows
Walking 6,000 Miles in the City
William B. Helmreich
Paper $19.95

Climbing the Charts
What Radio Airplay Tells Us about the Diffusion of Innovation
Gabriel Rossman
Paper $19.95

Racism
A Short History
George M. Fredrickson
With a new foreword by Albert M. Camarillo
Princeton Classics
Paper $19.95

Hamburgers in Paradise
The Stories behind the Food We Eat
Louise O. Fresco
Cloth $39.50

Houses a New World
Builders and Buyers in American Suburbs, 1945–1965
Barbara Miller Lane
Cloth $49.95

The Mushroom at the End of the World
On the Possibility of Life in Capitalist Ruins
Anna Louise Kijewski-Tsing
Cloth $29.95

Forthcoming
Affordable Housing in New York
The People, Places, and Policies That Transformed a City
Edited by Nicholas Dagen Bloom & Matthew Gordon Lamer
Cloth $39.95

The Process Matters
Engaging and Equipping People for Success
Joel Brockner
Cloth $27.95

Beyond the Beat
Musicians Building Community in Nashville
Daniel B. Cornfield
Cloth $35.00

Racism
A Short History
George M. Fredrickson
With a new foreword by Albert M. Camarillo
Princeton Classics
Paper $19.95

Hamburgers in Paradise
The Stories behind the Food We Eat
Louise O. Fresco
Cloth $39.50

Houses a New World
Builders and Buyers in American Suburbs, 1945–1965
Barbara Miller Lane
Cloth $49.95

The Mushroom at the End of the World
On the Possibility of Life in Capitalist Ruins
Anna Louise Kijewski-Tsing
Cloth $29.95

Booth 104
30% Conference Discount
Undocumented Latino Youth:
Navigating Their Worlds
Marisol Clark-Ibáñez • hc $68.50
Latinos: Exploring Diversity and Change

Making a Life in Multiethnic Miami:
Immigration and the Rise of a Global City
Elizabeth M. Aranda, Sallie Hughes, and Elena Sabogal
hc $68.50 • Latinos: Exploring Diversity and Change

Making Sense of Social Problems:
New Images, New Issues
Joel Best and Scott R. Harris, editors
hc $68 • pb $26.50 • Social Problems, Social Constructions

Introducing Disability Studies
Ronald J. Berger • hc $62.50 • pb $25

Sexual Minorities in Sports: Prejudice at Play
Melanie L. Sartore-Baldwin, editor • hc $49.95

Coming Out: The New Dynamics
Nicholas A. Guittar • hc $55 • A FirstForumPress Book

Confronting School Bullying:
Kids, Culture, and the Making of a Social Problem
Jeffrey W. Cohen and Robert A. Brooks
hc $58.50 • Social Problems, Social Constructions

Muslims in US Prisons:
People, Policy, Practice
Nawal H. Ammar, editor • hc $65

Introducing Social Stratification:
The Causes and Consequences of Inequality
Kasturi DasGupta • pb $35

Now in paperback!

Race and Justice:
Wrongful Convictions of African American Men
Marvin D. Free, Jr., and Mitch Ruesink
hc $68 • pb $29.95

Surviving Katrina: The Experiences of Low-Income African American Women
Jessica Warner Pardee • hc $65 • A FirstForumPress Book

Women Attorneys and the Changing Workplace: High Hopes, Mixed Outcomes
Phyllis Kitzerow • hc $65 • A FirstForumPress Book

Forthcoming in paperback!

My Dog Always Eats First:
Homeless People and Their Animals
Leslie Irvine • hc $55 • pb $25

Forthcoming in paperback!

Confronting Homelessness:
Poverty, Politics, and the Failure of Social Policy
David Wagner with Jennifer Barton Gilman
hc $55 • pb $25 • Social Problems, Social Constructions

Meth Mania: A History of Methamphetamine
Nicholas L. Parsons • hc $58.50
Social Problems, Social Constructions
Neutral Accent
How Language, Labor, and Life Become Global
A. ANEESH
15 illustrations, paper, $22.95

Legions of Boom
Filipino American Mobile DJ Crews in the San Francisco Bay Area
OLIVER WANG
Refiguring American Music
24 illustrations, paper, $23.95

Bruno
Conversations with a Brazilian Drug Dealer
ROBERT GAY
20 illustrations, paper, $23.95

Ordinary Medicine
Extraordinary Treatments, Longer Lives, and Where to Draw the Line
SHARON R. KAUFMAN
Critical Global Health
apaper, $26.95

Arresting Dress
Cross-Dressing, Law, and Fascination in Nineteenth-Century San Francisco
CLARE SEARS
Perverse Modernities
17 illustrations, paper, $22.95

How Would You Like to Pay?
How Technology Is Changing the Future of Money
BILL MAURER
51 illustrations, paper, $19.95

Give a Man a Fish
Reflections on the New Politics of Distribution
JAMES FERGUSON
Foreword by THOMAS GIBSON
The Lewis Henry Morgan Lectures
paper, $24.95

Economies of Violence
Transnational Feminism, Postsocialism, and the Politics of Sex Trafficking
JENNIFER SUCHLAND
5 illustrations, paper, $24.95

The Theater of Operations
National Security Affect from the Cold War to the War on Terror
JOSEPH MASCO
57 illustrations, paper, $23.95

Postgenomics
Perspectives on Biology after the Genome
SARAH S. RICHARDSON
and HALLAM STEVENS, editors
16 illustrations, paper, $25.95

Order online and save 30% with coupon code ASOCA15
DUKEUPRESS.EDU

888-651-0122
Follow us on Twitter! @DUKEpress
Feminist Surveillance Studies
RACHEL E. DUBROFSKY & SHOSHANA AMIELLE MAGNET, editors
8 illustrations, paper, $25.95

The Transparent Traveler
The Performance and Culture of Airport Security
RACHEL HALL
37 illustrations, paper, $23.95

Dark Matters
On the Surveillance of Blackness
SIMONE BROWNE
20 illustrations, paper, $23.95

Shapeshifters
Black Girls and the Choreography of Citizenship
AIMEE MEREDITH COX
paper, $25.95

Colonial Genocide in Indigenous North America
ANDREW WOOLFORD, JEFF BENVENUTO
and ALEXANDER LABAN HINTON, editors
Foreword by THEODORE FONTAINE
13 illustrations, paper, $26.95

Revised and Expanded Edition
Normal Life
Administrative Violence, Critical Trans Politics, and the Limits of Law
DEAN SPADE
paper, $23.95

Forthcoming from DUKE UNIVERSITY PRESS:

Making Freedom
Apartheid, Squatter Politics, and the Struggle for Home
ANNE-MARIA MAKHULU
16 illustrations, paper, $23.95

Islam and Secularity
The Future of Europe’s Public Sphere
NILÜFER GÖLE
Public Planet Books
paper, $23.95

addicted.pregnant.poor
KELLY RAY KNIGHT
Critical Global Health
34 illustrations, paper, $25.95

Pipe Politics, Contested Waters
Embedded Infrastructures of Millennial Mumbai
LISA BJÖRKMAN
18 illustrations, paper, $25.95

Territories of the Soul
Queered Belonging in the Black Diaspora
NADIA ELLIS
paper, $23.95

Gut Feminism
ELIZABETH A. WILSON
Next Wave
paper, $23.95

Follow us on Twitter!
@DUKEpress
Public Culture
edited by Shamus Khan

Public Culture is a prize-winning, field-defining cultural studies journal that shapes the way we talk about public cultures and globalization in a diasporic world.

Three issues annually
Individuals: $38
Students: $25
Single issues: $16

dukenpress.edu/public-culture

Cultural Politics
edited by John Armitage, Ryan Bishop, and Douglas Kellner
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The length of each daytime session/meeting activity is one hour and forty minutes, unless noted otherwise. The usual turnover is as follows:

8:30am-10:10am
10:30am-12:10pm
12:30pm-2:10pm
2:30pm-4:10pm
4:30pm-6:10pm

Session presiders and committee chairs are requested to see that sessions and meetings end on time to avoid conflicts with subsequent activities scheduled into the same room.

7:00 am  Meetings

Community College Faculty Bagel Breakfast -- Hilton Chicago, Normandie Lounge, Second Floor
Section on Disability and Society Council Meeting (to 8:15am) -- Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4E, Fourth Floor
Section on Environment and Technology Council Meeting (to 8:15am) -- Palmer House Hilton, Harvard, Third Floor
Section on Inequality, Poverty and Mobility Council Meeting (to 8:15am) -- Palmer House Hilton, Ashland, Third Floor
Section on Peace, War and Social Conflict Council Meeting (to 8:15am) -- Palmer House Hilton, Congress, Third Floor
Section on Sociology of Religion Council Meeting (to 8:15am) -- Palmer House Hilton, Cresthill, Third Floor

8:30 am  Meetings

Committee on Committees (to 4:10pm) -- Hilton Chicago, Joliet Foyer & Room, Third Floor
Committee on Publications (to 4:10pm) -- Hilton Chicago, Marquette Foyer & Room, Third Floor
Film/Videoc Screening, Pornland: How the Porn Industry has Hijacked Our Sexuality -- Hilton Chicago, PDR 5, Third Floor
Social Psychology Quarterly Editorial Board -- Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4F, Fourth Floor
Student Forum Advisory Panel -- Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4I, Fourth Floor
Task Force on Engaging Sociology, Subcommittee on Standards for Evaluating Public Sociology (SEPS) (to 4:10pm) -- Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4H, Fourth Floor
Task Force on Liberal Learning and the Sociology Major -- Hilton Chicago, McCormick Boardroom, Fourth Floor

8:30 am  Sessions

137. Thematic Session. No Sex, Just a Baby: Birth without Sex
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom C, Lobby Level
Session Organizer: Julia McQuillan, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
Presider: Rosalie A. Torres Stone, Clark University
Medicalization’s Marginalization: The Role of Gender, Class, and Sexuality in the Medicalization of Infertility. Ann V. Bell, University of Delaware
Doing IVF for Pregnancy or for Profit: A Comparative Survey of Women’s Bodily Experiences. Rene Almeling, Yale University
Men, Masculinity and Infertility. Liberty Walther Barnes, University of Cambridge
Discussant: Susan Markens, City University of New York-Lehman College
Advances in medications and medical techniques in the 20th century have made human reproduction without sex a routinized and widely accepted practice. The first “test tube baby,” Louise Brown, was born in 1978. In 2012, over 61,000 babies were born with the help of IVF. This session will address issues such as reluctance to admit the need for medical help to conceive a child, the impact of infertility treatment on men’s and women’s sexuality and sexual relationships, religious views on procreation without sex, and attitudes toward sexuality as the underlying link between views on contraception, abortion, and assisted reproductive technologies. It will also touch on views of sexuality, aging, and menopause through the topic of upper age limits on the use of donor eggs and reproductive technologies.

138. Thematic Session. Sexual Minority Intimate Relationships and Health
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom B, Lobby Level
Session Organizer and Presider: Corinne Reczek, The Ohio State University
Panel: Debra Umberson, University of Texas
Ilan H. Meyer, University of California-Los Angeles
Stephen T. Russell, University of Arizona
Discussant: Allen J. LeBlanc, San Francisco State University
The relationship between intimate relationships and health has long been studied in sociology—with a body of research demonstrating that marriage and even cohabitation is associated with enhanced health. However, the relationship between sexual minority intimate relationships and health is in its nascent stages. This thematic session panel will provide a view of the emergent literature on sexual minority intimate ties and health. This panel will provide insight into the challenges and future directions of this research area. The focus of the panelists will be on marriage, cohabitation, and other intimate relationships among sexual minorities (e.g., LGB or T identified intimate ties, same-sex unions) and will cover general health outcomes including physical health, mental well-being, and health behavior. The goal of the session is to encourage and expand efforts and innovations in determining the relationship between sexual minority intimate relationships and health.
139. Thematic Session. Sexual Practices and their Regulations: The Long Historical View
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom A, Lobby Level
Session Organizer and Presider: Estelle Freedman, Stanford University
Panel: Leila J. Rupp, University of California
Rachel Jean-Baptiste, University of Chicago
Tom Foster, DePaul University
Discussant: Estelle Freedman, Stanford University
A panel discussion of sexual behaviors and how they have been regulated over the long sweep of history.

140. Thematic Session. Sexuality Movements
Hilton Chicago, Williford C, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Melanie Heath, McMaster University
Presider: Michael W. Yarbrough, City University of New York-John Jay College
Beyond Same-Sex Marriage. Mary Bernstein, University of Connecticut
Sexuality and Right-Wing Activism: A Historical Perspective. Tina Fetter, McMaster University
Movements against Sexual Violence: Feminists, Conservatives, and the Shaping of Institutional Interventions. Nancy E. Whittier, Smith College
Regulating Multiple Relationships: Future Directions for Sexuality Movements. Melanie Heath, McMaster University
The social landscape that sexuality movements encounter has changed dramatically in recent decades. Public opinion on lesbian and gay rights, especially same-sex marriage has improved. Exclusionary institutions such as the U.S. military have new inclusive policies. But at the same time, abortion rights are being chipped away by state legislatures, and sexual violence and rape continue to be prevalent in institutions like the military and universities. This panel will consider what is new in the contemporary landscape of sexuality movements, their ability to generate legal and social change, and the social consequences of the ferocious opposition they have faced.

141. Special Session. Recent Trends in Mass Incarceration
Hilton Chicago, Williford B, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Becky Pettit, University of Texas
Panel: Bruce Western, Harvard University
Hedwig Eugenie Lee, University of Washington
Tyler McCormick, University of Washington
Megan Lee Comfort, RTI International
Emily Wang, Yale University
A panel devoted to making sense of new developments in mass incarceration. The American criminal justice system has grown so dramatically over the past 40 years that one in 100 adults now resides behind bars and one in three black men can expect to spend at least a year in prison during his lifetime. This panel highlights research on the broad effects of criminal justice expansion with a focus on how the criminal justice system has infiltrated the lives of people who themselves have not been incarcerated and how such exposure is stratified by race and ethnicity, gender, and social class.

142. Special Session. The Impact of Katrina Hilton Chicago, Waldorf Room, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Kai Erikson, Yale University
Coming to Terms with Katrina: The SSRC Task Force. Kai Erikson, Yale University
Disaster and Risk: Lessons and Legacies of the Post-Katrina Rebuilding Process. Kevin Fox Gotham, Tulane University
Disparities in Recovery from Hurricane Katrina: The KATRINA@10 Program. Mark J. VanLandingham, Tulane University
Discussant: Kathleen J. Tierney, University of Colorado-Boulder
This session will take place within a few days of the tenth anniversary of the disaster we call “Katrina.” It is widely appreciated by now that Katrina is probably the most telling disaster in modern American experience, not simply because of the number of people it killed or the amount of damage it did but because it revealed so much about ourselves as a people, the workings of our society, and the times we live in. The presentations and the discussion to follow will review findings from research on Katrina conducted thus far, consider what those findings suggest for the sociological study of disaster more generally, and reflect on the methodological implications both of studies that have been underway for some time and projects now under consideration.

143. Author Meets Critics Session. Caring for Our Own: Why There is No Political Demand for New American Social Welfare Rights (Oxford University Press, 2014) by Sandra R. Levitsky
Hilton Chicago, Williford A, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Brian Steensland, Indiana University-Purdue University-Indianapolis
Critics: Andrew J. Perrin, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
Francesca Polletta, University of California-Irvine
Robin Stryker, University of Arizona
Author: Sandra R. Levitsky, University of Michigan

Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4C, Fourth Floor
Session Organizer and Leader: Allison Pugh, University of Virginia
Co-Leaders: Amy L. Best, George Mason University
Ana Campos-Holland, Connecticut College
Melissa Lynne Swauger, Indiana University-Pennsylvania
Jessica Karen Taft, University of California-Santa Cruz
Ingrid E. Castro, Massachusetts College of Liberal Arts
Brent Harger, Gettysburg College
The workshop will include short briefings by panelists and then a focused discussion about the primary challenges that scholars conducting research with children/youth increasingly face in dealing with Institutional Review Boards (IRBs) and other institutional gatekeepers. IRBs are sometimes leery of permitting such research on the grounds that children are “vulnerable subjects.” These bodies thus (sometimes unintentionally) impede children’s participation in research, even that which is ethically constructed, and thereby inhibit the contribution of children’s perspectives.
to knowledge. This discussion is a continuation of a conversation from the 2014 ASA annual meetings. We will also pass around for comment working drafts of three briefing memos prepared in the wake of the 2014 conversation that are intended to guide IRBs, schools and early career researchers. Attendees will then exchange information about their own experiences, common justifications that IRBs have used for their actions, any strategies that have worked and other actions that the scholarly community might take to ameliorate the situation.

145. Teaching Workshop. Why Won’t They Talk? Using Discussion and Active Engagement to Facilitate Student Learning

Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4A, Fourth Floor

Session Organizer and Leader: Jay R. Howard, Butler University

Faculty often wish to engage students in class discussion, but sometimes our efforts fall flat and we give up the effort. Why should we seek to engage students? What classroom norms sometimes undermine students’ participation? Which students are most likely to participate and to choose not to participate? How can an instructor manage both the dominant talkers and the non-talkers? We will engage each of these questions utilizing a review of the research to identify ways to structure class discussion to engage students and maximize learning. This workshop will help faculty recognize classroom norms related to participation in discussion and how to redefine the classroom in ways that facilitate students’ active engagement and thereby enhance learning.

146. Regular Session. Asymmetries in Medical Care: Using Conversation Analysis to Understand the Practice of Medicine

Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4K, Fourth Floor

Session Organizer: Geoffrey Raymond, University of California-Santa Barbara

Epistemics, Entitlement, and Counting in Primary Care Interaction. Timothy Halkowski, University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point
Mindful Medicine: Mental Health Symptom Presentations and Patterns of Uptake. Alexandra Lee Tate, University of California-Los Angeles
Speaking on Behalf of Patients in Group Interactions in an Intellectual Disability Medical Care Setting. Joseph Webb, Alison Pilnick, and Jennifer Clegg, University of Nottingham

When an Option is Not an Option: Discussions about Surgical Treatments for Breast Cancer. Virginia Teas Gill, Illinois State University

147. Regular Session. Current Issues in Mental Health

Hilton Chicago, Astoria Room, Third Floor

Session Organizer: Krysia Mossakowski, University of Hawaii-Manoa

Presider: Jo C. Phelan, Columbia University

Police Response to Domestic Violence: Situations Involving Veterans Exhibiting Signs of Mental Illness. Fred E. Markowitz, Northern Illinois University; Amy Watson, University of Illinois at Chicago

Rethinking the Stress Process: Stigma, Trauma, PTS, and Gender Differences among Active Duty Military Personnel. Sean Matthew Vina, Indiana University Bloomington
Discrimination and Mental Health among Migrant and Ethnic Groups from South East London. Stephanie Hatch, King’s College London; Billy Gazzard, Institute of Psychiatry; David R. Williams, Harvard University; Souci Frissa, Laura Goodwin, and Matthew Hotopf, King’s College London
Measuring Mental Distress: Lessons from DSM-5’s Failed Commensuration. Owen Wholley, University of New Mexico

Discussant: Bruce G. Link, Columbia University


Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-1, Lower Level

Session Organizer: Richard Swedberg, Cornell University
Presider: Lyn Spillman, University of Notre Dame
Are Financial Economists Creative? Simone Polillo, University of Virginia
Dancing with Names: The Dynamics of Perceptual Creativity in Diversification. Sarah Seong and Frederic Clement Godart, INSEAD

Freedom From and Through Markets: Autonomy in American Literary and Visual Arts Practice. Alison Gerber, Yale University; Clayton Childress, University of Toronto
Inventing while you Work: Production, Learning and Innovation. John P. Walsh and You-Na Lee, Georgia Institute of Technology

Necissity is the Mother of Isomorphism: Poverty and Market Creativity in Panama. Laura Doering, University of Toronto

149. Regular Session. Fertility: Childbearing Decisions, Regrets, and Reassessments

Hilton Chicago, PDR 4, Third Floor

Session Organizer and Presider: Sarah R. Hayford, Arizona State University

Death and Desirability: Retrospective Reporting of Pregnancy Intention after a Child’s Death. Emily Smith-Greenaway, Pennsylvania State University; Christie Sennott, Purdue University


Unwanted Pregnancy in Zanzibari Women: Weighing Fears of Abortion against Consequences of Birth. Maryam Hemed, African Union Commission; John B. Casterline, The Ohio State University

Unrealized Fertility: Fertility Desires at the End of the Reproductive Career. John B. Casterline and Siqi Han, The Ohio State University

Discussant: Abigail Aiken, Princeton University
150. Regular Session. Housing Finance, Foreclosures and Evictions
Palmer House Hilton, Salon 10, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Ruby Mendenhall, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
An Assessment of the GSE’s Impact On Home Mortgage Lending During the Early 21st Century. Linda Marie Kawentzel and Richard A. Williams, University of Notre Dame
Durable Inequality and Mechanisms of Mortgage Discrimination. Justin Steil, Columbia University; Len Albright, Northeastern University; Jacob S. Rugh, Brigham Young University
Financially Over-Extended: College Attendance as a Contributor to Foreclosures during the Great Recession. Jacob William Faber and Peter M. Rich, New York University
Moving Out: The Geospatial Patterning of Eviction and Displacement in Mobile Home Parks. Esther Sullivan, University of Texas-Austin

151. Regular Session. Internal Migration
Palmer House Hilton, Price Room, Fifth Floor
Session Organizer: Rebecca L. Clark, Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development
Presider: Stephanie A. Bohon, University of Tennessee
Staying Close: Proximity to Kin and Neighborhood Out-Mobility by Neighborhood Socioeconomic Status. Elizabeth Ackert, University of Washington; Amy L. Spring, Georgia State University; Kyle Crowder, University of Washington; Scott J. South, State University of New York-Albany
Occupational and Regional Mobility as Substitutes: Influencing Factors and Consequences for Wage Inequality. Malte Reichelt, Institute for Employment Research; Martin Abraham, University of Nuremberg-Erlangen
The Duration of Migration among Malawians: How Family and Friend Networks Play a Role. Tyler Wiktor Myroniuk, University of Maryland

152. Regular Session. Internet and Society
Palmer House Hilton, Kimball, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Jessie Daniels, City University of New York-Graduate Center
Algorithms that Watch, Judge and Nudge: A Case Study from Ferguson to #Ferguson. Zeynep Tufekci, Princeton University
How Do I Put This Gently? Articulating the Links between Race, Residence and Sexuality. Nicholas Andrew Boston, City University of New York-Lehman College
Cyberfeminism/s: The Strategies of Feminism in a Digital Age. Tamryn Gilbert, The New School for Social Research
Digital Social Norm Enforcement: Why Online Aggressors Do Not Hide Behind Anonymity. Lea Iris Stahel and Katja Rost, University of Zurich; Bruno S. Frey, Zeppelin University

153. Regular Session. Organizations: Institutional Change and Entrepreneurship
Hilton Chicago, Lake Erie, Eighth Floor
Session Organizer: Emily A. Barman, Boston University
Presider: Paul-Brian McInerney, University of Illinois at Chicago
Acquiescent Defiance: Tuscan Wineries’ Partial Reactivity to the Italian Government’s Quality Regulation System. Taeyoung Yoo, Hankuk University of Foreign Studies; Reinhard Bachmann, University of London; Oliver Schluke, University of Arizona
Doing Well by Doing Good and the Rhetorical Accomplishment of Social Enterprise. Curtis D. Child, Brigham Young University
For Good Measure: The Role of Valuation Devices in Institutional Change. Emily A. Barman, Boston University; Matthew Hall, London School of Economics and Political Science; Yuval Millo, University of Leicester
Logical Transformation: The Organizational Development of Institutional Entrepreneurship and Social Skill in Kerala’s Kudumbashree Movement. Matthew Block, University of New York
Discussant: Paul-Brian McInerney, University of Illinois at Chicago

154. Regular Session. Public Opinion
Palmer House Hilton, Grant Park Parlor, Sixth Floor
Session Organizer: Mariah Debra Evans, University of Nevada-Reno
The Two Faces of Public Opinion Heterogeneity: The Case of Popular Attitudes toward Distributive Justice. Dong-Kyun Im, University of Seoul
The Social Standing of Occupations in the United States, 1963-2012. Michael Hout, New York University; Peter V. Marsden, Harvard University; Tom W. Smith, NORC-University of Chicago
Upward Social Mobility and Discrimination Beliefs, Stereotyping, and Support for Social Policies. Elizabeth Sarah Zack and John Coutley, Indiana University
Will Promoting Education Really Increase People’s Trust Levels? A Test Utilizing a Sample of American Siblings. Gregory M. Eirich, Columbia University; Tianshu Li, Teach for China
155. Regular Session. Qualitative Methodology
Palmer House Hilton, Salon 1, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Karyn Lacy, University of Michigan
Presider: Saida Grundy, Boston University
A Qualitative Narrative Policy Framework? Examining the Policy Narratives of U.S. Campaign Finance Regulatory Reform. Garry C Gray, University of Victoria; Michael D. Jones, Oregon State University
From Frontstage to Backstage: Eliciting Different Forms of Interview Talk. Laura Robinson, Santa Clara University; Jeremy Markham Schulz, University of California-Berkeley
Getting Intimate in Interviews? Reflections on the Possibility to Observe Interaction in Couple Interviews. Martin Stempfhuber, University of Hamburg; Elke Wagner, Johannes Gutenberg-University, Mainz
On Reconstructing History Using Retrospective Interviews: A Review of the Neuropsychological Literature on Individual Memory. Aziza Khazzoom, Indiana University-Bloomington

156. Regular Session. Race and Ethnicity in the Capitalist World-System I
Palmer House Hilton, Hancock Parlor, Sixth Floor
Session Organizer: William I. Robinson, University of California-Santa Barbara
Race and Class in World-System Analysis. Ramon Grosfoguel, University of California-Berkeley
China’s Going Out: The Ethnic Complexities of Semiperipheral Transnational Capitalism in Sub-Saharan Africa, 2000-2014. Wilma A. Dunaway, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University; Donald A. Clelland, University of Tennessee
Cruise Ships: A Triumph of Global Capitalism and Exemplar of Racialized Servility. Francisca Emoshoghm Oyogoa, Bard College-Simon’s Rock
Mass Deportation: Racialized State Repression in a Time of Crisis. Tanya Maria Golash-Boza, University of California-Merced

157. Regular Session. Rural Contexts as Spaces of Inequality, Power, and Identity
Palmer House Hilton, Salon 3, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Linda Lobao, The Ohio State University
Presider: Cynthia D. Anderson, Ohio University
Towards a Resource-Based Environmental Inequality: A Case Study of Coal Waste Impoundments in Appalachia. Pierce Greenberg, Washington State University
Can Rural Health Insurance Improve Equity in Health Care Utilization? Yan Long, Stanford University
Rural Place Identity and Police Views of Gun Control. Rachael A. Woldoff and Angela Sycafoose, West Virginia University; Robert C. Litchfield, Washington & Jefferson College
Discussant: Cynthia D. Anderson, Ohio University

158. Regular Session. Social Policy
Hilton Chicago, Boulevard C, Second Floor
Session Organizer: Andrew J. Cherlin, Johns Hopkins University
Gendered Time Flexibility of Overwork: Work-Family Policies and Reinforcing the Dual Obligations of Women. Sun Mi Cho, Yonsei University
Risk Factors in Action: Unexpected Consequences of Actuarial Approaches to Gender-Based Youth Violence. Max A. Greenberg, University of Southern California
Discussant: Andrew S. London, Syracuse University

159. Regular Session. Social Theory: Advances in Explaining Institutional Dynamics
Palmer House Hilton, Spire Parlor, Sixth Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Noah P. Mark, University of North Carolina-Charlotte
The Sugar in His Tea: Sexuality, Patriarchy and Sexual Politics. Catherine Hakim, Civitas
Institutional Logics, Social Norms, and Imperfect (Non)Conformity. Guilhem Bascle, Catholic University-Louvain
When Space Matters: What Food and Sex Can Tell Us about Field Theory. Vanina Leschziner, University of Toronto
In Search of Formalism: What Matters in Legal Theory for Sociology. Boyce Robert Owens, University of Chicago

160. Regular Session. Sociology and the Politics of Education
Hilton Chicago, PDR 2, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Thurston A. Domina, University of California-Irvine
Presider: Amy J. Binder, University of California-San Diego
School Discipline Policies: Uneven Policy Implementation and Unequal Outcomes. Emily Patricia Milne, University of Waterloo

Palmer House Hilton, Wabash, Third Floor

Session Organizer: Shyon S. Baumann, University of Toronto
Presider: Claudio Ezequiel Benzecry, University of Connecticut
Between Everyday and Bureaucracy—Theorizing the Human Cost of Seeing Like a State. Chi Phoenix Wang, Harvard University
Culture of Solidarity: A Micro-Sociological Analysis of Culture in Interaction. Roscoe C. Scarborough, University of Virginia
Money, Morals, and Condom Use: The Politics of Health in the Adult Film Industry. David Schieber, University of California-Los Angeles
Narrative Dynamics and Social Structure: The Case of Prisoner Reentry Narratives. David J. Harding, University of California-Berkeley; Cheyney Cooper Dobson, University of Michigan; Jessica JB Wyse, University of Michigan; Jeffrey Morenoff, University of Michigan

162. Regular Session. Sociology of Emotions

Palmer House Hilton, Water Tower Parlor, Sixth Floor

Session Organizer and Presider: Alicia D. Cast, University of California-Santa Barbara
Emotions and Turnover Intention in Hospice Workers: Refining Emotional Labor for Care Work. Cindy L. Cain, University of Minnesota
Discussant: Bridget K. Welch, University of South Dakota

163. Regular Session. Sociology of Law

Hilton Chicago, PDR 1, Third Floor

Session Organizer: Elizabeth Heger Boyle, University of Minnesota
Reacting to Naming, Blaming, and Claiming: Defendant Homeowners’ Actions in Response to Foreclosure. Emily Taylor Poppe, Cornell University
The Worth of a Case: Rethinking How Trial Court Judges and Attorneys Decide. Alix Winter and Matthew Clair, Harvard University

164. Regular Session. Substance Use, Abuse, and Treatment

Hilton Chicago, PDR 3, Third Floor

Session Organizer and Presider: Brian W. Ward, National Center for Health Statistics
The Availability of Substances in Adolescence: Influences in Emerging Adulthood. Clifford L. Broman, Michigan State University
Understanding Differences in Prescription Painkiller Misuse among Adolescents in Large Urban, Small Urban, and Rural Areas. Shannon M. Monnat, Pennsylvania State University; Khary K Rigg, University of South Florida
Tri-state Analysis of Prescription and Illicit Drug Overdose. Carmela Marie Roybal, University of New Mexico
Impact of a New Alcohol Policy on Homemade Alcohol Consumption and Sales in Russia. Vadim Radaev, National Research University-Higher School of Economics

165. Regular Session. Teaching Sociology

Palmer House Hilton, Salon 6, Third Floor

Session Organizer and Presider: David D. Blouin, Indiana University-South Bend
I Heart My Team: Student Responses to Cooperative Learning Teams in Undergraduate Statistics. Brent Harger, Gettysburg College
Teaching the Concept of Motive in Sociological Writing. Maria Medvedeva and Timothy Recuber, Princeton University
The Eyes Have It: Professor Listening Skills in the College Classroom. Suzanne S. Hudd, Quinnipiac University
Discussant: David D. Blouin, Indiana University-South Bend

166. Section on Community and Urban Sociology

Paper Session. Sexualities and Place

Hilton Chicago, Lake Michigan, Eighth Floor

Session Organizer: Japonica Brown-Saracino, Boston University
Gay Neighborhoods and the Self-Enfranchisement of Queer Youth. Theo Greene, Northwestern University
Neighborhood Activities and Motherhood: Gendering the Systemic Model of Community. Elena Windsong, University of New Mexico
The New Philadelphia Gayborhood: Symbolic Representation and Contested Meaning for the LGBTQ Community. Daniel Thomas Schermond, Mercer County Community College
Why Atlanta? How Space and Place Over Determine Intersectional Activism. Tal Peretz, Seattle University
167. Section on Comparative-Historical Sociology Paper Session. Can Comparative Historical Sociology Save the World? (1) Israel/Palestine
Palmer House Hilton, Salon 12, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Kevan Harris, University of California-Los Angeles
Neoliberal Apartheid in South Africa and Palestine/Israel. Andy Clarno, University of Illinois at Chicago
Fatal Attraction: Four Constructions of the Holocaust in Israeli Society. Ian Steven Lustick, University of Pennsylvania
Reversal of Fortune: The Trauma of the Displaced Founding Elites in Israel and Turkey. Shai M. Dromi and Gulay Turkmen-Dervisoglu, Yale University
Discussant: Richard Lachmann, State University of New York-Albany

168. Section on Disability and Society Paper Session. Conceptual and Practical Challenges across Disabilities
Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4D, Fourth Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Diane S. Shinberg, Indiana University-Pennsylvania
Health Status and Graduation Outcomes among Community College Students. Janet Rosenbaum, State University of New York-Downstate Medical Center; James Rosenbaum, Northwestern University
Politicizing Care in Austere Times: Disability, Survival and Renewed Forms of Activism. Mary Jean Hande, University of Toronto; Christine Kelly, University of Ottawa
Undoing the Disability Hierarchy. Mark Sherry, University of Toledo

169. Section on Environment and Technology Paper Session. Environment and Institutional Power
Palmer House Hilton, Adams Ballroom, Sixth Floor
Session Organizer: Kenneth Alan Gould, City University of New York-Brooklyn College
Presider: Kenneth Alan Gould, City University of New York-Brooklyn College
Bureaucrats at Work in the Neoliberal Era: Explaining the Neoliberalization of Agency Environmental Justice Programs. Jill Lindsey Harrison, University of Colorado-Boulder
Armed Violence, Natural Resources, the World Bank, and the Environment. Liam Downey, University of Colorado

170. Section on Inequality, Poverty and Mobility Paper Session. Culture and Inequality
Palmer House Hilton, Salon 2, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Lauren Rivera, Northwestern University
Culture and Social Class Inequality: Problems and Partial Solutions of Studying Reproduction without Mobility. Jessi Streib, Duke University
Cultural Tastes and Race: Interest- and Race-Based Boundaries Among Daters. Matthew H. Rafałow, Cynthia Feliciano, and Thomas Alan Elliott, University of California-Irvine
Best in Class? The Returns on Endorsement in Business School Admissions. Emilio J. Castilla, Massachusetts Institute of Technology; Ben A. Rissing, Brown University
Discussant: Jenny M. Stuber, University of North Florida

171. Section on Organizations, Occupations and Work Paper Session. The Changing Nature of Work in the Twenty-First Century
Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-3, Lower Level
Session Organizers: Matt Vidal, King’s College London and Christine L. Williams, University of Texas-Austin
Presider: Matt Vidal, King’s College London
Debt and Theft: Financialization and Precarious Employment for University Staff. Jennifer L. Pierce, University of Minnesota
Modes of Job Entry and Gender Earnings Disparities. Anne Kathrin Kronberg, Emory University
Online Labour Markets and the Persistence of Personal Networks: Evidence from Workers in Southeast Asia. Vili Lehdonvirta, Isis Hjorth, and Mark Graham, Oxford University
Work Like It’s Your First Day Everyday: Low-wage Workers’ Strategies for Managing Employment Precariousness. Brian William Halpin and Vicki Smith, University of California-Davis

172. Section on Peace, War and Social Conflict Roundtable Session and Business Meeting
Palmer House Hilton, Crystal, Third Floor
8:30-9:30am, Roundtables:
Session Organizer: Eric W. Schoon, University of Arizona
Session 172, continued
Table 1. Peace and Peacebuilding
Table Presider: Michelle I. Gawerc, Loyola University-Maryland
Decoupling Nonviolent Resistance and Political Violence in Northern Ireland. Gregory Maney, Hofstra University
The International Structure of Positive and Negative Peace. Steven Carlton-Ford, University of Cincinnati; Michael Loadenthal, George Mason University

Table 2. Media and Perceptions in War and Conflict
Table Presider: Emily Schneider, University of California-Santa Barbara
Jewish Tourism to the Palestinian Territories and its Effects on Diaspora Identities and Politics. Emily Schneider, University of California-Santa Barbara
A Media War during the 2014 Israel-Gaza Conflict. King-To Yeung, California State University-San Bernardino
African Journalists and Mass Atrocities: Of Arab Perpetrators and Black African Victims in Darfur. Nicholas James Siguru Wahutu, University of Minnesota

Table 3. Understanding Ethnic and Religious Conflict
Table Presider: Natalie Marie Delia Deckard, Emory University
Boko Haram, Corruption, and the Irrelevance of the Citizenship Model in Nigeria. Natalie Marie Delia Deckard, Emory University; David Jacobson, University of South Florida
The Sub-National Tribalism Index: Investigating Connections between Tribalism and Anti-State Violence in the Nigerian State. Natalie Marie Delia Deckard, Emory University; David Jacobson, University of South Florida

Table 4. Theorizing Peace, War and Social Conflict
Table Presider: Cem Emrence, State University of New York-Binghamton
Collective Identity and Social Memory in the Aftermath of Atrocity. Mary J. Gallant, Rowan University
Explaining Variation in Civil Wars: An Ecology Approach. Cem Emrence, State University of New York-Binghamton

Table 5. Peace, War and Social Conflict in the American Context
Table Presider: Elizabeth A. Hoffmann, Purdue University
Active Disobedience and Perceptions of Justice during World War I. Elizabeth A. Hoffmann, Purdue University
Gender and the Military Profession: Early Career Influences, Attitudes and Intentions. David Smith and Judith E. Rosenstein, United States Naval Academy

9:30-10:10am, Section on Peace, War and Social Conflict Business Meeting

173. Section on Political Sociology Paper Session. Politics and Gender
Hilton Chicago, Lake Huron, Eighth Floor
Session Organizers: Catherine I. Bolzendahl, University of California-Irvine and Melanie M. Hughes, University of Pittsburgh
Presider: Rachael J. Russell, University of California-Irvine
Gender Linked Fate and the Marriage Gap in American Politics. Kelsy Kretschmer and Christopher Stout, Southern Illinois University-Carbondale
Gendered Representation and Critical Mass: Female Legislative Representation and Social Spending in 22 OECD Countries. Soon Seok Park, Purdue University
Governance Feminism and its Challengers: Theorizing The Gendered Politics of Religious Diversity in France and Québec. Emily J. Laxer, University of Toronto
Redefining the Marital Power Struggle through Relationship Skills: How State Marriage Programs Reproduce Gender Inequality. Jennifer Randles, California State University-Fresno
Representative Bureaucracy and Street-Level Bureaucrats: The Effect of Police Gender and Race Representation. William Joslyn Scarborough, University of Illinois at Chicago

174. Section on Racial and Ethnic Minorities Roundtable Session and Business Meeting
Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-2, Lower Level
8:30-9:30am, Roundtables:
Session Organizers: Mindelyn R. Buford, Northeastern University and Faustina M. DuCros, San Jose State University
Table 1. The Black Middle Class
Table Presider: Faustina M. DuCros, San Jose State University

Table 2. Comparative Perspectives on Discrimination
Table Presider: Eric S. Brown, University of Missouri
Occupational Status, Perceived Discrimination and Migrants’ Life Satisfaction: The Case of Japan. Shun Gong, Tohoku University
What is the Role of Discrimination in Minority Salary Determination? The Case of China. Reza Hasmath, Oxford University
Table 3. Comparative Perspectives on Multicultural and Multiracial Identities
Ambivalence and Ambiguity of Scottish Mixed-race. Mengxi Pang, University of Glasgow
Negotiating a Multicultural Identity in Monocultural South Korea: Stigma and the Pressure to Racially “Pass”. Jeong-Woo Koo and Nikia Brown, Sungkyunkwan University

Table 4. Diverse Black Experiences and Identities
Table Presider: Maryann Erigha, University of Memphis
Racial/Ethnic Identity and Subjective Well-Being among African Americans and Afro-Caribbeans. Hans Momplaisir, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University; K. Jill Kiecolt, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University and Virginia Commonwealth University; Michael Hughes, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
Shades of Grey: The Layered Experience of Blackness in New York City 2000-2010. Samantha Pina Saghera, City University of New York-Graduate Center; Vilna Francine Bashi Treitler, City University of New York-Baruch College and Graduate Center

Table 5. Race, Class, Gender and Crime
Contextual Punitiveness: Gender-based and Racial Variation in Support for Harsh Punishments across the United States. Erin Carll, University of Washington
Surveillance that Avoids or Engages? Understanding the Relationship between Criminal Justice Contact and Institutional Involvement. Rory Kramer and Brianna Remster, Villanova University

Table 6. Multiracial Identities
Table Presider: Collin William Mueller, Duke University
Parental Racial Socialization: A Glimpse into the Racial Socialization Process in a Dual-minority Multiracial Family. Cristina Marie Ortiz, University of Chicago
Your Momma Is Day-Glow White: Questioning the Politics of Racial Identity, Loyalty, and Obligation. Shantel Gabriel Buggs, University of Texas-Austin

Table 7. Navigating Race and Ethnicity in Educational Contexts
Table Presider: Bhoomi K. Thakore, Northwestern University
Master Strategists: Negotiations of Racial Microaggressions among Black Undergraduate Students. Erica Morales, California State Polytechnic University
Under the Black Umbrella: Examining the Role of Ethnicity in Black HBCU Student Experiences. Nina Daoud, University of Maryland - College Park

Table 8. Negotiating Racial and Ethnic Identities
Table Presider: Elizabeth Korver-Glenn, Rice University
Arab American Identity: Often Challenged, Rarely Affirmed. Randa Bassem Serhan, American University
Sibling Racial Socialization and the Black/White Biracial Experience. Monique Porow, State University of New Jersey-Rutgers
This is Claudette, not Rosa: Collective Race-Making and Race-Consciousness on the Bus. Maxine Leeds Craig, University of California-Davis; Stephanie Dawn Sears, University of San Francisco

Table 9. Neighborhoods and Residential Patterns
Table Presider: Sarah Mayorga-Gallo, University of Cincinnati
Examine Asian Residential Segregation with Unbiased Indexes – An Empirical Test of the Power-Threat Theory. Wenquan (Charles) Zhang, University of Wisconsin-Whitewater; Mark Fossett, Texas A&M University
Moving to Diversity: Narratives of Racial Integration in a Diverse Neighborhood. Gina Spitz, University of Wisconsin-Madison
Persistent Associations: Disentangling the Relationship between Race and Class in Individual’s Neighborhood Preferences. Cassi Ann Meyerhoffer, Southern Connecticut State University

Table 10. Race and Color in Contemporary Society
Table Presider: Shirley A. Jackson, Southern Connecticut State University
Colored Perceptions: Ethnically Distinctive Names and Assessments of Skin Color. Denia Garcia and Maria C. Abascal, Princeton University
Racial Fluidity, Skin Tone, and Immigrant Status in the NLSY97. Andrea Kauffman-Berry, University of Pennsylvania

Table 11. Race and Ethnicity in Popular Culture and Media
Table Presider: Paul D. Lopes, Colgate University
How Actors of Color Cope with Stereotypes. Nancy Wang Yuen, Biola University
To Whom It May Concern: The Editorial Discourse on the Immigrant Population of Postville, Iowa. Angela Glosser, Indiana University-Kokomo; Cornelia B. Flora, Iowa State University and Kansas State University; Daniel Allen Wittrock, Iowa State University
Session 174, continued

Table 12. Race and Health
Table Presider: Steven Larrimore Foy, University of Texas-Pan American
Does Perceived Discrimination Increase Risk of Cancer?
Blakelee Kemp, Purdue University
Evaluating Interactional Dynamics in Reproductive Life Plan Counseling. Aalap Bommaraju, University of Cincinnati
Evaluating the Sex Ratio Hypothesis: County-Level Sex Ratios and Nonmarital Fertility for African Americans.
Marie L Neumann, University of Washington
Race and Gender Variations in Anger: Exploring the Long Term Effects of SES and Stress. Kanetha Brynn Wilson, Vanderbilt University

Table 13. Race, Ethnicity and Education in Comparative Perspective
Table Presider: Ruben A. Gaztambide-Fernandez, Ontario Institute for Studies in Education
Race and Gender Teacher-Student Congruence Effects on Student Achievement in Racially Segregated Schools. Irina Chukhray and Dara Renee Shifrer, Rice University

Table 14. Race, Religion and Identity
Table Presider: Bradley Zopf, University of Illinois at Chicago
The (In)visibility of Race, Ethnicity, and Religion: A Comparison of Mexican and Irish Americans in Chicago. Christopher Robert Carroll, Northwestern University
Obviousness: Conversion, Passing, and the Surprising Benefit of Phenotypic Dissimilarity. Adam L. Horowitz, Stanford University

Table 15. Racial Attitudes
Table Presider: Sylvia Zamora, University of Chicago
Culture, Identity, and Racial Attitudes among American Indian College Students in the Southwest. Maria-Elena D. Diaz and Erin Brickman, University of Oklahoma
Historical Conflicts, Contemporary Hierarchies: A Comparative Analysis of Racial Attitudes toward American Indians and Blacks. Amber Celina Tierney, University of California-Irvine; David W. Everson, University of Notre Dame
Variation in Adult Interracial Friendships. Laura Essenburg, Rice University

Table 16. Racial Prejudice
Racial Resentment and Attitudes Toward the Use of Force by the Police among Whites. J. Scott Carter, University of Central Florida; Mamadi Corra, East Carolina University

Table 17. Racial Theory
Table Presider: Bedelia Nicola Richards, University of Richmond
Eugenic Ideology and the Social-Construction of White Racial Superiority. Michael Muhammad, University of Michigan
Making Racial Inequalities Global, and Global Inequalities Racial. Vilna Francine Bashi Treitler, City University of New York-Baruch College and Graduate Center
Whiteness as a Visa. Rahsaan Mahadeo, University of Minnesota

Table 18. Racialization and Religious Boundaries
Table Presider: Ali R. Chaudhary, Oxford University
Beyond the Conflation of Color and Creed: Whiteness in Muslim America. Atiya F. Husain, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
Covering the Muslim Self. Patrick Michael Casey, University of South Florida
Drawing the Boundaries of the Nation: Racialization in the French Civic Integration Program. Elizabeth Anne Onasch, The New School

Table 19. The State and Racial Exclusion
Table Presider: Celia Olivia Lacayo, University of California-Los Angeles
Distinctive but not Separate: The Articulation of Race of Ethnicity in the Dillingham Commission Report. Sunmin Kim, University of California-Berkeley
From La Migra to El Amigo: The INS Campaign to Befriend Undocumented Immigrants during IRCA. Luis Romero, University of Texas-Austin
Race, Rights, and Collective Memory. David Reed McElhattan, Northwestern University
The Ethnoracial State Bureaucracy: Race/Ethnicity and the Transformation of Bolivia’s State Bureaucracy. Marcelo A. Bohrt, Brown University

Table 20. U.S. Census and Racial Categorization
Table Presider: Trina Vithayathil, Providence College
Arab Americans Are Hard to Reach and Hard to Count. Rita Stephan, U.S. Department of State
What’s Your Street Race-Gender? The Fetish of Good Intentions, Colorblindness and Federal Data Collection. Nancy Lopez, University of New Mexico

9:30-10:10am, Section on Racial and Ethnic Minorities Business Meeting
175. Section on Sex and Gender Paper Session.  
**Gender Activism and the Global South**  
Hilton Chicago, Lake Ontario, Eighth Floor  
Session Organizers: Elena Shih, Brown University and Sasha Maria Rodriguez, State University of New York-Stony Brook  
Ready Rhetorics: International LGBT Activism, Local Contexts, and Political Homophobia in Malawi, Nigeria, and Uganda. Tara A. McKay, University of California-Berkeley; Nicole Angotti, University of Colorado-Boulder  
Feminicidio, Transnational Feminist Human Rights Activism, and the Politics of Shaming. Paulina Garcia del Moral, University of Toronto  
Sexual Laborers and Entrepreneurial Women: Gendering Sex Worker Activism in Bangalore, India. Gowri Vijayakumar, University of California-Berkeley  
The Burden of Class Antagonism: On the Rise of Popular Feminism in Postsocialist China. Yige Dong, Johns Hopkins University; Angela Xiao Wu, Chinese University of Hong Kong

176. Section on Sociology of Religion Paper Session. Innovations in the Sociology of Religion  
Palmer House Hilton, Chicago Room, Fifth Floor  
Session Organizer: Rachel A. Rinaldo, University of Virginia  
Presider: Margaret A. Clendenen, Brandeis University  
Choosing a Vocation. Sociological Reflections on Agency and Piety. Sarah Bracke, Harvard University  
Matters of Faith: Icons, Identification, and the Role of Material Things in Religious Subject Formation. Daniel A. Winchester, Purdue University  
Towards a Sociological Perspective on Religious Synthesis: A New Approach to Syncretism. Emily Sigalow, Brandeis University  
I Am Aware of God at this Moment: An Experiential Sampling Study of Lived Religion. Jaime Kucinskas, Hamilton College; Bradley R. Entner Wright and Matthew Ray, University of Connecticut  
Discussant: Lynne Gerber, University of California-Berkeley

177. Section on Sociology of Sexualities Paper Session. Sex and Drugs: Intersecting Approaches to Social Problems and Pleasures (co-sponsored with Section on Alcohol, Drugs and Tobacco)  
Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-5, Lower Level  
Session Organizer and Presider: Wendy Chapkis, University of Southern Maine  
Marital Status Disparities in Smoking, 1993-2012. Dmitry Tumin, The Ohio State University  
Sexual Assault on College Campuses: The Role of Alcohol and Opportunity. Jessie Ford, New York University  
Peer Cultures on College Campuses: The Consequences of Students’ Beliefs about Rape on Bystander Intervention. Jane E Palmer, American University  
Social Connectivity: The Rational Choice of Methamphetamine Use during Sex Among Gay and Bisexual Men. Neal Carnes, Georgia State University  
Discussant: Wendy Chapkis, University of Southern Maine

Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-4, Lower Level  
Session Organizer and Presider: Hui Liu, Michigan State University  
Adult Children’s Education and Parents’ Functional Limitations in Mexico. Jenjira Yahirun, University of Hawaii-Manoa; Connor Sheehan and Mark D. Hayward, University of Texas-Austin  
Complex Households and the Distribution of Multiple Resources in Later Life: Findings from a National Survey. Juyeon Kim, National University-Singapore; Linda J. Waite, University of Chicago  
Role of Perceived Maternal Favoritism and Disfavoritism in Adult Children’s Psychological Well-Being. J. Jill Suitor, Purdue University; Megan Gilligan, Iowa State University; Siyun Peng and Jong Hyun Jung, Purdue University; Karl Pillemer, Cornell University  
Single Motherhood and the Well-being of Children in Japan. James M. Raymo, University of Wisconsin-Madison  
The Long-Term Health Effects of Caregiving on Women’s Health and Mortality. Jennifer Caputo and Eliza K. Pavalko, Indiana University  
Discussant: Kathleen A. Cagney, University of Chicago

9:30 am Meetings  
Section on Peace, War and Social Conflict Business Meeting (to 10:10am) -- Palmer House Hilton, Crystal, Third Floor  
Section on Racial and Ethnic Minorities Business Meeting (to 10:10am) -- Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-2, Lower Level

10:30 am Meetings  
ASA Code of Ethics Revision Committee -- Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4I, Fourth Floor  
Film/Video Screening. Code Black -- Hilton Chicago, PDR 5, Third Floor  
Open Meeting. Introducing Climate Change and Society: Sociological Perspectives (Oxford University Press, 2015)- Report of the ASA Task Force on Sociology and Global Climate Change -- Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4B, Fourth Floor
10:30 am  Sessions


**Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom B, Lobby Level**

Session Organizer and Presider: Irma T. Elo, University of Pennsylvania

Panel: Gary Gates, University of California-Los Angeles
Jennifer E. Park, Office of Management and Budget
John H. Thompson, U.S. Census Bureau

Being counted in federal data systems is an important statement of public recognition and acknowledgement of the need for accurate information for all population subgroups. Such data can help document disparities in health, well-being, and the equitable provision of government services. Data can also improve the ability of community service providers working with specific population subgroups to access government funds by enabling providers to document service needs. Members of sexual minority groups have been fighting to be counted in federal surveys for the past few decades. Due to recent legislative changes and court rulings, especially those related to marriage, the need for information has increased in importance over the most recent years. This session will present recent advances in efforts by federal statistical agencies to modify their data collection efforts to have the data needed to evaluate the implications of changing public policies regarding the LGBT population.

**180. Thematic Session. Feminist Debates about Sexuality: Body Modifications as Capitulation or Empowerment?**

**Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom C, Lobby Level**

Session Organizer: Barbara Jane Risman, University of Illinois at Chicago
Presider: Pepper J. Schwartz, University of Washington
Panel: Victoria L. Pitts-Taylor, City University of New York-Graduate Center
Abigail T. Brooks, Providence College
Samantha Kwan, University of Houston

Discussant: Pepper J. Schwartz, University of Washington

Feminists are often critical of sexist beauty standards. Some have argued that women’s capitulation to changing their bodies is evidence of continued power of patriarchal norms. Others write about body modifications as empowerment, as aspects of liberating the presentation of the self. There has been a flowering of research on a variety of means of body manipulation from cosmetic surgery, to tattoos, to female body building. This session explores the broader issues of body manipulation, internalized oppression and empowerment.

**181. Thematic Session. Sex Work and Regulation**

**Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom A, Lobby Level**

Session Organizer and Presider: Rhacel Salazar Parrenas, University of Southern California

Panelists: Rhacel Salazar Parrenas, University of Southern California
The Anti-Trafficking Rehabilitation Complex: Redemptive Labor and Carceral Consumption of Global Sex Work. Elena Shih, Brown University

What’s Wrong with NGOs and What’s Right with the Johns? How Sex Workers Got their Johns into the Business of Rescue. Kimberly Kay Hoang, Boston College

Discussant: Kamala Kempadoo, York University

The conflation of “human trafficking” and “prostitution” has resulted in the heightened regulation of sex work with most regulation directed towards the barring of sex work. This stance is illustrated in the U.S. Trafficking in Persons Report and its call “to end the demand for commercial sexual exploitation” as a solution to trafficking. It is likewise reflected in the passage of anti-prostitution laws as an anti-trafficking measure across a variety of states including Canada and Sweden. This panel examines the regulation of sex work, exploring the option of not an end to regulation but of the development of regulations that lead to the greater control of sex workers over their labor. The panel examines “regulation” by analyzing the feminist principles underlying dominant forms of regulation, interrogating the impacts of various regulations, and presenting empirically-based discussions on pro-worker forms of regulation.

**182. Thematic Session. Sexuality, Politics, and Education: Imagining New Conversations**

**Hilton Chicago, Williford C, Third Floor**

Session Organizer and Presider: Jessica Fields, San Francisco State University

Renegades or Role Models? The Ambivalent Status of Contemporary LGBTQ Schoolteachers. Catherine Connell, Boston University

South Side Stories: Using Digital Stories to Craft New Narratives of Youth Sexuality. Melissa Gilliam, University of Chicago

Beyond Bullying: Disrupting Queer Anticipatory Practices in U.S. High Schools. Laura Mamo and Jessica Fields, San Francisco State University; Jen Gilbert, York University; Nancy Lesko, Columbia University

Why Can’t I Be a Professional Jane and Fincher? Social Geographies of Sexuality Education in Diverse Divided Cities. Lance Trevor McCready, University of Toronto

Sexuality education is a perennial site of controversy in U.S. politics. Through debates over abstinence-only education, the place of LGBTQ sexuality in instruction, and the rights of LGBTQ students and teachers, communities, advocates, and policy makers articulate their visions of sexual intimacy, well-being, and justice. These visions consistently intersect with stakeholders’ ideas about youth, race, gender, and class. Their arguments invoke and incite both emotional passions and the presumed dispassion of science. Thus, political debates about how we teach and learn about sexuality are affective and discursive contests about much more than education. In these debates, communities narrate possibilities for themselves and others—lives and desires worth pursuing and supporting. This session will bring together four social researchers—senior, midcareer, and rising scholars—whose work interrogates contemporary debates and discourse surrounding sexuality and education. Panelists will address the following questions, among others: “How are science, rights, and emotion deployed in debates over sexuality and education? “What potential do digital storytelling and other new narrative media have to interrupt entrenched understandings of sexuality and education? “How might sociologists intervene in political debates to redirect their focus and tenor?”
183. Special Session. ASA Science Policy. Capitol Hill and Executive Branch Fellowships: Bringing Sociology Expertise to the Policy Arena
Hilton Chicago, Boulevard C, Second Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Brad Smith, American Sociological Association
Panel: Heather D. Gautney, Fordham University
Salaeha Shariff, American Association for the Advancement of Science
Each year the ASA, in partnership with the American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS), sponsors one Congressional fellow. The fellows bring their PhD-level sociological expertise to Washington, DC, to work as a staff member on a congressional committee or in a congressional office. This intensive twelve month (September to September) experience reveals the intricacies of the policy making process to the sociological fellow, and shows the usefulness of sociological data and concepts to policy issues. This science policy session will examine this successful program and exciting opportunity.

184. Special Session. Gender, Migration and Nation-Building
Palmer House Hilton, Wabash, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Cinzia Solari, University of Massachusetts-Boston
Regulating Migrant Motherhood in a Time of Fertility Crisis and Intensive Parenthood: The Case of Taiwan. Pei-Chia Lan, National Taiwan University
Migration, Womenomics, and Nationalism: The Challenges for Japan and the Implications for Asia. Nana Oishi, University of Melbourne
Fixing Femininity: Culture and Privilege in Transnational IT. Smitha Radhakrishnan, Wellesley College
The relationship between sending states and their emigrants is being redefined. Contemporary emigrants leave countries at more advanced stages of nation-building and with a strong sense of both national identity and obligation to their home country than in previous eras of migration. Sending states ask emigrants, increasingly constructed as “heroes of the nation,” to take responsibility for the economic development of their homelands. Yet the simultaneous feminization of migration poses particular challenges to sending states and nation-building projects because women are constructed as cultural bearers of the nation, women’s sexuality represents national morality and “ethnic purity,” and how a nation treats its women is used by the international community as an indicator of modernity. The papers in this panel explore this evolving relationship between the nation-building projects of both sending and receiving states and the gendered dynamics of migration and development.

185. Special Session. Impact of the Affordable Care Act on Mixed-Status Immigrant Families
Hilton Chicago, Waldorf Room, Third Floor
Session Organizers: Tiffany D. Joseph, State University of New York-Stony Brook and Helen B. Marrow, Tufts University
Presider: Tiffany D. Joseph, State University of New York-Stony Brook
Designed to Discriminate: An Historical and Comparative Perspective on ObamaCare’s Racial and Legal Categories of Unequal Wealth. Donald W. Light, Rowan University; Melanie Terrasse, Princeton University
Blurring the Boundaries of Health Care and Immigration: A Preliminary Assessment of ACA’s Impact on Immigrant Health Care. Lisa Sun-Hee Park, University of Minnesota
Impact of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act on HealthCare Access for Mixed Status Families: Lessons from Texas. Heide Castaneda, University of South Florida
To Enroll or Not Enroll in ObamaCare: Culture and Health Insurance Access among the Urban Poor. Robert Vargas, University of Wisconsin-Madison
The Impact of a Faux Universal Healthcare Coverage in the Incorporation of Low-Income Latino Immigrants. Rocio Calvo, Boston College
Discussant: Tiffany D. Joseph, State University of New York-Stony Brook
When President Obama and Congress passed the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA) in 2010, it was heralded an historic victory for increasing access to health insurance coverage for millions of uninsured Americans. However, given that undocumented (and some documented) immigrants were excluded from the policy and select states refused to expand Medicaid and establish health exchanges, many of the nation’s most vulnerable populations will not benefit from the PPACA. This panel will discuss the implications of the PPACA for immigrants and ethnoracial minorities two years into implementation. Specifically, the panel raises key issues about ongoing barriers to care at the national level and examines the challenges of reaching various subgroups in different locales. Overall, this session addresses how the PPACA, as a major social policy, may not improve health insurance coverage or access to care for certain populations, which has implications for social and health disparities.

Hilton Chicago, Williford A, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Celeste M. Watkins-Hayes, Northwestern University
Critics: Sanyu A. Mojola, University of Colorado-Boulder
Ann Swidler, University of California-Berkeley
Judith D. Auerbach, University of California-San Francisco
Author: Claire Laurier Decoteau, University of Illinois at Chicago

Hilton Chicago, Williford B, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Alexandra Kalev, Tel Aviv University
Critics: Chris Tilly, University of California-Los Angeles
Rhonda F. Levine, Colgate University
Lawrence Johnson, City University of New York-Brooklyn College
Author: Nancy DiTomaso, State University of New Jersey-Rutgers
188. Regional Spotlight Session. City on the Remake? Gentrification and Urban Change in Chicago
Hilton Chicago, Astoria Room, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Leader: Jackelyn Hwang, Harvard University
Presider: Robert J. Sampson, Harvard University
Panel: Robert J. Chaskin, University of Chicago
       Jackelyn Hwang, Harvard University
       Maria Krysan, University of Illinois at Chicago
       Richard D. Lloyd, Vanderbilt University
       Andrew V. Papachristos, Yale University
Is Chicago remaking itself? What are the key trends? What questions need to be addressed? This session examines urban change and gentrification in Chicago from a variety of angles—public housing redevelopment, the pace of gentrification, race and residential selection, cultural change, and the great crime decline. Panelists will present their research and ideas on the topic and will provoke a discussion on the implications for Chicago and cities more broadly.

189. Professional Development Workshop.
Applying for a Faculty Position in a Teaching Oriented Institution
Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4C, Fourth Floor
Session Organizer and Leader: Kathleen Piker-King, University of Mount Union
Panel: Edward L. Kain, Southwestern University
       Keith A. Roberts, Hanover College
       Mary Scheuer Senter, Central Michigan University
The workshop will cover the following topics: preparing an effective vita, constructing an effective job application and cover letter, surviving the campus visit, making an impressive teaching presentation, and interviewing with the President and the Academic Chief Officer. The major goal of the workshop is to prepare graduate students to effectively market themselves throughout their job search process from starting to look for a job to actually getting a job. The workshop materials emphasize that a job search is a long-term developmental process. The presenters for the workshop have extensive professional experience in diverse teaching-oriented institutions, and they have acted as search chairs numerous times during their professional careers. The workshop will be interactive and allow participants time to ask questions.

190. Teaching Workshop. Teaching Ethnomethodology and Conversation Analysis
Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4A, Fourth Floor
Session Organizer and Leader: Virginia Teas Gill, Illinois State University
Panel: Douglas W. Maynard, University of Wisconsin
       Chase Wesley Raymond, University of California-Los Angeles
This workshop will focus on innovative ways of teaching ethnomethodology and conversation analysis (EMCA) to novices, both in stand-alone courses and in modules/units within other sociology courses. Two EMCA scholars who are known for the quality of their teaching will share useful teaching exercises and strategies they have developed, as well as effective modes of assessment, helpful readings, and web-based resources. Workshop attendees will be encouraged to reflect upon and share their own teaching strategies as well. Attendees will learn new practices for enhancing the effectiveness of their own teaching and ideas for putting together new EMCA courses and modules. The goals of the workshop are: (1) to articulate and share experiences of those who teach EMCA at the undergraduate and graduate levels, and to provide resources to those who would like to begin doing so; (2) to provide a forum for discussing the challenges of and strategies for introducing EMCA to new audiences; and (3) to introduce specific resources related to course design, modalities of delivery, and assessment strategies in EMCA modules and courses.

191. Minority Fellowship Program (MFP) Research Session: Issues in Global Inequalities, Experiences, and Activism
Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4K, Fourth Floor
Session Organizer: Jean H. Shin and Beth Floyd, American Sociological Association
Presider: Shirley A. Hill, University of Kansas
Latent Articulations of Trauma: Manifestations of Transgenerational Transmission of Trauma in Cambodian Americans. Yvonne Y. Kwan, University of California-Santa Cruz
Sexual Justice Organizing in the Intersection of Homonationalism and Homophobic Nationalism. Sasha Maria Rodriguez, State University of New York-Stony Brook
Managing Asymmetries in Global Borderlands: How Organizational Forms Shape Cross-Cultural and Unequal Interactions. Victoria Reyes, Bryn Mawr College
Dreaming the Future: Gender, Marginality, and the Politics of Technology. Firuzeh Shokooh-Valle, Northeastern University

192. Regular Session. Culture and Identity
Palmer House Hilton, Spire Parlor, Sixth Floor
Session Organizer: Suzanna Danuta Walters, Northeastern University
Presider: Brett Nava-Coulter, Northeastern University
Country Rednecks and City Cosmopolitans: Rural Sexual Minorities’ Interpretations of Race, Class, Geography, Safety and Belonging. Emily Kazyak, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
Gender, Sexuality, and Identity on an Istanbul Stage. Susan C. Pearce, East Carolina University
She’s Just so American: Crafting Racial, Ethnic, and National Boundaries on Chinese Adoption Homeland Tours. Jillian Powers, Brandeis University
Discussant: Brett Nava-Coulter, Northeastern University

193. Regular Session. Decision Making and Trust in Health Care
Hilton Chicago, Lake Michigan, Eighth Floor
Session Organizer: David T. Takeuchi, Boston College
Presider: Jerald R. Herting, University of Washington
Genetic Testing and Post-Testing Decision Making among BRCA-positive Mutation Women. Sharlene J. Hesse-Biber and Chen An, Boston College
Contextualizing Healthcare Communication: Determinants of Trust in Information about Cancer. Ryan Light, University of Oregon
Dimensions of Health System Distrust among Mexican-American Smokers of Low Socioeconomic Status. Karen Albright, University of Colorado
194. Regular Session. Disaster
Palmer House Hilton, Water Tower Parlor, Sixth Floor
Session Organizer: Tricia Wachtendorf, University of Delaware
NOAA Radios and Neighborhood Networks: An Analysis of Information Sources and Trust for Hurricane Evacuations. Sarah Elizabeth DeYoung, Tricia Wachtendorf, Ashley Farmer, and Samantha Penta, University of Delaware
The Meaning of Displacement for Mental Health after a Disaster. Elizabeth Fusse1, Brown University; Asad L. Asad, Harvard University; Sarah R Lowe, Columbia University
Unfamiliar Terrain: Perceptions of the Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill and Implications for Community Recovery. Kelly Bergstrand and Brian Mayer, University of Arizona
Debt and Disaster: A Longitudinal Study of Debt Service, Structural Adjustment, and Natural Disaster Outcomes. Rose Sayre, State University of New York-Stony Brook

Analytical Approaches to the Economy
Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-1, Lower Level
Session Organizer: Richard Swedberg, Cornell University
Presider: Mabel Berezin, Cornell University
Revisiting the Academic Caste System: Disentangling Academic Rank, Department Rank, and Gender. Neha Gondal, The Ohio State University
Status Across Distance: Local and Nonlocal Venture Capitalists in New York City, 1993-2012. Michael Charles Siemon, Cornell University
Structural Hole and Risk Taking. Gru Han, Harvard University
Toward an Economic Sociology of Online Hacker Social Communities. Meltem Odaba and Ronald L. Breiger, University of Arizona; Thomas J. Holt, Michigan State University

196. Regular Session. Education and Gender:
Gendered Interactions and Intersections in Schools
Hilton Chicago, PDR 2, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Irene R. Beattie, University of California-Merced
Presider: William J. Carbonaro, University of Notre Dame
(How) Does Obesity Harm GPA? Stratification at the Intersection of Race, Gender, and Body Size. Amelia R. Branigan, Cornell University
The Penalty of Being a Black Girl: White Kindergarten Teachers’ Perceptions of Student-Teacher Conflict. Calvin Rashaud Zimmermann, University of Pennsylvania
The War Against Boys? Gender Inequality in Middle School Classrooms. Michela Musto, University of Southern California
Are Girls Resilient to Pressure for Gender-Conformity? The Association between Gender-Conformity Pressure and Academic Self-Efficacy. Wendelien Vantieghem, Ghent University; Mieke Van Houtte, Ghent University
A Crisis of Connection? Gender Differences in School Based Friendship Patterns during Adolescence. William J. Carbonaro and Deanna C. Childress, University of Notre Dame

197. Regular Session. Ethnography/Ethnographic Studies
Hilton Chicago, PDR 1, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Alexandra K. Murphy, University of Michigan
Improv in the Park: The Social Organization of Pickup Basketball. Michael DeLand, Yale University
Sexual Harassment and the Construction of Ethnographic Knowledge. Patricia Richards and Rebecca Annice Hanson, University of Georgia-Athens
En Espera: State, Social Citizenship, and the Negotiation of Time in Chile’s Social Housing System. Carter M. Koppelma1, University of California-Berkeley

198. Regular Session. Immigration Politics
Palmer House Hilton, Price Room, Fifth Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Kim Ebert, North Carolina State University
Positive Immigration Frames that Brighten Boundaries: Resolving Contradictions of Capitalism. Emily P. Estrada, North Carolina State University
Immigration and Preferences For Increased Law Enforcement Spending In Rich Democracies. Joshua Fink, Duke University
Do Anti-immigrant Laws Shape Public Sentiment? A Study of Arizona’s SB 1070 Using Twitter Data. Rene Flores, University of Michigan
Detained: An Empirical Study of Immigration Bond Hearings. Emily Ryo, University of Southern California
Discussant: Cecilia Menjivar, Arizona State University

199. Regular Session. Latinos
Hilton Chicago, PDR 4, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Vilma Ortiz, University of California-Los Angeles
A Safe Space for Immigrant Workers? The San Francisco Day Labor Program and Women’s Collective. Erika Denisse Grafted, University of Texas-Austin
Controlling Images, Restraint, and Resistance: Latinos Typecast as Athletes and Gang Members. Jessica M. Vasquez and Kathryn Norton-Smith, University of Oregon
Mano Suave, Mano Dura: Policing the Latino Gang Crisis. Victor M. Rios, University of California-Santa Barbara; Samuel Gregory Prieto, University of San Diego
Ideology Formation: Whites Construction of Latinos as a Racial Group. Celia Olivia Lacayo, University of California-Los Angeles
200. Regular Session. Organizations: Logics, Hybridity, and Identity  
Hilton Chicago, Lake Erie, Eighth Floor  
Session Organizer: Emily A. Barman, Boston University  
Presider: Brayden G. King, Northwestern University  
Public-Private Hybrid Forms and Entrepreneurial Reinvestment under Competing Institutional Logics during Gradual Market Transition. 
Wubiao Zhou, Chinese University of Hong Kong  
When Mom-and-Pops Differ from Chains: The Moral Authenticity as a Market Advantage for Small Organizations. 
Jae-Kyung Ha, Massachusetts Institute of Technology  
The Effect of Participant Diversity on Perceived Merits of Collaborative Innovations. 
Yu-chieh Lo, Drexel University; Haiyang Li, Rice University  
Christof Brandtner, Stanford University; Patricia Bromley, University of Utah  
Discussant: Brayden G. King, Northwestern University

201. Regular Session. Place and Mortality - Mechanisms  
Palmer House Hilton, Salon 2, Third Floor  
Session Organizer: Isaac W. Eberstein, Florida State University  
Presider: Jessica C. Bishop-Royse, DePaul University  
The Mortality Experience of Mexican Immigrants in Traditional Gateways and New Destinations. 
Andrew Fenelon, National Center for Health Statistics  
Racial Disparities in Heart Disease Mortality in the 50 Biggest U.S. Cities. 
Maureen Reindl Benjamins, Sinai Urban Health Institute; Kristin R. Hunt, University of Maryland; Brittany Hunter, Rosalind Franklin University  
Benjamin Sosnaud, Harvard University  
Does the Sex Ratio at Sexual Maturity Affect Men's Later Life Mortality Risks? 
Xiaolu Zang, Duke University; Hui Zheng, The Ohio State University  
Discussant: Jessica C. Bishop-Royse, DePaul University

202. Regular Session. Popular Culture  
Palmer House Hilton, Kimball, Third Floor  
Session Organizer and Presider: Paul J. DiMaggio, Princeton University  
Beyond the Springsteen Hypothesis: The Structure of American Popular Music Genres. 
Monica Lee, University of Chicago; Daniel Silver, University of Toronto  
How Musical Tastes Influence Social Networks: Two Taste Mechanisms and Friendship Formation Patterns. 
Brandon Sepulvedo, University of Notre Dame  
The Cost of Being “Real”: Black Authenticity, Colorism, and Rap Billboard Chart Rankings. 
Wendy Marie Laybourn, University of Maryland  
The Effect of Attribute-based Cultural Networks on Evaluation Outcomes in Popular Music. 
Noah Askin, INSEAD; Michael Mauskapf, Northwestern University  
Why Authenticity is In Demand: Overcoming High-Status Denigration with Outsider Art. 
Oliver Hahl, Carnegie Mellon University; Minjae Kim, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Hilton Chicago, PDR 3, Third Floor  
Session Organizer and Presider: Michael S Rendall, University of Maryland-College Park  
Age at Migration and Health Disparities in Chronic Conditions after Age 50. 
Zoya Gubernskaya, State University of New York-Albany  
The Emergence of the Socioeconomic Gradient in Health among Children in Immigrant Families. 
Margot Jackson, Brown University  
Lingxin Hao, Johns Hopkins University  
Discussant: Jennifer Van Hook, Pennsylvania State University

204. Regular Session. Quantitative Methodology  
Palmer House Hilton, Salon 1, Third Floor  
Session Organizer: Yu Xie, University of Michigan  
Presider: Xi Song, University of California-Los Angeles  
Model Misspecification When Using Selection Criteria to Eliminate a Factor in Age-Period-Cohort Models. 
Robert M. O’Brien, University of Oregon  
Covariance Function Regressions for Studying Culture: An Application to Racial Differences in Fertility. 
Deirdre Bloome, University of Michigan; Christopher Michael Muller, Columbia University; Daniel Schrage, Harvard University  
A Perfect Sampling Method for Exponential Random Graph Models. 
Carter T. Butts, University of California-Irvine  
Multilevel Meta Network Analysis. 
Weihua An, Indiana University  
Discussant: Xiang Zhou, University of Michigan

205. Regular Session. Race and Ethnicity in the Capitalist World-System II  
Palmer House Hilton, Hancock Parlor, Sixth Floor  
Session Organizer and Presider: William I. Robinson, University of California-Santa Barbara  
Political Economy of Race and Class in Global Capitalism: Reflections Inspired by Bernard Mkhosezewa Magubane. 
Thomas Ehrlich Reifer, University of San Diego  
Genocide, Race and Movement in the Capitalist Development of the Modern World-system. 
James V. Fenelon, California State University-San Bernardino
208. Regular Session. Sociology of Reproduction I: Reproductive Justice Perspectives, Advocacy, and Action

Hilton Chicago, Lake Ontario, Eighth Floor

Session Organizer: Karina M. Shreffler, Oklahoma State University

Reproductive Justice Perspectives of Maternity Support Workers in Canada and the United States. Louise Marie Roth and Megan Henley, University of Arizona

Court-Ordered Cesarean Sections in the United States: An Illustration of Organizational Power Over Women. Joan H. Robinson, Columbia University; Theresa Morris, Texas A&M University

Racial Betrayal in the Abortion Debate: Black Genocide and Reproductive Justice. Kia Marie Heise, University of Minnesota

209. Section on Comparative-Historical Sociology Invited Session. Can Comparative Historical Sociology Save the World? (03) Global Poverty

Palmer House Hilton, Salon 12, Third Floor

Session Organizer and Presider: Samuel Cohn, Texas A&M University


Historicizing Embedded Autonomy: Rise and Fall of a Local Developmental State in Dongguan, China. Zhicao Fang and Ho-Fung Hung, Johns Hopkins University

Hollowing Out or Sustaining: Past and Present of Taiwan's SME Network Based Production System. Michelle Fei-yu Hsieh, Academia Sinica

Discussant: Samuel Cohn, Texas A&M University

210. Section on Disability and Society Paper Session. Disability and Agency

Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4D, Fourth Floor

Session Organizer: Robyn Lewis Brown, DePaul University

Presider: Tom Gerschick, Illinois State University

Nominal Group Technique: Conceptualizing the Sexual Self-Advocacy of Adults with Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities. Aleksa Owen and Carli Friedman, University of Illinois at Chicago

Power Struggles over the Sexuality of Some Individuals with Intellectual Disabilities in Alberta, Canada. Alan Santinelle Martino, McMaster University

Most of Them are Amateurs: Women Discuss the Lack of Disability Training among Healthcare Providers. Heather E. Dillaway and Catherine Lysack, Wayne State University

Taking a Turn for the Better: Does Recovery from Walking Impairment Improve Disability and Mortality Outcomes? Kenzie Elizabeth Latham, Indiana University-Purdue University-Indianapolis
211. Section on Environment and Technology Paper Session. Environmental Inequality
Palmer House Hilton, Adams Ballroom, Sixth Floor
Session Organizer: Kenneth Alan Gould, City University of New York-
Brooklyn College
Presider: Michael J. Mascarenhas, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Boundaries, Real and Imagined: Race, Class, and Environmental Privilege Along New York City’s Jamaica Bay. Kristen L. Van Hooreweghe, State University of New York-Potsdam
Laboring to Reset the Good Food Table: Food Worker and Local Food Activist Alliance Formation. Joshua Sicca, Colorado State University
The Socio-Exposome: Advancing Environmental Science in a Post-Genomic Era. Bridget Hanna, Laura Senier, and Phil Brown, Northeastern University; Sara N. Shostak, Brandeis University
Beyond the Neighborhood: A Multilevel Explanation of the Environmental Performance of Polluting Facilities. Juyoung Lee, Brown University
Neoliberalizing Water: Social Inequality and Environmental Change in Chile. Robinson Torres and Bob Bolin, Arizona State University

212. Section on Inequality, Poverty and Mobility Roundtable Session and Business Meeting
Palmer House Hilton, Crystal, Third Floor
10:30-11:30am, Roundtables:
Session Organizer: Margaret Frye, Princeton University

Table 1. Family and Inequality
Table Presider: Karen Z. Kramer, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Assortative Mating and Women’s Social Status Change around Divorce. Leen Vandecasteele, University of Tübingen; Maike van Damme, Luxembourg Institute of Socio-Economic Research and University of Leuven
Family Debt as Investment in Young Adult Children. Laura McCloud, Pacific Lutheran University
Poor Fathers and Educational Involvement: Perspectives, Expectations, and Strategies. Kia Noel Sorensen, Willamette University
Poverty and Income Disparity of Single Mothers and Fathers across Three Decades: 1990 to 2010. Karen Z. Kramer, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign; Laurelle Myhra, Native American Community Clinic; Virginia Zuiker, University of Minnesota

Table 2. Identity and Inequality
Status Inconsistency and Subjective Class identity in the United States. Byeongdon Oh and ChangHwan Kim, University of Kansas

Table 3. Place and Space
Table Presider: Lincoln G. Quillian, Northwestern University
Born in Detroit: The Variable Influence of Metropolitan Residence in Childhood on Employment in Adulthood. Lincoln G. Quillian, Northwestern University
Race and Region. Understanding Black Disadvantage in Occupational Mobility during the First Generation after Emancipation. Andreas Wimmer, Princeton University; John Robert Warren, University of Minnesota
Recovering the Missing Middle: Within-Group Inequality, Place Effects, and the Volatility Curve. Tom VanHeuvelen, Indiana University
Social Vulnerability in Public Transit: Experiences of Transient-Dependent Women in Portland, Oregon. Amy Lubitow, Portland State University; Jennifer Brooke Rainer, George Mason University; Sasha Bassett, Portland State University
The Difference a Home Makes: Examining the Relationship of Housing Conditions on Childhood Development Outcomes. Tina M. Park, Brown University

Table 4. Immigration and Inequality
Table Presider: Ben A. Rissing, Brown University
Gender, Immigration, and Economic Hierarchy and Hardship in Twenty-First Century America. Salvatore J. Restifo, University of Texas-Pan American
Religion, Social Connections and Success: Explaining the Employment Achievements of New Immigrants in the United States. Yvette Young, University of Utah; Julie Stewart, Westminster College
To H-1B or Not to H-1B? Inequality and Social Closure in U.S. Immigrant Work Authorizations. Ben A. Rissing, Brown University

Table 5. Food and Inequality
Table Presider: Teja Pristavec, State University of New Jersey-Rutgers
Food Insecurity in the United States: An Examination of Race/Ethnicity and Nativity Status. Matthew A. Painter, University of Wyoming
Responding to Food-Insecure Households in Localizing Food Economies: The Role of Community Food System Assessments. Andrea Woodward, Berea College; Hilary Dolstad, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

Table 6. The View from the Top: Attitudes on Inequality Among the Wealthy or Highly Educated
Table Presider: Fiona C. Chin, Northwestern University
Are We Taught To Blame The Poor? The Effects of Higher Education on Attributions for Poverty. Patricia Ann Homan, Duke University
Upper-Class Chinese Young Adults’ Perspectives on Inequality. Henry Chiu Hail, University of California-Irvine
Moral Equity, not Investments in Human Capital: Why Rewards to Education are Legitimate. Jonathan
Table 7. Life Course and Intergenerational Perspectives on Inequality
Table Presider: Matthew Stimpson, University of California-Berkeley
Inherited Status Advantages: The Effect of the United States Presidency on Candidates and Their Children's Mortality. Matthew Stimpson, University of California-Berkeley
Perceived Attractiveness and the Link between Parent Socioeconomic Resources and Educational Attainment. Shawn Baudry, University of Alabama-Birmingham; Michael J. Shanahan and Rosemary A. Russo, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
The Impact of the Great Recession on Mental Health-Related Mortality in 41 Countries. Roberto De Vogli and Jo Mhairi Hale, University of California-Davis

Table 8. Policy and Politics II
Table Presider: Emily Taylor Poppe, Cornell University
Labor Market Context and Social Policy Arrangements: The Gender Employment Gap in Central and Eastern Europe. Eva Fodor, Central European University; Christy M. Glass, Utah State University
Inequality and the Foreclosure Process: The Use and Effect of Legal Representation in the Foreclosure Crisis. Emily Taylor Poppe, Cornell University
A Status Theory of Justice, Punishment, and Cooperation. Hatice Attilgan, University of South Carolina
Downward Mobility and Beliefs about Redistributive Policies. George Wilson, University of Miami

Table 9. Policy and Politics I
Table Presider: Elizabeth McKenna, University of California-Berkeley
A Tale of Three Cities: Class and Politics in Brazil's June Days and Beyond. Elizabeth McKenna, University of California-Berkeley
Good Clothes, Bad Jobs: How Style Makeovers for Poor Unemployed Women Reproduce Social Inequality. Kjerstin Gruys, Stanford University
Positioning Marriage as the Greatest Solution to Child Poverty: A Discourse Analysis. Rafiqah Mustafaa, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Three Shades of Poverty: Identifying, Classifying and Dividing the Poor in India. Madhavi Cherian, New York University

Table 10. Labor and Inequality
Table Presider: Kyle W. Albert, Cornell University
Income Inequality and Household Labor. Daniel J. Schneider and Orestes 'Pat' Hastings, University of California-Berkeley
State Dependence in Unemployment: Mismatching or Changing Work Ethics? Irma Mooi-Reci, University of Melbourne
Steering Women and Men Into Different, Unequal Jobs?
Two Resume Audit Studies Investigating Hiring Practices. Jill Evelyn Yavorsky, The Ohio State University

11:30-12:10pm, Section on Inequality, Poverty and Mobility Business Meeting

213. Section on Organizations, Occupations and Work Paper Session. Power, Professions, and Movements
Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-3, Lower Level
Session Organizers: Heather A. Haveman, University of California-Berkeley and Phyllis Moen, University of Minnesota
Presider: Sarah A. Soule, Stanford University
Stamps of Power and Conflict: Imprinting and Influence in the U.S. Senate, 1973-2009. Sameer Srivastava, University of California-Berkeley; Christopher C. Liu, University of Toronto
The Importance of Countervailing Role Pressure and Reflective Engagement for Implementing Army Mental Healthcare Reform. Julia DiBenigno, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Complying With Commensuration: How Rankings Coordinate Resource Allocations in Higher Education. Craig Tutterow, University of Chicago
Professions as Politics: The Deregulation of Medicine in the United States, 1790-1860. Jacob Habinick, University of California-Berkeley; Heather A. Haveman, University of California-Berkeley
Astroturfing the Field: Elites, Reputations, and the Effects of Covert Corporate Advocacy on Public Trust. Edward T. Walker, University of California-Los Angeles

Palmer House Hilton, Salon 10, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Sharan Erickson Nepstad, University of New Mexico
From Partial to Full Conflict Theory: a Neo-Weberian Perspective on the Battle for Venezuela. David A. Smilde, Tulane University
When Repression Fails to Backfire: Movement's Powers, State's Power, and Conditions Conducive to International Intervention. Eitan Y. Alimi, Hebrew University; David S. Meyer, University of California-Irvine
Women Soldiers Speak Out Against the Occupation: The Israeli Case. Edna Lomsky-Feder, Hebrew University; Orna Sasso-Levy, Bar-Ilan University
215. Section on Political Sociology Paper Session. 
The State and Racial Exclusion
Hilton Chicago, Lake Huron, Eighth Floor
Session Organizer: Catherine Lee, State University of New Jersey-Rutgers
President: Steve Garner, Open University
Contemporary Nation-Building: Migration, Marriage Fraud and the Gendering of Racialized Exclusions. Anna C. Korteweg and Rupaleem Bhuyan, University of Toronto
Enforcement or Embrace? The Determinants of State-Level Immigration Policy in New Immigrant Destinations. Jennifer A. Jones, University of Notre Dame; Hana Brown, Wake Forest University
The Unmaking of Black Rights in Colombia and Brazil. Tianna S. Paschel, University of California-Berkeley
Urban Cleansing: Evictions, Exclusion, and State Violence in Contemporary Urban India. Autumn Mathias and Liza J. Weinstein, Northeastern University
Discussant: David Scott FitzGerald, University of California-San Diego

216. Section on Racial and Ethnic Minorities
Invited Session. Race, Space, Integration, and Inclusion
Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-4, Lower Level
Session Organizers: David G. Embrick, Loyola University-Chicago and David L. Brunsma, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
Panel: Elijah Anderson, Yale University
Amanda Evelyn Lewis, University of Illinois at Chicago
Tyrone A. Forman, University of Illinois at Chicago

217. Section on Sociological Practice and Public Sociology Roundtable Session and Business Meeting
Palmer House Hilton, Monroe Ballroom, Sixth Floor
10:30-11:30 am, Roundtables:
Session Organizer: Kimberly Fox, Bridgewater State University

Table 1. Designing and Delivering Bachelor’s, Master’s, or PhD Applied/Clinical/Public Sociology Programs: Best Practices
Table Presiders: Michael S. Fleischer, Organizational Dynamics Consulting, Melissa S. Fry, Indiana University-Southeast, and Norma Winston, University of Tampa

Table 4. ASA Task Force on Public Sociology Follow Up: What’s Next?
Table Presider: Philip Nyden, Loyola University-Chicago

Table 5. Learn About Exciting Career Opportunities through the Association of Applied and Clinical Sociology

Table 6. Thinking about a Career Outside of Academe? Meet Practicing Sociologists
Table Presiders: Angela A. Aidala, Columbia University, Chloe E. Bird, RAND Corporation, Roy E. Feldman, Behavior Analysis In NY, LLC

Table 7. URBAN: Introducing the International Network of Scholar Activists
Table Presider: Jackie Smith, University of Pittsburgh

Table 8. URBAN: Collaborative, Community-based Research in Chicago
Table Presiders: Jennifer Elena Cossyleon and Christine C. George, Loyola University-Chicago

Table 9. URBAN: Publishing Community-Based Research
Table Presiders: Stacey Houston, Vanderbilt University and Charlotte M. Ryan, University of Massachusetts-Lowell

Table 10. URBAN: Community Organizing and Community Change in Communities of Color: Gentrification, Food Policy, Neighborhood Transition
Table Presiders: Max Arthur Herman, New Jersey City University, Alfredo Huante, University of Southern California, and Lynne M. Woehrle, Mount Mary University

Table 11. URBAN: Community-Based Research at the Margins of the Law and Policy: Challenges and Opportunities
Table Presiders: Robert Chilala, University of Southern California and Nadia Y. Flores-Yeffal, Texas Tech University

Table 12. URBAN: Practices of Collaborative, Community-Based Research

Table 13. URBAN: Advocacy and Neutrality in Collaborative, Community-Based Research
Table 14. URBAN: Community Service Learning and Students’ Learning Outcomes
Table Presider: Helen Rosenberg, University of Wisconsin-Parkside

11:30am-12:10pm, Section on Sociological Practice and Public Sociology Business Meeting

218. Section on Sociology of Religion Paper Session. Beyond the Culture Wars: Broadening the Religion and Sexualities Conversation
Palmer House Hilton, Chicago Room, Fifth Floor
Session Organizer: Lynne Gerber, University of California-Berkeley
Presider: Courtney Ann Irby, Loyola University-Chicago
Overcoming The Obscene: How Evangelicals Use Religion To Talk About Sex Online. Kelsy Burke, St. Norbert College
Putting Identity in its Place: Free Spaces and the Construction of Religious and Sexual Identities. Todd Nicholas Fuist, Arkansas State University
Self-Esteem among Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Same-Sex-Attracted Mormons and Ex-Mormons. Lauren J. Joseph, University of Pennsylvania
State University-Schuylkill; Stephen Cranney, University of Pennsylvania
The End of the Culture Wars? Reconciliation Between Conservative Christians and LGBT People. Dawne Moon, Marquette University
Discussant: Thomas J. Linneman, College of William & Mary

219. Section on Sociology of Sexuality Paper Session. Sexuality Studies and the Boundaries of “Acceptable” Sociology
Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-5, Lower Level
Session Organizer: Mimi Schippers, Tulane University
Presider: Salvador Vidal-Ortiz, American University
Dirty Subjects and Queer Textualities. Julie Bettie, University of California-Santa Cruz
Legitimizing the Taboo: Official Student Sexuality Organizations as Spaces for Harm Reduction, Recognition, and Community. Erica H. Coslor, University of Melbourne; Brett Crawford, University of Pittsburgh; Barbara G. Brents, University of Nevada-Las Vegas
The Pornographic Sociological Imagination: Building Theory by Writing Dirty Stories. Mimi Schippers, Tulane University
Discussant: Salvador Vidal-Ortiz, American University

220. Section on the Sociology of the Family Roundtable Session and Business Meeting
Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-2, Lower Level
10:30-11:30am, Roundtables:
Session Organizer: Sarah R. Hayford, Arizona State University

Table 1. Family Structure and Children’s Health
Table Presider: Kristin Turney, University of California-Irvine
Children with Uninsured Parents: Health Insurance as a Family Matter. Heeju Sohn, University of Pennsylvania
The Intergenerational Consequences of Poor Maternal Health. Jessica H Hardie, City University of New York; Kristin Turney, University of California-Irvine

Table 2. Gender Identity, Housework, and Parenting
Table Presider: Demie Kurz, University of Pennsylvania
Job Characteristics of Teaching and the Development of an Unequal Gendered Division of Domestic Labor. Medora W. Barnes, John Carroll University
Contemporary Chinese Married Couples: Sex Roles and Divisions of Housework Labor. Guowei Wang, Northeast Normal University; Yue Wang, Independent Scholar

Table 3. Childcare and Women’s Paid Work
Table Presider: Kristin Smith, University of New Hampshire
How Day Care Availability Impacts Maternal Well-Being: Variations by Individual and Cultural Resources. Pia Sophia Schober and Julianna Stahl, German Institute for Economic Research
It Ain’t Pretty, But It’s True: The Negative Association Between Socioeconomic Status and Opting Out. Valerie Kim Bonner, Temple University
The Unstable Three-Legged Stool: Low-Income Women and Spatial Mismatch of Childcare, Work, and Residence. Elizabeth Mary Talbert, Johns Hopkins University

Table 4. Institutionalization and De-Institutionalization of Marriage
For the Children? (In)Consistent Attitudes toward Same-Sex Parenting and Same-Sex Marriage. Kristin Kaye Kelley, Indiana University-Bloomington
Lesbian and Gay Adopters: Analyses of States Social Context and Legal Policies. Melanie Lea Duncan, University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point
Session 220, continued
Table 5. Relationship Dissolution and Transitions
Table Presider: Sheela Kennedy, University of Minnesota
Do Liberal or Conservative Attitudes Matter? A Theoretical Model of Marital Dissolution. Ye-an-Ju Lee, University of Hawaii
My House or Our House? Entry into Sole Homeownership in British Couples. Philipp Lersch, University of Cologne; Sergi Vidal, University of Queensland
Occupational Mobility around Separation for British Men and Women. Maike van Damme, Luxembourg Institute of Socio-Economic Research and University of Leuven

Table 6. Family Conflict and Family Violence
Table Presider: Laura J. Napolitano, State University of New Jersey at Rutgers-Camden
Caregiver Conflict as a Mediator of Caregiver Depression and Ineffective Parenting in African-American Families. Tara Elizabeth Sutton and Leslie Gordon Simons, University of Georgia
Outcomes for Families of Violent Children with Mental Illness. Karyn A Sporer, University of Nebraska-Omaha
Potential Labeling Bias in Mandatory Reporting: A Vignette Study. Pamela Ray Koch, Hope College; John Carl Koch, Independent Scholar
Risk Factors for IPV among Married Women in Ghana, Kenya, Malawi and Zimbabwe. Christobel Asiedu, Louisiana Tech University; Tatenda Zinyemba, Indiana University; Elizabeth Asiedu, University of Kansas

Table 7. Sexuality
Table Presider: Jennifer March Augustine, University of Houston
(Erotic) Sexual Politics of War Revealed in Letters of an American Military Couple. Christina M. Knopf, State University of New York-Potsdam
Everyday Sexuality between Mixed Parents. Mathias Ebot Ebot, University of Eastern Finland
Extending Queer Theory: Multidisc Discourses of Purity Pledges in Families. Jimmie Manning, Northern Illinois University
Parental Guidance Suggested: High School Health Textbooks Messages about Teen Decision-Making and Sex. Amanda E. Fehlbaum, Youngstown State University

Table 8. The Division of Household Labor
Table Presider: Liana C. Sayer, University of Maryland
Division of Household Labor and Marital Quality: How Do Gender, Race, and Life Course Stage Matter? Zhe Zhang, The Ohio State University
Division of Housework among Dual-Earner Couples in East Asian Countries. Makiko Fuwa, Tokyo Metropolitan University

Table 9. Family, Work, and Leisure
Table Presider: Erin Kelly, University of Minnesota
Free Time and Emotional Well-Being: Do Dual-Earner Mothers and Fathers Differ? Shira Ofer, Bar-Ilan University
Gender and Work-Family Spillover among Registered Nurses. Jamie J. Chapman, Westminster College
Nonstandard Work and Mothers' Parenting and Well-Being: The Impact of Family Structure. Matthew N. Weinschenker, Fordham University

Table 10. Family and Relationship Satisfaction
Table Presider: Kristen S. Harknett, University of Pennsylvania
Does Family Matter for Recent Immigrants’ Life Satisfaction? Claudia Patricia Masferrer Leon, McGill University
Marriage versus Cohabitation? Understanding the Dyadic Nature of Relationship Satisfaction. Deniz Yucel, William Paterson University
Sexual Infidelity and Changes in Psychological Distress among Married and Cohabitng Young Adults. Marin Wenger and Michelle Frisco, Pennsylvania State University
The Effects of ADHD Status on Intimate Relationship Status and Quality. Nicole Lehpamer, Michigan State University

Table 11. Determinants of Marriage and Marriage Timing
Table Presider: Christine Renee Schwartz, University of Wisconsin-Madison
Delaying Individual and Community Factors of Marriage Behavior in Modern China. Shu Hu and Wei-Jun Jean Yeung, National University-Singapore
Unemployment and Local Marriage Market Outcomes: Exploiting Economic Globalization as a Natural Experiment. Fangqi Wen, Florencia Torche, and Dalton Conley, New York University
Marriage Obstacles in Iraqi Kurdistan Region- Duhok City. Jihan Abdullah Mohammed, Michigan State University
Table 12. Family Structure and Family Instability
Table Presider: Laura M. Tach, Cornell University
Family Structure/Stability and Gender Differences in Children’s School Suspension. Jayanti Johanna Owens, University of Wisconsin-Madison; Sara S. McLanahan, Princeton University

Table 13. Parenting and Racial Identity
Table Presider: Jennifer L. Bratter, Rice University
The Problem with Choice: How Racial Composition Continues to Shape Parents’ Perceptions of Schools. Sigrid Willa Luhr, University of California-Berkeley
The Racialized Consequences of Intensive Parenting. Megan Underhill, University of Cincinnati

Table 14. Gendered Marriage and Relationship Formation
Table Presider: Megan M. Sweeney, University of California-Los Angeles
Gendered Family Formation Trajectories in East and West Germany: Insights From New Sequence Analysis Techniques. Emanuela Struffolino, University of Lausanne; Matthias Studer, Free University Amsterdam and University of Geneva
Low-Income Black Cohabiters’ Perspectives on Marriage: A Gendered Life Course Analysis. Megan Reid and Andrew Golub, National Development and Research Institutes
In-Law Helps and Women’s Satisfaction with the Division of Household Labor in China. Fang Fang, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University

Table 15. Gendered Marital and Family Satisfaction
Table Presider: Kara Joyner, Bowling Green State University
Does Marriage Make Men and Women Happier? A Testimony in a Near-Universal Marriage Context. Yingchun Ji, Shanghai University; Kaolin Zhu, Nanjing Academy of Social Sciences
Gender Differences in Substance Use across Marital Statuses. Sampson Lee Blair and Melissa A. Menasco, State University of New York-Buffalo
The Gendered Nature of Marriage: Exploring the Predictors of Marital Satisfaction in Northern Cyprus. Deniz Yucel, William Paterson University; Selda Koydemir, Middle Eastern Technical University-Northern Cyprus

Table 16. Family and Education
Table Presider: Littisha Antoinette Bates, University of Cincinnati
Family Educational Background and First-Generation College Students’ Achievement. Paula W. Fomby and Christina Cross, University of Michigan
The Impact of Mother’s and Father’s Job loss on Children’s Educational Attainment. Caren Arbelt, University of Minnesota
You Try to become Totally Opposite of Your Parents or You become Just Like Them. Sarai Coba-Rodriguez, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign; Robin L. Jarrett, University of Illinois
The Effect of Parenting Styles and Depressive Symptoms on Youths’ Educational Attainment. Brittany Nicole Hearne, Vanderbilt University

Table 17. Maternal Behaviors and Identity
Table Presider: Amy Kroska, University of Oklahoma
Knocked Up and Walking the Walk: Single Mother Status, Stigma, and Behavior. June H Sun, University of Southern California
Mothering Like an Athlete. Jennifer Louise Hanis-Martin, NORC-University of Chicago
Resisting Guilt: Mothers’ Breastfeeding Intentions and Formula Use. Jeanne Anne Holcomb, University of Dayton

Table 18. Conceptualizing Carework
Table Presider: Jessica L. Collett, University of Notre Dame
The Bonds of Labor: The Role of Emotions in Home Eldercare Assistance. Francesca Degiuli, Fairleigh Dickinson University
Women in the Community Rebuilding after Typhoon Morakot. Hsiang-Chieh Lee, National Science and Technology Center for Disaster Reduction
Rejecting Mr. Mom: Constructing the Role of Stay-at-Home Fathers. Aundrea Snitker, Arizona State University

Table 19. Defining Family and Family Values
Table Presider: Scott Thomas Yabiku, Arizona State University
Role of Basic Values and Education in Shaping Women’s Work and Family Preferences across Europe. Petr Mateju, Michael Lee Smith, and Simona Weidnerova, Institute for Social and Economic Analyses
The Immigrant Experience: Houstonians’ Family Attitudes and Behaviors. Amy E. Lucas and Stephen Michael Cherry, University of Houston-Clear Lake
Hisorical Review of the Somali Family: 1900-2014. Cawo Mohamed Abdi, University of Minnesota
Viewing Intergenerational Relations through the Eyes of Elderly Parents Aged 80 Years and Older. Ria Smit, University of Johannesburg
Session 220, continued
Table 20. Motherhood Penalties
Table Presider: Michelle J. Budig, University of Massachusetts
Birth Timing and Wage Growth of Women Lawyers. Mary C. Noonan, University of Iowa; Mary Corcoran, University of Michigan
The Impact of Fertility on Women’s Work Experience: Evaluating the Motherhood Penalty among Mature Women. Sandra M. Florian and Lynne M. Casper, University of Southern California
Where Motherhood Matters: Understanding the Effect of State Context on the Salience of Motherhood. Elizabeth Kiester, Albright College

Table 21. Parenting
Breastfeeding and Infant Attachment Behavior. Benjamin G. Gibbs and Renata T. Forste, Brigham Young University
Father-Provided Child Care among Married Couples in a Recessionary Context. Lynda L. Laughlin, U.S. Census Bureau; Kristin Smith, University of New Hampshire

Table 22. Transition to Adulthood
For Better and For Worse: How Marital Perspectives Structure the Transition to Adulthood. Ashley Brooke Barr, State University of New York-Buffalo
Gender Norms, Social Attitudes, and Health Behaviors: Understanding Young Adult Women Smokers in South Korea. Juhee Woo, University of Colorado-Boulder
Moving Out or Helping Out? Transition Regimes, Families and Leaving the Parental Home. Andrew Breidenbach, University of New Mexico
School, Work and Idleness among Mexican Adolescents: The Roles of Family Migration and Living Arrangements. Yeris Mayol-Garcia, Mayol-Garcia; Nancy S. Landale, Pennsylvania State University
Life is What Happened When Making Other Plans: Cultural Processes of Emerging Adult Life Trajectories. Patricia Snell Herzog and Christina Ashley Williams, University of Arkansas

Table 23. Work and Family Commitments
Table Presider: Jennifer Hickes Lundquist, University of Massachusetts-Amherst
All in the Family: A Couples’ Approach to Understanding Parental Wage Gaps Within and Across Households. Melissa Hodges, Villanova University
Do Jobs at Risk Hurt More if You Care? A Panel Study of Germany and Switzerland. Doris Hanappi, University of California-Berkeley; Oliver Lipps, University of Lausanne
Employment Gaps between Military Spouses and Matched Civilians. Sarah O. Meadows and Beth Ann Griffin, RAND Corporation; Benjamin R. Karney, University of California-Los Angeles; Julia Pollak, RAND Corporation

11:30am-12:10pm, Section on the Sociology of the Family Business Meeting

11:30 am Meetings
Section on Inequality, Poverty and Mobility Business Meeting (to 12:10pm) -- Palmer House Hilton, Crystal, Third Floor
Section on Sociological Practice and Public Sociology Business Meeting (to 12:10pm) -- Palmer House Hilton, Monroe Ballroom, Sixth Floor
Section on the Sociology of the Family Business Meeting (to 12:10pm) -- Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-2, Lower Level

12:30 pm Meetings
Film/Video Screening. Groundswell Rising: Protecting our Children’s Air and Water -- Hilton Chicago, PDR 5, Third Floor
Student Forum Business Meeting -- Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4D, Fourth Floor

12:30 pm Sessions
221. Thematic Session. Ideologies, Sexualities, and Reproduction in the Global South
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom C, Lobby Level
Session Organizer and Presider: Victor Agadjanian, Arizona State University
Panel: Jennifer Hirsch, Columbia University
Susan Newcomer, National Institute of Child Health and Human Development
Alison Norris, The Ohio State University
Victor Agadjanian, Arizona State University
Rapid socioeconomic change and globalization erase some normative boundaries, transform others, and create new ones in the developing world. Sexualities and fertility are at the fore of continuous production, appropriation, and contestation of sociocultural norms, expressions, and practices. The session will explore the ideological, political, and cultural construction and negotiation of sexuality and fertility in rapidly changing developing contexts. Specifically, it will examine how these processes are shaped by gender ideologies and hierarchies, population policies and politics, and the discourse on reproductive rights. The panelists will reflect on the contribution of social inquiry to disentangling these complex contingencies and on the role of funding agencies in enhancing this contribution.
222. Thematic Session. Race, Class, Gender, and Sexuality in College
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom B, Lobby Level
Session Organizer and Presider: Sinikka Elliott, North Carolina State University
Panel: Laura Theresa Hamilton, University of California-Merced
Anthony Christian Ocampo, California State Polytechnic University
Rashawn Ray, University of Maryland
Discussant: Amy C. Wilkins, University of Colorado-Boulder
College represents a transition to young adulthood with implications for young adult sexualities. Collegiate “erotic marketplaces” may perpetuate race, class, gender, and sexual hierarchies. At the same time, students may challenge these hierarchies as they navigate the sexual and intimate terrain of college. Panelists will explore college students’ interactions and meaning making at the intersections of race, class, gender, and sexuality to examine these tensions and possibilities as well as their implications for social inequality.

223. Thematic Session. Sexual Harassment in the Social World
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom A, Lobby Level
Session Organizer: Elizabeth A. Hoffmann, Purdue University
Presider: Anna-Maria Marshall, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Panel: Heather McLaughlin, Oklahoma State University
Sandy Welsh, University of Toronto
Abigail C. Saguy, University of California-Los Angeles
Mary Thierry Texeira, California State University-San Bernardino
Sexual harassment has become a key social problem, affecting both how targeted victims function as well as permeating the environments of those witnessing the harassment. This panel brings together prominent sociologists who will draw on their own empirical research and theoretical insights to address such issues as: How does sexual harassment intersect with racial harassment? What structural and cultural processes enable sexual harassment to occur and continue? In what ways do cultural understandings of body weight affect sexual harassment? As more interpersonal exchanges use electronic communications, how is sexual harassment mediated, intensified, or diffused by the internet? In what ways has the discipline of sociology changed how it has studied and understood sexual harassment and how do we as sociologists need to reconsider our own theoretical formulations, emphases, and empirical foci?

224. Thematic Session. Sexuality Research on U.S.Latinas and Latinos
Hilton Chicago, Williford C, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Gloria Gonzalez-Lopez, University of Texas-Austin
Presider: Marysol Asencio, University of Connecticut
Latina Sexualities Research: Emerging Discourses from within the Constraints of the Academy. Katie Linette Acosta, Georgia State University
New Directions in (and Persisting Challenges to) Latina and Latino Sexualities Scholarship. Susana Peña,Bowling Green State University
Discussant: Salvador Vidal-Ortiz, American University
The groundbreaking publication, “Chicano Men: A Cartography of Homosexual Identity and Behavior” by senior sociologist Tomás Almaguer, was what broke the silence when it was first published in 1991 to pave the road, validate, and inspire, in the years to come, the intellectual concerns and curiosity of an emerging generation of Latina and Latino sociologists looking for answers to crucial research questions. By exploring topics such as sexuality and immigration, sex education and family life, and relationships and intimacy in same-sex couples, Latina and Latino sociologists have made a contribution to the scholarship that is weaving together Latinidad as more than a minority, and making sexuality as a non-taboo issue. This panel will reunite some of these scholars in order to engage in a critical dialogue about the past, present, and future of sociological research examining different and contrasting aspects of the sex lives of U.S. Latina and Latino populations.

225. Special Session. Framing Success: Immigrants and the New Second Generation
Palmer House Hilton, Wabash, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Jennifer Lee, University of California-Irvine
Panel: Richard D. Alba, City University of New York-Graduate Center
Nancy Foner, City University of New York-Hunter College and Graduate Center
Tomas R. Jimenez, Stanford University
Grace Kao, University of Pennsylvania
Jennifer Lee, University of California-Irvine
Mary C. Waters, Harvard University
Min Zhou, University of California-Los Angeles
In this special session, the panelists will draw on their research to discuss how immigrants, their second-generation children, and the native host society frame “success.” The panelists will address how these groups define success, and the ways in which immigrant selectivity, group resources, immigrant optimism, contexts of reception, culture, and the racialization of ethnicity affect the framing and meaning of success in contemporary America.

226. Special Session. New Developments in Residential Income Segregation
Hilton Chicago, Astoria Room, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Kendra Bischoff, Cornell University
Panel: Kendra Bischoff, Cornell University
Elizabeth Bruch, University of Michigan
Patrick T. Sharkey, New York University
Richard Kahlenberg, The Century Foundation
As income inequality in the United States has grown in recent decades, so too has residential sorting by income. The increasing spatial separation of families and households by income has diminished the share of middle-income neighborhoods while creating more communities at the extremes of the income distribution. By extension, children’s environments are becoming more disparate as local institutions such as schools, and local public amenities, such as libraries and recreation facilities, often depend on local resources. This panel lays out the latest evidence on the segregative turn.
Hilton Chicago, Waldorf Room, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Aldon D. Morris, Northwestern University
Panel: Cheryl Townsend Gilkes, Colby College
Lawrence D. Bobo, Harvard University
Tukufu Zuberi, University of Pennsylvania
Marcus Anthony Hunter, University of California-Los Angeles
This special session will explore Du Bois' pioneering role as a founder of American sociology and the continuing significance of his scholarship in understanding race globally. The panel will investigate Du Bois' theoretical analyses of the nature of race and white supremacy. Attention will focus on Du Bois' analysis of the interactions among race, class, power, and gender dynamics. These scholars will focus on the pioneering multi-methods Du Bois employed in his groundbreaking studies and how he articulated the triangulation approach widely used in contemporary empirical work. The panelists will discuss the relevancy of Du Bois' sociology for contemporary work on race and social inequality especially as it relates to intersectionality, whiteness studies, and the social constructionist perspective.

Hilton Chicago, Williford A, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Patricia Fernandez-Kelly, Princeton University
Critics: Michaelene Cricchlow, Duke University
Joseph Raphael Blasi, State University of New Jersey-Rutgers
Alejandro Portes, University of Miami and Princeton University
Author: Saskia Sassen, Columbia University

229. Regional Spotlight Session. Public Education in Chicago in the Neoliberal Era
Hilton Chicago, Williford B, Third Floor
Session Organizers: Christopher Poulos and William T. Bielby, University of Illinois at Chicago
Presider: William T. Bielby, University of Illinois at Chicago
Presenters: Jess Sharkey, Chicago Teachers Union
Todd Connor, The Bunker Incubator
Pauline Lipman, University of Illinois at Chicago
These are turbulent times for the Chicago Public Schools system, the third-largest in the nation. In 2012 the Chicago Teachers Union went on an eight-day strike over wages, merit pay, job security, teacher assessment, class size, and accountability issues. This was the first strike in twenty-five years and occurred under the new leadership of Karen Lewis. Lewis' reputation as a fierce critic of Mayor Rahm Emanuel's education policies led to the formation of a Mayoral exploratory committee in the fall of 2014, and before falling ill she was widely viewed as having a very good chance of successfully challenging Emanuel in the 2015 mayoral election. The 2015 elections and Lewis' exploratory committee came on the heels of unprecedented school closures in Chicago. In May 2013, with Mayor Emanuel's support, the CPS board voted to close 49 elementary schools, mostly in impoverished neighborhoods in Chicago's South and West Sides, a move fiercely opposed by many parents and community activists. This panel brings together the Vice President of the CTU, a former top executive of CPS, and the leading scholar on educational policy issues in Chicago to discuss the future of public education in Chicago and implications for education nationally.

230. Professional Development Workshop. Thriving at Teaching Focused Institutions
Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4C, Fourth Floor
Session Organizer and Leader: Alison S. Better, City University of New York-Kingsborough Community College
Co-Leaders: Matthew T. Loveland, Le Moyne College
Todd Schoepflin, Niagara University
What is it like to thrive in a teaching focused institution? Based on conversations we’ve been having at ASA and regional conferences, over social media, in the hallways, and elsewhere, it seems like teaching is on the forefront of many of our minds. For many, we enter the profession with a range of experiences and respect (or lack thereof) around our teaching from our training in graduate school. But what do you do when you (finally) land a job that expects you to be dynamic and excellent in the classroom? We would like to share our experiences as a way to strengthen sociologists love of and confidence around teaching at institutions where our teaching agenda might be equal or greater than our research. We will also offer practical advice for preparing to work at a teaching focused institution.

231. Teaching Workshop. Teaching Bodies and Embodiment: New Approaches to Fat Studies, Gendered Embodiment, and the Body throughout the Life Course
Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4A, Fourth Floor
Session Organizer and Leader: Sharon Preves, Hamline University
Co-Leaders: David J. Hutson, Whitman College
Jessica MacNamara, State University of New York-Buffalo
Michaela A. Nowell, University of Wisconsin-Fond du Lac
Carla A. Pfeffer, University of South Carolina
Erica L. Toothman, University of South Florida
This teaching workshop features five scholars who have a wealth of experience teaching about bodies and embodiment in various academic environments. The presenters will cover topics including theorizing fatness throughout the life course; teaching from a “critical obesity” perspective, using data to challenge assumptions about healthiness and appearance; gender, sexuality, and the body; and gendered bodily privilege. The workshop is intended to give participants practical ideas and tools to apply to their own teaching. Objectives include building networks among scholars who teach about the body and embodiment and providing a forum for discussing pedagogical challenges in and strategies for teaching this subject. The workshop is intended for sociologists with broad interests and experiences in teaching bodies and embodiment. The theme of the 2015 annual meeting is “Sexualities in the Social World.” One of the most central aspects of sexualities is bodies and embodiment. Whether critically exploring how people “do” gender or sexuality in an embodied way or how perceptions of body size, weight, and health impact one’s sense of self or others as sexual beings, bodies are at the core of sexual attitudes, behaviors, and fantasies. Theorizing the body and embodiment is of increasing interest to sociologists both in and out of the classroom. This can be witnessed in the growing literature on critical fat studies and growing course offerings and enrollment in courses that focus on the body as a primary locus of study.
232. Informal Discussion Roundtable Session
Hilton Chicago, Grand Ballroom, Second Floor
Session Organizer: Amy Blackstone, University of Maine
1. A Meaningful Life: Scholarship, Teaching, and Activism. M Sheridan Embser-Herbert, Hamline University
2. Challenges in Teaching and Learning Introductory Sociology as Global Sociology. Leslie T.C. Wang, Saint Mary’s College
3. Digital Photo Analyses of the Repertoires of Collective Action in Contemporary Civil Rights Campaigns. Shelby Clark McPhail, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
5. Emerging Issues in Ethics Training: Addressing International Concerns and Professional Standards. Cynthia Jane Buckley, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
6. Engaging Undergraduate Students in Faculty–Student Collaborative Research. Tori Barnes-Brus and Erin Calhoun Davis, Cornell College
7. Feminist Reconsiderations of Choice, Empowerment, and Satisfaction in Sexuality Research. Sara McClelland, University of Michigan; Deborahal Tolman, City University of New York-Hunter College; Stephanie M Anderson and Kimberly Belmonte, City University of New York-Graduate Center
9. Healthy People 2020 Tracking LGBT Health: What Matters is Counted and What is Counted Matters. Christina Natasha Dragon, National Center for Health Statistics and Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
10. Language Education as a Tool of Resistance Inside an Illinois State Prison. Sheri-Lynn S. Kurisu, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
11. More than just a Match: Research Methods on/through Online Dating Platforms. Nicholas Andrew Boston, City University of New York-Lehman College
12. Semantic Network Representation of the Lima Climate Change Conference. Stephan Scholz, University of Wisconsin-Washington County
15. Teaching Sexualities at a Religiously Affiliated University and/or Among Religious Student Populations. Medora W. Barnes, John Carroll University
16. The Microfoundations of the State and the State-Society Nexus. Natalia Forrat, Northwestern University

233. Regular Session. Assimilation Across Diverse Immigrant Communities
Palmer House Hilton, Adams Ballroom, Sixth Floor
Session Organizer: Jennifer Elyse Glick, Arizona State University
-0.5 Generation: Acculturation Strategies and Multifaceted Identity of Pakistani Graduate Students Navigating U.S. Culture. Maheen Haider, Boston College
I Want Ghana to Continue to Live in the United States: Cultural Identity among Second-generation Ghanaian Immigrants. Anima Adjepong, University of Texas
Discussant: Dina G. Okamoto, Indiana University

234. Regular Session. Collective Memory: Contesting the Meanings of the Past
Hilton Chicago, PDR 4, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Suzanna M. Crago, University of Pittsburgh
Cheating History: Blocking a Difficult Past at the Royal Museum for Central Africa. Jenny Folsom, University of Massachusetts-Amherst
A Temporal Ecology of Events: Piazza Fontana as a Case Study. Sabrina Nardin, University of Arizona
Remembering to Forget: Holocaust Memory Politics in Turkey and Spain. Alejandr Baer and Yagmur Karakaya, University of Minnesota
Discussant: Christina Simko, Williams College

235. Regular Session. Community
Hilton Chicago, Lake Michigan, Eighth Floor
Session Organizer: Derek S. Hyra, American University
Presider: Brian James McCabe, Georgetown University
Community and Class in a Neoliberal Age. Frances Fox Piven, City University of New York; Lorraine C. Minnite, State University of New Jersey at Rutgers-Camden
Favor Exchange among Neighbors in Multiethnic Communities. Eric Fong, University of Toronto; Feng Hou, Statistics Canada
When Hipster Meets History: Artistic Gentrification in Lawrenceville, Pittsburgh. Chlo Brown, American University
Discussant: Brian James McCabe, Georgetown University

236. Regular Session. Cultural Studies
Palmer House Hilton, Spire Parlor, Sixth Floor
Session Organizer: Donileen R. Loseke, University of South Florida
Presider: Gary Alan Fine, Northwestern University
Cultural Tradition and Cultural Change in Postcommunist Poland, the Czech Republic and Slovenia. Ying Ling and Paul Zimmerman, Grand Canyon University
Gender in Flux: Young Adults Deployment of Cultural Scripts in Cape Town, South Africa. Althea D. Anderson, Columbia University
Session 236, continued
Inappropriate Offendedness and No Alternative to German
Angst—Emotion Discourse as Symbolic Boundary Work.
Eunike Piwoni, Georg-August-Universität Göttingen
Post-Network Audience Reception, Media Ethnography, and The
Wire as Culturally Legitimated Prime-time Drama. Michael
Wayne, University of Virginia
Toward an Historical Sociology of Cryonic Suspension: Origin
Stories, Atrocity Tales, and Cold War Simulacra. Grant Shoffstall,
Williams College

and Credit
Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-1, Lower Level
Session Organizer: Richard Swedberg, Cornell University
Presider: Alya Guseva, Boston University
Borrowing History: How Employers Use Credit Reports in Hiring.
Barbara Kiviat, Harvard University
Calculating Financialization: The Calculative Practices of Credit
Rating Agencies as Drivers of Social Change. Natalia
Besedovsky, University of Bremen
Credit and the Promise of Frictionless Federalism. Sarah Quinn,
University of Washington
Who is in Debt? A Class Based Analysis of Consumption on Credit.
Zaibu Nissa Tufail, University of California-Irvine

238. Regular Session. Historical Sociology. Large
Processes, Big Questions
Palmer House Hilton, Grant Park Parlor, Sixth Floor
Session Organizer: Marc W. Steinberg, Smith College
Presider: Richard Lachmann, State University of New York-Albany
Can Social Mechanism Analysis Strengthen Cultural
Explanation of Historical Events? Anne Kane, University of
Houston-Downtown
Industrialization, Fordism and the Golden Age of Atlantic
Capitalism: The United Kingdom, United States and Germany
from 1800-1973. Matt Vidal, King’s College London
Of Pyramids and Patchworks: The Social Origins of Capitalist
Development from Above. Mark Cohen, New York
University
The Public Sphere and Political Development: The Macro-Spatial
Formation of Institutionalized Uncertainty. Andreas Koller, New
York University
Discussant: Richard Lachmann, State University of New
York-Albany

239. Regular Session. Immigrants, Institutions, and
Incorporation
Palmer House Hilton, Price Room, Fifth Floor
Session Organizer: Kim Ebert, North Carolina State University
Presider: Emily P. Estrada, North Carolina State University
The Meaning of Self-Rated Health among Mexican Adults.
Claire E. Altman, Bridget K. Gorman and Sergio Chavez, Rice
University
Navigating DACA in Hostile and Hospitable States: A Comparative
Two-state Analysis. Kara Cebulko, Providence College; Alexis
Silver, State University of New York-Purchase College
Cultural Capital, Motherhood Capital, and Low-income Immigrant
Mothers’ Institutional Negotiations. Ming-Cheng M. Lo,
University of California-Davis
Discussant: Minjeong Kim, San Diego State University

240. Regular Session. Integrating Qualitative and
Quantitative Methodologies
Palmer House Hilton, Water Tower Parlor, Sixth Floor
Session Organizer: Kathryn J. Edin, Johns Hopkins University
Household Dynamics in the Year after Prison. Catherine Sirois,
Harvard University
Systematic Social Observation in the Study of Associations and
Civic Engagement: The Case of Student Groups. Matthew
G. Bagetta and David Michael Bredenkamp, Indiana
University
Toward a Fifth Sociological Knowledge—Engaged Sociology and
the Integration of Ethnographic and Experimental Methods.
Luke Elliott-Negri, City University of New York -Graduate
Center

241. Regular Session. Law and Society
Hilton Chicago, PDR 1, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Laura Beth Nielsen, American Bar Foundation
and Northwestern University
Policing Welfare. Spencer Headworth, Northwestern University
Legitimacy in Spite of the Law: the Ethics of Property
Appropriation in Distressed Detroit. Claire W. Herbert,
University of Michigan
Legal Mobilization and Scientific Knowledge: The Case of Vaccine
Critics. Anna Kirkland, University of Michigan
Fracking and Fields: Institutional Influences on U.S. State Fracking
Policies. Daniel N. Kluttz, University of California-Berkeley
Looking for Law in Social Policy: Why Socio-Legal Studies Ignores
Issues of State Economic Distribution. Sandra R. Levitsky, Rachel
Kahn Best, and Jessica Garrick, University of Michigan

242. Regular Session. Media and Social
Movements
Palmer House Hilton, Hancock Parlor, Sixth Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Alison Dahl Crossley, Stanford
University
Strategies, Stories, and the Quality of News Coverage of the
Civil Rights Movement. Edwin Amenta, Thomas Alan Elliott,
Nicole Clorinda Shortt, and Amber Celina Tierney, University
of California-Irvine; Didem Turkoglu, University of North
Carolina-Chapel Hill; Burrel James Vann, University of North
Carolina-Chapel Hill; Paul Revere, the Tea Party and Digital Activism: How Political
Ideology Shapes Online Collective Action. Jen Schradie,
Institute for Advanced Study in Toulouse
Witnessing Political Protest on Civic Engagement and Political Attitudes: A Natural Experiment. Han Zhang, Princeton University; Nicholas Jing Yuan and Xing Xie, Microsoft Research Asia
Discussant: Alex Hanna, University of Wisconsin-Madison

Palmer House Hilton, Kimball, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Dawn T. Robinson, University of Georgia
Presider: Elizabeth Culatta, University of Georgia
The Maintenance of Untenable Values: An Ethnography of an Undergraduate LGBT Group. Rebecca Durkee, University of Iowa
Draw a Blank: A Novel Method to Investigate Conceptualizations of Workers’ Impression Management. Laura Ellen Hirshfield, University of Illinois at Chicago; Christabel L. Rogalin, Purdue University-North Central
The Microsociology of Aesthetics: Face Judgments at Fashion Shows. Alexander Hoppe, University of Pennsylvania
The Effect of Stability and Presentation Order of Rewards. Hyomin Park, Sungkyunkwan University
Discussant: Sarah K. Harkness, University of Iowa

244. Regular Session. Nation-State Welfare Policy
Hilton Chicago, Lake Erie, Eighth Floor
Session Organizer: Alexander Hicks, Emory University
Presider: Jason Beckfield, Harvard University
The Electoral Politics of Employment-Centered Family Policy. Moira Nelson, Lund University
Wealth and Preferences for Redistribution. Liza G. Steele, State University of New York-Purchase

245. Regular Session. Organizations: Determinants of Diffusion
Hilton Chicago, PDR 3, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Emily A. Barman, Boston University
Presider: Jeannette Anastasia Colyvas, Northwestern University
Inside Isomorphism: How Art Market Organizations First Arrived in China. Svetlana Kharchenkova, University of Amsterdam
Organizational Identity and Resistance to Environmental Pressures. Oliver Schilke, University of Arizona
What Shapes Corporate Involvement in Voter Referendums? The Case of Opposition to GM Food Labeling. Tarun David Banerjee, State University of New York-Stony Brook
Discussant: Jeannette Anastasia Colyvas, Northwestern University

246. Regular Session. Schools, Social Mobility, and the Reproduction of Inequality
Hilton Chicago, PDR 2, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Thurstin A. Domina, University of California-Irvine
Micro-Educational Reproduction in an Expanding Education System. Stefan Bastholm Andræ, The Danish National Centre for Social Research; Jens Peter Thomsen, University of Copenhagen
Patterns of Inequality during Institutional Decline: Educational Attainment of Multiple Generations in Former-Soviet Central Asia. Christopher Michael Whitsel, North Dakota State University
Schooling and Pathways to Power and Privilege of the best and the Brightest. Ted I.K. Youn, Boston College
The Distribution of Teacher Effectiveness: Economic and Race/Ethnic Disparities in Opportunities to Learn. Paul Hanselman, University of California-Irvine
Wealth Gaps in Education. Fabian T. Pfeffer, University of Michigan

247. Regular Session. Social Capital and Social Outcomes
Palmer House Hilton, Salon 3, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Nan Lin, Duke University
Sending Children to College in India: The Influence of Social Capital on this Difficult Path. Tyler Wiktor Myroniuk, Reeve Vanneman, and Sonalde Desai, University of Maryland
Social Network, Wage, and Job Tenure of Migrant Workers in China. Lei Lei and Zai Liang, State University of New York-Albany
Social Capital in the Job-related Regional Mobility Decisions of the Unemployed. Sebastian Werner Bähr and Martin Abraham, University of Nuremberg-Erlangen
What Do Networks Do? The Effect of Social Contacts on Job Quality within the Search Process. Gokce Basbug and Ofer Sharone, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Network Members’ Occupational Status, Tie Strength, and Depression in Two Societies. Lijun Song, Vanderbilt University

Hilton Chicago, Lake Huron, Eighth Floor
Session Organizer: Karina M. Shreffler, Oklahoma State University
As Seen on TV: Women’s Views on Television Representations of Pregnancy and Birth. Danielle Bessett and Stef Murawsky, University of Cincinnati
Military Wives and Surrogacy: Constructing a Desired Self Through Parallel Experiences. Elizabeth Ziff, New School for Social Research
The Right Milk at the Right Price: Recruiting and Screening Donors at a Human Milk Bank. Krista Mary Smith Sigurdson, University of California-San Francisco
Picture Perfect: ‘4D’ Ultrasound and the Commodification of the Private Prenatal Clinic. Gareth Martin Thomas, Cardiff University
249. Regular Session. Violence in Less Frequently Studied Locations  
Hilton Chicago, Boulevard C, Second Floor  
Session Organizer: Robert Nash Parker, University of California-Riverside  
President: Mangala Subramaniam, Purdue University  
District Demographic Sex Ratios and Intimate Partner Violence among Zambian Women: A Multilevel Analysis. Kofi D. Benfeo, City University of New York-Lehman College  
Everyday Forms of Violence and Strategies of Resistance in the Uyghur-Chinese Marketplace. Christopher B. Sullivan, California State University-Fresno  
Safecity: Mapping Analysis of Services for Gender Based Violence in Bengaluru, India. Mangala Subramaniam, Purdue University; Shaoni Chakraborty and Shiv Kumar, Swasti Health Resource Centre  
Social Exclusion, Livelihoods, and Gender Violence: Burmese Muslim Refugees in Thailand. Mollie Elizabeth Pepper, Northeastern University  
Twenty-one Days of Lynching and Three Jute Bags. Collective Violence and Crime in Rural Bolivia. Jorge Derpic, University of Texas-Austin

250. Regular Session. Work-Family in International Context  
Palmer House Hilton, Salon 6, Third Floor  
Session Organizer: David J. Maume, University of Cincinnati  
President: Irma Mooi-Reci, University of Melbourne  
Universal Preschool and Mothers’ Employment. Elia De la Cruz, University of Cincinnati  
Work/Family Policies and Immigrant Women’s Labor Market Participation in Western Europe. Christel Kesler, Barnard College  
What Mothers Want: The Impact of Children on Women’s Preferred Working Hours in Western Europe. Matthias Polmann-Schult, WZB Berlin Social Science Research Center  
The Changing Role of the Partner’s Labour Market Resources for Female Employment Careers in Germany. Leen Vandecasteele, University of Tübingen; Frederike Esche, Humboldt University-Berlin  
Discussant: Leah Ruppanner, University of Melbourne

251. Section on Alcohol, Drugs and Tobacco Paper Session. Social, Cultural and Contextual Dimensions of Substance Use  
Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4K, Fourth Floor  
Session Organizer and President: Andrew Golub, National Development and Research Institutes  
The Dimensions of Social Isolation in Adolescence. Molly Copeland, Jacob Charles Fisher, and James Moody, Duke University; Mark Feinberg, Pennsylvania State University  
Delivered from the Temptation of Smoking: Examining Religion and Health Behaviors of U.S. Immigrants. Kate Cartwright, Emory University  
Binge Drinking among Older European Men: Placing the Benefits of Social Integration in Normative Contexts. Lucie Kalousova, University of Michigan  
Trajectories of Aging Long-Term Mexican-American Heroin Injectors: The Maturing Out Paradox. Alice Cepeda and Avelardo Valdez, University of Southern California  
Drug Transitions and Substitutions among Recent Veterans Managing Pain and Trauma. Alex Bennett, Luther C. Elliott, Andrew Golub, and Enrique Pouget, National Development and Research Institutes

252. Section on Comparative-Historical Sociology Paper Session. Can Comparative Historical Sociology Save the World? (5) Genocide  
Palmer House Hilton, Salon 12, Third Floor  
Session Organizer: Eric W. Schoon, University of Arizona  
Rethinking Risk Factors of Modern Genocide. Hollie Nyseth Brehm, The Ohio State University  
Religious Minorities and Resistance to Genocide. Robert Braun, Cornell University  
The Contribution of Social Movement Theory to Understanding Genocide. Aliza Luft, University of Wisconsin-Madison  
Competing Goals, Organizational Pressure, and Ideology. Thomas V. Maher, The Ohio State University

253. Section on Disability and Society Roundtable Session and Business Meeting  
Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4F, Fourth Floor  
12:30-1:30pm, Roundtables:  
Session Organizer: Loren Elizabeth Wilbers, University of South Florida

Table 1.  
Table President: Sara E. Green, University of South Florida  
A Delicate Dance: Creating New Perspectives on Disability through Comedic Performance. Shawn Chandler Bingham and Sara E. Green, University of South Florida  
Gender, Hearing Loss, and Sports on the Screen. Nan E. Johnson, Michigan State University

Table 2.  
Table President: Loren Elizabeth Wilbers, University of South Florida  
Correlates of Single Versus Multiple Disabilities in the United States: Does World Region of Birth Matter? Ami R. Moore, University of North Texas; Foster Kwaku Amey, Middle Tennessee State University  
Disability among Puerto Ricans: Life Course Stages, Migration and Immigrant Adaptation. Susana M. Quiros, Pennsylvania State University
Sunday, August 23, 12:30 pm

Table 3.
Table Presider: Allison C. Carey, Shippensburg University
Health Conditions and Impairments: What Happens to Injured Workers Aging with Work-Related Permanent Impairments? Rebecca Casey, McMaster University; Peri J. Ballantyne, Trent University
How Does Disability Status Affect the Presence of Housing Modifications? Kaya Hamer-Small, State University of New York-Albany
Visualizing Inequality: Mapping the Unequal Infrastructure of Autism Expertise in Schools. Elizabeth McGhee Hassrick, NORC-University of Chicago; Kathleen M. Carley, Carnegie Mellon University

1:30-2:10pm, Section on Disability and Society Business Meeting

254. Section on Environment and Technology Roundtable Session and Business Meeting
Palmer House Hilton, Monroe Ballroom, Sixth Floor
12:30-1:30pm, Roundtables:
Session Organizer: Kenneth Alan Gould, City University of New York-Brooklyn College

Table 1. Environmental Justice
Table Presider: Bob Edwards, East Carolina University
Framing Justice: A Theoretical Analysis of the Environmental Justice Movement. Brian Rosenberg, University of Oregon
Metabolic Wasting and Exceptional forms of Governance in the Decline of Detroit. Jennifer S. Carrera, Michigan State University

Table 2. Environmental Perception
Table Presider: Erin E. Robinson, Canisius College
Environmental Risk Perception Framework in Contested Illness. Ginger Jacobson and Alison E. Adams, University of Florida
Information, Media, and the Riskiness of Fracking. Robert Duffy, State University of New Jersey-Rutgers
The Perception of Environmental Threats in an International Comparative Perspective. Markus Hadler, Macquarie University; Klaus Kraemer, University of Graz
Redefining the Refuge: Rearticulating the Meanings of Environmentally Variable Spaces. Braden Leap, University of Missouri

Table 3. Water
Table Presider: Maria M. Akchurin, University of Chicago
Water Affordability in the United States: An Initial Exploration and an Agenda for Research. Oriol Mirosa, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

Table 4. Protein Production
Table Presider: Alissa Cordner, Whitman College
Cultivating Consent: The Social Worlds of Industrial Poultry Farming. Elizabeth C. Miller, University of Oregon
Pacific Northwest Salmon and the Marine-Land Nutrient Exchange: Ecosystem Enrichment and Metabolic Riffs. Rebecca J. Clausen, Fort Lewis College; Brett Clark, University of Utah; Stefano B. Longo, North Carolina State University

Table 5. Fracking
Table Presider: Karen Albright, University of Colorado
The Effect of Proximity to Energy Development on Public Attitudes: Fracking in the U.S. Hilary Schaffner Boudet, Oregon State University; Dylan Bugden, Cornell University; Edward Maibach, George Mason University
Who Says it’s Safe? Community-based Monitoring of Hydrogen Sulfide in the Gaspatch. Elisabeth Wilder and Sara Wylie, Northeastern University

Table 6. Agriculture
Table Presider: Stella M. Capek, Hendrix College
Social Attractors in Agro-Ecological Systems: An Enhanced Perspective on the Resilience of Nitrogen Fertilizer Pollution. Matthew Kaleb Houser and Diana Stuart, Michigan State University
The Displacement Paradox of Organic Agricultural Production. Julius Alexander McGee, University of Oregon
The Power to Silence: Quiescence and Denial in Cases of Environmental Contamination in Argentina. Amalia Leguizamon, Tulane University
Trading in Crisis: Coffee, Ecological Rift, and Ecologically Unequal Exchange. Alexander J. Myers, University of Kansas

Table 7. Climate Change
Table Presider: Brian J. Gareau, Boston College
The Development of the Information Society and Carbon Dioxide Emissions. Joseph M. Simpson, Texas A&M University-San Antonio; Riley E. Dunlap and Andrew S. Fullerton, Oklahoma State University
Session 254, continued

Table 8. Energy Conversation
Table Presider: Ashleigh Elain McKinzie, University of Georgia
Exploring Social Psychological Factors and Barriers Affecting Low-Income Residents' Intentions to Reduce Energy Use. Chien-fei Chen and Xiaojing Xu, University of Tennessee
Household Energy Burdens in the United States. Jeremiah Bohr, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Table 9. Coal
Table Presider: Shannon Elizabeth Bell, University of Kentucky
Coal Frontiers and the Production of Socionatural Extractive Peripheries in the US and Indonesia. Paul K. Gellert, University of Tennessee
The Fight Against Big Coal: Resisting Institutional Power in a Neoliberal Transition. Alison E. Adams, University of Florida; Thomas E. Shriver, North Carolina State University

Table 10. Theory
Table Presider: Steven R. Brechin, State University of New Jersey-Rutgers
A Crossroads for Environmental Sociology: Biophilia and Ecological-Evolutionary Theory as Mid-Range Theories. Kevin Michael Adams and Sandra T. Marquart-Pyatt, Michigan State University
Karl Polanyi's Environmental Sociology. Steven R. Brechin, State University of New Jersey-Rutgers; Weston Henry Fenner, Syracuse University
The Spirit of Green Capitalism in Four Motifs. Jesse Goldstein, Virginia Commonwealth University

Table 11. Flooding and Disaster Vulnerability
Table Presider: Jennifer M. Santos-Hernandez, University of Puerto Rico-Rio Piedras
Disaster Vulnerability in Poor Nations: The Effects of Gender Equality, Ecological Losses, and Development. Laura McKinney, Tulane University; Kelly Austin, Lehigh University
Gendered Hardships when Disasters Hit: Deconstructing Gender Inequality in Banda Aceh and Haiti. Dana M. Greene, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
Lines in the Sand: Flood Mapping and the Contested Boundaries of Environmental Risk. Liz Koslov, New York University

Table 12. Corporations and State Power
Table Presider: Charles B. Perrow, Yale University
Green Economic Development: Contentious Discourses and State Activity. Jenna Ann Lamphere and Jon D. Shefner, University of Tennessee

Table 13. Social Movements
Table Presider: Erik W. Johnson, Washington State University
NGO Strategies in an Authoritarian State: Chinese ENGOs, Tactical Cooperation and Personal Networks. Carolyn L. Hsu, Colgate University
The Changing Pattern of the Chinese Public’s Environmental Concern and its Link with Pro-environmental Behavior. Feng Hao, University of Richmond
We Are (Not) Who We Were: Irish Cultural Nationalism and the Battle over Tara. Julia Miller Cantzler, University of San Diego
Mobilization in Defense of Local Water Resources: Technology Movements, Rights-Based Ordinances, and Framing. Cliff Brown, University of New Hampshire
Culture and Resilience Following the BP Oil Spill: A Theory of Cultural Resilience. Hannah Clarke, University of Arizona

Table 14. Environmental Justice
Table Presider: Marisol Becerra, The Ohio State University
Individual Health Status as Environmental Privilege: The Case of Fragrances in the Workplace. Monique Y. Ouimet, Boston College
Racial Identity, Environmental Identity, and Environmental and Ecological Justice Evaluations among Black College Students. Christie L. Parris, Oberlin College; Karen A. Hegtvedt, Cathryn Johnson, Lesley Watson, and Lindsey M. Coyle, Emory University
The Unacknowledged Environmental Victims of War: Burn Pits, Toxic Exposures, and Media Silence. Eric Bonds, University of Mary Washington
Sociospatial Dimensions of Water Injustice: The Distribution of Surface Water Toxic Releases in California's Bay-Delta. Raoul Salvador Lievanos, Washington State University
256. Section on Organizations, Occupations and Work Roundtable Session and Business Meeting

Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-2, Lower Level
12:30-1:30pm, Roundtables:
Session Organizer: Lindsey Trimble O’Connor, California State University-Channel Islands

Table 1. Career Entry, Trajectories, and Patterns
Table Presider: Rachel Elizabeth Skaggs, Vanderbilt University
- Attitudes, Experience, Expectations, Perceived Constraints.
- Explaining Participation in Workplace Training in Germany. Judith Offerhaus, University of Cologne
- Getting In: How Indie Rock Workers Gain Access to the Music Industry. Annmarie S. van Altena, Loyola University-Chicago
- Status Decoupling: Commercial Success and Peer Recognition among Nashville Songwriters. Rachel Elizabeth Skaggs, Vanderbilt University

Table 2. Family Leave and Flexible Work Arrangements
Table Presider: Valerie Adrian, Washington State University
- Perceiving Departmental-Level Partner Accommodation Stigma among Faculty: The Influence of Academic Discipline. Tori C Byington and Julie A. Kmec, Washington State University
- Wages and Job Flexibility in Care Occupations: Perquisites or Tradeoffs? Kristin Smith, University of New Hampshire; Nancy Folbre, University of Massachusetts

Table 3. Gender and Work
- Customer Discrimination Revisited: Investors’ Gender Bias in the Stock Market. Letian Zhang, Harvard University
- Those Who Don’t Know Discriminate: Gender Inequality in Product Markets. Elise Tak, Shelley J. Correll, and Sarah A. Soule, Stanford University
- Under-Rewarded Achievements: Status and the Gender Gap in Perceived Pay Inequity. Scott Schieman, Sarah M. Reid, and Atsushi Narisada, University of Toronto
- Leaning-in to Women and Work: A Case Study of Media Communication about Sheryl Sandberg’s Lean-In. Darci Kovacs, Kjersten Bunker Whittington, Chiara Clio Packard, and Marina Maro, Reed College
- Entry-Level Expertise: Exclusive Knowledge as an Obscurant of Direct Sales Organization Exploitation. Krista Frederico, University of Arizona

1:30-2:10pm, Section on Environment and Technology Business Meeting

255. Section on Inequality, Poverty and Mobility Paper Session. Field Advantage: What Aspects of Inequality are Sociologists Comparatively Better Equipped to Tackle?
Palmer House Hilton, Salon 2, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Alexandra A. Killewald, Harvard University
- Cohort Trends in Educational Inequalities by Non-Cognitive Skills and Socioeconomic Status. Vida Maralani and Seongsoo Choi, Yale University
- Determinants of Subjective Social Status in Young Adulthood: A Life Course Approach. Karen Gerken, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
Session 256, continued
Table 4. Female-Dominated Occupations
Table Presider: Ashley Denise Vancil-Leap, University of Missouri-Columbia
Gendered Representations of Lunch Ladies: A Comparative Discourse Analysis. Ashley Denise Vancil-Leap, University of Missouri-Columbia
Only for Love and Virtue? The Relative Pay of Care Work in Europe and the United States. Lena Hipp and Nadiya Kelle, WZB Berlin Social Science Research Center
The Truly Creative Floral Designers? When Gender Intersects with Vocational Work. Isabelle Zinn, Université de Lausanne
Show Us Your Frilly, Pink Underbelly: Men Administrative Assistants Doing Masculinities and Femininity. Jessica Lotus Seeley, University of Michigan

Table 5. Industry Emergence and Evolution
Table Presider: Brian Ott, University of Oregon
Working the Palate: Sense Work and the Connoisseurship of Taste. Brian Ott, University of Oregon
Explaining the Jurisdictional Settlement between Accountants and Actuaries: Standard Setting, Bureaucratization and Counterpart Units. Yally Avrahampour, London School of Economics and Political Science
The Newspaper Industry and its Move Online: A Production of Culture Perspective. Sonal Gersappa Nalkur, Emory University

Table 6. Job Insecurity and Precarious Employment I
Table Presider: Carsten S. Jensen, University of Copenhagen
Employment Relations, Flexibility and Risk - Denmark in a Comparative Perspective. Carsten S. Jensen, University of Copenhagen
Occupational Status, Employment Status and Job Precariousness: Which Employees are More Vulnerable? Anne Kathrin Kronberg, Emory University; Christopher Ian Rider, Georgetown University; Anand Swaminathan, Emory University
Precarious Professors: Work Transfer from Full-time to the Part-time Professoriate. Keith R. Johnson, Oakton Community College
Collusion of Calculative and Pro-Social Frameworks: Hourly Pay and Union Membership on Volunteering. Jonathan Edward Booth and Daniela Lup, London School of Economics and Political Science; Mark T Williams, University of Surrey

Table 7. Job Insecurity and Precarious Employment II
Table Presider: Travis S. Lowe, University of Tulsa
Changing Attitudes in a Changing Economy: Perceived Job and Labor Market Precarity in the United States. Travis S. Lowe, University of Tulsa
The Other Game Theory: Revisiting Burawoy’s Concept of the Work-Game. Benjamin Harrison Snyder, Victoria University of Wellington

Table 8. Job Insecurity and Precarious Employment III
Table Presider: Michael Gibson, University of Arizona
Masked Instability? Trends in Job Tenure in Canada, the United States and Germany, 1976–2014. Xavier St-Denis and Matisa Hollister, McGill University
What’s in a Name: Towards a Framework for Theorizing Boundary Categories of Work. Michael Gibson, University of Arizona

Table 9. Job Satisfaction and Turnover
Table Presider: Jacqueline M. Zalewski, West Chester University
Gender Differences in Determinants of Job Satisfaction in Academic STEM. Negin Sattari, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Manufacturing Drudgery: Computerization and Job Quality in a Non-Profit Bureaucracy. Marcel Knudsen, Northwestern University
Turnover Intentions among Young People and Workplace Relations Prevention of Turnover by Superiors and Workplace. Yuki Yasuda Matsuo, Kansai University
Work, the Job, and Professional Careers with Outsourcing Companies: Theorizing About Job Quality and Loss. Jacqueline M. Zalewski, West Chester University

Table 10. Non-Profit Rationalization
Table Presider: Jennifer Waltl Bouek, Brown University
Creating Capitalists: How Organizations Acculturate Consumers of Social Insurance. Katherine K. Chen, City University of New York–City College and Graduate Center
The Organizational Construction of Exceptionalism and the Logic of Help in Parisian Social Services. Nevena Radoynovska, Northwestern University
Table 11. The Organization of Education
Table Presider: Dean Rockwell, Boston College
A Theory of Organizational Emergence: Crystallization of Mass Teaching in China's Education and Training Industry. Le Lin, University of Chicago
Constructing Actors: The Rationalization of Korean Universities. Hokyu Hwang, UNSW Australia Business School; Yong Suk Jang, Bokyong Kim, and Hee Jin Cho, Yonsei University
Decoupling Under Pressure. Valentina Assenova, Yale University
From Emic to Etic: The Performativity of Organizational Culture in an Urban Charter School. Jason Scott Radford, University of Chicago
Shaping the Past: The Tufts Experimental College. Dean Rockwell, Boston College

Table 12. Overwork and Work Schedule Control
Table Presider: Alison Wynn, Stanford University
Adaptation and Competition: Worker/Management Dynamics in a Japanese Auto Parts Company in the United States. Kumiko Nemoto, Kyoto University
Implications of Workday Free Time on Resisting Work Intensive Organizational Environments. Sabrina Speights and Beth A. Rubin, University of North Carolina-Charlotte
Not the Hours You Always Wanted? Re-assessing What It Means to Fulfill Work Hour Preferences. Ashley Bradford and Jeremy E. Reynolds, University of Georgia
Pulled in Too Many Directions: The Causes and Consequences of Work-Work Conflict. Alison Wynn, Stanford University; Magali Fassiotto, Caroline J. Simard, and Jennifer Raymond, Stanford University
Work-Life Identity among Academic Physicians. Michelle Pannor Silver, Sarah A Williams, and Celeste Pang, University of Toronto

Table 13. Professional Workers
Table Presider: Mariana Craciun, Northwestern University
The Time of Psychotherapy: A Comparison of Psychoanalytic and Evidence-based Approaches. Mariana Craciun, Northwestern University
Professionalizing Body Art? Challenges to the Professionalization of Occupational Groups and Control Over Consumers. William Adam Yagatich, University of Maryland-College Park
Gossip as Social Control: Policing Scientific Workplaces in the United States, United Kingdom, and India. Brandon Vaidyanathan and Simranjit Khalsa, Rice University
Professionals’ Market Immersion: Self Commodification and the Individualization of Professional Identity and Expertise. Galit Ailon and Michal Pagis, Bar-Ilan University

Table 14. Social Inequality at Work
Table Presider: Joan S.M. Meyers, University of the Pacific
Inequality Regimes and Workplace Diversity: A Qualitative Analysis. Joan S.M. Meyers, University of the Pacific; Steven Vallas, Northeastern University
Labor Market Outcomes of Highly Educated Immigrants: Does Your Name Matter? Dafeng Xu, Cornell University
The Occupational Structure and Low-Wage Work in the United States. Ryan Matthew Finnigan, University of California-Davis

Table 15. Social Networks
Table Presider: Eliza Benites Gambirazio, University of Arizona
Glass Ceilings in Sociology: Evidence from a Network Analysis of Acknowledgments in Leading Journals. Quincy Thomas Stewart and Saheli Nath, Northwestern University
Global and Local Diversity and Systemic Network Performance. Charles Jonathan Gomez, Stanford University; David Lazer, Harvard University
Working on the Market: A Study of Real Estate Agents’ Professional Practices. Eliza Benites Gambirazio, University of Arizona

Table 16. Social Responsibility
Table Presider: Yang Cao, Zhejiang University
Chinese Private Corporate Philanthropy: Charitable Giving as a Response to Legitimacy Crisis. Zongshi Chen and Yang Cao, Zhejiang University
Local Construction of Global Standards: Foreign Share Ownership and Workplace Gender Diversity in Japan. Eunmi Mun, Amherst College
Shareholder Activism for Sustainability: Organizational Responses to Investors’ Demands. Sebastian Nagel, University of Jena
Socially Responsible Investing in Germany: A Typology of Legitimation. Stefanie Hiss and Sebastian Nagel, University of Jena
Two Faces of Corporate Social Responsibility: An Employee Perspective. Jeongkoo Yoon and Soojung Lee, Ewha Women’s University

Table 17. Work and Family
Table Presider: Anne Kaduk, University of Minnesota
Bringing Home the Bacon: Does Job Insecurity Predict Work-Family Conflict among U.S. Workers? Jack Lam, University of Minnesota; Wen Fan, University of Minnesota-Twin Cities; Phyllis Moen, University of Minnesota
Multiple Agendas? How Women’s Reasons for Employment Exits Affect Their Return to Work. Anne Kaduk, University of Minnesota
Rust Belt Boomerang: The Pull of Place in Moving Back to a Legacy City. Jill Ann Harrison, University of Oregon
The Gendered Effect of Work-Family Conflict on Opting Out, Changing Jobs, and Scaling Back. Marisa Christine Young, McMaster University
Session 256, continued

Table 18. Work and Well-Being
Table Presider: Nikki Annette Weihe, University of Illinois at Chicago
A Comparative Perspective on the Relationship between Job Insecurity and Health. Andrew S. Fullerton and Destinee B. McCollum, Oklahoma State University; Jeffrey C. Dixon, College of the Holy Cross
Comparing Physician Experiences of Workplace Bullying by Gender. Linda P. Rouse, University of Texas-Arlington
Doing Heroism: The Stress-Filled (and Thriving) Art of Fire and Rescue. Nikki Annette Weihe, University of Illinois at Chicago
Stress at Work: Differential Experiences of High versus Low Income Workers. Sarah Damaske and Joshua Smyth, Pennsylvania State University; Matthew J. Zawadzki, University of California-Merced

Table 19. Work Identities, Meanings, and Values
Table Presider: Julia DiBenigno, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Does it Pay to Have a Positive Self-concept? Core Self-Evaluations and Earnings in the United Kingdom. Mark T Williams, University of Surrey; Elliroma Gardiner, Griffith University
Work Values and Careers in Self-Employment. Andrey Shevchuk and Denis Strebkov, National Research University-Higher School of Economics; Dieter Bögenhold, Alpen-Adria-Universität Klagenfurt

Table 20. Teaching Sociology of Organizations
Table Presider: Diane L. Pike, Augsburg College

Table 21. Gender and Work II
Table Presider: Ann Irene Brooks, Bournemouth University
Gender Gap in Creative Work Behavior for Japanese Engineers in Research and Development. Tetsushi Fujimoto, Sayaka K Shinohara, and Shiming Xia, Doshisha University
Same Same But Different: Unintended Gender Parity and Speculative Isomorphism in India’s Elite Professions. Swethaa S. Ballakrishnen, Stanford University
Sex, Lies and Videotape: Sex and the Politics of Organizational Identity in the United States. Ann Irene Brooks, Bournemouth University; Lionel Wee, National University-Singapore
Being/Becoming the Boss: Office Hierarchies and White-Collar Men’s Work Dress. Erynn Masi de Casanova, University of Cincinnati

Table 22. Institutional Theory II
Table Presider: Peter Lista, Indiana University
Isomorphism and Status of General Hospitals: On the Establishment of Cancer Center. Sang Teck Oh, Yonsei University
Labor Markets, Occupations, the Middle-Class, and Organizational Change: An Examination of the National Football League. Adriene Francois Davis, Mississippi State University

Table 23. Institutional Theory I
Table Presider: Umut Koc, Eskisehir Osmangazi University
Exploring the Values of the Health Care Institution: Hospital Choices Regarding Community Benefit Practices. Cory Cronin, Case Western Reserve University
Legitimacy Work in Emergence of New Organizational Forms: The Case of Tanpınar’s Time Regulation Institute. Umut Koc, Eskisehir Osmangazi University; Erkan Erdemir, Istanbul Sehir University
Resources and Nonprofits: The Effects of Mobilizing Structure on the Nonprofits Prevalence. Hyun Woo Kim, Pennsylvania State University

1:30-2:10pm, Section on Organizations, Occupations and Work Business Meeting

257. Section on Peace, War and Social Conflict
Paper Session. Inequality in War and Social Conflict

Palmer House Hilton, Salon 10, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Marie E. Berry, University of California-Los Angeles
Anchors, Habitus, and Practices under the Siege of War: Gender in the Blockade of Leningrad. Jeffrey Hass, University of Richmond and St. Petersburg State University
Reaping the Long War: Aid, Rentiers, and the Elusive Peace in Afghanistan. Daniel Karem, New York University-Abu Dhabi
258. Section on Racial and Ethnic Minorities Paper Session. Race, Class and Spatial Justice
Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-4, Lower Level
Session Organizer: France Winddance Twine, University of California-Santa Barbara
Crackdown in the Village: LGBT Youth and the Struggle over the Right to Public Space. Jeff McGraham, Graduate Center of the City University of New York
Navigating Economic Decline and Municipal Bankruptcy: Experiences of Working-Class and Middle-Class African Americans in Detroit. Jessica S. Welbum and Kennedy Turner, University of Michigan
Residential Segregation on Long Island: The Role of Race and Social Networks. Jeanne E. Kimpel, Hofstra University
Solving the Wrong Problem: Reframing the Relationship between Spatial Proximity and Racial Inequality. Sarah Mayorga-Gallo, University of Cincinnati
The Role of Proximity in Local Food System Inequalities: Intersectional Analyses of Race and Class. Shawn Alan Trivette, Louisiana Tech University
Change Agents on Two Wheels: Cycling for Spatial Justice in Los Angeles. Jennifer Candipan, University of Southern California
Mobilizing the Law for Men: How Male Rape Prosecutions Reproduce Masculinity. Jamie L Small, University of Michigan
Sexual Violence, Legal Reforms, and Forensic Reports: The Emerging Medico-Legal Discourse and Practice in Turkey. Tugce Ellialti, University of Pennsylvania
Discussant: Max A. Greenberg, University of Southern California

260. Section on Sex and Gender Paper Session. Sexual Assault and the State
Hilton Chicago, Lake Ontario, Eighth Floor
Session Organizer: Rebecca F. Plante, Ithaca College
Compliance on Campus? Students, Sexual Harassment and Legal Regulation in American Higher Education. Gillian Gualtieri, University of California-Berkeley

259. Section on Rationality and Society Paper Session. Rationality and Social Structure
Palmer House Hilton, Salon 1, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: David Willer, University of South Carolina
Cooperation in One-Shot and Two-Shot Simultaneous and Sequential Prisoner’s Dilemmas Under Incomplete and Complete Information. Jacob Dijkstra, University of Groningen; Marcel Van Assen, Tilburg University
Heterogeneity Promotes Cooperation in the Second-Order Free Rider Dilemma. Andreas Diekmann, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology; Wojtek Przepiorka, Utrecht University
In Vivo Experimental Study of Emergent Mobilization in Online Collective Action. Gabriela Gonzalez, Juhi Tyagi, Afffe Idil Akin, Fernanda Raquel Page Poma, Arnout van de Rijt, and Michael Schwartz, State University of New York-Stony Brook
Social Control, Social Learning, and Cheating. Evidence from Lab and Online Experiments on Dishonesty. Martina Kroher, Leibniz University Hanover; Tobias Wolbring, University of Mannheim
Discussant: Mamadi Corra, East Carolina University

261. Section on Sociological Practice and Public Sociology Paper Session. Sociology in Action
Palmer House Hilton, Chicago Room, Fifth Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Harry Perlstadt, Michigan State University
Evaluation of a Collaborative Policy Initiative to Address Homelessness and Incarceration. Angela A. Aidala, William McAllister, and Maiko Yomogida, Columbia University; Virginia Shubert, Shubert Botein Policy Associates
Sociology, Political Activism, and Public Policy: Ending Homelessness in Rhode Island. Eric Hirsch, Providence College
Why Sociologists Should Study MOOCs. Caren Arbe it, University of Minnesota; Laura Horn, RTI International
Building Us Up Stronger: Creating Relationship Norms through a Relationship Education Program. Sarah Halpern-Meekin, University of Wisconsin-Madison
Discussant: Melissa S. Fry, Indiana University-Southeast

262. Section on Sociology of Religion Roundtable Session and Business Meeting
Palmer House Hilton, Crystal, Third Floor
12:30-1:30pm, Roundtables:
Session Organizer: Philip Schwadel, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
Table 1. Sexuality and Views of Sexuality
Table Presider: Amy M. Burdette, Florida State University
Belief, Behavior, and Belonging: How Religious Involvement Influences Attitudes toward Homosexuality in 40 Countries. Ying-Chao Kao, State University of New Jersey-Rutgers
Understanding Religious Variations in Sexuality and Sexual Health. Amy M. Burdette, Florida State University; Terrence D. Hill, University of Arizona; Kyl Myers, University of Utah

Table 2. Secularism, Syncretism, and New Age
Table Presider: Jacqui Frost, University of Minnesota
Cohesion in Question: The New Age Movement as Rationalized Religion. Emily V Cleary, Florida Atlantic University
Miracle-Seeking Latinos/as at a Buddhist Temple: Rational Choice Theory in Action. Kemal Budak, University of Houston-Clear Lake
Where Everybody Knows Your Name: Organizing Atheist Church in Minneapolis/St.Paul. Jacqui Frost, University of Minnesota
Session 262, continued
Table 3. State Control and Religious Resistance
Table Presider: David Levy, Boston University
Psychology and Solidarity in the Religious Policy of Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan. David Levy, Boston University
The Social Media Response by Muslim American Youth to Post-9/11 Racial/Religious Profiling. Pallavi Dasari and Mindelyn R. Buford, Northeastern University

Table 4. Law and Politics
Religion and Politics in the United States: Incorporating Intersections of Race, Class and Gender. Melissa J. Wilde and Lindsay Haas Wood, University of Pennsylvania
Rethinking Religious Black Churches: Bridging Cultural Work within African American Christian Zionism. Roger Baumann, Yale University
Understanding Legal Test Selection in Evaluating Religious Free Exercise Claims in U.S. State Courts. Robert Martin, Southeastern Louisiana University

Table 5. Piety, Gender, and Ethnicity
More Religious, Less Dogmatic: Reexamining Gender Differences in Religiosity. Landon Schnabel, Indiana University-Bloomington
Religious Women and the Integration of Ethnic and Sexual Minorities in South Korea. Gowoong Jung, State University of New York-Albany
The Black Church and Womanist Thought: Empowering Churchwomen Engaged in Sustained Activism. Cynthia Barbara Bragg, Morgan State University
Shouting it Out: Religion and the Development of Black, Gay Identities. Terrell James Antonio Winder, University of California-Los Angeles

Table 6. Mormons' Views of Race and Sex
Table Presider: Nazneen Kane, Mount St. Joseph University
Bonds of Discord: Religious Meaning-Making in Online Mormon Interpretive Communities. Michael Lee Wood, University of Notre Dame
Mormons and the New Racism. Nazneen Kane, Mount St. Joseph University

Table 7. Chinese Religion
Table Presider: Megan Rogers, University of Notre Dame
Effects of Belief and Practice among Affiliated and Nonaffiliated Chinese. Harrison Blaine Carter, University of California-San Diego
Political Sundays: A Case Study of Church-based Korean-Chinese Immigrant Activism in South Korea. Ju Yeon Park, University of Massachusetts-Amherst
The Impact of Differing Levels of Legal Regulation on Chinese Religiosity. Megan Rogers, University of Notre Dame

Table 8. Measuring and Defining Religion
Table Presider: Rick Moore, University of Chicago
Orthodoxy as Project. Sorcha Alexandrina Brophy, Yale University
Understanding Black Congregational Types: Assessing Social Service and Politically Oriented Activity Patterns Using Latent Class Analysis. Patrick Charles Washington, University of Illinois at Chicago
Understanding Religion through Book Co-Purchasing Networks: A Pilot Study. Nathaniel Porter, Pennsylvania State University
Atheists and Evangelicals: Creating the Category of Religion in American Life. Rick Moore, University of Chicago

Table 9. Church and Non-Church Organizations
Table Presider: Catherine Hoegeman, Missouri State University
Explaining Variations in the Founding Process among a Sample of Recently Founded Religious Nonprofits. Christopher P. Scheitle, Saint John's University; Erica J. Dollhopf, Pennsylvania State University
The Multiple Organizational Identities of Catholic High Schools. Catherine Hoegeman, Missouri State University
The Role of Nonreligious Organizations in Managing Individual Nonreligious Identities. Amanda Marie Schutz, University of Arizona

Table 10. Social Trust and Well-Being
Table Presider: Derek R. Lehman, Southern Illinois University
Religion and Volunteerism: The Effects of Religious Service Attendance and Affiliation on Frequency of Volunteerism. Derek R. Lehman and Ryan Ceresola, Southern Illinois University
Religiosity and Perceived Stress among Seventh-day Adventist College Students. Cooper B. Hodges and Duane C. McBride, Andrews University
Religious Context and Generalized Social Trust in the United States. Joey Marshall and Daniel V.A. Olson, Purdue University
Conceptualizations of Health and Health Communication by Clergy in Jefferson County Alabama: A Qualitative Exploration. Anthony David Campbell, University of Alabama-Birmingham

1:30-2:10pm, Section on Sociology of Religion Business Meeting
263. Section on Sociology of Sexualities Invited Session. Methodological Innovations and Critiques in the Sociology of Sexualities
Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-3, Lower Level
Session Organizers: Amin Ghasian, University of British Columbia and Kristen Schilt, University of Chicago
Presider: Adriana Brody, University of British Columbia
Dangerous Data: The Measurement of Sexuality in Social Surveys. Laurel Westbrook, Grand Valley State University; Aliya Saperstein, Stanford University
Beyond Beliefs: Queer Survey Research and the Ontological Dimensions of Heterosexism. Patrick Ryan Grzanka, University of Tennessee
Experiments in LGBT Studies. DLane R. Compton, University of New Orleans
Queer Ethnography: on Participation, Observation, and the Erotics of Thick Description. Tey Meadow, Harvard University

264. Section on the Sociology of the Family Paper Session. Demography of Families and Gender
Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-5, Lower Level
Session Organizer and Presider: Sharon L. Sassler, Cornell University
A Good Age to Marry? Marital Timing Values and Their Influence on Marriage. Keera Allendorf; Indiana University; Arland Thornton, Colter Mitchell, Linda Young-DeMarco, and Dirgha Jibi Ghimire, University of Michigan
Multiple Family Disadvantages and the Race-Gender Gap in Educational Attainment. Cheryl A. Roberts, Duke University
Gender Differences in Spousal Care across the Later Life Course. Rebecca Glauber, University of New Hampshire
Gender Gap in Repartnering: The Role of Children Evidence from the United Kingdom. Alessandro Di Nallo, Universitat Pompeu Fabra

1:00 pm  Sessions

265. Research Funding Opportunities and Data Resources (part of the Research Support Forum)
Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon B, Lower Level
Session Organizer: Nicole V. Amaya, American Sociological Association
2. Social Explorer—Visualizing and Exploring Census and other Social Data Social Explorer, Inc. Andrew A. Beveridge, City University of New York-Queens College and Graduate Center
3. The Association of Religion Data Archives, The Association of Religion Data Archives. Roger Finke, Jose Luis Debora, and Nathaniel Porter, Pennsylvania State University
4. Roper Center Data Resources, Roper Center for Public Opinion Research. Lois Timms-Ferrara, University of Connecticut
7. Wisconsin Longitudinal Study, University of Wisconsin-Madison. Pamela Herd, Syracuse University; Huey-Chi Vicky Chang and Carol Lynn Roan, University of Wisconsin-Madison
8. The Integrated Demographic and Health Series (IDHS), University of Minnesota. Elizabeth Heger Boyle, University of Minnesota
9. Newly Available Historical Census Microdata from IPUMS-USA, University of Minnesota. Katie Genadek, University of Minnesota
12. Children of the NLSY79, The Ohio State University. Paula C. Baker, The Ohio State University
13. General Social Survey/International Social Survey Program, NORC. Tom W. Smith, Jaesok Son, and Ben Schapiro, NORC-University of Chicago
14. East Asian Social Survey: China, Japan, Korea, and Taiwan, Survey Research Center, Sungkyunkwan University. Jibum Kim, Sungkyunkwan University; Yang-Chih Fu, Academia Sinica; Noriko Iwai, Osaka University of Commerce; Weidong Wang, Johns Hopkins University
16. National Science Foundation, Sociology Program, National Science Foundation. Patricia E. White, National Science Foundation; Kevin T. Leicht, University of Iowa; Katherine Meyer, National Science Foundation
17. National Institutes of Health Research Funding Opportunities, National Institutes of Health. Rosalind Berkowitz King, National Institute of Child Health and Human Development; Augusto Diana, Department of Health and Human Services; Mercedes Rubio, National Institute of Mental Health
18. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention: Behavioral and Social Sciences, Employment, Training, and Research Funding Opportunities, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. Deborah Holtzman and Karin A. Mack, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
1:30 pm Meetings

- Section on Disability and Society Business Meeting (to 2:10pm) -- Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4F, Fourth Floor
- Section on Environment and Technology Business Meeting (to 2:10pm) -- Palmer House Hilton, Monroe Ballroom, Sixth Floor
- Section on Organizations, Occupations and Work Business Meeting (to 2:10pm) -- Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-2, Lower Level
- Section on Sociology of Religion Business Meeting (to 2:10pm) -- Palmer House Hilton, Crystal, Third Floor

2:30 pm Meetings

- Film/Video Screening, STRONG! -- Hilton Chicago, PDR 5, Third Floor
- Honors Program Careers Briefing -- Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4K, Fourth Floor
- TRAILS Area Editors -- Hilton Chicago, McCormick Boardroom, Fourth Floor

2:30 pm Sessions

266. Thematic Session. Contemporary Gender/Sexual Politics in Latin America
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom B, Lobby Level
Session Organizer: Barbara Sutton, State University of New York-Albany
Presider: Erynn Masi de Casanova, University of Cincinnati
Toward a Representative Bureaucracy? Sexual Rights and the Politics of Healthcare in Brazil. Rafael de la Dehesa, City University of New York-College of Staten Island and Graduate Center
I Knew My Sister was Next: Gender and Sexuality in Incestuous Families in Mexico. Gloria Gonzalez-Lopez, University of Texas-Austin
Abortion and Human Rights for Women in Argentina. Barbara Sutton, State University of New York-Albany; Elizabeth Borland, College of New Jersey
States and societies in Latin America continue to grapple with the region's recent history of political violence, state terror, and authoritarianism. The imprint of this history is apparent in contemporary social problems and political developments in various Latin American countries. One area in which we can see these linkages between past and present is the field of gender and sexual politics: from initiatives to create accountability for sexual violence perpetrated in the context of armed conflict and state terror, to human rights discourse applied to ongoing abortion and sexuality rights struggles, to activist strategies to stop rampant violence against women. Applying insights from feminist and LGBTQ studies, this panel explores the varied and specific ways in which legacies of political and state violence, including the emergence of human rights and other social movements, have informed present gender and sexual politics in Latin America.

267. Thematic Session. Feminist Debates about Sexuality: “Hooking Up” as Capitulation or Empowerment?
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom C, Lobby Level
Session Organizer: Barbara J. Risman, University of Illinois at Chicago
Presider: Rachel Catherine Allison, Mississippi State University
Panel: Kathleen Bogle, LaSalle University
Leslie Catherine Bell, Independent Scholar
Verta A. Taylor, University of California-Santa Barbara
Discussant: Rachel Catherine Allison, Mississippi State University
Feminist debates about sexuality in the 20th Century focused on danger versus pleasure, pornography and violence. Those debates continue today, but the “hooking up” culture on today’s college campuses has led to a series of new questions. Is “hooking up” submitting to male desire, empowering female pleasure, or about sexual exploration? To do today’s young women have to engage in casual sex instead of the relationships they would prefer because men have won the war of the sexes? Or do young women now feel empowered to seek sexual pleasure for its own sake, outside of the confines of relationships? What’s the meaning of the sometimes very public same-sex erotic experiences of young women with heterosexual identities? Are they performing for the male gaze or exploring their own sexual boundaries?

268. Thematic Session. HIV/AIDS, Politics, and Social Movements
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom A, Lobby Level
Session Organizer: Celeste M. Watkins-Hayes, Northwestern University
Presider: Deborah B. Gould, University of California-Santa Cruz
Panel: Trevor Alexander Hoppe, University of California-Irvine
Benita Roth, State University of New York-Binghamton
Shari Lee Dworkin, University of California-San Francisco
Discussant: Deborah B. Gould, University of California-Santa Cruz
Since the first reported cases over 30 years ago, HIV/AIDS continues to be fraught in the public imagination in part because of its relationship to weighty and contentious social issues such as sex, sexuality, drugs, class, race, gender, and the persistent inequalities that disparately shape individuals’ exposure to harm. Several groups have mobilized during the epidemic’s history to not only fight the medical condition but also its stigmatized associations that limited funding for research, prevention, education, and treatment in the early years. In this session, participants will analyze the evolving study of AIDS politics and discuss some of the latest political and legal issues facing those living with, or at higher risk of contracting, HIV/AIDS infection. Special attention will be paid to the rise and fall of AIDS organizations, cross-national differences in AIDS politics, and the latest developments in the legal sphere, including HIV disclosure laws, that seek to regulate sex.
269. Thematic Session. Social Psychology, Emotions, and Sexuality
Hilton Chicago, Williford C, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Robin W. Simon, Wake Forest University
Panel: Shelley J. Correll, Stanford University
Janice McCabe, Dartmouth College
Lynn Smith-Lovin, Duke University
Amy C. Wilkins, University of Colorado-Boulder
In recent years, sociologists have increasingly been exploring the social dimensions of sexuality, including how individuals develop, navigate and present their sexual identities in social interaction, the meaning of sexual identities to individuals, the ways in which sexual minorities cope with stigma and discrimination (including emotion management), the emotional well-being of sexual minorities, the emergence of social movements organized around the concerns of sexual minorities as well as the ways in which individuals’ sexual identity intersects with their other social statuses (e.g., gender, age, race, and socioeconomic status). This session draws together reflections from leading social psychologists and emotions scholars on the various ways in which social psychological and emotions theory and research can and do inform the sociological study of sexualities in society and how in turn the sociological study of sexualities can and does inform social psychological and emotions theory and research.

270. Special Session. Guns: Sociological Approaches to an American Problem
Hilton Chicago, Williford B, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Harel Shapira, University of Texas-Austin
Strange Bedfellows, Usual Suspects: How Race, Class and Gender Shape American Gun Politics. Jennifer Carlson, University of Toronto
Near Death: Surviving Traumatic Gun Violence. Jooyoung Kim Lee, University of Toronto
Guns, Men, and Intimacy. Michael A. Messner, University of Southern California
The Underground Market for Guns. Sudhir A. Venkatesh, Columbia University
Discussant: Harel Shapira, University of Texas-Austin
With more guns circulating in private hands than any other industrialized country, guns are a critical feature of American life. The purpose of this session is to bring together some leading scholars to examine various ways that guns shape the American experience, and by extension, the different ways that people experience guns. Each of the presenters examines a different aspect of how guns shape American life -- from their place in familial relations, to how class and race inform gun politics, to the circulation of guns in the underground economy, to the experiences of shooting victims. This broad framing seeks to capture the significant ways that legal and illegal guns as well as legitimate and illegitimate use permeates American life and to see a range of sociological approaches to the topic.

Palmer House Hilton, Wabash, Third Floor
Session Organizers and Presiders: Peggy Levitt, Wellesley College and Harvard University and Genevieve Zubrzycki, University of Michigan
Pirate Cosmopolitics and the Transnational Consciousness of the Entertainment Industry. Olga Sezneva, European University-St. Petersburg and University of Amsterdam
The Institutional Rediscovery of Jewish Poland and the Creation of Cosmopolitanism in a “Monocultural” Society. Genevieve Zubrzycki, University of Michigan
Artifacts and Allegiances: How Museums Put the Nation and the World on Display. Peggy Levitt, Wellesley College and Harvard University
Circulating Immovables: TVs, Cameras, Historic Sites, and the Birth of National Heritage in 1960’s France. Alexandra Marie Kowalski, Central European University
Discussant: Peter Stamatov, Yale University
The literature on globalization describes cosmopolitanism as a sociocultural condition, a political orientation, a set of skills and practices, or a philosophical world-view. Individuals, NGOs, nation-states, and international frameworks acquire “cosmopolitan properties” or embody “cosmopolitan values.” But cosmopolitanism has never been a neutral project, nor do we know much about where and how cosmopolitan sensibilities are acquired. Cultural institutions provide many of the building blocks with which the tensions between nationalism and cosmopolitanism play out. By investigating where and how a cosmopolitan ethos and aspirations, skills and competencies, and political orientations are produced, and identifying the role of material culture in this process, authors on this panel explore the extent to which a variety of cultural institutions create national and global citizens at once.

272. Special Session. Vaccinations: An Emerging Area of Sociological and Cross-Disciplinary Inquiry
Hilton Chicago, Waldorf Room, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Richard M. Carpiano, University of British Columbia
Presider: Andrea N. Polonijo, University of British Columbia
Social Determinants of Childhood Immunization Status in India: Networks and Norms. William T. Story, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
Discussant: Laura M. Carpenter, Vanderbilt University
Within the past decade, vaccination practices and policies have received increased attention and, at times, scrutiny. Sociologists have focused on a range of policy-relevant vaccinations issues—including ethics debates over state-mandated vaccination, disparities in vaccine uptake, and the resurgence of the anti-vaccine movement. This session builds on emerging scholarship by bringing together a cross-disciplinary panel to: (1) present work on diverse topics pertaining to vaccination, and (2) generate consideration of how these distinct lines of inquiry are informed by and, in turn, illuminate broader theoretical and substantive areas of sociology—such as medical and family sociology, social movements, sexuality, and social inequality.

Hilton Chicago, Williford A, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Becky Pettit, University of Texas
Critics: Amanda Geller, New York University
Patrick T. Sharkey, New York University
Julie Poehlmann-Tynan, University of Wisconsin-Madison
Authors: Sara Wakefield, State University of New Jersey-Rutgers and Christopher Wildeman, Cornell University

274. Departmental Management and Leadership Workshop. Getting Your Dean’s Attention: AKD as a Tool for Helping Your Department Thrive and Survive

Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4C, Fourth Floor
Session Organizer and Leader: Jeffrey Chin, Le Moyne College
At a time when many departments are under pressure to demonstrate that sociology is an important part of a liberal arts curriculum, Alpha Kappa Delta (AKD), the international honor society for sociology can help. Join us for a workshop that discusses ways that AKD adds value to your department by: - highlighting academic excellence and helping to recruit students to the major - helping with student retention - providing students with a focal point that will enhance their identity as sociology majors - supporting student research initiatives (AKD research symposium grant program; AKD undergraduate/graduate student paper competition) - supporting the professional socialization of students by providing avenues for displaying their best work (AKD student travel grants to regional sociology meetings, AKD mentor/mentee program) - benefits of membership for students (e.g., two-step raise to GS7 pay scale for federal employment) - supporting initiatives by the Association of College Honor Societies (the parent organization of AKD and all other honor societies) to demonstrate the relevance of honor societies on campuses On hand will be representatives from AKD including officers, staff of the executive office, faculty of successful chapters, graduate and undergraduate student members of AKD including the current year paper competition winners and others who will give short presentations. There will be ample time set aside for questions and answers and time to consult with workshop leaders.

275. Teaching Workshop. Teaching Students How (Not) to Lie with Statistics: Quantitative Literacy throughout the Curriculum

Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4A, Fourth Floor
Session Organizer and Leader: Lynette F. Hoelter, University of Michigan
Sifting through the many megabytes of data with which we are bombarded each day takes practice. This workshop will focus on teaching students how to evaluate the data with which they come in daily contact (think Joel Best’s books). Examples numbers being misused or misrepresented can be the trigger students need to begin to think critically about the specific arguments being made and the nature of empirical evidence in general. We will present a variety of sources for numbers and exercises that can be used in teaching and examples of their use. Most of the examples will be geared toward “substantive” classes rather than research methods or statistics because those “content courses” provide a gentle entre for students into the world of data (and they tend to reach more students). Because working with numerical evidence is as much or more a mindset as it is a set of mathematical skills, the content should be especially helpful for faculty who might otherwise consider themselves “non-quantitative.” Time will also be left for attendees to share what has worked in their classes and their favorite sources of data or exercises.

276. Regular Session. ASA Opportunities in Retirement Network: Pre- and Post-Retirement Experiences and Issues

Hilton Chicago, PDR 1, Third Floor
Session Organizers: Susan B. Prager, City University of New York-Brooklyn College Emeritus and Jon Darling, University of Pittsburgh-Johnstown
Presider: Jon Darling, University of Pittsburgh-Johnstown
Seven Totally Unexpected Things I Encountered in Retirement that 37 Years of Research on Aging Didn’t Prepare Me For. Vern L. Bengston, University of Southern California
Implications of Limited Resources for Inter-generational Conflict in Academia. Eva Kahana, Case Western Reserve University
Aine Ni Leime Living Longer, Working Longer: Gender Implications for the United States and Ireland. Aine Ni Leime, National University of Ireland and Case Western Reserve University
Preliminary Findings from Wave Three Research on Retired Sociologists. Susan B. Prager, City University of New York-Brooklyn College Emeritus
Discussant: Jerome Krase, City University of New York-Brooklyn College

277. Regular Session. Advancing Research on Mental Health Disparities

Hilton Chicago, PDR 2, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Kryisia Mossakowski, University of Hawaii-Manoa
Economic Resources and Trajectories of Children’s Mental Health over the Early Life Course. Jinette Comeau and William R. Avison, Western University; Andrea E. Willson, University of Western Ontario
Mental Health, Social Roles and the Gendered Life Course. Katrina Leupp, Washington State University
The Relationship between Education and Mental Health: New Evidence from a Discordant Twin Study. Andrew Halpern-Manners, Indiana University; Landon Schnabel, Indiana University-Bloomington; Elaine Marie Hernandez, Indiana University; Judy L Silberg and Lindon J. Eaves, Virginia Commonwealth University
Discussant: Blair Wheaton, University of Toronto
278. Regular Session. Building and Transforming Civil Society
Hilton Chicago, Lake Huron, Eighth Floor
Session Organizer: Gregory Hooks, McMaster University
Presider: Ran Liu, University of Pennsylvania
Approaching Maturity: The Role of Knowledge and Professionalization in the Development of Chinese NGOs. Jennifer YJ Hsu, University of Alberta; Reza Hasmath, Oxford University
Coalitional Configurations: A Structural Analysis of Democratization in the Former Soviet Union. Jeffrey Hass, University of Richmond and St. Petersburg State University; Andrew D. Buck, University of Southern Indiana
Political Exclusion and Cultural Repression: The Rise of an Illiberal Civil Society in Congress Poland. Malgorzata Kurjanska, University of California-Berkeley
Shock-Resistant Authoritarianism: Teachers and Regime’s Electoral Support in Putin’s Russia. Natalia Forrat, Northwestern University
The Internalization of Institutional Constraints: Barriers to Inter-organizational Collaboration among Chinese NGOs. Ran Liu, University of Pennsylvania

279. Regular Session. Conversation Analysis
Hilton Chicago, Lake Michigan, Eighth Floor
Session Organizer: Geoffrey Raymond, University of California-Santa Barbara
Presider: Virginia Teas Gill, Illinois State University
Defending Solidarity: Self-Repair on Behalf of Other-Attentiveness. Douglas W. Maynard, University of Wisconsin
Managing the Moral Accountability of Stereotyping. Kevin Andrew Whitehead, University of the Witwatersrand
Resources for a Lapse Management Device. Elliott Hoey, Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics
Modular Pivots. Steven E. Clayman and Chase Wesley Raymond, University of California-Los Angeles

280. Regular Session. Development and Gender: Women and Empowerment
Palmer House Hilton, Spire Parlor, Sixth Floor
Session Organizer: Kathleen M. Fallon, State University of New York-Stony Brook
Presider: Rebekah Burroway, State University of New York-Stony Brook
Decomposition Analysis of Microfinance Borrowers in Nicaragua. Soren Hauge, Ripon College; Dwight Neil Haase, University of Toledo
The Influence of Conditional Cash Transfers on Migration: A Re-Examination from a Gendered Lens. Christina Hughes, University of Washington
Measuring Women’s Empowerment at Household Level Using DHS Data of Four Southeast Asian Countries. Ly Dieu Phan, University of Sydney
Improving Women’s Wellbeing: Rights to Land, Property, and Loans in Developing Countries. Rebekah Burroway, State University of New York-Stony Brook

281. Regular Session. Disaster 2
Palmer House Hilton, Water Tower Parlor, Sixth Floor
Session Organizer: Tricia Wachtendorf, University of Delaware
The Impact of the 2010 Earthquake on Intimate Partner Sexual Violence in Haiti. Abigail Weitzman and Julia Andrea Behrman, New York University
Those Being Done To and Those Doing: Charity-Based Disaster Assistance in a Low-Income Hispanic Neighborhood. Michelle Annette Meyer, Louisiana State University
Hispanic Immigrants Vulnerabilities to Flood and Hurricane Hazards in Two U.S. Metro Areas. Alejandra Maldonado, Timothy William Collins, and Sara Elizabeth Grineski, University of Texas El Paso
Social Capital and Receipt of Formal Recovery Support Following the Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill. Kyle Puetz and Brian Mayer, University of Arizona

Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-1, Lower Level
Session Organizer: Richard Swedberg, Cornell University
Presider: Fred Block, University of California-Davis
In Search of Sovereign Ontologies: State Agency and the Marketization of Sovereign Debts. Roi Livne, University of California-Berkeley; Benjamin Noel Lemoine, Universite Paris-Dauphine
Riding the Bubble: Financial Market Crises in 22 OECD-Countries. Paul H. Windolf, University Trier
Unpacking the Financial Community’s Influence Over Central Bank Policy in South Africa and Turkey. Ayca Zayim, University of Wisconsin-Madison

283. Regular Session. Ethnography/Ethnographic Studies 2
Hilton Chicago, Astoria Room, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Alexandra K. Murphy, University of Michigan
Presider: Nicole P. Marwell, University of California-Los Angeles
At A Close Distance: Dropouts, Teachers, and Joking Relationships. Anna Lund, Linnaeus University
Negotiating Black & Gay: Collective Identity Making in a Youth Health Organization. Terrell James Antonio Winder, University of California-Los Angeles
The Politics and Practice of “Doing Nothing”: Accounting for Default in Los Angeles Eviction Cases. Kyle Nelson, University of California-Los Angeles
284. Regular Session. Gender
Palmer House Hilton, Salon 6, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Ann V. Bell, University of Delaware
Presider: Laura Ellen Hirshfield, University of Illinois at Chicago
Gendered Courtship and the Perpetuation of Gender Difference in Romantic Relationships. Ellen Lamont, Appalachian State University
Medicine as a Site of Gendered Social Control: Making Provision Decisions Based on Patients “Deservingness”. Elizabeth Chiarello, Saint Louis University
No King, No Subject: How Theology Shapes Gendered Role Performances and Emotion Management in Patriarchal NRMs. Amelia Meredythe Blume, University of Arizona
Duct Tape for Leaky Pipelines: Mentoring for Women Scientists in the United States and South Korea. Yun Kyung Cho and Myra Marx Ferree, University of Wisconsin-Madison

Changing China: Political Upheaval and Societal Transformations in the 19th and 20th Century
Palmer House Hilton, Grant Park Parlor, Sixth Floor
Session Organizer: Marc W. Steinberg, Smith College
A Class Revolution to Bridge Empire and Nation-State. Luyang Zhou, McGill University
Historical Origins of China's Rise: State, Capital and Industrious Revolutions. Shaohua Zhan, Johns Hopkins University
Insurgent Ecology and the Rise of the Taiping Rebellion, 1847-1853. Yang Zhang, University of Chicago
Revolutionizing Guanxi: Culture as Strategy of Action Revisited. Xiaohong Xu, National University-Singapore

286. Regular Session. Human Rights
Palmer House Hilton, Hancock Parlor, Sixth Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Manisha Desai, University of Connecticut
Fit for Human Rights? Race as the Defining Principle of an Improved Human Rights Situation. Angela Elena Fillingim, University of California-Berkeley
Gender Based Violence against Men and Boys in Darfur: What is Gendered about Genocide? Gabrielle Ann Ferrales, University of Minnesota-Twin Cities; Hollie Nyshet Brehm, The Ohio State University; Suzy McElrath, University of Minnesota
Perpetrating Torture or Preserving Life? Public Moral Discourse on the Guantanamo Enteral Feedings. Jacqueline Henke, Purdue University
Vermont and Healthcare Reform Organizing: Human Rights Promise and Praxis. Amy Colleen Finnegan, University of St. Thomas; Shelley K. White, Worcester State University

287. Regular Session. Immigrants and International Migration
Palmer House Hilton, Price Room, Fifth Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Kim Ebert, North Carolina State University
Social Capital and Economic Integration. The Case of Immigrants to Australia. Natalia Cornelina Malancu, Universitat Pompeu Fabra; Mathew J. Creighton, University of Massachusetts-Boston
Social Networks Influence on the Climate Change – Migration Association in Rural Mexico, 1986-99. Raphael J Nawrotzki, Fernando Riosmena, and Lori M. Hunter, University of Colorado-Boulder; Daniel M Runfola, College of William & Mary
Discussant: Maria Ayta-Lastra, Winthrop University

288. Regular Session. Life Course: 4 Papers on 4 Key Principles
Hilton Chicago, PDR 3, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Kyle Clayton Longest, Furman University
Becoming an Adult in East and West Germany: A Comparison of Transition Timing. Claudia Reckstedler, Oregon State University; Maria K. Pavlova and Rainer K. Silbereisen, University of Jena
Into the Red and Back to the Nest? Debt and Returning to the Parental Home. Jason N. Houle, Dartmouth College; Cody Warner, Montana State University
Viability of Lifetime Retrospective Measurement of Major and Potentially Traumatic Life Events. Donald A. Lloyd, University of Southern California
Discussant: Tyson H. Brown, Vanderbilt University

289. Regular Session. Masculinities
Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4D, Fourth Floor
Session Organizer: Rashawn Ray, University of Maryland
Presider: Jonathan Cox, University of Maryland
Picking Up Women, Putting on Masculinity: A Computational Analysis of Seduction Forums. Gillian Gualtieri, Cyrus Dioun, and Dilip Ravindran, University of California-Berkeley
Internalizing Failed Manhood: Size and Performance Anxieties among Members of the Penis Health Club. Scott Melzer, Albion College
Challenging the Controlling Image of the Thug: Raising African American Boys and Confronting Gendered Racism. Dawn M. Dow, Syracuse University
We Stick Out Like a Sore Thumb: Underground White Rappers’ Hegemonic Masculinity and Racial Evasion. Matthew Oware, DePauw University
290. Regular Session. Microsociologies: Cognitive and Affective Processes in Groups and Institutions  
Palmer House Hilton, Kimball, Third Floor  
Session Organizer: Dawn T. Robinson, University of Georgia  
Presider: Kimberly Brooke Rogers, Mount Holyoke College  
The Cognitive Grounding of Institutions and Words in New Institutionalism. Jan Goldenstein, Sebastian Händschke, and Peter Walgenbach, Friedrich-Schiller-University Jena  
The Good, the Bad and the Mobilized. Kelly Bergstrand, University of Arizona  
Discussant: Stephen Vaisey, Duke University

291. Regular Session. Nations/Nationalism  
Palmer House Hilton, Salon 10, Third Floor  
Session Organizer: Liah Greenfeld, Boston University  
Presider: Elina Tochilnikova, Boston University  
Modernity and Communal Violence. Matthew Lange, McGill University  
Resentment and the Revival of Nationalism in East Asia: Another Road to Modernity? Horng-Iuen Wang, Academia Sinica  
Teaching Nationness: Immigrant Integration Courses and Assimilation in Germany. Daniel Williams, Carleton College

292. Regular Session. Organizations: Organizational Decision-Making  
Hilton Chicago, Lake Erie, Eighth Floor  
Session Organizer: Emily A. Barman, Boston University  
Presider: Katherine K. Chen, City University of New York-City College and Graduate Center  
Pressures for Materiality: A Study of Variation in Electric Utilities Climate Change Disclosures. Brandon Kraft, Cornell University  
Triage in Human Rights Organizations: Structures, Repertoires of Practice, the Law. Monika Christine Krause and Katherine Robinson, University of London-Goldsmiths  
Organizational Field Differences in Food Security and Affordable Housing Organizations. Erica Phillips, The Ohio State University  
Logics in Executive Power: Organizational Strategy, Performance, and Chief Executive Dismissal in the Shareholder Value Era. Shoonchul Shin, University of California-Berkeley  
Discussant: Katherine K. Chen, City University of New York-City College and Graduate Center

293. Regular Session. Perspectives on Citizenship  
Hilton Chicago, PDR 4, Third Floor  
Session Organizer and Presider: Peter Kivisto, Augustana College  
Ancestry into Opportunity: How Global Inequality Drives Demand for Long-Distance European Union Citizenship. Yossi Harpaz, Princeton University  
Defining Marriage and Family: Gender, Marriage, and Naturalization Policies in South Korea. Nora Hui-Jung Kim, University of Maryland Washington  
Socio-historical Foundations of Citizenship Practice: After the Revolution in Portugal. Robert M. Fishman, University of Notre Dame  
The Post-Migration Sexual Citizenship of Latino Gay Men in Canada. Barry D. Adam, University of Windsor; J. Cristian Rangel, University of Toronto  
Canadian Multiculturalism and Brazilian Racial Democracy. Luisa Farah Schwartzman and Bahar Hashemi, University of Toronto

294. Regular Session. Social Capital and the Community  
Palmer House Hilton, Salon 3, Third Floor  
Session Organizer: Nan Lin, Duke University  
Presider: Sandra S. Smith, University of California-Berkeley  
Comparative Study of Social Networks and Social Resources. Dominique Joye, University of Lausanne; Marlène Sapin, University of Lausanne and FORS; Christof Wolf, Leibniz-Institute for the Social Sciences  
A Curvilinear Relationship? Ethnic Diversity and Generalized Trust in a Melting Pot. Wenhong Chen, University of Texas-Austin; Lijun Song, Vanderbilt University  
By Whom Do You Want Your Lost Wallet To Be Found? Jochem Tolsmra, Radboud University; Tom van der Meer, University of Amsterdam  
Ethnic Sorting and Mixing across Voluntary Associations: Volunteering and Membership Dynamics in the Netherlands. Dingeman Wiertz, Oxford University  
Is it the Doing, Asking, or Supporting? Understanding Social (Capital) Network Influences on Charitable Giving. Patricia Snell Herzog and Song Yang, University of Arkansas

295. Regular Session. Violence  
Hilton Chicago, Boulevard C, Second Floor  
Session Organizer and Presider: Robert Nash Parker, University of California-Riverside  
Neighborhood Effects and Deviant Behavior: The Influence of Individual Differences. Deborah Baskin and Ira Sommers, Loyola University-Chicago  
Rain on the Scarecrow, Blood on the Plow: The 1980s Farm Crisis and Rural Suicide Rates. Mark Berg, University of Iowa; William Alex Pridemore, Georgia State University; Ethan Rogers, University of Iowa; Mitchell B Chamlin, Texas State University-San Marcos  
Revisiting Latino Homicides in U.S. Counties: The Importance of Context and Settings. Ramiro Martinez, Northeastern University; Meghan Elizabeth Peel, Michigan State University  
Discussant: William Alex Pridemore, Georgia State University
296. Section on Alcohol, Drugs and Tobacco
Roundtable Session and Business Meeting
Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4F, Fourth Floor
2:30-3:30pm, Roundtables:
Session Organizer: Andrew Golub, National Development and Research Institutes

Table 1. Networks and Substance Use
Table Presider: Henry H. Brownstein, Virginia Commonwealth University
Do Your Friends Trigger You to Start Drinking? Analyzing the Drinking Onset in South Korea. Jeong-jae Lim, Yonsei University
Ethnic-Racial Socialization and College Student Substance Use: The Role of Social Bonds. Matthew Grindal, University of California-Riverside
A Recursive Method for Improving Network Scale-Up Estimation for Hidden Populations. Patrick Habecker and Kirk Dombrowski, University of Nebraska-Lincoln

Table 2. Substance Use and Identity
Table Presider: Dina Perrone, California State University-Long Beach
Spiritual Conflicts and Cessation of Drug Use: A Comparative Study of the United States and Germany. Lauren M. Kaplan, University of California-Berkeley; Gail Ironson, University of Miami; Heidemarie Kremer, Florida International University; Tom Greenfield and Kate Karriker-Jaffe, University of Iowa
The Profiles of Illicit Drug Abuse in America after the Great Recession: Prevalence, Properties, and Predictors. Steven Hitlin, University of Iowa

Table 3. Substance Use and Interventions
Table Presider: Brian W. Ward, National Center for Health Statistics
Peer Syringe Exchangers: Licit Practices Transformed in an Illicit Field. Sarah Brothers, Yale University
Perception and Experience of HIV-Preventive Measures among People Who Inject Drugs Users in Russia. Peter Meylakhts, National Research University-Higher School of Economics; Aadne Aasland, Norwegian Institute for Urban and Regional Research
Culture, Alcohol, and the Significance of Punishment in Constructing White Masculinity. Beatriz Aldana Marquez and Emily Knox, Texas A&M University

3:30-4:10pm, Section on Alcohol, Drugs and Tobacco Business Meeting

297. Section on Comparative-Historical Sociology
Roundtable Session and Business Meeting
Palmer House Hilton, Crystal, Third Floor
2:30-3:30pm, Roundtables:
Session Organizer: Bruce G. Carruthers, Northwestern University

Table 1. Neo-liberalism and Finance
Table Presider: Michael A. McCarthy, Marquette University
401(k) Retirement Plans: Neoliberalism without Neoliberals? Michael A. McCarthy, Marquette University
Institutionalizing Neoliberalism: American Governance of Inward Foreign Direct Investment Since 1975. Matthew Baltz, University of California-Los Angeles
The Politics of Foreign Investment in Post-War Brazil and India. Jason Jackson, University of Pennsylvania

Table 2. Historical Dynamics of State Formation
Table Presider: Kofi Takyi Asante, Northwestern University
Colonial State Formation: A Conceptual Note. Kofi Takyi Asante, Northwestern University
Communal Patriotism, Civic Nationalism and City-State Chauvinism: Transformation of Collective Sentiments in Northern Italy, 1050-1500. Sahan Savas Karatasli, Johns Hopkins University
Social Class in Mid-Eighteenth Century Calabria, Italy. Katherine M. Condon, Independent Researcher

Table 3. Varieties of Expert Knowledge
Table Presider: Peter Gundelach, University of Copenhagen
Developing the Sample Survey as Practice in the Late Nineteenth Century: The Danish Case. Peter Gundelach and Kristoffer Kropp, University of Copenhagen

Table 4. Land, Politics and Group Identity
Table Presider: Xuefei Ren, Michigan State University
Demographic Engineering, Collective Vengeance, and Genocide: Comparing the Ottoman and Russian Empires. Matthew Ghazarian, Columbia University
Land Grabs in China and India: Variations of Neoliberalism? Xuefei Ren, Michigan State University
War or Land Grab? The Contested Representation of Cleansing in Israel and New Zealand. Tom Pessah, Hebrew University
Young Durkheimians and the Temptation of Fascism: The Case of Marcel Déat. Mathieu H. Desan, University of Michigan; Johan Heilbron, Erasmus University Rotterdam
298. Section on Environment and Technology
Paper Session. Environment and Development (co-sponsored with Section on Sociology of Development)

Palmer House Hilton, Adams Ballroom, Sixth Floor

Session Organizer: Kenneth Alan Gould, City University of New York-Brooklyn College
Presider: Tammy L. Lewis, City University of New York-Brooklyn College

Green Gentrification, Displacement, and Neighborhood Attachment around Light-Rail Public Transit. Lina Mary Caroline Stepick, University of California-Los Angeles

Risks of Resilience: How Losses from Natural Hazards Drive Urbanization and Vice Versa. James R. Elliott, Rice University; Matthew Thomas Clement and Jessica A. Schultz, University of Oregon

Food Sovereignty as an Environmental Frame for Economic Justice. Rachel Soper, University of California-San Diego


Inequality and the Carbon Intensity of Human Well-Being. Andrew K. Jorgenson, Boston College

299. Section on Inequality, Poverty and Mobility
Paper Session. Mobility in Comparative Perspective

Palmer House Hilton, Salon 2, Third Floor

Session Organizer and Presider: Jessica S. Welburn, University of Michigan

Growing Up French? Upward Mobility, Social Marginalization, and the North African Second-Generation in India. Jean Beaman, Purdue University

Interritual as a Social Resource. Tristan Ivy, Indiana University-Bloomington

Perceptions of Socioeconomic Mobility by Second Generation Mexican Americans and French North Africans. Dalia Abdelhady, Lund University; Amy Lutz, Syracuse University; Yael Brinbaum, Institut National des Etudes Démographiques

Upward Mobility, Class Formation, and Development Practice: Everyday Contradictions of Microfinance Work in Urban India. Smita Radhakrishnan, Wellesley College

Discussant: Graziella Moraes D. Silva, UFRJ Brazil

300. Section on Organizations, Occupations and Work Invited Session. EEOC at Work: Research Resources for Sociologists

Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-3, Lower Level

Session Organizers: Alexandra Kalev, Tel Aviv University; Julia A. Kme, Washington State University
Presider: Julia A. Kme, Washington State University
Lisa Torres, U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
Elizabeth Hirsch, University of British Columbia

The EEO Research and Data Center: An Immodest Proposal. Donald Tomaskovic-Devey, University of Massachusetts

301. Section on Racial and Ethnic Minorities
Invited Session. The Practice of Science, Genomics, and Racial and Ethnic Bias

Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-4, Lower Level

Session Organizers: David G. Embrick, Loyola University-Chicago and Silvia Domínguez, Northeastern University

Presider: Victor E. Ray, Duke University

Asian, African, and European Genomes: The Sociogenomic Paradigm and Race. Catherine Bliss, University of California-Santa Cruz


A Level Playing Field? Media Constructions of Athletics, Genetics, and Race. Matthew W. Hughey and Devon R. Goss, University of Connecticut
302. Section on Rationality and Society Paper Session and Business Meeting. Analytical Sociology

Palmer House Hilton, Salon 1, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Arnout van de Rijt, State University of New York-Stony Brook
A Mathematical Analysis of the Potential Function Method of Cooperative Relationships. Robert Hideo Mamada, Arizona State University
The Generalized Matthew Effect in Science. Tobias Wolbring, University of Mannheim; Rudolf Farys, Universität Bern
Discussant: Neha Gondal, The Ohio State University

3:30-4:10pm, Section on Rationality and Society Business Meeting

303. Section on Sex and Gender Invited Session. Race, Gender, Sexuality, and Justice: Considering Criminality

Hilton Chicago, Lake Ontario, Eighth Floor
Session Organizer: Jessica Fields, San Francisco State University
Presider: Andreana L. Clay, San Francisco State University
The Criminalization of Urban Boys across Institutional and Intersectional Fields. Victor M. Rios, University of California-Santa Barbara

304. Section on Sociological Practice and Public Sociology Invited Session. Sociological Practice: Disseminating Research Beyond the Academy

Palmer House Hilton, Chicago Room, Fifth Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Dmitry Khodyakov, RAND Corporation
Doing Sociology in the Public Sphere. Philip N. Cohen, University of Maryland-College Park
After Lean In: Reflections on Public Sociology. Marianne Cooper, Stanford University
Sharing and Using Data to Shape Policymaking Regarding Substance Abuse Prevention. Eric R. Wright, Georgia State University
Promoting Economic Alternatives via Public Sociology. Juliet B. Schor, Boston College
Community-Engaged Environmental Health Research and Practice. Phil Brown, Northeastern University

305. Section on Sociology of Religion Paper Session. Race, Immigration, and Religion

Palmer House Hilton, Salon 12, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Ryon J. Cobb, University of Southern California
Congregational Composition and Understandings of Racial Attitudes among White Multiracial Church Attendees. Jessica Monique Barron, Duke University; Ryon J. Cobb, University of Southern California
Congregational Diversity and Race Relations in America. Ryon J. Cobb, University of Southern California; Kevin D. Dougherty, Baylor University
Latino Protestants and Their Congregations: Establishing an Agenda for Sociological Research. Gerardo Marti, Davidson College
Not in My Backyard Abolitionism: Vigilante Rescue against American Sex Trafficking. Elena Shih, Brown University
Support, Setback, and Exploitation: How Religion Shapes the Adaptation of Unaccompanied Latino Youth in LA. Stephanie Lynnette Canizales, University of Southern California

306. Section on Sociology of Sexualities Roundtable Session and Business Meeting

Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-2, Lower Level
2:30-3:30pm, Roundtables:
Session Organizers: Patrick Ryan Grzanka, University of Tennessee
Emily S. Mann, University of South Carolina

Table 1. Heteronormativity
(Re)Defining Heteronormativity. Jamie Marie Sommer and Joseph Michael Marchia, State University of New York-Stony Brook
Examining Slut-Shaming Through a Foucauldian Perspective. Jamie O’Quinn, San Francisco State University
Identity as Selectivity Filter: One Step Toward a Political Economy of Compulsory Monogamy. Abbey S Willis, University of Connecticut

Table 2. Intersectionality
Table Presider: Shantel Gabrial Buggs, University of Texas-Austin
Sex and Consequences: Sexual Behavior at a Predominately White Liberal Arts College. Jasmine Leah Harris-LaMothe, University of Minnesota; Erin Currey, Wake Forest University

Table 3. LGBT Families
Table Presider: Amanda Kathleen Baumle, University of Houston
Media Exposure and Attitudes about Gay Marriage and Raising Children. Carol Wathler, Northern Illinois University
The Contact Hypothesis and Millennial Evangelical Protestants’ Attitudes Toward Same-Sex Families. Elisha Marr, Calvin College
We Hope It Will Be Irrelevant: How Uncertain Legal Rights affect LGBT Parents Acquiring Children. Rafael Joseph Colonna, University of California-Berkeley
Table 4. Marginalization
Table Presider: Tina Fetner, McMaster University
Persistent Invisibility: Damaging Stereotypes Continue to Plague Bisexuals. Andrea D. Miller, Webster University
The Wounded Masculinities and Hegemonic Masculine Ideal of Late Capitalism and Third Wave, Catholic Charismatic Christianity. Dominic Vincent Wetzel, City University of New York

Table 5. Mediating Sexualities
Table Presider: Dustin Kidd, Temple University
Uncertain Sexualities and Unusual Women: Museum Depictions of Jane Addams and Emily Dickinson. Robin Bartram, Northwestern University; Holly Donovan, Boston University
Writing the Pregnant Man: Fans Queering Masculinity and Pregnancy. Mary C. Ingram-Waters, Arizona State University
Understanding Female Objectification and Sexualization in the Media. Mara Juliao, Texas Tech University

Table 6. Performance and Performativity
Table Presider: Kym Bradley, Georgia State University
Gender Performance as an Everyday Strategy in Turkey. Caner Hazar, University of Connecticut
Dressing Up: The Production and Performance of Identity through Drag. Rebecca Ewert, University of California-Davis
Serving Up Gender and Sexuality: Structure and Interaction in Four Coffee Houses. Kimberly G. Tauches, Skidmore College

Table 7. Queer Sexualities
Table Presider: Travis Dean Speice, University of Cincinnati
Prevalence and Predictors of Non-Heterosexual Behavior, Attraction, and Identity in a Population-Based Sample of Young Women. Jamie Louise Budnick, University of Michigan
Respect and Responsibility: The Morality of Everyday Queer Visibility. Holly Donovan, Boston University
Survey of Post-Relationship Diaspora In Regards to the BDSM/Kink Community Practitioners and Newcomers. Ryan Huntington Nordness and Elizabeth Helene Baker, University of Alabama-Birmingham

Table 8. Relationships
Table Presider: Jennifer Pearson, Wichita State University
Queer Polyamory: Exploring Polyamorous Relationships and Community among Queer-Identified Adults. Emily Pain, State University of New York-Albany
Queering the Knot: Priorities and Practices in the Weddings of Trans and Genderqueer Individuals. Lisa Fein, Westminster College

Table 9. Sex and the Internet
Table Presider: Kevin Wayne Martin, University of Missouri-Columbia
Sex Work in a Digital Era: Research on Online Sex Workers. Angela Jones, State University of New York-Farmingdale College
Racial Constructions among Gay Men On/Offline: The Utility of Race on Erotic Capital in Cyber Space. Jesus Gregorio Smith, Texas A&M University; Maria Cristina Morales, University of Texas-El Paso

Table 10. Sex Work
Table Presider: Kassia Wosick, New Mexico State University
Male Strippers Relationships and Their Experiences with Soft Stigma. Maren Taylor Scull, University of Colorado-Denver
Screening Sex Work: Culture, Film, and Commercial Sex. Emily Jean Kennedy, University of Kansas
Talk to the Hands that Listen and Care: The Bodywork of Gay Masseurs in Taiwan. Bowei Chen, Nanhua University

Table 11. Sex, Sexuality and Nation
Table Presider: Emmanuel David, University of Colorado-Boulder
Conundrums of Desire: Mexican-origin Mothers’ Sexual Discourses. Daisy Isabel Verduzco Reyes, University of Connecticut

Table 12. Sexual Geographies
Table Presider: Brandy Woodell, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
Sexuality, Citizenship and Migration: The Irish Queer Diaspora in London. Roisin Ryan-Flood, University of Essex
Whatever Happened to Jackson’s Station? Community, Sexuality and Tragedy in a Southern Blues Bar. Daniel M. Harrison, Lander University

Table 13. Sexual Regulation
Table Presider: Brandon Andrew Robinson, University of Texas-Austin
Questioning the Western Canon of the Sociology of Sexuality: Academic and Activist Impacts. Pamela Mary Devan, Boston University
Sexual Orientation and Criminal Justice: How Sexual Minorities Perceive the Harshness of Criminal Courts. Amanda Kathleen Bauml, University of Houston
The Erotic Political Male Body: Nationalism and Sexuality in Postage Stamps. John W. Hollister, Temple University
306. Section on the Sociology of the Family Paper Session. Family, Work, and Gender
Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-5, Lower Level
Session Organizer: Sarah Damaske, Pennsylvania State University
Doing Gender or Doing Family? Reasoning, Logic, and Emotion in the Division of Housework. Yun Zhou and Mary C. Brinton, Harvard University
Gendered and Racialized Education and Relationship Status Effects on Shared and Solo Leisure Time. Liana C. Sayer, University of Maryland
Providing for a Family in the Working Class: Employment Patterns after the Birth of a Child. Janette S. Dill and Adrianne Frech, University of Akron
The Pressure-Status Nexus and Blurred Work-Family Boundaries. Scott Schieman, University of Toronto; Paul Glavin, McMaster University
Work-Family Policies and Working Mothers: A Comparative Study of Germany, Sweden, Italy, and the United States. Caitlyn Collins, University of Texas-Austin

3:30 pm Meetings

Award Presenters and Recipients Photo Session -- Hilton Chicago, International Ballroom North, Second Floor
Section on Alcohol, Drugs and Tobacco Business Meeting (to 4:10pm)-- Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4F, Fourth Floor
Section on Comparative-Historical Sociology Business Meeting -- Palmer House Hilton, Crystal, Third Floor
Section on Rationality and Society Business Meeting -- Palmer House Hilton, Salon 1, Third Floor
Section on Sociology of Sexualities Business Meeting -- Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-2, Lower Level

4:30 pm Sessions

308. ASA Awards Ceremony & Presidential Address
Hilton Chicago, International Ballroom North, Second Floor
President: Jane Sell, Texas A&M University
The Presidential Plenary features the formal address of ASA President Paula England. The ASA Awards Ceremony, conferring the 2015 major ASA awards will open this session. All registrants are invited to attend this plenary session and the Honorary Reception afterwards to honor President Paula England and the award recipients.

Awards Ceremony
2015 Dissertation Award
Christopher Michael Muller, Harvard University
Sunday, August 23, 4:30 pm

2015 Jessie Bernard Award  
Nancy Naples, University of Connecticut

2015 Award for Public Understanding of Sociology  
Katherine Shelley Newman, University of Massachusetts-Amherst

2015 Cox-Johnson-Frazier Award*  
Howard Winant, University of California-Santa Barbara

2015 Excellence in the Reporting of Social Issues  
Bill Moyers, Broadcast Journalist

2015 Distinguished Career Award for the Practice of Sociology  
Eleanor Lyon, University of Connecticut

2015 Distinguished Contributions to Teaching Award  
Gwen Sharp, Nevada State College  
Lisa Wade, Occidental College

2015 Distinguished Book Award  
* Paying for the Party: How College Maintains Inequality,  
Elizabeth A. Armstrong, University of Michigan and Laura T. Hamilton, University of California-Merced

2015 W.E.B DuBois Award for Distinguished Scholarship**  
John W. Meyer, Stanford University

* In conjunction with the renaming of the Association’s general career award in 2007 to honor W.E.B. DuBois, the ASA membership voted to rename the DuBois-Johnson-Frazier award as the Cox-Johnson-Frazier award to honor Oliver Cox for his important work as an African-American scholar.

**By vote of the ASA membership in 2007, the name of the Association’s general career award was changed to the W.E.B. DuBois Distinguished Career in Sociology Award in acknowledgment of DuBois’ lifetime of scholarly research and his important contributions to the development of sociology.

Introduction: Cecilia Menjivar, Arizona State University  
Presidential Address: Sometimes the Social Becomes Personal: Gender, Class, and Sexualities. Paula England, New York University

co-sponsoring the annual Honorary Reception. The Association is pleased to acknowledge the following co-hosts of the Honorary Reception.

University of California-Santa Barbara  
University of Connecticut  
Harvard University  
University of Massachusetts-Amherst  
University of Michigan  
SAGE Publications Ltd., Sexualities  
Stanford University

7:30 pm  
Receptions

Joint Reception: Section on Comparative-Historical Sociology; Section on Sociology of Development; Section on Global and Transnational Sociology; and Section on Human Rights – Offsite Location, Alhambra Palace, 1240 West Randolph

Joint Reception: Section on Racial and Ethnic Minorities and Section on Latino/a Sociology (Offsite; Location TBD) – Contact Section Chair for Location

Joint Reception: Section on Sex and Gender and Section on Race, Gender and Class – Off-site Location, Petterino’s, 150 North Dearborn

Joint Reception: Section on Social Psychology, Section on Sociology of Emotions, and Section on Altruism, Morality and Social Solidarity – Off-site Location, The Bar Below, 127 South State Street, Lower Level

8:00 pm  
Receptions

Just Desserts! A Carla B. Howery Teaching Enhancement Grant Program Benefit Reception (ticket required for admission) -- Hilton Chicago, ASA Hospitality Suite (Room #000)

8:00 pm  
Other Groups

Memorial Gathering in Honor of Randy Hodson (Vincent J. Roscigno) – Hilton Chicago, Astoria Room, Third Floor

New York University Department of Sociology Reception (Mike West) – Hilton Chicago, Williford B, Third Floor

Pennsylvania State University Department of Sociology Reception (John Iceland) – Hilton Chicago, PDR 1, Third Floor

University of British Columbia and University of Toronto Co-sponsored Reception (Francesco Duina) -- Hilton Chicago, Williford C, Third Floor

University of Pennsylvania Reception (Aline Rowens) -- Hilton Chicago, PDR 2, Third Floor

University of Wisconsin-Madison Department of Sociology Reception (Dana Rasmussen) -- Hilton Chicago, Williford A, Third Floor

6:30 pm  
Receptions

Honorary Reception -- Hilton Chicago, International Ballroom South, Second Floor

All meeting attendees are invited to attend the Honorary Reception to express appreciation and congratulations to President Paula England and the major ASA Award recipients.

Since 1984, social science departments, publishers, and regional societies have joined the American Sociological Association in
9:00 pm    Other Groups

Soon-to-be-Authors-Meets-Non-Critics (Dan Ryan) -- Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4D, Fourth Floor

9:30 pm    Receptions

Minority Fellowship Program (MFP) Benefit Reception (ticket required for admission) -- Hilton Chicago, Normandie Lounge, Second Floor
NEW FROM STANFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS

¡TEQUILA!
*Distilling the Spirit of Mexico*
Marie Sarita Gaytán
$22.95 paper

SERVANTS OF GLOBALIZATION
*Migration and Domestic Work*
Second Edition
Rhacel Salazar Parreñas
$22.95 paper

GLOBALIZING KNOWLEDGE
*Intellectuals, Universities, and Publics in Transformation*
Michael D. Kennedy
$34.95 paper

REMAKING COLLEGE
*The Changing Ecology of Higher Education*
Edited by Michael W. Kirst and Mitchell L. Stevens
$24.95 paper

BUILDING BLOCS
*How Parties Organize Society*
Edited by Cedric De Leon, Manali Desai, and Cihan Tuğal
$24.95 paper

RACE ON THE MOVE
*Brazilian Migrants and the Global Reconstruction of Race*
Tiffany D. Joseph
Stanford Studies in Comparative Race and Ethnicity
$24.95 paper

THE EMOTIONAL POLITICS OF RACISM
*How Feelings Trump Facts in an Era of Colorblindness*
Paula Ioanide
Stanford Studies in Comparative Race and Ethnicity
$25.95 paper

FORECLOSED AMERICA
*Isaac Martin and Christopher Niedt*
$12.99 paper

WE ARE ALL MIGRANTS
*Political Action and the Ubiquitous Condition of Migrant-hood*
Gregory Feldman
$12.99 paper

AT THE CHEF’S TABLE
*Culinary Creativity in Elite Restaurants*
Vanina Leschziner
$45.00 cloth

GAINING FREEDOMS
*Claiming Space in Istanbul and Berlin*
Berna Turam
$27.95 paper

PIOUS PRACTICE AND SECULAR CONSTRAINTS
*Women in the Islamic Revival in Europe*
Jeanette S. Jouili
$27.95 paper

BENEATH THE SURFACE OF WHITE SUPREMACY
*Denaturalizing U.S. Racisms Past and Present*
Moon-Kie Jung
Stanford Studies in Comparative Race and Ethnicity
$24.95 paper

EPINETS
*The Epistemic Structure and Dynamics of Social Networks*
Miheana C. Moldoveanu and Joel A.C. Baum
$24.95 paper

The Emotional Logic of Capitalism
*What Progressives Have Missed*
Martijn Konings
$22.95 paper

Community at Risk
*Biodefense and the Collective Search for Security*
Thomas D. Beamish
High Reliability and Crisis Management
$65.00 cloth

GLOBAL TALENT
*Skilled Labor as Social Capital in Korea*
Gi-Wook Shin and Joon NAK Choi
Studies of the Walter H. Shorenstein Asia-Pacific Research Center
$24.95 paper

 RIGHTS, DEPORTATION, AND DETENTION IN THE AGE OF IMMIGRATION CONTROL
*Tom K. Wong*
$65.00 cloth

LETTERS OF THE LAW
*Race and the Fantasy of Colorblindness in American Law*
Sora Y. Han
The Cultural Lives of Law
$40.00 cloth

Most Stanford titles are available as e-books:
www.sup.org/ebooks

COME VISIT US AT BOOTHS 416/418 FOR THESE AND OTHER TITLES
Sociology of Development is an international journal addressing issues of development, broadly considered. With basic as well as policy-oriented research, topics explored include economic development and well-being, gender, health, inequality, poverty, environment and sustainability, political economy, conflict, social movements, and more.
NEW FROM UC PRESS

The Scholar Denied: W. E. B. Du Bois and the Birth of Modern Sociology
Aldon Morris

Data Mining for the Social Sciences: An Introduction
Paul Attewell and David Monaghan

Provocations: A Transnational Reader in the History of Feminist Thought
Edited by Susan Bordo, M. Cristina Alcalde, and Ellen Rosenman

On the Line: Slaughterhouse Lives and the Making of the New South
Vanessa Ribas

Everyday Illegal: When Policies Undermine Immigrant Families
Joanna Dreby

Dreams and Nightmares: Immigration Policy, Youth, and Families
Marjorie S. Zatz and Nancy Rodriguez

Cut Loose: Jobless and Hopeless in an Unfair Economy
Victor Tan Chen

Lives in Limbo: Undocumented and Coming of Age in America
Roberto G. Gonzales

Skills of the “Unskilled”: Work and Mobility among Mexican Migrants
Jacqueline Hagan, Ruben Hernandez-Leon, and Jean-Luc Demonsant

The Self-Help Myth: How Philanthropy Fails to Alleviate Poverty
Erica Kohl-Arenas

Jornalero: Being a Day Laborer in the USA
Juan Thomas Ordonez

Spanish Legacies: The Coming of Age of the Second Generation
Alejandro Portes, Rosa Aparicio Gomez, and William Haller

On Becoming a Teen Mom: Life before Pregnancy
Mary Patrice Erdmans and Timothy Black

Divided Spirits: Tequila, Mezcal, and the Politics of Production
Sarah Bowen

Paradise Transplanted: Migration and the Making of California Gardens
Pierrette Hondagneu-Sotelo

Decoding Albanian Organized Crime: Culture, Politics, and Globalization
Jana Arsovska

Closing the Rights Gap: From Human Rights to Social Transformation
Edited by LaDawn Haglund and Robin Stryker

Dealing in Desire: Asian Ascendancy, Western Decline, and the Hidden Currencies of Global Sex Work
Kimberly Kay Hoang

It’s Not Like I’m Poor: How Working Families Make Ends Meet in a Post-Welfare World
Sarah Halpern-Meekin, Kathryn Edin, Laura Tach, and Jennifer Sykes

Artifacts and Allegiances: How Museums Put the Nation and the World on Display
Peggy Levitt

The Student Loan Mess: How Good Intentions Created a Trillion-Dollar Problem
Joel Best and Eric Best

SAVE 30%
USING DISCOUNT CODE 16E7568
VISIT US AT BOOTHS 301 & 303

LEARN MORE
www.ucpress.edu
**SOCIETY NEW FROM CHICAGO**

- **Becoming a Marihuana User**
  Howard S. Becker
  *With a New Preface*
  Paper $10.00

- **The Enigma of Diversity**
  The Language of Race and the Limits of Racial Justice
  Ellen Berrey
  Paper $27.50

- **Players and Pawns**
  How Chess Builds Community and Culture
  Gary Alan Fine
  Cloth $26.00

- **The Purposeful Graduate**
  Why Colleges Must Talk to Students about Vocation
  Thomas Clyde-Sdale
  Cloth $27.50

- **Generations and Collective Memory**
  Amy Corning and Howard Schuman
  Paper $30.00

- **Masters of Uncertainty**
  Weather Forecasters and the Quest for Ground Truth
  Phaedra Daipha
  Paper $35.00

- **Fuckology**
  Critical Essays on John Money's Diagnostic Concepts
  Lisa Downing, Iain Morland, and Nikki Sullivan
  Paper $27.50

- **No Way Out**
  Precarious Living in the Shadow of Poverty and Drug Dealing
  Waferly Duck
  Paper $25.00

- **Seeing the Light**
  The Social Logic of Personal Discovery
  Thomas Degloma
  Paper $30.00

- **Everyday Troubles**
  The Micro-Politics of Interpersonal Conflict
  Robert M. Emerson
  Fieldwork Encounters and Discoveries
  Paper $35.00

- **Shanghai Nightscapes**
  A Nocturnal Biography of a Global City
  James Farrant and Andrew David Field
  Paper $27.50

- **About the Beginning of the Hermeneutics of the Self**
  Lectures at Dartmouth College, 1980
  Michel Foucault
  Translated by Graham Burchell
  Edited by Henri-Paul Fruchaud and Daniele Lorenzini
  Introduction and critical apparatus by Laura Cremonesi, Arnold Davidson, Orazio Irrera, Daniele Lorenzini, Martina Tazzioli
  Cloth $25.00

- **A Shared Future**
  Faith-Based Organizing for Racial Equity and Ethical Democracy
  Richard L. Wood and Brad R. Fulton
  Paper $35.00

- **Guitar Makers**
  The Endurance of Artisanal Values in North America
  Kathryn Marie Dudley
  Cloth $35.00

- **Organizing Locally**
  How the New Decentralists Improve Education, Health Care, and Trade
  Bruce Fuller
  Paper $25.00

- **The Insane Chicago Way**
  The Daring Plan by Chicago Gangs to Create a Spanish Mafia
  John M. Hagedorn
  Cloth $27.50

- **Fallout**
  Nuclear Diplomacy in an Age of Global Fracture
  Grégoire Mallard
  Cloth $45.00

- **Windows into the Soul**
  Surveillance and Society in an Age of High Technology
  Gary T. Marx
  Paper $35.00

- **Mind, Self, and Society**
  The Definitive Edition
  George Herbert Mead
  Edited by Charles W. Morris
  Annotated Edition by Daniel R. Huebner and Hans Joas
  Paper $30.00

- **Tourist Attractions**
  Performing Race and Masculinity in Brazil's Sexual Economy
  Gregory Mitchell
  Paper $30.00

**Visit our booth for a 20% discount on these and related books.**

THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO PRESS  www.press.uchicago.edu
**SOCILOGY NEW FROM CHICAGO**

**Code of the Suburb**
Inside the World of Young Middle-Class Drug Dealers
SCOTT JACQUES and RICHARD WRIGHT
Fieldwork Encounters and Discoveries
Paper $25.00

**Not Tonight**
Migraine and the Politics of Gender and Health
JOIANNA KEMPNER
Paper $27.50

**Of Beards and Men**
The Revealing History of Facial Hair
CHRISTOPHER OLDSTONE-MOORE
Cloth $30.00

**Peak Oil**
Apocalyptic Environmentalism and Libertarian Political Culture
MATTHEW SCHNEIDER-MAYERSON
Paper $27.50

**To Flourish or Destruct**
A Personalist Theory of Human Goods, Motivations, Failure, and Evil
CHRISTIAN SMITH
Cloth $45.00

**The Challenger Launch Decision**
Risky Technology, Culture, and Deviance at NASA
DIANE VAUGHAN
With a New Preface
Paper $26.00

**Black Metropolis**
A Study of Negro Life in a Northern City
ST. CLAIR DRAKE and HORACE R. CAYTON
With a New Foreword by Mary Pattillo
Paper $40.00

**Edible Memory**
The Lure of Heirloom Tomatoes and Other Forgotten Foods
JENNIFER A. JORDAN
Cloth $26.00

**The Legendary Detective**
The Private Eye in Fact and Fiction
JOHN WALTON
Cloth $25.00

**Heat Wave**
A Social Autopsy of Disaster in Chicago
ERIC KLINENBERG
With a New Preface
Paper $18.00

**Forthcoming in 2016**

**Summoned**
Religious Life in an Orthodox Jewish Neighborhood
IDDO TAVOR
Paper $27.50

**Scenes**
Culture and Place
DANIEL AARON SILVER and TERRY NICHOLS CLARK
Paper $35.00

**The Seductions of Quantification**
Measuring Human Rights, Gender Violence, and Sex Trafficking
SALLY ENGLE MERRY
Chicago Series in Law and Society
Paper $25.00

**Law, Labor, and England’s Great Transformation**
MARC W. STEINBERG
Paper $35.00

**Music/City**
American Festivals and Placemaking in Austin, Nashville, and Newport
JONATHAN R. WYNN
Paper $30.00

**Now in paperback**

**Manufacturing Morals**
The Values of Silence in Business School Education
MICHEL ANTEBY
Paper $19.00

**Saving Babies?**
The Consequences of Newborn Genetic Screening
STEFAN TIMMERMAN and MARA BUCHBINDER
Fieldwork Encounters and Discoveries
Paper $18.00

**Getting Your Way**
Strategic Dilemmas in the Real World
JAMES M. JASPER
Paper $20.00

**Becoming Mead**
The Social Process of Academic Knowledge
DANIEL R. HUEBNER
Paper $35.00

**The View of Life**
Four Metaphysical Essays with Journal Aphorisms
GEORG SIMMEL
Translated by John A. Y. Andrews and Donald N. Levine, with an Introduction by Donald N. Levine and Daniel Silver
Paper $24.00

Visit our booth for a 20% discount on these and related books.
Delve into GROUNDBREAKING RESEARCH in our SOCIOLOGY JOURNALS
Visit us at booth #503

AMERICAN JOURNAL of SOCIOLOGY
SAVE MORE THAN 20% WITH YOUR ASA DISCOUNT: $62.00 • $48.00
journal.uchicago.edu/ajs

Established in 1895 as the first U.S. scholarly journal in its field, the American Journal of Sociology (ajs) remains a leading voice for analysis and research in the social sciences. The journal presents pathbreaking work from all areas of sociology, with an emphasis on theory building and innovative methods.

Recently published in AJS: “Why Do Liberals Drink Lattes?” (March 2015)

CRIME and JUSTICE
SAVE 20% WITH CODE “ASA20” RATES START AT $65.00 • $52.00
journal.uchicago.edu/cj

CURRENT ANTHROPOLOGY
SAVE 20% WITH CODE “ASA20” RATES START AT $46.00 • $36.80
journal.uchicago.edu/ca

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT and CULTURAL CHANGE
SAVE 20% WITH CODE “ASA20” RATES START AT $66.00 • $54.40
journal.uchicago.edu/edcc

JOURNAL of POLITICAL ECONOMY
SAVE 20% WITH CODE “ASA20” RATES START AT $66.00 • $52.80
journal.uchicago.edu/jpe

SIGNS: A JOURNAL of WOMEN in CULTURE and SOCIETY
SAVE 20% WITH CODE “ASA20” RATES START AT $54.00 • $43.20
journal.uchicago.edu/signs

SIGNS and SOCIETY
OPEN ACCESS
journal.uchicago.edu/sas

THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO PRESS JOURNALS
Subscribe at journals.uchicago.edu, or by calling (877) 765-1879 (US & Canada) or (773) 702-1547 (intl). Taxes & shipping may apply. Offer expires 12/31/15, and excludes student subscriptions.
New from Temple University Press—Booth #415
30% conference discount*

Imagined Liberation
Xenophobia, Citizenship, and Identity in South Africa, Germany and Canada
HERIBERT ADAM and KOGILA MOODLEY

New in Paperback
The Concept of the Social in Uniting the Humanities and Social Sciences
MICHAEL BROWN

Not from Here
A Memoir
ALLAN G. JOHNSON

Knowledge LTD
Toward a Social Logic of the Derivative
RANDY MARTIN

The Identity Dilemma
Social Movements and Collective Identity
EDITED BY AIDAN MCGARRY and JAMES M. JASPER

Illness or Deviance?
Drug Courts, Drug Treatment, and the Ambiguity of Addiction
JENNIFER MURPHY

New in Paperback
The NFL
Critical and Cultural Perspectives
EDITED BY THOMAS P. OATES and ZACK FURNESS

Rebuilding Community after Katrina
Transformative Education in the New Orleans Planning Initiative
EDITED BY KEN REARDON and JOHN FORESTER

New in Paperback
The Risk Society Revisited
Social Theory and Governance
EUGENE A. ROSA, ORTWIN RENN, and AARON M. MCCRIGHT

Ghosts of Organizations Past
Communities of Organization as Settings for Change
DAN RYAN

American Heathens
The Politics of Identity in a Pagan Religious Movement
JENNIFER SNOOK

New in Paperback
Down and Out in Los Angeles and Berlin
The Sociospatial Exclusion of Homeless People
JURGEN VON MAHS

New in Paperback
Contemporary Social Constructionism
Key Themes
DARIN WEINBERG

Forthcoming
Walking in Cities
Quotidian Mobility as Urban Theory, Method, and Practice
EDITED BY EVRICK BROWN and TIMOTHY SHORTELL

Life in and against the Odds
Debts of Freedom and the Speculative Roots of U.S. Culture
HEIDI HOECHST

Vanishing Eden
White Construction of Memory, Meaning, and Identity in a Racially Changing City
MICHAEL T. Maly and HEATHER M. DAMAGE

A Guilted Age
Apologies for the Past
ASHRAF H. A. RUSHDY

Unsettled
Cambodian Refugees in the New York City Hyperghetto
ERIC TANG

The Audacity of Hoop
Basketball and the Age of Obama
ALEXANDER WOLFF
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ZONES OF REBELLION
Kurdish Insurgents and the Turkish State
AYSEGUL AYDIN AND CEM EMRENCE
$39.95 cloth

VOICES IN THE BAND
A Doctor, Her Patients, and How the Outlook on AIDS Care Changed from Doomed to Hopeful
SUSAN C. BALL
$27.95 cloth | ILR Press | The Culture and Politics of Health Care Work

NEW IN PAPERBACK
HOUSEHOLD ACCOUNTS
Working-Class Family Economies in the Interwar United States
SUSAN PORTER BENSON
$24.95 paper

OUR LADY OF THE ROCK
Vision and Pilgrimage in the Mojeve Desert
LISA BITEL
$24.95 paper

PUBLIC HOUSING MYTHS
Perception, Reality, and Social Policy
EDITED BY NICHOLAS DAGEN BLOOM, FRITZ UMBACH, AND LAWRENCE J. VALE
$22.95 paper

THE CONSUMING TEMPLE
Jews, Department Stores, and the Consumer Revolution in Germany, 1880–1940
PAUL LERNER
$39.95 cloth

BETTER MUST COME
Exiting Homelessness in Two Global Cities
MATTHEW D. MARR
$24.95 paper | ILR Press

CLASS DIVIDE
Yale ’64 and the Conflicted Legacy of the Sixties
HOWARD GILLETTE JR.
$29.95 cloth

ISLAM IN SAUDI ARABIA
DAVID COMMINS
$19.95 paper

NEW IN PAPERBACK
TRANSCENDING CAPITALISM
Visions of a New Society in Modern American Thought
HOWARD BRICK
$29.95 paper

“NO ONE HELPED”
Kitty Genovese, New York City, and the Myth of Urban Apathy
MARIA M. GALLO
$24.95 paper

A WORLD OF WORK
Imagined Manuals for Real Jobs
EDITED BY ILANA GERSHON
$19.95 paper | ILR Press

CLASS DIVIDE
Yale ’64 and the Conflicted Legacy of the Sixties
HOWARD GILLETTE JR.
$29.95 cloth

THE ORIGINS OF RIGHT TO WORK
Antilabor Democracy in Nineteenth-Century Chicago
CEDRIC DE LEON
$24.95 paper | ILR Press

“GETTING BY”
Class and State Formation among Chinese in Malaysia
DONALD M. NONINI
$27.95 paper

WHERE THE RIVER BURNED
Carl Stokes and the Struggle to Save Cleveland
DAVID STRADLING AND RICHARD STRADLING
$29.95 cloth

LABOR RELATIONS IN A GLOBALIZING WORLD
HARRY C. KATZ, THOMAS A. KOCHAN, AND ALEXANDER J. S. COVLIN
$49.95 paper | ILR Press

MAKING AND UNMAKING NATIONS
War, Leadership, and Genocide in Modern Africa
SCOTT STRAUS
$26.95 paper

Please visit us at booth 600
NEWLY RELEASED AND UPCOMING FALL TITLES

THEORY CAN BE MORE THAN IT USED TO BE
Learning Anthropology’s Method in a Time of Transition
Edited by Dominic Boyer, James D. Faubion, and George E. Marcus
$23.95 paper

FRENCH SOCIOLOGY
JOHAN HEILBRON
$27.95 paper

THE DEVIL’S CHAIN
Prostitution and Social Control in Partitioned Poland
KELY STAUTER-HALSTED
$39.95 cloth

GANGS OF RUSSIA
From the Streets to the Corridors of Power
SVETLANA STEPHENSON
$22.95 paper

WAR, STATES, AND CONTENTION
A Comparative Historical Study
SIDDY TARROW
$27.95 paper

WOMEN WITHOUT MEN
Single Mothers and Family Change in the New Russia
JENNIFER UTRATA
$29.95 paper

NEW IN PAPERBACK
UNDER THE SURFACE
Fracking, Fortunes, and the Fate of the Marcellus Shale
TOM WILBER
$19.95 paper

UNKNOTTING THE HEART
Unemployment and Therapeutic Governance in China
JIE YANG
$24.95 | ILR Press

BUILDING CHINA
Informal Work and the New Precariat
SARAH SWIDER
$22.95 paper | ILR Press

EVERYDAY LIFE PRACTICES OF MUSLIMS IN EUROPE
Edited by ERKAN TOGUSLU
$55.00 paper | Leuven University Press | Current Issues in Islam

STORIES OF HOUSE AND HOME
Soviet Apartment Life during the Khrouchtchev Years
CHRISTINE VARGA-HARRIS
$49.95 cloth

INEQUALITY, UNCERTAINTY, AND OPPORTUNITY
The Varied and Growing Role of Finance in Labor Relations
Edited by CHRISTIAN E. WELLER
$29.95 paper | ILR Press | LERA Research Volumes

Please visit us and browse our titles at booth 600
Monday, August 24

The length of each daytime session/meeting activity is one hour and forty minutes, unless noted otherwise. The usual turnover is as follows:

8:30am-10:10am
10:30am-12:10pm
12:30pm-2:10pm
2:30pm-4:10pm
4:30pm-6:10pm

Session presiders and committee chairs are requested to see that sessions and meetings end on time to avoid conflicts with subsequent activities scheduled into the same room.

7:00 am Meetings

Section on Aging and the Life Course Council Meeting (to 8:15am) -- Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4J, Fourth Floor
Section on Body and Embodiment Council Meeting (to 8:15am) -- Palmer House Hilton, Congress, Third Floor
Section on Children and Youth Council Meeting (to 8:15am) -- Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4L, Fourth Floor
Section on Consumers and Consumption Council Meeting (to 8:15am) -- Palmer House Hilton, Ashland, Third Floor
Section on Labor and Labor Movements Council Meeting (to 8:15am) -- Palmer House Hilton, Indiana, Third Floor
Section on Medical Sociology Council Meeting (to 8:15am) -- Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4L, Fourth Floor
Section on Methodology Council Meeting (to 8:15am) -- Palmer House Hilton, Harvard, Third Floor
Section on Sociology of Culture Council Meeting (to 8:15am) -- Palmer House Hilton, Cresthill, Third Floor

8:00 am Meetings

2016 Program Committee (to 11:00am) -- Hilton Chicago, Boulevard C, Second Floor

8:30 am Meetings

2016 Public Understanding of Sociology Award Selection Committee -- Hilton Chicago, Pullman Boardroom, Fourth Floor
2016 W.E.B. DuBois Award for Distinguished Scholarship Selection Committee -- Hilton Chicago, McCormick Boardroom, Fourth Floor
American Sociological Review Editorial Board -- Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4C, Fourth Floor
Committee on the Status of Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual and Transgendered Persons in Sociology -- Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4H, Fourth Floor

8:30 am Sessions

309. Thematic Session. Adolescent Sexualities in Context
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom A, Lobby Level
Session Organizer and Presider: Peggy C. Giordano, Bowling Green State University
Panel: Ann Meier, University of Minnesota
   Peggy C. Giordano, Bowling Green State University
   Stephen T. Russell, University of Arizona
   Lorena Garcia, University of Illinois at Chicago
Recognizing limits of the “problem behavior” perspective on adolescent sexuality, panel members explore individual, relationship, and broader contextual (school, neighborhood) influences on sexual experiences and their impact on well-being. One panelist explores how these contextual factors matter for understanding later mental health, while another focuses on variability in the character of these experiences (casual sexual experience, involvement in concurrent relationships) as influences on young adult relationship dynamics (including relationship satisfaction, intimate partner violence). Two panelists draw more explicit links to policy: one suggests the need to move beyond the focus on issues of identity and family support to consider how structural conditions (of schools, but also political climate) make a difference for understanding LGBTQ health and well-being. A fourth panelist uses the example of Chicago’s new school-based sex education initiative to highlight ways in which intersections of race/ethnicity, gender, and sexuality necessarily complicate the successful implementation of a broad-based curriculum.
310. Thematic Session. Sexualities in the Penal World
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom B, Lobby Level
Session Organizer and Presider: Megan Lee Comfort, RTI International
Panel: Jessica Fields, San Francisco State University
Valerie Jenness, University of California-Irvine
Erin M. Kerrison, University of Pennsylvania
Laura Beth Nielsen, American Bar Foundation and Northwestern University
Jay W. Borchert, University of Michigan
Discussant: Megan Lee Comfort, RTI International
In correctional facilities in the United States, the expression of sexuality is framed as problematic and requiring heavy censorship, and sexual behavior is prohibited and considered as grounds for further punishment. This Thematic Session delves into this repressive environment to illuminate how incarcerated people think about, enact, and manage sexuality. Presenters will explore the questions and insights that arise when conducting participatory sexuality research with women in jail; the challenges facing transgender prisoners as they navigate a highly binary, genitalia-based classification system; how the Prison Rape Elimination Act has in turn eliminated possibilities for consensual sex among prisoners; and the repercussions of formerly incarcerated queer women constructing heteronormative households in an effort to conform to parole officers’ expectations.

311. Thematic Session. Sexuality and Space or Place
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom C, Lobby Level
Session Organizer: Amy L. Stone, Trinity University
Presider: Eve Ilana Shapiro, University of California-Santa Barbara
Panel: Japonica Brown-Saracino, Boston University
Amin Ghaziani, University of British Columbia
Amy L. Stone, Trinity University
Katherine McFarland Bruce, Elon University
Discussant: Eve Ilana Shapiro, University of California-Santa Barbara
This panel reflects on the organization of sexualities within different kinds of spaces and places, including ephemeral and transformed spaces. From the Pride parade to the gay neighborhood, this panel considers the role of different spaces in supporting and cultivating sexual cultures. This panel engages with questions of sexuality and space with attention to the ephemerality of some queer spaces.

312. Thematic Session. Where is the Sex in Sexuality Studies?
Hilton Chicago, Williford C, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Juan J. Battle, City University of New York-Graduate Center
Panel: Gloria Gonzalez-Lopez, University of Texas-Austin
Angeline Harris, Marquette University
Antonio (Jay) Pastrana, City University of New York-John Jay College
Tanya Saunders, The Ohio State University
This session will explore the question of whether and how we inquire and write about sexual practices in sociological research. Beyond identity and attractionality, how does behavior – sex – enter into this particular dialogue of sexuality studies? Special attention will be paid to how researchers have studied and can study the intersection(s) of sexuality and race. More specifically, when dealing with these issues, how has the field interrogated experiences of racial and sexual minorities? What are ways that these unique populations are being empowered, pathologized, or both? What populations are not being considered? What are the unexplored questions? In this session, leading scholars in the field will examine how these questions (and answers) can be better incorporated into our research, teaching, and (professional) service.

313. Special Session. Audits and Field Experiments
Hilton Chicago, PDR 2, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: S. Michael Gaddis, University of Michigan
Résumé Audits in Unconventional Contexts: Auditing Chinese State-Owned Enterprises and Elite U.S. Law Firms. András Tilcsik, University of Toronto
The Stigma of Place: Choosing a Socially Relevant Definition of Neighborhood in an Experimental Audit Study. Max Besbris, Jacob William Faber, and Peter M. Rich, New York University
By Any Other Name: Two Experiments to Examine Perceptions of Race and Social Class from Names. S. Michael Gaddis, University of Michigan
Discussant: Raj Andrew Ghoshal, Goucher College
Audit studies and other field experiments allow researchers to make strong causal claims and explore questions that are often difficult to answer with observational data. These experiments have grown in popularity, particularly to examine different types of discrimination, with the rise of online applications for housing and employment. In recent years, sociologists, economists, and political scientists have implemented creative and influential computerized field experiments. However, the learning curve for designing and implementing these experiments online can be quite steep, despite appearing to be a simple and cheap alternative to traditional experiments. In this panel, experienced scholars will share insights from both their success and failures in designing and implementing audits and other field experiments. In addition, the scholars will discuss new techniques and cutting-edge methods in this area.
314. Special Session. Patriarchy Revisited  
**Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-5, Lower Level**

Session Organizer: *Paula England*, New York University  
Presider: *Nancy Folbre*, University of Massachusetts  
Panel: *Sylvia Walby*, Lancaster University  
  *Heidi I. Hartmann*, Institute for Women's Policy Research  
  *Nancy Folbre*, University of Massachusetts  

The concept of patriarchy played a central role in the resurgence of feminist theory in the 1970s and 1980s. Since then, however, use of the concept has waned, discouraged by post-modernist critiques and displaced by new waves of more empirically oriented gender analysis. Panelists will discuss these questions: What does it mean to describe some aspects of economic and social structure as patriarchal? Is the overarching concept of patriarchy still useful for understanding gender inequality? If so, what aspects of patriarchy have the most important effects today and what does this suggest feminist activists and policy makers should focus on? How can scholars analyze differences across space and over time in patriarchal systems embedded in a global capitalist economy?

315. Special Session. Race and Policing Post-Ferguson  
**Hilton Chicago, Marquette Room, Third Floor**

Session Organizer: *Devah Pager*, Harvard University  
Panel: *Lawrence W. Sherman*, University of Pennsylvania  
  *Nikki Jones*, University of California-Berkeley  
  *Jennifer Eberhardt*, Stanford University  

This session grapples with the issues of race and policing in the post-Ferguson era. How can we understand the individual and organizational processes that lead to fatal encounters between the police and civilians, and how can we explain the disproportionate policing of young black men? How do young men and women of color experience policing in their communities and how do these interactions shape their outlook and sense of opportunity? Drawing on perspectives from criminology, ethnography, and social psychology, our panelists will open a conversation about these pressing social concerns.

316. Special Session. The 50th Anniversary of the Voting Rights Act and the Future of American Democracy  
**Hilton Chicago, Waldorf Room, Third Floor**

Session Organizer and Presider: *Jeff Manza*, New York University  
Panel: *Frances Fox Piven*, City University of New York  
  *Ellen Katz*, University of Michigan  
  *Kareem Crayton*, Duke University  
  *Pamela Karlan*, Stanford University  

The right to vote is fundamental in a democratic society, one which gives meaning and power to all other rights. The Voting Rights Act (VRA) of 1965 was a crowning achievement of the civil rights movement, finally establishing the right to vote for all American citizens. Yet the VRA has had a tortured history in the hands of federal courts, partisan legislators and district gerrymandering. More recently, campaigns to restrict access to the ballot for minority and poor citizens have been widespread across America, suggesting that 50 years after its passage the VRA and the right to vote still continues to be a contested question. This panel will discuss the future of the VRA and voting rights in America.

**Hilton Chicago, Williford A, Third Floor**

Session Organizer: *Tomas R. Jimenez*, Stanford University  
Critics: *Dina G. Okamoto*, Indiana University  
  *Edward E. Telles*, Princeton University  
  *John Strentny*, University of California-San Diego  
Author: *G. Cristina Mora*, University of California-Berkeley

318. Policy and Research Workshop. Conducting Community-Based Participatory Research (CBPR) to Address Health Inequities  
**Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4A, Fourth Floor**

Session Organizer and Leader: *Ethel G. Nicdao*, University of the Pacific  

CBPR is an approach to research that involves community-academic partnerships. One of the main tenets of CBPR is that community partners are active contributors to the research process. The purpose of the workshop is to provide a brief overview of CBPR, and discuss the application of CBPR in social science research. Panelists (Sonia Bettez & Julie Lucero, University of New Mexico; Michael Muhammad, University of Michigan; and Maya Magarati, University of Washington) will share their insights on the rewards, challenges, and limitations of CBPR; considerations of qualitative and quantitative methods; and the role of sociologists in framing the social contexts that emerge in addressing health disparities, improving health status, and health equity. Finally, to encourage audience participation, the workshop will include a small group exercise on using CBPR to define the policy objective related to a specific social problem.
319. Teaching Workshop. Incorporating Disability in Intersectional Pedagogy  
Hilton Chicago, PDR 3, Third Floor  
Session Organizers: Heather Powers Albanesi and Abby L. Ferber, University of Colorado-Colorado Springs  
Leader: Heather Powers Albanesi, University of Colorado-Colorado Springs  
Co-Leader: Abby L. Ferber, University of Colorado-Colorado Springs  
The teaching workshop is designed for faculty and future faculty who teach about inequalities through an intersectional lens. Disabilities are often the most tangential and marginalized system of oppression and privilege in intersectional courses. As experienced faculty who have long taught about these subjects and value an intersectional perspective, we have engaged in a multi-year process of incorporating disabilities into our own, and our colleagues’, pedagogy. We will discuss the process of curriculum transformation we organized on our campus, insights gained from working with a leading expert in the field of disabilities studies, the development of a graduate certificate in disability studies, and the ways in which we have brought disability studies into our own courses, especially our sexuality classes. Afraid you don’t have the expertise, experience or medical knowledge to incorporate disability into your own intersectional pedagogy? This interactive workshop will offer tips and strategies for getting started.

320. Minority Fellowship Program (MFP)  
Professional Development Workshop. Getting a Grant When You Study Diversity-Related Topics  
Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4K, Fourth Floor  
Session Organizers: Jean H. Shin and Beth Floyd, American Sociological Association  
Co-Leaders: Jean H. Shin and Roberta M. Spalter-Roth, American Sociological Association  
This workshop focuses on the grant-getting process, based on ten+ years of successful and unsuccessful proposals analyzing under-represented minority (URM) career trajectories in sociology including issues such as mentoring, inclusion, and publishing. The workshop will discuss steps in the grant process—the statement of the problem, the need for a compelling concept, and the use of data to bolster arguments. Hints will be given on proposal styles, and when to use emotion. Workshop participants will be encouraged to discuss their on-going proposals and to receive feedback.

Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4M, Fourth Floor  
Session Organizers: Kathryn Marie Nowotny, University of Colorado-Boulder; Jacqueline Henke, Purdue University; and Crystal Bedley, State University of New Jersey-Rutgers  
Panel: Christopher Uggen, University of Minnesota  
Lisa Wade, Occidental College  
Valerie L. Chepp, Hamline University  
Sarah M. Ovink, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University  
Lester H. Andrist, University of Maryland

322. Regular Session. Feminist Thought/Theory  
Hilton Chicago, PDR 1, Third Floor  
Session Organizer: Smitha Radhakrishnan, Wellesley College  
Presider: Markella Rutherford, Wellesley College  
Bodies of the State: What Condoleezza Rice and Michelle Obama Share in Common. Simone Drake, The Ohio State University  
Contempt as Discursive Violence: A Feminist Sociological Analysis. Ginna Hustig, Boise State University  
The Digital Mother. Kara M. Van Cleaf, City University of New York-Graduate Center  
is there a Queer Democracy? Or stop Looking Straight: Benazir Bhutto and the Hetero-erotics of Democracy. Moon Charania, Georgia State University  
Discussant: Markella Rutherford, Wellesley College

323. Regular Session. Globalization  
Palmer House Hilton, Hancock Parlor, Sixth Floor  
Session Organizer: Mauro F. Guillen, University of Pennsylvania  
Presider: Nitsan Chorev, Brown University  
Punctuated Globalization: Legal Developments and Globalization in Healthcare. Carol Heimer, Northwestern University  
The Effect of Global Economic and Environmental Pressures in the Case of National Park Expansion. Natasha Miric, University of California-Irvine  
Translation in Action: Global and Local Templates in Kenyan Technology Entrepreneurship. Tim Weiss, Zeppelin University; Klaus Weber, Northwestern University  
Wealth and Pollution Inequalities of Global Trade: A Network and Input-Output Approach. Christina Prell, Kuishuang Feng, and Laixiang Sun, University of Maryland  
Discussant: Nitsan Chorev, Brown University
324. Regular Session. Group Processes 2
Palmer House Hilton, Grant Park Parlor, Sixth Floor
Session Organizer: David M. Melamed, The Ohio State University
Competition for Group Members and the Provision of Public Goods: Inequality, Social Welfare, Matthew Effects. Brent Simpson, University of South Carolina; Ozan Aksoy, Oxford University
How Chiefdom and Early State Social Structure Resolve Collective Action Problems. David Wilber, University of South Carolina; Pamela E. Emanuelson, North Dakota State University; Yamilette Chacon, James Madison University; Richard John Chacon, Winthrop University
How Collective and Individual Perspectives Can Clarify the Size Dilemma in Linear Public Goods Dilemmas. Daniel B. Shank, Yoshihisa Kashima, University of Melbourne; Saam Saber, Thomas Gale, and Michael Kirley, University of Melbourne
Occupational Sex-segregation, Workplace Interactions, and Chronic Physiological Stress Response. Bianca Manago and Catherine J. Taylor, Indiana University
Doing Gender in Subordinate Roles: Public and Private Displays of Status. Trenton D. Mize, Indiana University
Discussant: Jessica L. Collett, University of Notre Dame

325. Regular Session. Housing Choice, Neighborhood Quality and Doubling Up
Palmer House Hilton, Price Room, Fifth Floor
Session Organizer: Ruby Mendenhall, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Drifting into Neighborhoods: Social Ties and Residential Decisions. Elliot Weininger, State University of New York-Brockport; Annette Lareau, University of Pennsylvania
Finding a Place: Examining Low-Income Latinos’ Housing Choices. Laura Ilene Carrillo, Northwestern University
When Mothers Can’t Pay the Cost to be the Boss: Doubled-Up Mothers’ Desires for Residential Independence. Hope Harvey, Harvard University
The Spillover Effects of HOPE VI Redevelopment on Neighborhood Income and Racial Composition. Laura M. Tach and Allison Dwyer Emory, Cornell University
Discussant: Tennille Nicole Allen, Lewis University

326. Regular Session. National Perspectives on Racism and Anti-Racism
Hilton Chicago, Lake Huron, Eighth Floor
Session Organizer: Charles A. Gallagher, La Salle University
Presider: Steve Garner, Open University
Colorblind and Callous Critiques: Racial Discourse and Identity Construction in Debates on the War on Drugs. Michael Rosino and Matthew W. Hughey, University of Connecticut
Confronting White Ignorance: Will Disrupting Colorblind Logic Produce Antiracism among Whites? Jennifer C. Mueller, Skidmore College

327. Regular Session. Politics of Participation: Inclusion and Exclusion
Hilton Chicago, Joliet Room, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Gregory Hooks, McMaster University
Presider: Jen Heerwig, State University of New York-Stony Brook
Making Democracy Real: Participatory Governance in Urban Latin America. Gabriel Bodin Hetland, University of California-Berkeley
Women’s Political Culture and Political Participation:. Mohammad H. Panahi, University of Allameh-Tabataba’ee
The Partisanship and Ideology of the American Corporate Inner Circle: Evidence from Political Donations, 1982-2000. Jen Heerwig, State University of New York-Stony Brook; Joshua Murray, Vanderbilt University
Modalities of Collective Sovereignty in Muslim-Majority Countries: Findings from Comparative Historical Research and Cross-National Values Surveys. Mansoor Moaddel, University of Maryland

328. Regular Session. Race, Class, and Gender in Global Media Today: Representations and Associations
Palmer House Hilton, Kimball, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Clara E Rodriguez, Fordham University
Middle-Class Young-Adults and Audience Reception in Television’s Third Golden Age. Michael Wayne, University of Virginia
Narrative Normativity: A Qualitative Textual Analysis of Gender and Sexuality in Two Console Games. Amanda Jacqueline Turner, University of North Dakota
Honour Killings and Family Murders in the Canadian Press. Eran Shor, McGill University
Discussant: Ronald N. Jacobs, State University of New York-Albany
329. Regular Session. Social Psychology  
Hilton Chicago, PDR 4, Third Floor  
Session Organizer and Presider: Marta Elliott, University of Nevada-Reno  
Being Authentically Native American: Identity Non-Verification, Identity Change, and Social Structure among New Indians. Michelle Renee Jacobs, State University of New York-Plattsburgh; David M. Merolla, Wayne State University  
Self-Sentiments, Identity, and the Psychological Well-being of Victims and Survivors. Kaitlin Mary Boyle, University of Georgia  
Stigma Management of Mental Illness: Effects of Discrimination and Identification on Psychological Well-Being. Marta Elliott and Michael J. Doane, University of Nevada-Reno  
The Science Identity and Entering a Science Occupation. Jan E. Stets, University of California-Riverside; Philip S. Brenner, University of Massachusetts-Boston; Peter J. Burke, University of California-Riverside; Richard T. Serpe, Kent State University  
The Tie That Binds: An Exchange Theory of Network Retention. Scott V. Savage, University of California-Riverside  

330. Regular Session. Social Theory: Methods and Practice  
Palmer House Hilton, Salon 6, Third Floor  
Session Organizer and Presider: Noah P. Mark, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill  
The Structure of Contingency. Ivan Ermakoff, University of Wisconsin-Madison  
Colligation and Concept Construction. Richard Swedberg, Cornell University  
Domine, Unde Venis Et Quo Vadis? Nachman Ben-Yehuda, Hebrew University  
America! America? The Appropriations of French Sociology in the USA (1970 - 2009). Etienne Ollion, Université de Strasbourg; Andrew Abbott, University of Chicago  

Hilton Chicago, Williford B, Third Floor  
Session Organizer: Regina Dell-Amen, University of Arizona  
Presiders: Ann L. Mullen, University of Toronto; Melanie Jones Gast, DePaul University  
Fake It ‘Til You Make It: Why Community College Students’ Aspirations Hold Steady. Kelly J. Nielsen, University of California-San Diego  
The Social Construction of the First-Generation College Student: Classification, Identity, and Struggles over Symbolic Boundaries. Tina M. Wildhagen, Smith College  
Transitioning into the Middle Class after College: Hidden Injuries and Partial Mobility. Elizabeth M. Lee, Ohio University  

Palmer House Hilton, Salon 10, Third Floor  
Session Organizer: Shyon S. Baumann, University of Toronto  
A Post-Bourdieuian Sociology of Valuation and Evaluation for the Field of Cultural Production. Stefan Beljean and Phillipa K Chong, Harvard University  
Girls’ Best Friend Born in a Lab? The Role of Ritual in Production Process Conservatism. Jae-Kyung Ha and Renee Richardson Gosline, Massachusetts Institute of Technology  
Superiority or Self-Verification?: Private and Personal Chefs Drawing Boundaries between Themselves and their Clients. Alexandra (Ali) Olympia Hendley, Murray State University  
Wayward Elites: From Social Reproduction to Social Restoration at a Therapeutic Boarding School. Jessica Ann Pfaffendorf, University of Arizona  

333. Regular Session. Sociology of Work II: Culture and Control  
Hilton Chicago, Lake Ontario, Eighth Floor  
Session Organizer: Steven Vallias, Northeastern University  
Presider: Christine L. Williams, University of Texas-Austin  
The Walk-In Closet: Gay Work Culture in a Neoliberal Organization. David Orzechowicz, University of California-Davis  
Control from on High: Cloud-based Deskilling on the Immaterial Production Line. Michael Louis Siciliano, University of California-Los Angeles  
Matching Up: Producing Proximal Service in a Los Angeles Restaurant. Eli Wilson, University of California-Los Angeles  
Working at the Candy Factory: The Rewards, Costs, and Cycles of Enchantment of Record Industry Careers. Alexandre Frenette, Arizona State University  
Discussant: Christine L. Williams, University of Texas-Austin  

334. Regular Session. Technology  
Palmer House Hilton, Buckingham Room, Fifth Floor  
Session Organizer and Presider: Edward J. Hackett, Arizona State University  
Collaborating On-Line: An Analysis of Linux Developer Communication Networks. John VP McLevey, University of Waterloo  
Post-Enlightenment Management: the Scientific Persuasion of Users. Carla Iten, University of Illinois at Chicago  
Raiding for Respect: How Masculinity Shapes Play in MMORPGs. Zek Cypress Valkyrie, University of Colorado-Colorado Springs  
Toward a Theory of Grey Boxes. Matthew John Cousineau, Auburn University
### 335. Regular Session. Varieties of Asian American Experience: Qualitative Investigations

**Palmer House Hilton, Salon 5, Third Floor**

Session Organizer: Dina G. Okamoto, Indiana University  
President: Rhacel Salazar Parrenas, University of Southern California  
Morals on the Move: Immigration, Class, and Elderly Care. Yu-Kang Fan, University of Southern California  
Negotiating Race and Masculinity across Borders: A Transnational Examination of Korean American Masculinities. Stephen Cho Suh, University of Minnesota

### 336. Section on Body and Embodiment Roundtable

**Session and Business Meeting**

**Palmer House Hilton, Salon 3, Third Floor**

8:30-9:30am, Roundtables:  
Session Organizers: Jennifer Haskin, Wayne State University; Joanna Kemper, State University of New Jersey-Rutgers; April M Hudson, Texas State University-San Marcos, Texas; Katie Ann Hasson, University of Southern California

#### Table 1. Bodies in Motion
  
**Table Presider: Liberty Walther Barnes,** University of Cambridge  
Body and Dance in Catholic Charismatic Renewal. *Letícia Rodrigues Teixeira e Silva, Dulce Maria Filgueira de Almeida,* and *Ingrid Dittrich Wiggers,* University of Brasilia  
Dualism, Domination, and the Art of Capoeira. *Fanon John Howell,* University of Massachusetts-Amherst  
The Dances and Their Meanings in the Kalunga Quilombola Community of Goiás, Brazil. *Dulce Maria Filgueira de Almeida,* University of Brasilia; *Rosirene Campelo dos Santos,* State University of Goiás

#### Table 2. Bodily Representations
  
**Table Presider: Shelly Ronen,** New York University  
The Relationship between Religiosity and Body Image: A Longitudinal Analysis. *Stephen Cranney,* University of Pennsylvania; *Krista Cline,* Butler University  
Advertising, PETA and Activism: Analyzing Objectification and Sexualization in Social Justice Causes. *Stephanie Baran,* University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

#### Table 3. Bodies in Motion
  
**Table Presider: Julia Meszaros,** University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh  
Having Fun with It: Women’s Experience of Zumba Fitness. *Tanya A. Nieri,* University of California-Riverside; *Elizabeth Hughes,* University of California-Riverside  
Rethinking the Napoleon Complex: Weight Predicts Aggressive Behavior in Mixed Martial Arts. *Justen Kyle Hamilton,* DePaul University

### Table 4. Bodies and Gender

**Table Presider: Roscoe C. Scarborough,** University of Virginia  
Entering Enemy Territory? Transgender Men and the Problem of Gynecological Care. *Piper Coutinho-Sledge,* University of Chicago  
Life Course Challenges of Transpeople—Beyond Transition. *Andrew Seeber,* University of California-Santa Barbara  
It’s a No-brainer: Navigating Mastectomies and Reconstructive Options. *Piper Coutinho-Sledge,* University of Chicago

### Table 5. Bodies and Identity

**Table Presider: Anne Marie Champagne,** Yale University  
Body of Work: Intersectional Masculine and Feminine Identities. *Laura Freeman,* Rice University  
Protecting What’s Ours: Examining Identity Work and Status among Post-9/11 “Wounded Warriors”. *Sidra J. Montgomery,* University of Maryland  
Weight (Mis)Perception Among Overweight/Obese Teens and Young Adults: Demographic and Psychosocial Explanations. *Lucia Christine Lykke* and *Shanna Brewton-Tayon,* University of Maryland-College Park

### Table 6. Bodily Representations

**Table Presider: Angie C. Henderson,** University of Northern Colorado  
Reproduction and Resistance of Dominant Food-Related Subject Positions in Women’s Healthy Living Magazines and Blogs. *Alexandra Rodney,* University of Toronto  
What’s in a Word? Mutilation and Framing Strategies in the Inactivist Movement. *Amanda Kennedy,* Independent Scholar

### Table 7. Theorizing the Body

**Table Presider: Kiera Duckworth,** State University of New York-Buffalo  
Embodying the Leaky Self. *Alexander I. Stingl,* Drexel University; *Sabrina M Weiss,* Rochester Institute of Technology  
Is there a Sociology of the Body in Brasil? *Dulce Maria Filgueira de Almeida* and *Thais Queiroz e Silva,* University of Brasilia

Intersectional Experience and Bodyweight Satisfaction: A Study of Interaction Effects. *Heather Kristin Covington* and *Charles Peek,* University of Florida

9:30-10:10am, Section on Body and Embodiment Business Meeting
337. Section on Collective Behavior and Social Movements Paper Session. Protest and Violence

Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-3, Lower Level

Session Organizer and Presider: **Gilda Zwerman**, State University of New York-Old Westbury

Forms of Political Violence: A Sociospatial Relational Approach. **Lorenzo Bosi**, European University Institute; **Stefan Malthaner**, Aarhus University

Intersecting Ties, Boundary Deactivation, and Non-Radicalization in the Struggle against the Gaza Pullout. **Eitan Y. Alimi**, Hebrew University

Discussant: **Michael Schwartz**, State University of New York-Stony Brook

338. Section on Communication and Information Technologies Roundtable Session and Business Meeting

Palmer House Hilton, Monroe Ballroom, Sixth Floor

8:30-9:30 am, Roundtables:

Session Organizer: **Erin Evans**, University of California-Irvine

Table 1.

**Table Presider: Andreea Gorbatai**, University of California-Berkeley

The Language of Crowdfunding. **Andreea Gorbatai**, University of California-Berkeley; **Laura K. Nelson**, Northwestern University

Police Innovations and Accountability: Empirically Studying Organizational Change in Canadian Policing. **Carrie B Sanders** and **Crystal Weston**, Wilfrid Laurier University; **Nicole Schott**, University of Toronto

Tweeting the Message: How Online Tools Shape Organizational Perceptions of Effectiveness. **Sarah Gaby**, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill


Table 2.

**Table Presider: Jenny L. Davis**, James Madison University

Curating Social Life. **Jenny L. Davis**, James Madison University

Communicating with the Techno-generalized Other: The Rise of the Micro-Self through Restricted Internet-based Interactions. **Christopher Quiroz**, University of Notre Dame

Self-destruction as Self-preservation: Digital Suicide Notes and the Commemoration of the Self. **Timothy Recuber**, Princeton University

The Intimacy of Strange Friends: On Public and Private Communication on Social Network Sites. **Elke Wagner**, Johannes Gutenberg-University, Mainz; **Martin Stempfhuber** and **Niklas Barth**, University of Hamburg

Table 3.

**Table Presider: Diane H. Felmlee**, Pennsylvania State University


Collective Memory: September 11th Now and Then. **Laura Robinson**, Santa Clara University

Table 4.

**Table Presider: Elizabeth A. Wissinger**, City University of New York-Borough of Manhattan Community College

Fashion Models’ Glamour Labor and the Mediation of Affect. **Elizabeth A. Wissinger**, City University of New York-Borough of Manhattan Community College

Revisiting Material Practices of Symbolic Distinction: Online Fashion Organizations as Mediators of Legitimacy in Fashion. **Iva Petkova**, Davidson College

Table 5.

User ID(%)Examing the Role of Online Interactions in Racial Identity Formation. **David A. Martin**, University of Oregon

The Boyfriend Tag: An Exploration of YouTube Participatory Culture and Gender, Sexual, and Relationship Ideologies. **Trenton James Lee**, University of Michigan

Table 6.

**Table Presiders: Matthew Manierre**, University of Delaware and **Michael Haight**, University of Western Ontario

Gaps in Knowledge: Tracking and Explaining Gender Differences in Health Information Seeking. **Matthew Manierre**, University of Delaware

Barriers to Internet Access: Digital Inequality as Experienced by Residents of Low-Income Housing. **Michael Haight**, **Anabel Quan-Haase**, and **Andrew Nevin**, University of Western Ontario


Table 7.

**Table Presider: Joan M. Donovan**, University of California-San Diego

All the Protestors F-It to Count: Using Drones to Estimate Protest Crowd Size. **Austin Choi-Fitzpatrick**, Central European University

Can You Hear Me Now? Phreaking the Party Line from Operators to Occupy. **Joan M. Donovan**, University of California-San Diego

Google Search as a Measure of Economic and Ethnic Threat in Predicting Right-Wing Mobilization. **Joseph DiGrazia**, Dartmouth College
Monday, August 24, 8:30 am

Table 8.
Critical Mass of Online Space and Blogs for Social Change. Sun Hyoung Lee, Yonsei University
Online Social Movement Action: The Case of Petition Signing. Afife Idil Akin, State University of New York-Stony Brook

Table 9.
Table Presider: Casey Brienza, City University London
Publishing between Profit and Public Value: Academic Books and Open Access Policies. Casey Brienza, City University London
Free and Open Source Communities between Hedonism and Advocacy: Renegotiating the Distinction between Experts and Lays. Daniel Guagnin, Technische Universität Berlin
Does Diversity Create Innovation? Guang Ying Mo, University of Toronto
Glocalization: American Expatriates reconstruct media environment in China. Fan Mai, University of Virginia
This is Not a Picture: Satellite Imagery and Technovisual Authority. Monica M. Brannon, New School for Social Research

9:30-10:10am, Section on Communication and Information Technologies Business Meeting

Palmer House Hilton, Spire Parlor, Sixth Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Mary E. Vogel, University of Manchester
Interrogating the State’s Roles in Today’s Slaveeries. Karen E Bravo, Indiana University
Modern Day Slavery—Lessons from the Past. Monti Datta, University of Richmond
Rights, Corruption, and Human Trafficking: A Fuzzy Set/Qualitative Comparative Analysis. Brian Kelly Polk and Brian Gran, Case Western Reserve University; Robin Shura, Hiram College
Witnessing Modern Slavery. Laura Brace, University of Leicester

340. Section on Consumers and Consumption Paper Session. New Research on Consumers and Consumption
Palmer House Hilton, Salon 1, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Michaela DeSoucey, North Carolina State University
From Ghetto to Global: Two Local Shopping Streets in New York City. Sharon Zukin, City University of New York-Brooklyn College and Graduate Center; Philip Kasinitz, City University of New York-Graduate Center
Patanjali to Lululemon’s Gospel of Sweat: Yoga’s Transformation from Identity Movement to $60 billion Market. Deborah Miriam Brown, Shaz Ansari, and Kamal Munir, University of Cambridge
Gated Consumption, Infant Formula, and China’s Affluent Urban Consumers. Amy Hanser, University of British Columbia; Jialin Camille Li, University of Illinois at Chicago
What’s the Newport Effect? Music Festivals, Touring, and Local Scenes. Jonathan R. Wynn, University of Massachusetts-Amherst; Rodrigo Dominguez Villegas, University of Massachusetts-Amherst

341. Section on Inequality, Poverty and Mobility Invited Session. Inequality and Cultural Processes
Palmer House Hilton, Water Tower Parlor, Sixth Floor
Session Organizer: Michele Lamont, Harvard University
Panel: Douglas S. Massey, Princeton University; Cecilia L. Ridgeway, Stanford University; Donald Tomaskovic-Devey, University of Massachusetts; Michele Lamont, Harvard University; Leslie McCall, Northwestern University

342. Section on International Migration Paper Session. Social Effects of Immigrant Detention, Removal, and Return
Palmer House Hilton, Adams Ballroom, Sixth Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Nestor P. Rodriguez, University of Texas-Austin
Changing Borders: The American Deportation Regime and Returning Migrants in Mexico. Christine Wheatley, University of Texas-Austin
Immigrants’ Experiences with Law Enforcement Authorities in Spain. Maria Aysa-Lastra, Winthrop University
The Mexican Dream? The Effect of Return Migrants on Hometown Development. Benjamin Waddell, Adams State University; Matias Fontenla, University of New Mexico
¿Hoy Marchamos, Mañana Votamos? Effects of Increased Deportations on Latina/os’ Political Engagement. Kelly Birch Maginot, Michigan State University
Discussant: Nestor P. Rodriguez, University of Texas-Austin

343. Section on Medical Sociology Roundtable Session and Business Meeting
Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-2, Lower Level
8:30-9:30am, Roundtables:
Session Organizer: Dennis P. Watson, Indiana University
Session 343, continued
Table 1. Immigration, Migration, and Health
Table Presider: Isaac Omenka, Indiana University-Purdue University-Indianapolis
Immigrant Health Disparities in Historical Perspective: European Migration in the Early 20th Century. Elyas Bakhtiari, Boston University
Internal Migration and the Mental Health of the Older Chinese: Bringing in Migration and Community Perspectives. Qian Song, State University of New York-Albany
Religion, Immigration-related Factors, and Self-rated Health among Asian Americans. Ki Tae Park, University of Hawaii
Unauthorized Status, Stress, and Depressive Symptoms among Mexican Immigrant Women in the United States. San Juanita Edilia Garcia, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill

Table 2. Aging and Health
Table Presider: Erin Adams, Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis

Table 3. Health Disparities
Framing and Naming Health Disparities. Sonia Patricia Bettez, University of New Mexico
Place-Based Variation in Community Behavioral Health. Courtney A. Cuthbertson and Scott Loveridge, Michigan State University
Unseen Geographical Development in Health in Taiwan: A Preliminary Analysis. Meei-Shia Chen, National Cheng Kung University
Age-Adjusted Heart Disease Mortality Rates in Local Communities: Racial and Spatial Disparities and Correlates. Bijou Reid Hunt, Sinai Health System; Maralee Kanin, Rosalind Franklin University

Table 4. Clinical Decision Making
Prognostic Interpellation and the Violence of Hailing. Jennifer Elyse James, University of California-San Francisco
The Ethic of Responsibility: Max Weber's Verstehen and Evidence-Based Clinical Reasoning. Ariane Hanemaayer, Dalhousie University
The Interplay of the Regulatory System and Personal Beliefs on Physicians' Practices. Alicia J. VandeVusse, University of Chicago
(Dys) Functional Diagnosing: Sociological Ambivalence in the Medical and Therapeutic Management of Patients. Jodie Marie Dewey, Concordia University; Melissa M. Gesbeck, Loyola University-Chicago

Table 5. Social Capital, Social Support, and Health
Table Presider: Sirry Alang, University of Minnesota-Twin Cities
Social Relationships and Use of Hypertensive Medicine in China. Ha Ngoc Trinh and Ming Wen, University of Utah
Is Social Support More Salient for African American Well-Being Compared with White Americans? Susan Roxburgh and Paige Bosich, Kent State University

Table 6. Mental and Behavioral Health
Table Presider: Shawn Bauldry, University of Alabama-Birmingham
A Systems Theory Approach to Phenomena in Psychiatric Institutions. Vibeke Klitgaard, University of Lund
Global Scripts for Mental Health: Does World Society Influence Mental Health Services? Andrew Tatch, Mississippi State University
Marginalization and Age of Onset of Major Depressive Disorder: A Hierarchical Data Model. Michaela Kathleen Curran, University of California-Riverside
Social Support and Strain by Relationship Type on Mental Health across the Life Course. Patricia A. Thomas, Purdue University

Table 7. Healthcare Professions I
Table Presider: Melissa M. Gesbeck, Loyola University-Chicago
Occupational Differences in Advance Care Planning: Are Medical and Legal Professionals More Likely to Plan? Deborah Carr, State University of New Jersey-Rutgers; Katherine Y. Lin and Sarah Burgard, University of Michigan
Physician Education and Patient Experience: Exploring the Gap in Medical Education. Elizabeth Anne Luth, State University of New Jersey-Rutgers
Professional Differences in the Internalization of Negative Emotional States among Medical Workers in the NICU. Matthew K. Grace and Jane Schlakohl VanHeuvelen, Indiana University
Table 8. Healthcare Professions II
Table Presider: Seth Donal Hannah, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Can Medical Interpreters Transcend the Medical Gaze? A Case Study of Biopolitical Pervasiveness within Medicine. Anthony Michael Jimenez, University of Minnesota
Education and Professional Status at Work: A Case of Nurses’ Perceptions. Clayton Thomas, Indiana University
More than Gatekeepers: Provider Cultural Capital and Bridging the Primary-Specialist Care Gap. Erin Fanning Madden, University of New Mexico
The Medical Record as Professionalizing Tool. Hyeyoung Oh, City University of New York-Lehman College

Table 9. Social Capital and Subjective Health Assessment
Table Presider: Anthony David Campbell, University of Alabama-Birmingham
Self-Rated Health and Wealth: Evidence from the Miami-Dade Health Survey. Robert J. Johnson, University of Miami; Kryssa Mossakowski, University of Hawai-Manoa; Terrence D. Hill, University of New Mexico
Social Pathways of Health Inequalities in Productivist Welfare Capitalism: A Comparison between Singapore and South Korea. Minhye Kim, National University-Singapore; Mei-Fen Chan, Health Promotion Board; Qiushi Feng, Adeline Seow, Saw Swee, and Joonmo Son, National University-Singapore; Paulin Tay Straughan, University of Singapore

Table 10. Subjective Health Assessment
Table Presider: Hamad Sindhi, City University of New York-Graduate Center
Cross-National Comparison of Self-Rated Health as a Predictor of Mortality in the United States and Canada. James Falconer and Amelie Quesnel-Vallée, McGill University
Lower Self-rated Mental Health Status is Associated with Higher Numbers of Doctor Visits. Katrina Branecky, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
Relationships between Self-Rating Stress Scales and Physiological Stress Measures. Aarti Ramaswami, ESSEC Business School; Marne Arthaud-Day, Kansas State University; Janet P. Near and Joseph Near, Indiana University-Bloomington
Understanding Symptom-Based and Self-Rated Mental Health among Chinese Americans. Kelly Kato, State University of New Jersey-Rutgers

Table 11. Child and Maternal Health
Table Presider: Chelsea Ann Platt, University of Missouri
The Impact of Child Care Regimes on Depression in Europe. Sarah Van de Velde, Ghent University; Rossella Ciccia, University of Rome La Sapienza
The World Bank, Reproductive Health Investment Lending, and Maternal Mortality: Analysis of Sub-Saharan Africa. Carolyn R. Coburn, Michael Restivo, and John M Shandra, State University of New York-Stony Brook

Table 12. Health in Adolescence and Early Adulthood
Table Presider: Elizabeth Jane Ela, University of Michigan
ADHD Labeling, Relationship Status, and Mental Health among Young Adults. Hyeyoung Woo, Lindsey Wilkinson, and Melissa Thompson, Portland State University
Fit One, Fit All? A Critical Evaluation of the Stress Process Model Among African-American Young Adults. Taylor Hargrove, Vanderbilt University
Long Term Consequences of Adolescent Avoidance of Medically Necessary Care. Emily Harris, Purdue University
Residential Goal-Striving Stress and Depressive Symptoms among Rural Youth. Meghan L. Mills, Birmingham Southern College; Karen T Van Gundy, University of New Hampshire

Table 13. Chronic Health Conditions
Table Presider: Virginia A Brown, Howard University
The Disability Tax: The Hidden Burden People with Disabilities and Chronic Illnesses Face Every Day. Sarah Shick, Case Western Reserve University
The Interaction of Human Social Systems and Virus Natural History in the Non-Spreading of HIV. Kirk Dombrowski, University of Nebraska-Lincoln; Bilal Khan, City University of New York-John Jay College

Table 14. Weight, Obesity, and Health
Gender, Race, and the Sigma of Obesity: A New Assessment. Steven E. Barkan, University of Maine
How Much Do Health-Related Behaviors Explain the Relationship between Poverty and Obesity among Mothers? Margaret Michele Gough, University of La Verne; Adam Matthew Lippert, Harvard University
The Waning Association between Education and Weight at Higher Levels of Weight. Gregory Michael Pavela and Joseph Daniel Wolfe, University of Alabama-Birmingham

Table 15. Relationship Status and Health
Table Presider: Jessica Morgan Meyer, Northwestern University
Marriage and the Depressive Symptom Trajectories of Older Mexican-Americans in the United States. Shannon Leigh Sabo, Florida State University
Session 343, continued


Table 17. Healthcare Access and Delivery Structural Implications for Clinical Interactions and the Overlooked Patient. Aaron Franzen, Hope College The Hospital Readmissions Reduction Program as a Clarifying Event for the Distribution of Responsibility in Healthcare. Carly Elizabeth Schall and Richard J Holden, Indiana University-Purdue University-Indianapolis

Table 18. Education and Health Table Presider: Allison Houston, State University of New York-Albany An Education Gradient in Health or a Health Gradient in Education? Jamie L. Lynch, St. Norbert College; Paul von Hippel, University of Texas Diabetes Disparities by Education and Activity Level (NHANES 2007-2010). Kyle Alan Chapman, University of Kansas What Aspect of Education Matters for Early Mortality? Evidence from the High School and Beyond Cohort. John Robert Warren, University of Minnesota; Robert A. Hummer, Melissa Humphries, and Chandra Muller, University of Texas-Austin; Eric Grodsky, University of Wisconsin-Madison


Table 20. Health Risk Table Presider: Jessica Eckhardt, University of Utah Global Risks, Divergent Pandemics: Contrasting Responses to Bubonic Plague and Smallpox in 1901 Cape Town. Alexandre White, Boston University The EMPOWER Project: Empowering Diverse Women at Elevated Risk of Breast Cancer. Tasleem Juana Padamsee, The Ohio State University

Table 21. Race, Class, Gender Intersectionality and Health Table Presider: Michael Allan Halpin, University of Wisconsin-Madison A Multi-level Approach to Racial/Ethnic Health Disparities: Expanding the Racialized-Gendered Social Determinants of Health Model. Emily Steiner, University of Colorado-Boulder Intersectional Race-by-Gender Disparities in Preventive Health Practices among U.S. Adults. Katrina Hauschildt, University of Michigan Race, Gender, and Education: Structural Explanations for Differences in Functional Disability Risk. Patricia M. Morton, Purdue University The Intersecting Health Consequences of Race, Gender, SES and Age: Testing Multiple-Hierarchy Stratification Hypotheses. Tyson H. Brown, Vanderbilt University; Liana Janine Richardson, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill; Taylor Hargrove and Courtney Sinclair Thomas, Vanderbilt University

Table 22. Race, Ethnicity, and Health Table Presider: Sarah M. Rios, University of California-Santa Barbara Motherhood, Ethnicity and Experience: Two Somali Women in Relation to the Finnish Maternity Care. Annika Linnea Lillrank, University of Helsinki Race, Socioeconomic Status, and Health: The Significance of Social Class Discrimination. Courtney Sinclair Thomas, Vanderbilt University Racial/Ethnic Disparities in Treatment Recommendations: Behavioral Modifications for High Cholesterol. Emily Steiner, University of Colorado-Boulder The Relationship between C-reactive Protein and Perceived Everyday Discrimination in Black and White Adults. Heather R Collins-Farmer and Linda A. Wray, Pennsylvania State University

Table 23. Politics, Economic Issues, and Health Table Presider: John Robert Girdwood, Michigan State University Contrasting Associations between Formal and Fringe Credit Use and Health. Lucie Kalousova and Kristin Seefeldt, University of Michigan Exploring Age Cohort Variation in the Mental Health Effects of the Great Recession. Robyn Lewis Brown, DePaul University; Judith A. Richman and Kathleen M. Rospenda, University of Illinois at Chicago
Table 24. Gender, Sexuality, and Health
Table Presider: Holly T. Renzhofer Pappada, Case Western Reserve University
Challenging the Myths of Men’s Mental Health: An Exploration of the Gender Binary. Deno T. Smith, University of Maryland-Baltimore County; Dawne M. Mouzon, State University of New Jersey-Rutgers
Sexual Orientation Disparities in Health across the Life Course: Preliminary Findings from the 2013 NHIS. Elbert P. Almazan, Central Michigan University
Standing Trans Before the Law: Medicalization and Claims of Citizenship. Kyla Bender-Baird, City University of New York-Graduate Center
Technologies and Intimate Norms: Menstrual Management and Menstrual Suppression. Katie Ann Hasson, University of Southern California
Masculine Hegemony and Online Health Information Seeking. Michelle Pannor Silver, University of Toronto

9:30-10:10am, Section on Medical Sociology Business Meeting

344. Section on Organizations, Occupations and Work Paper Session. Sexual Minorities and Work (co-sponsored with Section on Sex and Gender)
Hilton Chicago, Lake Erie, Eighth Floor
Session Organizer: Maura Kelly, Portland State University
Presider: Mary Burke, University of Vermont
A View from the Academe: Lesbian and Gay Faculty and Minority Stress. Raine Dozier, Western Washington University
Discrimination against Queer Women in the U.S. Workforce: A Resume Audit Study. Emma Mishel, New York University

345. Section on Political Economy of the World-System Paper Session. Global Class Relations and the New “Precariat”
Palmer House Hilton, Chicago Room, Fifth Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: William I. Robinson, University of California-Santa Barbara
Class Formation: Transnational Relationships and Modes of Resistance in the Globalized Labor Process. Jason Y. Struna, University of California-Riverside
Global Capitalism and the Caribbean’s New Precariat. Jeb Sprague, University of California-Santa Barbara
Beyond the Border Spectacle: Transnational Class Struggle and Migrant Liminality in the United States. David Feldman, University of California-Santa Barbara
A Hidden Countermovement: The De-Commodification of Welfare in the Global South. Kevan Harris, University of California-Los Angeles; Ben Scully, University of the Witwatersrand
Discussant: Christopher Chase-Dunn, University of California-Riverside

346. Section on Race, Gender and Class Paper Session. Racialized and Gendered Criminalization
Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-1, Lower Level
Session Organizer: Ruth D. Peterson, The Ohio State University
How Judges Think about Racial Disparities. Matthew Clair, Harvard University
Politicized Narratives of Blame: Teens Births and Statutory Rape Laws. Mary Patrice Erdmans, Case Western Reserve University
Race and the Social Construction of Innocence. Angela Stroud, Northland College
The Color of Punishment: African Americans, Skin Tone, and the Criminal Justice System. Ellis Prentis Monk, University of Chicago

347. Section on Racial and Ethnic Minorities Paper Session. Racial and Ethnic Minorities as the New Majority
Hilton Chicago, Lake Michigan, Eighth Floor
Session Organizer: Rodney D. Coates, Miami University
A Minority Majority in Public Schools: What’s New? Amanda Evelyn Lewis, University of Illinois at Chicago
Black Metropolis in the Majority Minority City. Mary E. Pattillo, Northwestern University
The Coming White Minority: Brazilianization or South-Africanization of the United States. Joe R. Feagin, Texas A&M University
Whiter Than Demographics: How U.S. Law Functions as a Mechanism of White Domination Through Changing Times. Wendy Leo Moore, Texas A&M University

348. Section on Sociology of Culture Paper Session. The Materiality of Culture?
Palmer House Hilton, Wabash, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Gianpaolo Baiocchi, New York University
Presider: Hillary Angelo, New York University
Man-on-the-Spotism, Territoriality, and the Materiality of the 19th-Century Thai State: The Case of Thai Forestry. Keerati Chenpittyayon, New School University
Modernism and the Plague. Chandra Mukerji, University of California-San Diego
The Materiality of Disgusting Things. Jason L. Mast, University of Warwick
Discussant: Diana Graizbord, Brown University
349. Section on Sociology of Development Paper Session. Emerging Issues in the Sociology of Development
Palmer House Hilton, Salon 2, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: David L. Brown, Cornell University
How are Global Scientific Norms Made? The Case of the Biosecurity Paradigm. Yu-Ju Chien, University of Minnesota
In-migration, International Migration, Domestic Migration and Indirect Consumption. Scott Thomas Yabiku and Jennifer Elyse Glick, Arizona State University
Mobilizing for Land and Power: Agrarian Land Rights Institutions in Bihar and West Bengal, India. Andre Joshua Nickow, Northwestern University
Religious Fragmentation and Social Disintegration: On the Impact of Evangelical Protestantism in Rural Andean Bolivia. Marygold B. Walsh-Dilley, University of New Mexico
Taking off the “Red Hat” of Chinese Private Entrepreneurs: Corruptive Capitalists, Innovative Collaborators, and Political Opponents. Junmin Wang, University of Memphis

350. Section on Sociology of Education Paper Session. The Changing Educational Landscape
Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-4, Lower Level
Session Organizer: Laura Theresa Hamilton, University of California-Merced
Presider: Mark A. Berends, University of Notre Dame
School Choice, Neighborhood Income, and Educational Heterogeneity. Julia Burdick-Will, Johns Hopkins University
No For-Profits Allowed: How the University of Phoenix Won Accreditation in Arizona. Nidia Isabel Banuelos, University of Chicago
A Decision without Having to Decide: Public School Closure and Quantification. Meg Caven, Brown University
Great Expectations after the Great Recession? Family Economic Shocks and Changing Educational Expectations. Linda Renzulli, University of Georgia; Ashley Brooke Barr, State University of New York-Buffalo
Discussant: Mark A. Berends, University of Notre Dame

351. Section on Sociology of Religion Paper Session. Religion in the Broader Social World
Palmer House Hilton, Salon 12, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: John O’Brien, New York University-Abu Dhabi
Approaches to Religion by Non-Governmental Organizations Working with Formerly Incarcerated People. Nicole Kaufman, Ohio University
Reclaiming the Secular: A Charismatic Christian Fellowship’s Interventions on Secularism in Mexico City. Graham Wilson Hill, University of California-Berkeley
Theologies of the State: The Meiji Restoration and the Emergence of Religious Modernity in Japan. Cole Nicholas Carnesecca, University of Notre Dame
Discussant: Ruth Braunstein, University of Connecticut

352. Theory Section Roundtable Session and Business Meeting
Palmer House Hilton, Crystal, Third Floor
8:30-9:30am, Roundtables:
Session Organizers: Fiona Rose-Greenland, University of Chicago and Daniel Hirschman, University of Michigan
Table 1. Political Sociology
Table President: Benjamin Merriman, University of Chicago
A Stakeholder-Centric Entrepreneurship Perspective on Poverty and Development. Rashedur Chowdhury, University College Dublin; R. Edward Freeman and Saras Sarasvathy, University of Virginia
Rediscovering Riesman: The Tea Party as Inner-Directed Rebellion. David R. Dietrich, Texas State University
Problematizing Secularism: State Secularization through Political Contention in Turkey, Mexico, and France. Doga Kerestecioglu, University of Pennsylvania

Table 2. Durkheim
Table President: Simeon J. Newman, University of Michigan
Anomie’s Eastern Origins: The Buddha’s Indirect Influence on Durkheim’s Understanding of Desire and Suffering. Ryan Gunderson, Michigan State University
Durkheim as an Ideologist of French Republicanism. Kieran Allen, University College Dublin
The Evolution of Social Solidarity, with Ramifications for the Study of Nationalism. Jerome Braun, Loyola University

Table 3. Classic Theorists: Marx, Weber, Bourdieu
Table President: Mathieu H. Desan, University of Michigan
Reading Weber through the Eyes of Bourdieu. Jorge Galindo and Olga Sabido, Universidad Autónoma Metropolitana
On Bauman’s Interpretation of Weber. Sandro Segre, University of Genoa
Table 4. Power and Social Movements
Table Presider: Ruth Braunstein, University of Connecticut
  Irrationality, Rationality, and the Linguistic Beyond: Toward a Tropological Re-structuring of Motivation in Social Movements. Ritchie Savage, Pratt Institute
  From Motivation to Action: Symbolic Presuppositions and the Culture of American Environmentalism. Eric Malczewski, Harvard University
  Theorising Power: A Pragmatist Approach. Simon Frankel Pratt, University of Toronto

Table 5. Knowledge and Information
Table Presider: Natalie Brooke Aviles, University of California-San Diego
  Away from a Theory of Biodiversity Loss: Examining Biodiversity Loss in Concert with Social History. Jordan Fox Besek, University of Oregon
  Big Data and Big Questions: Questions of Representativeness and Validity. Zeynep Tufekci, Princeton University
  The Impact of Dynamic Network Structure and Homogeneous Embeddedness on Cultural Polarization. Yunsub Lee and Joseph M. Whitmeyer, University of North Carolina-Charlotte
  Anthroinformation Theory: Informational Interaction, Habitus, and Four Categorical Schemes for Societal Structure. Shing-Chung Jonathan Yam, Chinese University of Hong Kong

Table 6. Epistemology and Discourse
Table Presider: Chad R. Borkenhagen, University of Chicago
  Bullshit as a Problem of Social Epistemology. Joshua Wakeham, University of Oregon
  Longing for Love in Karachi, Individuals and Global Cultural Discourses: A Case of Cultural Isomorphism? Fauzia Husain, University of Virginia
  The Multiple Carriers of Language: Political Organization and Embodied Competences in the Esperanto Global Field. Ana Velitchkova, Centre For Social Conflict and Cohesion Studies

Table 7. Social Behavior and Social Interaction
Table Presider: Jessica Lotus Seeley, University of Michigan
  Touching Elbows, Rubbing Knees: On Disability and Uncertain Intimacy. Ryan Parrey, State University of New York-Buffalo
  Toward a New Materialism in Sociology: Sketching a Post-Cultural Framework for Explaining Social Behaviour. Matt Patterson, University of Toronto
  Towards a Theory of Situational Socialization: Beyond Field Effects and Moments and Their Men. Sharon Cornelissen, Princeton University

Table 8. Empowerment Resources and Struggles for Well-Being
Under Surveillance: An Analysis of Collegiate Athletics as a Total Institution. Sarah Jean Hatteberg, Indiana University

Table 9. Culture and Materiality
Table Presider: Hannah Linda Wohl, Northwestern University
  Of Books and Letters: An Inquiry into the Foundations of Humanism. Joel Crombez, University of Tennessee-Knoxville
  Problems, Solutions, and Resilience: A Dilemma Emerged from Individualistic Explanations for Social Knowledge. Anna-Lisa Mueller, University of Bremen; Werner Reichmann, University of Konstanz
  Developing a Theory of Collective Charisma. Ian Peacock, Brigham Young University

9:30-10:10am, Theory Section Business Meeting

9:30 am Meetings

Section on Body and Embodiment Business Meeting (to 10:10am) -- Palmer House Hilton, Salon 3, Third Floor
Section on Communication and Information Technologies Business Meeting (to 10:10am) -- Palmer House Hilton, Monroe Ballroom, Sixth Floor
Section on Medical Sociology Business Meeting (to 10:10am) -- Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-2, Lower Level
Theory Section Business Meeting (to 10:10am) -- Palmer House Hilton, Crystal, Third Floor

10:30 am Meetings

2016 Distinguished Scholarly Book Award Selection Committee -- Hilton Chicago, McCormick Boardroom, Fourth Floor
2017 Program Committee -- Hilton Chicago, Pullman Boardroom, Fourth Floor
Film/Video Screening. In Our Son's Name *Special Screening with Filmmaker* -- Hilton Chicago, PDR 5, Third Floor
Minority Fellowship Program (MFP) Advisory Panel -- Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4J, Fourth Floor
Section Officers with the Committee on Sections -- Hilton Chicago, Astoria Room, Third Floor
353. Thematic Session. Aging and Sexuality  
**Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom A, Lobby Level**  
Session Organizer: Linda J. Waite, University of Chicago  
President: Amelia W. Karraker, Iowa State University  
Sexuality in Older Couples: Interest, Functioning, and the Relationship. Linda J. Waite, University of Chicago  
Older Women and Sexuality in the AIDS Era. Bronwen Lichtenstein, University of Alabama  
Sexual Health and Satisfaction among Older People in the United States and England: A Cross-National Comparison. David Lee, Manchester University  
Sex for Silver: Internet Dating, Playfairs and Erotic Capital. Catherine Hakim, Civitas  
Although most research on sexuality focuses on adolescents, young adults and those in the childbearing years, a substantial majority of those in middle age and older ages are sexually active. Both the probability of and the behaviors included in sex change with age, as older adults—especially women—often outlive their partners and rarely report sex outside marriage or cohabitation. But even among married and cohabiting adults, the chances of being sexually active decline with age and the health of the partners. The development of chronic diseases, such as hypertension or cardiovascular disease, affects sexuality in ways that we are just beginning to understand. And aging sexuality can be especially fraught for gay men and lesbians. This session will address sexuality in middle and older ages, with a focus on recent perspectives and findings and some international comparisons.

354. Thematic Session. Cohabitation  
**Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom B, Lobby Level**  
Session Organizer and President: Wendy Diane Manning, Bowling Green State University  
The Shifting Meaning of Cohabitation. Pamela J. Smock, University of Michigan  
Social Class and Entry into Cohabitation. Sharon L. Sassler, Cornell University  
Cohabitation in the Second Half of Life. Susan L. Brown, Bowling Green State University  
Pamela J. Smock, University of Michigan  
Cohabitation in Europe. Teresa Castro-Martin, Spanish National Research Council  
Cohabitation has been increasing at a rapid pace across the life span. Key recent trends in the U.S. include the following: the majority of young adults have cohabited; two-thirds of marriages today are preceded by cohabitation; growth in serial cohabitation; the increase in nonmarital childbearing is driven by births to cohabiting parents; and a doubling of cohabitation among adults over age 50. The panelists will help unravel these recent changes in cohabitation patterns and reflect on the future of cohabitation in the U.S. and Europe. Panelists will discuss the meaning of cohabitation and ties to marriage as well as the precursors to cohabitation. Cohabitation among young as well as older adults will be showcased. Cohabitation patterns in Europe will be presented providing important insights into varying family systems. Crosscutting the presentations will be a consideration of social class and race/ethnic variation in cohabitation.

355. Thematic Session. Sexuality Citizenship and Disability  
**Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom C, Lobby Level**  
Session Organizer and President: Allison C. Carey, Shippensburg University  
Politicyzing Pleasure and Disability: Challenging the Impacts of Ableism on Sexual and Reproductive Health. Bethany Stevens, Independent Disability Consultant and Scholar  
(In)Visible Agency: Masculinity, Physical Disability and Sexuality over the Lifecourse. Tom Gerschick and J. Dalton Stevens, Illinois State University  
Discussant: Allison C. Carey, Shippensburg University  
While those who fit the heteronormative able-bodied norm may enjoy the illusion of privacy and experience freedom from state and social censure in their sexual expression, many people with disabilities viscerally feel the nexus of the public and private spheres as their identities, intimate relationships, and personal choices are stripped away and their personhood denied. This panel connects the challenges of intimate and sexual citizenships directly with the social construct and lived experience of disability. In doing so, we explore, on the macro level, the ways in which “disabled sex” is erased, eroticized, made deviant, and shunned. Further, we explore, on the micro level, the ways that people with disabilities negotiate ablest assumptions and socio-political structures as they develop a sexual identity through their life course.

356. Thematic Session. Transgendering Sexual Rights: Lessons from Latin America  
**Hilton Chicago, Williford C, Third Floor**  
Session Organizer and President: Salvador Vidal-Ortiz, American University  
Panel: Alberto Roque Guerra, Cuban Multidisciplinary Association for Sexuality Studies  
Gloria Caragea, National Autonomous University of Mexico  
Carlos Figari, Buenos Aires University  
Discussant: Salvador Vidal-Ortiz, American University  
In 2012, Argentina became the first country to legally offer gender identity recognition, based on a person’s self-identification, to transgender people. This did not happen in the global, presumably developed North, but in the chaotic, financially struggling South. Social activists in countries such as Colombia, Cuba, Mexico and Brazil have fought for rights and recognition for transgendered people. Yet this region faces structural forces that lead many transgender women, in particular, to engage in survival prostitution, and give troubling invisibility to transgender men. Transgender people face structural vulnerabilities enacted through everyday violence; at the same time, some countries have developed degree completion schools, textile and non-street economies, alternative housing, and centers that train on basic employment skills. Traditional sociological approaches to transgender scholarship can be rethought based on these experiences; the advancements and challenges we see in Latin America are important lessons for an interested US American audience.
357. Special Session. Crossing the Scholar-Activist Line
Hilton Chicago, Waldorf Room, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Jose Zapata Calderon, Pitzer College
Presider: Gregory D. Squires, George Washington University
Panel: Mark R. Warren, University of Massachusetts-Boston
Patricia Hill Collins, University of Maryland-College Park
Jose Zapata Calderon, Pitzer College
Veronica Terrizue, University of Southern California
A panel of activist sociologists will present on how activist sociologists can maintain a passion for social justice while ensuring the demands of academia. The presenters will draw on lessons from their roles as scholar-activists with a focus on the arenas in which they work (labor, immigrant rights, community development, global social movement, feminist, communities of color, LGBT communities). Panelists will address new models of research, learning, and practice that are engaging faculty, students, and partners in problem solving to find solutions to community problems; lessons in fulfilling professional academic objectives (e.g. publishing in scholarly journals, getting tenure) while engaging in community-based research; research and practices of developing the classroom as part of the civic realm and that encourage the interconnections between the local and global.

358. Special Session. Gender, Family, and Sexuality in Comparative Perspective
Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-5, Lower Level
Session Organizer: Janeen H. Baxter, University of Queensland
Work Flexibility and Work-Family Life of Men and Women in European Countries. Tanja Van der Lippe, Utrecht University
Women’s Labor Market Status, Gender Empowerment and Family Well-Being: Evidence from 1994-2012. Leah Ruppanner, University of Melbourne; Belinda Hewitt, University of Queensland; Tsui-o Tai, National Taipei University
Continuity and Change in Gender Roles: The Case of China. Jean Yeung Wei-Jun and Hu Shu, National University-Singapore
Sexual Orientation and Social Disadvantage over the Life Course in Australia and the United Kingdom. Janeen H. Baxter and Francisco Perales, University of Queensland; Tsui-o Tai, National Taipei University
This session features research papers on comparative research on gender, family and sexuality. Two main themes unite them. First, all papers focus on the importance of the institutional environment in shaping individual outcomes in interpersonal relationships, work and family life. Second, the papers are concerned with links between employment and family life as ongoing sources of gender inequality. Van Der Lippe uses recent European data to examine variations in patterns of work flexibility and their impact on family arrangements. Ruppanner investigates whether women’s labor market position and gender empowerment at the country-level have differential effects on gender role expectations, gender gaps in housework and work-family strain over time. Wei-Jun provides evidence of changes over time in the level and determinants of gender inequality with reference to China. Finally, Baxter et al. examine whether sexual identity is associated with labor market performance, wellbeing and family relationships in the UK and Australia.

359. Author Meets Critics Session. There Goes the Gayborhood (Princeton University Press, 2014) by Amin Ghaziani
Hilton Chicago, Williford A, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Verta A. Taylor, University of California-Santa Barbara
Presider: Harvey L. Molotch, New York University
Critics: Andrew Deener, University of Connecticut
Iddo Tavory, New York University
Mary E. Pattillo, Northwestern University
Author: Amin Ghaziani, University of British Columbia

360. Author Meets Critics Session. What Unions No Longer Do (Harvard University Press, 2014) by Jake Rosenfeld
Hilton Chicago, Williford B, Third Floor
Session Organizer: David Brady, WZB Berlin Social Science Research Center
Presider: David Brady, WZB Berlin Social Science Research Center
Critics: Evelyn Nakano Glenn, University of California-Berkeley
Arne L. Kalleberg, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
Kim Voss, University of California-Berkeley
David Brady, WZB Berlin Social Science Research Center
Author: Jake Rosenfeld, University of Washington

Hilton Chicago, PDR 2, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Andrew Baer, Northwestern University
Presenters: Peter Pihos, Duke University
John Hagedorn and Bart Kmiecik, University of Illinois at Chicago
Like most big cities, crime is lower now in Chicago than it has been in decades. But violent crime is still endemic to impoverished neighborhoods, as are issues of trust and concerns about lack of police accountability. Chicago also struggles with the legacy of the damage done by notorious police commander Jon Burge and his subordinates, who used torture to elicit confessions from over 100 African American men in the 70s and 80s. This session brings together historians and social scientists who have done path breaking work on police-community relations in Chicago who will discuss their work and implications for policing and race relations more broadly.
362. Professional Development Workshop. Reviewing for Medical Sociology and Mental Health Journals
Hilton Chicago, PDR 1, Third Floor
Session Organizers: Susan E. Bell, Bowdoin College and Virginia Aldige Hiday, North Carolina State University
Co-Leaders: Gilbert C. Gee, University of California-Los Angeles
Gareth Williams, Cardiff University
Elaine Wethington, Cornell University
This workshop is designed for young sociologists to assist them in the important and essential task of professional sociologists, writing manuscript reviews for journals. Editors of three medical sociology and mental health journals will provide suggestions for writing well crafted, informative, critical and helpful reviews (Society and Mental Health, Journal of Health and Social Behavior, Sociology of Health & Illness). The editors will discuss objectivity, criteria for revision recommendations, helpful considerations for authors, time allocations, timely submissions, conflict of interests, and ethics. Sociologists at more advanced stages and in other areas are welcome.

363. Social Media Workshop. Promoting Social Science with Social Media
Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4M, Fourth Floor
Session Organizer and Leader: Dustin Kidd, Temple University
How can you build and engage an audience for your social science scholarship using social media? This workshop will step through the top social media platforms for sharing your research and promoting your department. We will explore the value of Twitter, Facebook, Google +, WordPress, Tumblr, LinkedIn, Academia.edu, Pinterest, YouTube, and Instagram. We will study the best practices for using social media to reach a wide audience that includes journalists, activists, and policy makers. We also discuss ways that you can incorporate social media into research and teaching practices. Participants can also learn from each other's experiences during the discussion period.

364. Policy and Research Workshop. How to Write a Successful Fund for the Advancement of the Discipline (FAD) Proposal
Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4K, Fourth Floor
Session Organizer: Nicole V. Amaya, American Sociological Association
Presider: John W. Curtis, American Sociological Association
Panel: Amy L. Stone, Trinity University
James Michael Thomas, University of Mississippi
Wendy D. Roth, University of British Columbia
The Fund for the Advancement of the Discipline (FAD) program is supported by the American Sociological Association through a matching grant from the National Science Foundation. The goal of the FAD program is to advance the discipline of sociology by funding small (up to $8,000), groundbreaking research initiatives and innovative research conferences. The ASA FAD PI and program manager will give an overview of the program, including its history and what to expect from the funding application and review processes. Three recent FAD program recipients make up the panel and will discuss how they wrote their proposals, what was emphasized, how they built the argument that their research or conference would advance the discipline, and how they incorporated evaluations received from the FAD committee. The purpose of this workshop is to encourage applications, especially from scholars in the early stages of their careers and those in departments without extensive research support. Workshop attendees are encouraged to bring questions regarding their own proposals and about the program more broadly.

365. Teaching Workshop. Teaching Race, Gender, and Colonialism within Environmental Sociology
Hilton Chicago, PDR 3, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Leader: Kari Marie Norgaard, University of Oregon
Co-Leaders: Emily Huddart Kennedy, Washington State University
Julie Bacon, University of Oregon
While environmental justice has key origins within sociology, and a nod to gender and race is almost universal in environmental sociology courses, we contend that the topics of gender, race and colonialism remain under-theorized within both the scholarly sub-discipline and the classroom. A review of environmental sociology syllabi at the graduate and undergraduate level reveals that 1) discussion of gender, race and colonialism/decolonization are generally brief, 2) when included, concepts of gender, race and colonialism/decolonization are rarely addressed in ways that incorporate the leading theory from these fields, 3) large majorities of the authors assigned for course readings at both graduate and undergraduate levels are white and male, 4) especially when it comes to gender, we notice periodic postings to the Environment and Technology listserv requesting teaching resources. Indeed, while gender and race are at least present, sociological engagement with indigenous experiences or the concepts of colonialism and decolonization are only just beginning. This workshop will provide examples of 3 classroom modules that incorporate key sociological theory with hands on activities. Teaching resources and reading lists on each topic will be included. While this workshop is focused around courses in environmental sociology, material and resources will be presented in a manner to facilitate those teaching courses in gender, race or indigenous perspectives who wish to learn more about how their courses can include the environment.

366. Open Refereed Roundtable Session II
Hilton Chicago, Grand Ballroom, Second Floor
Session Organizer: J. Scott Carter, University of Central Florida

Table 1. Mental Health
Table Presider: Gabriele Ciciurkait, University of Kentucky
Emotional Labor in Health Survey Research: Interviewing Hospitalized Patients for a Wage. Gabriela Leon-Perez, Vanderbilt University
Feeling Fat and Sad? The Relationship between Body Weight, Weight-Based Discrimination and Psychological Well-Being. Gabriele Ciciurkait, University of Kentucky
Homophobic Violence, Coping Strategies, and Mental Health. Lies D’haese, Alexis Dewaele, and Mieke Van Houtte, Ghent University
Table 2. Mental Health
Social Support and Resilience to Depression over the Life Course: Systematic Review and Future Directions. Genevieve Gariepy, Helena Honkanen, and Amelie Quesnel-Vallee, McGill University
The Risk of Unrealistic Optimism: When Expectations and Aspirations Don’t Match. Brent Harrison Curdy, Duke University
A Closer Examination of the Relationship between School Spillover and College Student Health. Katlyn Moes, Jenelle Swenberger, and Daphne Pedersen, University of North Dakota

Table 3. Political Sociology I
The Parabola of Social Capital: Requiem for a Theory? Emanuele Ferragina, Sciences Po Paris; Alessandro Arrigoni, Oxford University
What is Political Democracy? Or Perhaps More Importantly, How Do We Measure It? Andrew C. Patterson, University of British Columbia
The Importance of Presence and Space in the Public Sphere. Katherine Tait, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill

Table 4. Political Sociology II
The Surge of a Centrist Veto Player: Iranian Conservatives’ Shifts and the New Political Discourse. Amirhossein Teimouri, Texas Woman’s University
Transpolitics and Internet: Experiences of Colombians in London. Julian Andres Riveros Clavijo, Universidad del Rosario-Colombia

Table 5. Race
Narratives of Black Men about Equality, Obama and Success. Loralie Wiebold, Bradley University; Marvin Spiller, Illinois Central College
#IfTheyGunnedMeDown: The (Un)availability of Scripts for Informal Identity Performances by Black Youth. Nora Gross, University of Pennsylvania
Black on Both Sides: Perceptions between Black Students at Historically Black and Predominantly White Institutions. Jonathan Cox, University of Maryland

Table 6. Race II
Table Presider: Alanna Gillis, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
Assessing Whether Racial/Ethnic Prejudice and Generalized Racism are Responsible for Negative Attitudes towards Undocumented Immigrants. Alanna Gillis, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
Racial Conflict in American Football and National Pride. Tamir Sorek and Robert G. White, University of Florida
Valorizing the Mixed-Race Body: From Hybrid Degeneracy to Hybrid Vigor. Alyssa Marie Newman, University of California-Santa Barbara

Table 7. Immigration I
Table Presider: Carolina Vazquez, University of Illinois at Chicago
Ending Sexual Assault: The Inclusion of Latinas into a Predominantly White Rape Crisis Center. Alexandra Ornelas, University of California-Santa Barbara
A New Immigrant Paradox? Perceived Discrimination Among African-Americans, United States Born Black Caribbeans, and Foreign-Born Black Caribbeans. Dawne M. Mouzon and Jamila McLean, State University of New Jersey-Rutgers
Sexual Harassment in the Workplace: An Examination of Undocumented Mexican Female Factory Workers in Chicago. Carolina Vazquez, Maria Lizbeth Mondragon, and Scheila Rueda, University of Illinois at Chicago

Table 8. Immigration II
Table Presider: Emily V Cleary, Florida Atlantic University
Globalization, Service-Learning, and Immigrant-Origin Community College Students. Amy Elizabeth Traver and Zivah Perel Katz, City University of New York-Queensborough Community College; Michael Bradley, iMentor
Immigration, the Racial State, and Education: The Case of Florida’s Ethnic Education Standards. Emily V Cleary, Florida Atlantic University
Table 9. Immigration III

Table Presider: Tyler G Baldor, University of Pennsylvania

Vivan los Mojados: A Cultural Analysis on the Music of Los Tigres del Norte. Liliana V Rodriguez, University of California-Santa Barbara

Migration and the Changing Composition of the Argentine Population. Anne DeLessio-Parson, Pennsylvania State University

Patterns of Social Engagement and Language Use among Immigrant Latino Youth in Catalonia, Spain. Tyler G. Baldor, University of Pennsylvania

Transnational Families of the Post-Communist Migration. Cezara O. Crisan, Purdue University-Calumet

Table 10. The South

Table Presider: Dixie Len Rocker, University of Alabama

Race, Place, and Health: Does the Legacy of Slavery Get Under Our Skin? Don Edward Willis, University of Missouri


Masculinity and Rape Myth Acceptance in the Deep South. Dixie Len Rocker and Ariane I. Prohaska, University of Alabama

Table 11. Religion

Table Presider: Shanna Corner, University of Notre Dame

Obama as Other: Race, Religion, and Boundary Making in Post-Racial America. Brittany Rawlinson, Daniel Tope, and Amy M. Burdette, Florida State University

The Proper Role of Religion: Nuancing Theorization of the Politics of Legitimating Human Rights. Shanna Corner, University of Notre Dame

United in Religion, Divided by Ethnicity? Islam’s Failure as a Supranational Identity in Turkey. Gulay Turkmen-Dervisoglu, Yale University


Table 12. Social Movements

Table Presider: Christopher Aaron Wold, Vanderbilt University


Social Movement Strategy in Response to “Roll-Back” and “Roll-Out” Forms of Neoliberalization. Christopher Aaron Wold, Vanderbilt University


The Role of Scientific Uncertainty in the Production of AIDS-denialism: AIDS – Dissidents in the Internet. Peter Meylakhs and Yury Rykov, National Research University-Higher School of Economics

Table 13. Social Psychology

Table Presider: Brittany Presson, University of Missouri

Demographics, Portrayals, and Advocates: Emotionally Creating the Murder Victim. Alexander Lu, Indiana University

Keep Your Sleeves Down: Implications of Social Isolation, Stress, and Stigma on Self-injurers. Brittany Presson, University of Missouri

Why Are Countries Different in Post-materialism? The Effects of Welfare and Insecurity. In-Jin Yoon and Seongkyung Cho, Korea University

Table 14. Theory I

A Brief History of the (Prelude to) Neoliberalism: The World-Economic Transition of the Long 1970s. Roberto Jose Ortiz Ortiz, State University of New York-Binghamton

Annointment of Mead as the Main Progenitor of Symbolic Interactionism: An Unsolved Mystery. Lonnie Athens, Seton Hall University

Empire and Accumulation: Egypt in Marx’s Manuscripts. David Norman Smith, University of Kansas

Table 15. Theory II

Table Presider: Heidi E. Rademacher, State University of New York-Stony Brook

An Indigestible Meal: Understanding Post-Neoliberalism in Neoliberal Imes, or Understanding Neoliberalism in Post-neoliberal times? Gabriel Chouhy, University of Pittsburgh

The Crisis of Neoliberal Globalization: Underconsumption and Risk. Alessandro Bonanno, Sam Houston State University; Robert J. Antonio, University of Kansas

Women’s Empowerment across Borders: Theories of Transnational Flows and the Travels of Feminist Theories and Practice. Heidi E. Rademacher, State University of New York-Stony Brook
Table 16. Urban Sociology I
Metropolitan Structure and Intergenerational Spatial Mobility.
Jeremy Pais, University of Connecticut

Table 17. Urban Sociology II
Table Presider: Melis S. Kural, State University of New York-Buffalo
Urban Transformation Projects and Racial Neoliberalism in Inner-City Slums of Turkey. Gorkem Dagdelen, Temple University

Table 18 Sociology of Work/Labor I
Table Presider: Shawna N. Smith, University of Michigan
Cohorts, Siblings, and Mentors: Organizational Structures and the Creation of Social Capital. Amanda Barrett Cox, University of Pennsylvania
Does Client Money Matter? Examining the Client Counseling Work of Private and Public Interest Attorneys. Joy Kadowaki and Jennifer Stevens, Purdue University
Forms as Filters: Organizational Form and the Development of Organizational Culture. Melissa Fletcher Pirkey, University of Notre Dame
The Market Solves Everything: The Transnational Growth Machine, Flexible Labor, and Social Disintegration in Reynosa. Chad Broughton, University of Chicago

Table 19 Sociology of Work/Labor II
Table Presider: Yasemin Besen-Cassino, Montclair State University
Evaluation Cultures, Organizational Logics and the Limits of Financial Regulation. Juan Pablo Pardo-Guerra, London School of Economics and Political Science
Gender Pay Differentials among the Teenage Labor Force. Yasemin Besen-Cassino, Montclair State University
Single Women and Homeownership: The Interactional Effects of Gender, Marital Dissolution, and Children on Housing. Ying Yang, Shippensburg University; Wenqian Dai, University of South Dakota; Qiang Ren, Peking University

Table 20. Social Networks
Table Presider: S. E. Sachs, Columbia University
Network Structure and Uncertainty: Exploring the Role of Strong Ties in Venture Capital Funding Networks. Demetrius Lewis, Stanford University
Pay Attention: Object Consideration as a Mechanism of Network Diffusion. Anthony Vashevko, Stanford University
Social Network Density and Instrumental Social Support among Older Adults. Katherine Ann Morris, Harvard University
Structured Cooperation: The Structure of Authority and Mutual Governance in Democratic Participatory Organizations. S. E. Sachs, Columbia University

Table 21. Qualitative Work
Table Presider: Ben Gibson, University of California-Irvine
The Lieberson Robustness Assessment for Qualitative Comparative Analysis. Ben Gibson, University of California-Irvine
What is Qualitative in Qualitative Research? Ugo Corte and Patrik Aspers, Uppsala University

Table 22. Medical/Health I
Table Presider: Kyler James Sherman-Wilkins, Pennsylvania State University
Seeking Pain Relief Outside of the Scope of Normative Medicine: Theoretical Perspectives Revisited. Misty Amadona Curreli, Suffolk Community College
The Effect of Work and Parental Role Occupancy and Role Performance on Exercise Participation. Kyler James Sherman-Wilkins, Pennsylvania State University
Alcohol Expectancy, Substance Use and Sexual Victimization among Female and Male College Students. Kimberly A. Tyler, Rachel Marie Schmitz, and Scott A. Adams, University of Nebraska-Lincoln

Table 23. Race and Sexuality
Table Presider: Ying-Chao Kao, State University of New Jersey-Rutgers
Session 366, continued
Table 24. Public Opinion
Challenges to Survey Data Harmonization: Quality of Survey Documentation in Cross-National Surveys. Marta Joanna Kolczynska and Matthew Schoene, The Ohio State University
Protective Behavioral Strategies and Alcohol Use among Female and Male College Students. Kimberly A. Tyler and Elizabeth Anne Richardson, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
Political Conservatism, Religion, and Environmental Consumption in the United States. Simranjit Khalsa, Rice University; Jared L. Peifer, City University of New York-Baruch College; Elaine Howard Ecklund, Rice University

Table 25 Social Movement II
Table Presider: Jennifer J. Reed, University of Nevada-Las Vegas
Measuring Movement Outcomes in Media: Covering Occupy Wall Street in the New York Times. Steven Tuttle and Jordan T. Brown, Loyola University-Chicago
Negotiating Opportunity Consumption: Family Preparations for College. Cara E. Bowman, Boston University
Where Intersectional Activism Intersects: Comparing the Ecosexual and Occupy Movements. Jennifer J. Reed, University of Nevada-Las Vegas

Table 26. Sociology of Health
Table Presider: Amm Quamruzzaman, McGill University
Do Rising Food Prices Worsen Child Survival in India? Analysis of the District Level Household Survey. Jasmine Fledderjohann, Oxford University; Sukumar Vellakkal and Zaky Khan, Public Health Foundation of India; David Stuckler, Oxford University
Does Political Democracy Promote Strong Population Health? Andrew C. Patterson, University of British Columbia
Governance for Health: Infrastructural Power and Healthcare Service Delivery and Utilization in Africa. Amm Quamruzzaman, McGill University
Job stability and Fertility Intentions across Africa: Does Labour Market Legislation Matter? Tatiana Karabchuk, National Research University-Higher School of Economics

Table 27. Immigration III
Table Presider: Loretta Bass, University of Oklahoma
Inequality, (Dis)Location and Sub-Saharan African Inclusion in Europe. Loretta Bass, University of Oklahoma
Leaving Again: Migrant Women and Family Violence. Nicolas Eilbaum, Duke University

367. Regular Session. Affluence/Wealth
Hilton Chicago, PDR 4, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Shamus Rahman Khan, Columbia University
Becoming Nouveau Elites: Mothers’ Construction of an Elite Culture through Children’s International Schooling in Tokyo. Hiroki Igarashi, University of Hawaii-Manoa
Household Wealth in Contemporary China. Yu Xie, University of Michigan; Yongai Jin, Renmin University of China
Is the Sky the Limit? Fair Executive Pay as Performance Rises. Beste Esra Burak Ho, Lingnan University
Missing Link: Trust Receipt and Net Worth. Dmitry Tumin and Michael David Nau, The Ohio State University

368. Regular Session. Aging
Hilton Chicago, Joliet Room, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Markus H. Schafer, University of Toronto
Presider: Lindsay R. Wilkinson, Baylor University
Brokerage vs. Embeddedness: Global Network Positions and Cognitive Function among Korean Older Adults. Yosik Youm, Won-tak Joo, and Seong-hwan Gong, Yonsei University
Gender Differences in the Correlates of Providing Regular Grandparental Care While Parents Work. Lyn Craig and Bridget Jenkins, University of New South Wales
Inter-generational Exchange From a Network Perspective. Christopher Steven Marcum and Laura M Koehly, National Institutes of Health
Life Course Socioeconomic Status and Cognitive Decline among U.S. Adults: Trends and Underlying Mechanisms. Kristen Marie Schorpp, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
Quality or Quantity: Familial Intergenerational Imbalance and Old Age Support in Rural China. Zhiyong Lin, University of Maryland-College Park; Xiaomei Pei, Tsinghua University
Discussant: Christopher Steven Marcum, National Institutes of Health

369. Regular Session. Criminology
Palmer House Hilton, Salon 1, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Carla Shedd, Columbia University
The Countervailing Effects of Community Supervision: Evidence from a Natural Experiment. Anh P. Nguyen, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor; David J. Harding, University of California-Berkeley; Jeffrey Morenoff, University of Michigan
Mercy and Commutation in the Mass Incarceration Era. Veronica L. Horowitz and Christopher Uggen, University of Minnesota
The Unequal Consequences of Mass Incarceration for Children. Kristin Turney, University of California-Irvine
Palmer House Hilton, Kimball, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Clara E Rodríguez, Fordham University
Digital Media and the Diversification of Professionalism: A U.S.-German Comparison of Journalism Cultures. Markus Gangl, University of South Florida
Visual Media and the Construction of the Benign Canadian Border on National Geographic’s Border Security. Rima Wilkes, The University of British of Columbia; Yolande Pottie-Sherman, Dartmouth College
Who Are Deemed the Worthy Victims of Mexico’s Drug Related Violence? Omar Camarillo, Texas A&M University
Discussant: Casey Brienza, City University London

371. Regular Session. Deviance and Social Control
Palmer House Hilton, Price Room, Fifth Floor
Session Organizer: Joanne M. Kaufman, State University of New York-Albany
Presider: Anthony A. Peguero, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
Actual Versus Perceived School Deviance and their Effect on Individual Deviance Later in Life. Heli Pals, Tony Love, and Bryce Hannibal, Texas A&M University; Warren Waren, University of Central Florida
Routine Activity Patterns, Contextual Factors, and Youth Deviance. Lizabeth Punith Crawford, Bradley University; Katherine B. Novak, Butler University
Beyond Punishment: The Penal State’s Interventionist, Covert, and Negligent Modalities of Control. Nicole Kaufman, Ohio University; Joshua Kaiser, Northwestern University and American Bar Foundation; Cesarea Rumpf, Fayetteville State University
Social Control and Social Inequalities in the Implementation of Venereal Disease Laws in Kansas, 1923-1933. Nicole Perry, University of Kansas

372. Regular Session. Feminist Research Methods
Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4A, Fourth Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Rosanna Hertz, Wellesley College
Autoethnography as a Feminist Method: Sensitising the Feminist I and Raising Oppositional Consciousness. Elizabeth Ettorre, University of Liverpool Emeritus
Occupying Feminist Methods: Researching Contemporary Feminism and Gender Conflict in Mixed-Sex Social Movements. Heather Mckee Hurwitz, University of California-Santa Barbara
Teaching Feminist Research Methods: A Comment and an Evaluation. Angela J. Hattery, George Mason University
Discussant: Nancy A. Naples, University of Connecticut

373. Regular Session. Group Processes 3
Palmer House Hilton, Grant Park Parlor, Sixth Floor
Session Organizer: David M. Melamed, The Ohio State University
A Relational Measure of Social Status from Adolescent Friendship Networks. Peter McMahan, University of Chicago
Testing for Structural and Institutional Correlates of Accuracy in Individual Perceptions of Social Network Structure. Francis Lee, University of California-Irvine
Group Variation in Interpersonal Perception. James Murphy, University of Chicago
The Intrinsic Benefit model of Signaling: Cost, Visibility, and Motivation. Sosuke Okada, University of Arizona
The Effects of Competition on Status Differentiated Groups. Chantrey Joelle Murphy, Texas A&M University
Discussant: John Skvoretz, University of South Florida

374. Regular Session. Human-Animal Interaction
Palmer House Hilton, Salon 6, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Leslie Irvine, University of Colorado
Engines, Sentinels and Objects: Animals as the Ghosts in Energy Development. Cameron Thomas Whitley, Michigan State University
Farm Animals as Fictitious Commodities: Exploitation, Consequences, and Counter-Movements. Diana Stuart and Ryan Gunderson, Michigan State University
The “Pseudo” Parent Identity: Childless Couples, Animal Children, and Fertility Choices. Andrea Laurent-Simpson, Texas Women's University

375. Regular Session. Labor Market
Palmer House Hilton, Hancock Parlor, Sixth Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Matthias Hollister, McGill University
The Long Inequality Shadow of Unemployment. Markus Gangl, J.W.Goethe University Frankfurt am Main
The Role of Prestigious Educational Backgrounds in the Matching of Workers to Emerging High-tech Firms. Santiago Campero, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
376. Regular Session. Race and Ethnicity  
Hilton Chicago, Lake Huron, Eighth Floor  
Session Organizer: Wendy Leo Moore, Texas A&M University  
Colorblind Nation: The Disappearance of Race and the Rise of Racial Inequality. Charles A. Gallagher, La Salle University  
Learning to be a Safe Ex-Con: Race, Symbolic Violence and Discipline in Prisoner Reentry. Deirdre D. Caputo-Levine, State University of New York-Stony Brook  
The White Racial Frame in Twenty-first Century America: The Case of College Basketball. Steven Larrimore Foy, University of Texas-Pan American; Rashawn Ray, University of Maryland  
Theorizing Intersectional Racial and Ethnic Relations in the Twenty-first Century. Zulema Valdez and Tanya Maria Golash-Boza, University of California-Merced

Palmer House Hilton, Salon 10, Third Floor  
Session Organizer: Shyon S. Baumann, University of Toronto  
Presider: Marc Verboord, Erasmus University Rotterdam  
The Conversion of Cultural Tastes into Social Network Ties. Kevin Lewis, University of California-San Diego; Jason Kaufman, Kaufman College  
The Place of Art: Local Area Characteristics and Arts Growth in Canada, 2001 to 2011. Matt Patterson and Daniel Silver, University of Toronto  
Where Do Cultural Omnivores Come From? The Implications of Educational Mobility For Cultural Consumption. Tak Wing Chan, University of Warwick

378. Regular Session. Sociology of Science  
Palmer House Hilton, Buckingham Room, Fifth Floor  
Session Organizer: Laurel Smith-Doerr, University of Massachusetts  
Men Set Their Own Cites High: Gender and Self-Citation across Fields and Over Time. Molly M. King and Shelley J. Correll, Stanford University; Jennifer Jacquet, New York University; Carl T Bergstrom and Jevin D West, University of Washington  
LGBTQ @NASA: Workplace Climates, Employee Resource Groups, and Professional Credibility at the Space Agency. Erin A. Cech, Rice University; Tom J. Waidzunas, Temple University  
The Militarization of American Science. Joane Nagel, University of Kansas  
The Emergence of Forensic Objectivity: Transparency, Mechanical Replication, and the Meta-Analytic Mindset. Jeremy Freese and David Peterson, Northwestern University  
The Shelf Life of a Socio-Technical Disaster: International Response to the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Meltdown. Paul Roman Durlak, State University of New York-Buffalo

379. Regular Session. Space and Place I  
Palmer House Hilton, Salon 5, Third Floor  
Session Organizer and Presider: Nancy A. Denton, State University of New York-Albany  
From Spatial to Social Boundaries: The Spatial Organization of Inequality in Manila and Singapore. Marco Z’Garrido, University of Chicago  
Sticky Reputations: Young Peoples’ Negotiation of Stigma and Place in a Post-Industrial Community. Gareth Martin Thomas, Martin Innes, and Eva Elliott, Cardiff University; Gabrielle Ivinson, University of Aberdeen  
Zombie Town: The Small City in the Global Space of Flows. John Joe Schlichtman, DePaul University  
Discussant: Thomas F. Gieryn, Indiana University

380. Section on Body and Embodiment Paper Session. Consumption and Embodiment: Intersections and Identities (co-sponsored with Section on Consumers and Consumption)  
Palmer House Hilton, Salon 2, Third Floor  
Session Organizers: Dana A. Berkowitz, Louisiana State University and Kjerstin Gryus, Stanford University  
Presider: Natalie Ingraham, University of California-San Francisco  
I’m a Tomato: Cochlear Implants and the Rise of Dual Deaf/Hearing Identities. Carly Ann Rush, Vanderbilt University  
Reinscribing Subculture: Commodification and Boundary Work in Traditional Tattooing. David Paul Strohecker, University of Maryland-College Park  
The Paradox of Ease: Producing Embodied Cultural Capital and Reproducing Meritocracy. Jessie Luna, University of Colorado-Boulder

381. Section on Collective Behavior and Social Movements Invited Session. Authors Meet Critics: Isaac Martin’s Rich People’s Movements and David Cunningham’s Klansville, U.S.A.  
Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-3, Lower Level  
Session Organizer: Edwin Amenta, University of California-Irvine  
Presider: Drew Halfmann, University of California-Davis  
Critics: Elisabeth S. Clemens, University of Chicago  
Drew Halfmann, University of California-Davis  
Joseph Luders, Yeshiva University  
Chip Berlet, Research for Progress  
Authors: Isaac William Martin, University of California-San Diego and David Cunningham, Brandeis University
382. Section on Comparative-Historical Sociology Paper Session. Can Comparative Historical Sociology Save the World? (2) Climate Change
Palmer House Hilton, Spire Parlor, Sixth Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Diana Rodriguez-Franco, Northwestern University
Polar Cases in the Global Climate Change Debate: Japan, India, Canada/US and Germany/Sweden. Jeffrey Broadbent, University of Minnesota
Beyond the North-South Divide? Global Climate Politics in the New World Order. David M. Ciplet and J. Timmons Roberts, Brown University; Mizan Khan, North South University
Carbon Market Evolution in Brazil and India. Simone Pulver, University of California-Santa Barbara
Socioecological Costs of Adaptation and the Limitations of Reflexivity: Lessons from the Global Dust Bowl. Hannah A. Holleman, Amherst College
What does Comparative Historical Sociology Offer for Understanding Human Rights and Global Environmental Change? LaDawn Haglund, Arizona State University
Discussant: Riley E. Dunlap, Oklahoma State University

383. Section on Consumers and Consumption Roundtable Session and Business Meeting
Palmer House Hilton, Salon 3, Third Floor
10:30-11:30am, Roundtables:
Session Organizer: Richard E. Ocejo, City University of New York-John Jay College
Table 1. Food and Shopping
Table Presider: Anne DeLessio-Parson, Pennsylvania State University
Time-Saving Meals and (Un)Healthy Eating: Ethnoracial and Nativity Group Differences. Anne DeLessio-Parson, Pennsylvania State University
Shopping in Specialized Fair Trade Shops: The World Shop as an Ethical Safe Haven. Robbe Geysmans and Lesley Hustinx, Ghent University

Table 2. Gender in Domestic and Public Spheres
Table Presider: Gabriella V. Smith, University of Virginia
Crafting Gender: Subversive Crafting and the Transgressive Potential of Leisure. Gabriella V. Smith, University of Virginia
You are What You Drink: The Masculinization of Cultural Legitimacy within the Craft Beer Scene. Helana Darwin and Michael Kimmel, State University of New York-Stony Brook
Risking their Lives: Moral, Cultural and Structural Accounts of Counterfeit Alcohol Consumption in Contemporary Russia. Zoya Kotelnikova, National Research University-Higher School of Economics

384. Section on Economic Sociology Paper Session. Social Economies of Households
Hilton Chicago, Marquette Room, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Alya Guseva, Boston University
Presider: Juliet B. Schor, Boston College
Keeping up with the Joneses: Inequality, Indebtedness, and the Middle Class Struggle to Maintain Their Lifestyle. Neil Fligstein and Orestes ‘Pat’ Hastings, University of California-Berkeley; Adam Goldstein, Harvard University
Financialization of Everyday Life or Domestication of Finance? Mortgages in Borrowers’ Temporalities, Relationships and Rationalities. Lena Pellandini-Simanyi, Eötvös Loránd University; Zsuzsanna Vargha, University of Leicester; Ferenc Hammer, Eötvös Loránd University
Home Is Where the Risk Is? Household Responses to Foreclosure. Elyse Kovalsky, Northwestern University
Session 384, continued
Women's Earnings and Spending on Household Services, 1980-2010. Sabino Kornrich, Emory University
Who Pays for Education? How Poor Egyptian Mothers Finance Their Children's Education. Hebatalla Gowayed, Princeton University

385. Section on Inequality, Poverty and Mobility Paper Session. New Approaches to Poverty, Exclusion and Boundaries
Palmer House Hilton, Water Tower Parlor, Sixth Floor
Session Organizers: Christine M. Percheski, Northwestern University and Josh Guetzkow, Hebrew University
Presider: Josh Guetzkow, Hebrew University
The Paradox of Community Power: Cultural Processes and Inequality in Participatory Governance. Jeremy R. Levine, Harvard University
Public Housing and the Politics of Stigma. Siri J. Colom, Connecticut College
Belief in the American Opportunity Structure, Optimism and GRIT: The Case of Urban, Second Generation Latinos. Maria G. Rendon, University of California-Irvine
Relative Social Standing and Nativist Attitudes. Naeyun Lee, University of Chicago

386. Section on International Migration Paper Session. Migration and Human Security in Global Perspective
Palmer House Hilton, Adams Ballroom, Sixth Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Elizabeth Fussell, Brown University
Female Migrant Workers' Use of the Emergency Department in Qatar: Implications for Improving Access to Care. Jen'nan G. Read, Duke University
Human Trafficking and the Limits of Criminal Law Enforcement for Protecting Immigrant Workers. Stephanie J. Nawyn, Michigan State University; Nur Banu Kavakli Birdal, Istanbul Kemerburgaz University
Measuring Exploitation of Migrants by Intermediaries: A Study of Migrants from Vietnam to Taiwan. Phuong Quynh Nguyen and Sundararavardhan Venkatesh, Asian Institute of Technology
The Emotional Well-being of Undocumented 1.5-Immigrants: Ontological Insecurity and Strategies for Resilience. Elizabeth Vazquera, University of South Florida; Isabel Sousa-Rodriguez, City University of New York-Graduate Center; Elizabeth M. Aranda, University of South Florida
Discussant: Steven J. Gold, Michigan State University

387. Section on Medical Sociology Invited Session. Reeder Address and Medical Sociology Awards
Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-1, Lower Level
Session Organizer and Presider: Anne Figert, Loyola University-Chicago
Medical Sociology Broadly Conceived: Reflections on a Career. Adele E. Clarke, University of California-San Francisco

388. Section on Organizations, Occupations and Work Paper Session. Organizational Culture and Institutional Logics
Hilton Chicago, Lake Erie, Eighth Floor
Session Organizers: Heather A. Haveman, University of California-Berkeley and Phyllis Moen, University of Minnesota
Presider: Patricia H. Thornton, Duke University
Jurisdictional Struggles over an Institutional Logic: Organizational Conflict in a Religious College. Sorcha Alexandrina Brophy, Yale University
Learning Not to Diversify: The Transformation of Graduate Business Education and the Decline of Diversifying Acquisitions. Jiwook Jung, National University-Singapore; Taekjin Shin, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Bringing Culture Back In: Cultural Fit and Individual Performance in Organizations. Amir Goldberg, V. Govind Manian, Will Monroe, and Christopher Potts, Stanford University; Sameer Srivastava, University of California-Berkeley
CEO Dismissal and the CEO's Symbolic Use of Shareholder-value Language. Taekjin Shin and Jihae You, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

389. Section on Political Economy of the World-System Invited Session. Resistance, Governance, and Capitalist Accumulation in Palestine
Palmer House Hilton, Chicago Room, Fifth Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Yousef Kazem Baker, California State University-Long Beach
Translating Insurance: Capital and Economic Thought. Sherene Seikaly, University of California-Santa Barbara
The Insecurity of the Elite and the Specter of the Urban Poor. Andy Clarno, University of Illinois at Chicago
Palestinian Mobility, Israeli Permits, and Labor Flows across the Green Line. Maryam S. Griffin, University of California-Santa Barbara
390. Section on Race, Gender and Class Roundtable

Session and Business Meeting

Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-2, Lower Level
10:30-11:30am, Roundtables:

Session Organizers: Chalane E. Lechuga, Metropolitan State University-Denver and Gloria S. Vaquera, John Carroll University

Table 1. Race, Gender, Class and Health Part I
Table Presider: Maria R. Lowe, Southwestern University
What is the Cumulative Impact of Social Determinants? Examining Racial Disparities in Type 2 Diabetes. Kaitlyn Barnes and Alicia Smith, Case Western Reserve University
Toward a Sociological Understanding of HIV-related Conspiracy Beliefs. Jessica Jaiswal, Columbia University
The Other Side of Honor: Gender, Class, and Organ Trade. Farhan Navid Yousaf and Bandana Purkayastha, University of Connecticut
Investigating the Impact of Minority Status, Discrimination and Coping Resources on Physical Health. Laura Neuhauser, University of Maryland-Baltimore County

Table 2. Race, Gender, Class and Health Part II
Table Presider: Jenny M. Stuber, University of North Florida
Exploring Gender in Cancer Support Spaces: Learning as an Ethnographic Self. Kanetha Brynn Wilson, Vanderbilt University
A Chicken a Day Keeps the Doctor Away? Risk and Postpartum Practices among Chinese Immigrant Women. Kuan-Yi Chen, City University of New York-Graduate Center
Mindfulness, Health and Wellbeing: Broadening Interventions for Diverse Populations. Crystal Marie Fleming and Jalana Harris, State University of New York-Stony Brook

Table 3. Race, Gender, Class and Youth
Table Presider: Marina Karides, University of Hawaii-Hilo
You Gotta Do Something: Class and Gender in Teensploitation Films. Evan Cooper, State University of New York-Farmingdale College; Julian Cornell, New York University
Now We Don’t Think Like That: High School Students’ Perception of the Salience of Race. Irina Chukhray, Rice University
The War on Drugs and the Shaping of Black and Latino Masculinities. Natalie Patricia Byfield, St. John’s University
Encounters with Outsiders: An Examination of White Habitus in a Gang Intervention Site. Adriana Lizette Garcia, Rice University

Table 4. Race, Gender, and Class: Navigating Higher Education
Table Presider: Gloria S. Vaquera, John Carroll University
Classed Conceptions of Academic Self-Efficacy at an Elite University. Megan Theresa Thiele and Amy Leisenring, San Jose State University
They Told Me How It Is: Racial Socialization and Parental Education among Black College Students. Kennedy Turner, University of Michigan
Understanding the Differing Influences of Maternal vs. Paternal Educational Background on Student Academic Outcomes. Kara Balemian, Jing Feng, and Ellen A. Sawtell, The College Board

Table 5. Race, Gender, and Class:Post Collegiate Experiences
Table Presider: Bhoomi K. Thakore, Northwestern University
Underpaid and Over My Head in Debt: Latina/o and Black Millennials’ Labor Market Experiences. Charlene Cruz-Cerdas, University of Pennsylvania

Table 6. Race, Gender, and Class: Media and Controlling Images
Table Presider: Queen Meccasia Zabriskie, New College of Florida
We’re in this Self-Made Hellbox: Accountability and Norm Citation in Pittsburgh’s Rap Music Industry. Jeffrey Michael Tienes, University of Pittsburgh
Dancing Black Sexual Politics: (Un)doing Gender and Sexuality in Chicago’s West African Dance Communities. Queen Meccasia Zabriskie, New College of Florida
The Way God Made You: Hair Texture and Identity among African American Women. Nnemia Marie Campbell, University of Colorado-Boulder

Table 7. Race, Gender, and the Sociology of Family
Table Presider: Yuching Julia Cheng, State University of New York-Albany
I Came Back to Life: Black Women’s Experiences of Maternal Resurrection after Incarceration. Susila Gurusami, University of California-Los Angeles
Romance Tourism: An Escape from the Pure Relationship? Julia Meszaros, University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh
Deconstructing the Narrative of Black Motherhood: From the Civil Rights Movement to Community Control. Vanessa Joi Paul, City University of New York-Graduate Center
Food Choices and Voluntary Simplicity in Intentional Communities: An Analysis of Race and Class. Jade Aguilar, Willamette University
Session 390, continued

Table 8. The Politics of Race, Gender and Class
Table Presider: Joanna Perez, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
The Southwestern Strategy: Poverty, Crime, and Race in Republican Political Discourse. Jessica Autumn Brown, University of Houston
The Politics of Reproductive Policy: Female Legislative Representation and Family Planning Spending in the United States. Julisa Amanda McCoy, University of California-Riverside
Enacting Privilege in Disaster Recovery Volunteerism. Ian Breckenridge-Jackson, University of California-Riverside

Table 9. Race, Gender, and Class in Sports
Table Presider: Frank J. Ortega, Texas A&M University
The Diasporic Black Immigrant Athlete: Blackness and Meaning in the African Diaspora. Munene Mwaniki, Western Carolina University
Bad Blacks: The Contingent Acceptance and Essentialized Blackness of African (Im)migrant Athletes. Munene Mwaniki, Western Carolina University
Breaking the Rules: Islam, Marginality, and Agency within Senegalese Women’s Soccer. Beth D. Packer, École Des Hautes Études En Sciences Sociales

Table 10. Race, Gender, Class and Work Part I
Table Presider: Cirila Estela Vasquez Guzman, University of New Mexico
Girl, Don’t Make Me Hit You: Black Women and Gendered Violence in Urban Public Space. Alexis S. McCurn, California State University-Dominguez Hills
Debating Rape Jokes vs. Rape Culture: Framing and Ideology in Misogynistic Comedy. Raúl Pérez, University of California-Irvine

Table 11. Race, Gender, Class and Work Part II
Table Presider: Raeven Faye Chandler, Pennsylvania State University
Shifting the Gender Boundary: Predictors of Adolescents’ Aspirations for Entering Traditionally Gender-Atypical Occupations. Jessica H. Hardie, City University of New York
Double Gender Gap and Glass Ceiling in High Technological Positions in the Spanish Tourism Sector. Mónica Segovia Perez and Cristina Figueroa Domecq, University Rey Juan Carlos
Gendered Pathways to the Hiring Decision. Koji Rafael Chavez, Stanford University

Table 12. Race, Gender, Class and Work Part II
Table Presider: Raeven Faye Chandler, Pennsylvania State University
Shifting the Gender Boundary: Predictors of Adolescents’ Aspirations for Entering Traditionally Gender-Atypical Occupations. Jessica H. Hardie, City University of New York
Double Gender Gap and Glass Ceiling in High Technological Positions in the Spanish Tourism Sector. Mónica Segovia Perez and Cristina Figueroa Domecq, University Rey Juan Carlos
Gendered Pathways to the Hiring Decision. Koji Rafael Chavez, Stanford University

11:30am-12:10pm, Section on Race, Gender and Class Business Meeting

391. Section on Racial and Ethnic Minorities

Paper Session. Rethinking Race and Nation: Transnational and Comparative Approaches
Hilton Chicago, Lake Michigan, Eighth Floor
Session Organizer: Tianna S. Paschel, University of California-Berkeley

Presider: Jennifer A. Jones, University of Notre Dame
A Global Look at Intermarriage. Erica Chito Childs, City University of New York-Hunter College and Graduate Center
Can You Become One of Us? Legal Selection of Assimilable Immigrants. Angela S. Garcia and Rawan Mazen Arar, University of California-San Diego
The International and Transnational Politics of Race-making. Mara Loveman, University of California-Berkeley
Where the Waters Divide: Neoliberalism, White Privilege and Environmental Racism. Michael J. Mascarenhas, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Discussant: Tianna S. Paschel, University of California-Berkeley

392. Section on Sociology of Culture Paper Session. Normalcy
Palmer House Hilton, Salon 12, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Eviatar Zerubavel, State University of New Jersey-Rutgers

Presider: Thomas DeGloma, City University of New York-Hunter College
Herodotus, Darwin, and Normalcy. *Allan V. Horwitz*, State University of New Jersey-Rutgers
Revelation as Revolution: Cognitive Accessibility and the Stability (and Instability) of Social Orders. *Lynette Shaw*, University of Washington
The Habits of Normal, Innocent People (NIPs), as Construed by the North American Juror. *David R. Gibson*, University of Notre Dame
I'm Normal Just Like Everybody Else Here: Constructing and Reinforcing Heteronormativity at Sex Toy Parties. *Amanda May Jungels*, United States Army
Discussant: *Wayne H. Brekhus*, University of Missouri

393. Section on Sociology of Development
Roundtable Session and Business Meeting
Palmer House Hilton, Crystal, Third Floor
10:30-11:30am, Roundtables:
Session Organizer: *Jennifer YJ Hsu*, University of Alberta

Table 1. Industry, Technology and Change
Table Presider: *Annabel Ipsen*, University of Wisconsin-Madison
Commodity Booms and Industrial Change: Examining the Mechanization of Sugarcane Harvesting in Brazil. *Ian Robert Carrillo*, University of Wisconsin-Madison
Manufacturing a Natural Advantage: Mitigating Risk through Technology and Climate. *Annabel Ipsen*, University of Wisconsin-Madison

Table 2. Gender and Health
Table Presider: *Sarah Garver*, The Ohio State University
Contraceptive Use in light of Marriage and Education in Rural Malawi: An Adolescent Dilemma. *Sarah Garver*, The Ohio State University
Rural Disadvantage and Malaria in Less-Developed Nations: A Cross-National Investigation of a Neglected Disease. *Mark D. Noble*, University of North Carolina; *Kelly Austin*, Lehigh University

Table 3. Civil Society, Social Movements and NGOs
Table Presider: *Christopher Laurence Gibson*, Simon Fraser University
Effects of Resources, Political Opportunities and Organizational Ecology on the Development of AIDS NGOs in China. *Zhijuan Yu*, Fudan University
Pragmatist Movements, Democratic Governance and State-building for Development: Theorizing the Sanitary Movement in Urban Brazil. *Christopher Laurence Gibson*, Simon Fraser University

Table 4. Markets and Institutions
Table Presider: *Daniel Thompson*, Johns Hopkins University
Gray Matters in the Growth of Markets. *Valentina Assenova* and *Olav Sorenson*, Yale University
Service Sector Growth in Rich Democracies. *Daniel Thompson*, Johns Hopkins University

Table 5. Governance, Bureaucracy and the State
Table Presider: *Zachary Levenson*, University of California-Berkeley
The Expansion of Healthcare Coverage and Implications for Theories of the Developmental State. *Joseph A. Harris*, Boston University
Negotiated Delivery: Technocratic Failure and the Politics of Housing Delivery in Post-Apartheid South Africa. *Zachary Levenson*, University of California-Berkeley
Innovations in Dam Governance: Participatory Development in the Brazilian Amazon. *Peter Taylor Klein*, Bard College
State Transformation and the Structure of the Public Sphere. *Simeon J. Newman*, University of Michigan; *Laura J. Enriquez*, University of California-Berkeley
The State at Play: A Neoliberal History of the Karnataka Golf Association. *Patrick Inglis*, Grinnell College

Table 6. Perspectives on Inequality and Poverty
Table Presider: *Brian J. Dill*, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Managing or Alleviating Energy Poverty? The Impact of Distributed Generation (DG) Systems. *Brian J. Dill*, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Table 7. Historical Perspectives on Development
Table Presider: *Amanda Marie Shriwise*, Oxford University
Social Policy in a Foreign Policy Context before World War II: The British Experience. *Amanda Marie Shriwise*, Oxford University
Making the Program Officer: The Peace Corps, USAID, and the Profession of International Development. *Meghan Elizabeth Kallman*, Brown University
The Initiation of the TFC: When the Global Meets the Local. *Ju Li*, Central European University

11:30am-12:10pm, Section on Sociology of Development Business Meeting
394. Section on Sociology of Education Paper Session. Evaluating Educational Programs and Policies: Challenges and Successes
Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-4, Lower Level
Session Organizer: Laura Theresa Hamilton, University of California-Merced
Presider: Barbara L. Schneider, Michigan State University
Do STEM Enrichment Programs Enhance College Readiness for Racial and Ethnic Minorities? Steven Elias Alvarado and Paul Muniz, Cornell University
The Impacts of Discretionary Spaces in Schooling. Janice Aurini, University of Waterloo; Scott Davies, University of Toronto; Cathlene Hillier, Emily Patricia Milne and Michael Holland, University of Waterloo
Paradoxes in Transformations in Higher Education: The National Science Foundation ADVANCE Institutional Change Initiatives. Kathrin Zippel, Northeastern University; Myra Marx Ferree, University of Wisconsin-Madison
Discussant: Barbara L. Schneider, Michigan State University

395. Section on the Sociology of the Family Paper Session. Sexualities in Family Contexts
Hilton Chicago, Lake Ontario, Eighth Floor
Session Organizer: Corinne Reczek, The Ohio State University
Presider: Jill Evelyn Yavorsky, The Ohio State University
Parenting Desires and Intentions among Sexual Minorities: An Intersectional Approach. Danielle Wondra, University of California-Los Angeles
Raising Teens: Black Single Mothers, Sexuality and Racialized Families. Sinikka Elliott and Rachel Powell, North Carolina State University; Joslyn Brenton, Ithaca College
Same-Sex, Same Families? Cross-National Differences in Support for Same-Sex and Single Parent Families. Catherine L. Bolzendahl, University of California-Irvine; Simon Cheng, University of Connecticut; Brian Powell, Indiana University
Time with Children in Different- and Same-Sex Two-Parent Families. Kate C. Prickett, University of Texas-Austin; Alexa Martin-Storey, Université de Sherbrooke; Robert Crosnoe, University of Texas-Austin
Discussant: Mieke Beth Thomeer, University of Alabama-Birmingham

396. Theory Section Invited Session. Lewis A. Coser Memorial Lecture and Salon
Palmer House Hilton, Wabash, Third Floor
Session Organizer: John W. Mohr, University of California-Santa Barbara
Presider: Andrew J. Perrin, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
Panelist: Marion Fourcade, University of California-Berkeley

11:30 am Meetings
Section on Consumers and Consumption Business Meeting (to 12:10pm) -- Palmer House Hilton, Salon 3, Third Floor
Section on Race, Gender and Class Business Meeting (to 12:10pm) -- Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-2, Lower Level
Section on Sociology of Development Business Meeting (to 12:10pm) -- Palmer House Hilton, Crystal, Third Floor

12:30 pm Sessions
397. Plenary Session. The Rise of Nonmarital Births
Hilton Chicago, International Ballroom North, Second Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Paula England, New York University
Panel: Lawrence L. Wu, New York University
Andrew J. Cherlin, Johns Hopkins University
Marcia J. Carlson, University of Wisconsin-Madison
An increasing proportion of American women and men have their first child, and sometimes subsequent children, outside of marriage. The upward trend began more than a half century ago, and is more pronounced among those who are less privileged. For example, there is almost no such trend among white college graduates. Nonmarital births are typically to couples in relationships or cohabiting unions that break up within a few years, leading to substantial complexity and instability in family patterns. Panelists will consider the trends, social forces encouraging nonmarital births, and their consequences for adults and children.

2:30 pm Meetings
2015-16 ASA Council New Member Orientation (to 5:30pm) -- Hilton Chicago, Boulevard C, Second Floor
Award Selection Committee Chairs with the Committee on Awards -- Hilton Chicago, McCormick Boardroom, Fourth Floor
Committee on Sections -- Hilton Chicago, Pullman Boardroom, Fourth Floor
Committee on the Status of Racial and Ethnic Minorities in Sociology -- Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4J, Fourth Floor
Committee on the Status of Women in Sociology -- Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4H, Fourth Floor
Department Resources Group (DRG) Business Meeting -- Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4D, Fourth Floor
Film/Video Screening. Tough Guise 2: Violence, Manhood and American Culture -- Hilton Chicago, PDR 5, Third Floor
Section on Evolution, Biology and Society Council and Business Meeting -- Palmer House Hilton, Spire Parlor, Sixth Floor
2:30 pm  Sessions

398. Presidential Panel. Do Heterosexual Couples Avoid Female Superiority and Eroticize Traditionality?
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom A, Lobby Level
Session Organizer: Paula England, New York University
Presider: Maria Charles, University of California-Santa Barbara
Panel: Marianne Bertrand, University of Chicago
Sabino Kornrich, Emory University
Christine Renee Schwartz, University of Wisconsin-Madison
The gender revolution has arguably degendered education and careers more than family roles and sexuality. Three panelists present differing views on whether, among heterosexuals, more egalitarian or more traditional gender arrangements encourage couples to get married, stay together, and have more frequent sex. What is the evidence that partners do gender by avoiding marriages in which women earn more, and divorcing when women’s relative status is too high? How do egalitarian or traditional roles affect how often married couples have sex? Is all this changing as women’s superior educational attainment leads more and more couples to feature a wife who is better educated than her husband?

399. Thematic Session. Comparative-Historical Approaches to Sexuality
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom B, Lobby Level
Session Organizer and Presider: Greggor Mattson, Oberlin College
Panelists: David John Frank, University of California-Irvine
Jyoti Puri, Simmons College
Amy T. Schalet, University of Massachusetts-Amherst
Greggor Mattson, Oberlin College
If the disciplines of history and anthropology are associated with the variation in sexual meanings over time and in different cultures, sociology offers a specific competence in attending to comparisons in the contexts of states, markets and other institutions. David John Frank studies the changing cultural infrastructure of world society through criminal laws regulating incest, rape, adultery, and sodomy for 100+ countries. Jyoti Puri is an expert on sexualities, nationalisms and transnational feminisms in India and beyond, in her books Woman, Body, Desire in Post-colonial India, Encountering Nationalism, and the forthcoming Sexuality/State: Decriminalizing Homosexuality in India. Amy Schalet is the author of Not Under My Roof: Parents, Teens and the Culture of Sex, a comparison of Dutch and American conceptions of selfhood. Greggor Mattson is the author of forthcoming pieces on the diverging meanings of prostitution in the European Union through the lens of welfare states and transnational feminisms.

400. Thematic Session. Former ASA Presidents Reflect on the Study of Sexuality
Hilton Chicago, Waldorf Room, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Jerry A. Jacobs, University of Pennsylvania
Panel: Cecilia L. Ridgeway, University of California-Berkeley
Evelyn Nakano Glenn, University of California-Berkeley
Randall Collins, University of Pennsylvania
This session will examine how sexuality scholarship and other fields of sociology can learn from each other. Specifically, what insights from sexuality research might inform our understanding of culture, interaction, evolution, gender, diversity, political movements, social stratification, family, the internet and other important areas of society? And what broad social theories and social trends from outside sexuality research might fruitfully inform sexuality studies? Four former ASA Presidents will take on these broad issues.

401. Thematic Session. Sexuality and Religion
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom C, Lobby Level
Session Organizer: Elizabeth A. Armstrong, University of Michigan
Presider: Orit Avishai, Fordham University
Panel: Melissa J. Wilde, University of Pennsylvania
Bernadette Barton, Morehead State University
Roger Friedland, University of California-Santa Barbara
Janet Afary, University of California-Los Angeles
This panel will explore some of the diverse ways that religious traditions understand, shape and attempt to monitor sexuality. Melissa Wilde examines the ways in which early divisions in the American religious field that seemed connected to sex and gender (e.g. birth control) were really about race and class. Bernadette Barton will discuss the ways in which Conservative Christian attitudes slow the progress of gay rights. In particular, she will discuss the gap between those states with institutional protections for gay people, including marriage, and those that do not even have a state- wide fairness ordinance. Roger Friedland and Janet Afary will discuss Islam, gender and intimacy.

Hilton Chicago, Williford A, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Mary Bernstein, University of Connecticut
Presider: Mary Burke, University of Vermont
Critics: Adam Isaiah Green, University of Toronto
Kathleen E. Hull, University of Minnesota
Stephen Valocchi, Trinity College
Author: Katrina Kimport, University of California-San Francisco
403. Regional Spotlight Session. Latinos in the Midwest: Incorporation, Mobilizations, and Persisting Challenges
Hilton Chicago, PDR 2, Third Floor
Session Organizers: Maura I. Toro-Morn, Illinois State University and Marta Maria Maldonado, Oregon State University
Latino Immigration in a Re-emerging Gateway: Incorporation and Challenges in the High Plains. Matthew R. Sanderson, Kansas State University
Building Trust: The Creation of a Latino Business Network in a Small Midwestern Community. Bridget K. Welch, University of South Dakota
Aquí Estamos y No Nos Vamos: Latin@ Placemaking in Rural Iowa. Marta Maria Maldonado, Oregon State University
New Destinations within an Old Gateway. Jorge Ortiz, University of Illinois at Chicago

Given historical patterns of settlement, the social science literature on Latino/a migration and incorporation has tended to focus on large urban centers. In the context of the Midwest, specifically, much scholarship on Latino/a experiences has focused on the city of Chicago. Yet, we know that Latinos have long been present in many other communities across the region. Furthermore, the Midwest is a broadly constituted and contested space, a site of ongoing and new migrations from established areas of Latino settlement in other parts of the country, and from Latin America and the Caribbean. Chicago, and a host of other Midwestern cities of various sizes, continue to be configured and reconfigured by the Latino/a presence. Additionally, for the past three decades, growing numbers of Latinos have settled in a variety of suburban and rural communities across the region. This paper session features work on the dynamic landscapes constituted by Latinas/Latinos in the Midwest. We offer work of sociological significance presented within a historical and comparative framework, as a way to deepen our understanding of Latino/a experiences in the Midwest. The Midwest and Chicago are the perfect setting for this conversation, which will highlight: new and persisting challenges, like gentrification, and the challenges (though also opportunities) associated with a growingly heterogeneous Latin@ population • remarkable Latin@ growth in a range of small and mid-size cities across the region (e.g., Omaha, Minneapolis, Des Moines) • the browning of the suburbs, and specifically the emergence of Latin@ suburbs • growth of Latin@ populations as a driver for rural population growth throughout the Midwest, and the emergence of and conditions of Latino communities in a range of rural new gateways.

404. Departmental Management and Leadership Workshop. Lessons for Departments and Faculty from the Bachelors and Beyond Surveys: Suggestions for Enhancing Labor Market and Non-Labor Market Outcomes
Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4K, Fourth Floor
Session Organizer and Leader: Mary Scheuer Senter, Central Michigan University
Co-Leaders: Roberta M. Spalter-Roth and Nicole V. Amaya, American Sociological Association

Data gathering for the second NSF-funded, longitudinal Bachelor’s and Beyond surveys – tracing the experiences of a national cohort of 2012 sociology majors during and after their baccalaureate experience – has been completed. In this workshop we review key findings regarding the jobs sociology majors have obtained 18 months after their graduation and the strategies that are most likely to lead to career-type employment. In addition, we move beyond a discussion of the labor market outcomes of a college education to explore other ways in which college experiences affect graduates’ lives – including graduates’ satisfaction with their major, their living arrangements, and their civic participation. Workshop participants will be asked to share their experiences working with undergraduates to prepare them both for career success and for the development of meaningful personal and civic lives. We hope both to broaden the discussion of the impact of college on graduates and to prompt a useful exchange on the ways in which faculty and departments have been innovative in preparing students for a full range of meaningful adult experiences.

405. Professional Development Workshop. European Research Council - Funding for U.S. Sociologists (and Elsewhere!) Willing to Explore Ideas or Territories Never Explored Before-CANCELLED

406. Policy and Research Workshop. Grant Writing for Sociology Students: Disciplinary and Interdisciplinary Opportunities and Strategies
Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4A, Fourth Floor
Session Organizer and Leader: Dana M. Britton, State University of New Jersey-Rutgers
Co-Leader: Laura Kramer, Montclair State University

This workshop will focus on effective practices for preparing proposals for funding. We will review recognized strategies for identifying potential funding sources appropriate for various career stages. We will provide an overview of how funding organizations work, discuss how to read calls for proposals or solicitations, how to work on proposals, and how to work on revisions. We will help participants to understand the role of reviewers and decision makers and to bring all of these elements together in crafting the strongest possible proposals.

407. Teaching Workshop. Teaching Sexuality: Beyond Fundamental Issues
Hilton Chicago, PDR 3, Third Floor
Session Organizers and Leaders: Amanda May Jungels, United States Army and Elroi J. Windsor, Salem College
Panel: Mindy Stombler, Georgia State University
Chong-suk Han, Middlebury College
Jason Ronald Orne, University of Wisconsin-Madison

Teaching topics related to sexuality can be challenging for even the most experienced instructors. Students may resist sociological approaches to commonly associated topics and issues, and instructors often deal with complex and sensitive subjects. Past workshops offered at ASA were designed to introduce instructors to teaching sexuality independently or within a general course. This workshop addresses the need for discussion and guidance on advanced issues related to teaching sexuality, including handling sensitive/controversial topics; dealing with student...
reluctance; managing disclosures in the classroom; creating a sex-positive environment; garnering administrative support; and handling media exposure. Panelists will include a diverse set of experienced instructors with a variety of perspectives and approaches to the subject. The workshop is designed for experienced sexualities instructors who wish to improve their skills, discuss challenges, and share innovations and techniques.

408. Visual Media Poster Presentation
Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon B, Lower Level
Session Organizer: Christopher Uggen, University of Minnesota
1. Challenging the Myth of Entitlement: Students’ Perceptions of Grade Inflation at an Elite University. Clara S Lewis, Minkee Kim Sohn, Erik Holmvik, Breanna Della Williams, and Mara Chin Loy, Stanford University
4. Curators of Cool: Creative Tourism and the Gentrification of Wynwood. Emily V Cleary and Lacey Langlois, Florida Atlantic University
5. Global Hybridization and the Cultural Other in U.S. Children’s Television: Dora, Kai-Lan, & Caillou. Jon D. Carlson, University of California-Merced
6. Long-distance Relationships? Quantifying Intellectual Distance Between University Departments and Interdisciplinary Programs. Molly M. King, Stanford University
10. Effects of Technology for Students in the Digital Age. Angel Rebecca Hoekstra, Douglas Duncan, and Bethany R. Wilcox, University of Colorado-Boulder
11. From the Trenches of the Deep South: Advancing Conceptions of Allyhood. Trina S. Smith, Georgia Southern University

409. Regular Session. Affirmative Action
Hilton Chicago, Joliet Room, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Sharon M. Collins, University of Illinois at Chicago
Presider: David G. Embrick, Loyola University-Chicago
A National Investigation of Bans on Affirmative Action and Racial Differences in College Destination. Pamela R. Bennett, City University of New York-Queens College; Amy Lutz, Syracuse University
Ahistorical Antiracism: Understanding French Blacks’ Opposition to Affirmative Action. Crystal Marie Fleming and Hewan Girma, State University of New York-Stony Brook
The Dividends of Diversity? Linking Work Group Racial Composition, Minority Status, and Within-Race Inequality. Corey D. Fields, Marion Coddou, and Koji Rafael Chavez, Stanford University
Discussant: David G. Embrick, Loyola University-Chicago

410. Regular Session. Children/Youth/Adolescents
Hilton Chicago, Lake Huron, Eighth Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Marisol Karina Clark-Ibanez, California State University-San Marcos
Growing up in Recessional Ireland. Delma Byrne, National University of Ireland-Maynooth
Imagining Intergenerational Collaboration: Approaches to Equality in the Peruvian Movement of Working Children. Jessica Karen Taft, University of California-Santa Cruz
The Global State of Children’s Inequality: Introducing the Worldwide Outlook for Children. Maria Schmeckle, Illinois State University
411. Regular Session. Comparative Sociology: The Paradoxes of Success and Failure in Comparative Sociology
Palmer House Hilton, Price Room, Fifth Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Cedric de Leon, Providence College
The Revolution's Two Bodies: Rethinking the Rise of China's Cultural Revolution Activism. Xiaohong Xu, National University-Singapore
The French Colonial State and Patrimonialism: Comparing Tunisia and Algeria. Mounira Maya Charrad and Daniel Jaster, University of Texas-Austin
Why Didn't the Economic Crisis Dislodge Economic Orthodoxy? Bridging Idealist and Materialist Accounts. Barry Eidlin, State University of New Jersey-Rutgers
Discussant: Cedric de Leon, Providence College

412. Regular Session. Consumers and Consumption
Palmer House Hilton, Kimball, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Faye Linda Wachs, California State Polytechnic University
Contextualizing Tastes of Necessity: Understanding the Food Preferences of People of Low Socio-Economic Status. Josee Johnston, Michelle Szabo, and Shyon S. Baumann, University of Toronto
Economic Constraints on Taste Formation and the True Cost of Healthy Eating. Caitlin Daniel, Harvard University
Valuing Fair Trade: Fair Trade Consumption as Gift vs Market Exchange. Mary Beth Finch, Northwestern University
Westerning China? Chinese Consumption of Western Commodities and Lifestyles. Weiwei Zhang, Georgetown University
Taking Back a Bit of Control: Managing the Contaminated Body through Consumption. Norah MacKendrick and Lindsay M. Stevens, State University of New Jersey-Rutgers
Discussant: Shannon N. Davis, George Mason University

413. Regular Session. Cross-National Sociology
Hilton Chicago, PDR 4, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Eileen M. Otis, University of Oregon
Floods, Invaders, Parasites: Immigration Threat Narratives and Right-Wing Populism in the United States, United Kingdom and Australia. Jackie Lee Hogan, Bradley University; Kristin Haltinner, University of Idaho
Labor Market Insiders or Outsiders? A Cross-National Examination of Distributive Preferences by the Working poor. Asaf Levanon and Orly Nitis, University of Haifa
Resisting Empire and Building an Alternative Future in Medicine and Public Health. Rebeca Jasso-Aguilar and Howard Waitzkin, University of New Mexico
Scientific Progress, Risk and Development: Explaining Attitudes Toward Science Cross-Nationally. Anne M. Price, Valdosta State University; Lindsey P. Peterson, Mississippi State University

414. Regular Session. New Directions in Research on Housework
Palmer House Hilton, Buckingham Room, Fifth Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: David J. Maume, University of Cincinnati
Purchases, Penalties, and Power: The Relationship between Earnings and Housework. Daniel L. Carlson, Georgia State University; Jamie L. Lynch, St. Norbert College
Who Does the Dishes? Fairness and Household Chores. Mayumi Nakamura, University of Toyama; Mito Akiyoshi, Senshu University
Discussant: Shannon N. Davis, George Mason University

415. Regular Session. Political Culture
Hilton Chicago, Astoria Room, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Simonetta Falasca-Zamponi, University of California-Santa Barbara
Presider: Joseph A. Conti, University of Wisconsin-Madison
How to Become an Islamophobic Dominant Intellectual: The Italian Success of Oriana Fallaci's Trilogy (2001-2006). Bruno Cousin, University of Lille 1; Tommaso Vitale, Sciences Po
Political Culture behind the Iron Curtain: Explaining the Puzzling Case of the Bulgarian Democratic Transition. Ana Velitchkova, Centre For Social Conflict and Cohesion Studies
Political Trust and Asian Societies: Explaining Chinese Exceptionalism to the Paradox of Distance. Cary Wu and Rima Wilkes, University of British of Columbia
Rethinking Political Culture in Egypt: Secular Frames, Religious Values and Contentious Discourse. Martin Timothy Rowe, Boston University
Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-5, Lower Level
Session Organizer: Regina Dei-Amen, University of Arizona
Presider: Katharine Broton, University of Wisconsin-Madison
Online Education Institutionalized: Through the Lens of Faculty, Administrator, and External Organization Institutional Logics. Lauren A. Nicoll, Northeastern University
How to Rank Colleges: Reproducers of Privilege or Transformers? Allison L. Hurst, Oregon State University
Discussant: Mitchell L. Stevens, Stanford University

417. Regular Session. Urban Sociology: Perspectives on Urban Change
Palmer House Hilton, Salon 5, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Andrew Deener, University of Connecticut
The Environmentalization of Desirability: Linking Ecological Upgrading and Social Displacement in the Capitalist City. Daniel Aldana Cohen, Hillary Angelo, and Gianpaolo Baiocchi, New York University
Transforming Neighborhoods: How Arts, Walking, Mixed Use, Buzz, and Social Movements Generate Local Area Effects. Terry Nichols Clark, University of Chicago; Brian Knudsen, Independent Scholar; Christopher Michael Grazul, University of Chicago; Aaron Isaksen, New York University; Maxime Jaffre, University of Avignon
Gentrification, Boulevard Revitalization and Authentic Urbanism in Northeast Los Angeles. Jan C. Lin, Occidental College
Globalization and Gentrification on Local Shopping Streets: Regulation, Revitalization, Moral Ownership. Sharon Zukin, City University of New York-Brooklyn College and Graduate Center; Philip Kasinitz, City University of New York-Graduate Center; Xiangming Chen, Trinity College

418. Section on Aging and the Life Course Paper Session. Disability over the Life Course
Hilton Chicago, Williford B, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Eva Kahana, Case Western Reserve University
Adult Children’s Serious Health Conditions and the Flow of Support between the Generations. Megan Gilligan, Iowa State University; J. Jill Suitor, Marissa Rurka, and Gulcin Con, Purdue University; Karl Pillemer, Cornell University
Children with Disabilities and Trajectories of Mothers’ Consumer Debt across the Life Course. Jason N. Houle, Dartmouth College; Lawrence Berger, University of Wisconsin-Madison
Disability over the Life Course: The Unique Experiences of Little People and Their Parents. Anna Neller, University of Toledo
Generational Perspectives on the Dialectic between Gerontology and Disability Studies. Eva Kahana, Case Western Reserve University; Jeffrey Steven Kahana, Case Western Reserve University; Jennifer Blevins Sinski, University of Louisville
Discussant: Nancy G. Kutner, Emory University

419. Section on Animals and Society Paper Session. Sex, Gender, and the Nonhuman Body
Palmer House Hilton, Salon 6, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Colter Ellis, Montana State University
Cat-sized Hole in My Heart: Companion Animal Adoption as Social Activism. Jennifer Blevins Sinski, University of Louisville
Navigating the Role of Responsibility: Habitus, Socialization and Human Impact on Animal Welfare. Erin Nicole Kidder, University of Texas-San Antonio
New Possibilities: Gender and Embodiment in the Human-Horse Context. Keri Jacqueline Brandt, Fort Lewis College
Discussant: Leslie Irvine, University of Colorado

420. Section on Body and Embodiment Paper Session. Embodied Encounters: Beauty, Pap Smears, Citizenship and Bodily Capital
Palmer House Hilton, Salon 1, Third Floor
Session Organizers: Lynne Gerber, University of California-Berkeley and Sarah Pollock, Temple University
Presider: Sarah Pollock, Temple University
Body Hair: The Final Frontier of Alternative Beauty Campaigns. Helana Darwin, State University of New York-Stony Brook
Embodied Citizenship: The Body and Undocumented Mobilization in Brussels. Thomas Swerts, University of Chicago
Learning to Perceive the Body: Entanglements of Embodied Perception in Pelvic Exam Simulations. Kelly Underman, University of Illinois at Chicago
The Promise and Limits of Bourdieu’s “Bodily Capital”: Theorizing Embodiment and Inequality. David J. Hutson, Whitman College
Discussant: Elise Paradis, University of Toronto

421. Section on Collective Behavior and Social Movements Invited Session. Big Data and Social Movement Research
Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-3, Lower Level
Session Organizer and Presider: Edwin Amenta, University of California-Irvine
Panel: Christopher A. Bail, Duke University
Neal Caren, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
John D. McCarthy, Pennsylvania State University
Brayden G. King, Northwestern University
422. Section on Communication and Information Technologies Paper Session. Inequalities and Communication, Media, and Information Technologies
Palmer House Hilton, Salon 12, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Laura Robinson, Santa Clara University
Gender and the Internet, Revisited. Hiroshi Ono, Hitotsubashi University; Madeline Zavodny, Agnes Scott College
Participation in a Digital World: How Seniors Make Sense of and use ICTs. Annel Quan-Haase, University of Western Ontario; Kim Martin and Kathleen Schreurs, Western University
Race, Ethnicity and the Strength of Facebook Ties among U.S. Adolescents. Gustavo S. Mesch, University of Haifa
Invaluable Expectations: An Expectancy-Value Theory Analysis of Youths’ College Motivation. Christopher Ball, Tim Kuo-Ting Huang, and Sheila R. Cotten, Michigan State University; RV Rikard, North Carolina State University; LaToya O’Neal Coleman, Michigan State University

423. Section on Crime, Law and Deviance Paper Session. Classic and Emerging Perspectives
Palmer House Hilton, Hancock Parlor, Sixth Floor
Session Organizer: Jukka Savolainen, University of Nebraska
Presider: Andrea M. Leverenz, University of Massachusetts-Boston
Accounting for Actions: Techniques of Neutralization and the Maintenance of Identity among Perpetrators of Genocide. Emily Philipp, Boston University; Emily Schulz, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee; Christopher Uggen, University of Minnesota
Understanding the Social Context of New Parochialism. Andrea M. Leverenz, University of Massachusetts-Boston; Monica Williams, Weber State University
A Network Approach to Social Reintegration: Network Inequality among Men in Transition from Prison to Community. Robert Rigs, New York University
Gender Moderation and Delinquency in the Moving to Opportunity Intervention: The Role of the Extended Neighborhoods. Corina Graff, Pennsylvania State University

424. Section on Economic Sociology Paper Session. Economic Inequality in Wealth, Assets, and Credit
Hilton Chicago, Marquette Room, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Leslie McCall, Northwestern University
Presider: Fabian T. Pfeffer, University of Michigan
Bad Timing: Social Stratification in a Mass-Participatory Asset Bubble. Adam Goldstein, Harvard University
Sharing or Limiting Wealth? The Relationship between Family Structure and Net Worth in Two Countries. Michelle Lee Maroto and Laura Aylsworth, University of Alberta
State Interventions in Fringe Lending to the Poor: Assessing the Effects of the Military Lending Act. Roman V. Galperin, Johns Hopkins University; Kaili Mauricio, Federal Reserve Bank of Boston
Wealth Inequality among Young Adults during the Great Recession of 2008. Radha Modi, University of Pennsylvania; Abigail A. Sewell, Emory University
Discussants: Fabian T. Pfeffer, University of Michigan and Richard Benton, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

425. Section on Global and Transnational Sociology Paper Session. Global Governance and Local Practices
Palmer House Hilton, Grant Park Parlor, Sixth Floor
Session Organizers: Kiyotera Tsutsui, University of Michigan and Matthias Koenig, University of Goettingen
Presider: Jason Beckfield, Harvard University
Organized Hypocrisy and Global Corporate Governance: National and Global Influences on Global Corporate Responsibility Disclosure. Alwyn Lim, University of Southern California
Constructing the Rational Actor: Boundary Work in U.S. Codex Politics. Jessica Epstein, Reed College
Coming out of the Penumbra: World Cultural Implications for Divorce. Cheng Tong Lin Wang, University of California-Irvine
The Effect of the Global Campaign against Intimate Partner Violence on Individuals’ Attitudes. Taylor Brown, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill; Katrina Hauschmidt, University of Michigan; Louisa Roberts, The Ohio State University; Jeffrey Swindle, University of Michigan

426. Section on International Migration Paper Session. Immigrant Organizations and the Assimilation/Transnationalism Divide
Palmer House Hilton, Adams Ballroom, Sixth Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Luis Eduardo Guarnizo, University of California
Assimilating Through Social Networks? The Importance of Networks in Assimilation Trajectories. Andrew N. Le, University of California-Los Angeles
Of Boundaries and Codes: The Cultural Practices of Nationality in Immigrant Organizations. Marcelle Mandisa Medford-Lee, University of Chicago
Pakistani Migrant Organizations in London, Toronto and New York City. Ali R. Chaudhry, Oxford University
Transnational Repression, Diaspora Mobilization, and the Arab Spring. Dana M. Moss, University of California-Irvine
Discussant: Alejandro Portes, University of Miami and Princeton University
427. Section on Medical Sociology Paper Session. Rating Health
Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-1, Lower Level
Session Organizer and Presider: Dana Garbarski, Loyola University-Chicago
Can Housework Help? Gender, Time Use And Disparities In Meeting Physical Activity Requirements. Rachel Cusatis and Noelle A. Chesley, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Unpacking the Black Box: Using Psychophysiology to Better Understand Masculinities, Aging, and Health. Kristen W. Springer, Brandon Lee Kramer, and Mary Himmelstein, State University of New Jersey-Rutgers
Identity Shaping Definitions of Health and Illness: Using Autonomy as a Health Compass. Tania L. Pacheco Werner, California State University-Fresno
Latino Children’s Self-rated Health: The Origin of a Double Paradox? Kelly Kato and Sharon Bzostek, State University of New Jersey-Rutgers
Discussant: Jenna Nobles, University of Wisconsin-Madison

Consequences of Expanding and Curtailing Use of Flexible Work Arrangements: A Longitudinal Study of Team Performance. Stephen A. Sweet, Ithaca College; Marcie Pitt-Catsouphes and Jacquelyn Boone James, Boston College
For Love or Money? Gender Differences in Approaches to Getting a Job. Weiyi Ng and Ming De Leung, University of California-Berkeley
Women Don’t Mean Business? Signaling Effect of Female Board Appointments and Consequences for Firm Value. Isabelle Solal, Kaisa Elina Snellman, and Eric Uhlmann, INSEAD
Minority Producers and Pricing in the Champagne Industry: The Case of Female Grape Growers’. Amandine Ody-Brasier, Yale University; Isabel Fernandez-Mateo, London Business School

428. Section on Methodology Paper Session. Creative Methodological Approaches to Data Collection and Analysis
Palmer House Hilton, Salon 10, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Zack W. Almquist, University of Minnesota
Contextualizing Mechanisms Using Big Data. Jessica Santana, Scott Westenberger, and Paolo Parigi, Stanford University
Quantity vs Quality: A Survey Experiment to Improve the Network Scale-up Method. Dennis Feehan, Princeton University; Aline Umubayi, University of Rwanda; Mary Mahy, Joint United Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS (UNAIDS); Wolfgang Hladik, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention; Matthew J. Salganik, Princeton University
Understanding Emotions in Caring Work: Developing Workplace Depletion and Recovery Using Three Empirical Cases. Cindy L. Cain, University of Minnesota
See What I Mean! Youth, Qualitative Methods, Semi-Structured Interviews, and Participant-Driven Virtual Tours. Ana Campos-Holland, Brooke Dinsmore, and Kasmine Kelekay, Connecticut College

429. Section on Organizations, Occupations and Work Paper Session. Gender at Work
Hilton Chicago, Lake Erie, Eighth Floor
Session Organizers: Heather A. Haveman, University of California-Berkeley and Phyllis Moen, University of Minnesota
Presider: Alexandra Kalev, Tel Aviv University
Not Just a Caregiver’s Problem: The Negative Consequences of Workplace Flexibility Bias for All Workers. Lindsey Trimble O’Connor, California State University-Channel Islands

Beyond Youth Organizing to an Emerging Youth Justice Movement. Mark R. Warren and Luke Krupscznk, University of Massachusetts-Boston
Hipster Racism and Sexism in Date Auctions: Individualism, Privilege Blindness and Irony in the Academy. Cheris Brewer Current and Emily Tillotson, Walla Walla University
432. Section on Social Psychology Paper Session. 
Social Psychology in Context: Dimensions of Health, Stress, Danger, and Subjective Experience
Hilton Chicago, Lake Michigan, Eighth Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Timothy J. Owens, Kent State University
Adult Mortality Five Years After a Natural Disaster: Evidence from the Indian Ocean Tsunami. Jessica Y. Ho and Elizabeth Frankenfng, Duke University; Cecep Sumantri, SurveyMETER; Duncan Thomas, Duke University
Identifying Same-Sex Couples’ Unique Experiences of Minority Stress: A Dyadic Mixed Methods Analysis. David M Frost, Columbia University; Allen J. LeBlanc, Brian de Vries, and Eli Alston-Stepnitz, San Francisco State University; Rob Stephenson and Cory Woodyatt, Emory University
Perceptions of Neighborhood Danger in Older Adulthood: An Individual Differences Perspective. James Duncan Iveniuk, University of Chicago
Patterns of Psycho-Social Distress among Middle-Aged and Elderly Swedes. Miia Bask, University of Bergen

433. Section on Sociology of Culture Paper Session. Art, Money, and Meaning
Palmer House Hilton, Water Tower Parlor, Sixth Floor
Session Organizer: Fiona Rose-Greenland, University of Chicago
Presider: Alexandra Marie Kowalski, Central European University
Art in the Shadows: Producer as Gatekeeper. Hannah Linda Wohl, Northwestern University
Picking the Next Art Stars: Curators and their Social Ties in the Whitney Biennial. Fabio Rojas and Peter Lista, Indiana University
Prices for Art by Female and Male Artists of African Descent in the Auction Market. Patricia A. Banks, Mount Holyoke College
Discussant: Erica H. Coslor, University of Melbourne

434. Section on Sociology of Development Paper Session. Neglected Issues in the Sociology of Development
Palmer House Hilton, Salon 2, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Wendy Wolford, Cornell University
A Cross-National Comparison of Sub-National Variation. Elaine Enriquez, Martin Syblis, and Miguel Centeno, Princeton University
The Many Ways to Conceptualize a Person and Global Development. Becky Yang Hsu, Georgetown University
The Challenges of Maintaining Menstrual Hygiene in Rural India. Rita Jalali, American University
Weberian Bureaucracy and Health: Does Bureaucratic State Capacity Improve Wellbeing? Erin Metz McDonnell, University of Notre Dame

435. Section on Sociology of Education Roundtable Session and Business Meeting
Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-2, Lower Level
2:30-3:30pm, Roundtables:
Session Organizers: Anna R. Haskins, Cornell University
Oren Pizmony-Levy, Columbia University

Table 1. College Choice
Table Presider: Eric Grodsky, University of Wisconsin
Safety, Match, or Reach? How Constrained College Searches Create Postsecondary Academic Mismatch. Erik Westlund, Johns Hopkins University
Selecting among the Best: Gatekeeping at America’s Most Selective Universities. Jonathan D. Schwarz, University of Notre Dame
Student Application Strategies: Search Approaches, Constructing Choice Sets, and College Destinations. Kristin Marie Jordan, Indiana University
Who Seeks Help? Students’ Help-Seeking Behaviors in College Choice Process. Hye Won Ahn, University of Iowa

Table 2. Immigration and Education
Table Presider: Susan K. Brown, University of California-Irvine
Educational Attainment and Civic Participation among Second Generation Immigrants: The Importance of Social Embeddedness during Adolescence. Joanna Wu, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign; Christy L. Lleras, University of Illinois
Learning More than Language: An Examination of Student Achievement in English Immersion and Bilingual Programs. Sandra Anna Alvear, Rice University
The Academic Trajectory of Children of Immigrants: Consistent Success or Catching-up? Aspen Chen, University of Connecticut
Sibling, Please Help: The Emergence of Resource-procuring Children in the United States. Yader R. Lanuza, University of California-Irvine
It is All about Hope: Immigrants Educational Expectations in Spain. Hector Cebolla-Boado, UNED; Amparo Gonzales, CSIC-Madrid; Yasemin Soysal, University of Essex
Table 3. Health and Education

Cooling Out Undergraduates with Health Impairments: The Freshman Experience. Jamie M. Carroll and Evangeleen Pattison, University of Texas-Austin
Race, Gender, Adolescent Obesity, and Educational Attainment. Evangeleen Pattison, University of Texas-Austin
Student Estimation of Campus Mental Health Service Use. Kathleen M. Brennan, Jalen Brown, and Kim Gorman, Western Carolina University

Table 4. Higher Education: Beyond the BA

Table Presider: Angela Durante, Saint Xavier University
A Change in Plans: The Career Prospects of Recent Ph.D. Graduates in Academia. Brittany Etaminski and David Michael Walters, University of Guelph; David Zarifa, Nipissing University
Conventionals and Returnees: Preparation, Confidence, and Cynicism among Law Students. Yung-Yi Diana Pan, City University of New York-Brooklyn College
Putting on a Professional Face: Understanding the Emotion Management Experiences of Graduate Assistants. Dajuan Ferrell, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Service and Teaching: Women's Hidden Labor in Academia. Christina Falci, University of Nebraska-Lincoln

Table 5. Race, Gender and STEM

Table Presider: Adam Gamoran, William T. Grant Foundation
Gender, Family Background, and Choices of Major of STEM Students. Hongbo Wang and Cameron Campbell, Hong Kong University of Science and Technology
Socioeconomic Differences in College Student Persistence in STEM. Chelsea Moore, University of Massachusetts
Gendered Perceptions of Typical Engineers across Specialties for Engineering Majors. Margaret S. Kelley and Kimberley Bryan, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Table 6. Parental Involvement and Higher Education

Table Presider: Susan A. Dumais, City University of New York-Lehman College
Shadow Privilege: How Independent Educational Consultants Help Advantaged Families to Negotiate Access to Higher Education. Jill M. Smith, Brandeis University; Ken Chih-Yan Sun, Hong Kong Baptist University
The Effects of Parental and Peer Association on Adolescents’ College Graduation Outcomes: An HLM Approach. Thomas Milton Maestas, University of New Mexico

Table 7. Extracurricular Schooling

Table Presider: Karolyn Tyson, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
Relational Trust: An Ethnographic Look at Staff and Students’ Relationships in an After School Program. Jessica Lipschultz, New York University
The Hyper Education of Asian Americans: Gender, Sport, and Spelling Bees. Pawan H. Dhingra, Tufts University

Table 8. Special Education

Table Presider: Jeffrey Grigg, Johns Hopkins University
Differences across Schools in Otherwise Similar Students’ Likelihood of Placement into Special Education. Dara Renee Shifrer, Rice University; Rachel Elizabeth Fish, University of Wisconsin-Madison
Paradoxes and Inequities in Special Education and the Law. Catherine Kramarczuk Voulgarides and Alexandra Aylward, New York University; Adai Tefera and Alfredo J. Artiles, Arizona State University

Table 9. The Role and Influence of Teachers

Table Presider: Judson G. Everitt, Loyola University-Chicago
Are White Teachers More Likely to Leave Their School If They Have a Black Principal? Samantha Viano and Seth Hunter, Vanderbilt University
Triangulation of Teachers’ Academic Perceptions and Expectations of Students by Race. Jeannie Kim, New York University
Value-Added Scores for Teachers in High Need Schools. Dara Renee Shifrer, Rice University
School Composition, Teacher Quality, and Teacher Retention. Amie Bostic, Duke University

Table 10. School Context: Composition, Disruptions and Discipline

Table Presider: Emily A. Bowman, Coe College
A Structural Model of Middle School Power Sports, Sense of School Membership and Student Delinquency. Stephen Caldas, Manhattanville College; Stephanie V. Caldas, Johns Hopkins University; Kevin Kurrus, North Shore High School
An International Study of Schools with High Proportions of Students from Single-Parent Families. Jaap Dronkers, Maastricht University; Gert-Jan Veerman, University of Amsterdam; Suet-Ling Pong, Pennsylvania State University
Separate and Unequal: Hukou-based School Segregation and Educational Inequality in Urban China. Duoduo Xu and Xiaogang Wu, Hong Kong University of Science and Technology
War at Work - The Inner Dynamics of Strategic threats and Violence in Swedish Schools. Antoinette Hetzler and Axel Fredholm, Lund University
Session 435, continued
Table 11. Higher Education and the Labor Market
Table Presider: Vida Maralani, Yale University
Academic Specialization, Double Majoring, and the Positive Returns to Breadth in Academic Knowledge. Richard N. Pitt, Vanderbilt University; Whitney Nicole Laster Pirtle, University of California-Merced
Family Origin and College Graduates’ First Job Earnings Evidence from China. Zhonglu Li, Hong Kong University of Science and Technology

Table 12. Social Capital across Schooling Contexts
Table Presider: Ruth N. Lopez Turley, Rice University
School Type, Social Capital, and Young Children: Testing the Ideas of Coleman and Bourdieu. Jennifer Lynn Triplett, Anderson University
Social Capital, Race, and Their Effects on Magnet School Choice. David Diego Torres and Vansa Shewakramani, William Marsh Rice University
Adolescents’ Friends and College Completion: The Moderating Role of Parental Social Closure. Brian Vincent Carolan and David T. Lardier Jr., Montclair State University
The Legacy of Individual and Institutional Background: The Formation of Social Capital in Higher Education. Donghoon Shin, University of Iowa
The Effectiveness of a Low-Cost Intervention Designed to Improve Disadvantaged Students’ Four-Year College Enrollment Rates. Meredith Phillips and Sarah Reber, University of California-Los Angeles

Table 13. Race/Ethnic Gaps across Educational Outcomes
A Counterfactual Analysis of Racial and Residential Test-Score Gaps in Year-Round and Nine-Month Schools. Odis D. Johnson, Washington University-St. Louis
Latino/White Differences in Educational Expectations. Amy Gill Langenkamp and Andrew Hoyt, University of Notre Dame
Maintained Inequalities amid Algebra for All. Paul Hanselman, Thurston A. Domina and NaYoung Hwang, University of California-Irvine
Students’ Participation in Full-day and Half-day Kindergarten. Jeremy Redford, Daniel J. Potter, and Nat Malkus, American Institutes for Research

Table 14. The Racial Context of Schools and Schooling
Table Presider: R. L’Heureux Lewis-McCoy, City University of New York-City College
Reconciling Racism: Racial Inequality in Post-Apartheid South African Schools. Chana Teeger, University of Johannesburg

Table 15. Politics, Curriculum and Reform
Table Presider: Kendra Bischoff, Cornell University
(Dis)Connecting Service and a Sense of Politics. David Harker, Colorado College
Anticipation, Reorganization, and Preemption: A Study of Pre-Implementation at Adams School. Debbie Heesun Kim, Northwestern University

Table 16. Schools, Social Class, and Educational Attainment
Table Presider: Francisco O. Ramirez, Stanford University
Lower Returns or Poor Composition? The Interaction between Parental Socioeconomic Status and Migration Background in Germany. Taylan Cemal Acar, University of Wisconsin-Madison
The Enacted Curriculum: Teaching Self-Discipline to Promote Social Mobility. Joanne Wang Golann, Princeton University

Table 17. Gender and College Experiences
Table Presider: Beverly Lindsay, University College London
A Balancing Act: How Engagement in Paid and Unpaid Labor Influences Males’ and Females’ College Enrollment. Heidi Obach and Angran Li, University of Connecticut
The Specter of Gendered Aggression: Predicting Students’ Level of Comfort at Weekend Campus Parties. Maria R. Lowe and Reginald Anthony Byron, Southwestern University

Table 18. Schools and Gender Construction
Table Presider: Chiwen Bao, Harvard University
High School Sector, Gender, and Educational Attainment. Julie Wernick Dallavis, University of Notre Dame
School Reform and the Gendered Organization of Teachers’ Work. Katie Kerstetter, George Mason University

Trust Me, You Are Going to College: How Trust Influences Academic Achievement in Black Males. Stuart Rhoden, Arizona State University
Academic Segregation: Racializing Achievement and Criminalizing Failure in a Context of New Diversity. Sean Drake and Gilberto Q. Conchas, University of California-Irvine; Leticia Oseguera, Pennsylvania State University
Institutional Opportunity Structures: Revisiting Racial Stratification at an Elite Higher Education Institution. David Antonio Mickey-Pabello, University of Michigan
Table 19. Race and Ethnicity: International Perspectives  
Table Presider: Oren Pizmony-Levy, Columbia University  
Educational Attainment in Post-apartheid South Africa. Matthew R. McKeever, Mount Holyoke College  
Integration of Arabs and Jews in Israeli Schools. Uri Shwed, Ben Gurion University-Negev; Yossi Shavit and Maisalon Dellashi, Tel Aviv University; Eran Kraus, Ben Gurion University-Negev  
The Meaning of Ethnicity at School: The Swedish Case. Andrea M. Voyer, Pace University

Table 20. Parental Involvement during Childhood  
Table Presider: Stephanie C. Sanders-Smith, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign  
Cultural Capital And Textually Mediated Discourses: What Is (Un)Value in Early Literacy Work? Jessica Rizk, McMaster University  
The Role of Community-based Organizations in Facilitating Latino Family Engagement and System Change in Education. Cirila Estela Vasquez Guzman, Jessica Rose Goodkind, and Mallory Fallin, University of New Mexico  
Unwrapping the Suburban “Package Deal”: Race, Class, and School Access. Anna Catherine Rhodes and Siri Warkentien, Johns Hopkins University

Table 21. Gender and Course Taking  
Table Presider: Aaron M. Pallas, Columbia University  
Status Differentiation through Student Track Placement: STEM Identity Formation in Schools with Different Socioeconomic Compositions. Megan J. Austin, University of Notre Dame  
The Role of Curriculum and Placement in Structuring Math Attainment. Will Tyson, University of South Florida; Josipa Roksa, University of Virginia  
The Relation between School Resources and Within-School Gender Disparities in Educational Achievement and Attainment. Hannah Kathleen Miller, University of Wisconsin-Madison

Table 22. Special Topics in Education: Schools as Organizations  
Table Presider: Emma Dolores Cohen, Indiana University  
Mapping the Network of North American Colleges and Universities: A New Approach to Empirically-Derived Classifications. Mikaila Mariel Lemonik Arthur, Rhode Island College

Table 23. Special Topics in Education: International Studies  
China’s Rural-Urban Migration and Children’s Opportunities and Outcomes in Compulsory Education. Xiao Yu, Johns Hopkins University  
Great Expectations? Variation in Educational Plans of Students in Post-Socialist Eastern Europe. Volha Chykina and Hee Jin Chung, Pennsylvania State University; Katerina Bodovski, Pennsylvania State University-University Park  
Gender, Regional Socioeconomic Development, and the School to Work Transition of Young Brazilians. David B. Bills, University of Iowa; Leticia Mareteleto, University of Texas-Austin; Felix Weiss, Leibniz-Institute for the Social Sciences; Susanne Schührer, European University Institute

3:30-4:10pm, Section on Sociology of Education Business Meeting

436. Section on Sociology of Emotions Invited Session and Business Meeting. Chair’s Hour: Emotions across the Discipline  
Hilton Chicago, Lake Ontario, Eighth Floor  
Session Organizer and Presider: Linda E. Francis, Cleveland State University  
On Political Emotion. Deborah B. Gould, University of California-Santa Cruz  
Intersections: Gender, Mental Health, and Emotion. Robin W. Simon, Wake Forest University  
Emotions, Organizations, and Institutions. Tim Hallett, Indiana University

3:30-4:10pm, Section on Sociology of Emotions Business Meeting

437. Section on Teaching and Learning in Sociology Paper Session. Teaching in the 21st Century  
Hilton Chicago, Williford C, Third Floor  
Session Organizer and Presider: Maxine P. Atkinson, North Carolina State University  
Ethics and Mitigating Risk of Harm to Participants in Research Methods Textbooks. Linda Quirke and Shane Dixon, Wilfrid Laurier University  
Harmful or Helpful? The Impact of New Technologies on Learning Outcomes in Introduction to Sociology. Stephanie Medley-Rath, Indiana University-Kokomo  
Private Journals vs. Public Blogs: The Impact of Peer Readership on Low-Stakes Reflective Writing. Drew Michael Foster, University of Michigan  
Discussant: Sarah N. Epplen, Minnesota State University-Mankato

438. Theory Section Paper Session. The Promise and Pitfalls of “Nuance” in Sociological Theory  
Palmer House Hilton, Wabash, Third Floor  
Session Organizer: Stephen Vaisey, Duke University  
Fuck Nuance. Kieran Healy, Duke University  
Ratio via Machina: Three Standards of Mechanistic Explanation in Sociology. Natalie Brooke Aviles, University of California-San Diego; Isaac Ariail Reed, University of Colorado-Boulder  
Social Action, Social Structure, and Their Discontents: Bourdieu and an Alternative. Serena Liu, University of Essex
3:30 pm Meetings

Department Resources Group (DRG) Advisory Board (to 4:10pm) -- Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4D, Fourth Floor
Section on Sociology of Education Business Meeting (to 4:10pm) -- Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-2, Lower Level
Section on Sociology of Emotions Business Meeting (to 4:10pm) -- Hilton Chicago, Lake Ontario, Eighth Floor

4:30 pm Meetings

Committee on Awards -- Hilton Chicago, McCormick Boardroom, Fourth Floor
Film/Video Screening. Fire in the Blood -- Hilton Chicago, PDR 5, Third Floor
High School Planning Program Advisory Panel -- Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4J, Fourth Floor
Honors Program Graduate School Briefing -- Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4K, Fourth Floor

4:30 pm Sessions

439. Thematic Session. Consensual Non-Monogamies
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom B, Lobby Level
Session Organizer: Elisabeth Sheff, Sheff Consulting Group
Presider: Corie Hammers, Macalester College
Is Monogamy Optimal? Reconsidering Assumptions about the Primacy of Monogamy in Relationship Processes. Terri Conley, University of Michigan
Polyqueer Sexualities: A Feminist and Queer Call for a Sociology of Polyamory. Mimi Schippers, Tulane University
Polyamorous Families with Children. Elisabeth Sheff, Sheff Consulting Group
Discussant: Corie Hammers, Macalester College
In this session we will explore consensual non-monogamies, a range of relationship styles that allow their participants to construct relationships with varied degrees of extra-dyadic romantic and/or sexual interaction. Dr. Terri Conley will critically examine monogamy as “the” ideal relationship configuration, considering how effective monogamy is in structuring family benefits, sexual benefits, relationship satisfaction, and prevention of sexually transmitted infections. Dr. Mimi Schippers will discuss the feminist and queer implications of nonmonogamy and explain the social and political implications of compulsory monogamy and polyamory. Dr. Elisabeth Sheff will provide an overview of the findings of her 15-year study of polyamorous families with children. Pioneers in their field, these researchers have established a solid theoretical and empirical base of information about consensual non-monogamies. Conley’s work on the transmission of sexually transmitted infections reveals that not all forms of non-monogamy are equal, and consensual nonmonogamists have lower rates of transmission and higher rates of barrier use than do cheaters. Schippers’s book Polyqueer: Compulsory Monogamy and the Queer Potential of Plural Sexualities (2015) establishes a theoretical framework for identifying how compulsory monogamy reinforces hetero-masculine dominance and the potential for non-monogamies to undermine race, class, and gender inequality. Sheff’s books look at polyamorous families, with The Polyamorists Next Door: Inside Multiple-Partner Relationships and Families (2014) providing a summary of her 15 year study of polyamorous families with children and Stories from the Polycule: Real Life in Polyamorous Families (2015) compiling polyamorists’ writings in an edited anthology.

440. Thematic Session. Gender and Sexuality in East Asia
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom C, Lobby Level
Session Organizer and Presider: Travis Kong, University of Hong Kong
Panel: Stevi Jackson, University of York-United Kingdom
Travis Kong, University of Hong Kong
Pei-Chia Lan, National Taiwan University
Lee Na-Young, Chung-Ang University
A profound transformation in personal lives has taken place in East Asia in the past few decades. This panel takes a critical stance to understand the changes of sexuality, gender, marriage, and/or family in Hong Kong, China, Taiwan, and Korea. Stevi Jackson will challenge the hegemony of Western theoretical perspectives on gender, sexuality, and intimate relationships and urge for the need of East Asian alternatives. Travis Kong will discuss the changing sexual scripts of Chinese masculinity through men who buy commercial sex in Hong Kong and China. Lan Peichia will discuss how the changing scripts of cultivating middle-class children in Taiwan have intensified the gender division of parenting labour across the divergent practices of childrearing. Lee Nayoung will focus on the newly emerged debates around anti-prostitution laws in South Korea by mapping out the dynamics of women’s movements and the changes in government policy.

441. Thematic Session. Sexual Fields
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom A, Lobby Level
Session Organizer: Adam Isaiah Green, University of Toronto
Presider: Lisa Renee Miller, Indiana University–Bloomington
Panel: Adam Isaiah Green, University of Toronto
Omar A. Lizardo, University of Notre Dame
Margaret Frye, Princeton University
John Levi Martin, University of Chicago
Recently, scholars of sexuality have turned to Bourdieu and field theory to make sense of collective sexual life and its unique social organization. In this stream of research, the specialized arenas of modern sexual life—from the neighborhood coffee shop to the global Internet dating site—are conceived as sexual fields, each possessing its own particular socio-demographic composition and status order. This thematic session will explore the turn to sexual field theory, including its theoretical underpinnings and its capacity to illuminate the social foundations of sexual desire and desirability. Here, panelists will consider what field theory has to offer the study of sexuality, including how the structures of race, class, gender and nationality materialize in systems of sexual stratification but, also, how the study of sexuality may shed light on Bourdieusian field theory.
442. Thematic Session. The Impact of Agnes: Reflections on Garfinkel’s Notion of the Managed Achievement of Sex and Gender
Hilton Chicago, Waldorf Room, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Thomas DeGloma, City University of New York-Hunter College
Presider: Robert Dingwall, Nottingham Trent University
The Turn from What to How: Garfinkel's Reach Beyond Description.
Sarah Fenstermaker, University of Michigan
Transcribing Gender. Jodi O'Brien, Seattle University
Imagining Agnes. Kristen Schilt, University of Chicago
Discussant: Robert Dingwall, Nottingham Trent University
Harold Garfinkel’s (1967) influential study, “Passing and the Managed Achievement of Sex Status in an ‘Intersexed Person,’” provides one of the earliest sociological interpretations of sex and gender as products of collaborative social interaction. This study has influenced scholars working in a variety of traditions including symbolic interaction, cultural and cognitive sociology, the sociological analysis of autobiography, conversation analysis, the sociology of the body, and the interdisciplinary field of sex/gender/sexuality studies. This session will illustrate the influence of Garfinkel’s study of Agnes. Participants will discuss the impact of Garfinkel’s ideas on notions of sex/gender performance, issues pertaining to sexuality and sexual orientation, the social construction of sex/gender, and the achievement of sex and gender in symbolic, social interaction. Participants will highlight areas of their own research that advance Garfinkel's ideas. They will also highlight new areas of research inspired by the study of sex, sexuality, and gender as everyday accomplishments.

443. Author Meets Critics Session. Social Democratic America (Oxford University Press, 2014) by Lane Kenworthy
Hilton Chicago, Williford A, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Michael Hout, New York University
Critics: Jeff Manza, New York University
Monica Prasad, Northwestern University
Philip Mehrtens, Max Planck Institute for the Study of Societies
Author: Lane Kenworthy, University of California-San Diego

444. Regional Spotlight Session. Urban Culture and Public Life in Chicago
Hilton Chicago, PDR 2, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: David Grazian, University of Pennsylvania
Panel: Nicole Gonzalez Van Cleve, Temple University
Japonica Brown-Saracino, Boston University
Black Hawk Hancock, DePaul University
Chicago has long served as a central site for the sociological study of urban culture and public life. In this Spotlight Session, we will discuss how race relations unfold in Chicago’s public spaces; neighborhood gentrification and the ecological landscape of the LGBT community; and the city’s vibrant scenes of urban entertainment, nightlife, and cultural consumption. In doing so, we will emphasize Chicago’s distinctiveness as well as its persistent ability to highlight larger social forces operating in American metropolitan life more generally.

445. Professional Development Workshop. Before and After Retirement
Hilton Chicago, PDR 1, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Scott G. McNall, California State University-Chico
Leader: Thomas L. Van Valey, Western Michigan University
Co-Leaders: Scott G. McNall, California State University-Chico
Susan B. Prager, City University of New York-Brooklyn College Emeritus
Retirement can be a rewarding experience; however, people need to plan on what they are retiring TO as well as what they are retiring FROM. Both pre- and post-retirement issues such as partner expectations, community and intellectual engagement, and lessons learned will be engaged. The results of two membership surveys conducted prior to the annual meeting will be incorporated into and discussed during the workshop.

446. Policy and Research Workshop. Introduction to the German Socio-Economic Panel Study (SOEP) – Practice, Problems and Analytical Potentials of Longitudinal Household Surveys
Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4A, Fourth Floor
Session Organizers: Marco Giesselmann and Juergen Schupp, German Institute for Economic Research
Leader: Marco Giesselmann, German Institute for Economic Research
This Workshop responds to the raising relevance of longitudinal data in empirical sociological practice. This relevance largely stems from ongoing debates on causality and the increasing interest in empirical life-course approaches. The workshop is directed at researchers, who currently carry out studies with longitudinal data, are planning to do so, or are involved in methodological discourses. Thereby, the workshop focuses on one of the most important and longest running household panel surveys; the German Socio-Economic Panel Study (SOEP). The workshop starts with an introduction into the SOEP. The main focus here is on the content, structure, organization and documentation of the data. In the second, major part of the workshop, we want to discuss with some invited experts and the auditorium about the current empirical practice of household panel data and recent methodological developments. Concretely, we will discuss - how data from socio-economic household panels is actually (re-)used in sociological practice - what we can and cannot do in the context of international comparisons on the basis of existing and similar, country-specific household panels (like the SOEP, PSID, HILDA and Understanding Society) - how the usage and methods of panel data can be motivated and taught to students.
447. Teaching Workshop. A Little Sex: Teaching about Sexualities Across the Curriculum
Hilton Chicago, PDR 3, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Leader: Rebecca F. Plante, Ithaca College
Co-Leader: Cedrick-Michael Simmons, Boston College
This workshop addresses how to teach about sexualities beyond the ‘Sociology of Sexuality’ class. Such courses fill with students keen to learn a lot about sexualities. But non-specialists may wonder how to incorporate sexualities modules or units into other courses (e.g., introductory sociology; family; social psychology; research methods; media; culture; youth cultures; social movements). Current, relevant issues abound, such as hooking up (‘casual’ sex), online pornography, and sexting. Media courses could include global ads using sex to sell, or a module on sexting, technology, and consent. Introductory courses could include a module on hooking up, heterosexuality, and gender. This workshop will enable participants to include current sociologically relevant sexualities topics in ways that expand students’ sociological imaginations. Participants will: (1) receive resources and links for teaching about sexualities; (2) learn specific techniques for discussing sexualities in non-sexualities courses; (3) discuss content, techniques, and approaches; (4) gather and share creative ideas about which kinds of topics are most applicable for which kinds of courses. For example, sexuality content/modules in a research methods course would differ from those in a media course. The intended audience is professors at all levels who wish to learn more about how to include sexualities in other sociology courses.

448. Student Forum Workshop. Ten Things I Wish I Knew in Graduate School: Advice from Assistant Professors
Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4D, Fourth Floor
Session Organizers: Kathryn Marie Nowotny, University of Colorado-Boulder; Jacqueline Henke, Purdue University; and Crystal Bedley, State University of New Jersey-Rutgers
Panel: Stefanie Mollborn, University of Colorado-Boulder
Patricia A. Thomas, Purdue University
Dina Perrone, California State University-Long Beach

Palmer House Hilton, Chicago Room, Fifth Floor
Session Organizer: Amy Hsin, City University of New York-Queens College
Presider: Grace Kao, University of Pennsylvania
Declining Segregation within Six Major Asian Groups and the Geographic Shift from City to Suburb. Weiwei Zhang, Brown University
Spatial Assimilation and Its Discontents: Asian Ethnic Neighborhood Change in California. Emily Walton, Dartmouth
Discussant: Grace Kao, University of Pennsylvania

450. Regular Session. Fertility: Childbearing Decisions in Family Context
Hilton Chicago, PDR 4, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Sarah R. Hayford, Arizona State University
Presider: Sarah Garver, The Ohio State University
Childhood Disadvantage, Nonmarital Childbearing, and Birth Intendedness. Dohoon Lee, New York University
Disentangling Subjective Norms: The Social Effects of Friends and Parents on Young Unintended Pregnancy. Ellen Compernolle, University of Michigan
Gender Equity and the Realization of Fertility Intentions in South Korea. Soo-Yeon Yoon, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Coresidential Stepfamily and Simple Family Births: Does Intendedness Differ? Karen Guzzo, Bowling Green State University
Discussant: Daniel T. Lichter, Cornell University

451. Regular Session. It’s All About the Money: Gender Pay Disparity
Palmer House Hilton, Buckingham Room, Fifth Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Sheryl L. Skaggs, University of Texas-Dallas
Gender, Parental Status, and Financial Premium. Ken-Hou Lin and Megan Tobias Neely, University of Texas-Austin
Individual and Structural Mechanisms of Gender Discrimination in Pay; United States 1960-2010. Hadas Mandel, Tel Aviv University
Motherhood Wage Penalty in the External and Internal Labor Market. Ting-Wen Hsu, University of Florida
On Level Ground? Gender, Trial Employment, and Initial Salaries. Adina Sterling, Washington University-St. Louis; Roberto M. Fernandez, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Discussant: Sheryl L. Skaggs, University of Texas-Dallas

452. Regular Session. Job Quality, Insecurity, and Well-Being
Hilton Chicago, Joliet Room, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Amy S. Wharton, Washington State University
Presider: Martha Crowley, North Carolina State University
The Impact of Job Quality on Subjective Well-Being in the United States. Jonathan Horowitz, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
An Occupational Portrait of Emotional Labor Demands and their Psychosocial Consequences for Workers. Diana Elizabeath Singh and Paul Glavin, McMaster University
Job Insecurity in the American Employment Structure. Rachel E. Dwyer, The Ohio State University; Erik Olin Wright, University of Wisconsin-Madison
Underpaid But Secure: When Pay Inequity Hurts Less. Atsushi Narisada, University of Toronto
Discussant: Martha Crowley, North Carolina State University
453. Regular Session. New Union Strategies at Work
Palmer House Hilton, Hancock Parlor, Sixth Floor
Session Organizer: Gay W. Seidman, University of Wisconsin-Madison
Presider: Eli David Friedman, Cornell University
Rank-and-File Teacher Movements: The Case of Massachusetts. Dan Clawson, University of Massachusetts
Green Jobs and Union Capacities: Lessons from an Australian Green Disaster. Darryn Snell, David Schmitt, and Danielle Miller, RMIT University
When Does Diversity Undermine Solidarity? Lantian Li, Northwestern University
Discussant: Eli David Friedman, Cornell University

454. Regular Session. Political Culture 2
Hilton Chicago, Astoria Room, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Simonetta Falasca-Zamponi, University of California-Santa Barbara
Presider: Craig M. Rawlings, University of California-Santa Barbara
Collective Identities, Empty Signifiers and Solvable Secrets. Bernhard Giesen and Robert Seyfert, Universität Konstanz
Cultural Power and the Politics of Trigger Warnings. Lyn Spillman and Robert William Mowry, University of Notre Dame
Post-secular? Post-political? Support for Religious Expression in the American Public Sphere. Jack Delehanty and Evan Stewart, University of Minnesota
Discussant: Craig M. Rawlings, University of California-Santa Barbara

455. Regular Session. Racism and Anti-Racism: International Perspectives
Hilton Chicago, Lake Huron, Eighth Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Charles A. Gallagher, La Salle University
Racism as a Moral Economy. Steve Garner, Open University
Re-Evaluating Scientific Anti-Racism: The UNESCO Statement on Race and the Politics of the Third Reich. Stefan Bargheer, University of California-Los Angeles
Rethinking the Root of Xenophobia in Contemporary Japan. Sara Park, Kyoto University

456. Regular Session. Sociology of Sport
Palmer House Hilton, Price Room, Fifth Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Tim Curry, The Ohio State University
A Fair Game? Testing Racial Discrimination and Its Contingencies using NBA Basketball Data. Letian Zhang, Harvard University
Athleticism and Femininity in Women Athletes' Gender Presentations: Messages from Teammates and Coaches. Emily Fairchild, New College of Florida
Bonding and Abandoning: Gender, Social Interaction, and Relationships in Fantasy Sports. Rebecca Joyce Kissane, Lafayette College; Sarah E. Winslow, Clemson University
Gendered Jocks, Equal Orgasms: Athletic Affiliation and Hooking Up Among College Students. Rachel Catherine Allison, Mississippi State University
Discussant: Kiernan Gordon, University of New Hampshire

457. Regular Session. Space and Place II
Palmer House Hilton, Kimball, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Nancy A. Denton, State University of New York-Albany
Constructing Hybridized Authenticities in the Gourmet Food Truck Scene. Cate Irvin, Tulane University
One Person's Party is Another's Trash: The Creation of Urban Public Space through To-Go Cup Laws. Robert Kappel, State University of New York-Buffalo and Tulane University
Looking for Food in a Diverse City: Supermarket Location, Shifting Compositions, and Emerging Racial Hierarchies. Heather Avery O’Connell, University of Wisconsin-Madison; Lester O. King, Rice University

458. Regular Session. The Politics of Race, Ethnicity and Religion
Palmer House Hilton, Salon 6, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Gregory Hooks, McMaster University
Presider: Prema Ann Kurien, Syracuse University
Contemporary Ethno-Religous Groups and Political Activism in the United States. Prema Ann Kurien, Syracuse University
Counting Caste and the (Re)production of Inequality. Trina Vithayathil, Providence College
Framing the Arab-Israeli/Palestinian-Israeli/Middle East Conflict in the U.S. Senate. Paul Burstein, University of Washington
The (Non)Politics of Urban Crisis Management in Michigan. Nate Breznau, Bremen International Graduate School of Social Sciences; Lucas Owen Kirkpatrick, University of Michigan
459. Regular Session. Voting and Electoral Processes
Palmer House Hilton, Salon 5, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Daniel Laurison, London School of Economics and Political Science
Presider: Edwin F. Ackerman, University of California-Berkeley
Candidates’ Bureaucratic Background and the 46th General Election in Japan. Nara Park, University of Chicago
The Social Structure of Support for Marijuana Legalization. Burrel James Vann, University of California-Irvine

460. Section on Aging and the Life Course Paper Session. Sexuality over the Life Course
Hilton Chicago, Williford B, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Amelia W. Karraker, Iowa State University
Beyond the Cougar Stereotype: Understanding Middle-Aged Women’s Experiences with Age-Hypogamous Sexual Relationships. Milaine Alarie, McGill University
Family Socioeconomic Status, Gender, and the Mental Health Trajectories of Sexual Minority Youth Transitioning into Adulthood. Alexa Martin-Storey, Université de Sherbrooke; Sarah M. Kendig, Arkansas State University; Robert Crosnoe, University of Texas-Austin
Obesity and Sexuality among Older American Adults. Soyoun Kwon, Texas A&M University–Kingsville; Markus H. Schafer, University of Toronto
Sexual Freedom and Autonomy in Assisted Living Facilities. Christina Barmon, Elisabeth O. Burgess, and James R. Moorhead Jr., Georgia State University; Alexis A. Bender, U.S. Army Public Health Command

461. Section on Animals and Society Roundtable Session and Business Meeting
Palmer House Hilton, Salon 7, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Keri Jacqueline Brandt, Fort Lewis College
Presider: Keri Jacqueline Brandt, Fort Lewis College

Hilton Chicago, Lake Erie, Eighth Floor
Session Organizer: Joanna Dreby, State University of New York-Albany
Presider: Nilda Flores-Gonzalez, University of Illinois at Chicago
Changes in the Transnational Family Structures of Mexican Farm Workers in the Era of Border Militarization. Erin R. Hamilton and Jo Mhairi Hale, University of California-Davis
Diet Acculturation among Bhutanese Refugee Adolescents in the United States. Sarah Gray and Solveig Argeseanu Cunningham, Emory University; Elizabeth Vaquera, University of South Florida
The Political Incorporation of Undocumented Youth. Angela S. Garcia and Tom K. Wong, University of California-San Diego; Carolina Valdivia Ordorica, California State University-San Marcos
Undocumented Disadvantage, Citizen Advantage, or Both? Comparative Educational Outcomes of Second and 1.5-Generation Latino Young Adults. Caitlin Patler, University of California-Irvine

463. Section on Collective Behavior and Social Movements Roundtable Session and Business Meeting
Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-2, Lower Level
4:30-5:30pm, Roundtables:
Session Organizer: Lee Ann Banaszak, Pennsylvania State University

Table 1. Coalition Building in Social Movements
Charisma and Capital: The Role of Social Movement Organization Leaders in Organizational Strategy and Success. Megan Robinson, Vanderbilt University
Come Together: Coalition Development, Record Store Day, and a Reconfiguration of Music Retail. Jerome M Hendricks, University of Illinois at Chicago
Frames, Funds, and Friends: The Influence of Ideology, Finances, and Coalitions on Food Movement Strategy. Matthew C. Friesen, Bluffton University
Threats, Resources, and Ideological Diversity in Pro-Israel Coalitions. Rottem Sagi, University of California-Irvine
Table 2. Community Organizing and Mobilization  
Table Presider: Katrin Uba, Uppsala University  
Compton’s Cafeteria Riot: A Case Study of Exclusion, Empowerment, and Collective Action of Hyper-Marginalized Communities. Angela Perone, University of Michigan  
How Resistance Becomes Possible: A Comparative Study on Political Dynamics of Two Villages under Urbanization. Yuan He, University of Michigan  
Protest in Suburbia! The 1965 North Shore Summer Project for Fair Housing in Chicago’s Suburbs. Mary Barr, Clemson University  
The Power of ad hoc Mobilisation: Postponing School Closures in Sweden. Katrin Uba, Uppsala University  
How Resistance Becomes Possible: A Comparative Study on Political Dynamics of Two Villages under Urbanization. Yuan He, University of Michigan

Table 3. Cultural Framing and Mobilization in a Comparative Perspective  
Table Presider: Jon Gunnar Bernburg, University of Iceland  
Financial Crisis, Opportunity, Innovation, and Protest Mobilization: The Case of Iceland. Jon Gunnar Bernburg, University of Iceland  
News Media Framing and Social Movement Activity: The Case of the Chilean Student Movement. Rodolfo Antonio Lopez, University of California - Irvine  
Archiving by Adapting: The Case of the Soviet Dissident Movement and Memorial. Louisa M. McClintock, University of Chicago  
News Media Framing and Social Movement Activity: The Case of the Chilean Student Movement. Rodolfo Antonio Lopez, University of California - Irvine

Table 4. Feminist Identities, Tactics, and Outcomes in Social Movements  
Table Presider: Rachel V. Kutz-Flamenbaum, University of Pittsburgh  
Beyond Prefigurative Politics: Temperance and Suffrage Discourse About Cooking, 1870-1920. Stacy Jeanne Williams, University of California-San Diego  
Engendering Hate on the World Wide Web. Allison Reilly McGrath, Vanderbilt University  
The Contentious Humor Repertoire. Rachel V. Kutz-Flamenbaum, University of Pittsburgh  
The Successful Era after the ERA Failure. Yun Kyung Cho, University of Wisconsin-Madison

Table 5. Framing in Environmental Activism  
Table Presider: David A. Martin, University of Oregon  
We Are Not Retarded: Understanding Collective Inaction in a Company Town. Pamela Jane Neumann, University of Texas-Austin  
The Role of Cultural Matching in Micro-Mobilization. Daniel Escher, University of Notre Dame  
The People Gonna Rise With the Water: The People’s Climate March as a Public Sphere. Danielle Falzon, Samuel Maron, Benjamin Levy, and Alex Press, Northeastern University; Robert Wengronowitz, Boston College; Jeffrey Juris, Northeastern University

Table 6. Gender and Religion in Social Movements  
Table Presider: Elizabeth A. Williamson, University of Chicago  
Collective Identity and the Evaluation of Oppositional Frame Resonance. Alexa Jane Trumpy, St. Norbert College  
Witches, Healers, Identity Blenders: Understanding the Movement Cross-Affiliations of Reclaiming Socio-Religious Movement Participants. Elizabeth A. Williamson, University of Chicago

Table 7. Ideology and Challenges to the State  
Table Presider: Jean-Pierre Reed, Southern Illinois University-Carbondale  
Ideological Crossings: a Comparative-Historical Analysis of Revolution in Iran and Egypt. Golshan Golriz, Independent Scholar  

Table 8. Immigrant Activism  
Table Presider: Sharon Quinsaat, University of Pittsburgh  
From Incubation to Mobilization: Filipino Diaspora Activism in a Nontraditional Country of Destination. Sharon Quinsaat, University of Pittsburgh  
Gaining a Voice: Storytelling and Undocumented Youth Activism in Chicago. Thomas Swerts, University of Chicago  
Protecting New Gains with Institutional Politics: Immigrant Driver Licenses in New Mexico and California. Jessica Garrick, University of Michigan
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Table 9. Intersectionality in Social Movements

Predominantly White Organizations Working for Racial Equality. *Michelle Oyakawa,* The Ohio State University; *Brad R. Fulton,* Duke University; *Richard L. Wood,* University of New Mexico

The Cultural Rules of Victimization: Can Movements of Low-Income Minority Women Utilize the Victim Frame? *Noa Milman,* University of Massachusetts-Amherst

Table 10. LGBT Activism

Divided Over Belonging: Cultural Underpinnings of Commitment to LGBT Religious Activism. *Jonathan Scott Coley,* Vanderbilt University

How We Fight: Strategies at Emergence among Animal Rights and LGBTQ Rights Organizations. *Ryan J. Goodman,* University of New Mexico

What Difference Does it Make? When Conflict Leads to Change In a Social Movement Organization. *Molly S. Jacobs,* University of California-Los Angeles

Table 11. Methods in the Study of Social Movements

Table Presider: *Shelvey Clark McPhail,* University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Activists' Visual Strategies, and Visual Methods to Study Social Media Discourse. *Nicole Doerr,* Mount Holyoke College; *Noa Milman,* University of Massachusetts-Amherst

Dynamic Complexity of Collective Action in Temporary Gatherings. *Shelvey Clark McPhail,* University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign; *David Schweingruber,* Iowa State University; *Alin Mihai Ceobanu,* University of Florida

What Once was Lost is Now Found: Using Public Petition Data to Account for Missing Data. *Rachel M. Durso,* Washington College; *Andrew W. Martin,* S. Matthew Steamer; and *J. Craig Jenkins,* The Ohio State University

Table 12. Mobilization and Participation in Right Wing Movements

Table Presider: *David A. Snow,* University of California-Irvine

Emotions as a Resource for Stigmatized Movements: Success of a Japanese Right-Wing Movement. *Yuki Asahina,* University of Hawaii-Manoa

Facilitative Conditions for Domestic Terrorism: Extremist Political Violence in the United States, 1980-2012. *Anna E. Tan* and *David A. Snow,* University of California-Irvine; *Kevin M. Fitzpatrick,* University of Arkansas

Proliferation of Gun Rights Legislation: A Political Mediation Model. *Trent Taylor Steidley,* The Ohio State University

What They Talk About When They Talk About Mobilization: The Pragmatic Function of Narrative. *Christopher Robertson,* Northwestern University

Table 13. Movement Emergence

Table Presider: *Dana R. Fisher,* University of Maryland

An Integrative Model of Motivations for Movement Participation: The Case of Anti-Japanese Demonstrations in China. *Min Zhou* and *Hanning Wang,* University of Victoria


Stop Fracking Payne County! Understanding the Phases of Early Social Movement Formation. *Beth Schaefer Caniglia,* *Tamara L. Mix,* Dakota Raynes, and *Todd Halihan,* Oklahoma State University

Toward a Theory of Social Movement Accretion. *Dana R. Fisher* and *Anya Mikael Galli,* University of Maryland-College Park

Table 14. Perception and Social Movement Participation

Linking Subjective and Objective Political Opportunities. The Case of Transmilenio Shut Downs in Bogotá, Colombia. *Diego Leal,* University of Massachusetts-Amherst

Narratives and Claims-Making in Local Contention over a State Law. *Jennifer Girouard,* Brandeis University

Perceptions of Justice and Protest Participation in Yemen. *Matthew K. Linford,* University of Notre Dame

Table 15. Political Parties and Social Movement Mobilization

Table Presider: *Ann Mische,* University of Notre Dame

Changing Repertoires and Partisan Ambivalence in the New Brazilian Protests. *Ann Mische,* University of Notre Dame; *Angela Alonso,* University of Sao Paulo

Pre-Election Mobilization and Electoral Outcome in Authoritarian Regimes. *M. Ali Kadivar,* University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill

When Do Political Parties Move to the Streets? Understanding Party Protest in Chile (2000-2012). *Nicolas M. Somma,* Pontificia Universidad Catolica de Chile
Table 16. Race, Ethnicity, and Resistance

Table Presider: Lester R. Kurtz, George Mason University
Give Me That Old Time Religion Called Protests: Social Movements in Today’s Black Church. Danielle Melvin Koonce, East Carolina University
The Birth of a Movement: Rethinking the Rise of the Black Guerilla Family. Brittany Michelle Friedman, Northwestern University

Table 17. Social Movement Participation and Civic Engagement

A Multilevel Study of Social Movement Activity in the European Union. Matthew Schoene, The Ohio State University
Civic Political Involvement in Post-Socialist Societies: Protest Readiness and Case of Ukrainian Euromaidan. Svitlana Khutka, National University of Kyiv-Mohyla Academy

Table 18. Social Movements Inside and Against Economic Institutions

Table Presider: Krista Bywater, Muhlenberg College
Banking on Divestment as a Symbolic Strategy: The Promise & Pitfalls of Fossil Fuel Divestment. Krista Bywater, Muhlenberg College
Business Unity and the Collective Action of Large Corporations in Response to Protest. Tarun David Banerjee, State University of New York-Stony Brook
Global Reactions to GMOs: Movements, Institutions, and Regulatory Diversity. William Cernanec, University of Notre Dame
Hospitable Transactions: LGBT Welcome In Mississippi’s Small Businesses. Kelley Frances Fenelon, Vanderbilt University

Table 19. Social Movements Working With and Challenging Institutions

Table Presider: David Nicholas Pettinicchio, University of Toronto
The Costs of Cooperation: The Impacts of Social Movement-state Cooperation on LGBT Organizing. Robert J. Davidson and Jan Willem Duyvendak, University of Amsterdam
The Importance of Institutions in Social Change: How Disability Rights “Burst” onto the U.S. Congressional Agenda. David Nicholas Pettinicchio, University of Toronto

Table 20. Technology and Social Movement Mobilizing

Table Presider: Andreas Diekmann, ETH Zurich
Anonymous’ Million Mask March and OpKKK: Theoretical Implications of an E-Movement. Jared Matthew Wright, Purdue University
Crucible of Conflict: Emotions and Texas Abortion Rights Organizing on Twitter. Amanda Jean Stevenson, University of Texas
The Xiamen Environmental Protests. An Empirical Investigation of Successful Civil Unrest under an Authoritarian Regime. Andreas Diekmann, ETH Zurich; Zhijia Zhou, University of Xiamen

Table 21. The Effects of Policing and Authoritarianism on Social Movements

Table Presider: Jennifer Earl, University of Arizona
Historicizing Explanations of Social Movement Repression. Heidi Reynolds-Stenson and Jennifer Earl, University of Arizona
State Repression and Collective Behavior: Testing the Hypothesized U-shaped and S-shaped Relationship between the Two. Ryan Seebruck, University of Arizona

Table 22. The Mobilization and Strategy of Unions

Table Presider: Matthew S. Williams, Loyola University-Chicago
Focusing the Conversation: Making Sense of Influences on Strategic Choice. Amanda Pullum, Duke University

Table 23. The Occupy Movement

Table Presider: Francis Bruce Prior, University of Pennsylvania
The New American Populism: Tea Party and Occupy in Ethnographic and Rhetorical Comparison. Francis Bruce Prior and Shantee Rosado, University of Pennsylvania
Understanding Repression in the Occupy Movement. Eric Turner, University of New Mexico
What Does Democracy Mean to You? Linking Democratic Identities to Democratic Organizational Forms in Social Movements. Jesse Klein, Florida State University
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Table 24. Violence Against Women Activism
Analyzing Gender within Men’s Anti-Violence Activism. Jessica Christine Moronez, University of California-Riverside
Multimodal Constructions of Victimization and Perpetration: A Content Analysis of Current U.S. Anti-Trafficking Efforts. Emily Schulz, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Voices Against Violence: Analysis of Media and Activist Responses to the 2012 Delhi Gang Rape. Chiara Clio Packard, Reed College

Table 25. Violence and the State
Table Presider: Patricia G. Steinhoff, University of Hawaii
Accidental Escalation: The Missing Mechanism in the Process of Clandestine Political Violence. Patricia G. Steinhoff, University of Hawaii
Gangsters and Patriots: Organized Crime as a Neglected Nonstate Determinant of Separatist Success. Danilo Mandic, Harvard University
ISIS: Territory, Not Terrorism. Richard Hutchinson, Kennesaw State University

5:30-6:10pm, Section on Collective Behavior and Social Movements Business Meeting

464. Section on Communication and Information Technologies Paper Session. Open Topic on Communication, Media, and/or Information Technologies
Palmer House Hilton, Salon 12, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Laura Robinson, Santa Clara University
Big Data and the Emergence of System Identities. Aneesh Aneesh and Matthew McCarthy, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Strategy and Social Change: Why Reputation Matters to Social Movements. Deana Rohlinger, Florida State University
The Implications of Coplay for Generalized Trust in and beyond a Chinese MMOG World. Wenhong Chen, University of Texas-Austin; Cuihua Shen, University of California-Davis; Gejun Huang, University of Texas-Austin
Beyond the Power of Networks: Differentiating Network Structure and Social Media for Social Support. Weixu Lu and Keith N. Hampton, State University of New Jersey-Rutgers
A Dynamic Phenomenon: The Uses and Types of Social Network Sites, 2011-2013. Grant Blank and Darja Groselj, Oxford University
Using Topic Models to Study Journalist-Audience Convergence and Divergence: The Case of Human Trafficking Coverage. Maria Eirini Papadouka, Nicholas Evangelopoulos, and Gabe Ignatow, University of North Texas

465. Section on Consumers and Consumption Paper Session. Luxury, Class, and Consumption
Palmer House Hilton, Salon 1, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Ashley E. Mears, Boston University
Presider: Jeremy Markham Schulz, University of California-Berkeley
Authenticity is the New Luxury? Market Myths and the Reproduction of Consumer Culture. Jennifer Smith Maguire, University of Leicester
Repurposing the High Line: Aesthetic Experience and Contradiction in West Chelsea. Julia H. Rothenberg, City University of New York-Queensborough Community College

466. Section on Economic Sociology Invited Session. Political Economy, Rebooted
Hilton Chicago, Marquette Room, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Marion Fourcade, University of California-Berkeley
Imagining the Future. Expectations and Capitalist Dynamics. Jens Beckert, Max Planck Institute for the Study of Societies

467. Section on Evolution, Biology and Society Paper Session. Sexualities and Other Evolutionary and Biological Themes in the Study of the Social World
Palmer House Hilton, Spire Parlor, Sixth Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Michael Hammond, University of Toronto
The Trivers-Willard Hypothesis Reconsidered: Is Natural Selection at Work in U.S. Families? Michaela Kathleen Curran, University of California-Riverside
Contrast Effects in Social Evolution and Bauman’s Liquid Modernity. Michael Hammond, University of Toronto
On the Elementary Neural Forms of Interaction Rituals. Marie Bruvik Heinskou and Lasse Suonperä Liebst, University of Copenhagen
Genetic and Environmental Influences on Status-related Outcomes in the Early Life Course. Jason Micah Roos, University of California-Berkeley; Francois Nielsen, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
Section on Global and Transnational Sociology Paper Session. Migration, Nationalism, and Identity
Palmer House Hilton, Grant Park Parlor, Sixth Floor
Session Organizers: Kiyoteru Tsutsui, University of Michigan and Matthias Koenig, University of Goettingen
Presider: Yasemin Soysal, University of Essex
Global Culture and Subcultures: Identity and Support for Islamic Law in Majority-Muslim Countries. Brandon Gorman, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
A Field Theory of Transnational Difficult Pasts. Hiro Saito, Singapore Management University
Discussant: Yasemin Soysal, University of Essex

Section on International Migration
Roundtable Session and Business Meeting
Palmer House Hilton, Monroe Ballroom, Sixth Floor
4:30-5:30 pm, Roundtables:
Session Organizer: Jacqueline M. Hagan, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill

Table 1. Immigrant Integration in the United States
Table Presider: April Linton, United States Citizenship and Immigration Services
Migration Pattern and English Language Proficiency among First Generation Migrants to the U.S. Eric Ketcham, City University of New York-Graduate Center; Jeremy Reed Porter, City University of New York-Brooklyn College
Diversity in New York’s Latino Population: Residential Patterns in the New York City Metro Area, 1990-2010. Jennifer Catherine Sloan, City University of New York-Graduate Center
Subnational Response to Immigrants in the Rust Belt. Emily A. Shrider, The Ohio State University

Table 2. Refugees and Displaced Persons
Table Presider: Min Zhou, Nanyang Technological University
Capital and Contexts—Factors Affecting the Economic Integration of Refugees in Utah. Yvette Young, University of Utah
Muslim Refugees in a Post-9/11 World: An Examination of Iraqi Refugees in the United States. Nathalie Pauline Rita, University of Hawaii

Table 3. Migration Theory
Table Presider: Nestor P. Rodriguez, University of Texas-Austin
Could Fertility Patterns Act as a Driver of Global Migration? Adriana Marie Reyes, Pennsylvania State University

Table 4. Migrant Well-Being
Table Presider: Claudia Patricia Masferrer Leon, McGill University
Morbidity and Region of Birth: Does the Immigrant Health Paradox Apply Outside the Case of Latinos? Alla Chernenko, University of Utah; Jen’nan G. Read, Duke University

Table 5. Religion and Migration
Table Presider: David Cook-Martin, Grinnell College
The Influence of Religiousity and Religious Peers on Second Generation Immigrant School Outcomes in Germany. Susan Lee, University of Cologne
Struggle as Opportunity: Making Sense of Immigration Experiences through Buddhist Practice. Holly K. Straut Eppsteiner, University of North Carolina

Table 6. Civic Engagement
Table Presider: Robert Courtney Smith, City University of New York-Baruch College and Graduate Center
The Mosque, Immigration Status, and Voting Participation among Muslim Americans. Tamara van der Does, Indiana University
Claiming Koreatown, Los Angeles: Transnational Immigrant Communities’ Roles in Urban Governance through Constructions of Spaces. Soo Mee Kim, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Popular Sovereignty on the Border: Nativist Activism among Two Border Watch Groups in Southern Arizona. Emine Fidan Elcioglu, University of California-Berkeley
Panethnic Mobilization among Arab Americans in Detroit during the Post-9/11 Era: A Photo Elicitation Study. Steven J. Gold, Michigan State University

Table 7. Immigration, Public Opinion, and Discrimination
Expressive Functions of Immigration Law: Do Immigration Laws Shape Our Attitudes toward Latinos? Emily Ryo, University of Southern California
Immigration and Preferences For Increased Police Spending In Rich Democracies. Joshua Fink, Duke University
A Change of Mind or Change of Address? Geographic Sorting and Whites’ Attitudes towards Immigration. Ariela Schachter, Stanford University
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Table 8. The Remaking of the U.S.-Mexico Border
Table President: Jacqueline M. Hagan, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
Agencies and Policies of Social Control on the United States Mexico Border and their Effect on Crossers. Alma Angelica Hernandez, University of New Mexico
Sin el Derecho de Vivir: Migration Songs, Corridos, and Death. Celestino Fernandez and Jessie K. Finch, University of Arizona
The War(s) this Time: Drug Economies and the Making of the U.S.-Mexico Border. Robert Chiala, University of Southern California

Table 9. Migrant Social Capital
Table President: Elizabeth M. Aranda, University of South Florida
An Intersectional Analysis of Migrant Networks: The Discouraged Networker Phenomenon. Nihal Celik, Saint Anselm College
The Effect of Weak Ties and Community of Origin on Migrant Job Search Technique. Richard Hong, University of California-Los Angeles

Table 10. Immigrant Integration in Europe
Table President: Peggy Levitt, Wellesley College and Harvard University
Do High-Skilled Immigrants Find Jobs Faster Than Low-Skilled Immigrants? Daniela Elisabeth Hochfellner, Institute for Social Research; Ruediger Wapler, Institute for Employment Research
Insiders, Outsiders and Immigrants: How Race and Ethnicity Shape Immigrant Integration Across 18 European Countries. Eric W. Schoon and Kathryn Freeman Anderson, University of Arizona

Table 11. Immigrants and Labor Markets I
Prosperity-Pull or Recession-Push?: Mexican Immigrant Self-Employment across the Business Cycle. Peter Catron, University of California-Los Angeles
Labor Force Participation of Immigrant Extended Householders. Emerald Thai Han Nguyen, University of California-Davis

Table 12. Immigrants and Labor Markets II
Table President: Laura Lopez-Sanders, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
Economic Integration of Skilled Migrants in Japan: The Role of Employment Practices. Hilary Holbrow, Cornell University; Kikuko Nagayoshi, Tohoku University

Table 13. Gender and Migration
Table President: Katharine Donato, Vanderbilt University
Women, Families and International Migration: The Case of Women in Immigrant Families from Punjab. Diditi Mitra, Brookdale Community College
Asian Middle-Class Migrant Women's Gender Status Change after Transnational Spousal Separation: Korean Wild Geese Mothers. Se Hwa Lee, State University of New York-Albany
Gender and Migration: Armenian Women's Experiences 1990 to 2010. Carina Karapetian Giorgi, Pomona College

Table 14. Migration and Education
Stay vs. Return: That is a Question. Yingyi Ma and Yue Zhang, Syracuse University

Table 15. Immigration Policies and Practices
I'm White and I'm a Lady: Experiences with U.S. Visas for Higher Education. Jenean Cox, Purdue University
Infringe to Protect? Privacy, Marriage and Sexuality in European Migration Management. Tobias Georg Eule and Lisa Borrelli, University of Bern
Securitizing, Economizing, and Humanizing Immigration: The Case of the Employment Permit System in South Korea. Sookyung Kim, Korea University; Jeong-Woo Koo, Sungkyunkwan University

Table 16. Migration, Development, and Nation Building
Table President: Robert Courtney Smith, City University of New York-Baruch College and Graduate Center
Beyond Diaspora Engagement Policies: Integration of Migration and Diaspora Issues in Development Policies. Daniel Naujoks, Columbia University
The Reception of Newcomer Migrants in Brussels. The Development of a New Field of Governance. Eva Swyngedouw, University of Chicago

Table 17. Ethnic Identities and Boundary Movements
Table President: Nadia Y. Flores-Yeffal, Texas Tech University
Gender and Assimilation: Assessing the Effects of Gender on the Ethnic Identities of Latinas/os. Dana Chalupa, Michigan State University
Panethnicity, Boundary Claims, and the Legitimation of New Groupings. G. Cristina Mora, University of California-Berkeley; Dina G. Okamoto, Indiana University
How do Multicultural Family Children have Cultural Identity? Soo Jin Cho, Yonsei University
It Doesn't Matter Because We're Both Brown: Pan-ethnic Boundaries among Intermarried Filipinos. Brenda Gambol, City University of New York-Graduate Center
470. Section on Labor and Labor Movements Paper Session. Striking for Justice in Fast Food, Retail, and Home Care: Implications for the Broader Labor Movement
Palmer House Hilton, Adams Ballroom, Sixth Floor
Session Organizer: Shannon Marie Gleson, Cornell University
Presider: Kate Bronfenbrenner, Cornell University
Constructing Meaning from Monotony: Competency and Consent in a Fast Food Firm. Brian Serafini, University of Washington
Symbolic and Material Representations in Home-based Work: A Qualitative Case Study from Ahmedabad, India. Natascia Rose Boeri, City University of New York-Graduate Center
The Biggest Private Sector Union Success You’ve Hardly Heard About. Jane McAlevey, City University of New York-Graduate Center
Wal-Mart Workers in Chile: A Case of Union Democracy, Militancy and Strategic Capacity. Carolina Bank Munoz, City University of New York-Brooklyn College and Graduate Center

471. Section on Medical Sociology Paper Session. Global and Transnational Health
Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-1, Lower Level
Session Organizer: Susan E. Bell, Bowdoin College and Ruha Benjamin, Princeton University
Presider: Ruha Benjamin, Princeton University
With and Without Borders: Global Regulation of Health and Healthcare. Carol Heimer, Alka Menon, and Arielle Woloshin Tolman, Northwestern University
Even If You Know the Theory: Informality, Innovation, and Flexibility in Ethiopian Biomedical Practices. Stephanie Rieder, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
How Culture Matters in Health Interventions. Tamara Kay, University of New Mexico
Black Immigration and Non-Communicable Disease Health Disparities in the United States: Consequences for Research and Policy. Helena Eyram Dagadu, Vanderbilt University
Discussant: Joseph A. Harris, Boston University

472. Section on Methodology Paper Session. Innovative Methodological Applications to Data Analysis
Palmer House Hilton, Salon 10, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Andrew S. Fullerton, Oklahoma State University
Presider: Michael A. Long, Oklahoma State University
Classification and Link Prediction in a Text-Mined Hypergraph of Academic Relationships. Aaron Michael Gerow, Bowen Lou, Eamon Duede, and James A. Evans, University of Chicago
Decomposition Analysis of Segregation. Kazuo Yamaguchi, University of Chicago
Linguistic Analysis: The Study of Textual Data in Social Science with Natural Language Processing. Jan Goldenstein, Philipp Poschmann, and Sebastian Händschke, Friedrich-Schiller-University Jena
Scalable Estimation of Temporal ERGMs with DNR Structure from Egocentrically Sampled Data. Ben Gibson, University of California-Irvine; Zack W. Almquist, University of Minnesota

473. Section on Political Economy of the World-System Roundtable Session and Business Meeting
Palmer House Hilton, Crystal, Third Floor
4:30-5:30pm, Roundtables:
Session Organizers: Oriol Mirosa, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee and Rob Clark, University of Oklahoma

Table 1. Environment
Table Presider: Kathleen C. Schwartzman, University of Arizona
Gender, Religion, Culture and Environmental Consciousness: A Cross-National, Multilevel Study. Thomas J. Burns, Maritin P Piotrowski, Erik L Bond, Kimberly M Murray, and Kelsea F Ciavaglia, University of Oklahoma
The Environment-Development Nexus: How Climate Change and Ecological Limits Threaten Food Security in South Asia. Tarique Niazi, University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire
Frontiers and New Agricultural Countries. Marion W. Dixon, Cornell University
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Table 2. Extraction
  Table Presider: Michael L. Dougherty, Illinois State University
  Coal Mining and Development in British Columbia and Appalachia. Paul S. Ciccantell, Western Michigan University
  Internal Peripheries and Modes of Extraction: Appalachia’s Persistence as an Internal Periphery. William Ryan Wishart, Creighton University
  Structures of Bribery and Violence among Multinational Mining Companies in Guatemala. Michael L. Dougherty, Illinois State University

Table 3. Movements
  Table Presider: Zachary Joseph McKenney, University of Tennessee
  Contesting Hegemonic Free Trade Agreements. Ricardo A. Dello Buono, Manhattan College
  Moving beyond Poor People’s Movements: Global Change and New Opportunities. Zachary Joseph McKenney and Jon D. Shefner, University of Tennessee
  Revisiting Antisystemic Movements on the World-Historical Perspective. Chungse Jung, State University of New York-Binghamton

Table 4. Markets and Economics
  Table Presider: Ricardo Enrique Rivas, University of Arizona
  Financialization of the Law of Value on a World Scale. Shehryar Qazi, State University of New York-Binghamton
  Markets as Politics: The Case of BCCI. Johanna K. Bockman, George Mason University
  Re Framing the Delinkings of Currency From Gold. David (Jed) D. Schwartz and Andreas Daniel Fogg, Independent Scholar
  Querying Economic Globalization and Regulatory Capitalism: Transnational Private Regulations in the Chilean Farmed Salmon Industry. Ricardo Enrique Rivas, University of Arizona

Table 5. Growth and Development
  Table Presider: Roshan Kumar Pandian, Indiana University-Bloomington
  The Coupling Effects of World-System Position and National Institutions On Relative Economic Growth in Developing Countries. Edward L. Kick, North Carolina State University; Laura McKinney, Tulane University; Thomas J. Burns, University of Oklahoma; Clare Cannon, Tulane University
  Uneven Development: Largest Settlements and Polities since the Late Bronze Age. Christopher Chase-Dunn, Hiroko Inoue, Alexis Antonio Alvarez, Rebecca Alvarez, and Eugene N. Anderson, University of California-Riverside; Teresa Neal, University of California-Irvine
  Appalachia and the Hydrocarbon Sector in the Capitalist World-Ecology. Samantha K Fox and Ben Marley, State University of New York-Binghamton

Table 6. Tourism and Human Capital
  Table Presider: Helen Sharon Jolly, State University of New York-Stony Brook
  Growing Agritourism: Development and the Proliferation of NGOs in a Rural Community. Rhiannon A. Leebrick, University of Tennessee
  Notes, Observations from Piketty’s book; Reframing Growth/GDP to Include Human Capital. Andreas Daniel Fogg and David (Jed) D. Schwartz, Independent Scholar
  Whose Knowledge Counts? Skills Development in Fairtrade Producer Networks. Jennifer Keahey, Arizona State University; Siphelele Ngcwangu, Wits University
  The Political Economy of Tourism in Chichicastenango, Guatemala. Helen Sharon Jolly, State University of New York-Stony Brook

Table 7. States, Semiperipheries, and Sports
  Table Presider: Yousef Kazem Baker, California State University-Long Beach
  Sectarianism and Statecraft in Iraq: Investigating the American Occupation and Counterinsurgency. Yousef Kazem Baker, California State University-Long Beach
  Semiperipheries in the World-System? A 21st Century Assessment. David A. Smith, University of California-Irvine
  The Post-Socialist Path of Developmental State in China. Alvin Y. So, Hong Kong University of Science and Technology
  Individualism and Sport. Robert Fiala and Andrew Breidenbach, University of New Mexico

Table 8. New Developments in the Journal of World-Systems Research and Open Access Publishing
  Table Presiders: Jackie Smith, Daniel Burridge, and George Weddington, University of Pittsburgh
  5:30-6:10pm, Section on Political Economy of the World-System Business Meeting
474. Section on Race, Gender and Class Paper
Session. Representations of Race, Class, and Gender in Popular Culture and Media
Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-4, Lower Level
Session Organizer and Presider: Abby L. Ferber, University of Colorado-Colorado Springs
Mainstreaming Gender, Endangered, Ungendered? Analysis of Media Reports of 2012 Case of Rape in India. Soma Chaudhuri, Michigan State University; Preethi Krishnan, Purdue University
The Orient Enters the West: Sexual Symbolism of Empire in Contemporary “Sheikh” Romance Novels. Michelle L. Sandhoff, Indiana University
They Still Don’t Want to Cruise Your Type. Chong-suk Han, Middlebury College
Discussant: Abby L. Ferber, University of Colorado-Colorado Springs

475. Section on Social Psychology Paper
Session. Social Psychology of Health and Well-Being
Hilton Chicago, Lake Michigan, Eighth Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Sarah Mustillo, University of Notre Dame
Self-perceived Centrality and Origins of Asymmetric Ties in Friendship Networks. Weihua An, Indiana University
The Surprising Effects of Gendered Networks on Depression Contagion in School. Jun Zhao and Dawn T. Robinson, University of Georgia; Chyi-In Wu, Academia Sinica

476. Section on Sociology of Culture Paper
Session. Culture and (In)security in the 21st Century
Palmer House Hilton, Water Tower Parlor, Sixth Floor
Session Organizer: David A. Smilde, Tulane University
Cultures of Counterterrorism: The Anti-Knowledge of Terrorism in Spaces of Intelligence Fusion. Brendan Innis McQuade, DePaul University
Event and Security: How Public Events are Protected from Disruption. Vida Bajc, Methodist University
Overwintering. Lindsey A. Freeman, State University of New York-Buffalo
Criminals and Gun Nuts: Narratives of Danger and Threat, Power and Protection. Eulalie Jean Laschever, University of California-Irvine

477. Section on Sociology of Development Paper
Session. Gender and Development
Palmer House Hilton, Salon 2, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Jennifer R. Rothchild, University of Minnesota-Morris
Divided and Marginalized: Female Industrial Labor and the Rise of Public Patriarchy in Socialist China (1949-76). Yige Dong, Johns Hopkins University
Gender Equality and the Goldilocks Zone: Fertility, Sustainable Development and Policy. Rae Lesser Blumberg, University of Virginia
The Determinants of Women’s Work in the Global South and the Global North: Commonalities and Differences. Samuel Cohn, Texas A&M University
Trade-offs for Indigenous Women Arising from Greater Economic Opportunity and Expanded Political Roles. Sonia Arellano-Lopez, State University of New York-Binghamton

478. Section on Sociology of Education Paper
Session. Understanding and Identifying Sources of Educational Inequalities
Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-5, Lower Level
Session Organizer: Laura Theresa Hamilton, University of California-Merced
Presider: Yasmiyn Irizarry, University of Texas-Austin
Schools and Inequality: Reflector, Compensator, and Distractor. Douglas B. Downey, The Ohio State University
Beyond Behavior: Paternal Incarceration and Cognitive Development into Middle Childhood. Anna R. Haskins, Cornell University
Teacher Underestimation of the Academic Ability of Minority Students and Lowered Student Expectations. Hua-Yu Sebastian Cherng, New York University
Acting White in Context: Social Experiences and High Achieving Students. Joseph Workman, Oxford University; Jennifer Flashman, University of Notre Dame
Discussant: Yasmiyn Irizarry, University of Texas-Austin

479. Section on Sociology of Emotions Paper
Session. Emotions and Social Worlds
Hilton Chicago, Lake Ontario, Eighth Floor
Session Organizer: Martha Copp, East Tennessee State University
Presider: Carissa M. Froyum, University of Northern Iowa
Eating, Class, and Control: The Emotions of Food Choice in One Oakland Neighborhood. Kara Alexis Young, University of California-Berkeley
Fighting Feelings: The Emotional Labor of ‘Old Heads’ in an Amateur Boxing Gym. Jeffrey Owen Sacha, University of Southern California
### 480. Section on Teaching and Learning in Sociology Paper Session. Online Matters

**Hilton Chicago, Williford C, Third Floor**

Session Organizer and Presider: Katherine A. Lineberger, Florida International University

- Group Work in the Online Environment. Deidre A. Tyler, Salt Lake Community College
- Ideas for Improving the Quality of Online Discussions. Patricia R. Hoffman, New Mexico State University
- Laboratory Assignments and Their Impact on Grades: Online Statistics Course. Steven Stack, Wayne State University
- Lessons from Massive Immersion in Online Teaching. Theodore C. Wagenaar, Miami University

### 481. Theory Section Paper Session. Theory, Method, Data, and Representation

**Palmer House Hilton, Wabash, Third Floor**

Session Organizer and Presider: Andrew J. Perrin, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill

- Explaining the Past While Studying the Present: History as Born and Performed. Pepper Glass, Weber State University
- From Meaning to Behavior: Mental Representation, the Patterning of Social Life, and Cultural Analysis. Lynette Shaw, Nina Lyn Cesare, and Michael Hughes Esposito, University of Washington

Discussant: Andrew J. Perrin, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill

### 6:30 pm Meetings


### 6:30 pm Receptions

Joint Reception: Section on Communication and Information Technologies and Section on Children and Youth -- Off-site Location, The Gage, 24 South Michigan Avenue

Joint Reception: Section on Marxist Sociology and Section on Political Economy of the World-System -- Palmer House Hilton, Crystal, Third Floor

Joint Reception: Section on Medical Sociology and Section on Sociology of Mental Health -- Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-1, Lower Level

Joint Reception: Section on Political Sociology and Section on Economic Sociology -- Hilton Chicago, Normandie Lounge, Second Floor

Joint Reception: Section on Sociology of Sexualities and Section on Body and Embodiment -- Off-site Location, Exchequer Pub, 226 South Wabash Avenue

Joint Reception: Section on Teaching and Learning in Sociology and Alpha Kappa Delta (AKD) -- Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-3, Lower Level

Section on Aging and the Life Course Reception. (Advance Ticket Purchase is Required; Contact Janet Wilmoth, salc-mentor@maxwell.syr.edu) -- Off-site Location, The Berghoff, 17 West Adams Street. (Advance Ticket Purchase is Required; Contact Janet Wilmoth, salc-mentor@maxwell.syr.edu)

Section on Animals and Society Reception -- Palmer House Hilton, Salon 7, Third Floor

Section on Asia and Asian America Reception (Offsite; Location TBD) – Contact Section Chair for Location

Section on Collective Behavior and Social Movements Reception -- Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-2, Lower Level

Section on Consumers and Consumption Reception -- Off-site Location, Buddy Guy’s Legends, 700 South Wabash Avenue

Section on International Migration Reception -- Off-site Location, Quartino, 626 North State Street

Section on Labor and Labor Movements Reception -- Off-site Location, ROC United/Food Chain Workers Alliance Offices, 77 West Washington, Suite 1507

Section on Methodology Reception -- Palmer House Hilton, Salon 8, Third Floor

Section on Sociology of Education Reception -- Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-5, Lower Level

### 5:30 pm Meetings

- Section on Animals and Society Business Meeting (to 6:10pm) -- Palmer House Hilton, Salon 7, Third Floor
- Section on Collective Behavior and Social Movements Business Meeting (to 6:10pm) -- Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-2, Lower Level
- Section on International Migration Business Meeting (to 6:10pm) -- Palmer House Hilton, Monroe Ballroom, Sixth Floor
- Section on Political Economy of the World-System Business Meeting (to 6:10pm) -- Palmer House Hilton, Crystal, Third Floor
- Task Force on Engaging Sociology (to 7:30pm) -- Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4M, Fourth Floor
6:30 pm Other Groups

How to Get Your Published Work Read and Cited (Joshua Tufts) -- Hilton Chicago, PDR 4, Third Floor
Hurricane Katrina Discussion #2 (Dana Greene) -- Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4A, Fourth Floor
Manuscript Workshop: City of Smoke & Mirrors: Race in the Making of an American City (Christopher Mele) -- Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4D, Fourth Floor
Mind, Self, and Society—University of Chicago Press (Lauren Salas) -- Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4K, Fourth Floor
Receptions for Scholars of Poverty and Inequality (David Grusky) -- Palmer House Hilton, Salon 3, Third Floor
Research Committee 46—Clinical Sociology of the International Sociological Association (Jan Marie Fritz) -- Hilton Chicago, PDR 2, Third Floor
Sociologists Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender Caucus (Angela Jones) -- Hilton Chicago, Astoria Room, Third Floor
Sociologists without Borders (Mark Frezzo) -- Hilton Chicago, PDR 3, Third Floor
Sociology and Anti-Semitism (Arnold Dashefsky) -- Hilton Chicago, McCormick Boardroom, Fourth Floor
Sociology and Racial Justice (Rory Kramer) -- Hilton Chicago, PDR 1, Third Floor
The Sociology of Religion and Science (John H. Evans) -- Hilton Chicago, Marquette Room, Third Floor

8:00 pm Sessions

482. Plenary Session. Internet Dating
Hilton Chicago, International Ballroom North, Second Floor

Session Organizer and Presider: Paula England, New York University
Panel: Elizabeth Bruch, University of Michigan
Jennifer Hickes Lundquist, University of Massachusetts-Amherst
Michael J. Rosenfeld, Stanford University

Using internet dating sites to find partners is now completely mainstream. Panelists will consider the sociology of how this system works. Two panelists will use their access to data from internet dating sites revealing what groups are on the site and who contacts and responds to whom. One panelist will show how race affects who is contacted or responded to among those seeking same-sex or other-sex partners. Another panelist will use new methods to uncover what people are looking for in partners, and how market constraints shape people's search and contact strategies. Another panelist will report on a survey ascertaining which groups are more likely to have used the internet to find partners, and will put internet dating into a broader historical perspective focusing on macrosocial trends affecting mate choice and family formation.
CLIMATE CHANGE AND SOCIETY
Sociological Perspectives

Edited by RILEY E. DUNLAP,
Oklahoma State University,
and ROBERT J. BRULLE,
Drexel University

This collection of essays summarizes the existing approaches to understanding the social, economic, political, and cultural dimensions of climate change. From the factors that drive carbon emissions to the forces which influence societal responses to climate change, the book provides a comprehensive overview of the social dimensions behind climate change. An understanding of the relationship between climate change and human behavior is a critical element in developing a more sustainable future, changing human habits and behaviors for the better, and creating just and effective environmental policies. As such, Climate Change and Society is a useful tool in the crucial movement to integrate social science research, natural science research, and policy in the context of climate change and sustainability.

Praise for *Climate Change and Society*

"*Climate Change and Society* provides a superb overview of our knowledge of the social causes and consequences of climate change, and of the social obstacles to an effective response. It is essential reading."

—Erik Olin Wright, Vilas Distinguished Professor, University of Wisconsin and Past President of the American Sociological Association

"As the evidence for anthropogenic global warming accumulates, social scientists have been largely missing in action when it comes to research on the human activities responsible for climate change. In this welcome volume, Brulle, Dunlap, and their colleagues critically review what we know about the issue, setting a clear agenda for further sociological research on this most pressing of problems."

—Doug McAdam, Stanford University

"For a crisis that demands a profound re-thinking of our most fundamental, socially-rooted systems, sociological perspectives are far too seldom part of the climate conversation. I have learned so much from the impressive list of contributors to this book, which is filled with highly useful analyses and startling insights. It is that rare volume that will be an invaluable resource for anyone engaged in the climate fight: scholars, activists, and concerned citizens alike."

—Naomi Klein, author of *This Changes Everything* and *The Shock Doctrine*

"Though more work always remains, the physical sciences have accomplished their core task when it comes to climate change. We know what we need to know about the causes and consequences of our actions. What we don't know is how to stop ourselves, which is why this book—and the social sciences—are so important from here on out."

—Bill McKibben, author of *The End of Nature* and Schumann Distinguished Scholar, Middlebury College

---

**Contents**

1. Sociology and Global Climate Change: Introduction
   Robert J. Brulle and Riley E. Dunlap

2. The Human (Anthropogenic) Driving Forces of Global Climate Change
   Eugene A. Rosa, Thomas K. Rudel, Richard York, Andrew K. Jorgenson, and Thomas Dietz

3. Market Organizations and Environments
   Charles Perrow and Simone Pulver

4. Consumption and Climate Change
   Karen Ehrhardt-Martinez and Juliet B. Schor with Wokje Abrahamse, Alison Alkon, Jann Axsom, Keith Brown, Rachel Shwom, Dale Southerton, and Hal Wilhite

5. Climate Justice and Inequality
   Sharon L. Harlan, David N. Pellow, J. Timmons Roberts, Shannon E. Bell, William G. Holt, and Joane Nagel

6. Adaptation to Climate Change
   JoAnn Carmin, Kathleen Tierney, Eric Chu, Lori M. Hunter, J. Timmons Roberts, and Linda Shi

7. Mitigating Climate Change
   Karen Ehrhardt-Martinez, Thomas K. Rudel, Kari Marie Norgaard, and Jeffrey Broadbent

8. Civil Society, Social Movements, and Climate Change
   Beth Schaefer Caniglia, Robert Brulle, and Andrew Szasz

9. Public Opinion on Climate Change
   Rachael L. Shwom, Aaron M. McCright, Steven R. Brechin with Riley E. Dunlap, Sandra T. Marquart-Pyatt, and Lawrence C. Hamilton

10. Challenging Climate Change: The Denial Countermovement
    Riley E. Dunlap and Robert J. Brulle

11. The Climate Change Divide in Social Theory
    Robert J. Antonio and Brett Clark

12. Methodological Approaches for Sociological Research on Climate Change
    Sandra T. Marquart-Pyatt, Andrew K. Jorgenson, and Lawrence C. Hamilton

13. Bringing Sociology into Climate Change Research and Climate Change into Sociology: Concluding Observations
    Riley E. Dunlap and Robert J. Brulle

---
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In 2005 Hurricane Katrina crashed into the Gulf Coast and precipitated the flooding of New Orleans. It was a towering catastrophe by any standard. Some 1,800 persons were killed outright. More than a million were forced to relocate, many for the remainder of their lives. A city of five hundred thousand was nearly emptied of life. The storm stripped away the surface of our social structure and showed us what lies beneath—a grim picture of race, class, and gender in these United States.

It is crucial to get this story straight so that we may learn from it and be ready for that stark inevitability, the next time. When seen through a social science lens, Katrina informs us of the real human costs of a disaster and helps prepare us for the events that we know are lurking just over the horizon. The Katrina Bookshelf is the result of a national effort to bring experts together in a collaborative program of research on the human costs of the disaster. The program was supported by the Ford, Gates, MacArthur, Rockefeller, and Russell Sage Foundations and sponsored by the Social Science Research Council. This is the most comprehensive social science coverage of a disaster to be found anywhere in the literature.
Give your graduates the skills that employers demand

More and more employers are seeking candidates with project management knowledge and skills. By offering coursework in this area, colleges and universities can equip students for success. Project Management Institute (PMI) has collaborated with faculty around the globe to develop project management curriculum guidelines along with a foundational course and supplementary teaching materials. Qualified faculty members are now able to introduce a project management course more expeditiously at their institution by drawing on this newly available body of information.

What do the guidelines offer?

- Instructional materials for one comprehensive undergraduate course in project management, including a syllabus, mini-case studies, course projects, and activities
- 30 essential knowledge modules
- Instructional outlines for additional courses in project management with specific learning outcomes
- Guidance for enhancing existing courses
- An online open-source forum for faculty to share relevant content

How can faculty use the guidelines?

- To create a new foundational project management course at your academic institution
- To enhance an existing course in an allied discipline
- To create a sequence of project management courses
- To augment or benchmark an existing project management course

Materials are available to university educators who register through PMITeach.org. Email PMcurriculum@pmi.org for more information.
Tuesday, August 25

The length of each daytime session/meeting activity is one hour and forty minutes, unless noted otherwise. The usual turnover is as follows:

8:30am-10:10am
10:30am-12:10pm
12:30pm-2:10pm
2:30pm-4:10pm

Session presiders and committee chairs are requested to see that sessions and meetings end on time to avoid conflicts with subsequent activities scheduled into the same room.

7:00 am Meetings

ASA Business Meeting -- Hilton Chicago, Grand Ballroom, Second Floor
The ASA Business Meeting is an opportunity for members of the Association to discuss important issues facing the discipline and profession. Members are encouraged to attend this meeting convened by the ASA President Paula England.

Summary reports on the Association and its key activities this year will be given by President Paula England, Secretary Mary Romero, and Executive Officer Sally T. Hillsman. The meeting concludes with the traditional transfer of the gavel, marking the transition of duties from President Paula England to incoming President Ruth Milkman.

This open forum is an opportunity for members to share their insights, reactions, and suggestions. Please consult the flyer in your convention tote bag for details on the Business Meeting agenda.

As noted in the May/June issue of Footnotes and the posting of meeting information on the ASA website, members seeking to present formal resolutions should be prepared to provide background materials on the issue to be discussed. Members who missed the July 10 submission deadline may bring their resolutions and supporting background documentation to the ASA Office Boulevard Room A on the Second Floor of the Hilton Chicago by 3:00 pm on Monday, August 24.

8:30 am Meetings

483. Thematic Session. Housing Instability, Gender and Sexuality
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom A, Lobby Level
Session Organizer and Presider: Melody L. Boyd, State University of New York-Brockport

Housing Discrimination: A Moving Target. Gregory D. Squires, George Washington University; Susan Scovill, M.Davis and Company

Housing Insecurity and Risky Sexual Behavior in the Poor, Urban Communities of Accra, Ghana. Meredith Greif, Johns Hopkins University

Psychological Costs of Housing Instability and African American Mothers’ Cultural Resiliency. Ruby Mendenhall, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Gender, Poverty, and Mechanisms of Exploitation in the Private Rental Market. Matthew Desmond, Harvard University

This panel will focus on research in the area of housing instability and the ways that housing instability connects with gender and sexuality. The panel will provide an overview of the history of housing discrimination and instability, and focus on current research in housing discrimination and instability related to gender and sexuality. Panelists will discuss the role of the rental housing market in creating both opportunities and disadvantages for different populations. The panel will include research on the impact of housing instability on risky sexual behavior, and the ways that the rental market discriminates against same-sex couples.

484. Thematic Session. Pornography and Sexualities
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom C, Lobby Level
Session Organizer: Celeste M. Watkins-Hayes, Northwestern University

Presider: E. Patrick Johnson, Northwestern University

Panel: Michael Kimmel, State University of New York-Stony Brook

Jennifer Nash, George Washington University

In this session, leading scholars will explore issues around femininity, masculinity, race, representation, and pleasure in the creation and consumption of pornography. This will include critical examinations of popular claims about the content, consumption, and outcomes of exposure to pornography on consumers and the wider society. Drawing on theories in the fields of sociology, gender studies, and critical race studies, these scholars will offer innovative ideas to analyze the complexities of pornography.
485. Thematic Session. Sexuality and Body Size
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom B, Lobby Level
Session Organizer: Abigail C. Saguy, University of California-Los Angeles
Presider: Michaela A. Nowell, University of Wisconsin-Fond du Lac
Panel: Jeannine A. Gailey, Texas Christian University
Jason Andrew Whitesel, Pace University
Amy Shuman, The Ohio State University
Sabrina A. Strings, University of California-Berkeley
Lynne Gerber, University of California-Berkeley
Sarah Quinn, University of Washington
Discussant: Carla A. Pfeffer, University of South Carolina
Research on human sexuality has been thriving for at least four decades. Yet, scholars have paid scant attention to how body size shapes experiences with sexuality. In an effort to remedy this silence, this panel brings together cutting-edge research on the way in which body size shapes people’s sexual experiences, as well as their understandings of themselves as sexual beings. It takes an intersectional approach, examining how experiences of body size and sexuality vary by gender, sexual orientation and race. Specific paper topics include the (in)visibility of fat women’s sexuality, the experiences of fat gay men, and the racial and sexual biopolitics of yoga.

486. Thematic Session. The Career Consequences of Studying Sexuality
Hilton Chicago, Williford C, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Elizabeth A. Armstrong, University of Michigan
Presider: Janice M. Irvine, University of Massachusetts
Panel: Janice M. Irvine, University of Massachusetts
Beth E. Schneider, University of California-Santa Barbara
Susana Peña, Bowling Green State University
“Don’t study sex if you want a job!” This ASA theme would not be possible if that advice had not been ignored. Yet it has been ignored at a cost. The panelists discuss the career consequences of studying sexuality. Janice Irvine has surveyed sexuality scholars about experiences of discrimination in the field. Beth Schneider has studied sexuality for decades, was Special Features Editor of Sexualities for 10 years, and mentored many young sexuality scholars as they have entered the field (many of which are now tenured)! Susana Peña offers the perspective of someone who entered the field more recently, and who combines a focus on sexuality with the study of race and ethnicity. Her faculty appointment in an Ethnic Studies department. She will consider the ways in which studying sexuality – particularly in intersection with race or class – leads scholars to find positions outside of Sociology departments.

Hilton Chicago, Williford B, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Verta A. Taylor, University of California-Santa Barbara
Critics: Mignon R. Moore, Columbia University
Amy T. Schalet, University of Massachusetts-Amherst
Salvador Vidal-Ortiz, American University
Author: Katie Linette Acosta, Georgia State University

488. Policy and Research Workshop. The Wisconsin Longitudinal Study: Over 50 Years of Social Data Combined with Genetic and Microbiome Data
Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4A, Fourth Floor
Session Organizer: Carol Lynn Roan, University of Wisconsin-Madison
Leader: Huey-Chi Vicky Chang, University of Wisconsin-Madison
The Wisconsin Longitudinal Study is a panel study covering nearly sixty years, making it an excellent data source for researchers interested in linking early-life factors to later-life outcomes. The study is a sample of one in three Wisconsin high school graduates, and a selected sibling, from the class of 1957. WLS is unique among social scientific resources for the length with which it has followed a large population-based cohort sample and the inclusion of siblings. The most recent round of data was collected between March of 2010 and December of 2012. The data cover nearly every aspect of the participants’ lives from early life socioeconomic background, schooling, family and work to health, social participation, civic engagement, well-being, and cognition. The study also has a wealth of unique data including examples such as administrative IQ scores from high school, information collected from high school yearbooks that include measures of attractiveness, proxy measures for obesity, anthropometric and functioning, and complete lists of student activities for all respondents. Currently, the survey data can be merged with genetic data on ~90 SNPs. Shortly GWAS data will be available. We collected ~300 stool samples from the graduate and sibling participants and ~100 samples from their spouses. We are using these samples to measure participants’ gut microbiome. Administrative data include Medicare records, Social Security records, and resource data on primary and secondary schools attended by participants. This workshop will introduce the study to researchers and attendees will be provided with a USB containing the data.
489. Teaching Workshop. Teaching Introductory Sociology to Premeds: Moving from “Is it on the MCAT®?” to Developing the Sociological Imagination
Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4D, Fourth Floor
Session Organizer and Leader: Edward L. Kain, Southwestern University
Co-Leaders: Elizabeth Borland, College of New Jersey
Liam Swiss and Mitchell Petersen, Southwestern University
Julie Goolsby, Association of American Medical Colleges
Starting in the spring of 2015, students who take the Medical College Admission Test® (MCAT®) need to know introductory sociology concepts and apply that knowledge to solving problems. The revised exam assesses competencies that combine knowledge and scientific inquiry and reasoning skills in the natural sciences and the behavioral and social sciences. Join this hands-on workshop to: Find out which sociology content is covered on the revised MCAT exam; Explore sample MCAT questions and how they assess competencies in solving real-world, interdisciplinary problems; Learn about an online community for sharing teaching resources that can be used as an instructional aid; Discuss the opportunities and challenges that the revised test presents for your courses and departments. Having pre-meds in your sociology course doesn’t mean you’ll be stuck with students asking “is that on the test.” Together, let’s investigate the opportunities it presents for improving student learning outcomes.

490. Regular Session. Development and Gender 2: Women and Work
Palmer House Hilton, Salon 1, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Kathleen M. Fallon, State University of New York-Stony Brook
Presider: Liam Swiss, Memorial University
The Motherhood Penalty in Latin America: An Exploratory Study for Argentina and Peru. Aida Villanueva and Ken-Hou Lin, University of Texas-Austin
For Better or Worse? The Effects of Maternity Leave Provisions across Developing Countries. Kathleen M. Fallon, State University of New York-Stony Brook; Alissa Mazar, McGill University; Liam Swiss, Memorial University

491. Regular Session. Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, and Transgender
Hilton Chicago, Marquette Room, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Bernadette Barton, Morehead State University
Presider: Miriam J. Abelson, Portland State University
Attitudes towards Gay/Lesbian Rights and Homosexuality across Time and Countries. Tom W. Smith, NORC-University of Chicago
The Residential Segregation of Same-sex Partnered Households from Heterosexual Partnered Households in the U.S., 2008-2012. DLane R. Compton, University of New Orleans; Dudley L. Poston, Qian Xiong, and Emily Knox, Texas A&M University
The Social Class Politics of Videos Made for the “It Gets Better” Anti-Gay Bullying Project. Doug Meyer, University of Virginia
A Married Woman Is Not Always a Wife: Relationship Terms Used by Married Lesbians. Patricia J. Ould and Julie Whitlow, Salem State University

492. Regular Session. Group Processes
Palmer House Hilton, Grant Park Parlor, Sixth Floor
Session Organizer: David M. Melamed, The Ohio State University
Hear Me Out! The Relationship Between Vocal Adaptation and Audience Perceptions of Dominance and Prestige. Will Kalkhoff, Kent State University; Shane Thye, University of South Carolina; Stanford W. Gregory, Kent State University
Status and Legitimacy of Power in Groups. Kristin Kerns and Jeffrey W. Lucas, University of Maryland-College Park; Michael J. Lovaglia, University of Iowa
What Binds Low Status Members to the Group? Cecilia L. Ridgeway and Sandra Kai Nakagawa, Stanford University
How Does Leadership Sharing Promote Collective Orientations among Team Members. Jeongkoo Yoon and Yoon Cho, Ewha Women’s University
Discussant: Scott V. Savage, University of California-Riverside

493. Regular Session. How Do the Rich Get Richer?
Hilton Chicago, Boulevard C, Second Floor
Session Organizer: Regina E. Werum, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
Presider: Kyle Dodson, University of California-Merced
Sundown Towns and Racial Inequality: Consequences of Historical Racism in the Non-South. Heather Avery O’Connell, University of Wisconsin-Madison
Attitudes Towards Inheritance Taxation – Results from a Factorial Survey. Christiane Gross, Kerstin Lorek, and Friedemann Richter, FAU Erlangen-Nuremberg
Income Risk, Income Inequality and the Financial Crisis. Michael David Nau, The Ohio State University
Discussant: David Brady, WZB Berlin Social Science Research Center
494. Regular Session. Interracial Marriage/Assortive Mating
Hilton Chicago, Williford A, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Jenifer L. Bratter, Rice University
I’m Black and I’ll Always Be That Way: Black Identities Through the Lens of Interracial Intimacy. Amy C. Steinbugler, Dickinson College
Gaining Shanghai Residency through Educational Assortative Marriage in Shanghai. Yue Qian and Zhenchao Qian, The Ohio State University
Impact of One-Child Policy on Interethnic Marriage in China. Yi Zhou, University of California-Berkeley; Wei Huang, Harvard University
The Case for Interracial Marriage? Interracial Marriage and Depression. Jaclyn S. Wong, University of Chicago; Andrew Penner, University of California-Irvine
Who Do Immigrants Marry? Race, Intermarriage, and Integration. Daniel T. Lichter, Cornell University; Zhenchao Qian, The Ohio State University
Discussant: Aaron Olaf Gullickson, University of Oregon

495. Regular Session. Organizations: Actors and Decision-Making
Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-5, Lower Level
Session Organizer: Emily A. Barman, Boston University
Presider: Steve G. Hoffman, State University of New York-Buffalo
Institutional Logics, Expertise, Embodiment, and Ethnocognition: System Effects and the Production of Air Traffic Controllers. Diane Vaughan, Columbia University
Limiting Chaos: Humanitarianism and the Organization of Refugee Crises. Blair Suzanne Sackett, University of Pennsylvania
The Proliferation, Profusion, and Taken-for-Grantedness of Actors in Organization Theory. Hokyu Hwang, UNSW-Australia
Discussant: Steve G. Hoffman, State University of New York-Buffalo

496. Regular Session. Peace and Conflict: Building Social Solidarity through Collective Action
Palmer House Hilton, Salon 10, Third Floor
Session Organizer: David S. Meyer, University of California-Irvine
Presider: Lisa A. Leitz, Chapman University
Interreligious Contact and Out-group Attitudes: Testing Contact Hypothesis among Religious Communities in South East Asia. Agnieszka Kanas, Peer Scheepers, and Carl Strekens, Radboud University
Peace at Multiple Fronts: The Peace Mothers’ Alternative Form of Politics. Nisa Goksel, Northwestern University
Solidarity Witness: Ritualizing Moral Proximity as an Alternative to the U.S. Security State. Chandra Russo, University of California-Santa Barbara
Discussant: Kelsy Kretschmer, Southern Illinois University-Carbondale

497. Regular Session. Sociology of Knowledge
Hilton Chicago, Joliet Room, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Alondra Nelson, Columbia University
Mechanisms in the Emergence of Data Science: A Comparative Study of Abstract Knowledge. Philipp Soeren Brandt, Columbia University
The Role of Prognosis in Cardiology Practice: A Pragmatist Perspective. Phaedra Daipha, State University of New Jersey-Rutgers
The Marked and the Unmarked: Toward a Sociology of Cognitive Asymmetry. Eviatar Zerubavel, State University of New Jersey-Rutgers
Experiment as Statecraft: Poverty Policy Experiments and the “Democratization” of the Mexican State. Diana Graizbord, Brown University

Hilton Chicago, PDR 2, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Katrina E. Kimport, University of California-San Francisco
Presider: Natalie Ingraham, University of California-San Francisco
Fear of a Post-Queer Sociology: Queer Theory in the Post-Gay Age. Jaime Hartless, University of Virginia
The Hashtag Paradox: Identity, Community, and the Imperative to Name the Sexual Self. Andrea Herrera, University of Oregon
I’m Not Queer or Undocumented, I’m Both: Rethinking the Undocuqueer’s Multiple-Marginalized Identity. Rachel Bogan, City University of New York-Graduate Center
You Have to be Normal to be Abnormal: An Exploration of Asexuality and Disability. Karen Cuthbert, University of Glasgow
Discussant: Natalie Ingraham, University of California-San Francisco
Tuesday, August 25, 8:30 am

499. Section on Aging and the Life Course
Roundtable Session.
Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-2, Lower Level
Session Organizer: Jennifer Karas Montez, Case Western Reserve University

Table 1. Caregiving
Table Presider: Jennifer Caputo, Indiana University
Costs of Elderly Caregiving for Working Adult Children in China: A Gendered Perspective. Zhiyong Lin, University of Maryland-College Park; Xiaomei Pei, Tsinghua University
Gender, Social Support and Mental Health: Adult Children Caring for Aging Parents in Japan. Saeko Kikuzawa, Hosei University
Grandparent Caregiving and Depression among Korean Older Adults. Seung-won Choi, Michigan State University
Neighborhood Context and Caregiver Burden among the Mexican-origin Population. Sunshine Marie Rote, University of Louisville; Jacqueline L. Angel, University of Texas-Austin; Kyriakos S. Markides, University of Texas-Medical Branch

Table 2. Psychosocial Influences on Well-Being
Table Presider: Jennifer Karas Montez, Case Western Reserve University
Children's Sense of Control as a Determinant of Adult Health. Katsuya Oi and Duane F. Alwin, Pennsylvania State University
Does Self-Assurance Link Perceived Emotional Support to Cognitive Function? Chizuko Wakabayashi, Nagoya City University
The Social Development of Grit. Hye Won Kwon, University of Iowa; Steven Hitlin, University of Iowa; Rengin Bahar Firat, University of Lyon

Table 3. Lifetime Socioeconomic Influences on Health
Childhood Conditions, Social Mobility, and Cognitive Function in Late Midlife. Zhenmei Zhang, Michigan State University
Drilling Down to the Disparity: Black-White Differences in Life Course Influences on Functional Limitations. Jessica A. Kelley-Moore and Wenxuan Huang, Case Western Reserve University
From Children to Parents? Children's Educational Attainment and Parents Mortality. Yeon Jin Lee, University of Pennsylvania
Lifetime Socioeconomic Experiences, Historical Context, and Genetics in Shaping Body Mass in Middle and Late Adulthood. Hexuan Liu and Guang Guo, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
Service Related Exposures and Physical Health Trajectories among Aging Veteran Men. Miles G. Taylor and Stephanie Ureña Salas, Florida State University; Ben Lennox Kail, Georgia State University

Table 4. Family Relationships and Social Support
Table Presider: Kristen Schultz Lee, State University of New York-Buffalo
Intergenerational Changes and Health: The Effect of Downward Educational Mobility. Rachel Donnelly, University of Texas-Austin
Intergenerational Relationship Conflict and Selection into Marriage. Matthew Perry, State University of New York-Buffalo

Table 5. Illness and Disability Experience
Table Presider: Debra Street, State University of New York-Buffalo
(Social) Location Matters: Phenomenology of Alzheimer's Disease. Renee Lynn Beard, College of the Holy Cross
Residents' Perspectives on Living With Vision Impairment in Long-Term Care. Robin Shura, Hiram College; Rebecca Meehan, Kent State University

Table 6. Work, Retirement, and Economic Security
C-Reactive Protein among Older Adults during the Recession: Does Economic Adversity Get Under the Skin? Lindsay R. Wilkinson, Baylor University; Jeffrey A Tamburello, Baylor University
How Do Precarious Job Conditions Accumulate to Poor Health in Later Life? Jin-man Cho and Jeong-han Kang, Yonsei University
Swiss Pension Policy and the Construction of a Gendered Old Age. Toni Calasanti, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
Working Longer: Do IT Boomers' Expectations Differ by Gender? Erik Kojola and Phyllis Moen, University of Minnesota

Table 7. Aging in Diverse Contexts
Table Presider: Andrea E. Willson, University of Western Ontario
Age, Adulthood, and Women Prisoners Self- and Reflected Appraisals. Janani Umamaheswar, Rider University
Aging in Place within Fairfax: The Lived Experience of Neighborhood Transition. Kaitlyn Barnes, Case Western Reserve University
Gender Differences in Self-Rated Health: A Matter of Cohort? Nicole Etherington, University of Western Ontario
Subjective Aging: Variation by Sexual Orientation. Anne E. Barrett and Harry Barbee, Florida State University
500. Section on Altruism, Morality and Social Solidarity Paper Session. Altruism, Morality, and Social Solidarity
Palmer House Hilton, Salon 2, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Kraig Beyerlein, University of Notre Dame
Context and Community: Volunteering in Religious and Secular Situations. Joseph H. Gerteis and Penny Edgell, University of Minnesota
Overcoming the Cognitive/Moral Divide: How Beliefs about Poverty Lead to Welfare Policy Support. Lauren Valentino, Duke University
Value Boundaries, Altruism and Well-Being. Rengin Bahar Firat, University of Lyon; Steven Hitlin and Hye Won Kwon, University of Iowa

501. Section on Asia and Asian America Paper Session. Social Inequalities: Emerging Research on Asia and Asian America
Palmer House Hilton, Water Tower Parlor, Sixth Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Wei-hsin Yu, University of Maryland
Spatial and Career Mobility of China's Labor Force: Exploiting Innovative Survey Design and Measurement. Lingxin Hao, Johns Hopkins University; Yucheng Liang, Sun Yat-sen University
Women's Post-Marital Employment in China: Motherhood in an Era of Economic Reform. Bin Lian, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Academic Success Despite Discrimination? Asian Americans in U.S. Schools. Aimee Jean Yoon and Joseph Merry, The Ohio State University
Discussant: Wei Zhao, University of North Carolina-Charlotte

502. Section on Children and Youth Invited Session. Research with Children and Youth: Lessons for Social Theory
Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-3, Lower Level
Session Organizer and Presider: Jessica Karen Taft, University of California-Santa Cruz
Panel: Nick Lee, University of Warwick
Andreana L. Clay, San Francisco State University
Tey Meadow, Harvard University
Discussant: Allison Pugh, University of Virginia

503. Section on Collective Behavior and Social Movements Paper Session. History and Social Movements
Hilton Chicago, Lake Huron, Eighth Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: James M. Jasper, City University of New York-Graduate Center
Bohemia, Feminism, Socialism, and Class: The Geographical and Historical Determinants of Second-Wave Feminist Politics. Laura K. Nelson, Northwestern University
Explaining the Acceptance of Protest. Soon Seok Park and Rachel L. Einwohner, Purdue University
Memory Activism and Reconciliation Discourses in Israel-Palestine, Poland, and the Sudetenland. Yifat Gutman, Tel Aviv University
Movement Spillover and Union Support during the Long Protest Wave. John-Paul Ferguson and Thomas Dudley, Stanford University

504. Section on Economic Sociology Paper Session. The Economic Sociology of Development
Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-1, Lower Level
Session Organizer: Andrew Schrank, Brown University
Colonial Institutions and Trade Patterns. Emily Anne Erikson, Yale University; Sampsu Samila, National University of Singapore
Death & Taxes: Ethnicity and State Capacities in Health and Revenue. Erin Metz McDonnell and J. Austin, University of Notre Dame
Network and Learning: Constructing Cross-cutting Ties in Taiwan’s Decentralized Production System. Michelle Fei-yu Hsieh, Academia Sinica
The Financialization Of Everyday Life: Mobile Money And (In) Formal Activity In A Developing Context. Laura Doering, University of Toronto; Christopher B. Yenkey and Pete Aceves, University of Chicago

505. Section on Global and Transnational Sociology Roundtable Session and Business Meeting
Hilton Chicago, Monroe Ballroom, Sixth Floor
8:30-9:30am, Roundtables:
Session Organizers: Kiyoteru Tsutsui, University of Michigan and Matthias Koenig, University of Goettingen

Table 1. Global Diffusion of Law
Table Presider: Louisa Roberts, The Ohio State University
Table 2. Global Environmental Governance and Local Outcomes

Ecological Consequences of Economic Development: A Longitudinal Study on 26 OECD Countries between 1980 and 2009. Feng Hao, University of Richmond
Rethinking Recession, Economic Growth, and Environmental Attitudes: Evidence from 35 Countries. Adam Mayer, Colorado State University
The Test of Kyoto: Domestic Politics and the International Law. Emma Anderson and Marina Zaloznaya, University of Iowa

Table 3. Global Standards and Local Practices
Table Presider: Hector Vera, Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México
Transnational Flows and Local Outcomes: International Donors and Peacebuilding in Croatia. Laura J. Heideman, Northern Illinois University

Table 4. Globalization and Individual Attitudes
Table Presider: Rene Nahele Patnode, University of California-San Diego
From the Individual to the Political: The Development of Cosmopolitanism among College Students in China. Rene Nahele Patnode, University of California-San Diego
Social and Individual Sources of Cosmopolitan Identity: Evidence from the Interactive Multilevel Model. Min Zhou, University of Victoria

Table 5. Globalization in Education
Table Presider: Gowoon Jung, State University of New York-Albany
Blurred Citizenship: The Experience of Transnational Korean Students. Gowoon Jung, State University of New York-Albany
International Branch Campus of Universities - A Gold Rush of Global Presence and Reputation. Anna K. Kosmuetzky, Universität Kassel

Table 6. Health and Globalization
Table Presider: Alka Menon, Northwestern University
Traveling Guidelines: Global Expertise in the Treatment of Ebola and HIV. Alka Menon, Northwestern University
Promoting Health from Outside the State: El Pueblo, Migrants, and Hometown Associations. Jose A. Munoz, California State University-San Bernardino
Strategic Collaboration and Avoidance in State-NGO Relations. Jennifer YJ Hsu, University of Alberta

Table 7. Migration and Transnationalism
Table Presider: Chi Cheng Wat, University of Toronto
Concepts and Methodologies of Transnationalism. Chi Cheng Wat, University of Toronto
Refugees and Transnationalism: A Comparative Approach. Cara M Davies, Indiana University
Women’s Migration in the Multiple Contexts of Economic Development: Vietnamese Marriage Migrants in South Korea. Hyunok Lee, Yonsei University

Table 8. Nationalism, Historical Memory, and Reconciliation
Table Presider: Kiri Marie Gurd, Boston University
Bringing Values Back to Global Professions: Truth Commissions Professionals as True Believers. Kiri Marie Gurd, Boston University
Can the Social Sciences and Humanities Transcend the Nation-State? The Case of German Historians. Vincent Gengnagel, University of Bamberg; Julian Hamann, Bonn University
Constructions of the Nation State: Public Narratives in the Aftermath of a Human Rights Violation. Chloë Delcour and Lesley Hustinx, Ghent University

Table 9. Neo-Liberalism, Development, and the Global South
Table Presider: Casey R. Clevenger, Brandeis University
Why Should the Sister Decide For Me? Work, Organizational Mission, and Occupational Identity in Global Organizations. Casey R. Clevenger, Brandeis University
A Postsocialist Perspective on Neoliberal Globalization. Svetla Dimitrova, Michigan State University

Table 10. Race, Class, and Gender in Global Crossroads
Table Presider: Carmela Muzio Dormani, City University of New York-Graduate Center
We’re Street Dancers: Race, Class and Culture in Global New York City’s Salsa Scene. Carmela Muzio Dormani, City University of New York-Graduate Center
The Container Today; Re-examining Metaphors of Immigration in the British Press. Alexander Feliks Smithers, University of South Florida

Table 11. Social Change, Protest, and Civil Society
Table Presider: Andrew Junker, University of Chicago
Interrupting Street-level Sovereignty: Falun Gong’s Transnational Boomerang. Andrew Junker, University of Chicago
Protests and Counter Protests: Differences in Anti-racism and Anti-nuclear Collective Action in Post-disaster Japan. Vivian Giboung Shaw, University of Texas-Austin
Session 505, continued
Global Civil Society: Inducing Social Change in the Modern World System. Dmytro Khutkyi, University of California-Riverside

9:30-10:10 am, Session on Global and Transnational Sociology Business Meeting

506. Section on International Migration Paper Session. Immigrant Workers and Professionals in Precarious Jobs
Palmer House Hilton, Salon 12, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Pierrette Hondagneu-Sotelo, University of Southern California
Conceptualizing the Employment Regime of Migrant Reproductive Labor: The Case of (Im)migrant Personal Care Workers. Cynthia J. Cranford, University of Toronto
Gatekeeping, Brokerage, and the Process of Claiming Immigrant Worker Rights. Shannon Marie Gleeson, Cornell University
Labor Migration and the Missing Work of Home-making: Three Forms of Settling for Chinese-Canadian Migrants. Nathanael T. Lauster and Jing Zhao, University of British Columbia
The Contentious Labor Market Incorporation of Colombian and Puerto Rican Computer Engineers in the United States. Lina Rincón, State University of New York-Albany
Discussant: Ruth Milkman, City University of New York-Graduate Center

507. Section on Labor and Labor Movements Paper Session. The Labor Market and Social Provision: Implications for Worker Health and Organizing
Palmer House Hilton, Wabash, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Shannon Marie Gleeson, Cornell University
Presider: Martha Ecker, Ramapo College of New Jersey
Labor Market Segmentation, Race, and Health Insurance Coverage. Kenneth Hudson, Andrea Hudson, Marcellus Hudson, Alan Akira, and Errol Crook, University of South Alabama
Will Retiring Workers Provide Job Opportunities for the Young? An Australian Case Study. Darryn Snell and Victor Oyaro Gekara, RMIT University

508. Section on Marxist Sociology Roundtable Session and Business Meeting
Palmer House Hilton, Crystal, Third Floor
8:30-9:30 am, Roundtables:
Session Organizer: Andrew Rhys Jones, California State University-Fresno

Table 1. Environmental Crises and Resilience
Table Presider: Tarique Niazi, University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire
Cranberries and Climate Change: How Global Warming is Straining Socio-Ecological Conditions in New England. Brian J. Gareau, Boston College
How Climate Change Is Set to Bend the Global Economy. Tarique Niazi, University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire
Political Economy, Militarization, and the Environment: A Historical Case Study of Agent Orange. Daniel Noah Auerbach, University of Utah
Greening the Growth Machine and the Politics of Resiliency on the New York City Waterfront. Steven Lang, City University of New York-LaGuardia Community College

Table 2. Theory and Praxis
Table Presider: Samuel R. Friedman, National Development and Research Institutes
Disciplinary Narratives about Marx and Weber versus Complexity of Shifting Boundaries. J. I. Hans Bakker, University of Guelph
But Is It Art? Toward a Critical, Ethnographic Analysis of Art Openings. Jeffrey A. Halley, Jorge Candelario Gonzalez, and Kameron Cordero Cavazos, University of Texas-San Antonio
A Marxist Perspective on HIV Spread and Prevention. Samuel R. Friedman and Georgios Nikolopoulos, National Development and Research Institutes; Diana Rossi, Intercambios Civil Association and University of Buenos Aires

Table 3. Social Movements
Table Presider: Lauren Langman, Loyola University-Chicago
From Domination to Liberation. Lauren Langman, Loyola University-Chicago
Race Relations: Critique of Approaches in Contemporary Sociology. Shanedra L. Destine, Howard University
Neoliberal Changes: Charting the Evolution of the American Class Structure, 1970 to Present. Peter R. Ikeler and Laura Limonic, State University of New York-Old Westbury
Tuesday, August 25, 8:30 am

Table 4. Environmentalism, the Future, and Praxis
Table Presiders: Shujiro Yazawa, Seijo University and Hitotsubashi University and Carina A. Bandhauer, Western Connecticut State University
Birth of A. Gouldner’s Reflexive Sociology: His Basic Problem of LOGOS ARMED. Shujiro Yazawa, Seijo University and Hitotsubashi University

Table 5. Globalization and Economics
Table Presider: Alvin Almendrala Camba, Johns Hopkins University
Dispossession or Sustained Exploitation? The Case of Credit Expansion in Turkish Agriculture. Yetkin Borlu, Pennsylvania State University
Cheap Natures and Cheap Money: Chinese Capitalism in the Twenty-First Century. Alvin Almendrala Camba, Johns Hopkins University; Jason W. Moore, State University of New York-Binghamton
Karl Marx’s idea of General Intellect, Immaterial Labor and Venture Capital in the XXI Century. Andrey V. Rezaev, St. Petersburg State University; Dmitry M. Zhikharevich, London School of Economics and Political Science

9:30-10:10am, Section on Marxist Sociology Business Meeting

509. Section on Medical Sociology Paper Session. Health Inequalities and Place
Hilton Chicago, Lake Michigan, Eighth Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Eric R. Wright, Georgia State University
Place as a Predictor of Health Insurance Coverage: A Multivariate Analysis of Counties. Lisa Cacari-Stone, Blake Boursaw, and Sonia Patricia Bettez, University of New Mexico; Tennille L. Marley, Arizona State University; Howard Waitzkin, University of New Mexico
Neighborhood Disorder, Work Proximity, and Psychological Distress. Anna Weller Jacobs, Vanderbilt University; Jennifer Brailsford, Florida State University
A New Perspective on Resilience: Neighborhood Socioeconomic Disadvantage and Trajectories of Disability in Later Life. Katherine Ann Morris, Harvard University
Does Environmental Disorder Get “In the Head” and “Under the Skin”? A Layered Context Approach. Laura Upenieks and Markus H. Schafer, University of Toronto

510. Section on Race, Gender and Class Paper Session. Intersectional Approaches to Understanding Migration, Legal Status and Transnationalism
Hilton Chicago, Lake Erie, Eighth Floor
Session Organizer: Veronica Tenriquez, University of Southern California
Presider: Katherine Barahona-López, University of California-Santa Cruz
Challenges to Applying Intersectionality to the Sexual Harassment of Immigrant Workers under United States Law. Cynthia Deitch, George Washington University
Examining Gender, Class and Legal Status in International Migration: Senegalese Women’s Migration to Europe, 1974-2008. Mao-Mei Liu, Brown University
Undocumented Vicariousness: An Intersectional Approach to Illegality and Depressive Symptoms among Mexican-origin Women. San Juanita Edilia Garcia, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill

511. Section on Social Psychology Paper Session. Ethnographic Contributions to Social Psychology
Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-4, Lower Level
Session Organizer: Brian Christopher Kelly, Purdue University
Should I Trust the Bank or the Social Movement? Motivated Reasoning and Acceptance of Misinformation. Sebastián G. Guzmán, New School for Social Research
Cultivating Work Devotees in Professional Socialization. Alexandra H. Vinson, University of California-San Diego
Performing Parenthood: Implications for Inequality in Healthcare. Amanda Marie Gengler, Wake Forest University

512. Section on Sociology of Culture Invited Session. Culture and its Intersections
Palmer House Hilton, Adams Ballroom, Sixth Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Genevieve Zubrzycki, University of Michigan
What has Cultural Sociology (not) Learned from the Sciences? Karin D. Knorr Cetina, University of Chicago
Materials for Cultural Sociology. Fernando Dominguez-Rubio, University of California-San Diego
Discussant: Claudio Ezequiel Benzecry, University of Connecticut
513. Section on Sociology of Education Paper Session. New Insights into the Returns of College
Hilton Chicago, Lake Ontario, Eighth Floor
Session Organizer: Laura Theresa Hamilton, University of California-Merced
Does College Offer Any Pathways That Don’t Replicate Background Inequalities? James Rosenbaum, Northwestern University
Human Capital, Signaling, or Uncertainty? The Labor Market Consequences of For-Profit and Non-Profit Educational Credentials. Nicole Deterding, Harvard University; David Pedulla, University of Texas-Austin
Effects of Elite College Attendance on Job Quality. Danielle Callendar and Jennie E. Brand, University of California-Los Angeles
Discussant: Michael Hout, New York University

514. Section on Teaching and Learning in Sociology Roundtable Session
Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4B, Fourth Floor
Session Organizer: Jan E. Thomas, Kenyon College

Table 1. Challenging Perceptions and Realities
Table Presider: Shawna L. Rohrman, North Central College
The City and the Census: Methodology as a Means of Challenging Assumptions. M. Sheridan Embser-Herbert, Hamline University
The Impact of Intergroup Dialogue (IGD) in Gender Class: Promoting Discussion and Critical Thinking. Debra Harvey Swanson, Hope College
Transforming Future Doctors into Critical Thinkers: The Merits of an Inaugural Pre-Med Undergraduate Sociology Course. Lauren Olsen, University of California-San Diego

Table 2. Teaching with Technology
Table Presider: Sergio Antonio Cabrera, University of Texas-Austin
Teaching with the E-Portfolio. Deidre A. Tyler, Salt Lake Community College

Table 3. Assessing Students and Faculty
Table Presider: Jennifer Keys, North Central College
Deciphering Student Evaluations for Increased Learning. Melinda Jo Messineo, Ball State University
Developing Sociological Writers: An Assessment of Tutoring and Paired Instructor Interventions. Ronni Tichenor, State University of New York-Polytechnic Institute

515. Theory Section Paper Session. Theorizing Inequalities
Palmer House Hilton, Chicago Room, Fifth Floor
Session Organizer: C.J. Pascoe, University of Oregon
Presider: Matthew Norton, University of Oregon
Sociology and Political Science in the Patrimonial Society: Implications of Piketty’s Capital. Francois Bonnet, National Center for Scientific Research; Clement Thery, Columbia University
Theorizing the Role of Symbolic Boundaries in Segmented Labour Markets: Clues from Inside the Academy. Louise Birdsell Bauer, University of Toronto
Discussant: Ryan Light, University of Oregon

9:30 am Meetings
Section on Global and Transnational Sociology Business Meeting (to 10:10am) -- Palmer House Hilton, Monroe Ballroom, Sixth Floor
Section on Marxist Sociology Business Meeting (to 10:10am) -- Palmer House Hilton, Crystal, Third Floor

10:30 am Meetings
Film/Video Screening. Wounded Places: Confronting Childhood PTSD in America’s Shell Shocked Cities -- Hilton Chicago, PDR 5, Third Floor
Honors Program Advisory Panel -- Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4E, Fourth Floor

10:30 am Sessions

516. Thematic Session. Fighting Sexual Harassment and Sexual Assault on Campus: Then and Now (co-sponsored with the Committee on the Status of Women)
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom A, Lobby Level
Session Organizers: Linda M. Blum, Northeastern University and Alexandra Kalev, Tel Aviv University
Presider: Linda M. Blum, Northeastern University
Sex, Harassment, and Third-Wave Feminism: Legislat ing the Intimate. Andrea Press, University of Virginia
The Rise of Networked Anti-Sexual Violence Student Activism. Sofie Karasek, End Rape on Campus
Confronting Campus Rape: Research and Public Sociology. Danielle Dirks, Occidental College
Sexual harassment and sexual assault on campus were formally prohibited by TITLE IX in 1972, but the struggle over enforcement continues. While activism in the 1970s and 80s gained procedures and changed consciousness, activism has resurfaced in 2014, creating a watershed moment in the awareness of sexual violence on campus. Young women's grassroots leadership brought a surge of complaints and the Obama Administration reacted with increased scrutiny of the nation's largest research universities. Members of our panel will represent different perspectives on this movement: Andrea Press will present research on campus cultures of feminism, post-feminism, and sexual violence. Danielle Dirks will discuss the ties between research and public sociology; Sofie Karasek will share her experience as an activist in anti-sexual-violence campus and national campaigns.

517. Thematic Session. Sex and Political Regimes
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom C, Lobby Level
Session Organizer and Presider: Lynne Allison Haney, New York University
Rape and the Politics of Consent in Populist India. Poulami Roychowdhury, McGill University
The Sexual Politics of Neoliberalism. Elizabeth Bernstein, Barnard College
Sexuality and Sexual Science Under State Socialism: The Case of Czechoslovakia. Katerina Liskova, Masaryk University

The papers in this session offer conceptual and empirical reflections on how sexualities are shaped by and experienced in different political regimes. In a variety of national and historical contexts, panelists ask how sexualities form and reflect key aspects of a political regime—and how the laws, science, ideologies, and religions propagated by these regimes embody distinct sexual prescriptions and identifications.

518. Thematic Session. Sexual Violence
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom B, Lobby Level
Session Organizer: Michael Kimmel, State University of New York-Stony Brook
Panel: Walter DeKeseredy, University of Ontario
Sharon Hayes, Queensland University of Technology
Bethany Coston, Albion College
Beth E. Richie, University of Illinois at Chicago

“Stop using sex as a weapon,” 80s rocker Pat Benatar famously sang. But for many, sexuality and violence are deeply entangled. Recent research on sexual violence explores how interpersonal violence is used to constitute sexual relationships, not only between women and men, but also among different minority and LGBT communities. In this session, leading scholars in the field will present some of the most empirically grounded and analytically sensitive research on sexual assault, interpersonal violence, and sexuality.

519. Thematic Session. The Scripting of Sexuality: Developments and Prospects
Hilton Chicago, Williford C, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Anthony Paik, University of Massachusetts-Amherst
Panel: David John Frank, University of California-Irvine
Janice M. Irvine, University of Massachusetts
Rebecca F. Plante, Ithaca College
John H. Gagnon, State University of New York-Stony Brook

More than forty years after the publication of Sexual Conduct, the concept of sexual scripts remains central in the study of sexualities. This panel will examine the significance of scripting theory, recent developments in the field, and its prospects for the future. Specifically, this panel will reflect on the position of scripting theory in the study of sexualities, new avenues for theoretical and empirical work, and connections with emerging theoretical approaches.

520. Special Session. Gender Equality at Work: Persistent Barriers and Potential Solutions
Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-5, Lower Level
Session Organizer and Presider: Shelley J. Correll, Stanford University
Panel: Youngjoo Cha, Indiana University
Erin Kelly, University of Minnesota
Erin A. Cech, Rice University
Shelley J. Correll, Stanford University

Progress towards gender equality in paid work has stalled in recent years. The convergence of the gender gap in wages has been slow, women's advancement into top leadership positions has remained low, and the gender segregation of jobs and college majors has remained relatively constant. What are the barriers to gender equality? What policies and organizational changes might jump start progress to equality? Panelists will discuss recent research that illuminates both barriers and also potential solutions.

Hilton Chicago, Williford B, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Mary Romero, Arizona State University
Critics: Joyce M. Bell, University of Pittsburgh
Wendy Leo Moore, Texas A&M University
Sharon M. Collins, University of Illinois at Chicago
Author: John Skrentny, University of California-San Diego
522. Professional Development Workshop. Applying Sociology to Careers Outside Academia: Association, Government, and Non-Profit Opportunities (Panel Discussion)
Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4C, Fourth Floor
Session Organizer and Leader: Margaret Weigers Vitullo, American Sociological Association
In this workshop, sociologists who have successful careers outside of academia will describe their own career paths and their suggestions for current job-seekers. Some of the questions that will be addressed include: What unique satisfactions can be found in sociological work outside the academy? Where are jobs outside of the academy posted? What specific skills sets are the most valuable outside of academia? What are the key differences between an applied curriculum vitae and an academic one? What three things should PhD sociologists preparing for an applied job interview keep in mind? Do applied sociologists ever teach? Immediately following this workshop, the panelists will be participating in the “Applying Sociology to Careers Outside Academia: Job Fair,” where interested participants can go table to table and ask the panelists for additional insights and suggestions about how to market their particular sociological skills in the applied workforce. Depending on the number of participants, panels may have time to review CVs and/or cover letters and make suggestions. Participants are encouraged to attend both the workshop and the job fair that follows it.

523. Policy and Research Workshop. Panel Study of Income Dynamics Workshop
Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4A, Fourth Floor
Session Organizer: Fabian T. Pfeffer, University of Michigan
Leader: Noura E. Insolera, Panel Study of Income Dynamics
This interactive workshop is geared toward current and prospective users of the Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID, psid.org); the world’s longest running longitudinal household panel survey. It provides an overview of the general structure and content of the PSID and its supplemental surveys (including the Child Development Supplement, the Transition into Adulthood Study, and the Disability and Time Use Supplement) as well as an update on recent and current data collection efforts (the Rosters & Transfers Files, the Childhood Retrospective Circumstances Study, the Web/Mail Supplement, and the 2014 Child Development Supplement). The second half of the workshop includes a detailed walk-through of the PSID website, documentation, and data center as well as a question and answer session related to participant specific inquiries. The PSID has collected data on a wide range of sociologically relevant topics from a nationally representative sample of US families and their descendants since 1968. Content domains include employment, occupations, income, wealth, education, expenditures, health, aging, marriage, childbearing, child development, youth transitions, philanthropy, intergenerational relations, and numerous other topics.

524. Regular Session. Anti and Pro-Immigration Discourses and the Crisis of the European Project
Palmer House Hilton, Salon 10, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Nando Sigona, University of Birmingham
Bonding or Bridging: Far Right Parties’ vs Precarious Activists’ Transnational Discourse about Migration in Europe. Nicole Doerr, Mount Holyoke College
Disunion in the Union: Right-Wing Nationalism in Today’s Europe. Ann M. Horwitz, University of Maryland-College Park
Diversity Policy and Sense of Discrimination in Europe: Multiculturalism to Mainstreaming. Pamela Irving Jackson, Rhode Island College; Peter E. Doerschler, Bloomsburg University

525. Regular Session. Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, and Transgender 2
Hilton Chicago, Marquette Room, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Bernadette Barton, Morehead State University
Presider: Emily Kazyak, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
Black Gay Men’s Gay Identity Disclosure and Voluntary (Dis)engagement as Stigma Management. Allison Mathews, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
Gender and Sexuality at a Cross-roads: Childhood (Trans)gender Variance. Elizabeth P. Rahilly, University of California-Santa Barbara
Older Single Gay Men’s Body Talk: Resisting and Rigidifying the Ageing Discourse in the Gay Community. Yiu-Tung Suen, Chinese University of Hong Kong
Parenting Transgender Children. Taylor L. Field and Greggor Mattson, Oberlin College

526. Regular Session. Narrative, Biography and Culture
Hilton Chicago, Joliet Room, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Francesca Polletta, University of California-Irvine
Presider: Marc W. Steinberg, Smith College
We Want to be Anti-Leary: Narrative and Credibility in Psychedelic Science. Danielle Giffort, University of Illinois at Chicago
Collective Remembering and Forgetting: Affective Narrative Accounts. Judith Gerson, State University of New Jersey-Rutgers
It’s about the Journey: Spirituality as an Aspirational Identity. Erin F Johnston, Princeton University
The Stickiness of Trickster Tales: Strategy, Genre, and Presentation of Self in East German Life Stories. Jeremy Brooke Straughn, Westminster College
Discussant: Marc W. Steinberg, Smith College
Hilton Chicago, PDR 2, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Katrina E. Kimport, University of California-San Francisco
Presider: Krystale Littlejohn, Occidental College
After After Tiller: The Stickiness of Social Myths around Third-Trimester Abortion. Gretchen Sisson and Katrina E. Kimport, University of California-San Francisco
Online Sexual Shaming: An Analysis of Misogynistic Keywords on Twitter. Tania G. Levey, City University of New York-York College
Confessing Sex in Online Student Communities. Brett Bowman, University of the Witwatersrand; Kevin Andrew Whitehead and Yasmine Dominguez-Whitehead, University of the Witwatersrand
Discussant: Krystale Littlejohn, Occidental College

528. Regular Session. The Limits of Intergenerational Mobility and the Power of Social Reproduction
Hilton Chicago, Boulevard C, Second Floor
Session Organizer: Regina E. Werum, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
Beyond Access in Social Mobility Research: Investigating the Class Ceiling. Daniel Laurison and Sam Friedman, London School of Economics and Political Science
Made in America? Immigrant Occupational Mobility in the First Half of the Twentieth Century. Peter Catron, University of California-Los Angeles
Beliefs about Income Inequality in the United States: A Consistent ‘Black Pessimism? Rachel Wildfeuer, Temple University
Being and Becoming Poor: How Cultural Schemas Shape Beliefs about Poverty. Patricia Ann Homan, Lauren Valentino, and Emi A. Weed, Duke University

529. Regular Session. Transnational Communities, Borders, and Social Boundaries
Palmer House Hilton, Grant Park Parlor, Sixth Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Jennifer Bickham Mendez, College of William & Mary
Spain’s Residential Tourists and the Half Life of European Cosmopolitanism. Max Holleran, New York University
The Legendary Topography of Race: Slavery and Tourism in West Africa. Warren Thomas McKinney, Columbia University
The Spatiality of Boundary Work: Geopolitical Borders and Maya-Mam Collective Identification. Jeffrey Adrian Gardner and Patricia Richards, University of Georgia

530. Regular Session. Urban Sociology: Infrastructure and the Environment
Palmer House Hilton, Wabash, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Andrew Deener, University of Connecticut
Presider: Jeremy Pais, University of Connecticut
Socio-Spatial Inequality in Hurricane Sandy and Its Implications for the Urban Sociology of Climate Change. Gordon C.C. Douglas and Liz Koslov, New York University
Perpetuating the Poverty of Place: Sustainable Community Development in Sacramento. Bruce D. Haynes and Jesus Hernandez, University of California-Davis
The Structural Origins of Territorial Stigma: Water and Racial Politics in Metropolitan Detroit, 1950s-2010s. Dana Kornberg, University of Michigan
Discussant: Harvey L. Molotch, New York University

531. Section on Aging and the Life Course Invited Session. Aging and Cohort Replacement as Engines of Social Change in Institutions
Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-3, Lower Level
Session Organizer and Presider: Deborah Carr, State University of New Jersey-Rutgers
Panel: Mark Chaves, Duke University
Bernice A. Pescosolido, Indiana University
Robert J. Sampson, Harvard University
Pamela J. Smock, University of Michigan
Discussant: Ellen Idler, Emory University
532. Section on Altruism, Morality and Social Solidarity Invited Session. Toward a Positive Sociology
Palmer House Hilton, Salon 2, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Pamela M. Paxton, University of Texas
Panel: Margarita A. Mooney, Yale University
William (Beau) Weston, Centre College
Jennifer Smith, Mather LifeWays Institute
Pamela M. Paxton, University of Texas

533. Section on Asia and Asian America Paper Session. The Work of Sex and Gender: Asia and Asian America
Palmer House Hilton, Water Tower Parlor, Sixth Floor
Session Organizer: Sharmila Rudrappa, University of Texas-Austin
Presider: Lisa Sun-Hee Park, University of Minnesota
I Would Have a Career Had I Not Migrated! Chien-Juh Gu, Western Michigan University
Intergenerational Care Support and Married Women's Employment in Korea and Taiwan. Jina Lee, Yonsei University
Women's Migration for Domestic Work and Cross-border Marriage in Asia: An Integrative Approach. Catherine Man Chuen Cheng and Hae Yeon Choo, University of Toronto

534. Section on Children and Youth Roundtable Session and Business Meeting
Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-2, Lower Level
10:30-11:30am, Roundtables:
Session Organizer: Carrie L. Shandra, State University of New York-Stony Brook

Table 1. Race, Class, and Immigration
Table Presider: Ingrid E. Castro, Massachusetts College of Liberal Arts
Imagination, Interrupted: The Black Child’s Public Sphere & Critical Race (Literary) Spaces. Mia R. Keeys, Vanderbilt University
I’ll Figure It Out On My Own! Social Class and Black Students in a Counseling Infrastructure. Melanie Jones Gast, DePaul University
Identity Correspondence: The Influences of Psycho-Cultural Processes and Social Structural Contexts on Second-Generation Adolescents’ Identity Choices. Monique Deeann Asandra Kelly, University of California-Irvine

Table 2. Family and the Home Environment
Table Presider: Chelsea Smith, University of Texas-Austin
Crowding Out Dad: Extended Kin and Father Involvement in North American Families. Ken Chih-Yan Sun, Hong Kong Baptist University; Erin Marie Releh, Youngstown State University
Intergenerational Transmission of Anger: Parental Anger Affecting Anger and Self-Feelings in Adolescence and Young Adulthood. Gabrielle Plickert and Heili Pals, Texas A&M University
Predicting Home Involvement: Moving beyond Broad Pan Ethnic Categorizations. Littisha Antoinette Bates and Bridgette Peteet, University of Cincinnati

Table 3. School Readiness and Success
Table Presider: Edward W. Morris, University of Kentucky
Heterogeneous Treatment Effects of College Preparatory Behaviors on College Enrollment among the Children of Immigrants. Brian Holzman, Stanford University
Race and Sex Differences in Returns to Social Capital at Home and at School. Mikaela Dufur, Brigham Young University; Toby L. Parcel, North Carolina State University; John P. Hoffmann, University of South Carolina; David B. Braudt, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
Residential Mobility across Early Childhood and Children's Kindergarten Readiness. Elizabeth Lawrence, Stefanie Mollborn, and Elisabeth Root, University of Colorado-Boulder

Table 4. Educational Achievement and Attainment
Table Presider: Micah Johnson, University of Florida
Closing the Math Confidence Gap: Intersections of Gender and Race/Ethnicity Among High Achievers. Charlie L. Baird, Kansas State University; Anastasia H. Prokos, Iowa State University; Jennifer Keene, University of Nevada-Las Vegas
Exploring the Determinants of Academic Achievement of Jamaican High School Students. Camille Alexa Daley, University of the West Indies-Mona

Table 5. Aspirations and Expectations
Table Presider: Ann M. Beutel, University of Oklahoma
Ambition is Priceless: Parental and Student Aspirations as Predictors of African American Academic Achievement. Micah Johnson, University of Florida
Gender Differences in Adolescents’ Expectations of Marriage and Parenthood. Patricia Neff Cluster, Edinboro University-Pennsylvania; Sampson Lee Blair, State University of New York-Buffalo
Table 6. Sexual Behaviors, Risk, and Debut
Table Presider: Brian Nicholas Sweeney, Long Island University
Deciding Whether to have Sex Before Marriage: Who do Adolescents Listen To? Christopher Donohue, Montclair State University; Consuelo Bonillas, Jeniffer Rodriguez, Omara Cardoza, and Melissa Cheung, Kean University
Developmental Assets and Risky Sexual Behaviors among American Indian Youth. Kaylin Greene, David J. Eitle, and Tamela McNulty Eitle, Montana State University
Differences that Make a Difference: Residential Spaces and Timing of Sexual Debut in Nigeria. Jonathan Anim Amoyaw, University of Western Ontario; Godfred Odei Boateng, Western University; Yujiro Sano, University of Western Ontario

Table 7. Health Outcomes
Table Presider: Jen-Hao Chen, University of Missouri
Family Meal Environment and Adolescent Weight Status in Rural India. Rebecca Evelyn Jones and Solveig Argeseanu Cunningham, Emory University; Shailaja Patil, BLDE University
Fired From School: Young Adults' Health Outcomes After High School Suspension and Expulsion. Janet Rosenbaum, State University of New York-Downstate Medical Center
The Sexual Double Standard, Sexual Intercourse, and Adolescent Mental Health. Brian Soller, University of New Mexico

Table 8. Peers and Social Networks
Table Presider: Matthew H. Rafalow, University of California-Irvine
Envisioning the Power of Peers: Integrating Two Frameworks within the Sociology of Childhood. Jessica Cadwell and Jason Blind, Indiana University-Bloomington
Homophily, Social Status, and Friendship Choice: Same-Sex Friend Selection in the Wisconsin Longitudinal Study. Michael Blix and Chaeyoon Lim, University of Wisconsin-Madison
Interethnic Friendship Dissolution: A Study of School Class and Network Effects. Sanne Smith, Utrecht University
The Role of Social Network Members on Educational Decision Making during the Transition to Adulthood. Christina Panagakis, State University of New York-Buffalo
Having Fun About Jesus: Children's Constructions of Their Relationship to Church. Henry Zonio, San Jose State University

Table 9. Meaning Making and Special Populations
Table Presider: Jeffrey Owen Sacha, University of Southern California
Adolescence as a Social Problem. Annulla Linders, University of Cincinnati
Becoming Visible: A Semiotic Analysis of the Am I Pretty or Ugly? YouTube Trend. Katherine A. Phelps, University of Massachusetts-Boston
The Operation of Youth Social Capital in Homeless Communities. Stephanie Renee Anckle, Claremont Graduate University

Table 10. Parental Effects and Socialization
Table Presider: Heather Beth Johnson, Lehigh University
Career Orientation in Chinese Adolescents: The Roles of Career-related versus Generic Parent Support and Social Strain. Nicole Wai Ting Cheung, Chinese University of Hong Kong
Genetic Sensitivity in Children's Behavioral Responses to Paternal Incarceration. Amanda Geller, New York University; Colter Mitchell, University of Michigan
Social Origin and Conscientiousness – The Unequal Development of Focus. Till Kaiser, WZB Berlin Social Science Research Center
Trans-racial Placements of Children and Family Socialization Processes in Durban and Johannesburg, South Africa. Tiny Petunia Mona, University of Limpopo

11:30am-12:10pm, Section on Children and Youth Business Meeting

535. Section on Collective Behavior and Social Movements Paper Session. Strategy and Social Movements
Hilton Chicago, Lake Huron, Eighth Floor
Session Organizer: Gregory Maney, Hofstra University
Presider: Rachel V. Kutz-Flamenbaum, University of Pittsburgh
Combating Sexual Violence in Egypt's Streets: On-the-ground Strategies of Action. Magda Boutros, Northwestern University
Waves of Contention and Relations among the Radical, Moderate, and Conservative Groups of Social Movements. Belinda Robnett, University of California-Irvine; Carol L. Glasser, Minnesota State University-Mankato; Rebecca Trammell, Metropolitan State University-Denver
Movement Turning Points in an Authoritarian Context: Protest Leadership Strategies in Grassroots Environmental Protests in China. Jean Yen-chun Lin, University of Chicago
Tactical Innovation in Social Movements: The Role of Peripheral Claims and Multi-Issue Protest. Dan Wang, Columbia University
Discussant: Holly J. McCammon, Vanderbilt University
536. Section on Crime, Law and Deviance
   Paper Session. The End of the Beginning or the Beginning of the End? Race and Decarceration
Palmer House Hilton, Spire Parlor, Sixth Floor
Session Organizer: John Major Eason, Texas A&M University
Penal Excess in the Age of Decarceration: Implications for Racial Inequality. Heather A. Schoenfeld, Northwestern University
Reforming Mass Incarceration? An Agonistic Perspective on Contemporary Criminal Justice. Michelle S. Phelps and Joshua Aaron Page, University of Minnesota; Phil Goodman, University of Toronto

537. Section on Economic Sociology Invited Session. Economies of Difference
Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-1, Lower Level
Session Organizer: Sarah Quinn, University of Washington
Panel: Alexes Harris, University of Washington
Leslie Salzinger, University of California-Berkeley
Kimberly Kay Hoang, Boston College
Carly Knight, Harvard University

538. Section on Global and Transnational Sociology Paper Session. Social Movements and Human Rights
Palmer House Hilton, Adams Ballroom, Sixth Floor
Session Organizers: Kiyoteru Tsutsui, University of Michigan and Matthias Koenig, University of Goettingen
Presider: Kiyoteru Tsutsui, University of Michigan
Global Human Rights Organizations and National Patterns: Amnesty International’s Responses to Darfur. Joachim J. Savelsberg, University of Minnesota
Distant Authority Structures and the Attribution of Blame: Activists vs. Superpowers. Dana M. Moss and David A. Snow, University of California-Irvine
The World Society of Social Movements: How INGOs Shape Domestic Environmental Protest. Erin Evans, Ann M. Hironaka, Evan Schofer, and Sheila Xiao, University of California-Irvine
Extending Regulations of Violence: The Case of Corporal Punishment. Hollie Nyseth Brehm, The Ohio State University; Elizabeth Heger Boyle, University of Minnesota
Buying Rights and Democracy: Foreign Aid, Political Conditionalities, and Isomorphism. Liam Swiss, Memorial University

539. Section on Labor and Labor Movements
   Roundtable Session and Business Meeting
Palmer House Hilton, Crystal, Third Floor
10:30-11:30am, Roundtables:
Session Organizer: Shannon Marie Gleeson, Cornell University

Table 1. Firm Strategies and Worker Outcomes, Beyond the United States
   Table Presider: Elise Martel, Loyola University-Chicago
   Effects of Demographic and Educational Changes on the Labor Markets of Brazil and Mexico. Ernesto F. L. Amaral, RAND Corporation; Bernardo L. Queiroz and Julia A. Calazans, Federal University of Minas Gerais
   Going, Going, Gone: The Online Labor Market and the Global Reverse Auction for Jobs. Michael Dunn, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
   Skill Acquisition among Garment Workers: Organizational Profit Strategy and Contingent Utilization of Co-ethnic Network. Xirong Subrina Shen, Chinese University of Hong Kong; Tony Tan, Chinese University of Hong Kong and Academia Sinica

Table 2. Firm Strategies and Worker Outcomes, In the United States
   Table Presider: Michael A. McCarthy, Marquette University
   Hiring the Right Employees: Trial Employment, Social Networks, and Post-Entry Outcomes. Adina Sterling, Washington University-St. Louis
   Life on a Tightrope: The Role of Precarious Employment on Moving Back Home. Yelizavetta Kofman, University of California-Los Angeles
   Tying Wages to Workers’ Ability to Support Children. Disconnect in Growth Jobs with Most Employees. Peggy Wireman, Wireman and Associates; Greg Neil, Wisconsin AFL-CIO

Table 3. Social Movements and Labor Solidarity, Beyond the United States
   Table Presider: Keith Mann, Cardinal Stritch University
   Control, Resistance, and Identity: Defining Worker Responses to Neo-Liberal Managerialism. Anna Brinkman and Seil Oh, Sogang University
   The Indian Coffee House Workers Movement and Nehruvian Development Policy, 1936-1957. Kristin V. Plys, Yale University

Table 4. Social Movements and Labor Solidarity, in the United States
   Table Presider: Nancy Plankey-Videla, Texas A&M University
   Discourse and Dignity: The Case of the 1969 Charleston Hospital Worker’s Strike. William F. Danaher, Southern Illinois University; Marc Dixon, Dartmouth College
   The Tale of a Faculty Union’s Ongoing Labor War in Minnesota. Monte Bute, Metropolitan State University-Denver

11:30am-12:10pm, Section on Labor and Labor Movements Business Meeting
540. Section on Marxist Sociology Invited Session. Marxism and Feminism: New Perspectives
Palmer House Hilton, Salon 1, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Anita M. Waters, Denison University
Marxism and Feminism in the 21st Century. Martha E. Gimenez, University of Colorado
Still Moving Toward a Unitary Theory. Lise Vogel, Rider University-Emeritus
Looking Past Western Biases to Analyze Global South Women. Wilma A. Dunaway, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
Feminism and Social Rights in North Africa. Valentine M. Moghadam, Northeastern University

541. Section on Medical Sociology Paper Session. Health, Medicine and Sexualities
Hilton Chicago, Lake Michigan, Eighth Floor
Session Organizer: Laura Mamo, San Francisco State University
Presider: Jennifer R Fishman, McGill University
Diagnosing (Inter)Sex: A Case of Social Diagnosis. Tania M. Jenkins and Susan E. Short, Brown University
Giving Sex: Deconstructing Intersex and Trans Medicization Practices. Georgianni Davis, University of Nevada-Las Vegas; Jodie Marie Dewey, Concordia University; Erin Leigh Murphy, Southern Illinois University-Edwardsville
Doing Sexual Responsibility: Gay Men Navigating HIV Online. Brandon Andrew Robinson, University of Texas-Austin
Doctors Disobeying Orders: Activist Physicians and Illegal Abortion in Argentina. Julia A McReynolds-Pérez, University of Wisconsin-La Crosse
Safe Mothers, Criminal Women: Post-abortion Care and the Transnational Production of Motherhood in Senegal. Siri Suh, University of Minnesota

542. Section on Methodology Invited Session. Otis Dudley Duncan Memorial Lecture
Palmer House Hilton, Salon 12, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Melissa Hardy, Pennsylvania State University
Panelist: Stephen Raudenbush, University of Chicago

543. Section on Race, Gender and Class Paper Session. Race, Gender and Class at Work
Hilton Chicago, Lake Erie, Eighth Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Denise A. Segura, University of California-Santa Barbara
Gender Differences in Earnings among Academic Scientists and Engineers. Yu Tao, Stevens Institute of Technology
Gendered Color Lines: The Effects of Skin Color on Immigrants’ Employment. Andrea Gomez Cervantes and ChangHwan Kim, University of Kansas

544. Section on Social Psychology Invited Session and Business Meeting. Cooley-Mead Award Ceremony and Address
Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-4, Lower Level
Session Organizer and Presider: Timothy J. Owens, Kent State University
Panelist: Alison J. Bianchi, University of Iowa
Research Opportunities. Murray Webster, University of North Carolina-Charlotte

545. Section on Sociology of Culture Roundtable Session.
Palmer House Hilton, Monroe Ballroom, Sixth Floor
Session Organizers: Lauren Rivera, Northwestern University and Michael Stambolis-Ruhstorfer, University of California-Los Angeles

Table 1. Consumer Studies Network
Table Presider: Kate Cairns, State University of New Jersey-Rutgers
Social Class, Scarcity, and Nutrition Transitions: Pressures Shaping Eating Behaviors in Urban Mexico. Susan Bride-Fitzpatrick, Tulane University
All Consuming: Using Consumer Culture to Teach Sociological Thinking. Kate Cairns, State University of New Jersey-Rutgers; Josee Johnston, University of Toronto
Vette-ing the American Dream: Nostalgia, Social Capital and Corvette Communities. Virginia Katherine D’Antonio, Northern Virginia Community College
Household Consumption of Financial Instruments and Wealth Inequality. Angelina Grigoryeva, Princeton University
New Urbanism, Consumer-citizenship and the Emerging ‘Eco-habitus’. Sergio Antonio Cabrera, University of Texas-Austin

Table 2. Material Culture Network
Table Presider: Terence Emmett McDonnell, University of Notre Dame
Tracing Patterns in Meaning Instability over an Object’s Life Course. Terence Emmett McDonnell, University of Notre Dame
Things That Don’t Talk: Cleopatra’s Needle in Central Park and Brute Meanings of Cultural Objects. Fiona Rose-Greenland, University of Chicago
Materiality and Inarticulacy. Chandra Mukerji, University of California-San Diego
To Show or To Use? Examining the Means and Ends of Museum Collection Objects. Gemma Mangione, Northwestern University
Session 545, continued

Table 3. Levels of Culture
Table Presider: Paul R. Lichterman, University of Southern California
New Metaphors for Investigating Culture in Everyday Life. Edson Cruz Rodriguez, Kushan Dasgupta, and Paul R. Lichterman, University of Southern California
Uncovering Embedded Subcultures Within Formal Institutions: The Case of Mainstream Meditation. Jaime Kucinskas, Hamilton College
Talk About Good Engineering. Joseph Klett, Yale University

Table 4. Art and Politics
Table Presider: Frederick Schiff, University of Houston
Enjoy or Resist? Audience Reception of Revolutionary Model Operas in Communist China. Hexuan Zhang, University of Virginia
Martin Scorsese’s Sojourn as the Iconic American White-Ethnic. Paul D. Lopes, Colgate University

Table 5. Collective Memory
Table Presider: Vera L. Zolberg, New School for Social Research
Collective Memories and Cultural Identities in Transitional China. Wenjie Liao, University of Minnesota
Whitewashing the Nation - The Controversial Collective Memory of the “House of Terror” in Budapest. Helge Johannes Marahrens, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

Table 6. Cultural Capital I
Table Presider: Michelle F. Weinberger, Northwestern University
A Life Course Perspective on Cultural Capital Acquisition. Lok See Loretta Ho, Blair Wheaton, and Shyon S. Baumann, University of Toronto
Bridging Spaces, Cultural Capital and Gender in Two Grassroots Music Scenes. Diana Lee Miller, University of Toronto
Structural Gender Inequalities and Gender Differences in Highbrow Cultural Consumption. Susan Lagaert, and Henk Roose, Ghent University

Table 7. Symbolic Boundaries
Table Presider: Bruno Cousin, University of Lille 1
Sailing Ships in Murky Waters: Boundary Making through Contentious Fan Practices on Tumblr. Victoria Marie Gonzalez, State University of New Jersey-Rutgers
The Role of Symbolic Boundaries in the Social Stratification of Intellectuals. Will Keats-Osborn, University of British Columbia

Table 8. Culture and Politics
For Good and Country: Nationalism and the Diffusion of Humanitarianism in the Late Nineteenth Century. Shai M. Dromi, Yale University
Politics of Incivility in Post-Colonial Hong Kong. Siu Han Chan, United International College
Sequencing Whistle Blowers: An Exploration of Julian Assange, Bradley Manning and Edward Snowden from 2010-2014. Naniette Helene Coleman, University of California-Berkeley
Varieties of Opinion Polarization: Analysis of Public Opinion Structure of South Korea. Myung Ji Yang, University of Hawaii-Manoa; Dong-Kyun Im, University of Seoul

Table 9. Cultural Capital II
Table Presider: Joseph G. A. Trumino, St. John’s University
Familiarity and Moderation as Taste Markers - Tracing the Blasé Attitude in Musical Taste. Friedolin Merhout, Duke University
Prestige and Homophily: The Interactional Advantages of Cultural Tastes. Matthew Stimpson, University of California-Berkeley; Sandra Kai Nakagawa, Stanford University

Table 10. Identity and the Life Course
Table Presider: Chelsea Rae Kelly, University of Georgia
Emerging Adulthood and Reinventing Community: Productive Instability in Contemporary Institutions. Matty Lichtenstein, University of California-Berkeley
Planning the Means and Ends of Post-Service Life. Meredith A. Kleykamp and Sidra J. Montgomery, University of Maryland; Alexis Pang, New York University; Kristin Schrader, GBX Consultants, Inc.
College Republicans and the Moral Order. Jeffrey L. Kidder, Northern Illinois University
Crafting Identities in an Age of Individualism: An Ethnographic Study of Life Coaching. Michal Pagis, Bar-Ilan University
Imagination and Metaphor: Explaining Social Generational Change in Support for Same-Sex Marriage in the U.S. Peter Hart-Brinson, University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire

Table 11. Cultural Producers and Professionals
Table Presider: Ruben A. Gaztambide-Fernandez, Ontario Institute for Studies in Education
A Return to Strauss: Imagining the City. Carolyn Chernoff, Skidmore College
Place and Position Taking in a Decentering Global Field. Samuel Shaw, Vanderbilt University
Toward a Social Topography: Status as a Spatial Practice. Zach Richer, University of Maryland

Table 12. Space and Place
Table Presider: Ruben A. Gaztambide-Fernandez, Ontario Institute for Studies in Education
A Return to Strauss: Imagining the City. Carolyn Chernoff, Skidmore College
Place and Position Taking in a Decentering Global Field. Samuel Shaw, Vanderbilt University
Toward a Social Topography: Status as a Spatial Practice. Zach Richer, University of Maryland
Table 13. Theory I
Table Presider: Fernando Dominguez-Rubio, University of California-San Diego
Durkheim’s Two Semiotics. Andrea Cosso, University of Trento
Is another Social Science Possible? The Decolonial Option. Alexander I. Stingl, Drexel University
Semiotization and Strategization: From Intelligibility to Efficacy. Marc Garcelon, University of Missouri-Kansas City

Table 14. Theory II
Table Presider: Iva Petkova, Davidson College
Carnivalization, Dionic Action, and the Transformation of Normal. Diane M. Grams and Lauren Langman, Loyola University-Chicago
Comedians Doing Bits: Reconsidering the Autotelic Quality of Play. Nathan James Dern, Columbia University
Lost in Hyper-Reality: The End of American Generations in Actuality. Anna Brinkman and Seil Oh, Sogang University

Table 15. Gender and Sexuality
Representing ‘Middle East Women’: A Critical Analysis of The Fertile Crescent Project. Nil Uzun, State University of New Jersey-Rutgers

Table 16. Migration and Identity
Table Presider: Karen Hooge Michalka, University of Notre Dame
Perceived Value Compatibility in a Muslim American Community. Melissa J. K. Howe, NORC-University of Chicago
The Episodic and the Semantic: Future Scenario Building in a Migratory Context. Maria Islas Lopez, University of Denver
Waiting for Gadeaux: A Case Study of the Tempography of Hyper-Marginalization in New Orleans. Daina Cheyenne Harvey, College of the Holy Cross

Table 17. Cultural Genres
Table Presider: Nathaniel Porter, Pennsylvania State University
Feeling Heavy, Feeling Doomed: Narratives, Embodiment, and Authentic Cultural Engagement. Benjamin Lee Hutcherson, University of Colorado
Sociology of Karaoke. Joanna Rullo, University of California-Davis

Table 18. Status and Hierarchies
Table Presider: Charles Spurlock, Langston University
Developing the Theory of Popularity: An Empirical Assessment of Stability and Social Position. Tristan L. Botelho and Phech Colatart, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Gatekeeping, Homophily, and Status Orders among Live-Music Venues in Atlanta. Yun Tai, University of Virginia
Theorizing the Field of Localized Music Venues: Hierarchies and Segmentation. Nikki-Marie Brown, McMaster University

Table 19. Production of Culture I
Table Presider: Stephen Harold Riggins, Memorial University
Commercialization and Legitimacy in the Field of Popular Music. Vaughn Schmutz, University of North Carolina-Charlotte
Pop Careers: Changing Locational Dynamics of Charting Musicians from Vinyl Age to Digital Age. Amanda Brandellero, University of Amsterdam; Marc Verboord, Erasmus University-Rotterdam
The Role of Gender and Race in the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame. Sara Ashlee Bledsoe, Emory University
To Purchase or Pirate: Copyright Infringement and the Valuation of Digital Media. Lance Stewart, University of Toronto
Music as a Technology of Mental Well-Being. Daniel Semenza, Emory University

Table 20. Production of Culture II
Table Presider: Jeffrey A. Halley, University of Texas-San Antonio
Restoring the Jersey Shore after Sandy: Art and Asserting Community. Elizabeth Borland and Jessica Scardino, College of New Jersey

546. Section on Sociology of Education Paper Session. Parental Involvement and Educational Outcomes
Hilton Chicago, Lake Ontario, Eighth Floor
Session Organizer: Laura Theresa Hamilton, University of California-Merced
Presider: Jessi Streib, Duke University
Children’s Achievement, Gender, and Parental Investment: Norms from a National Survey Experiment. Natasha Yurk Quadlin, Indiana University
Families Go to College? The Reproduction of Inequality. Blair Harrington, Enku Ide, Yolanda Wiggins, and Naomi Gerstel, University of Massachusetts
Parental Warmth and Children’s Postsecondary Education: College Completion in Two Twentieth-Century Birth Cohorts (1921-1970). Matthew Andersson, Yale University
Discussant: Jessi Streib, Duke University
547. Section on Teaching and Learning in Sociology Paper Session. Addressing Contentious Issues in the Classroom
Hilton Chicago, Williford A, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Hephzibah Virginia Strmic-Pawl, Coastal Carolina University
Teaching Controversial Issues: Avoiding Wile E. Coyote Syndrome. Sabrina M. Weiss, Rochester Institute of Technology
Teaching Spaces of Possibility: Queering Pedagogy, One Step at a Time. Danielle Antoine Hidalgo, Montana State University
Trigger Warnings in the Queer Classroom. Clare Forstie, Northwestern University

548. Theory Section Paper Session. Theorizing the Social: Studies of Science and Technology
Palmer House Hilton, Chicago Room, Fifth Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Sara N. Shostak, Brandeis University
Acting as Neither Individual nor Professional: Physicians’ Constitutive Ambivalence in Adopting Complex Technologies. Daniel A. Menchik, Michigan State University
Enacting a Museum: How the Creation Museum Works as an Alternative Institution. Kathleen C. Oberlin, Grinnell College
Value Added Modeling in Teacher Evaluation: A Case Study in Economic Imperialism? Zachary Webster Griffen and Aaron Panofsky, University of California-Los Angeles
The Prehistory of Population Censuses in the Italian Regional States. Rebecca Jean Emrich, University of California-Los Angeles; Dylan John Riley, University of California-Berkeley; Patricia Ahmed, South Dakota State University--University Center
Who Knows? Medical Expertise in the Internet Era. Kristin Kay Barker, University of New Mexico

11:30 am Meetings
Section on Children and Youth Business Meeting (to 12:10pm) -- Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-2, Lower Level
Section on Labor and Labor Movements Business Meeting (to 12:10pm) -- Palmer House Hilton, Crystal, Third Floor
Section on Social Psychology Business Meeting (to 12:10pm) -- Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-4, Lower Level

12:30 pm Sessions
549. Thematic Session. How Race Affects Finding Partners for Sex, Romance, or Marriage
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom A, Lobby Level
Session Organizer: Paula England, New York University
Presider: Cynthia Feliciano, University of California-Irvine
Panel: Reuben J. Thomas, University of New Mexico
Florence Torche, New York University
Hector Carrillo, Northwestern University
Grace Kao, University of Pennsylvania
Who we form intimate partnerships with, for sex, romance, or marriage, is affected by race. Four panelists use diverse styles of analysis to illuminate partnering processes. Thomas considers how race and gender intersect to affect the settings where U.S. heterosexual partners meet and who introduces them. Torche considers whether blacks in the U.S. and other countries “need” more education to marry a white, and how trends in such exchange of education for racial status in U.S. marriages inform us about trends in racism and the color-blindness of marital preferences. Carrillo uses ethnographically-based analysis to illuminate the racialized stereotypes, objectification, and cross-cultural affinities at play in gay partnerships between white American men and Mexican or Mexican-American men near the U.S./Mexican border. Kao uses survey data showing the marginalization of Asian men in youth and young adult dating markets, which is surprising given their high education and earnings potential.

550. Thematic Session. Sexual Orientation in the Workplace: How Much Discrimination is There?
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom C, Lobby Level
Session Organizer and Presider: Andras Tilcsik, University of Toronto
Panel: William T. Bielby, University of Illinois at Chicago
David Pedulla, University of Texas-Austin
Tamar Kricheli-Katz, Tel Aviv University
M.V. Lee Badgett, University of Massachusetts-Amherst
Andras Tilcsik, University of Toronto
A discussion of the best and latest evidence on the scope and implications of discrimination based on sexual orientation. Although public opinion on the Employment Non-Discrimination Act (ENDA) has been evolving rapidly, workplace discrimination against lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender workers remains persistent and pervasive. Panelists will offer perspectives on the nature and consequences of sexual orientation discrimination in the workplace and discuss next steps for sociological research on the topic.

551. Thematic Session. Sexualities and Popular Culture
Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom B, Lobby Level
Session Organizer and Presider: Joshua Gamson, University of San Francisco
Panel: Andreana L. Clay, San Francisco State University
Dustin Kidd, Temple University
Suzanna Danuta Walters, Northeastern University
Cultural representations of sexualities, as well as the industry structures in which those representations take shape, have undergone rapid and complex change in the early 21st century. Among others, scholars and commentators have pointed to the mainstreaming of gay and lesbian, and to an increasing degree also bisexual and transgender, populations in popular culture; the “pornification” of popular culture; the globalization of sexual cultures through popular culture; the increased importance of online media for the circulation of sexual imagery and identities, as well as for movement organizing around sexualities. This Thematic Session brings together four scholars of popular culture and sexualities to consider these changes and how best to make sense of them. Questions we may consider include: How have popular representations of sexual nonconformity—and of heteronormativity—changed as cultural visibility has increased for LGBT populations, and with what consequences for sexuality politics? How have popular representations of women’s and girls’ sexuality changed, and with what consequences for feminist politics? How have structural changes in the production of popular culture (including the globalization of media industries and the rise of digital media) generated new opportunities and constraints for sexual representation? How have sexuality-based movements adapted their strategies as popular culture marketplaces have fragmented and new media technologies have become useful organizing tools?

552. Thematic Session. Social Class and Sexuality
Hilton Chicago, Williford C, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Elizabeth A. Armstrong, University of Michigan
Presider: Julie Bettie, University of California-Santa Cruz
Panel: Shamus Rahman Khan, Columbia University
Margaret Frye, Princeton University
Barbara J. Risman, University of Illinois at Chicago
Discussant: Julie Bettie, University of California-Santa Cruz

Sexuality is deeply implicated in social stratification. Social class location shapes sexual partnering in a variety of ways. Those with few resources may not be able to decline less attractive partners, while those with lots of resources may be selective about partners and typically have access to desirable partners. Sexual partnering—as it is often linked to marriage—is thus critical to the transmission of class advantage from one generation to the next. Shamus Khan, Margaret Frye, and Barbara Risman will compare and contrasting different class locations (from the working class to the upper class) and different national contexts (the United States and Malawi). We hope that these juxtapositions will help us arrive at deeper understandings of the way that social class shapes sexuality and the ways in which sexual partnering shapes social reproduction.

Hilton Chicago, Williford B, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Celeste M. Watkins-Hayes, Northwestern University
Critics: Howard Winant, University of California-Santa Barbara
Rachael A. Woldoff, West Virginia University
Alford A. Young, University of Michigan
Author: Marcus Anthony Hunter, University of California-Los Angeles

554. Professional Development Workshop. Applying Sociology to Careers Outside Academia: Association, Government, and Non-Profit Opportunities (Job Fair)
Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4C, Fourth Floor
Session Organizer and Leader: Margaret Weigers Vitullo, American Sociological Association

During this session, PhD sociologists who have experience working outside of the academy will be available to talk one on one with individuals who are interested in exploring applied careers. Job Fair participants can go table to table and ask the speakers for insights and suggestions about how to market their particular sociological skills in the applied workforce. Depending on the number of participants, speakers may have time to review CVs and/or cover letters and make suggestions. Note that the Job Fair is immediately preceded by a panel discussion entitled “Applying Sociology to Careers Outside Academia: Association, Government, and Non-Profit Opportunities.” In the panel discussion the speakers will be describing their own career paths and their suggestions for current job-seekers. Some of the questions that will be addressed include: What unique satisfactions can be found in sociological work outside the academy? Where are jobs outside of the academy posted? What specific skills sets are the most valuable outside of academia? What are the key differences between an applied curriculum vitae and an academic one? What three things should PhD sociologists preparing for an applied job interview keep in mind? Do applied sociologists ever teach? Participants are encouraged to attend both the job fair and the workshop that precedes it.

555. Policy and Research Workshop. Research Opportunities Using the Medical Expenditure Panel Survey (MEPS)
Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4A, Fourth Floor
Session Organizer and Leader: Jeffrey Rhoades, Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality

The purpose of this workshop is to facilitate the use of the Medical Expenditure Panel Survey Household Component (MEPS HC) public use data files by the sociological research community. To meet this objective participants will be provided with an overview of the MEPS, a description of available data files, information about online data tools, and examples of the type of research projects the MEPS data can support. In order to capture the unparalleled scope and detail of the MEPS, analysts need to understand the complexities of MEPS data files and data file linkages. This workshop is designed for social science researchers who have a background or interest in using national health surveys for the purpose of analyses pertaining to disparities in health, access to care, health care utilization and expenditures.

556. Regular Session. Collective Behavior
Hilton Chicago, Lake Huron, Eighth Floor
Session Organizer: Katherine McFarland Bruce, Elon University
Small-P Politics: Political Apathy and Civic Life in the Eat-Local Movement. Emily Huddart Kennedy, Washington State University; John R Parkins, University of Alberta
The Meanings that Pride Parades in Six European Countries have to their Participants. Mattias Wahlström, University of Gothenburg
It’s a Win-Win For Everybody: Social Movement Strategies in Institutions as Repertoires of Alignment. Mary Bernstein, University of Connecticut; Apoorva Ghosh, University of California-Irvine
Stumbling Blocks or Stepping Stones? The Problems and Promises of Policy Reform for Social Movements. Erin Evans, University of California-Irvine
557. Regular Session. Community Characteristics and Immigrant Well-Being
Palmer House Hilton, Salon 10, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Jennifer Elyse Glick, Arizona State University
New Faces in New Spaces in New Places: Residential Attainment among Newly Legalized Immigrants. Reanne Frank, The Ohio State University; Ilana Redstone Akresh, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Generational Status, Neighborhood Context, and Mother-Child Resemblance in Dietary Quality in Mexican-origin Families. Molly Dondero and Jennifer Van Hook, Pennsylvania State University
Latino Immigrant Concentration and Collective Efficacy Perceptions in Los Angeles and Chicago. Christopher R. Browning, Jonathan Dirlam, and Bethany Boettner, The Ohio State University
Discussant: Bridget K. Gorman, Rice University

558. Regular Session. Critical Theory
Palmer House Hilton, Salon 2, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Meghan A. Burke, Illinois Wesleyan University
Character, Culture and Change: Marcuse on Self and Society. Lauren Langman, Loyola University-Chicago; George Lundskow, Grand Valley State University
On the Genesis and Structure of Universalism: Bourdieu's Critique of Historical Reason. Michael Strand, Bowling Green State University
Science and Democracy: Towards a Structural Critique. Elif Kale-Lostuvali, University of California-Berkeley

559. Regular Session. Development
Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4D, Fourth Floor
Session Organizer: Xiaoling Shu, University of California-Davis
The Political Economy of Performance Standards: Automotive Industrial Policy in Comparative Historical Perspective. Andrew Schrank, Brown University
Turn the Bull Loose: Economic Freedom, Financialization, and Income Inequality in Advanced Industrial Societies. Roy Kwon, University of La Verne
Revisiting Convergence: A Research Note. Rob Clark, University of Oklahoma
A Framework to Explain Regime Resilience Among Protests: Regime-Engaging and Regime-Threatening Protests in China. Yao Li, Johns Hopkins University
Six Decades after Independence: The Enduring Influence of Missionary Activities on Inequalities in Ghana. Godfred Odei Boateng, Western University; Jonathan Anim Amoyaw, University of Western Ontario; Dozie Okaye, Dalhousie University; Isaac Luginaah, University of Western Ontario

560. Regular Session. Race and Gender in the Professions
Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-5, Lower Level
Session Organizer: Amy S. Wharton, Washington State University
Presider: Mary Blair-Loy, University of California-San Diego
Gender or Generation? Medical Work-Devotion Schema Among Ob-Gyns Across Three Generations. Claire Barshied, University of Pennsylvania
Leveling the Playing Field? Developmental Practices and Minority Representation in Professional Service Firms. Elizabeth H. Gorman, University of Virginia; Fiona M. Kay, Queen's University
Women in High Tech: Negotiating the Experience of Being Outnumbered. Chris Caldeira, University of California-Davis
The Financialization of Self: Financial Logics and Careers in the Hedge Fund Industry. Megan Tobias Neely, University of Texas-Austin
Discussant: Mary Blair-Loy, University of California-San Diego

561. Regular Session. Social Movement Organizations and Community
Hilton Chicago, Lake Ontario, Eighth Floor
Session Organizer: Alison Dahl Crossley, Stanford University
Presider: Justin Louie, Northwestern University
New Environmentalism and Transition Pittsburgh. Suzanne Staggenborg and Corinne Ogrodnik, University of Pittsburgh
Community Health Partnerships: Framing and Brokering Strategies in Three Milwaukee Neighborhoods. Laura Serier, Northeastern University; Cynthia Lin, University of Wisconsin-Madison; Boris Templeton, Northeastern University
Constructing a Collective Identity across Conflict Lines: Israeli-Palestinian Peace Movement Organizations. Michelle I. Gawerc, Loyola University-Maryland
Discussant: Heather McKee Hurwitz, University of California-Santa Barbara

562. Regular Session. Social Networks
Hilton Chicago, Joliet Room, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Katherine Stovel, University of Washington
Presider: Emily Anne Erikson, Yale University
Imaginary Ties. Nick Bloom, Duke University
Bridging the Parochial Divide: Closure and Brokerage in Mafia Families. Daniel Joseph DellaPosta, Cornell University
A War in 90 Seconds: Escalation of Neighborhood Rivalry in the Palio di Siena (1743-2010). Stoyan V. Sgourev, Elisa Operti, and Shemuel Lampronti, ESSEC Business School
Patterns of Co-membership: Techniques for Identifying Subgraph Composition. Sean M. Fitzhugh and Carter T. Butts, University of California-Irvine

The Weakness of Tie Strength. Matthew E. Brashears, Cornell University
Discussant: Emily Anne Erikson, Yale University

563. Regular Session. Sociology of Sexuality:
Sexualities in Interaction
Hilton Chicago, PDR 2, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Katrina E. Kimport, University of California-San Francisco
Presider: James Joseph Dean, Sonoma State University
Gay, Bi, and Queer Trans Men Navigating Sexual Fields. Ayden I Scheim, University of Western Ontario; Barry D. Adam, University of Windsor; Zack Marshall, Memorial University-Newfoundland
Silence at the Water-cooler: Understanding the Impact of Same-sex Marriage in the Workplace. Michael John Thomas, University of Kent
Social Context and Sexual Identity. Elizabeth Aura McClintock, University of Notre Dame
The State, Sex and Women’s Agency. Yuka Kawahito Doherty, University of New Mexico

564. Regular Session. Sociology of the Body:
Meaning Making and the Social Body
Hilton Chicago, Marquette Room, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Mary Nell Trautner, State University of New York-Buffalo
Fat People of Color: Creating Counter-Narratives Online. Apryl Alexis Williams, Texas A&M University
Insights from Blind Race Attribution. Asia Friedman, University of Delaware
Transparent or Invisible Technology in the Narratives of Brain Stimulator Recipients. Daniel Ray Morrison, Pepperdine University
Discussant: Carla A. Pfeffer, University of South Carolina

565. Regular Session. The Limits of Intergenerational Mobility and the Power of Social Reproduction
Hilton Chicago, Boulevard C, Second Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Regina E. Werum, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
A Legacy Effect on Marriage: Parent’s Education, Mobility, and Homogamy in the U.S. from 1972-2012. Felicia Helvey, Indiana University
Departing from the Beaten Path: International Schools and Class Reproduction in China. Natalie Alice Eckhardt Young, University of Pennsylvania
Grandparent Effects on Educational Attainment in One- and Two-Parent Families. Xi Song, University of California-Los Angeles
The Role of Affluence Concentration in Educational Homogamy of College Graduates. Gregory J. Mills, University of Connecticut
Discussant: James M. Raymo, University of Wisconsin-Madison

566. Regular Session. Transnational Processes
Palmer House Hilton, Grant Park Parlor, Sixth Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Manuel Barajas, California State University-Sacramento
Educating Children in Times of Globalization: Class-Specific Child-Rearing and the Acquisition of Transnational Human Capital. Sören O. Carlson and Juergen Gerhards, Freie University-Berlin; Silke Hans, Georg-August-Universität Göttingen
Informality and Domestic Labor: Insights from Migrant Women’s Experiences. Valeria Bonatti and Parthiban Muniandy, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Microfinance and Global Financial Inclusion: The Enduring Dominance of Transnational Policy Paradigms. Emily Philipp, Boston University
The International Student Mobility Experiences and Transnational Aspirations of France’s High-Achieving Descendants of North African Immigrants. Shirin Shahrokni, National Institute for Demographic Studies

567. Section on Aging and the Life Course Paper Session. Cross-National Comparisons of Life Course Transitions
Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-1, Lower Level
Session Organizer and Presider: Christine A. Mair, University of Maryland-Baltimore County
The Evolution of Within- and Cross-Country Differences in the Transition to Adulthood: A New Perspective. Sander Wagner, Universitat Pompeu Fabra; Olivier Thevenon, National Institute for Demographic Studies
(Con-)Sequences of Non-Employment: Reintegration Trajectories in the British and German Labor Market. Thomas Biegert, WZB Berlin Social Science Research Center
Predictors of Anticipated Instrumental Support from Children among Elderly Parents in Urban and Rural China. Cheng Cheng, Princeton University
Discussant: Zoya Gubernskaya, State University of New York-Albany
**568. Section on Altruism, Morality and Social Solidarity Roundtable Session and Business Meeting**

Palmer House Hilton, Crystal, Third Floor
12:30-1:30pm, Roundtables:
Session Organizer: Monica M. Whitham, Oklahoma State University

Table 1. Groups, Trust, and Political Views
Table Presider: Sigrun Kahl, Yale University
- To Trust or Not to Trust: Social Affiliations as Predictors. Valarie J Bell, Texas Woman's University
- Social Sources of Moralized Political Views. Liana Prescott, University of California-Berkeley
- Alienation and Group-Focused Enmity in European Context. Ekaterina Lytkina, National Research University-Higher School of Economics

Table 2. Spirituality, Pain, and Emotions
Table Presider: Matthew T. Lee, University of Akron
- Love and Service in Adolescent Addiction Recovery. Matthew T. Lee, University of Akron; Maria E. Pagano, Case Western Reserve University; Byron R. Johnson, Baylor University; Stephen G. Post, State University of New York-Stony Brook
- Good without God in Sin City: The Making and Performing of Irreligious Moral Order. Lori Fazzino, University of Nevada-Las Vegas
- Legitimate Pain: Gender, Race, Class and Moral Discourse in Fibromyalgia Sufferers Disability Claims. Jane Pryma, Northwestern University
- Negative Moral Emotions and Social Cohesion: Social Functions of Shame, Guilt, Jealousy, Envy and Resentment. Olga Alexandrovna Simonova, National Research University-Higher School of Economics

Table 3. Theory
Table Presider: Vincent Jeffries, California State University-Northridge
- Sociology of the Good. Vincent Jeffries, California State University-Northridge

Table 4. Volunteering and Voluntary Associations
Error and Accuracy in the General Social Survey Items on Voluntary Associations. Robyn Alexandra Keith and Pamela M. Paxton, University of Texas-Austin
- Gendered Pathway: The Economic and Social Consequences of Divorce for Unpaid Volunteer Work. Young-II Kim and Sung Joon Jang, Baylor University
- The Significance of Work for Voluntary Associations: A Cross-National Comparison. Sarah Busse Spencer and Anna Almakaeva, National Research University-Higher School of Economics

1:30-2:10pm, Section on Altruism, Morality and Social Solidarity Business Meeting

**569. Section on Children and Youth Paper Session. Children, Youth and Sexualities**

Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-3, Lower Level

Session Organizer: Emily W. Kane, Bates College
Presider: Karl Bryant, State University of New York-New Paltz
Childhood Gender and Sexuality in Homeschooling Families. Kate H. Averett, University of Texas-Austin
- Doing It My Way: Sexual Intercourse, Romantic Relationship Inauthenticity, and Adolescent Mental Health. Brian Soller, University of New Mexico; Dana L. Haynie, The Ohio State University; Alena Kuhlmeier, University of New Mexico
- Street Disorientation; Feeling Queer in the Inner-City. Stephen Bernardini, State University of New Jersey-Rutgers
Discussant: Karl Bryant, State University of New York-New Paltz

**570. Section on Crime, Law and Deviance Paper Session. Sex, Gender, and Crime, Law, and Deviance**

Palmer House Hilton, Spire Parlor, Sixth Floor

Session Organizer: Andrea M. Leverentz, University of Massachusetts-Boston
Presider: Jukka Savolainen, University of Nebraska
The Societal Normative Context and the Gender Gap in Delinquency: Evidence from a Cross-National Survey. Jukka Savolainen, University of Nebraska; Samantha Applin, State University of New York-Albany; Steven F. Messner, State University of New York; Lorine Hughes, University of Nebraska-Omaha
- Delinquency, Religion, and Reciprocation: Effects of Social Control across the Early Life Course. Ty Miller, Purdue University; Michael Vuolo, The Ohio State University
- Gender Inequality and Cross-National Homicide: An Analysis of 146 Countries. Katie E. Corcoran, Baylor University
From Failed to Rehabilitated Femininity: Women’s Narratives and Images of Personal Transformation Post-Incarceration. Cesrea Rumpf, Fayetteville State University
- Does One Size Fit All? Contingencies in the Marriage-Desistance Link Among Black Women. Stephanie DiPietro, University of Maryland; Elaine Eggleston Doherty, Johns Hopkins University; Bianca E. Bersani, University of Massachusetts-Boston
571. Section on Economic Sociology Roundtable
Session and Business Meeting
Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-2, Lower Level
12:30-1:30 pm, Roundtables:
Session Organizer: Ryan Matsuura Calder, University of California-Berkeley

Table 1. Categories and Categorization
Table Presider: HuiGuo Liu, Indiana University
Appreciation or Awareness? Differential Preferences for Category Spanning in an Online Community of Product Reviewers. Evelyn Zhang and Brandy Aven, Carnegie Mellon University; Ming De Leung, University of California-Berkeley
The Strength of Weak Boundaries: Category Inferences and Evaluation Spillovers. Lionel Paolella, University of Cambridge

Table 2. The Construction and Consequences of Identities and Labels
Table Presider: Nadina Lauren Anderson, University of Arizona
(Un)avoidable: When Wrongdoing Leads to Organizational Stigma. Brian Park and Michelle Rogan, INSEAD
Economic Well-Being and Family Support as Predictors of Life Satisfaction among LGBQ Adults. Vanja Lazarevic, Harvard University; Ramona F. Oswald, Karen Z. Kramer, and Elizabeth G. Holman, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Employment Transitions, Earnings, and Race among College-Educated Adults During the Great Recession. Harold J. Toro, University of New Mexico
The Spatial Dynamics of Organizational Identity among Craft Brewers. Tunde Cserpes and Paul-Brian McNerney, University of Illinois at Chicago

Table 3. The Construction and History of Markets
Table Presider: Matt Pearce, University of California-Irvine
Banking on Conservation: Market Reconstruction and Environmental Regulation in an Era of Exchange. Chris M. Rea, University of California-Los Angeles
Field Dynamics and the Emergence of Conflict in the Organic Sector. Michael Haedicke, Drake University
On The Clock: The Life and Death of a Market Convention. Alan James Kluegel, University of California-Berkeley
Overcoming the Paradox of Social Enterprise: Social Movement Governance of a Market Leading Value Chain. Tal Yifat, University of Chicago

Table 4. The Embeddedness of Exchange
Table Presider: Thomas Krendl Gilbert, University of California-Berkeley
Commensuration and Foreign Capital: How Markets Are Created for Global Investment in India. Arafaat A. Valiani, University of Oregon
The Denomination Problem and the Social Embeddedness of Small Money. Dustin S. Stoltz, University of Notre Dame
The Production of a Reputation Premium: Bargain-Hunting and Herding in eBay Auctions. Wojtek Przepiorka, Utrecht University; Ozan Aksoy, Oxford University

Table 5. Households and Financialization
Socioeconomic Disparities in Capital Markets Performance. Maude Pugliese, University of Chicago
The Post-BAPCPA Credit Counseling Industry: Persistent Conflict of Interest and Questionable Providers. Anita Cristina Butera, Marist College; Robert D. Manning, Institute for Consumer Financial Services
Taking the Lid Off the Pot: Institutions, Credit Constraints, and Household Debt in Europe. Tod Stewart Van Gunten, Universidad Carlos III; Edo Navot, Columbia University

Table 6. Informal Economies and the Circulation of Workers, Goods, Money, and Ideas
Table Presider: Andrew N. Le, University of California-Los Angeles

Table 7. Institutions and Fields in the Business World
Table Presider: Erica J. Dollhopf, Pennsylvania State University
Institution and Corporate Philanthropy: Evidence from Chinese Private Firms. Zongshi Chen, Zhejiang University
Institutional and Organizational Innovation: A Case Study of Cornell NYC Tech Campus. Yujin Oh, Cornell University
Paradox of Kim Dae-Jung Regime’s Chaebol Policies: Based on Neil Fligstein’s ‘Political-Cultural Approach’. Gilyeon Yoo, Yenssei-ro Yensei university
Shareholder Value Revolution and the Financialization of Corporate America. Gru Han, Harvard University

Table 8. Networks among Firms and Economic Partners
Decoupled Corporate Performance from Network Structures within Business Groups. Ho-Dae Chong, Sogang University
Indispensable Market Development Agents: Inter-Industrial Networks and the Rise of Securitization Markets. David C. Lubin, University of Chicago
Session 571, continued

Table 9. The Political Economy of Liberalization and Development
Federal Reserve Transparency: Accountability or its Opposite? *Alexandra Holmstrom-Smith*, University of California-Los Angeles

Table 10. Social Networks in Job Searching and Career Trajectories
The Reputation Project: Mobilizing Network Ties for Low-Wage Work. *Lindsey M. Ibanez*, The Ohio State University

Table 11. Social Networks, Firms, and Investment
Networks and Career Mobility inside Large Bureaucratic Systems. *Qinglian Lu* and *Xueguang Zhou*, Stanford University

Table 12. Social Studies of Finance
Performativity Struggles in the Making of the Hungarian Forex Mortgage Market. *Lena Pellandini-Simanyi*, Eötvös Loránd University; *Zsuzsanna Vargha*, University of Leicester; *Ferenc Hammer*, Eötvös Loránd University

Table 13. Theories of Economic Action and Comprehension
The Parsons-Schumpeter Seminar on Rationality in the Social Sciences. *Helmut Staubmann*, University of Innsbruck; *Victor Meyer Lidz*, Drexel University

Unpacking Nuances in the Relationship Between Social Structure, Institution and Economic Action. *Daniel Auguste*, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
What’s in a Word? Austerity, Precarity, and Neoliberalism and Political Discourse. *Nancy A. Naples*, University of Connecticut

1:30-2:10pm, Section on Economic Sociology Business Meeting

572. Section on Global and Transnational Sociology Paper Session. Theorizing the Global and the Transnational

Palmer House Hilton, Chicago Room, Fifth Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: *John Lie*, University of California-Berkeley
The Lawyers’ War: States and Human Rights in a Transnational Field. *Lisa Stampnitzky*, Harvard University
What is a Global Field? Rethinking Field Theory Beyond the Nation-State. *Larissa Buchholz*, Harvard University
Discussant: *Craig Calhoun*, London School of Economics and Political Science

573. Section on Labor and Labor Movements Paper Session. Labor Formations in the Global South

Palmer House Hilton, Wabash, Third Floor
Session Organizer: *Shannon Marie Gleeson*, Cornell University
Presider: *Sarah Christine Swider*, Wayne State University
The Informal Employment of Floating Workers in Beijing and Its Transition to Formal Employment. *Menghan Zhao*, University of Pennsylvania
The Political Economy of Social Protection: Labour and the Emergence of a Southern Welfare State. *Ben Scully*, University of the Witwatersrand
574. Section on Marxist Sociology Invited Session. Religion(s) and Neoliberalism
Palmer House Hilton, Salon 1, Third Floor
Session Organizers: Efe Peker, Simon Fraser University and Warren S. Goldstein, Harvard University
Presider: Efe Peker, Simon Fraser University
An Englishman’s Bank and Church is his Castle: The Case of Lord Stephen Harris, Banker and Priest. Kenneth J. Surin, Duke University
Keynesianism and Secularization; Neoliberalism and Religious Revival. Warren S. Goldstein, Harvard University
Neoliberal Class Power and Variegated Religious Legitimacy. Efe Peker, Simon Fraser University
Discussant: Rebekka King, Middle Tennessee State University

575. Section on Medical Sociology Invited Session. Bringing Our Bodies and Our Selves Back In: Irving Kenneth Zola’s Continuing Influence on Medical Sociology and Disability Studies (co-sponsored with Section on Disability and Society)
Hilton Chicago, Lake Michigan, Eighth Floor
Session Organizers and Presiders: Nancy G. Kutner, Emory University and Robyn Lewis Brown, DePaul University
Panel: Fred Hafferty, Mayo Clinic
Susan E. Bell, Bowdoin College

576. Section on Methodology Paper Session. Integrating Multiple Methodologies into Data Collection and Analysis
Palmer House Hilton, Salon 12, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Charles C. Ragin, University of California-Irvine
Presider: Erin Leahey, University of Arizona
An Exploratory Analysis of Immigrant Assimilation: Incorporating Decision Trees and Random Forests in Social Science. Christopher Scott Inkpen, Pennsylvania State University
Generational Collective Memory of the 1995 Oklahoma City Bombing. Jamie Vickery, University of Colorado
Narratives of Response Error from Cognitive Interviews of Survey Questions. Philip S. Brenner, University of Massachusetts-Boston
Retrospective Versus Panel Reports of First Employment in the Life Courses of U.S. Women. Rachel Shattuck and Michael S Rendall, University of Maryland-College Park
Discussant: Erin Leahey, University of Arizona

577. Section on Race, Gender and Class Invited Session. Intersectionality Theory and Praxis: Implications for Social Policy (co-sponsored with Section on Sex and Gender)
Hilton Chicago, Lake Erie, Eighth Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Nancy Lopez, University of New Mexico
Panel: Kimberly Crenshaw, University of California-Los Angeles
Evelyn Nakano Glenn, University of California-Berkeley
Lynn Weber, University of South Carolina

578. Section on Social Psychology Paper Session. Social Psychology of Sex, Sexualities, and Romantic Relationships
Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-4, Lower Level
Session Organizer and Presider: John D. DeLamater, University of Wisconsin-Madison
Completely Blinded by Love: Women, Men, and Gendered Maturity in Relationship Stories. Cristen N. Dalessandro, University of Colorado-Boulder
Naked Intimacy: Connection in Collective Sexual Spaces. Jason Ronald Orne, University of Wisconsin-Madison
What’s Love Got to Do with It: Women’s Constructions of the Reality of Romantic Love. Amanda Koontz Anthony, Lauren Norman, and Sarah Okorie, University of Central Florida

579. Section on Sociology of Culture Invited Workshop and Business Meeting. Graduate Student Professionalization Workshop: Writing Strategies with Eviatar Zerubavel
Palmer House Hilton, Adams Ballroom, Sixth Floor
Session Organizer: Genevieve Zubrzycki, University of Michigan
Presider: Fiona Rose-Greenland, University of Chicago
Leader: Eviatar Zerubavel, State University of New Jersey-Rutgers

1:30-2:10pm, Section on Sociology of Culture Business Meeting
580. Section on Teaching and Learning in Sociology Invited Session. Teaching Sexualities

Hilton Chicago, Williford A, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Alison S. Better, City University of New York-Kingsborough Community College
Teaching Sexual Diversity and Inequality in a Non-Diverse Classroom. Tristan Bridges, State University of New York-Brockport
Strategies for Teaching Sexualities in Large Lecture Classrooms. Danielle Gifford, University of Illinois at Chicago
Teaching Sexualities at Community Colleges: Lessons from our Classrooms. Michaela A. Nowell, University of Wisconsin-Fond du Lac; Alison S. Better, City University of New York-Kingsborough Community College
Feminisms, Sexualities, Queer Theories: Shaping up to Develop a Sexualities Curriculum Intersectionally. Salvador Vidal-Ortiz, American University

1:30 pm Meetings

Section on Altruism, Morality and Social Solidarity Business Meeting (to 2:10pm) -- Palmer House Hilton, Crystal, Third Floor
Section on Economic Sociology Business Meeting (to 2:10pm) -- Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-2, Lower Level
Section on Sociology of Culture Business Meeting (to 2:10pm) -- Palmer House Hilton, Adams Ballroom, Sixth Floor

2:30 pm Meetings

2014-15 ASA Council (to 6:00pm) -- Hilton Chicago, Waldorf Room, Third Floor

581. Thematic Session. Sexual Practices and Sexual Pleasures

Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom C, Lobby Level
Session Organizer and Presider: Laura M. Carpenter, Vanderbilt University
Pleasures of the Avatar Flesh: Sexuality in Virtual Worlds. Cary Gabriel Costello, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
A Sensitive Subject: Pleasure in Anglo-American Debates about Male Circumcision. Laura M. Carpenter, Vanderbilt University
Productive Pleasures and Binary Regimes: Phenomenologies of Desire across Gender among Latino Bisexual Men. Jorge Fontdevila, California State University-Fullerton

582. Thematic Session. Sexual Privilege

Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom B, Lobby Level
Session Organizer and Presider: Laura Theresa Hamilton, University of California-Merced
Panel: Michelle Fine, City University of New York-Graduate Center
Sara McClelland, University of Michigan
Rosalind S. Chou, Georgia State University
Averil Clarke, Suffolk University
Sexual privilege includes high levels of sexual subjectivity (or a feeling of ownership over one's sexuality and access to personal desires), freedom to have wanted sexual activity without stigma or negative repercussions, access to health care, freedom from violence, coercion, or harassment, and the ability to connect with desired sexual partners in safe, private places. Michelle Fine and Sara McClelland will address the role of institutions such as schools and health-care play in reducing, or potentially fostering, sexual subjectivity among young women. Rosalind Chou, author of Asian American Sexual Politics: The Construction of Race, Gender, and Sexuality (2012), will address the negative cultural frames that constitute sexualized oppression of young Asian Americans. Averil Clarke, author of Inequalities of Love: College-Educated Black Women and the Barriers to Romance and Family (2011), will discuss the toll of decades of racial inequality and discrimination on Black women's intimate lives.

2:30 pm Sessions

583. Thematic Session. Sexuality in an Insecure Society

Hilton Chicago, Continental Ballroom A, Lobby Level
Session Organizer and Presider: Elizabeth A. Armstrong, University of Michigan
Panel: Eva Illouz, Hebrew University
Allison Pugh, University of Virginia
Andrew J. Cherlin, Johns Hopkins University
Discussant: Elizabeth A. Armstrong, University of Michigan
For many people, sex ideally occurs in the context of a secure, committed relationship. Some view marriage as the only appropriate site for sexual expression. Yet in the United States and other countries, marriage is thought to be undergoing a process of “de-institutionalization.” People are marrying later, divorcing frequently, and spending less of their adult lives in marriage. This panel will generate a conversation among scholars who have thought about how economic and marital instability influences how people experience sexuality. Speakers will include Eva Illouz, author of Why Love Hurts, Allison Pugh, author of The Tumbleweed Society, and Andrew Cherlin, author of the highly influential article “The Deinstitutionalization of American Marriage” and of the recently published Labor’s Love Lost: The Rise and Fall of the Working Class Family in America. The panelists will be prompted with a set of provocative questions.
In particular, the creative use of curriculum maps and VALUE rubrics to facilitate co-creation of ILO assessment processes and tools is essential. Those beyond classroom instruction. Faculty development designed beyond disciplinary content knowledge and evaluation skills can be used as evidence of critical thinking demands knowledge to easily and systematically demonstrate how and where students have demonstrated quantitative reasoning. Moreover, some faculty members are painfully oral communication skills, information competency, critical thinking, and to articulate student learning outcomes (SLOs), including the five WASC (Western Association of Senior Colleges) core competencies (written and oral communication skills, information competency, critical thinking, and quantitative reasoning). Moreover, some faculty members are painfully underprepared to move from these broad institution level outcomes (ILO) to easily and systematically demonstrate how and where students have learned these skills across the graduate and undergraduate curriculum. For example, examining the complex and diverse types of student work that can be used as evidence of critical thinking demands knowledge beyond disciplinary content knowledge and evaluation skills beyond those used in classroom instruction. Faculty development designed to facilitate co-creation of ILO assessment processes and tools is essential. In particular, the creative use of curriculum maps and VALUE rubrics to explicitly demonstrate where learning, assessment, and improvement occur throughout the baccalaureate and master curriculum for each ILO can form the foundation for this work. This paper will use a sociology graduate program from CSU (California State University) system to show how curriculum maps and VALUE rubrics can be used to define, assess, and improve critical thinking in sociology graduate program.

584. Thematic Session. Transnational Sexual Diversity Politics
Hilton Chicago, Williford C, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Ashley Currier, University of Cincinnati
Presider: Janice M. Irvine, University of Massachusetts
Co-Leader: Nicole MacInnis, University of Alberta
Law-Struggles: Decriminalizing Homosexuality in India. Jyoti Puri, Simmons College
Transnational Perspectives on Black Queer Activism: Reflections from Cuba and Brazil. Tanya Saunders, The Ohio State University
Local Mobilization against LGBT Rights Organizing in Liberia. Ashley Currier, University of Cincinnati
Over the last twenty years, gender and sexual diversity has been the focus of intense social and political scrutiny, which has led to social movement activism in the global North and South. Panelists will discuss the strategies employed by gender and sexual diversity activists in African, Caribbean, Latin American, and South Asian contexts. They will also address how capitalist, colonialist, and racist systems of domination have influenced the paths taken by defenders of gender and sexual dissidence in different nations.

Hilton Chicago, Williford B, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Victor M. Rios, University of California-Santa Barbara
Critics: Nikki Jones, University of California-Berkeley
Andrew V. Papachristos, Yale University
Author: Edward Orozco Flores, University of California-Merced

586. Departmental Management and Leadership Workshop. Use VALUE Rubrics, Backward Design, and Curriculum Maps to Define, Assess, and Improve Sociology Programs
Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4C, Fourth Floor
Session Organizer and Leader: Amy Liu, California State University-Sacramento
It is very difficult for many universities and/or sociology programs to articulate student learning outcomes (SLOS), including the five WASC (Western Association of Senior Colleges) core competencies (written and oral communication skills, information competency, critical thinking, and quantitative reasoning). Moreover, some faculty members are painfully underprepared to move from these broad institution level outcomes (ILO) to easily and systematically demonstrate how and where students have learned these skills across the graduate and undergraduate curriculum. For example, examining the complex and diverse types of student work that can be used as evidence of critical thinking demands knowledge beyond disciplinary content knowledge and evaluation skills beyond those used in classroom instruction. Faculty development designed to facilitate co-creation of ILO assessment processes and tools is essential. In particular, the creative use of curriculum maps and VALUE rubrics to explicitly demonstrate where learning, assessment, and improvement occur throughout the baccalaureate and master curriculum for each ILO can form the foundation for this work. This paper will use a sociology graduate program from CSU (California State University) system to show how curriculum maps and VALUE rubrics can be used to define, assess, and improve critical thinking in sociology graduate program.

587. Policy and Research Workshop. Using the Add Health Longitudinal Data Set: The Largest, Most Comprehensive Longitudinal Study of Adolescents Ever Undertaken
Hilton Chicago, Conference Room 4A, Fourth Floor
Session Organizer and Leader: Kathleen Mullan Harris, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
Co-Leaders: Sarah Dean, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill and Ashley Sorgi, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
Description (250 words or less): The National Longitudinal Study of Adolescent to Adult Health (Add Health) is a longitudinal study of a nationally representative sample of adolescents in grades 7-12 in the United States during the 1994-1995 school year. The Add Health cohort has been followed into young adulthood with four in-home interviews from 1995-2009. Add Health will conduct a fifth wave of interviews in 2015-18 that will collect social and biological data on the respondents when they are age 31-42. This workshop will provide an overview of the Add Health design and data collection across all waves, from the In-School Administration in 1994 to the 2008-09 Wave IV follow-up. The overview will highlight key features of Add Health, questionnaire content across waves, the study’s sampling design, and innovative plans for Wave V data collection. Presenters will also highlight illustrative research findings and opportunities. The Add Health data dissemination coordinator, responsible for dissemination of the public use and restricted-use data from all four waves of Add Health, will present information on the current data structures, data file descriptions, and data discovery tools and discuss how to find and explore metadata for all parts of the Add Health data system. The coordinator will demonstrate a new online codebook tool designed to help users learn how similar questions were administered across the different waves. Attendees will learn how to access the Add Health restricted-use data and receive a public use data CD. This session is intended for researchers who have never used Add Health, are thinking about using Add Health, or are new to the study.

588. Student Forum Paper Session. Gender and Sexuality on the Margins
Hilton Chicago, Joliet Room, Third Floor
Session Organizers: Nicole Maclnlns, University of Manitoba and Maria D. Duenas, University of South Florida
Presider: M.C. Whitlock, University of South Florida
Owning Sexuality: Negotiating the Boundary Between Secularism and Evangelicalism. Brittney Rose de Alicante, Beloit College
Queering Gendering: Trans Epistemologies and the Disruption and Production of Gender Attribution Practices. Sonny M. Nordmarken, University of Massachusetts-Amherst
Studying Sexualities in Girls’ Social Worlds: Ethical and Effective Methodologies for Research with Preadolescent Girls. Margaret McGladrey, University of Kentucky
589. Regular Session. Gender Bias, Segregation, and Opportunities at Work
Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-5, Lower Level
Session Organizer: Sheryl L. Skaggs, University of Texas-Dallas
Presider: Elizabeth H. Gorman, University of Virginia
Can Women Really Just Lean In? Gender Dynamics in Professional Positions and Career Outcomes. Sarah Elizabeth Patterson, Sarah Damaske, and Christen Sheroff, Pennsylvania State University
Gender Composition and Job Satisfaction: Are People Happier in Gender Segregated Jobs? Jonathan Dirlam and Martin Kosla, The Ohio State University
Language and Prejudice in the Online Job-Matching Process. Hye Jin Rho and Emilio J. Castilla, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Occupational Gender Segregation and Justice Perceptions of Men and Women. Sonja Kruphölder, Carsten Sauer, and Peter Valet, Bielefeld University
The Influence of Gender Ratios on Career Advancements of Women in Senior Positions. Constantino Schon, Katja Rost, and David Seidl, University of Zurich

590. Regular Session. Health and Well-Being
Hilton Chicago, Lake Erie, Eighth Floor
Session Organizer: Tracy Chu, City University of New York-Brooklyn College
Are Individuals Living in More Equal Counties Healthier than Individuals Living in More Unequal Counties? Hwa Jung Choi, University of Michigan; Irma T. Elo, University of Pennsylvania; Michele Heisler, University of Michigan
When You Are Here, You Have High Blood Pressure: Liberian Refugees’ Health and Access to Healthcare. Bernadette Ludwig, Wagner College; Holly E. Reed, City University of New York-Queens College
Supporting Comprehensive Sexual Health for Persons on the Autism Spectrum. Jessica Penwell Barnett, University of Windsor
How Much Sugar Helps Medicine Go Down? Social Exchanges and Diabetes Management among Older Adults. Shannon Shen, Michigan State University

591. Regular Session. Sex and Violence
Hilton Chicago, Boulevard C, Second Floor
Session Organizer: Robert Nash Parker, University of California-Riverside
Presider: Sharon S. Oselin, University of California-Riverside
An Aversion to Violence: Street-Based Sex Workers and Masculinity. Sharon S. Oselin, University of California-Riverside
Domestic Violence and Intra-family Dynamics: Analysis of India’s Supreme Court Rulings. Preethi Krishnan and Mangala Subramaniam, Purdue University
Examine Intimate Partner Violence and Health Factors among Rural Appalachian Pregnant Women. Lisa M Shannon, Shondrah Tarrezz Nash, and Afton Jackson, Morehead State University
IPV Risk among Victims of Youth Violence: Are Early Unions Bad, Beneficial, or Benign? Tara D. Warner and David Warner, University of Nebraska-Lincoln; Danielle C. Kuhl, Bowling Green State University
Intimate Partner Violence: Behavioral and Sociodemographic Correlates of Attitudes. Jennifer S. Barber, Yasamin Kusunoki; Jamie Louise Budnick, and Andreja Siliunas, University of Michigan

592. Regular Session. Social Dimensions of Aids
Hilton Chicago, Lake Huron, Eighth Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Sanyu A. Mojola, University of Colorado-Boulder
Risky Sex, Safe Relationships: Sex and the Transition to Adulthood in Malawi. Anais Bertrand-Dansereau, Centre for Population Dynamics
Trajectories of Sexual Protection: A Panel Study of New Adult Relationships. David C. Bell, Indiana University-Purdue University-Indianapolis
MSM in Accra, Ghana and Lome, Togo: Sexual history and HIV Risk Behavior. Ani R. Moore, University of North Texas; Gertrude Adobea Owusu, University of Ghana
Gendered Narratives of Culpability for AIDS in Post-Apartheid South Africa. Christie Sennott, Purdue University; Nicole Angotti, University of Colorado-Boulder

593. Regular Session. Social Movements: The Emergence and Outcomes of Protest
Hilton Chicago, Lake Ontario, Eighth Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Alison Dahl Crossley, Stanford University
An Attention-Based Approach of Protest Success: Evidence from Anti-nuclear Protests in the United States. Alessandro Piazza and Dan Wang, Columbia University
Social (Dis)Approval and Participation in Collective Action: Re-Evaluating the Linearity Assumption. Daniel Bloq, University of Wisconsin-Madison; Marie-Louise Damen, VU University-Amsterdam
Discussant: Lisa A. Leitz, Chapman University
594. Regular Session. Sociology of Sexuality: Sexualities, Social Movements, and the Law
Hilton Chicago, PDR 2, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Katrina E. Kimport, University of California-San Francisco
Presider: Shae Miller, California State University-Long Beach
Signifying Laws: Regulating Sex and Sexuality in the Global Field of Nations. Jason L Ferguson, University of California-Berkeley
Sodomy Reform, the Right to Be Sexual, and the Emergence of LGBT Rights. Jeffrey Kosbie, Northwestern University
Should there be a T? Trans Perspectives on the LGBT Movement. Thatcher Combs, University of Texas-Austin
Are You Comfortable with Blood Play? BDSM Mobilization and Social Movement Identity as Cultural Capital. Brenna Harvey, University of Connecticut
After the Crackdown: Trust between China’s Sex Workers and their Clients. Isak Ladegaard, Boston College

595. Regular Session. Sub-National Welfare State
Hilton Chicago, Marquette Room, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Alexander Hicks, Emory University
Presider: Benjamin Sosnaud, Harvard University
The Roots and Implications of the United States’ Homeless Tent Cities. Christopher Herring, University of California-Berkeley; Manuel Lutz, Technical University Berlin
Saving Children and Controlling Families: The Social and Political Determinants of Child Protection. Frank Edwards, University of Washington

596. Section on Aging and the Life Course Invited Session and Business Meeting. Matilda White Riley Distinguished Scholar Lecture
Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-1, Lower Level
Session Organizer: Deborah Carr, State University of New Jersey-Rutgers
Panelist: Kenneth F. Ferraro, Purdue University
3:30-4:10pm, Section on Aging and the Life Course Business Meeting

597. Section on Altruism, Morality and Social Solidarity Paper Session. Emotion and Social Solidarity (co-sponsored with Section on Sociology of Emotions)
Palmer House Hilton, Salon 2, Third Floor
Session Organizer and Presider: Daniel B. Shank, University of Melbourne
Confessing to Others: Ethical Citizenship in a Morally Ambiguous World. Michelle Hannah Smirnova, University of Missouri-Kansas City
Enchanting Fields: Collective Events and Emotion as Value-Amplifiers During Field Emergence and Institutionalization. Andreea Gorbatai, University of California-Berkeley
Occupational Status, Impression Formation, and Criminal Sanctioning: A Vignette Experiment. Marshall R. Schmidt and Amy Kroska, University of Oklahoma
Reconsidering Durkheim’s Altruistic Suicide: Toward a Broader Theory of Integration, Regulation, and Suicide. Seth Abrutyn and Anna Strassmann Mueller, University of Memphis
The Balance Theory of Sentiment Relations. Craig M. Rawlings and Noah E. Friedkin, University of California-Santa Barbara

598. Section on Asia and Asian America Roundtable Session.
Palmer House Hilton, Crystal, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Dina G. Okamoto, Indiana University
Table 1. Health and Educational Outcomes
| Bilingual or English Only? Influence of Language and English Proficiency on Asian American Educational Attainment. | Maggie Bohm, Mississippi State University |
| Inequality of Extracurricular Activity Participation among College Students in China. | Gina Lai, Odalia Ho Wong, and Danching Ruan, Hong Kong Baptist University |

Table 2. Health and Well-Being in Asia
| Investigating Community Structural Disadvantage, Health Insurance Coverage and Self-rated Physical Health in Rural China. | Shih-Chi Lin, University of Oregon |
| Social Networks and Wellbeing in China. | Shuanglong Li, Kyushu University; David Macro, Utrecht University |
| Living Arrangements and Physical and Mental Health among Older Adults in Lingxi County, China. | Ming Wen, Kim M. Korinek, and Yiqing Yang, University of Utah |
| Is giving or Receiving Psychologically Beneficial to Older Mothers in South Korea? | Yun-Suk Lee, University of Seoul |

599. Section on Children and Youth Paper Session. Peer Cultures of Children and Youth
Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-4, Lower Level
Session Organizer: Timothy Stablein, Union College
How White Kids Talk about Race When Adults Aren’t Around. Margaret A. Hagerman, Mississippi State University
Peer Matters: Student Dynamics and Academic Achievement in Elite and Non-elite High Schools. Yi-Lin Chiang, University of Pennsylvania
Technology, Visibility, and Changes in Teenage Culture. Murray Milner, University of Virginia
The Double Standard at Sexual Debut: Gender, Sexual Behavior and Early Adolescent Peer Acceptance. Derek A. Kreager and Jeremy Staff, Pennsylvania State University; Gertrude Robin Gauthier, Duke University; Eva Lefkowitz and Mark Feinberg, Pennsylvania State University

600. Section on Crime, Law and Deviance Roundtable Session
Palmer House Hilton, Monroe Ballroom, Sixth Floor
Session Organizer: Hollie Nyseth Brehm, The Ohio State University
Table 1. Reentry and Reintegration
Table Presider: Miriam Joy Northcutt Bohmert, Indiana University-Bloomington
Cohesion of Security, Surveillance, and Service Provision in a Prisoner Reentry Organization. Francis Bruce Prior, University of Pennsylvania
Returning Home? The Meaning of Housing for Desistance Efforts of Women exiting Jail. Amanda Ward, University of Wisconsin-Madison
An Unexamined Dimension of Community Supervision: Transportation Deprivation. Miriam Joy Northcutt Bohmert, Indiana University-Bloomington

Table 2. Police Representation, Crime, and Communities
Table Presider: David Michael Ramey, Pennsylvania State University
Diversifying the Police: Changing Police Culture through Leadership. Hillary Picker and Maggie Nagle, Webster University
Policing in Israel: Sentiments of Police Relations with the Local Populace. Janet Garcia and Kashea Pegram, State University of New Jersey-Rutgers
Table 3. Deviant and Delinquent Identities
- Table Presider: Rebecca Rodriguez Carey, University of Missouri
- Pregnant and Imprisoned: Formerly Pregnant Inmates
- Make Sense of the Stigma. Rebecca Rodriguez Carey, University of Missouri
- Work Wisdom: Negotiating the Barriers to Employment through Interaction and Identity. John Michael Halushka, New York University

Table 4. Incarceration and Health
- Religion as a Framework among Incarcerated Women. Rachel Ellis, University of Pennsylvania

Table 5. Incarceration and Health
- Table Presider: Lauren Porter, University of Maryland
- Variations in Drug and Alcohol Treatment Utilization across Men’s Prisons. Kathryn Marie Nowotny, University of Colorado-Boulder
- Parental Incarceration and Offspring's Negative Self-Feelings: The Role of Attachment and Other Mediators. Xavier Serna, Texas A&M University

Table 6. Adolescence, Crime, and Deviance
- Table Presider: Chivon H. Fitch, Indiana University-Pennsylvania
- Trajectories of Social Cohesion and Delinquency in Early Adolescence. Jaemin Lee, Duke University
- The Differing Effects of Juvenile Arrest on Employment: How Race, Class, and Arrest Type Matter. Mariam Ashhtiani, University of California-Irvine

Table 7. Global Criminology and International Law
- Table Presider: Danielle MacCartney, Webster University
- State Crime, Social Injury, and LGBT Victimization in Russia and Sweden. Danielle MacCartney, Hillary Picker, and Maggie Nagle, Webster University
- The European Court of Human Rights, German National Belonging, and the Prevention of Sexual Violence. Paulina Garcia del Moral, University of Toronto
- Cross-National Variation in Incarceration: The Role of Left Political Parties, the Welfare State, and Economic Structure. Aaron Joseph Gottlieb, Princeton University
- Security policies in Italy and Spain: Just a Maquillage-Effect? Veronica Moretti, University of Bologna

Table 8. Constructing Crime and Victimhood
- Table Presider: Ryan Ceresola, Southern Illinois University
- The U.S. Government’s Framing of Corruption: A Content Analysis of 35 Years of DOJ Reports. Ryan Ceresola, Southern Illinois University
- Creating the Victim of Environmental Harm: An Interactionist Perspective. Jize Jiang, University of Illinois at Chicago
- Collective Memories of the War on Drugs in New York City: Toward a Discourse of Responsibility and Victimhood. Vanessa Lynn, State University of New York-Stony Brook
- The Whiteness of White Collar Crime: Race, Culture and White Collar Crime. Tracy Sohani, College of William & Mary; Melissa Rorie, University of Nevada-Las Vegas

Table 9. Gender, Violence, and Public Space
- Table Presider: Justine Eatenson Tinkler, University of Georgia
- Gender, Law, and Sexual Aggression in Public Drinking Settings in Singapore and the United States. Mary Nell Trautner, State University of New York-Buffalo; Sarah Becker, Louisiana State University; Justine Eatenson Tinkler, University of Georgia; Swede White, Louisiana State University
- Context and Intimate Partner Violence: Bangladesh, Haiti, and Ukraine. Jennifer Balliet, University of Colorado-Boulder
- County over Content: Governing Factors of Civil Protection Orders. Anne Groggel, Indiana University

Table 10. Origins and Effects of Policies
- Table Presider: Emily Horowitz, St. Francis College
- The Demographic Origins of Curfew Laws: A Longitudinal Hazard Analysis. Portia Allen-Kyle, State University of New Jersey-Rutgers
- Do Sex Offender Registries Protect Children? The Impact of New York’s Sex Offender Registration Act. Emily Horowitz, St. Francis College

Table 11. Innovations in Methodology and Analysis
- Table Presider: Timothy L. O’Brien, University of Evansville
- Models for Pooled Cross-Section Time-Series Data. Lawrence E. Raffalovich and Rakkoo Chung, State University of New York-Albany

Table 12. Deviant and Delinquent Identities II
- Table Presider: Julie Lynn Fennell, Gallaudet University
- Delinquent Identities: An Intersectionality Approach. Andrew Craig McNeely, Texas A&M University
601. Section on Economic Sociology Paper Session. Open Topic  
Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-3, Lower Level  
Session Organizer: Jennifer L. Bair, University of Colorado  
Presider: Simone Polillo, University of Virginia  
Conflicted Calculations: Climate Change and the Mapping and Pricing of Flood Risk in New York City. Rebecca Elliott, University of California-Berkeley  
Financial Education is about Everybody’s Self-Regulation: Financial Literacy as a Moralizing Project. Daniel Maman, Ben Gurion University-Negev; Zeev Rosenhek, Open University-Israel  
The Personification of the American Corporation in the Press, 1870-1920. Carly Knight, Harvard University  
Discussant: Daniel Hirschman, University of Michigan

602. Section on Global and Transnational Sociology Paper Session. Global and Transnational Sociology: Alternative Perspectives  
Palmer House Hilton, Chicago Room, Fifth Floor  
Session Organizer: John Lie, University of California-Berkeley  
Legal Histories and Legal Cultures in Global Borderlands. Victoria Reyes, Bryn Mawr College  
The Uses and Limits of the Concept of “Transnational Field”: The Case of Online News. Angele Christin, The New School for Social Research  
The Return of Public Regulation: States, Markets and the Resurgence of Local Content Requirements. Zophia Yolande Edwards and Emily A. Barman, Boston University  
The Disarticulated Nation-state: Emigration and Transnational Nation-state Building in Post-Soviet Ukraine. Cinzia Solari, University of Massachusetts-Boston  
Discussant: Leslie Salzinger, University of California-Berkeley

603. Section on Labor and Labor Movements Paper Session. Labor Besieged: Repression and Resistance in the Contemporary United States  
Palmer House Hilton, Wabash, Third Floor  
Session Organizer: Shannon Marie Gleson, Cornell University  
Presider: Keith Mann, Cardinal Stritch University  
The Epidemic of Wage Theft in Residential Construction. Tom Juravich, University of Massachusetts  
(Re)constructing the Pipeline: Workers, Environmentalists and Ideology in Media Coverage of the Keystone XL Pipeline. Erik Kojola, University of Minnesota  
Worker Displacement and Resilience in America’s Heartland: The Longest Lockout in U.S. History. Jacquelyn (Jackie) S. Gabriel, Colorado State University  
Discussant: Joshua Bloom, University of California-Los Angeles

604. Section on Marxist Sociology Paper Session. Crises and the Future of Capitalism  
Palmer House Hilton, Salon 1, Third Floor  
Session Organizers: Eric Bonds, University of Mary Washington and Matt Vidal, King’s College London  
Presider: Eric Bonds, University of Mary Washington  
High Finance and Sunk Costs: The Decline of the American Steel Industry. Dwight Neil Haase, University of Toledo  
Primitive Accumulation of Reproductive Relations in Spain and the United States. Sandra Ezquerra, University of Vic; Leontina M. Hormel, University of Idaho  
So-Called Accumulation by Dispossession. Daniel Bin, University of Brasilia  
Subjectivity and the Mode of Social Regulation in Contemporary, Finance-led Regimes of Accumulation. Niamh Mulcahy, University of Cambridge  
The Agrarian Question and the City: The Food Question and the Food Revolutions of Our Times. Farshad A. Araghi, Florida Atlantic University

605. Section on Methodology Invited Session and Business Meeting. Methodologies and Opportunities for Genetic Data  
Palmer House Hilton, Salon 12, Third Floor  
Session Organizer and Presider: Melissa Hardy, Pennsylvania State University  
Panel: Dalton Conley, New York University  
Guang Guo, University of North Carolina

3:30-4:10pm, Section on Methodology Business Meeting

606. Section on Social Psychology Roundtable Session (co-sponsored with Section on Sociology of Emotions)  
Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-2, Lower Level  
Session Organizer: Marta Elliott, University of Nevada-Reno

Table 1. Subjective Experiences  
Table Presider: Shana Siegel, Rochester Institute of Technology  
Helmet Law Opposition and Safety Construction in a State Motorcyclists’ Rights Organization. Scott Setchfield, Indiana University-Bloomington  
I Can’t Afford to Worry about Risks: Structuring Risk, Emotion, and Stigma among Drug Trial Volunteers. Marci D. Cottingham and Jill A. Fisher, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
Table 2. Education
Table Presider: Jeylan T Mortimer, University of Minnesota
Decline of the American Dream? Findings from a Longitudinal Study of Midwest Families. Jeylan T. Mortimer and Arnaldo Mont’Alvao, University of Minnesota
Homophily Effects of Parental Second-Order Expectations on Students’ Educational Goals. Jurgita Abromaviciute and Kendra L. Thompson-Dyck, University of Arizona
Social Inequality in Science Identity among Middle School Youth. Trish Wonch Hill and Julia McQuillan, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
The Legitimation of Rewards to Education: Normative Beliefs in Six Nations, East and West. Jonathan Kelley and Mariah Debra Evans, University of Nevada-Reno

Table 3. Racism and Stereotypes
Table Presider: Courtney Sinclair Thomas, Vanderbilt University
Dealing with the Ambiguity: The Significance of Ambiguous Discrimination Stress for Black Americans’ Mental Health. Courtney Sinclair Thomas, Vanderbilt University

Table 4. Stigmatized Identities
Table Presider: Brooke Louise Long, Kent State University
Precarious Sexuality: Categorization and Stereotypes of Sexual Orientation. Trenton D. Mize and Bianca Manago, Indiana University
Stigma, Status, and Singles: The Effect of Marital Status on Perceptions of the Unmarried. Christin L. Munsch, University of Connecticut

Table 5. Self and Identity
Table Presider: Kimberly Brooke Rogers, Mount Holyoke College
Consensus and Stratification in the Symbolic Social Order: Predicting Variation in Cultural Meanings. Kimberly Brooke Rogers, Mount Holyoke College
Revisiting the Intersection of Identity, Emotion and Social Structure: The Case of Chinese Students. Cynthia Baiqing Zhang, Colorado State University-Pueblo; Natalia Ruiz-Junco, Auburn University
Self as a Second-order Object: Reinterpreting the Jamesian “Me”. Shanyang Zhao, Temple University
The Emotions of Volunteering: The Volunteer Self in Relation to Employment. Carissa M. Froyum, University of Northern Iowa

Table 6. Social Support, Social Networks and Social Integration
Table Presider: Hui Chen, Indiana University
A Typology of Social Integration Among the Elderly in the United States. Hui Chen, Indiana University
HIV Status and Depressive Symptoms in Same-Sex Couples: The Role of Socioeconomic and Social Support Factors. Peter Vielehr, Vanderbilt University
Social Space Diffusion. Jacob Charles Fisher, Duke University
The Extreme Level of Frustration: That’s What I Hear Most about Civilian Life. Atsuko Kawakami, Tarleton State University; Masako Suzuki, Regis University

Table 7. Mental Health
Table Presider: Jaein Lee, University of Maryland-College Park
Long Term Effects of Parenting on Children’s Mental Health in Young Adult Age. Jaein Lee, University of Maryland-College Park
Obligatory and Voluntary Identity Discrepancies, Self-Esteem, and Psychological Distress. Mary Gallagher, Kent State University-Stark
Work Value Orientations and Worker Psycho-social Health Outcomes. Shannon N. Davis, George Mason University; Andrey Shevchuk and Denis Strebkov, National Research University-Higher School of Economics

Table 8. Well-Being
The Effects of Childhood Abuse and Religious Factors on Adult Interpersonal Relationships. Andrea Liza Ruiz, Pennsylvania State University

Table 9. Beliefs, Emotions and Memory
Table Presider: Veridiana Domingos Cordeiro, University of São Paulo
Conceptual (re)construction of Maurice Halbwachs’ Theory of Collective Memory. Veridiana Domingos Cordeiro, University of São Paulo
The Ties Bound around Us: Collective Emotions and the Making of Boundaries. Hyun Jeong Ha, University of Texas
The Unprobability of Anger Experience: A Test of an Extension of Affect Control Theory. Bridget K. Welch, University of South Dakota; Alicia D. Cast, University of California-Santa Barbara
The “Fortuna Heuristic” and (Mis-)Perceptions of Risk among Thai Migrants. Johanna Katharina Gereke, European University Institute
Tuesday, August 25, 2:30 pm

Session 605, continued

Table 10. Gender

Table President: Makiko Hori, University of Tennessee-Chattanooga
Do Gender Differences Still Exist? The Effect of Gender Equality on Happiness in Cross-National Perspective. Makiko Hori, University of Tennessee-Chattanooga; Yoshinori Kamo, Louisiana State University
Morality From the Classroom to the Boardroom: Business Students, Moral Foundations, and Financial Risk. Joshua R Bruce, Duke University

Table 11. Organizational Behavior

Table President: Jason Scott Radford, University of Chicago
An Integrative Framework for Laboratory Experiments in Social Organization. Jason Scott Radford, University of Chicago; David Lazer, Harvard University
Perceived Organizational Risks and Reputations Are Related to Individuals Decisions to Eat Genetically Modified Foods. Alexander Martin Ruch, University of Iowa

607. Section on Sociology of Culture Invited Session. Sources of Cultural Power
Palmer House Hilton, Adams Ballroom, Sixth Floor
Session Organizer: Genevieve Zubrzycki, University of Michigan
A Hermeneutic of Power. Andreas Glaeser, University of Chicago
The Matter of Emergence. Philip S. Gorski, Yale University
Definitely not Arbitrary: Grounding and Motivation in Cultural Symbols and Meaning Construction. Omar A. Lizardo, University of Notre Dame

608. Section on Teaching and Learning in Sociology Invited Session and Business Meeting. Hans O. Mauksch Award Ceremony
Hilton Chicago, Williford A, Third Floor
Session Organizer: Kate Linnenberg, Beloit College

3:30 pm Meetings

Section on Aging and the Life Course Business Meeting (to 4:10pm) -- Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon A-1, Lower Level
Section on Methodology Business Meeting (to 4:10pm) -- Palmer House Hilton, Salon 12, Third Floor
Section on Teaching and Learning in Sociology Business Meeting (to 4:10pm) -- Hilton Chicago, Williford A, Third Floor
Wednesday, August 26

8:30 am  Meetings

2015-16 ASA Council (to 4:10pm) -- Hilton Chicago, Boulevard B-C, Second Floor
Research Funding Opportunities and Data Resources

Organizer: Nicole Van Vooren, American Sociological Association
Sunday, August 23, 2014, 1:00 – 4:00 pm
Hilton Chicago, Stevens Salon B, Lower Level

This poster/exhibit session provides a unique occasion to meet representatives of major research funding institutions and principal investigators, researchers, and managers of large-scale datasets that are publicly available for use. Each display by a funding institution provides a visual overview of research funding and the application process, materials for distribution, and time for direct individual discussion. Data resource representatives are available to talk about the featured datasets, their analytic potential, and issues relating to access and use, including state-of-the-art Internet services to access datasets. This is an opportunity for meeting attendees to learn about these datasets and their potential for research and teaching. All meeting participants, including students, are encouraged to attend.

1. Research Support for Sociologists
American Sociological Association

Presenter(s): John Curtis, Nicole V. Amaya, Michael Kisielewski; 1430 K St. NW Suite 600, Washington, DC 20005; phone: 202-383-9005; fax: 202-638-0882; email: research@asanet.org; webpage: www.asanet.org

The American Sociological Association (ASA) provides funding to sociologists through several small awards and fellowship programs. These include the Fund for the Advancement of the Discipline small grants program, Teaching Enhancement grants, and the Spivack program for applied and policy research.

The ASA and the National Science Foundation jointly support the Fund for the Advancement for the Discipline (FAD). The goal of FAD is to nurture the development of sociological knowledge by funding innovative research. FAD provides support (up to $8,000) toward research projects or conferences that can advance knowledge and lead to the acquisition of additional funds. Awards are limited to individuals with PhD degrees or the equivalent.

ASA provides awards (up to $2,000) through its Howery Teaching Enhancement Grants Program to support projects that extend the quality of sociology teaching in the United States and Canada. Individuals, departments, and a program or committee of a state or regional association are eligible to apply.

Through its Sydney S. Spivack Program in Applied Social Research and Social Policy, ASA supports a Congressional Fellowship and Community Action Research Initiative grants. The ASA Congressional Fellowship provides PhD level sociologists with in-depth experience as a staff member of a Congressional Committee or in a Congressional Office or agency. The Community Action Research Initiative grants provide support, ranging from $1,000 to $3,000 for sociological work with community organizations, local public interest groups, or community action projects.

2. Social Explorer—Visualizing and Exploring Census and other Social Data
Social Explorer, Inc.

Presenter(s): Andrew A. Beveridge; 50 Merriam Ave, Bronxville, NY 10708; phone: 914-337-6237 or 914-522-4487; fax: 914-337-8210; email: andy@socialexplorer.com; webpage: www.socialexplorer.com

Social Explorer is a powerful online research and visualization tool. It allows users to explore local and national census data from 1790 to the present, as well as election data, crime data, economic data, the Irish Census from 1863 to near the present, and soon the General Social Survey and the American National Election Survey, as well as other new data sources. Based on decades of demographic and programming expertise, Social Explorer enables users to conduct research related to the social sciences, history, business and more with ease. Working with the Census Bureau several visualizations tool were developed http://census.gov/censusexplorer that has been visited by over 500,000 users who have made over 1 million maps. Last year over 850,000 Social Explorer users created more than 16 million maps and 300,000 reports. Social Explorer is used at hundreds of universities and by instructors in thousands of classes.

Social Explorer was named an “Outstanding Reference Source” by the Reference and User Services Association (RUSA) in 2010 a division of the American Library Association. Social Explorer was the only online-only research tool featured among that year’s awardees. Social Explorer was named an Outstanding Website by the Webmarketing Association in 2012, and by the Interactive Media Association in 2013, was a Webby Honoree in 2014, and was recently named at Modern Library Award gold level winner. Social Explorer and the University of Illinois at Chicago have been awarded several collaborative NSF grants.

Social Explorer comes as a Free Edition, which has a limited set of variables, maps and features; A Student Edition, which has
a wider array of data and is licensed to Pearson Publishing for use in over two dozen Sociology texts, including the best-sellers by Henslin and Macionis, and Manza's Sociology Project, and a Professional Edition and all the data and more features, which is licensed to colleges, universities and other institutions. The Professional Edition is distributed by Oxford University Press On-line.

3. The Association of Religion Data Archives

The Association of Religion Data Archives

Presenter(s): Roger Finke, Jose Luis DeBora, Nathaniel Porter; 211 Oswald Tower, University Park, PA 16802; phone: 814-865-6258; fax: 814-863-7216; email: support@thearda.com; webpage: http://www.thearda.com

The Association of Religion Data Archives (ARDA) provides free access to the highest quality data on religion. The ARDA allows you to interactively explore American and international data using online features for generating national profiles, maps, church membership overviews, GIS mapping, QuickStats, QuickLists, denominational heritage trees, tables, charts, and other summary reports. Nearly 900 data files are available for online preview (including multiple years of the General Social Survey) and virtually all can be downloaded free of charge. The Learning Center was recently expanded and now includes detailed lesson plans for instructors, new Learning Modules for students, YouTube videos of different religious groups, an expanded dictionary of religious and statistical terms, guidelines for observing religious groups, and other interactive online tools. Housed in the Social Science Research Institute at the Pennsylvania State University, the ARDA is funded by the Lilly Endowment, the John Templeton Foundation, the Pennsylvania State University, and Chapman University.

4. Roper Center Data Resources

Roper Center for Public Opinion Research

Presenter(s): Lois Timms-Ferrara; 369 Fairfield Way, Unit 1164, Storrs, CT 06269-1164; phone: 860-486-4440; fax: 860-486-6308; email: lois@ropercenter.org; webpage: www.RoperCenter.org

Public opinion survey data is critical when studying the attitudes and behaviors of people in the aggregate. And the Roper Center is the largest archives of public opinion survey information in existence anywhere in the world. The polls date back to the 1930s right up to present and there are more than 20,000 survey datasets available representing over 100 countries. The Center's mission is both to preserve and provide access to the rich survey data entrusted to its care. As such, this live demo-poster will permit participants to search the holdings using various tools to identify studies rich in the subject area of their interest.

The iPOLL database maintains over 600,000 questions and responses from surveys conducted in the US since 1935 and as current as last week. Every major polling organization in the country is represented and the questions are indexed by keyword, topic, field dates and survey firm. About one-sixth of the questions in iPOLL are presented with demographic banner tables, so without programming; see how key groups responded to the items. Furthermore, links are provided to download complete datasets and to an online analysis tool that permits running crosstabs without programming.

A broad array of social issues are covered in this collection, including nearly every major social, political policy issue and most behaviors. Be sure to visit this poster, you won't be disappointed.

5. Mexican and Latin American Migration Projects

Princeton University

Presenter(s): Karen Alyde Pren; 237 Wallace Hall, Princeton, NJ 8544; phone: 609-258-8155; fax: 609-258-1039; email: mmp-lamp@princeton.edu; webpage: http://mmp.opr.princeton.edu/ and http://lamp.opr.princeton.edu/

Founded in 1982, the Mexican Migration Project (MMP) has annually administered ethnosurveys to randomly sampled households in various communities in Mexico since 1987. In 1998, the Latin American Migration Project was born. For both projects, each community yields approximately 200 surveyed households in the home country, as well as 10 to 20 households of community members living in the U.S. Responses are converted to electronic format and compiled to form five unique data sets. PERS file contains socioeconomic information for each household member, including basic measures of domestic and international migration. MIG file contains detailed for each household head regarding detailed border-crossing, measures of migration experience of family of origin, extended family and friends, and the social and economic characteristics of last international trip. HOUSE file contains measures of household composition and amenities, as well as data about businesses, land, property, vehicles, and livestock. LIFE and SPOUSE files are detailed life histories of the household head and spouse; each record represents a person-year detailing information about labor force, family/household formation, and cumulative international experience. In addition, we offer the community file with measures of infrastructure, social resources, public services, labor force participation, and education. Currently, available to the public, the MMP contains 150 communities, while the LAMP include multiple communities surveyed in Puerto Rico, Dominican Republic, Haiti, Guatemala, El Salvador, Nicaragua, Costa Rica, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, and Paraguay.

6. New Immigrant Survey

Princeton University

Presenter(s): Monica Espinoza Higgins; 187 Wallace Hall, Princeton, NJ 8540; phone: 609-258-0081; fax: 609-258-1039; email: espinoza@princeton.edu; webpage: http://nis.princeton.edu

The New Immigrant Survey (NIS) is a multi-cohort prospective-retrospective panel survey of new legal immigrants to the United States based on probability samples of administrative records from the U.S. Bureau of Citizenship and Immigration Services. The NIS provides new kinds of data that will help answer many of the important questions about immigration and concomitantly shed light on basic aspects of human development. The main objective is to provide a public-use database on new legal
immigrants to the United States and their children that will be useful for addressing scientific and policy questions about migration behavior and the impacts of migration. Two rounds of interviewing have now been completed.

The first full cohort (NIS-2003-1) was sampled during May through November of 2003, yielding data on 8,573 Adult Sample respondents, 810 sponsor-parent of the Sampled Child, 4,915 spouses, and 1,072 children aged 8-12. The baseline survey was conducted from June 2003 to June 2004. The geographic sampling design takes advantage of the natural clustering of immigrants. It includes all top 85 Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSAs) and all top 38 counties, plus a random sample of MSAs and counties. A follow-up interview with 2003 cohort was conducted from June 2007 to October 2009 (NIS-2003-2). The number of completed interviews with main sampled immigrants in the Adult Sample was 3,902, there were 351 parents of sampled child immigrants, 41 now-adult main child, and 1,771 spouses. Data from the first full cohort and follow-up interviews are publicly available from the project website:


Interviews were conducted in the respondents’ language of choice. Round 2 instruments were designed to track changes from the baseline and also included new questions. As with the Round 1 questionnaire, questions that were used in social-demographic-migration surveys around the world as well as the major U.S. longitudinal surveys were reviewed in order to achieve comparability. The NIS content includes the following information: demographic, health and insurance, migration history, living conditions, transfers, employment history, income, assets, social networks, religion, housing environment, and child assessment tests.

7. Wisconsin Longitudinal Study

University of Wisconsin-Madison

Presenter(s): Pamela Herd, Huey-Chi Vicky Chang, Carol Roan; 1180 Observatory Drive, Madison, WI 53706; phone: 608 265-6196; fax: 608 262-8400; email: wls@ssc.wisc.edu; webpage: http://www.ssc.wisc.edu/wlsresearch/

The WLS is a long-term study of a random sample of 10,317 men and women who graduated from Wisconsin high schools in 1957 and of their randomly selected brothers or sisters. The WLS sample is broadly representative of white, non-Hispanic American men and women who have completed at least a high school education. Almost 85 percent of surviving graduates continue to participate in the WLS. Public data, documentation, and publications are available online. Survey data were collected from the original respondents or their parents in 1957, 1964, 1975, 1992, 2003, and 2011, and from a selected sibling in 1977, 1993, 2004, and 2011. Survey data were collected from the spouses of the graduates in 2004 and the spouses of the siblings in 2005. The data cover nearly every aspect of the participants’ lives from early life socioeconomic background, schooling, family and work to health, social participation, civic engagement, well-being, and cognition. The study also has a wealth of unique data including examples such as administrative IQ scores from high school, information collected from high school yearbooks that include measures of attractiveness, proxy measures for obesity, and complete lists of student activities for all respondents. Examples of administrative data include Medicare records, Social Security records (forthcoming), and resource data on primary and secondary schools attended by participants. The WLS also collected saliva samples from which we have created a DNA file with 90 SNPs. Data from GEne The most recent data include anthropometric and functioning measures which add yet a new dimension to the many types of WLS data.

Visitors to the poster session can learn more about the project and ask specific questions to project leaders.

8. The Integrated Demographic and Health Series (IDHS)

University of Minnesota

Presenter(s): Elizabeth Boyle; 909 Social Sciences, 267 19th Avenue South, Minneapolis, MN 55455; phone: 612-624-4300; fax: 612-624-7020; email: boyle014@umn.edu; webpage: www.idhsdata.org

The Integrated Demographic and Health Series (IDHS) project harmonizes Demographic and Health Survey (DHS) data and documentation for Africa and India to facilitate comparative research across time and countries. With data from 18 countries and 76 surveys from the 1980s to the present, and with over 2000 variables relating to women of childbearing age and children under age 5, IDHS provides free online data that are consistently coded across samples without loss of information. The user-friendly website indicates at a glance which variables are available for each country and year; variable-specific online documentation provides codes and frequencies, universe statements, relevant survey text, and comparability discussions with a single click; and the extract system creates customized datasets with the samples and variables specified by the researcher in a variety of formats, including the major statistical packages. Topics covered include: demographics, work and education of women and their male partners, household possessions and utilities, family size desires, contraceptive knowledge and use, HIV/AIDS and other sexually transmitted infections, fistula, female genital cutting, sex practices and attitudes, condom use and access, domestic violence, women’s status and household decision-making, tuberculosis, tobacco and alcohol use, maternal and infant health, insurance coverage, child and maternal nutrition, child vaccination, and treatment of diarrheal, respiratory, parasitic, and malarial diseases in children. The following countries are included: Benin, Burkina Faso, Cote d’Ivoire, Egypt, Ethiopia, Ghana, Guinea, India, Kenya, Malawi, Mali, Mozambique, Niger, Nigeria, Tanzania, Uganda, Zambia, and Zimbabwe. The IDHS project at the Minnesota Population Center plans to eventually include data from all publicly available samples from The Demographic and Health Surveys Program, which covers over 300 surveys in more than 90 countries.
9. Newly Available Historical Census Microdata from IPUMS-USA

University of Minnesota

Presenter(s): Katie Genadek; 50 Willey Hall 219th Ave S, Minneapolis, MN 55406; phone: 612-626-3932; email: mpc.umn.edu; webpage: www.popdata.org

IPUMS-USA is in the process of creating and releasing complete count U.S. decennial census microdata from 1790-1940. This project is only possible because of donations of digitized data from Ancestry.com and FamilySearch.org, and when the project is complete, this will be our largest microdata collection. Researchers can currently obtain coded and harmonized complete count data for 1850, 1880, and 1940 from the IPUMS extract system. To access this data and additional information about the IPUMS data, go to usa.ipums.org.

10. American Time Use Survey

Bureau of Labor Statistics

Presenter(s): Rose Woods; 2 Massachusetts Avenue NE, Suite 4675, Washington, DC 20212; phone: 202-691-5160; email: woods.rose.a@bls.gov; webpage: www.bls.gov/tus

The American Time Use Survey (ATUS) provides nationally representative estimates of how, where, and with whom Americans spend their time, and is the only federal survey providing data on the full range of nonmarket activities, including childcare, eldercare and volunteering. Data collected in 2014 were published in June 2015. All ATUS data files are available for free from the Bureau of Labor Statistics website. Research using ATUS data has been conducted in a variety of fields, on a variety of topics. Some examples are: human capital investments in children, household divisions of labor, time use by socioeconomic status, and physical and emotional well-being.


The Ohio State University

Presenter(s): Paula Baker; 921 Chatham Lane, Suite 200, Columbus, OH 43210; phone: 614-442-7329; fax: 614-442-7329

NATIONAL LONGITUDINAL SURVEYS OF YOUTH, 1979 AND 1997 COHORTS. The NLSY79 and NLSY97 are two cohorts of the NLS program, a set of surveys sponsored by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics of the U.S. Department of Labor.

Currently in its 26th round, the NLSY79 started annual interviewing in 1979 with 12,686 youth age 14 to 22, and switched to biennial interviewing after the 1994 survey. Data are currently available through 2012.

The NLSY97 Cohort follows a sample of American youth born between 1980-1984; 8,984 respondents were ages 12-17 when first interviewed in 1997. This ongoing cohort has been surveyed 15 times to date and is now interviewed biennially. Data are available from Round 1 (1997-1998) to Round 15 (2011-2012).

The NLSY surveys include oversamples of black and Hispanic respondents. While both the 1979 and 1997 NLSY cohorts initially focused on the school-to-work transition, survey content has evolved over time to reflect later life stages. Topics covered include job characteristics, labor market status, education, training, health and physical condition, marital and family relations, fertility, income and assets, attitudes, environmental characteristics, and military experiences. Scores on the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery are available for 94% of NLSY79 respondents and 80% of NLSY97 respondents. The wide range of data in each survey support research in a number of topical areas, while the overlapping content of the two surveys provides opportunities for cross-cohort analysis.

The current NLSY97 data release includes new variables about childhood health, financial literacy, and business ownership. Postsecondary transcript data files now available for the NLSY97 cohort as well as arrest and incarceration variables updated for rounds 14 and 15. NLSY97 main Youth mothers’ data can also be merged with the Children of the NLSY97 surveys, which track children of women in the NLSY from birth to adulthood.

NLS public-use data are available at no cost at www.nslsinfo.org/webinvestigator; detailed geographic data can be obtained through an application process supervised by BLS. A searchable, annotated listing of NLS research can be accessed at www.nlsbibliography.org. More information about the NLSY79 and NLSY97 is available at www.bls.gov/nls.

12. Children of the NLSY79

The Ohio State University

Presenter(s): Paula Baker; 921 Chatham Lane, Suite 200, Columbus, OH 43210; phone: 614-442-7375; fax: 614-442-7329

The CHILDREN/ YOUNG ADULTS OF THE NLSY79 data set profiles the development and achievement of the children of the mothers in the National Longitudinal Surveys of Youth/1979 Cohort. The surveys are sponsored by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) with support from the Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD).

The biennial NLSY79 Child surveys, initiated in 1986, use mother interviews, direct child assessment, and self-report to gauge the children’s health, physical and social development, activities, attitudes, behaviors, relationships, school progress, and home environment from birth through adolescence. Starting at age 15, NLSY79 young adult children are interviewed about schooling, employment, training, family experiences, health, behaviors, and attitudes. The Child/Young Adult sample, which ranges in age from birth to early forties, contains significant numbers of minority and economically disadvantaged respondents. The current data release represents 14 survey rounds (1986-2012) of Child data, 10 Young Adult survey rounds (1994-2012) and the complete histories of the NLSY79 mothers (1979-2012).

THE NATIONAL LONGITUDINAL SURVEY OF YOUTH (NLSY79) is a multipurpose survey of more than 12,600 individuals age 14-21, when first interviewed in 1979. The design and content of the NLSY79 enable users to study the social, economic, health, and demographic experiences of the respondents and their families over
more than a 30-year period. CHRR at The Ohio State University and NORC at the University of Chicago are responsible for the design, collection, and distribution of the NLSY data and documentation. NLSY data and documentation are available, at no cost, for online search and extraction at http://www.nlsinfo.org/. The NLSY79 Child & Young Adult data have been used in more than 2000 publications. A searchable, annotated listing of NLS research can be accessed at: http://www.nlsbibliography.org/. More information about the NLSY is available online at www.bls.gov/nls.

13. General Social Survey/International Social Survey Program

**NORC**

Presenter(s): Tom W. Smith, Jaesok Son, Ben Schapiro; 1155 East 60th St., Chicago, IL 60637; phone: 773-256-6288; email: smitht@norc.uchicago.edu; webpage: http://www3.norc.org/GSS+Website/

The National Data Program for the Social Sciences (NDPSS) is a vital component of the social-science infrastructure. The NDPSS has been described as a “national resource” a “core database” in both sociology and political science, a “gold standard,” the “best available,” the “ premier academic sociology survey,” “the most comprehensive national monitoring of public opinion,” and “the highest-quality omnibus survey done in the United States.” The two major components of the NDPSS are the General Social Survey (GSS) and the International Social Survey Program (ISSP). The GSS is currently conducting its 30th round since starting in 1972 and has interviewed over 59,500 respondents. The ISSP has done a cross-national survey each year since 1985 and has involved 57 countries. It has interviewed over a million respondents around the world.

14. East Asian Social Survey: China, Japan, Korea. and Taiwan

**Survey Research Center, Sungkyunkwan University**

Presenter(s): Jibum Kim, Yang-Chih Fu, Noriko Iwai, Weidong Wang; 53 Myeongnyun-dong 3-ga, Jongno-gu, Seoul, Korea 110-745; phone: 82-2-760-0690; email: jbk7000@skku.edu

The East Asian Social Survey (EASS) is a collaboration of four East Asian societies: China, Japan, Korea, and Taiwan. Modeled after the US General Social Survey, each EASS participating team has conducted its own version of the General Social Survey (Chinese General Social Survey, National Survey Research Center at the Renmin University of China, Japanese General Social Survey, JGSS Research Center at Osaka University of Commerce; Korean General Social Survey, Sungkyunkwan University; and Taiwan Social Change Survey, Institute of Sociology, Academia Sinica). Every two years, each society's General Social Survey includes an EASS module: Family in 2006, Culture and Globalization in 2008, Health and Society in 2010, Network Social Capital in 2012, and Work Life in 2014. The EASS has become an important social science data source to understand social life in East Asia. For more information about the EASS, please see http://www.eassda.org.

15. Minority Fellowship Program

**American Sociological Association**

Presenter(s): Jean Shin, Beth Floyd; 1430 K St. NW Suite 600, Washington, DC 20005; phone: 202-383-9005; fax: 202-638-0882; email: minority.affairs@asanet.org; webpage: www.asanet.org

The ASA Minority Fellowship Program (MFP) has existed since 1974 and has supported nearly 500 sociologists of color during this time span. MFP is supported by significant annual contributions from Sociologists for Women in Society, Alpha Kappa Delta, and the Midwest Sociological Society, along with the Association of Black Sociologists, the Southwestern Sociological Association, the Eastern Sociological Society, the Pacific Sociological Association, and numerous individual ASA members. Applicants can be new or continuing graduate students of sociology, who are enrolled in a program that grants the Ph.D. Applications may be for study in any sub-area or specialty in sociology. Applicants must be members of an underrepresented racial/ethnic minority group in the U.S. (e.g. Blacks/African-Americans, Hispanics/Latinos, Asians or Pacific Islanders, or American Indians/Alaska Natives). Applicants must also be U.S. citizens, non-citizen nationals of the U.S., or have been lawfully admitted to the U.S. for permanent residence. Application deadline is January 31st; notifications are made by April 30th. Fellowship is awarded for 12 months. Tuition and fees are arranged with the home department. Fellows are selected each year by the MFP Advisory Panel, a rotating, appointed group of senior scholars in sociology.

16. National Science Foundation, Sociology Program

**National Science Foundation**

Presenter(s): Patricia White, Kevin Leicht, Katherine Meyer; 4201 Wilson Boulevard, Arlington, VA 22230; phone: 703-292-8762; fax: 703-292-9190; email: pwhite@nsf.gov

The Sociology Program at the National Science Foundation (NSF) supports research on human social organization, demography, and processes of individual and institutional change. The Program encourages theoretically focused empirical investigations aimed at improving the explanation of fundamental social processes. Included is research on organizations and organizational behavior, population dynamics, social movements, social groups, labor force participation, stratification and mobility, family, social networks, socialization, gender roles, and the sociology of science and technology. The Sociology Program resides in NSF's Division of Social and Economic Sciences. The Division supports disciplinary and multidisciplinary research, data collection, measurement, and methodological research. Its goal is to develop basic scientific knowledge of social, behavioral, and economic systems, organizations and institutions, and human interaction and decision-making. It also provides support for research conferences, doctoral dissertation research, international group travel, and data resource development.
17. National Institutes of Health Research Funding Opportunities

**National Institutes of Health**

Presenter(s): Rosalind King, Augie Diana, Mercedes Rubio; 6100 Executive Blvd., Bethesda, MD 20892-7510; phone: 301-435-6986; fax: 301-496-0962; email: rozking@mail.nih.gov; webpage: http://www.nichd.nih.gov/about/org/der/branches/pdb/Pages/overview.aspx

NIH's mission is to seek fundamental knowledge about the nature and behavior of living systems and the application of that knowledge to enhance living, lengthen life, and reduce illness and disability. The goals of the agency are: to foster fundamental creative discoveries, innovative research strategies, and their applications as a basis for ultimately protecting and improving health; to develop, maintain, and renew scientific human and physical resources that will ensure the Nation's capability to prevent disease; to expand the knowledge base in medical and associated sciences in order to enhance the Nation's economic well-being and ensure a continued high return on the public investment in research; and to exemplify and promote the highest level of scientific integrity, public accountability, and social responsibility in the conduct of science.

In realizing these goals, the NIH provides leadership and direction to programs designed to improve the health of the Nation by conducting and supporting research: in the causes, diagnosis, prevention, and cure of human diseases; in the processes of human growth and development; in the biological effects of environmental contaminants; in the understanding of mental, addictive and physical disorders; and in directing programs for the collection, dissemination, and exchange of information in medicine and health, including the development and support of medical libraries and the training of medical librarians and other health information specialists.

The National Institutes of Health is made up of 27 different components called Institutes and Centers. Each has its own specific research agenda.

18. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention: Behavioral and Social Sciences, Employment, Training, and Research Funding Opportunities

**Centers for Disease Control and Prevention**

Presenter(s): Deborah Holtzman, Karin A. Mack; 1600 Clifton Road, NE, Mailstop G-37, Atlanta, GA 30333; phone: 404-435-6986; fax: 301-496-0962; email: dxh4@cdc.gov; webpage: www.cdc.gov

The U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), based in Atlanta, Georgia, is the nation’s lead public health agency. Its mission is to prevent and control disease, injury, and disability and to prepare for emerging health threats. CDC seeks to accomplish its mission in partnership, both domestically and globally, by monitoring health, detecting and investigating health problems, conducting research to enhance prevention, developing and advocating sound public health policies, implementing prevention strategies, promoting healthy behaviors, fostering safe and healthful environments, and providing leadership and training. The agency maintains a full research and practice agenda that includes the prevention of infectious diseases, chronic diseases, injuries, workplace hazards, birth defects, and disabilities, in addition to protection from environmental hazards such as lead and other toxic substances. CDC employs scientists from a variety of disciplines including those from the social and behavioral sciences. Each of these disciplines brings a unique perspective to the conduct of public health research and practice which significantly contributes to CDC’s mission overall. Information will be available regarding job opportunities, postgraduate training, the Epidemic Intelligence Service (EIS), and funding opportunities.

19. National Center for Health Statistics: Datasets to Identify, Understand, and Address the Population’s Health, Influences on Health, and Health Outcomes

**Centers for Disease Control and Prevention**

Presenter(s): Virginia S. Cain, Juanita J. Chinn; 3311 Toledo Road, MS P08, Hyattsville, MD 20782; phone: 301-458-4378; fax: 301-458-4024; webpage: http://www.cdc.gov/nchs

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS) is the nation’s principal health statistics agency, providing data to identify and address health issues. Data sets available from NCHS include the: National Health Interview Survey (NHIS), National Health Interview Survey-Native Hawaiian and Pacific Islander Survey, National Health Interview Survey, National Care Interview Survey, National Health Interview Survey Linked Mortality File, National Health Examination and Nutrition Survey (NHANES), National Survey of Family Growth (NSFG), National Vital Statistics System including birth data, mortality data, fetal death data, linked births/infant death program, National Mortality Followback Survey, National Ambulatory Medical Care Survey (NAMCS), National Electronic Health Records Survey, National Ambulatory Medical Care Survey-Physician Workflow Survey, National Hospital Ambulatory Medical Care Survey (NHAMCS), National Hospital Care Survey, National Study of Long-Term Care Providers, National Survey of Children in Non-Parental Care, and the National Survey of the Diagnosis and Treatment of ADHD and Tourette Syndrome. Additionally, NCHS surveys can be linked to the National Death Index. These health data sets can be used to: document the health status of the U.S. population and selected subgroups; identify disparities in health status and use of health care by race/ethnicity, socio-economic status, region, and other population characteristics; document access to the health care system; monitor trends in health status and health care delivery; identify health behaviors and associated risk factors; support biomedical and health services research; provide data to support public policies and programs; evaluate the impact and effectiveness of health policies and programs and address many other research questions.
20. The Medical Expenditure Panel Survey: A Resource for Sociological Research

Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality

Presenter(s): Terceira Ann Berdahl, James B. Kirby; 540 Gaither road, rockville, MD 20850; phone: 301-427-1687; email: terceira.berdahl@ahrq.hhs.gov; webpage: www.meps.ahrq.gov

Sponsored by the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ), the Medical Expenditure Panel Survey (MEPS) is a vital resource designed to continually provide policymakers, researchers, health care professionals, businesses and others with timely, comprehensive information about the United States population's health, health care utilization, and costs. The MEPS is a continuous on-going nationally representative survey initiated in 1996. MEPS collects data on the specific health care services that Americans use, how frequently they use them, the cost of those services and how they are paid, as well as data on the cost, scope, and breadth of private health insurance held by and available to the U. S. civilian non-institutionalized population. MEPS is unparalleled for the degree of detail in its data, as well as its ability to link health status and health care to the demographic, employment, economic, family and other characteristics of survey respondents. In addition, MEPS is the only national survey that provides a foundation for estimating the impact of changes in sources of payment, insurance coverage, and family status on different economic groups or special populations such as the poor, elderly, veterans, the uninsured, and racial and ethnic minorities. These data have been used to examine factors associated with access to health care, estimates of eligibility for federal programs, racial and ethnic disparities in health, and issues related to the quality and satisfaction with health care. The MEPS is useful for monitoring the effects of social policy on population health, healthcare access, utilization, and quality across time and policy relevant subgroups. All MEPS public use data files are available for down-loading free of charge from the MEPS website: www.meps.ahrq.gov.
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>1924</td>
<td>Robert E. Park</td>
<td>John L. Gillin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1925</td>
<td>John L. Gillin</td>
<td>Walter F. Willcox</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1926</td>
<td>John M. Gillette</td>
<td>William I. Thomas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1927</td>
<td>William F. Ogburn</td>
<td>Emory S. Bogardus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1928</td>
<td>Frank H. Hanks</td>
<td>Luther L. Bernard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1929</td>
<td>Howard W. Odum</td>
<td>Edwin H. Sutherland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1930</td>
<td>Edwin H. Sutherland</td>
<td>Dwight Sanderson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1931</td>
<td>Ellsworth Faris</td>
<td>R. D. McKenzie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1932</td>
<td>C. J. Galpin</td>
<td>Neva R. Deardorff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1933</td>
<td>Ernest W. Burgess</td>
<td>Floyd N. House</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1934</td>
<td>H. P. Fairchild</td>
<td>Stuart A. Queen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1935</td>
<td>Arthur J. Todd</td>
<td>Clarence M. Case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1936</td>
<td>Dwight Sanderson</td>
<td>J. H. Kolb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1937</td>
<td>Charles S. Johnson</td>
<td>Carl C. Taylor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1938</td>
<td>Warren S. Thompson</td>
<td>Warner E. Gettys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939</td>
<td>Dorothy Swaine Thomas</td>
<td>Jesse F. Steiner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1940</td>
<td>Stuart A. Queen</td>
<td>James H. S. Bossard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1941</td>
<td>James H. S. Bossard</td>
<td>Howard Becker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1942</td>
<td>Harold A. Phelps</td>
<td>Katherine Jocher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1943</td>
<td>Kimball Young</td>
<td>Samuel A. Stouffer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1944</td>
<td>Read Bain</td>
<td>Carl C. Taylor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1945</td>
<td>Carl C. Taylor</td>
<td>Leonard S. Cottrell, Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1946</td>
<td>Leonard S. Cottrell, Jr.</td>
<td>E. Franklin Frazier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1947</td>
<td>E. Franklin Frazier</td>
<td>Robert C. Angell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1948</td>
<td>Robert C. Angell</td>
<td>Herbert Blumer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1949</td>
<td>Dorothy Swaine Thomas</td>
<td>Philip M. Hauser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1950</td>
<td>Robert K. Merton</td>
<td>Margaret Jarman Hagood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1951</td>
<td>Margaret Jarman Hagood</td>
<td>Kingsley Davis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1952</td>
<td>Clifford Kirkpatrick</td>
<td>Joyce Hertzler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1953</td>
<td>Herbert Blumer</td>
<td>Jessie Bernard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1954</td>
<td>Jessie Bernard</td>
<td>Philip M. Hauser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1955</td>
<td>Philip M. Hauser</td>
<td>Robin M. Williams, Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1956</td>
<td>Robin M. Williams, Jr</td>
<td>Meyer F. Nimkoff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1957</td>
<td>Kingsley Davis</td>
<td>August B. Hollingshead</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Vice Presidents, continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1958</td>
<td>Robert E. L. Faris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1959</td>
<td>Harry Alpert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1960</td>
<td>Wilbert E. Moore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1961</td>
<td>George C. Homans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1962</td>
<td>William H. Sewell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1963</td>
<td>Leonard Broom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1964</td>
<td>Reinhard Bendix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>Robert Bierstedt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1966</td>
<td>Arnold M. Rose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1967</td>
<td>Rudolf Heberle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1968</td>
<td>William J. Goode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1969</td>
<td>Ralph Turner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970</td>
<td>Gerhard Lenski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971</td>
<td>Morris Janowitz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1972</td>
<td>Mirra Komarovsky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1973</td>
<td>Raymond W. Mack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1974</td>
<td>Matilda White Riley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975</td>
<td>Neil J. Smelser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976</td>
<td>Alex Inkeles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977</td>
<td>Suzanne Keller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978</td>
<td>Alice S. Rossi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td>Charles Y. Glock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>Helen MacGill Hughes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>Renee C. Fox</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td>Joan Huber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>Everett K. Wilson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>Edgar F. Borgatta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>Morris Rosenberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td>Rose Laub Coser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>Mayer N. Zald</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td>Richard J. Hill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td>Glen H. Elder, Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>Edna Bonacich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>Barbara F. Reskin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>Doris Y. Wilkinson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993</td>
<td>Jill Quadagno</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>Barrie Thorne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>Karen Cook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>Myra Marx Ferree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>Charles V. Willie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>Cora Bagley Marrett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>Patricia Roos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Nan Lin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>Richard D. Alba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Elijah Anderson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>Ivan Szenenyi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Bernice Pescosolido</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Caroline Hodges Persell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Lynn Smith-Lovin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Bonnie Thornton Dill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Douglas McAdam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Margaret Andersen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>John Logan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>David Snow</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Secretaries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1906-09</td>
<td>C.W.A. Veditz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1910-12</td>
<td>Alvan A. Tenney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1913-20</td>
<td>Scott E.W. Bedford</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1921-30</td>
<td>Ernest W. Burgess</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1931-35</td>
<td>Herbert Blumer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1936-41</td>
<td>Harold A. Phelps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1942-46</td>
<td>Conrad Taeuber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1947-48</td>
<td>Ernest Mowrer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1949</td>
<td>Irene Taeuber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1949-54</td>
<td>John W. Riley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1955-58</td>
<td>Wellman J. Warner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1959-60</td>
<td>Donald Young</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1961-65</td>
<td>Talcott Parsons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1966-68</td>
<td>Robin M. Williams, Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1969-71</td>
<td>Peter H. Rossi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1972-74</td>
<td>J. Milton Yinger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975-77</td>
<td>William H. Form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978-80</td>
<td>James F. Short, Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981-83</td>
<td>Herbert L. Costner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984-86</td>
<td>Theodore Caplow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987-89</td>
<td>Michael Aiken</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990-92</td>
<td>Beth B. Hess</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993-95</td>
<td>Arlene Kaplan Daniels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996-98</td>
<td>Teresa A. Sullivan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999-01</td>
<td>Florence B. Bonner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002-04</td>
<td>Arne L. Kalleberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005-07</td>
<td>Franklin D. Wilson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008-10</td>
<td>Donald Tomaskovic-Devey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011-13</td>
<td>Catherine White Berheide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014-16</td>
<td>Mary Romero</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016-19</td>
<td>David Takeuchi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Executive Officers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1949-60</td>
<td>Matilda White Riley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1960-61</td>
<td>Robert Bierstedt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1961-62</td>
<td>Robert O. Carlson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1963-66</td>
<td>Gresham Sykes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1966-70</td>
<td>Edmund H. Volkart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971-72</td>
<td>N.J. Demerath II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1972-75</td>
<td>Otto N. Larsen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975-77</td>
<td>Hans O. Mauksch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977-82</td>
<td>Russell R. Dynes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982-91</td>
<td>William V. D’Antonio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991-2002</td>
<td>Felice J. Levine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002-</td>
<td>Sally T. Hillsman</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Editors of ASA Publications

**American Sociological Review**

1936-37  Frank H. Hankins
1938-42  Read Bain
1943    Joseph K. Folsom
1944-45  F. Stuart Chapin and George B. Vold
1946-48  Robert C. Angell
1949-51  Maureice R. Davie
1952-54  Robert E.L. Faris
1955-57  Leonard Broom
1958-60  Charles Page
1961-62  Harry Alpert
1963-65  Neil J. Smelser
1966-68  Norman B. Ryder
1969-71  Karl F. Schuessler
1972-74  James F. Short, Jr.
1975-77  Morris Zelditch
1978-80  Rita J. Simon
1981    William H. Form
1982-86  Sheldon Stryker
1987-89  William H. Form
1990-93  Gerald Marwell
1994-96  Paula England
1997-99  Glenn Firebaugh
2000-02  Charles Camic and Franklin D. Wilson
2004-06  Jerry A. Jacobs
2007-09  Randy Hodson and Vincent Roscigno
2016-18  Omar Lizardo, Rory McVeigh, and Sarah Mustillo

**Contexts**

2001-04  Claude Fischer
2005-07  Jeff Goodwin and James Jasper
2008-11  Douglas Hartmann and Christopher Uggen
2012-14  Jodi O’Brien and Arlene J. Stein
2015-17  Syed Ali and Philip Cohen

**Journal of Health and Social Behavior**

1967-69  Eliot Freidson
1970-72  Howard E. Freeman
1973-75  Jacquelyne Jackson
1976-78  Mary E.W. Goss
1979-81  Howard B. Kaplan
1982-84  Leonard I. Pearl
1985-89  Eugene B. Gallagher
1990-93  Mary L. Fennell
1994-97  Ronald J. Angel
1998-00  John Mirowsky
2001-04  Michael Hughes
2005-07  Peggy Thoits
2008-10  Eliza Pavalko
2011-13  Debra Umberson
2014-16  Gilbert C. Gee

**Rose Monograph Series**

1968-70  Albert J. Reiss
1971-73  Sheldon Stryker
1974-76  Ida Harper Simpson
1977-79  Robin M. Williams, Jr.
1980-82  Suzanne Keller
1983-87  Ernest Q. Campbell
1988-92  Teresa A. Sullivan
1993-94  Judith Blau

**Rose Series in Sociology**

1996-99  George Farkas
2000-05  Douglass Anderton, Dan Clawson, Naomi Gerstel, Randal Stokes, Robert Zussman
2012-17  Lee Clarke, Judith Gerson (2012-2014), Lauren Krivo, Paul D. McLean, Patricia A. Roos

**Contemporary Sociology**

1972-74  Dennis Wrong
1975-77  Bennett Berger
1978-80  Norval Glenn
1981-82  William D’Antonio
1983-84  Jerold Heiss
1985-86  Barbara Laslett
1987-91  Ida Harper Simpson
1992-94  Walter W. Powell
1995-97  Dan Clawson
1998-00  Donald Tomaskovic-Devey and Barbara Risman
2001-05  Jo Ann Miller and Robert Perrucci
2006-08  Valerie Jenness, David Smith, and Judith Stepan-Norris
2009-14  Alan Sica
2015-17  Michael Sauder
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Social Psychology Quarterly</strong></th>
<th><strong>Sociology of Education</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(formerly Sociometry)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1956-58</td>
<td>1964-66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leonard S. Cottrell, Jr.</td>
<td>Leila Sussman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1959-61</td>
<td>1967-68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John A. Clausen</td>
<td>Martin A. Trow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1962-64</td>
<td>1969-72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ralph H. Turner</td>
<td>Charles E. Bidwell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965-66</td>
<td>1973-75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melvin F. Seeman</td>
<td>John I. Kitsuse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1967-69</td>
<td>1976-78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheldon Stryker</td>
<td>Doris Entwisle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970-72</td>
<td>1979-81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carl W. Backman</td>
<td>Alan C. Kerckhoff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1973-76</td>
<td>1982-86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard J. Hill</td>
<td>Maureen Hallinan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977-79</td>
<td>1987-91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howard Schumann</td>
<td>Philip Wexler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George Bohrnstedt</td>
<td>Julia Wrigley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983-87</td>
<td>1995-98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter J. Burke</td>
<td>Pamela Barnhouse Walters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988-92</td>
<td>1999-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karen S. Cook</td>
<td>Aaron Pallas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993-96</td>
<td>2003-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edward J. Lawler</td>
<td>Karl Alexander</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997-00</td>
<td>2006-09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linda Molm and Lynn Smith-Lovin</td>
<td>Barbara Schneider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001-03</td>
<td>2010-13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cecilia L. Ridgeway</td>
<td>David B. Bills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004-06</td>
<td>2014-16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spencer Cahill</td>
<td>John Robert Warren</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007-10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gary Alan Fine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011-14</td>
<td>Lisa A. Keister and James Moody</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karen A. Hegtvedt and Cathryn Johnson (2011-2013)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015-17</td>
<td>Richard T. Serpe and Jan E. Stets</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **Sociological Methodology** |

| 1968-70                        | Edgar F. Borgatta         |
| 1971-73                        | Herbert L. Costner        |
| 1974-76                        | David R. Heise            |
| 1977-79                        | Karl F. Schuessler        |
| 1980-84                        | Samuel Leinhardt          |
| 1985-86                        | Nancy Brandon Tuma        |
| 1987-90                        | Clifford C. Clogg         |
| 1991-95                        | Peter V. Marsden          |
| 1996-97                        | Adrian Raftery            |
| 1998-00                        | Michael E. Sobel and Mark P. Becker |
| 2001-06                        | Ross M. Stolzenberg       |
| 2007-09                        | Yu Xie                    |
| 2010-15                        | Tim Futing Liao           |
| 2016-18                        | Duane F. Alwin            |

| **Sociological Theory**       |

| 1981-83                        | Peter Berger, Randall Collins, and Irving Zeitlin |
| 1984-85                        | Randall Collins           |
| 1986-89                        | Norbert Wiley             |
| 1990-94                        | Alan Sica                 |
| 1995-99                        | Craig Calhoun             |
| 2000-04                        | Jonathan H. Turner        |
| 2005-09                        | Jeffrey Alexander, Julia Adams, Ron Eyerman, and Philip Gorski |
| 2010-15                        | Neil L. Gross             |
| 2016-18                        | Mustafa Emirbayer         |

| **Teaching Sociology**        |

| 1986-90                        | Theodore C. Wagenaar       |
| 1991-93                        | Dean S. Dorn               |
| 1994-96                        | Kathleen McKinney          |
| 1997-99                        | Jeffrey Chin               |
| 2000-03                        | Helen Moore                |
| 2004-09                        | Elizabeth Grauerholz       |
| 2010-14                        | Kathleen Lowney            |
| 2015-17                        | Stephen Sweet              |

| **The American Sociologist**  |

| 1965-67                        | Talcott Parsons            |
| 1968-69                        | Raymond W. Mack            |
| 1970-72                        | Harold Pfauzt              |
| 1973-75                        | Leon Mayhew                |
| 1976-79                        | Allen D. Grimshaw          |
| 1980-82                        | James L. McCartney         |
| 1983-85                        | Robert Perrucci            |
# Recipients of ASA Awards

## MacIver Award
- 1956—E. Franklin Frazier, *The Black Bourgeoisie*
- 1957—no award given
- 1958—Reinhard Bendix, *Work and Authority in Industry*
- 1959—August B. Hollingshead and Frederick C. Redlich, *Social Class and Mental Illness: A Community Study*
- 1960—no award given
- 1961—Erving Goffman, *The Presentation of Self in Everyday Life*
- 1962—Seymour Martin Lipset, *Political Man: The Social Bases of Politics*
- 1963—Wilbert E. Moore, *The Conduct of the Corporation*
- 1964—Shmuel N. Eisenstadt, *The Political Systems of Empires*
- 1965—William J. Goode, *World Revolution and Family Patterns*
- 1967—Kai T. Erikson, *Wayward Puritans*
- 1968—Barrington Moore, Jr., *Social Origins of Dictatorship and Democracy*

## Sorokin Award
- 1968—Peter M. Blau, Otis Dudley Duncan, and Andrea Tyree, *The American Occupational Structure*
- 1969—William A. Gamson, *Power and Discontent*
- 1970—Arthur L. Stinchcombe, *Constructing Social Theories*
- 1973—no award given
- 1974—Clifford Geertz, *The Interpretation of Cultures;* and Christopher Jencks, *Inequality*
- 1978—no award given
- 1979—Helen Fein, *Accounting for Genocide* (Free Press)

## Distinguished Contribution to Scholarship Award
- 1980—Peter M. Blau, *Inequality and Heterogeneity* (Free Press, 1979); and Theda Skocpol, *States and Social Revolutions* (Cambridge University Press, 1979)
- 1983—Orlando Patterson, *Slavery and Social Death*
- 1984—Marcia Guttentag and Paul F. Secord, *Too Many Women? The Sex Ratio Question*
- 1985—Duncan Gallie, *Social Inequality and Class Radicalism in France and Britain* (Cambridge University Press, 1983)

## Distinguished Scholarly Publication Award


**Distinguished Scholarly Book Award**

2010—Philip Kasinitz, John Mollenkopf, Mary Waters, Jennifer Holdaway, *Inheriting the City: The Children of Immigrants Come of Age* (Harvard University Press)

**Stouffer Award**

1973—Hubert M. Blalock, Jr.; and special award to Paul F. Lazarsfeld
1974—Otis Dudley Duncan and Leo A. Goodman
1975—James S. Coleman and Harrison C. White
1976—no award given
1977—Otis Dudley Duncan

**Career of Distinguished Scholarship Award***

1980—Robert K. Merton
1981—Everett C. Hughes
1982—Kingsley Davis
1983—Herbert Blumer
1984—Morris Janowitz
1985—Reinhard Bendix
1986—Edward A. Shils
1987—Wilbert E. Moore
1988—George C. Homans
1989—Jessie Bernard
1990—Robin M. Williams, Jr.
1991—Mirra Komarovsky
1992—Daniel Bell
1993—Joan R. Acker
1994—Lewis A. Coser
1995—Leo Goodman
1996—Peter M. Blau
1997—William Hamilton Sewell
1998—Howard S. Becker
1999—Dorothy E. Smith
2000—Seymour Martin Lipset
2001—William Foote Whyte
2002—Gerhard E. Lenski
2003—Immanuel Wallerstein
2004—Arthur Stinchcombe
2005—Charles Tilly and Charles V. Willie
2006—Herbert Gans

* By vote of the ASA membership in 2007, the name of the Association's general career award was changed to the W.E.B. DuBois Distinguished Career in Sociology Award in acknowledgment of DuBois' lifetime of scholarly research and his important contributions to the development of sociology.
W.E.B. DuBois Career of Distinguished Scholarship Award

2007—Joseph Berger
2008—Barbara Reskin
2009—Sheldon Stryker
2010—Alejandro Portes
2011—Harrison Colyar White
2012—William Gamson
2013—Joe R. Feagin
2014—William Julius Wilson
2015—John W. Meyer

DuBois-Johnson-Frazier Award**

1971—Oliver Cromwell Cox
1973—St. Clair Drake
1976—Hylan G. Lewis
1978—Ira DeAugustine Reid
1980—Joseph S. Himes
1982—Daniel C. Thompson
1984—Joyce A. Ladner
1986—Ira DeAugustine Reid
1988—Doris Y. Wilkinson
1990—William Julius Wilson
1992—Andrew Billingsley
1994—Charles V. Willie
1996—Edgar G. Epps
1997—G. Franklin Edwards
1998—Howard F. Taylor
1999—no award given
2000—Charles U. Smith
2001—Troy Duster
2002—Walter R. Allen
2003—John Moland, Jr.
2004—Sociology Department, Washington State University
2005—no award given
2006—Rutledge M. Dennis

**In conjunction with the renaming of the Association’s general career award in 2007 to honor W.E.B. Dubois, the ASA membership voted to rename the DuBois-Johnson-Frazier award as the Cox-Johnson-Frazier award to honor Oliver Cox for his important work as an African-American scholar.

Cox-Johnson-Frazier Award

2007—Jorge Bustamante
2008—Cora B. Marrett
2009—Aldon Morris
2010—Delores Aldridge
2011—Eduardo Bonilla-Silva
2012—James W. Loewen
2013—Elijah Anderson
2014—Richard O. Hope
2015—Howard Winant

Sydney Spivack Award

1977—Ernst Borinski
James W. Loewen
Richard A. Schermerhorn
William Julius Wilson
1978—Reynolds Farley
Leo Kuper
Thomas F. Pettigrew
Julian Samora
1979—James E. Blackwell
Celia S. Heller
Joan Moore
Pierre van den Berghe

Jessie Bernard Award

(originally a biennial award for career and/or publication; now annual)
1977—Mirra Komarovsky, career
1981—Elise Boulding, career
1983—Alice S. Rossi, career
1985—Joan Huber, career; and Judith G. Stacey, Patriarchy and the Socialist Revolution in China
1989—Joan Acker, career; Samuel R. Cohn, The Process of Occupational Sex Typing: The Feminization of Clerical Labor in Great Britain (Temple University Press, 1985); and honorable mention to Karen Brodkin Sacks, Caring by the Hour (University of Illinois Press)
1993—Dorothy E. Smith, career; Memphis State University Center for Research on Women (Bonnie Thornton Dill, Elizabeth Higginbotham, Lynn Weber) for significant collective work; and Patricia Hill Collins, Black Feminist Thought: Knowledge, Consciousness, and the Politics of Empowerment
1995—Arlene Kaplan Daniels, career
1996—Judith Lorber, career 
1997—Nona Glazer, career 
*Robbie Pfeuffer Kahn*, Bearing Meaning: The Language of Birth (University of Illinois Press, 1995) 
1998—Ruth A. Wallace, career 
1999—Paula England, career 
2000—Maxine Baca Zinn, career 
2001—Barbara Laslett, career 
2002—Barrie Thorne, career 
2003—Cynthia Fuchs Epstein, career 
2004—Myra Marx Ferree, career 
2005—Evelyn Nakano Glenn, career 
2006—Margaret Andersen, career 
2007—Patricia Yancey Martin, career 
2008—Arlie Hochschild, career 
2009—Cecilia Ridgeway, career 
2010—Harriett Presser, career 
2011—Verta Taylor, career 
2012—Michael A. Messner, career 
2013—Kathleen Gerson, career 
2014—Esther Ngan-ling Chow, career 
2015—Christine L. Williams, career 

**Distinguished Contributions to Teaching Award**

1980—Everett K. Wilson 
1981—Hans O. Mauksch 
1982—John C. Pock 
1983—David Riesman 
1984—Joseph Bensman 
1985—University of Kentucky Department of Sociology 
1986—Sister Marie Augusta Neal 
1987—William A. Gamson 
1988—Sharon McPherron and Charles A. Goldsmid 
1989—James A. Davis 
1990—Southwest Texas State University Sociology Program 
1991—no award given 
1992—Theodore C. Wagenaar 
1993—Memphis State University Center for Research on Women (Bonnie Thornton Dill, Elizabeth Higginbotham, Lynn Weber) 
1994—Reece McGee 
1995—Dean S. Dorn 
1996—Vaneeta D’Andrea 
1997—Robert R. Alford 
1998—Sociology Major Program, Department of Anthropology and Sociology, Santa Clara University 
1999—William G. Roy 
2000—George Ritzer 
2001—Indiana University’s Department of Sociology 

2002—John Macionis 
2003—Michael Burawoy and Robert Hauser 
2004—Jeanne Ballantine 
2005—Caroline Hodges Persell 
2006—Kathleen McKinney 
2007—Edward Kain 
2008—Elizabeth Grauerholz and Carol Jenkins 
2009—Carla B. Howery 
2010—Keith Roberts 
2011—Maxine P. Atkinson 
2012—Diane Pike 
2012—Katherine Rowell 
2013—Rose Brewer 
2013—Jay Howard 
2014—Kathleen Lowney 

**Distinguished Career Award for the Practice of Sociology**

1986—Conrad Tauber 
1987—John W. Riley 
1988—Paul C. Glick 
1989—David L. Sills 
1990—Elizabeth Briant Lee and Alfred McClung Lee 
1991—Charles G. Gomillion 
1992—Elliot Liebow and Matilda White Riley 
1993—Grace M. Barnes 
1994—Nelson Foote 
1995—Albert D. Biderman 
1996—Albert E. Gollin 
1997—Irwin Deutsch 
1998—Leonard I. Pearlin 
1999—Peter H. Rossi 
2000—Francis F. Piven and Richard A. Cloward 
2001—David Mechanic 
2002—Lloyd H. Roger 
2003—Lewis Yablonsky 
2005—William Kornblum 
2006—Arthur Shostak 
2007—Robert Dentler 
2008—John McKinlay 
2009—S.M. (Mike) Miller 
2010—Ross Koppel 
2011—Henry J. Steadman 
2012—Judith Blau 
2013—Donald Light 
2014—Harry Perlstadt 
2015—Eleanor Lyon 

**Edward L. Bernays Foundation Radio-Television Award**

1952—Kurt Lang and Gladys Engel Lang, “The Unique Perspective of Television and Its Effects”
Award for Public Understanding of Sociology

1997—Charles Moskos
1998—William Julius Wilson
1999—Herbert J. Gans
2000—Arlie Hochschild
2001—Alan Wolfe
2002—no award presented
2003—Frances Fox Piven
2004—Jerome Scott and Walda Katz Fishman
2005—Pepper J. Schwartz
2006—Diane Vaughan
2007—Andrew Beveridge
2008—Shirley Laska and David Segal
2009—Jack Levin
2010—Valerie Jenness
2011—Barbara Risman
2012—Douglas S. Massey
2013—Ruth Milkman
2014—Juliet B. Schor
2015—Katherine Shelley Newman

Excellence in Reporting of Social Issues Award

2007—Malcolm Gladwell
2008—Michael Apted
2009—Barbara Ehrenreich
2010—Sebastião Salgado
2011—David Brooks
2012—Katha Politt
2013—Ira Glass and “This American Life”
2014—Lee Rainee
2015—Bill Moyers

Dissertation Award

1991—Rogers Brubaker, “Citizenship and Nationhood in France and Germany”
1992—Elizabeth Mitchell, “The Interpenetration of Class and Ethnicity in the Perpetuation of Conflict in Northern Ireland”
1994—Steven Epstein, “Impure Science: AIDS, Activism, and the Politics of Knowledge”
1995—Wilma Dunaway, “The Incorporation of Southern Appalachia into the Capitalist World Economy, 1700-1860”
1996—Jeffrey Lee Manza, “Policy Experts and Political Change during the New Deal”
2002—Kieran Healy, “Exchange in Blood and Organs”
2003—Devah Pager, “The Mark of a Criminal Record”
2006—Jason Beckfield, “The Consequences of Regional Political and Economic Integration for Inequality and the Welfare State in Western Europe”; and Amy Hanser, “Counter Strategies: Service Work and the Production of Distinction in Urban China”
2008—Helen Marrow, “Southern Becoming: Immigrants Incorporation and Race Relations in the Rural U.S. South”
2012—Kimberly Kay Hoang, “New Economics of Sex and Intimacy in Vietnam.”
2014—Ya-Wen Lei, “Uncovering the Roots of the Nationwide Counter-public Sphere in China”
2015—Christopher Michael Muller, “Historical Origins of Racial Inequality in Incarceration in the United States”
ASA Minority Fellowship Program Fellows

The following current and former MFP Fellows are participating in this year’s Annual Meeting Program. ASA and the 2015 Program Committee are pleased to highlight professional activities of these fellows. The ASA Minority Fellowship Program (MFP), in operation since 1974, has been a significant factor in recruiting minorities into Sociology. Fellows continue to make important and lasting contributions to the growth of the discipline. The Association takes great satisfaction in acknowledging this form of professional activity.

Edwin F. Ackerman, University of California-Berkeley
Elbert P. Almazan, Central Michigan University
Katrina Bell McDonald, Johns Hopkins University
Lawrence Bobo, Harvard University
Eduardo Bonilla-Silva, Duke University
Clifford Broman, Michigan State University
Tony N. Brown, Vanderbilt University
Jose Zapata Calderon, Pitzer College
Nenna Campbell, University of Colorado-Boulder
Celeste Campos-Castillo, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Ana Campos-Holland, Connecticut College
Ingrid E. Castro, Mass. College of Liberal Arts
Tracy Chu, City University of New York-Brooklyn College
Patricia Hill Collins, University of Maryland-College Park
Sharon M. Collins, University of Illinois-Chicago
David A. Cort, University of Massachusetts-Amherst
Brienne Davila, California State Polytechnic University-Pomona
David G. Embrick, Loyola University-Chicago
Louis Esparza, California State University-Los Angeles
Yen Le Espiritu, University of California-San Diego
Shani Evans, University of Pennsylvania
Celestino Fernandez, University of Arizona
Rene Flores, University of Michigan
Ryan Gabriel, University of Washington
Selina Gallo-Cruz, College of the Holy Cross
San Juanita Garcia, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
Cheryl Townsend Gilkes, Colby College
Bridget Goosby, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
Angelique Harris, Marquette University
Anna R. Haskins, Cornell University
Stephani Hatch, King’s College London
Elaine M. Hernandez, Indiana University
Cedric Herring, University of Illinois-Chicago
Elizabeth Higginbotham, University of Delaware
Shirley A. Hill, University of Kansas
Marcus Anthony Hunter, University of California-Los Angeles
Jackelyn Hwang, Harvard University
Robin Jarrett, University of Illinois
Tomas R. Jimenez, Stanford University
Verna Keith, Texas A&M University
Deborah King, Dartmouth College
Gordon James Knowles, Hawaii Pacific University
Yvonne Kwan, University of California-Santa Cruz
Jooyoung Kim Lee, University of Toronto
R. L’Heureux Lewis-McCoy, City University of New York-City College
Krystale Littlejohn, Occidental College
Freda B. Lynn, University of Iowa

Ramiro Martinez Jr, Northeastern University
Cecilia Menjivar, Arizona State University
Dawne M. Mouzon, State University of New Jersey-Rutgers
Dana Y. Nakano, University of California-Irvine
Emerald Nguyen, University of California-Davis
Ethel G. Nicdao, University of the Pacific
Gilda Ochoa, Pomona College
Anthony Paik, University of Massachusetts-Amherst
Leslie S. Paik, City University of New York-City College
Lisa Sun-Hee Park, University of Minnesota
Willie Pearson Jr, Georgia Institute of Technology
Silvia Pedraza, University of Michigan
Joanna Perez, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Ruth Peterson, Ohio State University
Rashawn Ray, University of Maryland-College Park
Victor E. Ray, Duke University
Victoria Reyes, Princeton University
Victor Rios Jr, College of the Desert
Fernando I. Rivera, University of Central Florida
Zandria F. Robinson, University of Memphis
Belinda Robnett, University of California-Irvine
Nestor Rodriguez, University of Texas-Austin
Sasha Maria Rodriguez, State University of New York-Stony Brook
Mary Romero, Arizona State University
Elena Shih, Brown University
Firuzeh Shokooh Valle, Northeastern University
Eric Stewart, Florida State University
Dana Takagi, University of California-Santa Cruz
David T. Takeuchi, Boston College
Stacy Torres, New York University
William Trent, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Dolores Trevizo, Occidental College
Alex Trillo, St. Peters College
Zoua M. Vang, McGill University
Gail Wallace, University of Alabama-Birmingham
Patricia White, National Science Foundation
David R. Williams, Harvard University
The following undergraduate sociology students were accepted into the ASA Honors Program for 2015. This program requires nearly a week of participation in professional events held concurrently with the Annual Meeting. Students receive full credit for participation only after completion of the program on August 25th.

ASA and the 2015 Program Committee are pleased to highlight these students’ introduction to the profession of sociology. The Honors Program has a long history of involving sociology students in the ASA Annual Meeting. This year’s students are wearing gold ribbons showing their Honors Program affiliation. Please welcome them to their first national meeting!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student Name</th>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>School</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Taimur Ahmad</td>
<td>Carol Stack</td>
<td>Princeton University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guillermo Alvarado</td>
<td>Sandi Kawecka Nenga</td>
<td>Southwestern University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keisha Barnard</td>
<td>Diane Pike</td>
<td>Augsburg College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Bech</td>
<td>Lars Christiansen</td>
<td>Augsburg College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alaina Bur</td>
<td>Heidi Lyons</td>
<td>Oakland University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yun Cha</td>
<td>Katherine Donato</td>
<td>Vanderbilt University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sydnee Christian</td>
<td>Katherine Watson</td>
<td>University of the Fraser Valley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alice Dai</td>
<td>James Evans</td>
<td>University of Chicago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelsey Dovico</td>
<td>Chien-Juh Gu</td>
<td>Western Michigan University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott Duxbury</td>
<td>Elena Gapova</td>
<td>Western Michigan University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chris Felton</td>
<td>Elizabeth Borland</td>
<td>State University of New Jersey-Rutgers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sophie Glassford</td>
<td>Brian Fuller</td>
<td>Carleton College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mikaela Gustafsson</td>
<td>Steven Barkan</td>
<td>University of Maine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alicia Hanawalt</td>
<td>Deborah Baskin</td>
<td>Loyola University-Chicago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duina Hernandez</td>
<td>James Vela-McConnell</td>
<td>Augsburg College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebekah Howland</td>
<td>Kerstl Yllo</td>
<td>Wheaton College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aimee Kelmel</td>
<td>Gregory Kordsmeier</td>
<td>Indiana University Southeast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loh Chee Leong</td>
<td>Brian Fuller</td>
<td>National University of Singapore/Carleton College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noemi Linares-Ramirez</td>
<td>Nancy Whittier</td>
<td>Smith College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kimberly Longfellow</td>
<td>VoonChin Phua</td>
<td>Gettyburg College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua Mei</td>
<td>Peter Rosenblatt</td>
<td>Loyola College-Chicago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Morrow</td>
<td>Joleen Greenwood</td>
<td>Kutztown University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autumn Murtagh</td>
<td>Kimberley Huisman</td>
<td>University of Maine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenna O’Connor</td>
<td>Ingrid Castro</td>
<td>Massachusetts College of Liberal Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liza Parker</td>
<td>Albert Fu</td>
<td>Kutztown University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samantha Poremba</td>
<td>Michele Lee Kozimor-King</td>
<td>Elizabethtown College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethan Raker</td>
<td>Karen Barkey</td>
<td>Columbia University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott Leo Renshaw</td>
<td>Mikaila Mariel Lemonik Arthur</td>
<td>Rhode Island College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Priscila Barron Sanchez</td>
<td>Meg Wilkes Karraker</td>
<td>University of St. Thomas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derrian Smith</td>
<td>Robert Aponte</td>
<td>Indiana University-Indianapolis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sebastian Spitz</td>
<td>Francisca Oyogoa</td>
<td>Bard College at Simon's Rock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. Dalton Stevens</td>
<td>Tom Gerschick</td>
<td>Illinois State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua Stout</td>
<td>Paul Colomy</td>
<td>University of Denver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anne Taylor</td>
<td>Stefanie Mollborn</td>
<td>University of Colorado-Boulder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courtney Terry</td>
<td>James Vela-McConnell</td>
<td>Augsburg College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skyler Wang</td>
<td>Wendy Roth</td>
<td>University of British Columbia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Devin Wiggs</td>
<td>Lars Christiansen</td>
<td>Augsburg College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia Wolf</td>
<td>Eva Kahana</td>
<td>Case Western Reserve University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YEAR</td>
<td>CITY</td>
<td>DATES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1906</td>
<td>Providence, RI</td>
<td>Dec. 27-29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1907</td>
<td>Madison, WI</td>
<td>Dec. 28-31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1908</td>
<td>Atlantic City</td>
<td>Dec. 28-31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1909</td>
<td>New York City</td>
<td>Dec. 27-31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1910</td>
<td>St. Louis</td>
<td>Dec. 27-30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1911</td>
<td>Washington, DC</td>
<td>Dec. 27-30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1912</td>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>Dec. 28-31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1913</td>
<td>Minneapolis</td>
<td>Dec. 27-30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1914</td>
<td>Princeton, NJ</td>
<td>Dec. 28-31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1915</td>
<td>Washington, DC</td>
<td>Dec. 28-31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1916</td>
<td>Columbus, OH</td>
<td>Dec. 27-29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1917</td>
<td>Philadelphia</td>
<td>Dec. 27-29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1918</td>
<td>Richmond, VA</td>
<td>Dec. 27-29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1919</td>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>Dec. 29-31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1920</td>
<td>Washington, DC</td>
<td>Dec. 27-29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1921</td>
<td>Pittsburgh</td>
<td>Dec. 27-30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1922</td>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>Dec. 27-29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1923</td>
<td>Washington, DC</td>
<td>Dec. 27-29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1924</td>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>Dec. 28-31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1925</td>
<td>New York City</td>
<td>Dec. 28-31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1926</td>
<td>St. Louis</td>
<td>Dec. 28-31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1927</td>
<td>Washington, DC</td>
<td>Dec. 27-30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1928</td>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>Dec. 26-29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1929</td>
<td>Washington, DC</td>
<td>Dec. 27-30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1930</td>
<td>Cleveland</td>
<td>Dec. 29-31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1931</td>
<td>Washington, DC</td>
<td>Dec. 28-31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1932</td>
<td>Cincinnati</td>
<td>Dec. 28-31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1933</td>
<td>Philadelphia</td>
<td>Dec. 27-30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1934</td>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>Dec. 26-29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1935</td>
<td>New York City</td>
<td>Dec. 27-31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1936</td>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>Dec. 28-30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1937</td>
<td>Atlantic City</td>
<td>Dec. 28-30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1938</td>
<td>Detroit</td>
<td>Dec. 28-30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939</td>
<td>Philadelphia</td>
<td>Dec. 27-29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1940</td>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>Dec. 27-29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1941</td>
<td>New York City</td>
<td>Dec. 27-29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1942</td>
<td>Cleveland</td>
<td>Dec. 29-31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1943</td>
<td>New York City</td>
<td>Dec. 27-29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1944</td>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>Dec. 28-30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1945</td>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>Nov. 30-Dec. 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1946</td>
<td>Cleveland</td>
<td>March 1-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1947</td>
<td>New York City</td>
<td>Dec. 28-30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1948</td>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>Dec. 27-30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1949</td>
<td>New York City</td>
<td>Dec. 28-30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1950</td>
<td>Denver</td>
<td>Sept. 7-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1951</td>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>Sept. 5-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1952</td>
<td>Atlantic City</td>
<td>Sept. 3-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1953</td>
<td>Berkeley, CA</td>
<td>Aug. 30-Sept. 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1954</td>
<td>Urbana, IL</td>
<td>Sept. 8-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1955</td>
<td>Washington, DC</td>
<td>Aug. 31-Sept. 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1956</td>
<td>Detroit</td>
<td>Sept. 7-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1957</td>
<td>Washington, DC</td>
<td>Aug. 27-29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1958</td>
<td>Seattle</td>
<td>Aug. 27-29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1959</td>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>Sept. 3-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1960</td>
<td>New York City</td>
<td>Aug. 28-31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ASA Annual Meeting Sites, 1906-2017
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YEAR</th>
<th>CITY</th>
<th>DATES</th>
<th>HEADQUARTERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1961</td>
<td>St. Louis</td>
<td>Aug. 29-Sept. 2</td>
<td>Chase-Park Plaza Hotel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1962</td>
<td>Washington, DC</td>
<td>Aug. 29-Sept. 2</td>
<td>Shoreham Hotel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1963</td>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
<td>Aug. 26-29</td>
<td>Statler Hilton Hotel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1964</td>
<td>Montreal</td>
<td>Aug. 31-Sept. 3</td>
<td>Sheraton-Mt. Royal Hotel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>Aug. 30-Sept. 2</td>
<td>Edgewater Beach Hotel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1966</td>
<td>Miami Beach</td>
<td>Aug. 29-Sept. 1</td>
<td>Hotel Fontainebleau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1967</td>
<td>San Francisco</td>
<td>Aug. 28-31</td>
<td>San Francisco Hilton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1968</td>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>Aug. 26-29</td>
<td>Sheraton-Boston Hotel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1969</td>
<td>San Francisco</td>
<td>Sept. 1-4</td>
<td>San Francisco Hilton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970</td>
<td>Washington, DC</td>
<td>Aug. 31-Sept. 3</td>
<td>Sheraton Park Hotel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971</td>
<td>Denver</td>
<td>Aug. 30-Sept. 2</td>
<td>Denver Hilton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1972</td>
<td>New Orleans</td>
<td>Aug. 28-31</td>
<td>Marriott Hotel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1973</td>
<td>New York City</td>
<td>Aug. 27-30</td>
<td>New York Hilton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1974</td>
<td>Montreal</td>
<td>Aug. 25-29</td>
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</tr>
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</tr>
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<td>Toronto</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>San Francisco</td>
<td>Aug. 21-25</td>
<td>San Francisco Hilton, Renaissance Parc55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>Aug. 6-10</td>
<td>Hilton Chicago, Hilton Palmer House</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>Anaheim</td>
<td>Aug. 18-21</td>
<td>Hilton Anaheim, Anaheim Marriott</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>Aug. 16-19</td>
<td>Hilton Chicago, Hilton Palmer House</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>Atlanta</td>
<td>Aug. 16-19</td>
<td>Hilton Atlanta, Atlanta Marriott Marquis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Montréal</td>
<td>Aug. 11-14</td>
<td>Palais des congrès de Montréal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>Aug. 1-4</td>
<td>Sheraton Boston and the Boston Marriott Copley Place</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>San Francisco</td>
<td>Aug. 8-11</td>
<td>Hilton San Francisco, Parc55 Hotel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Atlanta</td>
<td>Aug. 14-17</td>
<td>Hilton Atlanta, Atlanta Marriott Marquis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Las Vegas</td>
<td>Aug. 20-23</td>
<td>Caesars Palace Las Vegas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Denver</td>
<td>Aug. 17-20</td>
<td>Colorado Convention Center &amp; Hyatt Regency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>San Francisco</td>
<td>Aug. 16-19</td>
<td>Hilton San Francisco, Parc55 Wyndham San Francisco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Seattle</td>
<td>Aug. 20-23</td>
<td>Washington State Convention Center &amp; Sheraton Seattle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Montréal</td>
<td>Aug. 12-15</td>
<td>Palais des congrès de Montréal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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